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Chapter 1Colletive Exitations: FromPartiles to FieldsThe goal of this setion is to introdue some fundamental onepts of lassial �eld theoryin the framework of a simple model of lattie dynamis. In doing so, we will beome a-quainted with the notion of a ontinuum ation, elementary exitations, olletive modes,symmetries and universality | onepts whih will pervade the rest of the ourse.One of the more remarkable fats about ondensed matter physis is that phenomenol-ogy of phantasti omplexity is born out of a Hamiltonian that does not look partiularlyimpressive. Indeed, it is not in the least diÆult to write down mirosopi \ondensedmatter Hamiltonians" of reasonable generality. E.g. a prototypial metal might be de-sribed by H = He +Hi +Hei;He =Xi p2i2m +Xi6=j Vee(ri � rj);Hi =XI P2I2M +XI 6=J Vii(RI �RJ);Hei =XiI Vei(RI � ri); (1.1)where, ri (RI) are the oordinates of i; I = 1; : : : ; N valene eletrons (ion ores) andHe; Hi, and Hei desribe the dynamis of eletrons, ions and the interation of eletronsand ions, respetively. (For details of the notation, see Fig. 1.1.) Of ourse, the Hamil-tonian (9.30) an be made \more realisti", e.g. by remembering that eletrons andions arry spin, adding disorder or introduing host latties with multi-atomi unit-ells,however for developing our present line of thought the prototype H will do �ne.The fat that an innouously looking Hamiltonian like (9.30) is apable of generatinga vast panoptium of metalli phenomenology an be read in reverse order: one willnormally not be able to make theoretial progress by approahing the problem in an \ab1
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Figure 1.1: One-dimensional artoon of a (metalli) solid. Positively harged ions loatedat positions RI are sourrounded by a ondution eletron loud (eletron oordinatesdenoted by ri). Both eletrons and ions are free to move, as desribed by the kinetienergy terms Pp2i =(2m) and PP2i =(2M) of Eq. (9.30), respetively. While, the motionof the ions is massively onstrained by the lattie potential Vii (indiated by solid lines) thedynamis of the eletrons is a�eted by their mutual interation (Vee) and the interationwith the ore ions (Vei).initio"manner, i.e. an approah that treats all mirosopi onstituents as equally relevantdegrees of freedom. But how then, an suessful analytial approahes be developed?Muh of the answer to this question lies in a number of basi priniples inherent to generiondensed matter systems1. Strutural reduibility of the problem. Whih simply means that not all om-pounds of the Hamiltonian (9.30) need to be treated simultaneously. E.g. when theinterest is foremostly in the vibrational motion of the ion lattie, the dynamis ofthe eletron system an often be negleted or, at least, be treated in a simplistimanner. Similarly, muh of the dynamis of the eletrons is independent of the ionlattie, et.2. In the majority of ondensed matter appliations one is not so muh interested in thefull pro�le of a given system but rather in its energetially low lying dynamis. Thisis partly motivated by pratial aspets (In daily life, iron is normaly enouteredat room temperature and not at its melting point.), partly by the tendeny oflarge systems to behave \universal" at low temperatures. Universality means thatsystems di�ering in mirosopi detail (e.g. di�erent types of interation potentials,ion speies et.) exhibit idential olletive behaviour. As a physiist, one willnormally seek for unifying priniples in olletive phenomena rather than to desribethe speialties of individual speies. Hene the fundamental importane of theuniversality priniiple. However, universality is equally important in the pratie ofondensed matter theory. It implies, e.g., that at low temperatures, details of thefuntional form of mirosopi interation potentials are of seondary importane,i.e. that one may employ simple model Hamiltonians.



1.1. CLASSICAL HARMONIC CHAIN: PHONONS 33. For most systems of interest, the number of degrees of freedom, N , is formidablylarge, e.g. N = O(1023). However, ontrary to the �rst impression, the magnitudeof this �gure is rather an advantage. The reason is that in addressing ondensedmatter problems we may make use of the onepts of statistis and that (preiselydue to the largeness of N) statistial errors tend to be negligibly small1.4. Finally, ondensed matter systems typially possess a number of intrinsi symme-tries. E.g. our prototype Hamiltonian above is invariant under simultaneous trans-lation and rotation of all oordinates whih expresses the global Galilei invariane ofthe system (a ontinuous set of symmetries). Spin rotation invariane (ontinuous)and time reversal invariane (disrete) are other examples of frequently enounteredsymmetries. The general importane of symmetries needs no stressing: symmetriesentail onservation laws and onservation laws simplify any problem. Yet in on-densed matter physis, symmetries are \even more" important. The point is that aonserved observable is generally tied to an energetially low-lying exitation. In theuniversal low temperature regimes we will typially be interested in, it is preiselythe dynamis of these low level exitations that governs the gross behaviour of thesystem. In subsequent setion, the sequene \symmetry! onservation law! low-lying exitations" will be enountered time and again. At any rate, identi�ationof the fundamental symmetries will typially be step no.1 in the analysis of a solidstate system.Employing a hain of harmonially bound atoms as an example, we next attempt toillustrate how suh priniples an be applied to onstrut \e�etive low energy" modelsof solid state systems. I.e. models that are universal, enapsulate the essential low energydynamis, and an be related to experimentally observable data. We will also observe thatthe low energy dynamis2 of large systems naturally relates to onepts of �eld theory;In a way, this and the next few hapters represent a �rst introdution to the use of �eldtheoretial methods in solid state physis.1.1 Classial Harmoni Chain: PhononsComing bak to our prototype Hamiltonian (9.30), let us fous on dynamial behaviourof the positively harged ore ions onstituting the host lattie. For the moment, let usneglet the fat that atoms are quantum objets, i.e. treat the ions as lassial. To furthersimplify the problem, we onsider an atomi hain rather than a generi d-dimensionalsolid. I.e. the positions of the ions are given by a sequene of points with average spainga. Relying on the redution priniple (1.) we next argue that to understand the behaviour1The importane of this point is illustrated by the empirial observation that the most resistive systemlasses in physial sienes are of medium (and not large) sale. E.g. metalli lusters, medium size nuleior large atoms onsist of O(101�2) fundamental onstituents. Suh problems are well beyond the reahof few body quantum mehanis while not yet aessible to reliable statistial modelling. Often the onlyviable path to approahing systems of this type is massive use of phenomenology.2In this ourse we will fous on the dynamial behaviour of large systems, as opposed to stati struturalproperties. E.g., we will not address questions related to the formation of de�nite rystallographistrutures in solid state systems.



4 CHAPTER 1. COLLECTIVE EXCITATIONS: FROM PARTICLES TO FIELDSof the ions the dynamis of the ondution eletroni setor of is of seondary importane,i.e. we set He = Hei = 0.At striktly zero temperature, the system of ions will be frozen out, i.e. the one-dimensional ion oordinates RI � �RI = Ia de�ne a regularly spaed array. Any deviationfrom a perfetly regular on�guration has to be payed for by a prize in potential energy.For low enough temperatures (priniiple 3.), this energy will be approximately quadratiin the small deviation from the equilibrium position (the dashed line in Fig. 1.1.) Theredued low energy Hamiltonian3 of our system then readsH = NXI=1 � P 2I2M + ks2 (RI �RI+1 � a)2� ; (1.2)where the oeÆient ks determines the steepness of the lattie potential. Notie that Han be interpreted as the Hamiltonian of N partiles of mass M elastially onneted bysprings with spring onstant ks (see Fig. 1.2).
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Figure 1.2: Toy model of a one-dimensional solid: A hain of elastially bound massivepoint partiles. hange x$ R1.1.1 Lagrangian Formulation and Equations of MotionWhat are the elementary low energy exitations of th is system? To answer this questionwe might, in priniple, solve Hamiltons equations of motion; this is possible beause H isquadrati in all its oordinates. However, we must keep in mind that few of the problemsenountered in general solid state physis enjoy this property. Further, it seems unlikelythat the low energy dynamis of a marosopially large hain { whih we know from ourexperiene will be governed by large sale wave type exitations { is adequately desribedin terms of an \atomisti" language; the relevant degrees of freedom will be of di�erenttype. Rather what we should do is make muh more exessive use from our basi priniples1.-4. Notably, we have so far neither payed attention to the intrinsi symmetry of theproblem nor to the fat that N is large.3 Sir William Rowan Hamilton 1805-1865; a mathematiian redited withthe disovery of quaternions, the �rstnon-ommutative algebra to be stud-ied. He also invented important newmethods in Mehanis.



1.1. CLASSICAL HARMONIC CHAIN: PHONONS 5Now omes a very imporant point: To redue a mirosopially formulated modeldown to an e�etive low energy model, the Hamiltonian is often not a very onvenientstarting point. It is usually more eÆient to start out from an ation. As usual, theLagrangian ation4 of our system is de�ned asS = Z T0 L(R; _R)dt;where (R; _R) � fRI ; _RIg symbolially represents the set of all oordinates and their timederivatives. The Lagrangian L related to the Hamiltonian (1.2) is given byL = T � U = NXI=1 � P 2I2M � ks2 (RI �RI+1 � a)2� ; (1.3)where T and U stand for kineti and potential energy, respetively.. Exerise. Reapitulate the onnetion between Hamiltonian and Lagrangian in N -partile lassial mehanis.For onveniene we assume that our atomi hain has the topology of a ring, i.e. adoptperiodi boundary onditions RN+1 = R1. Further, antiipating that the e�et of lattievibrations on the solid is weak (i.e. long-range atomi order is maintained) we assume thatthe deviation from the equilibrium position is small (jRI(t)� �RI j � a), i.e. the integrityof the solid is maintained. With RI(t) = �RI + �I(t) (�I+1 = �1) the Lagrangian (1.3)simpli�es to L = NXI=1 �M2 _�2I � ks2 (�I+1 � �I)2� :To make further progress, we now use that we are not onerned with the behaviourof our system on `atomi' sales. (In any ase, for suh purposes a modelling like theone above would be muh too primitive!) Rather, we are interested in experimentallyobservable behaviour that manifests itself on marosopi length sales (priniple 2.).For example, one might wish to study the spei� heat of the solid in the limit of in-�nitely many atoms (or at least a marosopially large number, O(1023)). Under theseonditions, mirosopi models an usually be substantially simpli�ed (priniple 3.). Inpartiular it is often permissible to subjet a disrete lattie model to a so-alled ontin-uum limit, i.e. to neglet the disreteness of the mirosopi entities of the system andto desribe it in terms of e�etive ontinuum degrees of freedom.4 Joseph-Louis Lagrange 1736-1813; Lagrange was a mathematiianwho exelled in all �elds of analysis, number theory, analytial, andelestial mehanis. In 1788 he published M�eanique analytique,whih summarised all the work done in the �eld of mehanis sinethe time of Newton and is notable for its use of the theory ofdi�erential equations. In it he transformed mehanis into a branhof mathematial analysis.
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φn φ(x)Continuum Limit

(n-1)a na (n+1)aFigure 1.3: Continuum limit of the harmoni hain. For larity, the (horizontal) distortionof the point partiles has been plotted against the vertial.In the present ase, taking a ontinuum limit amounts to desribing the lattie utua-tions �I in terms of smooth funtions of a ontinuous variable x (Fig. 1.3). Clearly suh adesription makes sense only if relative utuations on atomi sales are weak. (Otherwisethe smoothness ondition would be violated.) However, if this ondition is met { as it willbe for suÆiently large values of the sti�ness onstant ks { the ontinuum desription ismuh more powerful than the disrete enoding in terms of the 'vetor' f�Ig. All stepswe need to take to go from the Lagrangian to onrete physial preditions will be muheasier to formulate.Introduing ontinuum degrees of freedom �(x), and applying a �rst order Taylorexpansion,5 we de�ne�I ! a1=2�(x)���x=Ia; �I+1 � �I ! a3=2�x�(x)���x=Ia; NXI=1 �! 1a Z L0 dx;where L = Na. Note that, as de�ned, the funtions �(x; t) have dimensionality [Length℄1=2.Expressed in terms of the new degrees of freedom, the ontinuum limit of the Lagrangianthen readsL[�℄ = Z L0 dx L(�; �x�; _�); L(�; �x�; _�) = m2 _�2 � ksa22 (�x�)2; (1.4)where the Lagrangian density L has dimensionality [energy℄=[length℄ and we have des-ignated the partile mass by the more ommon symbol m � M . Similarly, the lassialation assumes the ontinuum formS[�℄ = Z dt L[�℄ = Z dt Z L0 dx L(�; �x�; _�): (1.5)We have thus sueeded in abandoning the N -point partile desription in favour of oneinvolving ontinuous degrees of freedom, a (lassial) �eld. The dynamis of the latteris spei�ed by the funtionals L and S whih represent the ontinuum generalisationsof the disrete lassial Lagrangian and ation, respetively.. Info. The ontinuum variable � is our �rst enounter with a �eld. Before proeedingwith our example, let us pause to make some preliminary remarks on the general de�nition of5Indeed, for reasons that will beome lear, higher order ontributions to the Taylor expansion areimmaterial in the long-range ontinuum limit.



1.1. CLASSICAL HARMONIC CHAIN: PHONONS 7these objets. This will help to plae the subsequent disussion of the atomi hain into a largerontext.Mathematially speaking, a �eld is a mapping� : M ! T;z 7! �(t);from a ertain manifoldM , often alled the 'base manifold', into a target or �eld manifold T , seeFig. 1.4. In our present example,M = [0; L℄�[0; T ℄ � R2 is the produt of intervals in spae andtime, and T = R is the real numbers. In general appliations, the base manifold will be a (subsetof) some d-dimensional spae-like manifold R multiplied by a time-like interval: M � R � R.(E.g. in our present example, R ' S1 is isomorphi to the unit irle S1.) Sometimes, espeiallyin problems relating to statistial mehanis, M � R is just spaelike. However, we are alwaysfree to assume that loally M is isomorphi to some subsset of d+1- or d-dimensional real vetorspae. In ontrast, the target manifold an be just any (di�erentiable) manifold. From real oromplex numbers, over vetorspaes and groups to the faniest objets of mathematial physis.In applied �eld theory, �elds do not appear as �nal objets but rather as input to funtionals(see Fig. 1.4) Mathematially, a funtional S : � 7! S[�℄ 2 R is a mapping that that takes a�eld as its argument and maps it into the real numbers. The funtional pro�le S[�℄ essentiallydetermines the harater of a �eld theory. Notie that the argument of a funtional is ommonlyindiated in angular brakets [ : ℄.
 T 

 M
 

 φ 

 S  S[φ]

Figure 1.4: Shemati vizualization of a �eld: a mapping � from a base manifold M intoa target spae T (here the real numbers, but T an be more ompliated). A funtionalassigns to eah � a real number S[�℄. The grid embedded into M indiates that �elds inondensed matter physis arise as ontinuum limits of disrete mappings.While these formulations may appear unneessarily abstrat, remembering the dry math-ematial bakbone of the theory often helps to avoid onfusion. At any rate, it takes sometime and pratie to get used to the onept of �elds and funtionals. Coneptual diÆulties



8 CHAPTER 1. COLLECTIVE EXCITATIONS: FROM PARTICLES TO FIELDSin handling these objets an be overome by remembering that any �eld in ondensed matterphysis arises as the limit of a disrete mapping. E.g. in our example, the �eld �(x) obtained asontinuum approximation of the disrete vetor f�Ig 2 RN ; the funtional L[�℄ is the ontinuumlimit of the funtion L : RN ! R, et. While in pratial alulations �elds are usually easier tohandle than their disrete analogs, it is sometimes easier to think about problems of �eld theoryin a disrete language. Within the disrrete piture, the mathematial aparatus of �eld theoryredues to �nite dimensional alulus.||||||||||||||{Although Eq. (1.4) ontains the full information about the model, we have not yetlearned muh about its atual behaviour. To extrat onrete physial information fromEq. (1.4) we need to derive equations of motion. At �rst sight, it may not be entirelylear what is meant by the term `equations of motion' in the ontext of an in�nite di-mensional model: The equations of motion relevant for the present problem obtain asgeneralization of the onventional Lagrange equations of N -partile lassial mehanisto a model with in�nitely many degrees of freedom. To derive these equations we need togeneralize Hamilton's extremal priniple, i.e. the route from an ation to the assoiatedequations of motion, to in�nite dimensions. As a warmup, let us briey reapitulate howthe extremal priniple worked for a system with one degree of freedom:Suppose the dynamis of a lassial point partile with oordinate x(t) is desribed bythe lassial Lagrangian L(x; _x), and ation S[x℄ = R dtL(x; _x). Hamilton's extremalpriniple states that the on�gurations x(t) that are atually realised are those thatextremise the ation ÆS[x℄ = 0. This means that for any smooth urve t 7! y(t),lim�!0 1� (S[x + �y℄� S[x℄) = 0: (1.6)I.e. to �rst order in � the ation has to remain invariant. Applying this ondition, one�nds that it is ful�lled if and only if x solves Lagrange's equation of motionddt(� _xL)� �xL = 0: (1.7). Exerise. Reapitulate the derivation of (1.7) from the lassial ation.In Eq. (1.5) we are dealing with a system of in�nitely many degrees of freedom �(x; t).Yet Hamilton's priniple is general and we may see what happens if (1.5) is subjeted toan extremal priniple analogous to Eq. (1.6). To do so, we substitute�(x; t)! �(x; t) + ��(x; t)into Eq. (1.5) and demand vanishing of the �rst order ontribution to an expansion in �(see Fig. 1.5). When applied to the spei� Lagrangian (1.4), substituting the `varied'�eld leads toS[�+ ��℄ = S[�℄ + � Z dt Z L0 dx�m _� _� � ksa2�x��x��+O(�2):
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Figure 1.5: Shemati diagram showing the variation of the �eld assoiated with theation funtional. Notie that the variation �� is supposed to vanish on the boundariesof the base M = [0; L℄� [0; T ℄.Integrating by parts and demanding that the ontribution linear in � vanishes, one obtainsZ dt Z dx�m��� ksa2�2x�� � = 0:(Notie that the boundary terms vanish identially.) Now, sine � was de�ned to be anarbitrary smooth funtion, the integral above an only vanish if the term in parenthesesis globally vanishing. Thus the equation of motion takes the form of a wave equation�m�2t � ksa2�2x�� = 0: (1.8)The solutions of Eq. (1.8) have the general form �+(x�vt)+��(x+vt) where v = apks=m,and �� are arbitrary smooth funtions of the argument. From this we an dedue that thebasi low energy elementary exitations of our model are lattie vibrations propagatingas sound waves to the left or right at a onstant veloity v (see Fig. 1.6)6. The trivialbehaviour of our model is of ourse a diret onsequene of its simplisti de�nition { nodissipation, dispersion or other non-trivial ingredients. Adding these re�nements leadsto the general lassial theory of lattie vibrations (see, e.g., Ref. [?℄). Finally, notiethat the elementary exitations of the hain have little in ommon with its \mirosopi"onstitutents (i.e. the atomi osillators.) They rather are olletive exitations, i.e.exitations omprising a marosopially large number of mirosopi degrees of freedom.. Info. The 'relevant' exitations of a ondensed matter system an but need not be ofolletive type. E.g. the interating eletron gas, a system to be disussed in detail below,supports mirosopi exitations { viz. harged quasi-partiles standing in 1-1 orrespondene6Striktly speaking the modeling of our system enfores a periodiity onstraint ��(x + L) = ��(x).However, in the limit of a large system, this aspet beomes inessential.



10 CHAPTER 1. COLLECTIVE EXCITATIONS: FROM PARTICLES TO FIELDSwith the eletrons of the original mirosopi system { and olletive exitations { plasmonmodesof large wavelength. The nature of the fundamental exitations is often far from obvious fromthe mirosopi de�nition of a model. In fat, the mere identi�ation of the relevant exitationsoften represents the most important step in the solution of a ondensed matter problem.||||||||||||||{
-Φ Φ+ x=vtx=-vtFigure 1.6: Visualisation of the fundamental left and right moving exitations of thelassial harmoni hain.1.1.2 Hamiltonian FormulationAn important harateristi of any exitation is its energy. How muh energy is stored inthe sound waves of the harmoni hain? To address this question, we need to swith bakto a Hamiltonian formulation. This is, again, done by generalizing standard manipulationsfrom point mehanis to the ontinuum. Remembering that for a Lagrangian, L(x; _x) ofa point partile, p � � _xL is the momentum onjugate to the oordinate x, we onsiderthe Lagrangian density and de�ne � � �L(�; �x�; _�)� _� : (1.9)as the anonial momentum assoiated to �. (In the �eld theory literature it is popularto denote the momentum by Greek letters.) In ommon with � the momentum � is a on-tinuum degree of freedom. At eah spae point it may take an independent value. Notiethat �(x) is nothing other than the ontinuum generalization of the lattie momentumPI of Eq. (1.2). (I.e. applied to PI , a ontinuum approximation like �I ! �(x) wouldprodue �(x).)TheHamiltonian density is then de�ned as usual through Legendre transformation,H(�; �x�; �) = �� _�� L(�; �x�; _�)� ��� _�= _�(�;�) ; (1.10)from where the full Hamiltonian obtains as H = R L0 Hdx.. Exerise. Verify that the transition L! H is a straightforward ontinuum generaliza-tion of the Legendre transformation of the N -partile Lagrangian L(f�Ig; f _�Ig).



1.1. CLASSICAL HARMONIC CHAIN: PHONONS 11Having introdued a Hamiltonian, we are in a position to determine the energy ofsound waves. Appliation of (1.9) and (1.10) to the Lagrangian of the atomi hain yields�(x; t) = m _�(x; t) and H[�; �℄ = Z dx� 12m�2 + ksa22 �x��x�� : (1.11)We next evaluate this funtion on a sound wave, i.e. on a spei� solution of the equationsof motion. Considering for de�niteness a right-moving exitation, �(x; t) = �+(x � vt),we �nd �(x; t) = �mv�x�+(x� vt) andH[�; �℄ = ksa2 Z dx[�x�+(x� vt)℄2 = ksa2 Z dx[�x�+(x)℄2;i.e. a positive de�nite time independent expression as one would expet.Notie an interesting feature of the energy funtional: in the limit of an in�nteltyshallow exitation, �x�+ ! 0, the energy vanishes. This brings the symmetry priniple,4.), not onsidered so far, onto the stage: The Hamiltonian of an atomi hain is invariantunder simultaneous translation of all atom oordinates by a �xed inrement: �I ! �I+Æ,where Æ is onstant. This expresses the fat that a global translation of the solid as awhole does not a�et the internal energy. Now, the ground state of any spei� realiza-tion of the solid will be de�ned through a stati array of atoms, eah loated at a �xedoordinate RI = Ia) �I = 0. We say that the translational symmetry is \spontaneouslybroken", i.e. the solid has to deide where exatly it wants to rest. However, sponta-neous breakdown of a symmetry does not imply that the symmetry disappeared, on theontrary: In�nite wavelength deviations from the pre-assigned ground state ome loseto global translations of (marosopially large portions of) the solid and, therefore, osta vanishingly small amount of energy. This is the reason for the vanishing of the soundwave energy in the limit �x�! 0. It is also our �rst enounter with the aforementionedphenomenon that symmetries lead to the formation of soft, i.e. low-energy exitations. Amuh more systemati exposition of these onnetions will be given in hapter ** below.To onlude our disussion of the lassial harmoni hain, let us onsider the spei�heat, i.e. a quantity diretly aessible to experimental measurement. An rought estimateof this quantity an readily be obtained from our initial harmoni Hamiltonian (1.2).Aording to the priniples of statistial mehanis, the thermodynami energy density isgiven by u = 1L R d�e��HHR d�e��H = � 1L�� ln�Z d�e��H� ;where � = 1=T , Z � R d�e��H is the Boltzmann partition funtion7 and the phase
7 Ludwig Boltzmann 1844-1906: physiist whose greatestahievement was in the development of statistial mehan-is, whih explains and predits how the properties ofatoms (suh as mass, harge, and struture) determine thevisible properties of matter (suh as visosity, thermal on-dutivity, and di�usion).



12 CHAPTER 1. COLLECTIVE EXCITATIONS: FROM PARTICLES TO FIELDSspae volume element d� = NYI=1 dRIdPI:The spei� heat then obtains as  = �Tu. To determine the temperature dependene ofthis quantity, we use that upon resaling integration variables,RI ! ��1=2XI PI ! ��1=2YI ;the exponent �H(R;P ) ! H(X; Y ) beomes independent of temperature. (Notie thatthis relies on the quadrati dependene of H on both R and P .) The integration measuretransforms as d� ! ��NQNI=1 dXIdYI � ��1d�0. Expressed in terms of the resaledvariables, the energy density reads asu = � 1L�� ln ���NK� = �T;where � = NL is the density of atoms and we have used that the onstantK � R d�0e�H(X;Y )is independent of temperature. We thus �nd a temperature independent spei� heat = �. Notie that  is fully universal, i.e. independent of the material onstants M andks determining H. (IN fat, we ould have antiipated this result from the equipartitiontheorem of lassial mehanis, i.e. the law that in a system with N degrees of freedomthe energy sales like U = NT .)How do these �ndings ompare with experiment? Fig. 1.7 shows the spei� heatof various insulatoring, semionduing and metali solids8. For large temperatures, thespei� heat approahes a onstant value, in aord with our so far analysis. However,for lower temperatures, drasti deviations from  = onst: our. The strong temperaturedependene invalidates attempts to explain the deviations by inaurate modeling. It israther indiative of a quantum phenomenon. Indeed, we have so far totally negleted thequantum nature of the atomi osillators. In the next hapter we will ure this deÆienyand disuss how the the e�etive low energy theory of the harmoni hain an be promotedto a quantum �eld theory. However, before proeeding with the development of the theorylet us pause to introdue a number of mathematial onepts that surfaed above in away that survives generalization to more interesting problems.1.2 Funtional Analysis and Variational PriniplesLet us revisit the derivation of the equations of motion (1.8). Although straightforward,the alulation was neither eÆient, nor did it reveal general strutures. In fat, whatwe did | expanding expliitly to �rst order in the variational parameter � | had thesame status as evaluating derivatives by expliitly taking limits: f 0(x) = lim�!0(f(x +�) � f(x))=�. Moreover, the derivation made expliit use of the partiular form of theLagrangian, thereby being of limited use with regard to a general understanding of theonstrution sheme. Given the importane attahed to extremal priniples in all of �eld8In metals, the spei� heat due to lattie vibrations exeeds the spe� heat of the free ondutioneletron for temperatures larger than a few Kelvin.
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Figure 1.7: Spei� heat  of various di�erent solids. At large temperatures, the spei�heat approahes a onstant value, as predited by the analysis of the lassial harmonimodel system. However, for small temperatures, deviations from  = onst: are grave:quantum e�ets.theory, it is worthwhile investing some e�ort in onstruting a more eÆient sheme forgeneral variational analysis of ontinuum theories. In order to arry out this programwe �rst need to introdue a mathematial tool of funtional analysis, viz. the onept offuntional di�erentiation.In working with funtionals, one is often onerned with how a given funtional behavesunder (small) variations of its argument funtion. where h is an 'in�nitely small' inrementfuntion. In ordinary analysis, questions of this type are ommonly addressed by exploringderivatives, i.e. what we need to do is generalize the onept of a derivative to funtionals.This is ahieved by the following de�nition: A funtional F is alled di�erentiable ifF [f + �g℄� F [f ℄ = �DFf [g℄ +O(�2);where the di�erential DFf is a linear funtional (i.e. one with DFf [g1+g2℄ = DFf [g1℄+DFf [g2℄), � a small parameter and g an arbitrary funtion. The subsript indiates thatthe di�erential generally depends on the 'base argument' f . A funtional F is said to bestationary on f , i� DFf = 0.In priniple, the de�nition above answers our question for a stationarity ondition.However, to make atual use of the de�nition, we still need to know how to ompute thedi�erential DF and how to relate the di�erentiability riterion to the onepts of ordinaryalulus. In order to understand how answers to these questions an be systematiallyfound, it is helpful to temporarily return to a disrete way of thinking, i.e. to interpretthe argument f of a funtional F [f ℄ as the limit N ! 1 of a disrete vetor f =



14 CHAPTER 1. COLLECTIVE EXCITATIONS: FROM PARTICLES TO FIELDSffn � f(xn); n = 1; : : : Ng, where fxng denotes a disretisation of the support of f (.f.Fig. 1.3 � $ f). Prior to taking the ontinuum limit, N ! 1, f has the status of aN -dimensional vetor and F (f) is a funtion de�ned over N -dimensional spae. After theontinuum limit, f ! f beomes a funtion itself and F (f)! F [f ℄ beomes a funtional.Now, within the disrete piture it is lear how the variational behaviour of funtionsis to be analysed. E.g. the ondition that for all � and all vetors g, the linear expansionof F (f + �g) ought to vanish, is simply to say that the ordinary di�erential, dFf , de�nedthrough F (f + �g) = F (f) + �dFf g +O(�2)must be zero. In pratie, one often expresses onditions of this type in terms of a ertainbasis. E.g. in a Cartesian basis of N unit vetors, ên; n = 1; : : : ; N ,dFf g � hrFf ; gi;where hg; fi � PNn=1 fngn is the standard salar produt, rF jf = f�fnFg the gradientand �fnF the partial derivative de�ned through�fnF (f) � lim�!0 1� [F (f + �ên)� F (f)℄ : (1.12)From these identities, the di�erential is identi�ed asdFf g =Xn �fnF (f)gn: (1.13)Vanishing of the di�erential amounts to vanishing of all partial derivatives �fnF = 0.Eqs. (1.12) and (1.13) an now be straightforwardly generalized by taking ontinuumlimits. In the ontinuum limit, the summation de�ning the �nite dimensional salarprodut beomes an integral, NXn=1 fngn ! Z dxf(x)g(x):The analog of the n-th unit vetor is a Æ-distribution,en ! Æy;where Æy(x) = Æ(x� y), as an be seen from the following orrespondene,fn != Xm fm(en)m !f(y) != Z dxf(x)Æy(x):Here (en)m = Ænm stands for the m-th omponent of the n-th unit vetor. The orre-spondene (unit vetor $ Æ-distribution) is easy to memorize: While the omponents ofen vanish, save for the n-th omponent that equals unity, Æy is a funtion that vanishes



1.2. FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS AND VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES 15everywhere, save for y where it equals in�nity. That a unit omponent is replaed by 'in-�nity' has to do with the fat that the support of the Æ-distribution is in�nitely narrow.I.e. to obtain a unit-normalized integral R Æy, the funtion must be singular.As a onsequene of these identities, the ontinuum version of (1.13), i.e. the ontin-uum di�erential, is given by dFf [g℄ = Z dxÆF [f ℄Æf(x)g(x); (1.14)where the generalization of the partial derivative,ÆF [f ℄Æf(x) � lim�!0 1� (F [f + �Æx℄� F [f ℄) : (1.15)is ommonly denoted by a urly Æ instead of �.Eqs. (1.14) and (1.15) establish the oneptual onnetion between ordinary andfuntional di�erentiation. Notie, that we have not yet learned how to pratially alulatethe di�erential, i.e. evaluate expressions like (1.15) for onrete funtionals. Nevertheless,the identities above are very useful. They enable us to generalize more omplex derivativeoperations of ordinary alulus by straightforward transription. E.g. the generalisationof the standard hain rule,�fnF (g(f)) =Xm �gmF (g)jg=g(f)�fngm(f)reads ÆF [g[f ℄℄Æf(x) = Z dy ÆF [g℄Æg(y) ����g=g[f ℄ Æg(y)[f ℄Æf(x) : (1.16)Here g[f ℄ is the ontinuum generalization of an Rm -valued funtion, g : Rn ! Rm , i.e.a funtion whose omponents g(y)[f ℄ are funtionals by themselves. Furthermore, givensome funtional F [f ℄, we an Taylor expand it asF [f ℄ = F [0℄ + Z dx1 ÆF [f ℄Æf(x1)f(x1) + Z dx1 Z dx2 12 Æ2F [f ℄Æf(x2)Æf(x1)f(x1)f(x2) + � � � ;(1.17)where Æ2F [f ℄Æf(x2)Æf(x1) = lim�1;2!0 1�1�2 (F [f + �1Æx1 + �2Æx2℄� F [f ℄)generalizes a two-fold partial derivative. The validity of these identities an be madeplausible by applying the transription table 1.1 to the orresponding relations of standardalulus. To atually verify the formulae, one has to take the ontinuum limit of eahstep taken in the proof of the disrete ounterparts. At any rate, experiene shows thatit takes some time to get used to the onept of funtional di�erentiation. However, aftersome pratie it will beome lear that this operation is not only extremely useful butalso as easy to handle as onventional partial di�erentiation.



16 CHAPTER 1. COLLECTIVE EXCITATIONS: FROM PARTICLES TO FIELDSentity disrete ontinuumargument vetor f funtion ffuntion(al) multi-dimensional funtion F (f) funtional F [f ℄di�erential dFfg DFf [g℄Cartesian basis ên Æxsalar produt, h ; i Pn fngn R dxf(x)g(x)`partial derivative' �fnF (f) ÆF [f ℄Æf(x)Table 1.1: Summary of basi de�nitions of disrete and ontinuum alulus.We �nally address the question how to ompute the funtional di�erential for thefuntionals ommonly enountered in �eld theory. What we will use is that in all but afew ases, these funtionals are of the struture,S[�℄ = Z dtL(�(t); _�(t));where L is an ordinary funtion. To establish ontat with the disussion of the previoussetions, we have hanged the notation, F ! S, f ! �, x ! t. The essential point isthat the information arried by the funtional is enoded in an loal funtion. In generalappliations both, the �eld manifold and the base manifold will be higher dimensional.However, the funtional S will still be desribed by a ertain funtion L.Owing to the spei� form of S, the funtional derivative an be related to an ordinaryderivative of the funtion L. To ahieve this, all what we have to do is evaluate the generalde�nition (1.14) on the funtional S:S[�+ ��℄� S[�℄ = Z dt hL(� + ��; _�+ _��)� L(�; _�)i == Z dt ��L�� � + �L� _� _�� � +O(�2) = Z dt ��L�� � ddt �L� _� � ��+O(�2): (1.18)Comparison with (1.14) identi�es the funtional derivative asÆS[�℄Æ�(t) = �L��(t) � ddt �L� _�(t) : (1.19)This equation answers our initial question of the stationarity of funtionals: The funtionalis stationary, if its di�erential vanishes. Aording to (3.26), this is guaranteed if the rhsof Eq. (1.19) vanishes for all t. Conversly, if the di�erential vanishes, Eq. (3.26) mustvanish for all smooth funtions g. This requires vanishing of the rhs of Eq. (1.19) forall t. We thus onlude that vanishing of the rhs of (1.19) is a suÆient and neessaryondition for the stationarity of the funtional S. Needless to say that8t : �L��(t) � ddt �L� _�(t) = 0 (1.20)



1.2. FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS AND VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES 17is the familiar Euler-Lagrange equation.. Exerise. Consider a one-dimensional lassial ontinuum system. The ation fun-tional is then given by S[�℄ = R dxdtL(�; �x�; _�), i.e. the Lagrangian density L assumes the roleof the funtion L above. Show that the generalization of Eq. (1.20) produes the Euler-Lagrangeequations ÆS[�℄Æ�(x; t) = �L�� � ddt �L� _� � ddx �L�(�x�) = 0: (1.21). Exerise. Write down the equation of motion orresponding to the Lagrangian densityL = L(�; �2x�; _�).Eq. (1.21) represents the generalisation of Lagrange's equation of motion of pointmehanis to lassial one-dimensional �eld theory. Notie that the equation is invariantunder exhange of spae and time oordinates. This is beause, mathematially, we arevarying a funtional that depends on �elds � and �rst derivatives ���; � = x; t, i.e.mathematis does not are about the fat that in lassial mehanis spae and time playfundamentally di�erent roles. However, the strutural symmetry of the equations is morethan mathematial oinidene! E.g. in relativisti theories, spae and time appear in auni�ed manner and a sensible variational equation must reet this feature. To make thisstruture more expliit, let us introdue a two omponent vetor x�; � = 0; 1 with x0 = tand x1 = x. Eq. (1.21) then assumes the formÆS[�℄Æ�(x) = �L�� � �� �L�(���) = 0: (1.22)whih not only expresses spae-time symmetry but also is easy to remember.. Exerise. Assume we were dealing with a �eld � : Rd �R ! R; (x; t) 7! �(x; t) de�nedover a d+1-dimensional base manifold and an assoiated funtional L[�; �xi�; �t�℄. De�ning x�by x0 = t and x�=1;2;:::d = x1;2;:::d show that Eq. (1.23) is the equation of motion, i.e that theequation survives generalization to higher dimensional problems.Finally, we will frequently, enounter problems where the �eld manifold T is moreomplex than the real numbers. (For example, T � RN might be a subset of an N -dimensional vetor spae.) Suppose, we had parameterized a �eld � 2 T through someoordinates �i, i = 1; : : :N . The Lagrangian L(�i; ���i) would then be a funtion of theoeÆients of the �elds and their derivatives. The variational priniple demands that theation be stationary under variation of all �eld omponents individually. This produesN independent variational equations,ÆS[�℄Æ�i(x) = �L��i � �� �L�(���i) = 0; i = 1; : : : ; N: (1.23)



18 CHAPTER 1. COLLECTIVE EXCITATIONS: FROM PARTICLES TO FIELDSEq. (1.23) expresses the variational priniple in its most general form.. Exerise. Verify this equation by varying the ation S[�℄ = R L(�i; ���i) wrt the �eldomponents �i(x).In the next setion we will illustrate how the general variational priniple (1.23) workson a higher dimensional problem:1.3 Maxwell Theory from Variational PriniplesAs a seond example, let us onsider the arhetype of lassial �eld theory, lassial ele-trodynamis. The idea not only is to exemplify the appliation of ontinuum variationalpriniples on a problem we are all well aquainted with but also to illustrate the unifyingpotential of the approah: That problems as di�erent as the low-lying vibrational modesof a solid and eletrodynamis an be desribed by almost idential language indiatesthat we are dealing with a useful formalism.Spei�ally, what we wish to explore is how the equations of motion of eletrodynamis,the inhomogeneous Maxwell9 equtions, r �E = �;r�B� �tE = j; (1.24)an be obtained from variational priniples. (For simpliity, we restrit ourselves to avauum theory, i.e. E = D and B = H. Further, we have set the veloity of lightto unity,  = 1. Within the framework of the variational priniple the homogeneousequations, r� E+ �tB = 0;r �B = 0; (1.25)are regarded as ab initio onstraints imposed on the 'degrees of freedom' E and B.)What we need to desribe Maxwell theory by variational priniple is 1.) a set of suitable'generalized oordinates' and 2.) an ation. As for oordinates, the natural hoie will bethe oeÆients of the eletromagneti (EM) 4-potential, A = fA�g, where A0 = � is thesalar and A�=1;2;3 = �A1;2;3 (the negative of) the vetor potential. The potential A isunonstrained and uniquely determines the �elds E andB through the standard equationsE = �r���tA and B = r�A. (In fat, the set of oordinates A� is 'overly free', in the9 James C. Maxwell 1831-1879;Amongst many other ahieve-ments in the �elds of physis andmathematis, he is redited withthe formulation of the theory ofeletromagnetism.



1.3. MAXWELL THEORY FROM VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES 19sense that gauge transformations A� ! A�+���, where � is a funtion, leave the physial�elds invariant. We will omment on this point later on.) The onnetion between A andthe physial �elds an be expressed in a more symmetri way by introduing the EM �eldtensor, F = fF��g = 2664 0 E1 E2 E3�E1 0 �B3 B2�E2 B3 0 �B1�E3 �B2 B1 0 3775 : (1.26)The relation between �elds and potential now reads F�� = ��A����A�, where, as above,�0 = �t and ��=1;2;3 = r1;2;3.. Exerise. Chek that this onnetion follows from the de�nition of the vetor potential.To verify that the onstraint (1.25) is automatially inluded in the de�nition (1.26), omputethe onstrut ��F�� + ��F�� + ��F��;where (���) are arbitrary but di�erent integers drawn from the set (0; 1; 2; 3). This pro-dues four di�erent terms, identi�ed as the lhs of (1.25). Evaluation of the same onstruton F�� � ��A� � ��A� produes zero by the symmetry of the right hand side.As for the struture of the ation S[A℄ we an proeed in di�erent ways. One optionwould be to regard Maxwell's equations as fundamental, i.e. to postulate an ation thatprodues these equations upon variation (similarly to the situation in lassial mehanis,were the ation funtional was designed so as to reprodue Newton's equations.) However,we an also be a little bit more ambitious and ask whether the struture of the ationan be motivated independently of Maxwells equations. In fat, there is just one priniplein eletrodynamis equally 'fundamental' as Maxwells equations, symmetry: A theory ofeletromagnetism must be Lorentz-invariant, i.e. invariant under relativisti oordinatetransformations.. Info. Referring for a thorough disussion of relativisti theories to hapter * below, letus briey reapitulate the notion of Lorentz invariane10: Suppose we are given a 4-vetorX�. A linear oordinate transformation X� ! X 0� � T��X� is a Lorentz transformation if itleaves the 4-metri g = fg��g = 2664 1 �1 �1 �13775 (1.27)10 Hendrik Antoon Lorentz 1853-1928; 1902 Nobel Laureate inPhysis (with Pieter Zeeman) inreognition of the extraordinaryservie they rendered by theirresearhes into the inuene ofmagnetism upon radiation phe-nomena.



20 CHAPTER 1. COLLECTIVE EXCITATIONS: FROM PARTICLES TO FIELDSinvariant: T T gT = g. To onisely formulate the invariane properties of relativisti theories, isis ommon to introdue the notion of raised and lowered indies. De�ning X� � g��X� , Lorentzinvariane is expressed as X�X� = X�0X 0�.||||||||||||||{Aided by the symmetry riterion, we an try to onjeture the struture of the ationfrom three basi presumptions, all independent from Maxwell's equations: The ationshould be invariant under (a) Lorentz transformations, (b) gauge transformations, and() simple. The most elementary hoie ompatible with these onditions isS[A℄ = Z d4x (1 F��F �� + 2A�j�) ; (1.28)where the measure d4x = Q� dx� = dtdx1dx2dx3, the 4-urrent j� is de�ned throughj0 = � and j�=1;2;3 = j1;2;3, and 1;2 are undetermined onstants. Up to quadrati orderin A, Eq. (1.28) de�nes, in fat, the only possible struture onsisetent with gauge andLorentz invariane.. Exerise. Using the ontinuity equation ��j� = 0, verify that the Aj-oupling is gaugeinvariant. Hint: integrate by parts. Verify that a ontribution like R A�A� would not be gaugeinvariant.Having de�ned a trial ation, we an apply the variational priniple, i.e. Eq. (1.23), toompute equations of motion. In the present ontext, the role of the �eld � is taken overby the four-omponents of A. Variation of the ation w.r.t. A� obtains four equations ofmotion, �L�A� � �� �L�(��A�) = 0; � = 0; : : : ; 3; (1.29)where the Lagrangian density is de�ned through S = R d4xL.. Exerise. Following the logis of setion 1.2, verify that, irrespetive of the form of theLagrangian L(A�; ��A�), the generalization of Eq. (1.23) to a vetorial �eld, � ! A�, is givenby (1.29).With our spei� form of L, it is straightforward to verify that �A�L = 2j� and���A�L = �41F ��. Substituion of these building bloks into the equations of motion�nally yields 41��F�� = 2j�:Comparing this with the de�nition of the �eld tensor (1.26) and setting 12 = 14 we arrivethe Maxwell equations (1.24). andS[A℄ = Z d4x�14 F��F �� + A�j�� ; (1.30)



1.4. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 21as the �nal result for the Lagrangian ation of the eletromagneti �eld. Here wehave �xed the overall multipliative onstant 1 = 2=4, not determined by the variationalpriniple, by requiring that the Hamiltonian density assoiated to L oinides with theknown energy of the EM �eld. (See the problem setion.). Exerise. Verify the statements made in the previous paragraph.At �rst sight, this result does not at all look spetaular; After all, Maxwell's equationsan be found on p1 of most text books on eletrodynamis. However, a seond thoughtshows that what we have ahieved is atually quite remarkable. The only piee of inputthat went into the onstrution was symmetry. This was enough to �x the algebrai stru-ture of Maxwell's equations unambigously. We have thus proven that Maxwell's equationsare relatvistially invariant, a fat not obvious from the equations itself. Further we haveshown that (1.24) are the only equations of motion linear in the urrent/density distribu-tion and onsistent with the invariane priniple. One might objet that in addition tosymmetry we also imposed an ad ho 'simpliity' riterion on the ation S[A℄. However,later on we will see that that was motivated by more than mere aestheti priniples.Finally, notie that the symmetry oriented modelling that led to (1.28) stands exem-plari for a popular onstrution sheme in modern �eld theory. The symmetry orientedapproah stands omplementary to the \mirosopi" formulation exempli�ed in setion1.1. Roughly speaking, these are the two prinipal approahes to onstruting e�etivelow energy �eld theories:. Themirosopi route: Starting from a mirosopially de�ned system, one projetsout the degrees of freedom one believes relevant for the low energy dyanmis. Ideally,this 'belief' is baked up by a small expansion parameter stabilizing the mathemat-ial parts of the analysis.pro: The method is rigorous and �xes the resulting �eld theory ompletely.ontra: The mirosopi route is slow and, for suÆiently omplex systems, not evenviable.. The phenomenologial route: Given a physial system one has already deidedwhat its relevant degrees of freedom are. (Sometimes this has to be done on thebasis of mere phenomenologial reasoning.) The struture of the e�eti low energyation is then usually �xed by symmetries.pro: The method is fast and elegant.ontra: It is less expliit than the mirosopi approah. Most importantly, it does�x the oeÆients of the di�erent ontributions to the ation.1.4 Summary and OutlookWe have introdued some basi onepts of �eld theoretial modelling in ondensed matterphysis. Starting from a mirosopi model Hamiltonian, we have exempli�ed how prin-iples of universality and symmetry an be applied to destill e�etive ontinuum theoriesapturing the low energy ontent of the system. We have formulated suh theories in the



22 CHAPTER 1. COLLECTIVE EXCITATIONS: FROM PARTICLES TO FIELDSlanguage of Langrangian and Hamiltonian ontinuum mehanis, respetively, and shownhow variational priniples an be applied to extrat onrete physial information. Also,we have seen that �eld theory provides a unifying framework whereby analogies betweenseemingly di�erent physial systems an be unovered.In the next hapter we will disuss how the formalism of lassial �eld theory ispromoted to the quantum level.



1.5. PROBLEM SET 231.5 Problem Set1.5.1 Questions on Colletive Modes and Field TheoriesQ1 In obtaining the spetrum of olletive phonon exitations for the lattie Lagrangian(??), a ontinuum approximation was employed. However, sine the degrees offreedom are oupled linearly, the equations of motion an be solved expliitly, evenfor the disrete model. By onstruting the equations of motion, identify the normalmodes of the system and obtain the exat spetrum of exitations. Identify thelimit in whih the spetrum of the disrete lattie model oinides with that obtainedfor the ontinuum approximation of the model. In what limit does the ontinuumapproximation fail and why?
mA mB

(n-1)a na (n+1)aFigure 1.8: Lattie with two atoms of mass mA and mB per unit ell.Q2 In latties with two atoms (of di�erent mass mA and mB) per unit ell (see �g. 1.8)the spetrum of elementary exitations splits into an aousti and opti branh.For this model, show that the lattie Lagrangian an be written asL = NXn=1 �mA2 ( _�(A)n )2 + mB2 ( _�(B)n )2 � ks2 ��(A)n+1 � �(B)n �2 � ks2 ��(B)n � �(A)n �2� :Applying the Euler-Lagrange equation, obtain the equations of motion. Taking theboundary onditions to be periodi, and swithing to Fourier representation, showthat the exat (i.e. disrete) spetrum an be obtained from the 2 � 2 seularequation for eah k valuedet ���� mA!2k � 2ks ks(1 + eika)ks(1 + e�ika) mB!2k � 2ks ���� = 0:By �nding an expression for the spetrum, obtain the asymptoti dependene ask ! 0. In this limit, desribe qualitatively the symmetry of the normal modes.Q3 Eletrodynamis an be desribed by Maxwell's equations or, equivalently, by wavetype equations for the vetor potential. In the Lorentz gauge, �t� = r �A, theseequations read (�2t ��)� = �;(�2t ��)A = j;where � = r � r is the three-dimensional Laplae operator. Using relativistiallyovariant notation, the form of the equations an be ompressed further to����A = j; ����A = 0:



24 CHAPTER 1. COLLECTIVE EXCITATIONS: FROM PARTICLES TO FIELDSStarting from the Lagrangian ation,S[A℄ = Z d4x�14F��F �� + A�j�� ;obtain these equations by applying the variational priniple. Compare the Lorentzgauge representation of the ation of the �eld with the ation of the elasti hain.What are the di�erenes/parallels?Q4 Consider the eletormagneti �eld in the absene of matter, j = 0. Verify that thetotal energy stored in the �eld is given by H � R d3xH(x) whereH(x) = E2(x) +B2(x);is the familiar expression for the EM energy density. Hint: Use the vauum form ofMaxwell's equations and that for an in�nite system the energy is de�ned only up tosurfae terms.



1.5. PROBLEM SET 251.5.2 AnswersA1 Applying the Euler-Lagrange equation dt(� _�nL) � ��nL = 0 to the disrete La-grangian of the lattie model we �nd the N equations of motion whih take theform of a three-term di�erene equation,m��n = ks (�n+1 � 2�n + �n�1) :As in the ontinuum theory, the latter an be brought to diagonal form by turningto the Fourier representation. Applying the Ansatz�n(t) = 1pN Xk ei(!kt�kna)�kwhere the disrete quasi-momentum k = 2�m=Na take values from the range m =[�N=2; N=2℄ (i.e. the �rst Brillouin Zone), we �nd�m!2k � 2ks (1� os(ka))��k = 0:From this equation we obtain the dispersion relation!k = 2pks=mj sin(ka=2)j:In the limit k ! 0, this result ollapses to the linear dispersion relation !k = vjkjobtained from the ontinuum theory. This an be understood simply by omparingthe wavelength of the lattie vibration � = 2�=k with the lattie spaing a. When� � a, the relative displaement of the atomi sites is small and the ontinuumapproximation is justi�ed. When � � a, the relative displaement is large and theontinuum theory beomes inappliable.In the two-dimensional generalisation the displaement takes the form of a two-omponent vetor �n. In this ase, the disrete Lagrangian assumes the formL =Xn "12m _�2n + Xi=x;y 12ks (�n+êi � �n)2# :In this ase, the Euler-Lagrange equations lead to the di�erene equationm�n = Xi=x;y ks (�n+êi � 2�n + �n�êi) ;with the soloution !k = 2pks=m(sin2(kxa) + sin2(kya))1=2. In the low-energy limit,the spetrum redues to the relativisti form !k = vjkj.A2 Applying the Euler-Lagrange equations we obtain the 2 � N oupled equations ofmotion mA ��(A)n = ks ��(B)n � 2�(A)n + �(B)n�1� ;mB ��(B)n = ks ��(A)n+1 � 2�(B)n + �(A)n � :



26 CHAPTER 1. COLLECTIVE EXCITATIONS: FROM PARTICLES TO FIELDSApplying the Ansatz �(A=B)n = (1=pN)Pk ei(!kt�kna)�(A=B)k , we obtain� mA!2k � 2ks ks(1 + eika)ks(1 + e�ika) mB!2k � 2ks�� �(A)k�(B)k � = 0:Diagonalizing the 2�2 matrix we obtain the seular equation shown in the questionand from whih we obtain the dispersion relation (see Fig. 1.9)!(�)k = !0 "1� �1� 4mAmB(mA +mB)2 sin2(ka=2)�1=2#1=2 :where !0 = pks=� where � = 1=(m�1A + m�1B ) denotes the redued mass. It isinstrutive to note how the standard phonon dispersion relation is reovered whenthe masses are set equal.
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Figure 1.9: Spetrum of the two-atom disrete linear hain. Note that when mA = mBwe reover the spetrum of the single atom hain with period a=2. For mA 6= mB, a gapopens at the Brillounin zone boundary. The lower energy band is known as the aoustibranh where atoms in eah unit ell move in phase. The higher energy opti branhinvolves atoms in eah ell moving in antiphase.An expansion in the limit k ! 0 yields!(�)k ! !08>><>>:p2�1� mAmB8(mA +mB)2 (ka)2� +O(k4)rmAmB2 1(mA +mB) jkaj+O(k3)from whih we dedue that the lower branh desribes aousti phonons with a lineardispersion relation, while the opti phonons are massive with a quadrati spetrum.A3 Using that F�� = ��A����A� and integrating by parts the ation assumes the formS[A℄ = Z d4x��12A� [����A� � ����A�℄ + j�A�� :



1.5. PROBLEM SET 27Due to the Lorentz gauge ondition, the seond ontribution in the angular braketsvanishes and we obtainS[A℄ = Z d4x�12��A���A� + j�A�� ;where we have again integrated by parts. Appliation of the general variationalequation (1.23) �nally obtains the wave equation.A4 Following the anonial presription, we onsider the Lagrangian density,L = �14F��F �� = 14(��A� � ��A�)(��A� � ��A�) == 12 3Xi=1 (�0Ai � �iA0)(�0Ai � �iA0)� 14 3Xi;j=1(�iAj � �jAi)(�iAj � �jAi);where we have lowered all indies on aount of introduing minus signs in the �rstgroup of terms. We next determine the omponents of the anonial momentumthrough �� = �0A�L: �0 = 0;�i = �0Ai � �iA0 = Ei:Using that �iAj��jAi is a omponent of the magneti �eld, the Hamiltonian densityan now be written as~H = ���0A� � L = 12(2E � �0A� E2 +B2) 1)=1)= 12(2E � r�+E2 +B2) 2)= 12(2[E � r�+r �E�℄ +E2 +B2)3)= 12(2r � (E�) +E2 +B2);where 1) is based on addition and subtration of a a term 2E�r�, 2) onr�E = 0 and3) on the identityr�(af) = r�af+a�rf (valid for general vetor (salar) funtionsa (f)). Substitution of this expression into the de�nition of the Hamiltonian yieldsH = 12 Z d3x �2r � (E�) +E2 +B2� = 12 Z d3x �E2 +B2� ;where we have used that the ontribution r � (E�) is a surfae term that vanishesupon integration by parts.



28 CHAPTER 1. COLLECTIVE EXCITATIONS: FROM PARTICLES TO FIELDS



Chapter 2From Classial to Quantum FieldsThe onept of �eld quantization is introdued. Again employing the atomi hain andthe eletromagneti �eld as examples, we will explore how exitations in the ontinuumHilbert spae aquire the meaning of quantum 'partiles'.In the previous hapter we had seen that at low temperatures the exitation pro�le ofthe lassial atomi hain di�ers drastially from what is observed in experiment. Gener-ally, in ondensed matter physis, low energy phenonmena with pronouned temperaturesensitivity are indiative of a quantum mehanism at work. To introdue and exempifya general proedure whereby quantum mehanis an be inorportated into ontinuummodels, we next onsider the low energy physis of the2.1 Quantum ChainThe �rst question to ask is a oneptual one: in whih way an a model like Eq. (1.4)be quantised in general? As a matter of fat there exists a standard proedure of quan-tising ontinuum theories whih losely resembles the quantisation of Hamiltonian pointmehanis: Consider the de�ning equation (1.9) and (1.10) for the anonial momentumand the Hamiltonian, respetively. Classially, the momentum �(x) and the oordinate�(x) are anonially onjugate variables: f�(x); �(x0)g = Æ(x�x0) where f ; g is the Pois-son braket and the Æ-funtion arises through ontinuum generalization of the disreteidentity fPI ; RI0g = ÆII0, I; I 0 = 1; : : :N . The theory is quantized by generalization of theanonial quantization prodedure for the disrete pair of onjugate oordinates (RI ; PI)to the ontinuum: (i) promote �(x) and �(x) to operators: � 7! �̂, � 7! �̂, and (ii)generalize the anonial ommutation relation [PI ; RI0℄ = �i~ÆII0 to1[�̂(x); �̂(x0)℄ = �i~Æ(x� x0) : (2.1)1Note that the dimensionality of both the quantum and lassial ontinuum �elds is ompatible withthe dimensionality of the Dira Æ-funtion, [Æ(x � x0)℄ = [Length℄�1, i.e. [�(x)℄ = [�I ℄ � [Length℄�1=2 andsimilarly for �. 29



30 CHAPTER 2. FROM CLASSICAL TO QUANTUM FIELDSOperator-valued funtions like �̂ and �̂ are generally referred to as quantum �elds. Forlarity, the relevant relations between anonially onjugate lassial and quantum �eldsare summarized in Tab. 2.1. lassial quantumdisrete fPI ; RI0g = ÆII0 [PI; RI0 ℄ = �i~ÆII0ontinuum f�(x); �(x0)g = Æ(x� x0) [�̂(x); �̂(x0)℄ = �i~Æ(x� x0)Table 2.1: Relations between disrete and ontinuum anonially onjugate vari-ables/operators. Info. By introduing quantum �elds, we have left the oneptual framework laid onpage 6: Being operator valued, the quantized �eld no longer represents a mapping into anordinary di�erentiable manifold2. It is thus legitimate to ask why we bothered to give a lengthyexposition of �elds as 'ordinary' funtions. The reason is that in the not too distant future,after the framework of �eld funtional integration has been introdued, we will be bak on theomfortable ground of the de�nition of page 6.||||||||||||||{Employing these de�nitions, the lassial Hamilonian density (1.10) beomes the quan-tum operator Ĥ(�̂; �̂) = 12m�̂2 + ksa22 (�x�̂)2: (2.2)The Hamiltonian above represents a quantum �eld theoretial formulation of the problembut not yet a solution. In fat, the development of a spetrum of methods for the analysisof quantum �eld theoretial models will represent a major part of this text. At this pointthe objetive is merely to exemplify how physial information an be extrated from mod-els like (2.2). As a word of preaution, let us mention that the following manipulations,while mathematially not diÆult, are oneptually deep. To disentangle di�erent aspetsof the problem, we will �rst onentrate on plain operational aspets. 'What has reallyhappened' will then be disussed in setion * below.As with any funtion, operator valued funtions an be represented in a variety ofdi�erent ways. In partiular they an be subjeted to a Fourier transform,� �̂k�̂k � 1L1=2 Z L0 dx ef�ikx� �̂(x)�̂(x) ; � �̂(x)�̂(x) = 1L1=2 Xk ef�ikx� �̂k�̂k ; (2.3)where Pk represents the sum over all Fourier oeÆients indexed by quantised momentak = 2�m=L; m 2 Z. (Do not onfuse the momenta k with the `operator momentum'�̂!) Note that the real lassial �eld �(x) quantises to an Hermitian quantum �eld �̂(x)2At least if we ignore the mathematial subtlety that a linear operator an be interpreted as elementof a ertain manifold, too.



2.1. QUANTUM CHAIN 31implying that �̂k = �̂y�k (and similarly for �̂k). The Fourier representation of the anonialommutation relations reads [�̂k; �̂k0℄ = �i~Ækk0 (2.4). Exerise. Verify this identity.

Figure 2.1: Shemati visualisation of the osillator mode k = 8�=L of the harmonihain. Arrows indiate the distortion of individual atoms (for larity plotted in the vertialdiretion.)When expressed in the Fourier representation, making use of the identityZ dx (��̂)2 =Xk;k0 (�ik�̂k)(�ik0�̂k0) Æk+k0;0z }| {1L Z dxe�i(k+k0)x=Xk k2�̂k�̂�k =Xk k2j�̂kj2together with a similar relation for R dx �̂2, the Hamiltonian assumes the near diagonalform Ĥ =Xk � 12m�̂k�̂�k + m!2k2 �̂k�̂�k� ; (2.5)where !k = vjkj and v = qksma denotes the lassial sound veloity. In this form, theHamiltonian an be identi�ed as nothing but a superposition of independent harmoniosillators.3 This result is atually not diÆult to understand (see Fig. 2.1): Classially,3The only di�erene to the anonial form of an osillator Hamiltonian Ĥ = p̂22m+m!22 x̂2 is the preseneof the sub-indies k and �k. (Whih is a onsequene of �̂yk = �̂�k .) As we will show momentarily, thisdi�erene is ompletely inessential.



32 CHAPTER 2. FROM CLASSICAL TO QUANTUM FIELDSthe system supports a disrete set of wave exitations, eah indexed by a wave numberk = 2�m=L. Within the quantum piture, eah of these exitations is desribed by anosillator Hamilton operator with k-dependent frequeny. (However, it is important not toonfuse the atomi onstituents, also osillators albeit oupled ones, with the independentolletive osillator modes desribed by Ĥ.)The desription above, albeit perfetly valid still su�ers from a deÆieny: Whatwe are doing, see Fig. 2.1, amounts to expliitly desribing the e�etive low energyexitations of the system (the waves) in terms of their mirosopi onstituents (theatoms). Indeed the di�erent ontributions to Ĥ keeps trak of details of the mirosopiosillator dynamis of individual k-modes. However, it would be muh more desirableto develop a piture where the relevant exitations of the system, the waves, appear asfundamental units, without expliit aount of underlying mirosopi details. (Like, e.g.in hydrodynamis information is enoded in terms of olletive density variables ratherthan through individual moleules.) As a preparation to the onstrution of this improvedformulation of the system let us temporarily fous on a single osillator mode.2.1.1 Harmoni Osillator RevisitedConsider a standard harmoni osillator (HO) Hamiltonian de�ned throughĤ = 12mp̂2 + m!22 x̂2:The few �rst energy levels �n = ! �n+ 12� and the assoiated Hermite-polynomial eigen-funtions are displayed shematially in Fig. 2.2. (To simplify the notation we heneforthset ~ = 1.)
 ω Figure 2.2: Shemati diagram showing the low lying energy levels/states of the harmoniosillator.In quantum mehanis, the HO has, of ourse, the status of a single-partile problem.However, the fat that the energy levels are equi-distant suggests an alternative interpre-tation: Think of a given energy state �n as an aumulation of n elementary entities, orquasi-partiles, eah having energy !. What an be said about the features of thesenew objets? First, they are strutureless, i.e. the only 'quantum number' identifying thequasipartiles is their energy !. (Otherwise n-partile states formed of the quasi-partileswould not be equi-distant.) This implies that the quasi-partiles must be bosons. (Thesame state ! an be oupied by more than one partile, see Fig. 2.2.)



2.1. QUANTUM CHAIN 33This idea an be formulated in quantitative terms by employing the formalism ofso-alled ladder-operators: De�ne a pair of Hermitian adjoint operators throughâ �rm!2 �x̂ + im! p̂� ; ây �rm!2 �x̂� im! p̂� :(Up to a fator of i,) the transformation (x̂; p̂) ! (â; ây), is anonial, i.e. the newoperators obey the anonial ommutation relation[â; ây℄ = 1: (2.6)More importantly, the a-representation of the Hamiltonian is very simple, viz.Ĥ = !�âyâ+ 12� ; (2.7)as an be heked by diret substitution. Suppose now, we had been given a zero eigen-value state j0i of the operator â: âj0i = 0. As a diret onsequene, Ĥj0i = !2 j0i, i.e.j0i is identi�ed as the ground state of the osillator4. The omplete hierarhy of higherenergy states an now generated by settingjni � 1(n!)1=2 âynj0i:. Exerise. Using the anonial ommutation relation, verify that Ĥjni = !(n+ 1=2)jniand hnjni = 1.So far, what we have ahieved is onstruting yet another way of solving the HO-problem. However, the 'real' advantage of the a-representation is that it naturally a�ordsa many partile interpretation: Temporarily forgetting about the original de�nition ofthe osillator, let us delare j0i to represent a 'vauum' state, i.e. a state with zeropartiles present. Next, imagine that âyj0i was a state with a single featureless partile(the operator ây does not arry any quantum number labels) of energy !. Similarly, âynj0iis onsidered as a many body state with n of these partiles, i.e. within the new piture,ây is an operator that reates partiles. The total energy of these states is given by ! �(oupation number). Indeed, it is straightforward to verify that âyâjni = njni, i.e. theHamiltonian basially ounts the number of partiles. The new interpretation, while at�rst sight unfamiliarly looking, is internally onsistent. In partiular it does what wehad asked for above, i.e. interpreting the exited states of the HO as an superposition ofindependent strutureless entities.The representation above illustrates the possibility to think about individual quantumproblems in omplementary pitures. This priniple �nds innumerable appliations inmodern ondensed matter physis. To get used to it one has to realize that interpreting4... as an be veri�ed by expliit onstrution: Going into a real spae representation one solves[x+ �x=(m!)℄hxj0i to hxj0i =q 2�m!e�x2m!=2 whih is the well known ground state wave funtion of theosillator.



34 CHAPTER 2. FROM CLASSICAL TO QUANTUM FIELDSa give system in di�erent diretions is by no means hereti but, rather, stands in the bestspirit of quantum mehanis. Indeed, it is one of the prime priniples of quantum theoriesthat there is no suh thing like 'the real system' underneath the surfae of phenomenology.The only thing that matters is observable phenomena. For example, we will see later onthat the '�tiious' quasi-partile states of osillator systems behave like 'real' partiles, i.e.they have dynamis, they an interat, be deteted experimentally et. From a quantumpoint of view there is atually no fundamental di�erene between these objets and 'real'partiles.2.1.2 Quasi-Partile Interpretation of the Quantum ChainTurning bak to the osillator hain, we transform the Hamiltonian (2.5) to a form anal-ogous to (2.7). This is ahieved by de�ning the ladder operators5âk �rm!k2 ��̂k + i 1m!k �̂�k� ; âyk �rm!k2 ��̂�k � i 1m!k �̂k� :With this de�nition, applying the ommutation relations (2.4), one �nds that the ladder
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 k Figure 2.3: Shemati diagram visualizing an exited state of the hain. The number ofreated quasi-partiles dereases with inreasing energy !k.operators obey ommutation relations generalizing (2.6):[ak; ayk0℄ = Ækk0; [ak; ak0℄ = [ayk; ayk0℄ = 0: (2.8)Expressing the operators (�̂k; �̂k) in terms of (âk; âyk) it is now straightforward to bringthe Hamiltonian into the quasi-partile osillator formĤ =Xk ~!k �aykak + 12� : (2.9)Equations (2.9) and (2.8) represent the �nal result of our analysis. The Hamiltonian Ĥtakes the form of a sum of harmoni osillators with harateristi frequenies !k. Notie5As for the onsisteny of these de�nitions, reall that �̂yk = �̂�k and �̂yk = �̂�k. Under these onditionsthe seond of the de�nitions below indeed follows from the �rst upon taking the Hermitian adjoint.



2.2. QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS 35that !k =! 0 in the limit of utuations with long wavelength, k ! 0. Exitations withthis property are generally alled massless exitations.An exited state of the system is represented through a set (n1; n2; : : :) of nk quasi-partiles with energy !k. Physially, the quasi-partiles of the harmoni hain are tobe identi�ed with the phonon modes of the solid. A plot ot 'real' phonon exitationenergies is shown in Fig. 2.4. Notie that at low momenta, !k � jkj in agreement withour simplisti model and in spite of the fat that the spetrum was reorded for a three-dimensional solid with non-trivial unit ell (universality!). While linear dispersion was afeature already of the lassial sound waves, the low temperature spei� heat behavesaltogether non-lassial: It is left as an (answered) exerise to verify that the quantumnature of the phonons resolves the problem with the low temperature pro�le of the spei�heat disussed in setion 1.1.2. For further disussion of phonon modes in atomi lattieswe refer to Kittel, Chapter 2.

Figure 2.4: Typial phonon spetra of a rystal with a BCC lattie. The data is sensitiveto both longitudinal (LA) and transverse (TA) aousti phonons. Notie that for smallmomenta, the dispersion is linear.2.2 Quantum EletrodynamisThe generality of the proedure outlined above suggests that the quantization of the EM�eld ation (1.30) proeeds in analogy to the disussion of the phonon system. However,there are are a number pratial di�erenes whih make quantization of the EM �eld amuh harder (but also more interesting!) experiene: First, the vetorial harater of thevetor potential, in ombination with the imperative ondition of relativisti ovariane,gives the problem a non-trivial internal geometry. Closely related, the gauge freedomof the vetor potential introdues redundant degrees of freedom whose removal on thequantum level is not easily ahieved. E.g. quantization in a setting where only physial



36 CHAPTER 2. FROM CLASSICAL TO QUANTUM FIELDSdegrees of freedom { i.e. the two polarization diretions of the transverse photon �eld {are kept is tehnially umbersome, the reason being that the relevant gauge ondition isnot relativistially ovariant. In ontrast, a manifestly ovariant sheme, while tehniallymore onvenient, introdues spurious 'ghost degrees of freedom' whih are diÆult to getrid of. In order to not get aught up in a disussion of these problems we will not disussthe problem of EM �eld quantization in full detail6.On the other hand, the quantum aspets of the photon �eld play a muh too importantrole in various areas of ondensed matter physis to drop the problem altogether. We willtherefore aim at an intermediate exposition, largely insensitive to the problems outlinedabove but suÆiently general to illustrate the main priniiples.2.2.1 Wave Guide QuantizationConsider the Lagrangian of the matter-free EM �eld, L = �14 R d3xF��F ��. As a �rststep towards quantization of this system we �x a gauge. E.g., in the absene of hargea partiularly onvenient hoie is the Coulomb gauge, r �A = 0; plus vanishing of thesalar omponent, � = 0. Keep in mind that one a gauge has been set we annot expetfurther results to display 'gauge invariane'.Using the gauge onditions and integrating by parts one veri�es that the Lagrangianassumes the form L = 12 Z d3x [�tA � �tA+A ��A℄ : (2.10)In analogy to our disussion of the atomi hain, one would next proeed to 'deouple' thetheory by expanding in terms of eigenfuntions of the Laplae operator. The di�erene toour previous disussion is that we are dealing (i) with the full three-dimensional Laplaian(instead of a simple seond derivative) ating on (ii) the vetorial quantity A whih is (iii)subjet to the onstraint r �A = 0. It is these aspets whih lead to the ompliationsoutlined above.We an navigate around these diÆulties by onsidering problems where the systemgeometry redues the omplexity of the eigenvlue problem. This restrition is less ar-ti�ial than it might appear. E.g. in anisotropi eletromagneti wave guides, systemsof undisputable tehnologial relevane, the solutions of the eigenvalue equation an beformulated as7 �Rk(x) = �kRk(x); (2.11)where k 2 R is a one-dimensional index parameter and the vetor-valued funtions Rkare real and ortho-normalized, R Rk �R0k = Ækk0. The dependene of the eigenvalues �k onk depends on details of the geometry (see Eq. (2.14) below) and needs not be spei�edfor the moment.6Readers interested to learn more about this very important problem are deferred to one of severalexellent introdutions, e.g. the book by Ryder.7More preisely, one should say that (2.11) de�nes the set of eigenfuntions relevant for the low energydynamis of the wave guide. More omplex eigenfuntions of the Laplae operator exist but they arrymuh higher energy.



2.2. QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS 37. Info. An eletrodynami wave guide is a quasi one-dimensional avity with metalliboundaries (f. Fig. 2.5.) The great pratial advantage of wave guides is that they are verygood at on�ning EM waves. At large frequenies where the wavelengths are of order metersor less radiation loss in onventional ondutors are high. In these frequeny domains, hollowondutors provide the only pratial way of transmitting radiation.EM �eld propagation inside a wave guide is onstrained by boundary onditions. E.g.,assuming the walls of the system to be perfetly onduting,Ek(xb) = 0; (2.12)B?(xb) = 0; (2.13)where xb is a point at the system boundary and Ek (B?) is the parallel (perpendiular) om-ponent of the eletri (magneti) �eld.
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Figure 2.5: Retangular EM wave guide. The struture of the eigenmodes of the EM �eldis determined by boundary onditions at the walls of the avity.For onreteness, and turning bak to our problem of �eld quantization, let us onsider aavity with uniform retangular ross setion Ly�Lz. To onveniently represent the Lagrangianof the system, we wish to express the vetor potential in terms of eigenfuntions Rk thatare onsistent with the boundary onditions (2.12). A omplete set of funtions ful�lling thisondition is given by Rk = Nk0� 1 os(kxx) sin(kyy) sin(kzz)2 sin(kxx) os(kyy) sin(kzz)3 sin(kxx) sin(kyy) os(kzz)1A :Here, ki = ni�=Li, ni 2 N; i = x; y; z, Nk is a fator normalizingRk to unity, and the oeÆientsi are subjet to the ondition 1kx + 2ky + 3kz = 0. Indeed, it is straightforward to verifythat a general superposition of the type A(x; t) �Pk �k(t)Rk(x), �k(t) 2 R, is divergeneless,and generates an EM �eld ompatible with (2.12). Substitution of Rk into (2.11) identi�es theeigenvalues to �k = �(k2x + k2y + k2z):In the physis and eletro-engineering literature, eigenfuntions of the Laplae operator in aquasi one-dimensional geometry are ommonly denoted as modes. As we will see shortly, theenergy of a mode (i.e. the Hamiltonian evaluated on a spei� mode on�guration) growswith j�kj; In ases where one is interested in the low energy dynamis of the EM �eld, onlyon�gurations with small j�kj are relevant. E.g. let us onsider a massively anisotropi waveguide with Lz < Ly � Lx. In this ase the modes with smallest j�kj are those with kz = 0,ky = �=Ly and kx � k � L�1z;y. (Why is it not possible to set both ky and kz to zero?) With thishoie, �k = � k2 +� �Ly�2! (2.14)



38 CHAPTER 2. FROM CLASSICAL TO QUANTUM FIELDSand a salar index k suÆes to label both eigenvalues and eigenfuntions Rk. A artoon ofthe spatial struture the funtions Rk is shown in Fig. 2.5. The dynamial properties of theseon�gurations will be disussed in the text.||||||||||||||{Turning bak to the problem posed by (2.10) and (2.11), we expand the vetor potentialin terms of eigenfuntions Rk, A(x; t) =Xk �k(t)Rk(x);where the sum runs over all allowed values of the index parameter k. (E.g. in a waveguide, k 2 �Ln, n 2 N where L is the length of the guide.) Substituting this expansioninto (2.10) and using the normalization properties of the Rk, we obtainL = 12Xk � _�2k + �k�2k� ;i.e. a deoupled representation where the system is desribed in terms of independentdynamial systems with oordinates �k. From this point on, quantization proeeds alongthe lines of the standard algorithm: De�ne momenta through �k = � _�kL = _�k. Thisprodues the HamiltonianH =Pk (�k�k � (�k=2)�k�k). We next quantize by promoting�k ! �̂k and �k ! �̂k to operators and delaring [�̂k; �̂k0℄ = �iÆkk0 . The quantumHamilton operator, again of harmoni osillator type, then readsĤ =Xk � 12m�̂k�̂k + m!2k2 �̂k�̂k� ;where the 'mass' parameter m = 1 and !k = j�kj. Following the same logis as in setion2.1.2, we de�ne ladder operatorsak �rm!k2 ��̂k + im!k �̂k� ; ayk �rm!k2 ��̂k � im!k �̂k� ;whereupon the Hamiltonian assumes its �nal formĤ =Xk !k �aykâk + 12� : (2.15)For the spei� problem of the �rst exited mode in a wave guide of witdth Ly, !k =[k2 + (�=Ly)2℄1=2. Eq. (2.15) represents our �nal result for the quantum Hamiltonian ofthe EM wave guide. Before onluding this setion let us make a few omments on thestruture of the result:. First, notie that the onstrution above almost ompletely paralleld our previousdisussion of the harmoni hain8. The lose strutural simiarity between the two8Tehnially, the only tehnial is that instead of index pairs (k;�k) all indies (k; k) are equal andpositive. This an be traed bak to the fat that we have expanded in terms of the real eigenfuntions ofthe losed wave guide instead of the omplex eigenfuntions of the irular osillator hain. At any rate,the di�erene is largely inessential.



2.2. QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS 39systems roots in the fat that the free �eld Lagrangian (2.10) is quadrati and,therefore, bound to map onto an osillator type Hamiltonian. That we obtained asimple one-dimensional superposition of osillators is due to the boundary onditionsspei� to a narrow wave guide. For less restritive geometries, e.g. free spae, amore omplex superposition of vetorial degrees of freedom in three-dimensionalspae would have been obtained. However, the prinipal mapping of the free EM�eld onto a superposition of osillators is independent of geometry.. Physially, the quantum exitations desribed by (2.15) are, of ourse, the photonsof the EM �eld. The unfamilar appearane of the dispersion relation !k is againa peuliarity of the wave guide. However, in the limit of large longitudinal wavenumbers k � L�1y , the dispersion approahes !k � jkj, i.e. the relativisti dispersionof the photon �eld. Also notie that, due to the equality of the Hamiltonians (2.9)and (2.15), all what had been said about the behaviour of the phonon modes of theatomi hain arries over to the photon modes of the wave guide.. As with their phononi analog, the osillators desribed by (2.15) exhibit zero pointutuations. It is a fasinating aspet of quantum eletrodynamis that these os-illations, aused by quantization of the most relativisti �eld, surfae at variouspoints of non-relativisti physis. In the next setion two prominent manifestationsof zero point utuations in ondensed matter physis will be briey disussed.2.2.2 The Quantum VauumOne of the most prominent manifestations of vauum utuations is the Casimir e�et9:Two parallel onduting plates embedded into the vauum exert an attrative fore oneah other. This phenomenon is believed to be of some relevane for, e.g., olloidalhemistry. Namely the fore balane of hydrophobi suspensions of partiles, sized 0:1�1�m, in eletrolytes. At least it is problems of this type whih prompted Casimir to hisfamous analysis of the idealized vauum problem. Qualitatively, the origin of the Casimirfore is readily understood (See our poor attempt at an illustration, Fig. 2.6.): Liketheir lassial analog, quantum photons exert a ertain radiation pressure on marosopimedia. The di�erene to the lassial ase is that, due to zero point osillations, even thequantum vauum is apable of reating radiation pressure. For a single onduting bodyembedded into the in�nite vauum, the net pressure vanishes by symmetry. However, fortwo parallel plates, the situation is di�erent. Mode quantization arguments similar to theones used in the previous setion show that the density of quantum modes between theplates is lower than in the half in�nite outer spaes. Hene, the fore (density) reatedby outer spae exeeds the ounter pressure from the inside; The plates 'attrat' eah9
Casimir.



40 CHAPTER 2. FROM CLASSICAL TO QUANTUM FIELDSother. For a quantiative formulation of this piture, see problem XX. A seond important
Figure 2.6: Very shemati attempt to illustrate the priniple behind the asimir e�et.Mode quantization implies that the density of EM �eld modes between two parallel platesin a vauum is lower than in outer spae. Consequently, the radiation pressure from theoutside exeeds the ounter pressure from the inside and the plates feel an attrative fore.phenonmenon where vauum utuations play some role is Van der Waals fores10:Neutral atoms or moleules attrat eah other by a potential that, at small separationr, sales like r�6. Early mirosopi attempts to lassially explain the origin of thephenomenon produed results for the attration fore that, in onit with experimental�nding, were strongly temperature dependent. It was onsidered a major breakthroughof the new quantum mehanis when London11 proposed a model whereby a temperatureindependent r�6-law was obtained. The essene of Londons idea is easily explained:Imagine eah of the atoms/moleules as an osillator. The zero point motion of theseosillators, measured in terms of some oordinate x, reates a dipole moment of strength� x. At lose distanes, the systems interat through a dipole-dipole interation. Writingdown oupled osillator equations (see problem XX), one readily obtains a lowering of theground state energy by a ontribution V (r) � r�6.However, there is a subtle point about the seemingly innoous oupling of the quantumosillator to the lassial Coulomb potential. Close inspetion (see Milonni's book fordetails) shows that to maintain the quantum ommutation relations of the osillatordegrees of freedom, the EM �eld must not be assumed entirely lassial. In fat, onethe quantum nature of the EM �eld has entered the stage, it beomes possible to explainthe fore without need for phenomenologial introdution of atomi osillator degrees of10 Johannes Diderik van der Waals 1837-1923, 1910 Nobel Laureate in physisin reognition of his work on the stateequation of non-ideal gases.11 Fritz Wolfgang London 1900-1954, fa-mous for his work on van der Waalsfores and his phenomenologial the-ory of superondutivity (in ollabo-ration with his brother Heinz, 1907-1970.)



2.2. QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS 41freedom:

Figure 2.7: On the reation of van der Waals fores by EM vauum utuations. An atomor moleule B is exposed to utuations of the EM quantum vauum (visualized by wavylines.) This leads to the reation of a dipole element dB. A loseby partner atom A seesboth the vauum amplitude and the dipole �eld reated by dB. The ooperation of thetwo �eld strengths leads to a net lowering of the energy of A.Consider an atom A exposed to an eletri �eld E. The �eld gives rise to the atomiStark12 e�et, i.e. a level shift of order W � �hE(xA) �E(x�A)i, where � is the atomipolarizability, E = �tA is the operator representing the EM �eld, and h: : :i a quantumexpetation value.For an atom in the empty vauum E � E0 is determined by the zero point amplitudeof the quantum osillator �eld. However, in the neighbourhood of a seond atom B,the �eld amplitude is di�erent. The point is that the zero point amplitude E0 induesa dipole element dB / �E0(xB). This dipole reates a �eld EB whih ontributes tothe total �eld amplitude felt by atom A: E(xA) = (E0 + EB)(xA) (see Fig. 2.7.) Thedominant ontribution to the level shift due to the proximity of B is then given byV (r) =W � �hE0(xA) �E0(xA)i � �hE0(xA) �EB(xB) � �2hET0 (xA)A(r)E(xB)i;(2.16)where r � rB � rA and A(r) is a matrix kernel desribing the geometri details of thedipole interation. (We have subtrated the vauum level shift beause it represents an un-detetable o�set.) Notie (2.16) predits the van der Waals interation to be proportionalto the square of the zero point �eld amplitude.Unfortunately, the quantiatitve evaluation of the matrix element, involving a geomet-ri average over all polarization diretions of the quantum �eld amplitude is somewhatinvolved. As a �nal result of a alulation (detailed, e.g., in Millnors book, setion 3.11.)
12 Johannes Stark 1874-1957, Nobel laureate 1919 for hisdisovery of the Stark e�et in 1913. Otherwise, one ofthe worst haraters of Nazi German siene. In 1937aused Heisenberg of ooperating with jews. It tookthe personal intervention of Himmler, Reihsf�uhrer SS(!), to get Heisenberg out of trouble.



42 CHAPTER 2. FROM CLASSICAL TO QUANTUM FIELDSone obtains V (r) = �3!0�24r6 ; (2.17)where !0 is the transition frequeny between the ground state and the �rst exited stateof the atom. (This paramter enters the result through the dependene of the mirosopipolarizability on the transition frequenies.)2.3 Summary and OutlookIn this hapter we have introdued the general algorithm whereby lassial ontinuumtheories are quantized. Employing the elementary harmoni osillator as a prototypialexample we have seen that the Hilbert spaes of these theories a�ord di�erent interpre-tations. Of partiular use was a quasi-partile piture whereby the olletive exitationsof the ontinuum theories aquired the status of elementary partiles.Suspiiously, both examples disussed in this text, the harmoni quantum hain andfree quantum eletrodynamis, led to exatly solvable, free �eld theories. However,it takes only little imagination to foresee that only few ontinuum theories will be assimple. E.g. the exat solvability of the atomi hain would have been lost had weinluded higher order ontributions in the expansion in powers of the lattie distortionamplitude. Suh terms would hinder the free wave-like propagation of the phonon modes.Put di�erently, phonons would begin to satter o� eah other or interat. Similarly, thefree status of eletrodynamis is lost one the EM �eld is allowed to interat with a matter�eld. Needless to say, interating �eld theories are in�nitely more omplex, but alsomore interesting, than the systems onsidered so far.Tehnially, we have seen that the phonon/photon interpretation of the �eld theoriesdisussed in this hapter ould onveniently be formulated in terms of ladder operators.However, the appliations disussed so far provide only a glimpse on the full spetrumof advantages of this language. In fat, the formalism of ladder operators, ommonlydenoted as 'seond quantization', represents a entral, and historially the oldest elementof quantum �eld theory. The next hapter is devoted to a more omprehensive disussionof both the formal aspets and appliations of this language.



2.4. PROBLEM SET 432.4 Problem SetQ1 Applying the Euler-Lagrange equation, obtain the equation of motion of the La-grangian densities:1: L[�; _�; �x�℄ = m _�22 � ksa22 (�x�)2 � m�2 !2�22: L[�; _�; �2x�℄ = m _�22 � �2 ��2x��23: L[�; _�℄ = m _�22 � m�2 !2�2 � �4�44: L[f _�ig; f�x�ig℄ = nXi=1 �m2 _�2i � 12ksa2(�x�i)2�5: L[ _�; �x�℄ = m2 j _�j2 � 12ksa2j�x�j2[Note that in 5. the �eld � is omplex.℄ Cast the Lagrangian density 4. in a moreompat form by making use of a relativisti 4-vetor notation. Starting with theLagrangian 2., obtain the Hamiltonian density. Introduing anonial ommutationrelations, quantise the Hamiltonian.Q2 Following the disussion in the letures, a periodi one-dimensional quantum elastihain of length L is expressed by the HamiltonianĤ = Z dx � 12m�̂2 + ksa22 (�x�̂)2�where the �eld operators obey the anonial ommutation relationsh�̂(x); �̂(x0)i = �i~Æ(x � x0):(a) De�ning the Fourier representation,� �̂k�̂k � 1L1=2 Z L0 dxef�ikx� �̂(x)�̂(x) ; � �̂(x)�̂(x) = 1L1=2 Xk ef�ikx� �̂k�̂k ;wherePk represents the sum over all quantised quasi-momenta k = 2�m=L; m 2 Z,show that the �eld operators obey the ommutation relations [�̂k; �̂k0℄ = �i~Ækk0 .(b) In the Fourier representation, show that the Hamiltonian takes the formĤ =Xk � 12m�̂k�̂�k + ksa22 k2�̂k�̂�k� :() De�ning ak �rm!k2~ ��̂k + i 1m!k �̂�k�



44 CHAPTER 2. FROM CLASSICAL TO QUANTUM FIELDSwhere !k = a(ks=m)1=2jkj = vjkj show that the �eld operators obey the anonialommutation relations [ak; ayk0℄ = Ækk0, and [ak; ak0℄ = 0.(d) Finally, with this de�nition, show that the Hamiltonian an be expressed in theform Ĥ =Xk ~!k�aykak + 12� :Q3 Londons phenomenologial approah to explaining the van der Waals fore startsout from the HamiltonianĤ = p̂212m + p̂212m + m!2o2 (x̂21 + x̂22) +mKx̂1x̂2;where x̂i is the oordinate of an osillator phenomenologially representing one oftwo atoms i = 1; 2. The atoms are oupled through a dipole-dipole interation,where the dipole operators are proportional to x̂i and K = qe2=(mr3) enapsulatesthe details of the interation. Here r denotes the distane between the atoms and qis a dipole-dipole orientation fator.Compute the spetrum of the two-partile system desribed by Ĥ and verify thatthe dipole oupling leads to a loweringV (r) = K28!3oof the ground state energy. Using that the lassial polarizability of an osillator isgiven by � = e2=(m!2) this beomes V = q2!�28r6 . Finally, using that the diretionalaverage of the geometri fator q2 equals 2 and multiplying by three to aount forthe three dimensional harater of a 'real' atomi osillator, we reover the result(2.17).



2.4. PROBLEM SET 452.4.1 AnswersA1 To omplete this problem, one must generalise the Euler-Lagrange equation derivedin letures. E.g., for ase 2., a variation of the ation obtainsÆS = Z hL( _�+ � _�; �2x�+ ��2x�)� L( _�; �2x�)i= � Z � _�� _�L+ �2x���2x�L� = � Z � ��dt� _�L+ d2x ���2x�L��from whih we obtain the Euler-Lagrange equation�dt� _�L+ d2x ���2x�L� = 0:Applied to the Lagrangian funtionals at hand, one �nds the equation of motion1: ��� ksa2m �2x�+ !2� = 0;2: ��+ �m�4x� = 0;3: ��+ !2�+ �m�3 = 04: ��i � ksa2m �2x�i = 0:Finally, turning to ase 5., it is neessary to generalise the Euler-Lagrange equationto aount for omplex �elds. Sine the real and imaginary parts utuate indepen-dently, we an onsider a variation of eah independently. Separating � = �0 + i�00into its real and imaginary parts, and applying a variation to eah omponent, oneobtains ��0 � ksa2m �2x�0 = 0; ��00 � ksa2m �2x�00 = 0:In fat, this result shows that the omponents � and the omplex onjugate �� anbe treated as independent. A variation of the ation with respet to �� obtains5: ��� ksa2m �2x� = 0:For ase 2. the momentum onjugate to the �eld � is given by� = � _�L = m _�:The Hamiltonian orresponding to ase 2. is given byH = � _�� L = �22m + ksa22 (�2x�)2:Applying the anonial ommutation relations [�̂(x); �̂(x0)℄ = �i~Æ(x � x0), andpromoting the lassial �elds to operators, one obtains the quantum Hamiltonian.In Fourier spae, the Hamiltonian takes the same form as that disussed in letureswith q2 7! q4.



46 CHAPTER 2. FROM CLASSICAL TO QUANTUM FIELDSA2 (a) Using the de�nition provided, together with the anonial ommutation relationsof the �eld operators, one obtains[�̂k; �̂k0℄ = 1L Z L0 dx Z L0 dx0e�ikx+ik0x0 �i~Æ(x� x0)z }| {[�̂(x); �̂(x0)℄= �i~ Ækk0z }| {1L Z L0 dx e�i(k�k0)x0= �i~Ækk0:(b) Again, using the de�nition, the kineti omponent of the Hamiltonian takes theform Z L0 dx �̂22m =Xkk0 1L Z L0 dx ei(k+k0)x 12m �̂k�̂k0 =Xk 12m�̂k�̂�k:Similarly, applied to the potential omponent one obtains the Hamiltonian as ad-vertised.() Using the ommutation relation derived above, one �nds[ak; ayk0℄ = i2~ �[�̂�k; �̂�k0℄� [�̂k�̂k0℄� = Ækk0; [ayk; ayk0℄ = 0:(d) Inverting the expression for the �eld operators, one �nds�̂k = � ~2m!k�1=2 �ak + ay�k� ; �̂k = i�m~!k2 �1=2 �ayk � a�k� :Using the identity 12m (�̂k�̂�k + �̂�k�̂k) + ksa22 k2 ��̂k�̂�k + �̂�k�̂k�= 12~!k �aykak + akayk + ay�ka�k + a�kay�k� :together with the ommutation relations, we obtain the harmoni osillator Hamil-tonian.A3 We begin by formulating the potential Û of the osillator system in a matrix nota-tion, Û = x̂TAx̂, where x̂T = (x̂1; x̂2)T andA = m2 �!2 KK !2� :Diagonalizing the matrix, A = UDUT and transforming oordinates x! UTx = x0,the system deouples into two independent osillators,Ĥ = Xi=1;2� p̂20i2m + m!2i2 x̂20i � ;



2.4. PROBLEM SET 47where the new harateristi frequenies !1=2 = m2 (!2o � K)1=2 are determined bythe eigenvalues of the matrix D. The ground state of this system is given byE0 = 12(!1 + !2) � !o � K28!3o ;whih lies by an amount V = � K28!3o lower than the energy of the isolated atoms.
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Chapter 3Seond QuantisationThe aim of this setion is to introdue and apply the method of seond quantisation. The�rst part of the setion fouses on methodology and notation, while the remainder is de-voted to appliations. We will investigate the physis of harge density wave propagation inone-dimensional quantum wires, spin waves in a quantum Heisenberg (anti)ferromagnet,the weakly interating Bose gas, and the eletron-phonon interation. In later haptersmost of these problem lasses will be revisited from di�erent perspetives.In the previous hapter we have enountered two �eld theories that ould onvenientlybe represented in the language of 'seond quantization', i.e. a formulation based on thealgebra of ertain ladder operators âk1. There have been two remarkable fats about thisformulation: First, seond quantization provided a ompat way of representing the manybody quasi-partile spae of exitations in these systems. (There was no need to expliitlysymmetrize many partile states as would be the ase in the formalism of 'ordinary' manybody quantum mehanis.) Seond, the properties of the ladder operators were enodedin a simple set of ommutation relations (f. Eq. 2.8) rather than in some expliit Hilbertspae representation.Apart from a ertain aestheti appeal, these observations would not be of muh rele-vane if it were not for the fat that the formulation an be generalized to a omprehensiveand highly eÆient formulation of many body quantum mehanis in general. In fat,seond quantization an be onsidered the �rst major ornerstone on whih the theoreti-al framework of quantum �eld theory was built. As suh, extensive introdutions to theonept an be found throughout the literature (see, e.g., Feynman [?℄). We will thereforenot develop the formalism in full mathematial rigour but rather proeed pragmatially by�rst motivating and introduing its basi elements, followed by a disussion of the 'seondquantized' version of standard operations of quantum mehanis (taking matrix elements,1In the opinion of the authors the denotation 'seond quantization' is hosen unfortunately. His-torially, this denotation was motivated by the observation that the ladder operator algebra fosters aninterpretation of quantum exitations as disrete 'quantized' units. Fundamentally, however, there is nosuh thing like 'two' superimposed quantization steps in single- or many-partile quantum mehanis.What we are dealing with is basially a problem-adjusted representation of the '�rst and only quantized'theory. 49



50 CHAPTER 3. SECOND QUANTISATIONhanging bases, representing operators et.) The seond part of the haper will be on-erned with developing ueny in the method by addressing a number of appliations.Readers familiar with the formalism may diretly proeed to these setions.3.1 Introdution to Seond Quantization3.1.1 MotivationWe begin our disussion by reapitulating some fundamental notions of many body quan-tummehanis, as formualted in the traditional language of symmetrized/anti-symmetrizedwave funtions. Consider the (normalised) set of wavefuntions j ni of some single-partileHamiltonian Ĥ, Ĥj �i = ��j �i:where �� are the eigenvalues. With this de�nition, the normalized 2-partile wavefuntionof two fermions (bosons) populating the levels � and �0 6= � given by the anti-symmetrized(symmetrized) produt F (x1; x2) = 1p2 ( �(x1) �0(x2)�  �0(x1) �(x2)) ; B(x1; x2) = 1p2 ( �(x1) �0(x2) +  �0(x1) �(x2)) :In the Dira Braket representation,j�; �0iF (B) � 1p2 (j �i 
 j �0i � �j �0i 
 j �i) ; (3.1)where � = 1 for fermions while � = �1 for bosons2. Note that the expliit symmetrizationof the wave funtions is neessitated by quantum mehanial indistinguishability: For(fermions) bosons the wave funtion has to be anti-symmetri (symmetri) under parti-le exhange. More generally, an appropriately symmetrized N -partile wavefuntion isexpressed in the formj�1; �2; : : : �Ni � 1pN !Q1�=0 n�!XP (��)(1�parP)=2j �P1i 
 j �P2i : : :
 j �PN i (3.2)where n� is the total number of partiles in state � (for fermions, Pauli exlusion enforesthe onstraint n� = 1) { see �g. 3.1. The summation runs over all N ! permutations of the2 Enrio Fermi 1901-1954 (left) and SatyendranathBose 1894-1974 (right): Fermi was made 1938 No-bel Laureate in Physis for his demonstrationsof the existene of new radioative elements pro-dued by neutron irradiation, and for his relateddisovery of nulear reations brought about byslow neutrons.



3.1. INTRODUCTION TO SECOND QUANTIZATION 51set of quantum numbers f�1; : : : �Ng, and parP denotes the parity of the permutationP . (parP = 1(�1) if the number of transpositions of two elements whih brings thepermutation (P1;P2; � � � PN) bak to its original form (1; 2; � � �N) is even (odd)). Theprefator 1=pN !Q� n�! normalises the many-body wave funtion. In the fermioni ase,the many-body wavefuntion is known as a Slater determinant. Finally notie that itwill be useful to assume the quantum numbers f�ig de�ning the state j�1; �2; : : : ; �Ni tobe ordered aording to some onvention. (E.g. for �i = xi a one-dimensional oordinaterepresentation we might order aording to x1 � x2 � : : : � xN .) Any initially non-ordered state an be brought into an ordered form at the ost of, at most, a minus sign.
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ε 0Figure 3.1: Shemati diagram showing oupation numbers for a generi fermion andboson system.While representations like (3.2) an be used to represent the full Hilbert spae3 ofmany body quantum mehanis, a moments thought shows that this formulation is notin the least onvenient:. It takes little imagination to antiipate that atual working in the language of (3.2)will be diÆult. E.g to ompute the overlap of two wave funtion one needs to form(N !)2 di�erent produts.. The representation is tailor made to problems with �xed partile number N . How-ever, we know from statistial mehanis that for N = O(1023) it is muh moreonvenient to work in a grand anonial formulation whereby N is allowed to u-tuate. Closely related,. In appliations one will often ask questions like, \What is the amplitude for injetionof a partile into the system at a ertain spae-time oordinate (x1; t1) followed byannihilation at some later time (x2; t2)". Ideally, one would work with a representa-tion that supports the intuition a�orded by thinking in terms of suh proesses. I.e.
3

David Hilbert 1862-1943; His work in geom-etry had the greatest inuene in that areaafter Eulid. A systemati study of the ax-ioms of Eulidean geometry led Hilbert topropose 21 suh axioms and he analysed theirsigni�ane. He ontributed to many areas ofmathematis.



52 CHAPTER 3. SECOND QUANTISATIONa representation where the quantum numbers of of individual quasi-partiles ratherthan the entangled set the quantum numbers of all onstitutents are fundamental.The 'seond quantized' formulation of many body quantum mehanis, as introduedin the next subsetion, does not su�er from these de�its.3.1.2 The Apparatus of Seond QuantizationWe begin the onstrution of a more eÆient formulation of many body quantum me-hanis with a few abstrat de�nitions: Let j
i denote a normalized referene state lyingin the full many body Hilbert spae. j
i will be alled the vauum state; Physially, itrepresents an 'empty' state with no quasi-partiles present. Next introdue a set of �eldoperators a� together with their adjoints ay�, as follows:4a�j
i = 0; N NYi=1 ay�ij
i = j�1; �2; : : : �N i; (3.3)where the normalization fator N � 1pQ� n�! :(Notie that due to 1! = 1, N = 1 in the fermioni ase.) These de�nitions are far frominnoent and deserve some quali�ation. Firstly, in order not to be at onit with thesymmetry of the wavefuntion, the operators a� have to ful�ll the ommutation relationsha�; ay�i� = Æ�;�; ha�; a�i� = 0; hay�; ay�i� = 0; (3.4)where [Â; B̂℄� � ÂB̂ + �B̂Â is the ommutator (anti-ommutator) for bosons (fermions).The most straightforward way to understand this ondition is to hek that the de�-nition j�; �i = ay�ay�j
i and property j�; �i = ��j�; �i in fat neessitate the last twoidenties of (3.4). To verify the onsisteny of the �rst ommutator relation, ompute itsexpetation value in the vauum state:Æ�� (3:3)= h
ja�ay�j
i = h
j(��)ay�a� + [a�; ay�℄� j
i (3:3)= h
j[a�; ay�℄� j
i:Sine the vauum state is normalized, h
j
i, onsisteny with a -number valued om-mutator [a�; ay�℄� = Æ�� has been veri�ed.. Exerise. Verify the general validity of the identity [a�; ay�℄� = Æ�� by taking its matrixelement between arbitrary states j�1; : : : ; �N i and h�N ; : : : ; �1j. Hints: Represent the referenestates through (3.3) and use the known orthonormality properties of many body wavefuntions.To understand the general priniple, onsider the ase N = 1, �rst. (A detailed exposition ofthe proof an be found in Negele and Orland, setion 1.4.)4As before, it will be onvenient to represent these operators without a irumex.



3.1. INTRODUCTION TO SECOND QUANTIZATION 53Yet even if the onsisteny of (3.4) is understood, the de�nitions above remain non-trivial. Atually, quite a strong statement has been made: For any N , the N -bodywavefuntion an be generated by appliation of a set of N-independent reation oper-ators ay� to a unique vauum state. The operator algebra (3.4) entails that the statesgenerated through (3.3) have all harateristi properties of N -body wave funtions in-luding, for instane, the orret symmetrisation and normalisation. For the details ofthe proof of the equivalene of the representations (3.2) on the one hand and (3.3) and(3.4) on the other hand we refer to one of several pedagogial expositions in the literature(e.g. the book by Negele and Orland.) Here, taking a pragmati point of view, we willassume the validity of Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) and explore what kind of desription of manybody quantum mehanis results.We �rst notie that the seond quantized formulation is taylor made to addressingproblems with varying partile number. To see this, let FN be the Hilbert spae of stateswith �xed partile number N , i.e. the linear span of all states j�1; � � ��Ni = N QNi=1 ay�i j
iobtained by N fold appliation of opertors ay to the vauum state. The full spaeontaining all many body states (regardless of the partile number) is alled the Fokspae, F . It is de�ned as the diret sum F � �1N=1FN (see Fig. 3.2) of all subspaes FN .A general state j�i of the Fok spae is, therefore, a linear ombination of states with anynumber of partiles. While the operator algebra (3.4) does not lose in individual FN 's,it does so in F . Indeed, appliation of a reation operator, ay� : FN ! FN+1 inreasesthe partile number while the onjugate operators, also alled annihilation operatorsa� : FN ! FN�1 lower the partile number (f. Fig. 3.2.). Exerise. Use the ommutation relations (3.4) to verify the last statement.Finally, notie that the formalism of seond quantization provides us with a languagetailor made to the desription of quantum �elds. To appreiate this point, let us assumethat our referene states j�i � jxi de�ne a real spae basis. (For basis hanges in onne-tion with seond quantized operators, see below.) We then have one pair of anoniallyonjugate operators, (ax; ayx), for eah point in spae. Eah operator-pair desribes { asexempli�ed in hapter 2 { a single quantum degree of freedom (alias a �eld amplitude)living at x. (For the desription of a quantum degree of freedom in terms of opeara-tors (a; ay), remember setion 2.1.1.) The (ontinuum) assembly of operators fax; ayxgdesribes the quantum �eld. To turn these rather abstrat de�nitions into a valuable tool
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F1F2Figure 3.2: Visualisation of the generation of the Fok-subspaes FN by repeated ationof reation operators onto the vauum spae F0.for pratial omputations we need to put them into relation with standard operationsperformed in quantum mehanis. In partiular we have to speify how hanges from onesingle partile basis f�g to another f~�g a�et the operator algebra fa�g, and in whih



54 CHAPTER 3. SECOND QUANTISATIONway standard operators of (many-body) quantum mehanis an be represented in termsof the a's:. Change of basis: Using the resoluation of identity id =P1�=0 j�ih�j, the relationsj~�i = P� j�ih�j~�i, j�i � ay�j
i, and j~�i � ay~�j
i immediately give rise to thetransformation law ay~� =P�h�j~�iay�; a~� =P�h~�j�ia� (3.5)In many appliations we are not dealing with a set of disrete quantum numbers(spin, quantised momenta, et) but rather with a ontinuum (a ontinuous positionoordinate, say). In these ases, the quantum numbers are ommonly denoted ina braket notation a� ; a(x) = P�hxj�ia� and the summations appearing in thetransformation formula above beome integrals.Example: The transformation from the oordinate to the momentum representationin a �nite one-dimensional system of length L would readak = Z L0 dx hkjxia(x); hkjxi � hxjki� = 1L1=2 e�ikx: (3.6). Representation of operators (one-body): Single partile or one-body operatorsÔ1 ating in the N -partile Hilbert spae FN generally take the form Ô1 =PNn=1 ôn,where ôn is an ordinary single partile operator ating on the nth partile. Atypial example is the kineti energy operator T̂ = Pn p̂2n=2m, where p̂n is themomentum operator ating on the nth partile. Other examples inlude the one-partile potential operator V̂ = Pn V (x̂n), where V (x) is a salar potential, thetotal spin-operatorPn Ŝn, et. Sine we have seen that by applying �eld operatorsto the vauum spae we an generate the Fok spae in general and any N -partileHilbert spae in partiular, it must be possible to represent any operator Ô1 in ana-representation.Now, although the representation of n-body operators is afterall quite straightfor-ward, the onstrution an, at �rst sight seem daunting. A onvenient way of �ndingsuh a representation is to express the operator in terms of a basis in whih it isdiagonal, and only later transform to an arbitrary basis. For this purpose it is usefulto de�ne oupation number operatorn̂� = ay�a� (3.7)with the property that, for bosons or fermions, (exerise)n̂� (ay�)nj
i = n (ay�)nj
i:I.e. the state (ay�)nj
i is an eigenstate of the number operator with eigenvalue n.When ating upon a state j�1; �2; � � ��Ni, it is a straightforward exerise to showthat the number operator obtainsn̂�j�1; �2; � � ��Ni = Nay�a� NYi=1 ay�i j
i = NXi=1 Æ��i j�1; �2; � � ��Ni:



3.1. INTRODUCTION TO SECOND QUANTIZATION 55The number operator simply ounts the number of partiles in state �. Let usnow onsider a one-body operator, Ô1, whih is diagonal in the basis j�i, ô =P� o�j�ih�j, o� = h�jôj�i. With this de�nition, one �ndsh�01; � � ��0N jÔ1j�1; � � ��Ni =  NXi=1 o�i! h�01; � � ��0N j�1; � � ��Ni= h�01; � � ��0N j 1X�=0 o�n̂�j�1; � � ��Ni:Sine this equality holds for any set of states, we obtain the operator or seondquantised representation̂O1 = 1X�=0 o�n̂� = 1X�=0h�jôj�iay�a�:The result is straightforward; a one-body operator engages a single partile at a time| the others are just spetators. In the diagonal representation, one simply ountsthe number of partiles in a state � and multiplies by the orresponding eigenvalueof the one-body operator. Finally, by transforming from the diagonal representationto a general basis, one obtains the general result,Ô1 =X�� h�jôj�iay�a� : (3.8)Let us illustrate this formula on a few examples: The spin operator is given byŜ =X���0 ay��0S�0�a��; S��0 = 12���0 (3.9)where � ="; # is the spin-quantum number, � denotes the set of additional quantumnumbers (e.g. lattie site), and � denote the vetor of Pauli5 spin matries�x = � 0 11 0� ; �y = � 0 �ii 0 � ; �z = � 1 00 �1� : (3.10)Seond quantised in the position representation, the one-body Hamiltonian isgiven as a sum of kineti and potential energy asĤ = Z dx ay(x) � p̂22m + V (x)� a(x) (3.11)5 Wolfgang Pauli 1900-1958: 1945Nobel Laureate in Physis for thedisovery of the Exlusion Prini-ple, also alled the Pauli Prini-ple.



56 CHAPTER 3. SECOND QUANTISATIONwhere p̂ = �i~�x. (The latter is easily proved by expressing the kineti energy in themomentum representation in whih it is diagonal.) The loal density operator,�̂(x) measuring the partile density at a ertain oordinate x is simply given by�̂(x) = ay(x)a(x): (3.12)Finally, the total oupation number operator, obtained by integrating overthe partile density, is de�ned asN̂ = Z dx ay(x)a(x):In a theory with disrete quantum numbers, this operator assumes the formN̂ =X� ay�a�:. Representation of operators (two-body): Two-body operators Ô2 are neededto desribe pairwise interations between partiles. Although pair-interation poten-tials are straightforwardly inluded into lassial many-body theories their embed-ding into onventional many-body quantum mehanis is made awkwardly umber-some by partile indistinguishability. As ompared to the onventional desription,the formulation of interation proesses within the language of seond quantisationis muh easier. Referring to the literature for details (see also problem set 3.4)we here merely outline the basi strategy underlying the introdution of a seondquantised formulation of interation operators.Owing to the fat that only two partiles are simultaneously involved in a pairinteration proess, a general two-body operator Ô2 an be ompletely haraterisedin terms of its ation on two partile states. Using (3.2) with N = 2, any operatorO2 an be represented in terms of its matrix elementsO�;�0 ;�;�0 � h�; �0jÔ2j�; �0i:One next omputes the matrix elementh�1; : : : �N jÔ2j�1; : : : �Nibetween two general N -body states in terms of two-body elements O�;�0;�;�0 andon�rms that the resulting expression is reprodued whenÔ2 = X��0��0O�;�0 ;�;�0ay�ay�0a�a�0 (3.13)is sandwihed between the seond quantised representation (3.3) of the many-bodywave funtions. These alulations, though easily formulated in priniple, are quiteumbersome in pratie. Fortunately, though, there is normally no need to maneuver



3.2. APPLICATIONS OF SECOND QUANTISATION 57through the general sheme outlined above: In the vast majority of ases, two-bodyinteration operators are given as the produt of two single partile operators. E.g.the Coulomb interation, V̂ = 12 R ddx1ddx2�̂(x1)V (x1 � x2)�̂(x2) where �̂(xi) isthe single partile density operator at oordinate xi and V (x1 � x2) the Coulombpotential. But we already know how to seond quantize the density operator: �̂(x) =ay(x)a(x). This implies that the seond quantized representation of the Coulombinteration in a system of harged fermions is given by:V̂ = 12 Z ddx Z ddx0 ay(x)a(x)V (x� x0)ay(x0)a(x0):Another important interation, frequently enountered in problems of quantummagnetism, is V̂ = tr (Ŝ(x) � Ŝ(x0)), i.e. a spin-spin interation. From ourdisussion of the seond quantized representation of Ŝ above we infer thatV̂ = X��0��0 ay�(x)S��a�(x) ay�0(x0)S�0�0a�0(x0): (3.14)This ompletes our formal introdution to the method of seond quantisation. To makethese onepts seem less abstrat, the remainder of this hapter applies this method to avariety of problems. Although seond quantisation is a representation, and not a solution,its appliation often leads to a onsiderable simpli�ation of the analysis of many-partilesystems. To emphasize this fat, and to pratie the manipulation of seond quantisedoperators, we will disuss a number of appliations of di�erent physial bakground.3.2 Appliations of Seond QuantisationStarting from the prototype Hamiltonian (9.30), in hapter 1 we had explored aspetsof the ion dynamis of a metalli ondensed matter system. In muh of the rest of thisourse we will onentrate on the omplementary setor, the dynamis of the ondutioneletrons. To get a grip on this problem, and following the �rst of the priniples disussedin hapter 1, we begin by reduing the full Hamiltonian to a form that ontains theessential elements of the eletroni dynamis. The redued Hamiltonian will ertainly bedetermined by the pure eletroni sub-HamiltonianHe but also by the interation betweenthe eletrons and the positively harged ioni bakground lattie. On the other hand, it islikely that both lattie distortions due to the motion of the ions and the ion-ion interationouple only indiretly. (Exerise: state a prmominent example where the eletroni setoris ruially inuened by the dynamis of the host lattie.) To a �rst approximation, wethus desribe the eletroni system throughĤ = Ĥ0 + V̂ee = (3.15)= Z dr ay�(r) � p̂22m + V (r)� a�(r) + 12 Z dr Z dr0 ay�(r)a�(r)V (r� r0)ay�0(r0)a�0(r0);where V (r) =PI Vei(RI � r) and the oordinates of the lattie ions are presumed �xed.For ompleteness, we have also equipped the eletrons with a spin index, � = �1=2. The



58 CHAPTER 3. SECOND QUANTISATIONHamiltonian (3.28) de�nes the problem of the interating eletron gas embedded into asolid state system.Now omes an intriguing point: If you open a researh paper on the dynamis of theeletroni system, notably the interating eletroni system, you ususally �nd the lattiepotential V swept under the arpet: Either the non-interating part of the Hamiltonianis presumed to be diagonalized by simple plane waves, as would be the ase for V = 0, orthe lattie potential is presumed to be so strong that it on�nes the eletrons to a disreteset of hopping enters. In either ase, V does not appear expliitly. To understand thephilosophy behind these simpli�ations, and to set the stage for our later disussion ofthe interation ontribution Vee, we need to reapitulate some aspet of the problem of3.2.1 Eletrons in a Periodi PotentialLet us for a moment swith o� the interation, Vee, and onsider the single-partile Hamil-tonian of eletrons in a periodi potential, Eq. (3.11). As we know from Bloh's theorem6,eigenstates of this Hamiltonian an be represented in the form of Bloh waves kn(r) = eik�rukn(r);where the omponents of the rystal momentum k, ki 2 [��=a; �=a℄ and we have assumedthat the periodiity of the lattie potential is the same in all diretions, V (r+aei) = V (r).The index n labels the energy bands of the solid and the funtions ukn(r+ aei) = ukn(r)are lattie periodi.Now, there are two omplementary lasses of materials where the general struture ofthe Bloh funtions an be signi�antly simpli�ed:Nearly Free Eletron SystemsFor ertain metals, notably metals in the groups I-IV of the periodi table, eletronsbehave as if they were 'nearly free', i.e. oblivious of the potential reated by the positivelyharged ions. Losely speaking, the prime reason for this behaviour is that eletrons inthose metals are highly mobile and, therefore, good at sreening the ioni bakgroundpotential. In nearly free eletron ompounds, omplete neglet of the lattie potential isusually a good approximation (as long as one stays lear of the boundaries of the tightbinding zone, ki = �=a.) In pratie, this means that we are permitted to set u = 1 andregard the eigenstates of the non-interating Hamiltonian as plane waves. This motivatesto represent the �eld operators in momentum spae, (3.6), whereupon the non-interatingpart of the Hamiltonian beomesH0 =Xk ayk�(k2=2m)ak�: (3.16)
6

Felix Bloh 1905-1983: 1952 No-bel Laureate in Physis for thedevelopment (with Edward M.Purell) of new methods for nu-lear magneti preision measure-ments and disoveries in onne-tion therewith.



3.2. APPLICATIONS OF SECOND QUANTISATION 59Turning to the Coulomb interation we �rst note that the Fourier representaton of theinteration operator (??) is given byV̂ee = 12Ld Xk;k0;q ayk�q�ak�V (q)ayk0+q�0ak0�0 ; (3.17)where V (q) = e2q2 (3.18)is the Fourier transform of the Coulomb potential V (r) = e2=r and we have added spin.Now, this expression neglets the fat that in ionized solids, the negative harge densityof the eletron loud will be largely ompensated by the harge density �0(x) of thepositively ionized bakground: �̂(x) = ay(x)a(x)��0(x). An e�etive interation operatoraounting for this mehanism reads asV̂ee = 12Ld Xk;k0;q(ayk�q�ak� � �0Æq;0)V (q)(ayk0+q�0ak0�0 � �0Æq;0):where we have assumed that the positive harge density is (a) lassial (desribed by afuntion) and (b) smeared out to an onstant bakground { the jellium model. Notiethat overall harge neutrality of the system requires thathN̂i = Ld�0; (3.19)where, in priniple, the expetation value h: : :i should be taken in any system-state witha �xed number of partiles. However, negleting partile number utuations inherentto the grand anonial ensemble, it is ustomary to promote (3.19) to an approximateoperator identity: N̂ ' Ld�0. This assumption an be built into our formalism by re-adopting () as an interation operator where, however, the zero momentum omponent ofthe Coulomb interation potential V (q)! V (q)(1�Æq;0 is expliitly removed. The hargeneutrality ensuring fator 1� Æq;0 is usually not indiated in the notation but understoodimpliitly.The interation desribed by (3.2.1) anbe illustrated graphially, as shown in the �g-ure (For a more elaborate disussion of suhdiagrams, see setion XX below.): Two ele-trons with momenta k � q and k0 + q, re-spetively are annihilated on aount of thereation of a 'new' pair or eletrons with mo-menta k and k0. Alternatively, and perhapsmore physially, we an think of the proessas sattering of an eletron from momentumk�q into a new momentum state k. Momen-tum onservation implies a similar satteringproess k0+q! k0 experiened by a partnereletron.
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60 CHAPTER 3. SECOND QUANTISATIONIn onrete appliations of low temperature ondensed matter physis one will onsiderthe system (3.28) at low exitation energies. The solution of suh problems is naturallyorganized around the zero temperature ground state as a referene platform. However,the aurate alulation of the ground state energy of (3.28) is a ompliated problemof many body physis that annot be solved in losed form. Therefore, assuming thatinteratinons will not substantially alter the ground state of the free problem (3.16) oneusually uses the latter as a referene state.. Info. Referring for a more quali�ed disussion to setion 6.2 below, a preliminary justi�-ation of this assumption an be given as follows: Suppose the density of our eletron gas is suhthat eah of its N partiles oupies an average volume of O(ad). The average kineti energyper partile is then estimated as T � 1ma2 , while the Coulomb interation potential will sale likeV � e2=a. Thus, for a � a0 muh smaller than the Bohr radius a0 = e2=m, the interationontribution is muh smaller than the average kintei energy. In other words, for the denseeletron gas the interation energy an, indeed, be treated as a perturbation. Unfortunately, formost metals a ' a0 and neither high- nor low-density approximations are really justi�ed.||||||||||||||{The ground state of the system inhabited by N non-interating partiles an readilybe inferred from (3.16). The Pauli priniple implies that all energy states �k = k2=2m willbe uniformly oupied up to a uto� Fermi energy, EF . Spei�ally, for a system of sizeL, allowed momentum states k have omponents ki = 2�ni=L, ni 2 Z. The summationextends up to momenta with jkj � kF , where the Fermi momentum, kF , is de�nedthrough k2F=(2m) = EF , see Fig. 3.3. The relation between the Fermi momentum andthe oupation number an be established by dividing the volume of the Fermi sphere,VF � kdF through the momentum spae volume per mode, � = (2�=L)d, N = VF=� =C(kFL)d, where C is a dimensionless geometry dependent onstant.In the language of seond quantization, the ground state an now be represented asj
i � N Yk<kF ;� ayk�j~
i; (3.20)where j~
i denotes the state with zero eletrons present. We antiipate that low tem-perature physial phenomena will be governed by energetially low-lying exitations su-perimposed on j0i. Therefore, remembering the philosophy whereby exitations ratherthan mirosopi onstituents play a prime role, one would like to delare the �lled Fermisea, j0i � j
i (rather than j~
i) to be the 'physial vauum' of the theory. To make thisompatible with the language of seond quantization, we need to identify a new operatoralgebra k�; yk� suh that the new operators k� annihilate the Fermi sea. This an easilybe ahieved by de�ning,yk� = � ayk� ; k > kFak� ; k � kF ; k� = � ak� ; k > kFayk� ; k � kF ; (3.21)It is straightforward to verify, that k�j
i = 0 and that the anonial ommutationrelations are preserved.
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Figure 3.3: Cartoon of the two-dimensional Fermi sphere. Eah momentum state is �lledby two eletrons of opposite spin.The Hamiltonian de�ned through (3.16) and (3.2.1), represented in terms of the op-erator algebra (3.21) and the vauum (3.20), forms the basis of the theory interations inhighly mobile eletron ompounds. The role of interations in this system will be disussedin setions XX.We next turn our attention to a omplementary lass of eletroni systems, i.e. systemsthe where the lattie potential on�ning the eletrons is stong. In suh situations, realized,e.g. in transition metal oxides, a desription based on 'almost loalized' eletron stateswill be used to represent the Hamiltonian (3.28):Tight Binding SystemsImagine a situation where, on average, eletrons are 'tightly bound' to the lattie enters.In suh systems, it is onvenient to expand the theory in terms of the loal basis ofWannier statesj Rni � 1pN B:Z:Xk e�ik�Rj kni; j kni = 1pN XR eik�Rj Rni; (3.22)where R are the oordinates of the lattie entres and PB:Z:k stands for a summationover all momenta ki = ni 2�L 2 [0; 2�=a℄ in the �rst Brillouin zone. For a system withvanishingly weak inter-atomi overlap, i.e. a lattie where V approahes a superpositionof independent atomi potentials, the Wannier funtion  Rn(r) � hrj Rni equals the nthorbital of an isolated atom entered at oordinate R. However, for �nite inter-atomioupling, i.e. a 'real' solid, the N formerly degenerate states labeled by n split to forman energy band (see Fig. 3.4.) In this ase, the Wannier funtions di�er from isolatedatomi orbitals. Also notie that, unlike the Bloh funtions, the Wannier funtions arenot eigenfuntions of the lattie Hamiltonian.
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Figure 3.4: Energy bands in a solid. For an asymptotially weakly bound solid, the energylevels are N -fold degenerate and oinide with the bound state levels of isolated atom-potentials Vatom. For �nite inter-atomi oupling, levels split to form bands. If the Fermienergy lies within a band the system is a metal, otherwise an insulator.In ases where the Fermi energy is situated between two energetially separated bands,we are dealing with an insulator. However, in the omplementary ase, i.e. the Fermienergy loated within a band, the system is metalli. Ignoring the ompliations thatarise when bands begin to overlap, we heneforth fous on metalli systems where theFermi energy is loated within a de�nite band n0.We next ask, how the Wannier-language an be employed to obtain a problem adjustedrepresentation of the general Hamiltonian (3.28). The �rst thing to be notied is that theWannier states fj Rnig form an orthonormal basis of the single partile Hilbert spae,i.e. the transformation between the real-spae and the Wannier representation,jri =XR h Rjri j Ri =XR  �R(r) j Riis unitary. (Here we have dropped the band-index summation, beause we will only beinterested in ontributions oming from the 'metalli' band n0.) As suh, it indues atransformation ay�(r) =XR  �R(r)ayR� �Xi  �Ri(r)ayi� (3.23)between the real spae and the Wannier state operator basis, respetively. In the seondrepresentation, following a onvention ommonly used in the literature, we have labeledthe lattie enter oordinates R � Ri by a ounting index i = 1; : : : ; N . Similarly, theunitary transformation between Bloh- and Wannier-states, (3.22), indues an operatortransformation ayk� = 1pN Xi eik�Riayi� (3.24)We an now use the transformation formulae (3.23) and (3.24) to formulate a Wannier-representation of the Hamiltonian (3.28). Using that the Bloh states diagonalize the



3.2. APPLICATIONS OF SECOND QUANTISATION 63single partile omponent H0, we obtainH0 = Z dr ay�(r) � p̂22m + V (r)� a�(r) =Xk� ayk��kak� =(3:24)= 1N Xii0 Xk eik(Ri�Ri0)�k ayi�ai0� �Xii0 ayi� tii0 ai0�;where we have de�ned tii0 = 1N Pk eik(Ri�Ri0)�k. The new representation of H0 desribeseletron hopping from one lattie enter i to another. The strength of the hoppingamplitude tii0 is ontrolled by the e�etive overlap of neighbouring atoms. In the atomilimit, where the levels �k = onst: are degenerate, tii0 = Æii0 and no inter-atomi transportis possible. The tight binding representation is useful, if ti6=i0 is non-vanishing but so weakthat only nearest neighbour hopping e�etively ontributes.. Exerise. Assuming a square lattie and thattii0 = � t; i; i0 nearest neighbours;0; otherwise;diagonalize the two-dimensional hopping Hamiltonian H0. (Hint: Re-express the Hamiltonianin terms of Bloh operators, (3.24).) Show that the eigenvalues are given by�k = 2t(os(kxa) + os(kya)); (3.25)

Figure 3.5: Left: Plot of the dispersion relation (3.25). Right: Contour plot of thesame funtion. Notie that for a half �lled band, EF = 0, the Fermi surfae beomesretangular.Turning to the interation omponent Vee, we use the transformation (3.23) to obtainVee = Xii0jj0 Uii0jj0 ayi�aj�ayi0�0aj0�0 ;



64 CHAPTER 3. SECOND QUANTISATIONwhere the matrix elementUii0jj0 = 12 Z drdr0 �Ri(r) Rj(r)V (r� r0) �Ri0 (r0) Rj0 (r0): (3.26)The ombination of the ontributions H0 and VeeH =Xii0 ayi� tii0 ai0� +Xii0jj0 Uii0jj0 ayi�aj�ayi0�0aj0�0 (3.27)de�nes the tight binding representation of the interation Hamiltonian.Hamiltonians of the type (3.27) stand at the basis of innumerable analyses of inter-ating eletroni systems, notably strongly interating systems. Various aspets of suhproblems will be disussed in later hapters. Before leaving this setion, and without goinginto any detail, let us try to antiipate a little bit and give some preliminary impressionof the diversity of interation phenomena generated by the seond ontribution to (3.27).
 a)  b)

 d)  c)Figure 3.6: Di�erent types of interation mehanisms indued by the tight binding inter-ation Vee. Red lines symbolially indiate wave funtion envelopes. a) Diret Coulombinteration between neighbouring sites. Aounting for the exhange interation, parallelalignment of spins b) is preferred on aount of the antisymmetry of the spatial wavefuntion. In ontrast, for anti-parallel spin-on�gurations ) the wave funtion amplitudein the repulsion zone is enhaned. d) Coulomb interation between eletrons of oppositespin populating the same site.On the fae of it, the interating ontribution to the Hamiltonian does not look inthe least transparent. To get some better understanding of the physial meaning of thematrix elements Uii0j0, the spatial struture of the Wannier funtions has to be takeninto aount. Following the general philosophy of this setion, we will assume that the



3.2. APPLICATIONS OF SECOND QUANTISATION 65eletrons are tightly bound, i.e. the Wannier funtions short ranged. We will thus fous onontributions to Uii0jj0 where the indies are either equal, or, at most, nearest neighbours.Fousing on the most relevant of these matrix elements, a number of physially di�erentontributions an be identi�ed:. The diret terms Uiii0i0 � Vii0 involve integrals over square moduli of Wannierfuntions and ouple density utuations at neighbouring sites,Xi6=i0 Vii0 n̂in̂i0 ;where n̂i = P� ayi�ai�. This ontribution aounts for the { essentially lassial{ interation between harges loalized at neighbouring sites, see Fig. In ertainmaterials, interations of this type have the apaity to indue global instabilitiesin the harge distribution, so alled harge density instabilities. An example of suha phenomenon will be disussed in setion XX.. A seond important ontribution derives from the exhange oupling whih induemagneti orrelations among the eletroni spins. Setting JFij � Uijji, and makinguse of the identity derived in problem set 3.4, we obtainXi6=j Uijji ayi�aj�ayj�0ai�0 = �2Xi6=j JFij �Ŝi � Ŝj + 14 n̂in̂j� :Suh ontributions tend to indue weak ferromagneti oupling of neighbouringspins (i.e. JF > 0). The fat that an e�etive magneti oupling is born out of theeletri interation between quantum partiles is easily understood as follows: Con-sider two eletrons inhabiting neighbouring sites. The Coulomb repulsion betweenthe partiles is minimized if the orbital two partile wave funtion is antisymmet-ri and, therefore, has low amplitude in the interation zone between the partiles.Sine the overall wavefuntion must be antisymmetri, the energetially favouredreal-spae on�guration enfores a symmetri alignment of the two spins.As a rule, magneti interations in solids are usually generated as an indiret man-ifestation of the muh stronger Coulomb interation. This mehanism is familiarfrom atomi physis where it is manifest as Hund's rule.. However, in the so-alled atomi limit where the atoms are well-separated andthe overlap between neighbouring orbitals is weak, the matrix elements tij and JFijare exponentially small in the interatomi separation. In this limit, the `on-site'Coulomb or Hubbard interation, Uiiii,Xi��0 Uiiiiayi�ai�ayi�0ai�0 =Xi��0 �Un̂i"n̂i# � U2 n̂i�where U � 2Uiiii, generates the dominant interation mehanism, see Fig. 3.6, d).



66 CHAPTER 3. SECOND QUANTISATIONIn the literature, the Hamiltonian redued to the on-site interation,H =Xhii0i ayi� tii0 ai0� + UXi n̂i"n̂i# (3.28)
goes under the name Hubbard Hamiltonian. (We have omitted the ontribution� U2 Pi n̂i as it merely generates a trivial shift of the hemial potential.) Thenotation hii0i indiates that the summation extends over nearest neighbour lattiesites.In hindsight, a model of this struture ould have been guessed on phenomenolog-ial grounds from the outset. Eletrons tunnel between atomi orbitals loalisedon individual lattie sites and experiene a loal Coulomb interation with othereletrons. Deeptive in its simpliity, the Hubbard model is aknowledged as aparadigm of strongly interating eletroni systems. Yet, after forty years of (oftenintense) investigation, the phase diagram of the Hubbard model is still only poorlyunderstood. We will turn bak to the disussion of this model system in hapter X.This onludes our �rst introdution to interating eletroni model systems. Notie that,so far, we have merely disussed ways to destill redued model systems from the initialHamiltonian (3.28). However, save for the two examples of free �eld theories analysed inhapter 2, we have not yet learned how methods of seond quantisation an be appliedto atually solve problems. Filling this gap, we will next illustrate the appliation of themethod on a prominent, and essentially interating problem.3.2.2 Interating Fermions in One DimensionWithin the ontext of many body physis, a theory is termed free if it is quadrati inthe reation/annihilation operators, i.e. H � P�� ay�H��a� , where H may be a �niteor ini�nite dimensional matrix. Suh models are termed 'solvable' in the sense that thesolution of the problem amounts to diagonalization of the matrix H��. However, only fewmodels of interest belong to this ategory. In general, interation ontributions of O(a4)are present and, therefore, omplete solutions out of reah.Yet there are a few preious examples of genuinely interating systems whih areamenable to (nearly) exat solution shemes. In this setion we disuss an importantrepresentative of suh a system lass, viz. the one-dimensional interating eletron gas.The analysis of this system is not only physially interesting but also will provide uswith opportunity to pratie working with the seond quantized operator formalism on adeeper level than before.



3.2. APPLICATIONS OF SECOND QUANTISATION 67Qualitative DisussionConsider the nearly free eletron Hamiltonian (3.16) and (3.2.1) redued to a one-dimensionalenvironment: Ĥ =Xk ayk � k22m � �� ak + 12LXkk0q ayk�qakV (q)ayk0+qak0; (3.29)where, for simpliity, we are negleting spin degrees of freedom. Further, following astandard onvention, the hemial potential � � EF has been absorbed into the de�nitionof the Hamilton operator. At �rst sight, the model Hamiltonian (3.29) may appear likean overly simplisti redution of the generi d-dimensional problem. However, there ismore to the problem (3.29):E�etively one-dimensional interating fermion systems are realized in a number of ma-terial lasses. E.g. ertain organi moleules (e.g. the Behgaard salt, (TMTSF )2PF6,where TMTSF stands for the tetramethyl-tetraselenafulvalene) or arbon nanotubes(see Fig. 3.7) are surrounded by louds of mobile eletrons. At low temperatures, the ir-umferential degrees of freedom are frozen out, while density variations in the longitudinaldiretion are still possible (f. Fig. 3.9, right.) Another realization is provided by so-alledsemiondutor quantum wires. In the viinity of planar boundaries between di�erentsemiondutor ompounds (e.g. GaAs vs. GaAlAs) it omes to the formation of nearlyperfetly two-dimensional onduting eletron systems. Referring for a more substantialdisussion of suh systems to hapter XX, we here merely mention that by additional ap-pliation of eletrostati �elds one an manufature narrow potential 'grooves', i.e. quasione-dimensional strutures in whih eletron motion in transverse diretion is impededby a massive potential gradient (Fig. 3.9, left.) At suÆiently low Fermi energies, onlythe lowest eigenstate of the transverse Shroedinger problem (the lowest 'quantum mode')is populated and we are left with a striktly one-dimensional eletron system. There areother realizations, like edge modes in quantum Hall systems, so-alled stripe phasesin high tempterature superondutors, or ertain inorgani rystals but we shall notdisuss these here.What makes the one-dimensional Fermion system physially interesting is that it ex-hibits a number of unique features, not observed in higher dimensions. The origin ofthese peuliarities an easily be understood from a simple qualitative piture: Imagineinterating fermions on�ned to a line. All they an do to optimize their on�gurationis push eah other around, thereby reating density distortions. In ontrast, in higher-dimensional systems, eletrons are free to avoid ontat by moving around eah other. Aslightly di�erent formulation of the same piture an be given in momentum spae: TheFermi 'sphere' of the one-dimensional system is de�ned through the interval [�kF ; kF ℄of �lled momentum states; The Fermi 'surfae' onsists of two isolated points fkF ;�kFg(f. Fig. 3.10.) This is to be ompared with the ontinuous and simply onneted Fermisurfaes of higher dimensional systems. It takes little imagination to antiipate that anextended Fermi sphere provides more phase spae to two-partile interation proessesthan the two isolated Fermi energy setors of the 1d-system.Finally, the one-dimensional eletron system represents a rare exeption of an interat-ing system that an be solved under no more than a few, and physially weak, simplifying
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Figure 3.7: On the moleular struture of arbon nanotubes. Essentially, arbon nan-otubes are elongated versions of bukminsterfullerenes, (i.e. spherial or near-spherial'ages' of sp2-hybridized arbon.) Alternatively, one an think of nanotubes as ylindri-ally wrapped up graphite sheets. The �ne-struture of the moleule depends on how thegraphite is 'rolled' to a ylinder. (See the three alternatives to the right.) The p-orbitaleletrons of the sp2-hybirdized arbon atoms sourround the ylinder like a loud of mobileharge arriers.assumptions. This makes i a preious test system on whih non-perturbative quantummanifestions of many body interations an be explored.Quantitative AnalysisWe now proeed to develop a quantitative piture of the harge density exitations ofthe one-dimensional eletron system. Antiipating that at low temperatures the relevantdynamis will take plae in the viinity of the two Fermi points f+kF ;�kFg, the Hamilto-nian (3.29) an be redued further to an e�etive Hamiltonian desribing the propagationof left and right moving exitations. To this end, we �rst introdue the notation,aykF+q � ayRq; ay�kF+q � ayLq; jqj � kF ;
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Figure 3.8: Two omputer tomographi images of arbon nanotubes. The piture on theleft is of atomi resolution.
  quasi 1d potential well 

 transverse quantum ground state 

 organic molecule/ carbon nanotube 

 conduction electron shell Figure 3.9: Shemati sketh of a number of realizations of one-dimensional eletronsystems.where the subsripts L=R indiate that an operator ay(+=�)kF+q reates an eletron thatmoves to the left/right with veloity ' �vF � kF=m. We next observe (f. Fig. 3.10)that in the immediate viinity of the Fermi points, the dispersion relation is approximatelylinear, (�kF + q)22m � � � �vF q;implying that the non-interating part of the Hamiltonian an be represented as,Ĥ0 ' � Xs=L;R ~Xqaysq �svF q asq; (3.30)where �s = (+=�) for s = L=R and the notation ~P indiates that in order for the e�etiveFermi surfae desription to make sense, the summation over momenta has to be trunated



70 CHAPTER 3. SECOND QUANTISATIONat some uto� momentum: ~Pk � Pjkj<�, where � is a momentum beyond whih thelinearization of the dispersion relation no longer represents a good approximation.
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Figure 3.10: On the dispersion k-spae struture of the one-dimensional eletron gas.Turning to the interating part of the Hamiltonian, we �rst de�ne the notation�̂sq = ~Xkaysk+qask: (3.31)Importantly, the de�nition of these operators is not just motivated by notational onve-niene. It is straightforward to verify (exerise) that �̂s(q) obtains as the Fourier transformof the density operator �̂(x) de�ned in (3.12), if the summation over momenta k in theFourier deomposition (3.6) is restrited to the �-viintiy of �kF . In other words, �̂sqmeasures density ututations of harateristi wavelength q�1 supported by eletroniexitations with harateristi momentum �kF (see Fig. 3.11, left.) From our heuristiargument above, suggesting harge density modulations to be the basi exitations of theone-dimensional eletron gas, we expet the operators �̂sq to represent the entral degreesof freedom of the theory.Represented in terms of the density operators, the interation ontribution of theHamiltonian reads asV̂ee = 12LXkk0q ayk�qakV (q)ayk0+qak0 � 12LXqs [g4�̂sq�̂s�q + g2�̂sq�̂�s�q℄ ; (3.32)where �s = R=L for s = L=R and the onstants g2 and g4 measure the strength of theinteration at harateristi momentum q = 0 and q = 2kF , respetively7. (With thenotation g2;4 we follow a ommon literature onvention.)7In fat, the relation between the oupling onstants g2;4 and the momentum Fourier transform of



3.2. APPLICATIONS OF SECOND QUANTISATION 71. Info. Working with seond quantized theories, one frequently needs to ompute ommu-tators of operators Â(a; ay) polynomial in the elementary boson/fermion operators of the theory.(E.g. Â = aay, Â = aaayay, et. where we have ommitted the quantum number subsripts gen-erally arried by a and ay.) Suh type of operations are made easier by a number of operationsof elementary ommutator algebra. The most basi identity, from whih all sorts of otherformulae an be generated reursively, is[Â; B̂Ĉ℄� = [Â; B̂℄�Ĉ � B̂[Â; Ĉ℄�: (3.33)Iteration of this equation for boson operators a,ay shows that[ay; an℄ = (n� 1)an�1: (3.34)(Due to a2 = 0 in the fermioni ase, there is no fermion analog of this equation.) Taylorexpansion then shows that for any analyti funtion F (a),[ay; F (a)℄ = F 0(a):Another useful formula is ayF (aay) = F (aya)ay;whih is also veri�ed by series expansion.||||||||||||||{So far, we have merely re-written parts of the Hamiltonian in terms of density opera-tors. Ultimately, however, we wish to arrive at a representation whereby these operators,instead of the original eletron operators, represent the fundamental degrees of freedomof the theory. Sine the de�nition of the �'s involves the square of two Fermi operators,we expet the densitiy operators to resemble bosoni exitations. Thus, as a �rst andessential step towards the onstrution of the new piture, we explore the ommutationrelations between the operators �̂sq.From the de�nition (3.31) and the auxiliary identity (3.33) it is straightforward toverify that [�̂sq; �̂s0(�q0)℄ = Æss0 ~Xk(aysk+qask+q0 � aysk+q�q0ask):As it stands, this relation is ertainly not of muh pratial use. To make further progress,we need to resort to a (weak) approximation: The point we exploit is that ultimately wewill want to ompute some observables and this will involve quantum averages h
j : : : j
itaken in the ground state of the theory. To simplify the struture of the theory, we thusreplae the rhs of the relation by its ground state expetation value:[�̂sq; �̂s0(�q0)℄ � Æss0 ~Xkh
jaysk+qask+q0 � aysk+q�q0askj
i == Æss0Æqq0 ~Xkh
jn̂sk+q � n̂skj
i:V is not entirely straightforward. The reason is that to the summation Pkk0q terms with (k; k0; q) '(�kF ;�kF ;� �) but also with (k; k0; q) ' (�kF ;�kF ; 2kF ) ontribute (See Ref.[℄ for a detailed disus-sion.) When adequately ordered (exerise), these ontributions an be arranged to the rhs of (3.32). Atany rate, the only point that matters for our present disussion is that the interation an be representedthrough density operators with positive onstants g2;4 determined by the interation strength.
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Figure 3.11: Two di�erent interpretations of the exitations reated by the density oper-ators �̂sq. Left: Real spae; �̂sq reates density modulations of harateristi wave lengthq�1 and harateristi veloity vF . Right: Momentum spae; Appliation of �̂sq onto theground state exites eletrons from states k to k+ q. This reates partile-hole exitationsof energy �k+q��k = vF q independent of the parile/hole momentum k. Both partiles andholes forming the exitation travel with the same veloity vF implying that the exitationdoes not disperse (deay).where n̂sk = ayskask and we have used that h
jayskask0j
i = Ækk0. This is an unontrolledapproximation but it is expeted to beome the better the loser we stay to the zerotemperature ground state j
i of the theory ( i.e. at low exitation energies.).. Exerise. Try to ritially form an opinion on the validy of the approximation.At �rst glane, it looks like the rhs of our simpli�ed ommutator relation atuallyvanishes. A simple shift of the summation index, ~Pkh
jn̂sk+qj
i ?= ~Pkh
jn̂skj
i seemsto show that the two terms ontributing to the sum anel. However, this argument isertainly too naive. It ignores that our summation is limited by a uto� momentum �.Sine the shift k ! k � q hanges the uto� the speulation above is invalid.To obtain a better result, let us onsider the ase s = R and q > 0. What we knowis that in the ground state, all states with momentum k < 0 are oupied while all stateswith k � 0 are empty. This implies that~Xkh
jn̂Rk+q � n̂Rkj
i =  X��<k<�q+ X�q<k�0+ X0<k<�! h
jn̂Rk+q � n̂Rkj
i == X�q�k�0 h
jn̂Rk+q � n̂Rkj
i| {z }1 = �qL2� ;wher in the last identity we have used that a momentum interval of size q ontainsq=(2�=L) quantized momentum states. Similar reasoning for s = L shows that the e�e-tive form of the ommutator relation reads as[�̂sq; �̂s0�q0 ℄ = Æss0Æqq0�s qL2� : (3.35)Now, if it where not for the q-dependene of the rhs of this relation we would indeed havefound (approximate) bosoni ommutation relations. To make the onnetion to bosons



3.2. APPLICATIONS OF SECOND QUANTISATION 73expliit, we de�ne bq � �2�Lq�1=2 �̂Lq; byq � �2�Lq�1=2 �̂L�q; (3.36)b�q � �2�Lq�1=2 �̂R�q; by�q � �2�Lq�1=2 �̂Rq; (3.37)where q > 0. The newly de�ned operators bq obey anonial ommutation relations(exerise), i.e. we have indeed found that, apart from the saling fators p2�=qL, thedensity exitations of the system are bosoni partiles.Expressed in terms of the b's, the interation part of the Hamiltonian reads as (exer-ise), Vee = 12�Xq>0 q (bq by�q) � g4 g2g2 g4� :� byqb�q �Notie that we have sueeded in representing a genuine two body interation, i.e. a on-tribution that usually renders a model un-solvable in terms of a quadrati representation.However, the free boson representation of the interation term will be of little use aslong as we have not managed to express the kineti part of the Hamiltonian, H0, in termsof b's, too. There are various ways of ahieving this goal. The most straightforward route,i.e. diret onstrution of a representation ofH0 in terms of bose operators, is umbersomein pratie. However, there exists a muh more eÆient way whih is based on somewhatindiret reasoning: As follows from the disussion of setion 3.1.2, the properties of seondquantized operators are essentially �xed by their ommutation relations8. So, what we aregoing to do is searh for an operator H0(b; by) that has the same ommutation relationswith the boson operators (b; by) as the original kineti energy operator H0(a; ay). Using(3.30), the de�nition (3.31), and the auxiliary identity (3.33) it is straightforward to verifythat [Ĥ0; �̂sq℄ = qvF�s�̂sq:On the other hand, using (3.35) one �nds that the same ommutation relations hold withthe operator Ĥ 00 = 2�vFL Xqs �sq�s�q;i.e., [Ĥ 00; �̂sq℄ = qvF�s�̂sq. Following the logis of our argument we thus identify Ĥ0 = Ĥ 00(up to inessential onstants) and use H 00 for the non-interating Hamiltonian.. Exerise. To gain on�dene the in the identi�ation H0 = H 00 + onst:, and to showthat the undetermined onstant atually equalls zero, determine the energy expetation value8This argument an be made quantitative by group theoretial reasoning: Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) de�nethe irreduible representation of an operator algebra. An algebra beause [ ; ℄ de�nes a produt in thespae of generators fa�; ay�g, a representation beause the operators at in a vetor spae (viz. Fokspae F), whih is irreduible beause all states j�1; : : : ; �N i 2 F an be reahed by iterative appliationof operators onto a unique referene state (e.g. j
i). Under these onditions, Shur's Lemma { to bedisussed in more detail in setion XX below { states that two operators A1 and A2 sharing identialommutation relations with all fa�; ay�g are equal up to a onstant.



74 CHAPTER 3. SECOND QUANTISATIONof the state j	sqi � �̂sqj
i both as h	sqjĤ0j	sqi and as h	sqjĤ 00j	sqi. Show that the two ex-pressions oinide.Finally, expressing the �'s in terms of the bose operators (3.36) and adding the inter-ation ontribution Vee we arrive at the e�etive HamiltonianĤ =Xq>0 q (bq by�q) � vF + g42� g22�g22� vF + g42� �� byqb�q � : (3.38)We have thus sueeded to map the full interating problem onto a free bosoni theory.The mapping a ! �̂ ! b is our �rst example of bosonization. Bosonization teh-niques play an important role in 2(=1 spae +1 time)-dimensional �eld theory in general.Conversely, it is sometimes useful to represent a boson problem in terms of fermions viafermionization. One may wonder why it is possible at all to e�ortlessly represent the lowlying exitations of a gas of fermions in terms of bosons. Fermi-Bose transmutabilityis indeed a peuliarity of one-dimensional quantum systems: Partiles on�ned to a lineannot pass around eah other. That means that the whole issue of sign fators arisingupon interhange of partile oordinates does not arise and muh of the exlusion typeharateristis of the Fermi system are inativated. A more systemati formulation ofFermi $ Bose transformations will be disussed in hapter XX below.Now, there is one last problem that needs to be overome to atually solve the problem.In hapter 1, we had learned how to interpret Hamiltonians of the struture Pq byqbq assuperpositions of harmoni osillators. However, in our present problem terms of the typebqb�q and by�qbyq appear. To get bak to familiar terrain, we need to eliminate these terms.However, before doing so, it is intstrutive to disuss the physial meaning of the problem.We �rst reapitulate that the total number operator of a theory desribed by oper-ators fby�; b�g is given by N̂ = P� by�b�. Now, if the Hamiltonian has the form Ĥ =P�� by�H��b� , the total number operator ommutes with Ĥ, i.e. [N̂ ; Ĥ℄ = 0 (exerise).This means that Ĥ and N̂ an be simultaneously diagonalized, or, in more physial terms,that the Hamiltonian does not reate or annihilate partiles. More generally, any Hamil-tonian in whih operators appear as monomials ontaining equal numbers of reators andannihilators (e.g. bbybby, bbbbybyby) has this property. This is beause any operator of thisstruture reates as many partiles as it annihilates. In problems, were the total numberof partiles is onserved (e.g. the theory of interating eletrons in an isolated piee ofmetal), the Hamiltonian is bound to have this struture. Conversely, in situations wherethe number of exitations is not �xed (e.g. a theory of photons or phonons) partilenumber violating terms like bb or byby an appear. Suh a situation is realized in ourpresent problem; the number of density exitations in an eletroni system is ertainlynot a onserved quantity whih explains why ontributions like bqb�q appear in Ĥ0.To eliminate the non-partile number onserving ontributions we should, somehow,transform the matrix K � � vF + g42� g22�g22� vF + g42� �to a diagonal struture. Transformations of K an be generated by transforming the



3.2. APPLICATIONS OF SECOND QUANTISATION 75operators bq and byq to a di�erent representation. Spei�ally, with	q � � byqb�q � ;we may de�ne 	0q � T	q, where T is a 2� 2 matrix ating on the two omponents of 	.(Sine K does not depend on q, T an be hosen to have the same property.) After thetransformation, the Hamiltonian will have the formH =Xq>0 	yqK	q !Xq>0 	0yq T yKT| {z }K 0 	0q; (3.39)with a new matrix K 0 � T yKT . We will seek for a transformation T that makes K 0diagonal. However, an important point to be kept in mind is that not all 2�2 matries Tqualify as transformations: We must ensure that the transformed 'vetor' again has thestruture 	0q � � by0qb0�q � ;with a boson reator/annihilator in the �rst/seond omponent. Remembering that thealgebrai properties of the operators b are spei�ed through ommutation relations, thisondition an be ast in mathematial form by demanding that the ommutator[	qi;	yqj℄ = (�3)ij != [	0qi;	0yqj℄be invariant under transformation. Here, �3 is the third of the Pauli matries�1 = � 11 � ; �2 = � �ii � ; �3 = � 1 �1� ; (3.40)and i = 1; 2 labels the omponents of 	. Using that 	0 = T	, this ondition is seen tobe equivalent to the pseudo unitarity ondition,T y�3T != �3:Having understood this, we are in a position to �nd a transformation that brings thematrix K 0 to a 2 � 2 diagonal form. Multipliation of the de�nition K 0 = T yKT by �3leads to T yKT = K 0 , �3T y�3| {z }T�1 �3KT = �3K 0:This means that the matrix �3K 0 is obtained by a similarity transformation T�1(: : :)Tfrom the matrix �3K, or, in other words, that the matrix �3K 0 ontains the eigenvalues�u of �3K on its diagonal9. However, the eigenvalues of�3K = � vF + g42� g22�� g22� �vF � g42� � ;9That the eigenvalues sum to 0 follows from the fat that the trae, tr(�3K) = 0.



76 CHAPTER 3. SECOND QUANTISATIONare readily omputed as u = 12� �(2�vF + g4)2 � g22�1=2 : (3.41)Thus, with �3K 0 = �3u we arrive at K 0 = u � id:, where 'id:' stands for the unit matrix10.Substitution of this result into (3.39) �nally leads to Ĥ = uPq>0 q	0yq 	0q, or using that	0yq 	0q = bqbyq + b�qby�q + 1, Ĥ =Xq ujqj byqbq; (3.42)where we have ignored an overall onstant and omitted the prime on our new bose opera-tors. In the literature, the transformation proedure just outlined is alled a Bogoliubovtransformation11 . Transformations of this type are frequently applied quantum mag-netism, superondutivity, or, more generally, in all problems where the partile numberis not onserved. Notie that the possibility to transform to a representation � byb does,of ourse, not imply that miraulously the theory has beome partile number onserving.The new quasi-partile operators b are related to the original bose operators through atransformation that mixes b and by. While the quasi-partile number is onserved, thenumber of original density exiitations is not.Eqs. (3.41) and ( (3.42) represent our �nal solution of the problem of spinless inter-ating fermions in one dimension. We have managed to map the problem onto a formanalogous to our previous results (2.9) and (2.15) for the phonon and the photon system,respetively. All what had been said about these Hamiltonians equally applies to (3.42):The basi exitations of the 1d fermion system are waves, i.e. exitations with lineardispersion ! = ujqj. In the present ontext, they are termed harge density waves(CDW). The bose reation operators desribing these exitations are, apart from Bogoli-ubov transformation and a momentum dependent saling fator (2�=Lq)1=2 equivalent tothe density operators of the eletron gas. For a non-interating system, g2 = g4 = 0,the CDW propagates with the veloity of the Fermi-partiles, vF . A �tiious interationnot oupling between partiles of opposite Fermi momentum, g2 = 0; g4 6= 0, speed upthe CDW. Heuristially, this an be interpreted as an 'aeleration proess' whereby aharge density wave eletrostatially pushes its own harge front. In ontrast, interationsbetween left and right movers, g2 6= 0, diminish the veloity, i.e. due to the Coulomb in-teration it is diÆult for distortions of opposite veloity to penetrate eah other. (Notie10Expliit knowledge of the transformation matrix T , i.e. knowledge of the relation between theoperators b and b0, is not needed for our onstrution. However, for the sake of ompleteness, we mentionthat T = � osh �k sinh �ksinh �k osh �k �with tanh(2�) = g22�vF+g4 does the job.
11

N. N. Bogoliubov 1909-1992: Theoretialphysists alaimed for his works in nonlinearmehanis, statistial physis, theory of su-peruidity and superondutivity, Quantum�eld theory, renormalization group theory,proof of dispersion relations, and elementarypartile theory.



3.2. APPLICATIONS OF SECOND QUANTISATION 77that for a theory with g2 = 0 no Bogoliubov transformation would be needed to diago-nalize the Hamiltonian, i.e. in this ase undisturbedly left and right moving waves wouldbe the basi exitations of the theory.) While there is general onsensus about CDW'sbeing a basi exitation of the interating eletron gas, these waves have never so farbeen observed in experiment. There are, however, lots of indiret manifestations of theirexistene. We will ome bak to this point, after the spinfull model has been disussed inhapter XX. However, for the moment we onlude the disussion of the one-dimensionalinterating Fermi system and turn to an entirely di�erent problem.3.2.3 Quantum Spin ChainsIn the previous setion, the emphasis has been on harging e�ets generated by theCoulomb interation. However, as we have seen in setion 3.2.1 Coulomb orrelationsmay also lead to the indiret generation of magneti interations, both of ferromagnetiand anti-ferromagneti12 type. In one dimension, one an aount for these mehanismsby adding to our previously strutureless eletrons a spin degree of freedom. This leadsto the so-alled Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid, a system governed by the o-existeneof olletive spin- and harge-exitations. Needless to say that the dynamis of this sys-tem is more omplex than that of the pure CDW-system disussed above. We will turnbak to the disussion of this problem in setion XX below. However, to get a �rst sur-vey of phenomena brought about by quantum-magneti orrelations, it is instrutive tobegin by onsidering systems where the harge degrees of freedom are frozen and onlyspin-exitations remain. Suh systems are realized through quantum spin hains or, moregenerally, higher-dimensional quantum spin latties. Beginning with the ase of the fer-romagneti spin hain it is the intent of the present setion to explore aspets of thelow-energy physis of suh systems.Quantum FerromagnetThe quantum Heisenberg13 ferromagnet is spei�ed by the HamiltonianĤ = �JXhmni Ŝm � Ŝn (3.43)12As a matter of fat, the generation of anti-ferromagneti orrelations from the Hubbard model hasnot been demonstrated so far. Borroughing from our disussion of hapter XX below, we here merelymention that for a half �lled tight binding band, the Hubbard model is governed by anti-ferromagnetiorrelations.
13

Werner Heisenberg 1901-1976:1932 Nobel Laureate in Physisfor the reation of quantum me-hanis, the appliation of whihhas, inter alia, led to the disov-ery of the allotropi forms of hy-drogen.



78 CHAPTER 3. SECOND QUANTISATIONwhere J > 0, hmni denotes summation over neighbouring sites of a lattie and Ŝi repre-sents the ith omponent of a quantum mehanial spin operator at site n. In setion 3.1.2(f. Eq. (3.9)) we had represented the operator Ŝm in terms of spin-full eletrons. How-ever, one an oneive situations where the spin sitting at site m is arried by a di�erentobjet (e.g. an atom with non-vanishing magneti moment). At any rate, for the purposesof our present disussion, we need not speify the onrete realization of the spin. All weneed to know is that the operators Sim, de�ned through the SU(2) ommutator algebra[Ŝim; Ŝjn℄ = iÆmn�ijkSkn; (3.44)represent some quantum spin sitting at site m. Notie, that these spins need not be 1=2but an have any interger or half-integer value S.
 a) 

 b) 

λFigure 3.12: a) perfetly aligned ground state of the Heisenberg ferromagnet. b) Lowlying exitations arise as long wavelength utuations around the mean orientation axis.Now, due to the positivity of the oupling onstant J , the Hamiltonian favours on�g-urations where the spins at neighbouring sites are aligned in the same diretion (f. Fig.3.12.) A ground state of the system is given byj
i � 
mj "mi;where j "mi represents a state with maximal spin-z omponent: S3mj "mi = Sj "mi. Wehave written 'a' ground state instead of 'the' ground state, beause the system is highlydegenerate: A simultaneous hange of the orientation of all spins does not hange theground state energy, i.e. the system posesses a global rotation symmetry.. Exerise. Compute the energy expetation value of the state j
i. De�ning global spinoperators through Ŝi �Xm Ŝim; (3.45)onsider the state j�i � exp(i��Ŝ)j
i, where� is a three-omponent vetor of angles �i 2 [0; 2�℄.Verify that the state � is degenerate with j
i. Expliitly ompute the state j(�=2; 0; 0)i. Con-vine yourself that for general �, j�i an be interpreted as a a state with rotated quantizationaxis.As with our previous examples, we expet that a global ontinuous symmetry willentail the presene of energetially low-lying exiations. Indeed, it is obvious that a inthe limit of long wavelength �, a weak distortion of a groundstate on�guration (f. Fig.



3.2. APPLICATIONS OF SECOND QUANTISATION 793.12 b)) will ost vanishingly small energy. To quantitatively explore the physis of thesespin-waves, we adopt a 'semilassial' piture, where the spin S � 1 is assumed tobe large. In this limit, the rotation of the spins around the ground state on�gurationbeomes similar to the rotation of a lassial magneti moment.. Info. To better understand the mehanism behind the semilassial approximation,onsider the Heisenberg unertainty relation,�Si�Sj � jh[Ŝi; Ŝj ℄ij = �ijkhŜki;where �Si is the rms of the quantum unertainty of spin omponent i. Using that jhŜkij � S,we obtain for the relative unertainty, �Si=S,�SiS �SjS � SS2 S�1�! 0:I.e. for S � 1, quantum utuations of the spin beome less important.||||||||||||||{In the limit of large S, and at low exitation energies, it is natural to desribe theordered phase in terms of small utuations of the spins around their expetation values(.f. the desription of the ordered phase of a rystal in terms of small utuations of theatoms around the ordered lattie sites). These utuations are onveniently represented interms of spin raising and lowering operators: With Ŝ�m � 12(S1m�iS2m), it is straightforwardto verify that [Ŝ3m; Ŝ�n ℄ = �ÆmnS�m; [Ŝ+m; Ŝ�n ℄ = 2ÆmnS3m: (3.46)It is straightforward to verify that appliation of Ŝ�(+)m lowers (inreases) the z-expetationvalue of the spin at site m by one. To atually make use of the fat that deviations aroundj
i are small, a representation known as theHolstein-Primako� transformation14 wasintrodued in whih the spin operators Ŝ�; Ŝ are spei�ed in terms of boson reation andannihilation operators ay and a:Ŝ�m = (2S)1=2aym �1� aymam2S �1=2 ;Ŝ+m = (2S)1=2�1� aymam2S �1=2 am;Ŝ3m = S � aymam:Using the auxiliary identities summarized on page 71, it is a straightforward exerise toshow that the spin operators obey the ommutation relations (3.46). The utility of thisrepresentation is lear when the spin is large S � 1. An expansion in powers of 1=S givesŜzm = S � aymam; Ŝ�m ' (2S)1=2aym; Ŝ+ ' (2S)1=2am:14T. Holstein and H. Primako�, Phys. Rev. 58, 1908 (1940).



80 CHAPTER 3. SECOND QUANTISATIONIn this approximation, the Heisenberg Hamiltonian takes the formĤ = �JXhmni�Ŝ3mŜ3n + 12 �Ŝ+mŜ�n + Ŝ�mŜ+n ��= �JXhmni �S2 + S �ayman + amayn � aymam � aynan�+O(S0)	= �JXm �S2 � 2Saymam + S �aymam+1 + h::�+O(S0)	 :Keeping utuations at leading order in S, the quadrati Hamiltonian an be di-agonalised by Fourier transformation. In this ase, it is onvenient to impose periodiboundary onditions: Ŝm+N = Ŝm, and am+N = am, where N denotes the total numberof lattie sites. De�ningak = 1pN NXn=1 eiknan; an = 1pN B:Z:Xk e�iknak; hak; ayk0i = Ækk0;the Hamiltonian for a one-dimensional lattie takes the form (exerise)Ĥ = �JNS2 + B:Z:Xk ~!kaykak +O(S0) (3.47)where ~!k = 2JS(1�os k) = 4JS sin2(k=2) represents the dispersion relation. In partiu-lar, in the limit k ! 0, the energy of the elementary exitations goes to zero, ~!k ! JSk2.These massless low-energy exitations, known asmagnons, desribe the elementary spin-wave exitations of the ferromagnet. Taking into aount terms at higher order in theparameter 1=S, one �nds interations between the magnons.How do these theoretial preditions ompare with experiment? Figure 3.13 (a) showsthe dispersion relation measured for a ferromagneti material. At low values of momentaq, the dispersion relation is shown to be quadrati in agreement with our low-energytheory.Quantum AntiferromagnetHaving explored the elementary exitation spetrum of the ferromagnet, we now turn tothe disussion of the Heisenberg antiferromagnetĤ = JXhmni Ŝm � Ŝn;where, again, J > 0. In nature, antiferromagneti phases mostly our in the ontext ofstrongly orrelated eletron systems. E.g. high-temperature superondutors at low dop-ing usually exhibit antiferromagneti orrelations. Indeed, we will see later on in hapterXX that the eletroni Hubbard model lose to half �lling, a model generally regarded as
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()Figure 3.13: Measurements of the spin-wave dispersion relations for various ferro- andantiferromagneti materials. (a) The ferromagneti material La0:7Sr0:3MnO3, (b) theantiferromagneti metal-organi ompound Cu(DCOO)2�4D2O, where 'D' is 'Deuteron'(taken from H.M. Ronnow et al., ond-mat/0101238, and () the antiferromagnet Mottinsulator La2CuO4. When doped away from stoihiometry, the latter beomes a hightemperature superondutor.a 'good' desriptor of the uprate CuO2 planes, is an antiferromagneti insulator. (Foran oversimpli�ed explanation of how antiferromagneti orrelations an be born out ofHubbard type systems, see the problem set of this hapter.)Although Ĥ di�ers from its ferromagneti relative 'only' by a global hange in theoupling onstant, the di�erenes in the physis are drasti. First, the phenomenol-ogy displayed by the anti-ferromagneti Ĥ depends sensitively on the morphology ofunderlying lattie: For a bipartite lattie, i.e. one whih an be segmented into twointer-penetrating A and B (f. Fig. 3.14 a)), the ground states of the Heisenberg anti-ferromagnet adopt a staggered spin on�guration, known as a N�eel state15 , where allneighbouring spins are antiparallel. Again the ground state is degenerate, i.e. a globalrotation of all spins by the same amount does not hange the energy. In ontrast, on non-bipartite latties suh as the triangular lattie shown in Fig. 3.14 b), no spin arrangementan be found wherein whih eah bond reovers the full exhange energy J . Spin modelsof this kind are said to be frustrated (see Problem set 3.4).Turning bak to the ase of one-dimension, we �rst notie that a hain is triviallybipartite. However, in ontrast to the ferromagneti model, the lassial N�eel groundstates of the hain (see Fig. 3.15) are not exat eigenstate of the quantum Hamiltonian.Nevertheless, when S � 1, the lassial ground state serves as a useful referene statefrom whih utuations an be examined within the Holstein-Primako� representation.Before expanding the Hamiltonian in terms of bosoni operators, it is onvenient toapply a anonial transformation to the Hamiltonian in whih the spins on one sublattie,
15 Louis N�eel 1904-, 1970 Nobel Laureate inphysis for fundamental work and disov-eries onerning antiferromagnetism andferrimagnetism whih have led to impor-tant appliations in solid state physis
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: A
: B 

 a)  b) Figure 3.14: a) Example of a two-dimensional bipartite lattie. b) a non-bipartite lattie;no anti-ferromagneti oupation possible.say B, are rotated through 180o about the 1-axis, i.e. S1B ! eS1B = S1B, S2B ! eS2B = �S2B,and S3B ! eS3B = �S3B. I.e. when represented in terms of the new operators, the N�eelground state looks like a ferromagneti state, with all spins aligned. We expet that agradual distortion of this state will produe the antiferromagneti analog of the spin-wavesdisussed in the previous setion.Represented in terms of the transformed operators, the Hamiltonian reads asĤ = �JXhmni �S3m eS3n � 12 �S+m eS+n + S�m eS�n �� :One again, applying the semilassially approximated Holstein-Primako� transforma-tion, S�m ' (2S)1=2aym, eS�n ' (2S)1=2ayn, et., we obtain the HamiltonianĤ = �NJS2 + JSXhmni �aymam + aynan + aman + aymayn�+O(S0):At �rst sight the struture of this Hamiltonian, albeit quadrati in the Bose operators,looks akward. However, after a Fourier transformation, am = N�1=2Pk e�ikxmak it as-sumes the more aessible formĤ = �NJS(S + 1) + JSXk ( ayk a�k )� 1 kk 1 �� akay�k � +O(S0);where k = os k. Apart from the de�nition of the matrix kernel between the boseoperators, Ĥ is equivalent to the Hamiltonian (3.38) disussed in onnetion with hargedensity waves. Performing exatly the same steps as on pp 75 the non-partile numberonserving ontributions ayay an be removed by Bogoliubov transformation. As before,the transformated Hamiltonian assumes a diagonal form,Ĥ = �NJS2 + 2JSXk j sin kj ��yk�k + 12� (3.48)Thus, in ontrast to the ferromagnet, the spin-wave exitations of the antiferromagnetimodel display a linear spetrum in the limit k ! 0 .
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 a) 

 b) 

λFigure 3.15: a) N�eel ground state on�guration of the spin hain. b) Cartoon of anantiferromagneti spin-wave.Experimental date for the spin-wave dispersion of two antiferrmagneti substanesis shown in Fig. 3.13. Despite having a moment of S = 1=2, the experiment reveals alinear dispersion at low momenta indiating that the large spin expansion aptures thequalitative features of the low spin physis.3.3 Summary and OutlookThis onludes our preliminary disussion of appliations of seond quantization. Addi-tional, and interesting examples an be found in problem set 3.4.In this hapter, we have introdued seond quantization as a tool wherby problems ofmany body quantum mehanis an be attaked muh more eÆiently than by the tradi-tional language of symmetrized many body wave funtions. We have disussed how thetwo approahes are related to eah other and how the standard operatations of quantummehanis an be performed by seond quantized methods.Turning to appliations, one noties that our so far list of appliations ontained prob-lems that were either non-interating from the outset, or ould be redued to quadratioperator struture by a number of suitable manipulations. However, we arefully avoidedto touh interating problems were no suh redutions are possible. Yet it should belear already at this stage of our disussion that ompletely or nearly solvable systemsrepresent only a small minority of the problem lasses enountered in ondensed matterphysis. But what an be done in situations where interations, i.e. operator ontribu-tions of fourth or higher order, are present and no triks like bosonization an be played?In the fourties, ��ties and sixties it beame an industry to address suh problems by evermore sophistiated tehniques of perturbation theory. Importantly, interating problemsof many body physis are either fundamentally inaessible to perturbation theory, orthey neessitate perturbative analyses of in�nite order in the interation ontribution(s).I.e. situations were a satisfatory result an be obtained by obtained by �rst or seondorder perturbation theory are exeptional.Within seond quantization, large order perturbative expansions in interation op-erators leads to omplex polynomials of reation and annihilation operators. Quantumexpetation values taken of suh strutures an be omputed by a redutive algorithm,known as Wik's theorem. However, from to date's point of view, formulating per-turbation theory in this way is not very eÆient. More importantly, problems that are



84 CHAPTER 3. SECOND QUANTISATIONprinipally non-perturbative have moved into the fous of interest.To understand the language of modern ondensed matter physis, we thus need todevelop another layer of theory, known as �eld integration. In essene, �eld integrationis a onept generalizing the e�etive ation approah of hapter 1 to the quantum level.However, before disussing quantum �eld theory, we should understand how the oneptworks in priniple, i.e. on the level of point partile quantum mehanis. This will be thesubjet of the next hapter.



3.4. PROBLEM SET 853.4 Problem Set3.4.1 Questions on the Seond QuantisationQ1 (a) Starting with the ommutation relation for bosoni reation ay and annihilationoperators a �a; ay� = 1;show that [aya; a℄ = �a; [aya; ay℄ = ay:Using this result, show that, if j�i represents an eigenstate of the operator aya witheigenvalue �, aj�i is also an eigenstate with eigenvalue � � 1 (unless aj�i = 0).Similarly, show that ayj�i is an eigenstate with eigenvalue �+ 1.(b) If j�i represents a normalised eigenstate of the operator aya with eigenvalue �for all � � 0, show that aj�i = pnj�� 1iayj�i = pn+ 1j�+ 1iDe�ning as the normalised vauum j
i the normalised state that is anniliated bythe operator a, show that jni = (1=pn!)(ay)nj
i is a normalised eigenstate of ayawith eigenvalue n.() Assuming the operators a and ay obey Fermioni antiommutation relations,repeat (a) and (b).Q2 Starting from �rst priniples, show that the seond quantised representation of theone-body kineti energy operator is given byT̂ = Z ddxay(x) p̂22ma(x):[Hint: Remember that the representation is most easily obtained from the basis inwhih the operator is diagonal.℄Q3 yIn the diagonal basis j�i, a two-body operator is de�ned byÔ2j��0i = o��0 j��0i:E.g., for the two-body pairwise interation potential Ô2 =Pij V (r̂i� r̂j), the diag-onal basis is the real spae basis jri. In the diagonal basis, show thath�01 � � ��0N jÔ2j�1 � � ��Ni = h�01 � � ��0N j12 NXi6=j o�i�j P̂�i�j j�1 � � ��Ni;



86 CHAPTER 3. SECOND QUANTISATIONwhere the operator P̂��0 = n̂�n̂�0 � Æ�;�0n̂�;with n̂ representing the number operator, ounts the total number of pairs of par-tiles in the states j�i and j�0i. (Note that this number is di�erent depending onwhether or not j�i = j�0i.) With this question you might �nd it useful to on-sult Negele and Orland [?℄ or Feynman [?℄. Using this result, show that, in seondquantised notation, the two-body operator takes the formÔ2 = 12X��0 h��0jO2j��0iay�ay�0a�0a�:Note that, for a pairwise interation in real spae, this result implies thatV̂ = 12 Z ddx Z ddx0ay(x)ay(x0)V (x� x0)a(x)a(x0);where V (x) is the funtion haraterising the dependene of the interation on thedistane between the partiles.Q4 Transforming to the Fourier basis, diagonalise the non-interating three-dimensionalubi lattie tight-binding HamiltonianĤ(0) = �Xhmni tmnym�n�;where the matrix elements tmn take the positive real value t between neighbouringsites and zero otherwise. Comment on how this result ompares to the spetrum ofthe Heisenberg ferromagnet.Q5 Making use of the Pauli matrix identity ��� � �Æ = 2Æ�ÆÆ� � Æ��ÆÆ (where `�'denotes the salar or dot produt), prove thatŜm � Ŝn = �12ym�yn�m�n� � 14 n̂mn̂nwhere Ŝn = ym����m�=2 denotes the spin operator, n̂m = ym�m� represents thetotal number operator on site m, and the summation over repeated spin indiies isassumed. (Here assume that lattie sites m and n are distint.)Q6 yHubbard Model: The aim of this question is to explore the stability of theantiferromagneti ground state of the half-�lled Hubbard model by studying a toysystem exatly.(a) A system omprised of two lattie sites an aommodate up to a maximum offour eletrons (spin up and spin down on eah site). If the system is half-�lled, i.e.the total system aommodates just two eletrons, write down the six eigenstatesstates of the loal Hubbard interation (.f. setion ??)ĤU = UXi ni"ni#:



3.4. PROBLEM SET 87Adding a hopping matrix element and exhange interation between the neighbour-ing sites Ĥ = ĤU +Xhiji ��tyi�j� + V2 yi�yj�0i�0j�� ;explain why two of the six eigenstates of ĤU remain eigenstates of Ĥ.[The remainder of this problem is simpli�ed by adopting a judiious onvention forthe fermioni ordering of the two-eletron basis states.℄(b) Remembering the antiommutation relations of the eletron operators, �nd thematrix elements between the remaining four states and thereby obtain the exateigenvalues and eigenvetors of the omplete Hamiltonian. [Hint: The form of the4 � 4 Hamiltonian should suggest a unitary transformation whih partially diago-nalises the Hamiltonian reduing it to a 2 � 2 problem. I.e. the alulation of theseular equation assoiated with the 4�4 Hamiltonian is unneessary.℄ Classify theeigenstates aording to their total spin.() Sketh the phase diagram of the model as a funtion of the dimensionless pa-rameters U=t and V=t. In partiular, note the region where the singlet ground statebeomes unstable to the formation of a spin polarised ferromagneti state. Howdoes this phase diagram ompare with the intuition drawn from the analysis of theHubbard Hamiltonian in the limit of large U=t disussed in letures?Q7 yNagaoka Ferromagnetism: At U = 1, all 2N states of the half-�lled Hubbardmodel are degenerate | eah site is oupied by a single eletron of arbitrary spin.This degeneray is lifted by the removal of a single eletron from the lower Hubbardband (or, equivalently, the addition of a vaany or hole). In suh a ase, thereis a theorem due to Nagaoka16 that, on a bipartite lattie, the ground state isferromagneti. The aim of this question is to expliitly test this predition byapplying the Hubbard model at U = 1 to a square plaquette. For a four siteplaquette with three eletrons determine the eigenspetrum within the manifold (a)Sztotal = 3=2, and (b) Sztotal = 1=2. In eah ase, determine the total spin of theground state. [Hint: In (b) there are a total of 12 basis states | you will �nd ituseful to arrange these states in the order in whih they are generated by appliationof the Hamiltonian.℄Q8 Starting with the de�nitionŜ� = (2S)1=2ay�1� aya2S �1=2 ;on�rm the validity of the Holstein-Primako� transformation by expliitly hekingthe ommutation relations of the spin raising and lowering operators.16Y. Nagaoka, Phys. Rev. 147, 392 (1966).



88 CHAPTER 3. SECOND QUANTISATIONQ9 yFrustration: On a bipartite lattie (i.e. one in whih the neighbours of onesublattie belong to the other sublattie), the ground state (known as a N�eel state)of a lassial antiferromagnet an adopt a staggered spin on�guration in whih theexhange energy is maximised. Latties whih an not be lassi�ed in this way aresaid to be frustrated | the maximal exhange energy assoiated with eah bondan not be reovered. Using only symmetry arguments, speify one of the possibleground states of a lassial three site triangular lattie antiferromagnet. (Note thatthe invariane of the Hamiltonian under a global rotation of the spins means thatthe there is manifold of ontinuous degeneray in the ground state.) Using thisresult, onstrut one of the lassial ground states of the in�nite triangular lattie.Q10 Con�rm that the bosoni ommutation relations of the operators a and ay are pre-served by the Bogoluibov transformation,� ��y� = � osh � sinh �sinh � osh ��� aay� :Q11 (a) Making use of the spin ommutation relation, [S�i ; S�j ℄ = iÆij���Si , apply theidentity i~ _Si = [Ŝi; Ĥ℄to express the equation of motion of a spin in a nearest neighbour spin S one-dimensional Heisenberg ferromagnet as a di�erene equation.(b) Interpreting the spins as lassial vetors, and taking the ontinuum limit, showthat the equation of motion of the hydrodynami modes takes the form~ _S = 2Ja2S� �2S;where a denotes the lattie spaing. [Hint: Going to the ontinuum limit, apply aTaylor expansion to the spins viz. Si+1 = Si + a�Si + � � �.℄() Parameterising the spin asS = � os(kx� !t);  sin(kx� !t);pS2 � 2� ;solve this equation. Sketh a `snapshot' on�guration of the spins in a spin hain.Q12 yValene Bond Solid: Starting with the spin 1=2 Majumdar-Ghosh Hamilto-nian ĤMG = 4jJ j3 NXn=1 �Ŝn � Ŝn+1 + 12 Ŝn � Ŝn+2� + N2 ;where the total number of sites N is even, and ŜN+1 = Ŝ1, show that the two dimeror valene bond statesj0�i = N=2Yn=1 1p2 (j "2ni 
 j #2n�1i � j #2ni 
 j "2n�1i) ;



3.4. PROBLEM SET 89are exat eigenstates. [Hint: Try to reast the Hamiltonian in terms of the total spinof a triad Ĵn = Ŝn�1 + Ŝn + Ŝn+1, and onsider what this representation implies.℄In fat these states represent the ground states of the Hamiltonian. Suggest whatwould happen if the total number of sites was odd.
(c)

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.16: (a) Shemati diagram showing the �-bonding orbitals in long hain poly-aetylene. (b) One of the on�gurations of the Peirels distorted hain. The double bondsrepresent the short links of the lattie. () A topologial defet separating a two domainsof the ordered phase.Q13 Su-Shrie�er-Heeger Model17 of the onduting polymers: Polyaetylene onsistsof bonded CH groups forming an isomeri long hain polymer. Aording to mole-ular orbital theory, the arbon atoms are expeted to be sp2 hybridised suggestinga planar on�guration of the moleule. An unpaired eletron is expeted to oupya single p-orbital whih points out of the plane. The weak overlap of the p-orbitalsdeloalise the eletrons into a �-ondution band (.f. the benzene moleule) | see�g. 3.16a. Therefore, aording to the nearly free eletron theory, one might expetthe half-�lled ondution band of a polyaetylene hain to be metalli. However,the energy of a half-�lled band of a one-dimension system an always be loweredby imposing a periodi lattie distortion known as the Peirels instability (see�g. 3.16b). One an think of an enhaned probability of �nding the � eletron onthe short bond where the orbital overlap is stronger | the \double bond". The aimof this problem is to explore the instability.(a) At its simplest level, the ondution band of polyaetylene an be modelled bya simple Hamiltonian, due to Su-Shrie�er-Heeger, in whih the hopping matrixelements of the eletrons are modulated by the lattie distortion of the atoms.Taking the displaement for the atomi sites to be un, and treating their dynamis17 Alan J. Heeger: 2000 NobelLaureate in Physis with AlanG. MaDiarmid, and Hideki Shi-rakawa for the disovery and de-velopment of ondutive poly-mers.



90 CHAPTER 3. SECOND QUANTISATIONas lassial, the e�etive Hamiltonian takes the formĤ = �t NXn=1 (1 + un) �yn�n+1� + h::�+ NXn=1 ks2 (un+1 � un)2 ;where, for simpliity, the boundary onditions are taken to be periodi, and summa-tion over the spins � is assumed. The �rst term desribes the hopping of eletronsbetween neighbouring sites with a matrix element modulated by the periodi dis-tortion of the bond-length, while the last term represents the assoiated inrease inthe elasti energy. Taking the lattie distortion to be periodi, un = (�1)n�, theHamiltonian takes the formĤ = �t NXn=1 (1 + (�1)n�) �yn�n+1� + h::�+ Nks�22 :Taking the number of sites to be even, diagonalise the Hamiltonian. [Hint: thelattie distortion lowers the symmetry of the lattie. The Hamiltonian is mosteasily diagonalised by distinguishing the two sites of the sublattie | i.e. doublingthe size of the elementary unit ell.℄ Show that the Peierls distortion of the lattieopens a gap in the spetrum at the Fermi level of the half-�lled system.(b) By estimating the total eletroni and elasti energy of the half-�lled band (i.e.an average of one eletron per lattie site), show that the one-dimensional systemis always unstable towards the Peirels distortion. To omplete this alulation, youwill need the approximate formula for the (ellipti) integral,Z �=2��=2 dk �1� �1� �2� sin2 k�1=2 ' 2 + (a1 � b1 ln�2)�2 +O(�2 ln�2)where a1 and b1 are (unspei�ed) numerial onstants.y() For an even number of sites, the Peierls instability has two degenerate on�gu-rations (see �g. 3.16b) | ABABAB.. and BABABA... Comment on the qualitativeform of the ground state lattie on�guration if the number of sites is odd (.f.�g. 3.16). Explain why suh on�gurations give rise to mid-gap states.Q14 In the Shwinger boson representation,18 the quantum mehanial spin is ex-pressed in terms of two bosoni operators a, and b in the formŜ+ = ayb; Ŝ� = (Ŝ+)y; Ŝz = 12 �aya � byb� :18 Julian Shwinger: 1965 Nobel Laureatein Physis with Sin-Itiro Tomonaga andRihard P. Feynman, for their fundamen-tal work in quantum eletrodynamis, withdeep-ploughing onsequenes for the physisof elementary partiles.



3.4. PROBLEM SET 91(a) Show that this de�nition is onsistent with the ommutation relations for spin:[Ŝ+; Ŝ�℄ = 2Ŝz.(b) Using the bosoni ommutation relations, show thatjS;mi = (ay)S+mp(S +m)! (by)S�mp(S �m)! j
i;is ompatible with the de�nition of an eigenstate of the total spin operator S2 andSz. Here j
i denotes the vauum of the Shwinger bosons, and the total spin Sde�nes the physial subspaefjna; nbi : na + nb = 2Sg:Q15 yThe Jordan-Wigner Transformation: So far we have shown how the algebraof quantum mehanial spin an be expressed using boson operators | .f. theHolstein-Primako� transformation and the Shwinger representation. In this prob-lem we show that a representation for spin 1=2 an be obtained in terms of Fermionoperators. Spei�ally, let us represent an up spin as a partile and a down spin asthe vauum, viz. j "i � j1i = f yj0i;j #i � j0i = f j1i:In this representation the spin raising and lowering operators are expressed in theform Ŝ+ = f y and Ŝ� = f , while Ŝz = f yf � 1=2.(a) With this de�nition, on�rm that the spins obey the algebra [Ŝ+; Ŝ�℄ = 2Ŝz.However, there is a problem: spins on di�erent sites ommute while fermion opera-tors antiommute, e.g.S+i S+j = S+j S+i ; but f yi f yj = �f yj f yi :To obtain a faithful spin representation, it is neessary anel this unwanted sign.Although a general proedure is hard to formulate, in one dimension this an beahieved by a non-linear transformation, viz.Ŝ+l = f yl ei�Pj<l n̂j ; Ŝ�l = e�i�Pj<l n̂jfl; Ŝzl = f yl fl � 12 :Operationally, this seemingly ompliated transformation is straightforward: in onedimension, the partiles an be ordered on the line. By ounting the number ofpartiles `to the left' we an assign an overall phase of +1 or �1 to a given on�g-uration and thereby transmute the partiles into a fermions. (Put di�erently, theexhange to two fermions indues a sign hange whih is ompensated by the fatorarising from the phase | the `Jordan-Wigner string'.)(b) Using the Jordan-Wigner representation, show thatŜ+mŜ�m+1 = f ymfm+1:



92 CHAPTER 3. SECOND QUANTISATION() For the spin 1=2 anisotropi quantum Heisenberg spin hain, the spin Hamilto-nian assumes the formĤ = �Xn �JzŜznŜzn+1 + J?2 �Ŝ+n Ŝ�n+1 + Ŝ�n Ŝ+n+1��Turning to the Jordan-Wigner representation, show that the Hamiltonian an beast in the formĤ =Xn �J?2 �f ynfn+1 + h::�+ Jz �14 � f ynfn + f ynfnf yn+1fn+1��(d) The mapping above shows that the one-dimensional quantum spin 1=2 XY-model(i.e. Jz = 0) an be diagonalised as a non-interating theory of spinless fermions.In this ase, show that the spetrum assumes the form�(k) = �J? os ka||||||||||||||{



3.4. PROBLEM SET 933.4.2 AnswersA1 (a) Making use of the ommutation relations for bosons, one �ndsayaa = a(aya� 1); ayaay = ay(1 + aya)from whih the results follow. Using these results, one �nds that, providing aj�i 6= 0,aya aj�i = a(aya� 1)j�i = (�� 1)aj�iaya ayj�i = ay(1 + aya)j�i = (1 + �)ayj�i(b) If j�i is a normalised eigenstate of aya with eigenvalue �, the norm of statereated by the ation of the reation operator is given byjjayj�ijj �ph�jaayj�i =ph�jaya+ 1j�i = pn + 1:Similarly, the norm of state reated by the ation of the annihilation operator isgiven by jjaj�ijj �ph�jayaj�i = pn:Therefore, if we de�ne j� + 1i and j� � 1i as the normalised eigenstates of theoperator aya with eigenvalue � + 1 and �� 1 respetively, one �ndsaj�i = pnj�� 1iayj�i = pn+ 1j�+ 1iDe�ning as the vauum j
i the normalised state that is anniliated by the operatora, an appliation of the result above shows the state jni = (1=pn!)(ay)nj
i to be anormalised eigenstate of aya with eigenvalue n.() If the operators obey antiommutation relations, one �ndsayaa = a(1� aya); ayaay = ay(1� aya)from whih one obtains[aya; a℄+ = a; [aya; ay℄+ = ay:Using these results, one �nds that, providing aj�i 6= 0 and ayj�i 6= 0,aya aj�i = a(1� aya)j�i = (1� �)aj�iaya ayj�i = ay(1� aya)j�i = (1� �)ayj�iIf j�i is a normalised eigenstate of aya with eigenvalue �, the norm of state reatedby the ation of the reation operator is given byjjayj�ijj �ph�jaayj�i =ph�j1� ayaj�i = p1� n:



94 CHAPTER 3. SECOND QUANTISATIONSimilarly, the norm of state reated by the ation of the annihilation operator isgiven by jjaj�ijj �ph�jayaj�i = pn:Therefore, if we de�ne j� + 1i and j� � 1i as the normalised eigenstates of theoperator aya with eigenvalue � + 1 and �� 1 respetively, one �ndsaj�i = pnj�� 1iayj�i = p1� nj�+ 1iNow, using the fat that (ay)2 = 0, it is lear that there are only two possible states:the (normalised) vauum state j
i whih is anniliated by the operator a, and thestate with a single partile j1i = ayj
i.A2 The kineti energy operator is diagonal in the momentum basis. Following theanalysis in the text, the orresponding seond quantised one-body operator is givenby T̂ =Xp p22maypap:Transforming to the oordinate representation, ap = L�1=2 R L0 dxeipxa(x), one ob-tains T̂ = 1LXp p22m Z L0 dy Z L0 dxeip(x�y)ay(y)a(x):Expressing fator p2 as a derivative of the exponential fator, and integrating byparts, one obtains the requiredA3 Sine the two-body operator is diagonal in the basis j�i, the matrix elements of Ô2an be expressed in the formh�01 � � ��0N jÔ2j�1 � � ��Ni = XP (��)PnormXi6=j Yk 6=i;k 6=jh�Pk j�iih�P 0i�P 0j jÔ2j�i�ji=  12 NXi6=j o�i�j! h�01 � � ��0N j�1 � � ��N iwhere, as in the text, norm represents the (unimportant) normalisation fator, andP represents the parity of the on�guration. The fatorPi6=j o�i�j=2 represents thesum over all distint pairs of partiles present in the state j�1 � � ��Ni. We thereforeneed to onstrut and operator P̂�i�j whih ounts the number of pairs of partilesin the states j�ii and j�ji. If j�ii 6= j�ji (i.e. they represent di�erent states), thenumber of pairs is ninj, otherwise the number of pairs is ni(ni � 1). Hene, theorresponding operator may be written asP̂��0 = n̂�n̂�0 � Æ�;�0 n̂� � ay�ay�0a�0a�:



3.4. PROBLEM SET 95We therefore have thath�01 � � ��0N jÔ2j�1 � � ��Ni = h�01 � � ��0N j12 NXi6=j o�i�j P̂�i�j j�1 � � ��Ni;and hene Ô2 = 12X��0 h��0jO2j��0iay�ay�0a�0a�:Transforming to an arbitrary basis, we obtainÔ2 = 12 X����h��jO2j��iay�ay�a�a�:A4 A Hamiltonian whih is translationally invariant is easily diagonalised in the Fourierrepresentation. Setting ym� = (1=Nd=2)Pk eik�myk�, the Hamiltonian takes the formĤ(0) = B:Z:Xk X� �kyk�k�;where �k = �tPi=x;y;z eik�êi, with the sum running over neighbouring lattie vetorsêi, and the lattie spaing is taken to be unity.
kz

kx

ky

Figure 3.17: Contours of onstant energy shown for the spetrum of the three-dimensionalubi lattie.



96 CHAPTER 3. SECOND QUANTISATIONA5 Applying the fermioni representation of spin 1=2, Ŝ = y�����=2, and making useof the identity given in the question, we haveŜi � Ŝj = 14yi�i�yjjÆ��� � �Æ = 14 �2yi�i�yj�j� � ninj� :Rearranging this expression (and noting that i 6= j) we obtain the required identity.A6 (a) In the two-site model at half-�lling (i.e. one eletron per site), the Hubbardinteration ĤU has six eigenstates. Of these, the two spin polarised states y2#y1#j0iand y2"y1"j0i are eigenstates of the full Hamiltonian Ĥ eah with eigenvalue �V .The remain four eigenstatesjs1i = y1"y2#j0i; js2i = y2"y1#j0i;jd1i = y1"y1#j0i; jd2i = y2"y2#j0i;serve as a onvenient basis.(b) Within this basis, matrix elements of the Hamiltonian Ĥ take the symmetriform Ĥ = 0BB� 0 V �t �tV 0 �t �t�t �t U 0�t �t 0 U 1CCA :This suggests applying the unitary transformation�U 00 U � Ĥ �U y 00 U y � = 0BB� V 0 �2t 00 �V 0 0�2t 0 U 00 0 0 U 1CCA ; U = 1p2 � 1 11 �1� ;wherein we �nd that js1i � js2i and jd1i � jd2i are eigenstates with eigenvalues of�V and U respetively. The former an be identi�ed as the spin Sz = 0 triplet stateaompanying the two spin polarised states. The remaining basis states js1i + js2iand jd1i+ jd2i are mixed by the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian. Diagonalisingthe 2� 2 matrix, the eigenvetors and eigenvalues take the form12 �V + U � (V � U)os � � ; � os � sin �sin � � os ��� js1i+ js2ijd1i+ jd2i� ;where 2� = � tan�1[4t=(U � V )℄.() Taking U � [V; t℄ and expanding, the lowest energy states of this pair is seento be predominantly singlet, js1i + js2i, with eigenvalue V � J , where J = 4t2=U .This state remains the overall ground state for V < 2J while for V > 2J theferromagneti exhange interation wins and the degenerate triplet states beomeground states with energy �V (see �g. 3.18).



3.4. PROBLEM SET 97
Triplet

Singlet

V/t

U/t

Figure 3.18: Qualitative phase diagram showing the rossover from the singlet to thetriplet ground state. The latter an be regarded as the Hund's rule dominated phasewhile the former represents the `spin liquid' or low spin phase.A7 (a) In the subspae Sz = 3=2, there exists a total of four basis states | afterspeifying the position of the hole, the positions of the up-spins are determined.Under the ation of the in�nite U Hubbard Hamiltonian, Ĥ = �tPhiji P̂syi�i�P̂s,where P̂s projets out states of double oupany,19 the vaany moves around theplaquette permuting the spins. The orresponding tight-binding Hamiltonian is
isomorphi to that of a single partile on a four site lattie with periodi boundaryonditions. The orresponding spetrum is given by �n = �2t os(2n�=4), n =1; � � �4, and all states inluding the ground state is, by onstrution, ferromagneti.(b) In the subspae Sz = 1=2, there exist a total of 12 basis states | after spe-ifying one of a possible 4 positions of the hole, there are total of 3 sites at whihone an plae a down spin, while the remaining sites must host the up spin. Re-peated appliation of the Hamiltonian to a given basis state traes out the entiresubspae | the vaany must traverse the plaquette 3 times before reovering theoriginal spin on�guration (a iruit known as a Trugman yle). The orre-sponding Hamiltonian is isomorphi to that of a single partile on a twelve sitelattie with periodi boundary onditions. The orresponding spetrum is givenby �n = �2t os(2n�=12), n = 1; � � � 12. In partiular, the ground state involves auniform superposition of all twelve basis states and is, therefore, a state of maxi-mal spin in aord with Nagaoka's theorem. (In fat, we ould have generated theground state by operating the total spin lowering operator on the ground state frompart (a).)19Note that in part (a) the projetion operator is made superuous by the Pauli exlusion priniple.



98 CHAPTER 3. SECOND QUANTISATION

A8 Substituting the de�nition of the spin raising and lowering operators using theHolstein-Primako� transformation, the ommutator is obtained as12S [Ŝ+; Ŝ�℄ = �1� aya2S �1=2 aay�1� aya2S �1=2 � ay �1� aya2S � a= �1� aya2S �+ aya�1� aya2S �� aya + ayayaa2S= 1� ayaS :With Sz = S � aya, we obtain the required ommutation relation [Ŝ+; Ŝ�℄ = 2Sz.A9 By symmetry, the maximal exhange energy that an be reovered is obtained whenthe spins are maximally anti-aligned, i.e. at 120o to eah other. Using the spin ori-
(a) (b)entation of a single triangle, the two-dimensional triangular lattie an be tessilatedwith all spins aligned at 120o to the neighbours.A10 To on�rm the validity of the Bogoluibov transformation let us onsider the om-mutation relations of �:��; �y� = �osh � a + sinh � ay; osh � ay + sinh � a�= osh2 � �a; ay�+ sinh2 � �ay; a�= osh2 � � sinh2 � = 1:as required.



3.4. PROBLEM SET 99A11 (a) Making use of the equation of motion i~ _Si = [Ŝi; Ĥ℄, and the ommutationrelation [S�i ; S�j ℄ = iÆij���Si , we obtaini~ _Si = 2JiŜi � �Ŝi+1 + Ŝi�1�(b) Interpreting the spins as lassial vetors, and applying the Taylor expansionSi+1 7! S(x + a) = S + a�S + (a2=2)�2S + � � �, we obtain the lassial equation ofmotion ~ _S = 2Ja2S� �2S:Substituting, we �nd thatS = � os(kx� !t);  sin(kx� !t);pS2 � 2� ;satis�es the equation of motion with ~! = 2J(ka)2.

Figure 3.19: Spin-wave dispersion.() The orresponding spin wave solution has the form shown in �g 3.19.A12 De�ning the total spin on a triad Ĵn = Ŝn�1 + Ŝn + Ŝn+1, the Hamiltonian an bereast in the form ĤMG = jJ j NXn=1 P̂3=2(n� 1; 1; n+ 1);where P̂3=2(n � 1; n; n + 1) = (Ĵ2n � 3=4)=3 annihilates any state with total spinJ = 1=2 of the triad. Sine in any three sites, two of the spins are in a singlet,there an be no omponents of J = 3=2 on any triad. Therefore the dimer statesare eigenstates of zero energy. Now sine P̂3=2 is positive de�nite, these states mustbe the ground states.A13 (a) Sine eah unit ell is of twie the dimension of the original lattie, we begin byreasting the Hamiltonian in the sublattie formĤ = �t N=2Xm=1;� �(1 + �) �ym�bm� + h::�+ (1� �) �bym�am+1� + h::�	+ Nks�22 :



100 CHAPTER 3. SECOND QUANTISATIONSwithing to the Fourier basis, am =p2=NPk e2ikmak (similarly bm), where k takesN=2 values uniformly on the interval [��=2; �=2℄, the Hamiltonian takes the formĤ = Nka22 �2�tXk ( ayk� byk� )� 0 (1 + �) + (1� �)e2ik(1 + �) + (1� �)e�2ik 0 �� ak�bk� � :Diagonalising the 2� 2 Hamiltonian, we obtain the spetrum�(k) = �2t �os2 k + �2 sin2 k�1=2 :Reassuringly, in the limit � ! 0, we obtain the os spetrum of the undistortedproblem, while in the limit � ! 1, pairs of monomers beome deoupled and weobtain a massively degenerate bonding and antibonding spetrum.(b) Aording to the formula given in the text, the total shift in energy is given byÆ� = �4t(a1 � b1 ln�2)�2 + Nks�22Maximising the energy gain with respet to �, one �nds that the stable on�gurationis found when �2 = exp �a1b1 � 1� Nks�28tb1 �() If the number of sites is odd, the Peirels distortion is inevitably frustrated | aon�guration that starts ABABAB must �nish as BABABA. The result is that thepolymer hain must aommodate a topologial exitation. The exitation is saidto be topologial beause the defet an not be removed by a smooth ontinuousdeformation | it is like a disloation line in a rystal. It's e�et on the spetrumof the model is to introdue a state that lies within the band gap of the material.The onsideration of an odd number of sites fores a topologial defet into thesystem. However, even if the number of sites is even, one an reate low energytopologial exitations of the system either by doping (see �g. 3.16), or by the re-ation of exitons, partile-hole exitations of the system. Indeed, suh topologialexitations an dominate the transport properties of the system.As a footnote, one should add that the partiular model onsidered above is some-what over-simpli�ed. It seems likely that Coulomb interations play a dominantrole in driving the Peirels instability in Polyaetylene. However, the qualitativeinterpretation of the existene of topologial exitations is born out by experiment.A14 (a) Using the ommutation relation for bosons, one �nds.[Ŝ+; Ŝ�℄ = ayb bya� bya ayb= ayabby � aaybyb= aya(byb + 1)� (aya + 1)byb= aya� byb = 2Ŝz



3.4. PROBLEM SET 101(b) Using the identities for boson operators:ajni = pnjn� 1i; ayjni = pn+ 1jn+ 1iwhere jni = (1=pn)(ay)nj
i, one �ndsŜ+jS;mi = aybjna = S +m;nb = S �mi= pS +m + 1pS �mjna = S +m + 1; nb = S �m� 1i= pS +m + 1pS �mjS;m + 1i;Ŝ�jS;mi = byajna = S +m;nb = S �mi= pS +mpS �m + 1jna = S +m� 1; nb = S �m + 1i= pS +mpS �m + 1jS;m� 1i:Using these results one �ndsŜ+Ŝ�jS;mi = pS +mpS �m + 1 Ŝ+jS;m� 1i= (S +m)(S �m+ 1)jS;miŜ�Ŝ+jS;mi = pS +m + 1pS �m Ŝ�jS;m+ 1i= (S +m + 1)(S �m)jS;mi:Similarly, one �ndsŜzjS;mi = 12(na � nb)jna = S +m;nb = S �mi= 12 [(S +m)� (S �m)℄ jS;mi = mjS;mi;showing jS;mi to be an eigenstate of the operator Ŝz with eigenvalue m. Finally,using the identity Ŝ2 = �Ŝz�2 + 12 �Ŝ+Ŝ� + Ŝ�Ŝ+�one obtainsŜ2jS;mi = �m2 + 12 ((S +m)(S �m + 1) + (S +m + 1)(S �m))� jS;mi= S(S + 1)jS;mias required. As with the Holstein-Primako� representation, the Shwinger bosonrepresents yet another representation of quantum mehanial spin. Whih represen-tation is most onvenient for the analysis of quantum spin models depends sensitivelyon the nature of the mirosopi Hamiltonian.A15 (a) Using the fermioni antiommutation relations, one �nds[Ŝ+; Ŝ�℄� = [f y; f ℄� = f yf � ff y= 2f yf � 1 = 2Ŝz:



102 CHAPTER 3. SECOND QUANTISATION(b) Using the fat that the number operators on di�erent sites ommute, one �ndsŜ+mŜ�m+1 = f ymei�Pj<m nje�i�Pl<m+1 nlfm+1 = f yme�i�nmfm+1 = f ymfm+1where here we have made use of the fat that, for fermioni partilesf yme�i�nm � f ym:() The fermion representation is simply obtained by substitution.(d) With Jz = 0, the spin Hamiltonian assumes the form of a non-interating tight-binding Hamiltonian Ĥ = J?2 Xn �f ynfn+1 + h::� :This Hamiltonian, whih has been enountered previously, is diagonalised in theFourier spae after whih one obtains the osine band dispersion.||||||||||||||{



Chapter 4Feynman Path IntegralThe goal of this hapter is to introdue and apply the Feynman path integral. Partiularemphasis is plaed on establishing the interonnetions between the quantum mehanialpath integral, lassial Hamiltonian mehanis and lassial statistial mehanis. Threeextended examples are disussed in the text: the Feynman path integral of a quantum par-tile in a single well, tunneling in a double well, and quantum mehanial spin. Theseexamples form the basis for several appliations to di�erent areas of physis in the problemsets inluding random walks and the equilibrium statistial mehanis of polymer hains,dissipation in marosopi quantum tunnelling, and the path integral approah in �nane!In this hapter we will temporarily leave behind many-body physis and seond quan-tisation and, at least super�ially, return to ordinary single-partile quantum mehanis.However, by establishing the path integral approah for ordinary quantum mehanis, wewill also set the stage for the introdution of funtional �eld integral methods for many-body theory explored in the next hapter. We will in fat see that the path integral notonly represents a gateway to higher dimensional funtional integral methods but, whenlooked at from an appropriate point of view, already represents a �eld theoretial ap-proah in its own right. Exploiting this onnetion, various tehniques and onepts of�eld theory, viz. stationary phase analyses of funtional integrals, the Eulidean formu-lation of �eld theory, instanton tehniques and the role of topologial onepts in �eldtheory, will be motivated and introdued in this hapter4.1 The Path Integral { General FormalismBroadly speaking, there are two basi approahes to the formulation of quantum mehan-is: the `operator approah' based on the anonial quantisation of physial observablestogether with the assoiated operator algebra, and the Feynman path integral.1 Whereas1For a general introdution to the Feynman path integral, one an refer to one of the many standardtexts inluding Refs.[?, ?, ?, ?℄ or, indeed, turn to the original paper, R. P. Feynman, Rev. Mod. Phys.20, 367 (1948). 103



104 CHAPTER 4. FEYNMAN PATH INTEGRALanonial quantisation is usually taught �rst in elementary ourses on quantum mehan-is, path integrals seem to have aquired the reputation of being a sophistiated oneptthat is better reserved for advaned ourses. Yet this treatment seems hardly justi�ed!In fat, the path integral formulation has many advantages most of whih expliitly sup-port an intuitive understanding of quantum mehanis. Moreover, integrals | even thein�nite dimensional ones enountered below | are hardly any more abstrat than in�nitedimensional linear operators. Further merits of the path integral inlude:. Whereas the lassial limit is not always easy to retrieve within the anonial for-mulation of quantum mehanis, it onstantly remains visible in the path integralapproah. In other words, the path integral makes expliit use of lassial mehan-is as a basi `platform' on whih to onstrut a theory of quantum utuations.The lassial solutions of Hamilton's equation of motion always remain a entralingredient of the formalism. (For this reason, path integration has turned out tobe an indispensable tool in �elds suh as quantum haos where the quantummanifestations of lassially non-trivial behaviour are investigated.). Path integrals allow for an eÆient formulation of non-perturbative approahes to thesolution of quantum mehanial problems. For example, the `instanton' formulationof quantum tunnelling disussed below | whose extension to ontinuum theorieshas led to some of the most powerful onepts of quantum �eld theory | makesextensive use of the lassial equations of motion when it is tailored to a path integralformulation.. The Feynman path integral represents a prototype of the higher dimensional fun-tional �eld integrals to be introdued in the next hapter. However,. even in its non-ontinuum, 'zero-dimensional' form disussed in this hapter, thepath integral is of relevane to various appliations in many body physis. Thereason is that in a number of appliations, inluding superondutivity and -uidity,the modern �eld of few-eletron eletronis, and others, a marosopially largenumber of degrees of freedom 'loks' to form a single olletive variable. (E.g. toa �rst approximation the phase information arried by the order parameter �eld inmoderatly large superonduting grains an often be desribed in terms of a singlephase degree of freedom, i.e. a 'quantum partile' living on the omplex unit irle.)Path integral tehniques have proven ideally suited to the analysis of suh systems.But what then is the basi idea of this approah? More then any other formulationof quantum mehanis, the path integral formalism is based on onnetions to lassialRihard P. Feynman 1918-1988,1965 Nobel Laureate in Physis(with Sin-Itiro Tomonaga, andJulian Shwinger) for fundamen-tal work in quantum eletrody-namis, with deep-ploughing on-sequenes for the physis of ele-mentary partiles.



4.2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE PATH INTEGRAL 105mehanis. The variational approah of employed in hapter ?? relied on the fat thatlassially allowed trajetories in on�guration spae extermize an ation funtional. Aprinipal onstraint to be imposed on any suh trajetory is energy onservation. Now,we know that quantum partiles, have a little bit more freedom than their lassial oun-terparts. E.g. energy onservation an be violated by an amount �E over time sales� ~=�E (~ re-installed throughout this hapter.) The onnetion to ation priniplesof lassial mehanis beomes partiularly apparent in problems of quantum tunnel-ing: A partile of energy E may tunnel through a potential barrier of height V > E.However, this proess is penalized by a damping fator � exp ��i~�1 Rbarrier dxp�, wherep =p2m(E � V ), i.e. the exponent of the (imaginary) ation assoiated to the lassiallyforbidden path.These observations motivate the idea of a new formulation of quantum propagation:Could it be that, as in lassial mehanis, the quantum amplitude A for propagationbetween any two points in oordinate spae is again ontrolled by the ation funtional?However, in a relaxed sense where not just a single extremal path xl(t) but an entiremanifold of neighbouring paths ontribute. More spei�ally, one might speulate thatthe amplitude obtains as A �Px(t) exp(�i~�1S[x℄), where Px(t) symbolially stands fora summation over all paths ompatible with the initial onditions of the problem andS is the lassial ation. Although at this stage we know nothing about possibilities toformally justify this ansatz, some features of quantum mehanis would obviously be bornout orretly: In the lassial limit, ~ ! 0 the set of paths x(t) e�etively ontributingto the sum would ollapse to the extremal, or lassial path xl(t). This is beause anynon-extremal on�gurations would be weighed by rapidly osillatory phases � �iS=~ and,therefore, average to zero2. Seond, quantum tunneling would be a natural element of thetheory. I.e. non-lassial paths do ontribute to the net-amplitude, however at the ostof a damping fator spei�ed by the imaginary ation, as in the traditional formulation.Fortunately, no fundamentally novel 'piture' of quantum mehanis needs to be de-lared to promote the idea of a path 'integral'Px(t) exp(�i~�1S[x℄) to a working theory.As we will see in the next setion, the new formulation an quantitatively be developedfrom the save ground of anonial quantization.4.2 Constrution of the Path IntegralAll information about any autonomous3 quantum mehanial system is ontained in thematrix elements of its time evolution operator. A formal integration of the time-dependentShr�odinger equation i~�tj	i = Ĥj	i (4.1)2More preisely, in the limit of small ~, the path sum an be evaluated by saddle point methods, asdetailed in setion XX below.3A system is alled autonomous if its Hamiltonian does not expliitly depend on time. Atuallythe onstrution of the path integral an be straightforwardly extended so as to inlude time-dependentproblems. However, in order to keep the introdutory disussion as simple as possible, here we assumetime-independene.



106 CHAPTER 4. FEYNMAN PATH INTEGRALobtains the time evolution operatorj	(t0)i = Û(t0; t)j	(t)i; Û(t0; t) = e� i~ Ĥ(t0�t)�(t0 � t) (4.2)The ation of the operator Û(t0 � t) desribes dynamial evolution under the inuene ofthe Hamiltonian from a time t to time t0. Causality implies that t0 > t as indiated bythe step or Heaviside �-funtion. In the real spae representation we an write	(q0; t0) = hq0j	(t0)i = hq0jÛ(t0; t)	(t)i = Z dq U(q0; t0; q; t)	(q; t);where U(q0; t0; q; t) = hq0je� i~ Ĥ(t0�t)jqi�(t0 � t)de�nes the (q0; q) omponent of the time evolution operator. As the matrix elementexpresses the probability amplitude for a partile to propagate between points q and q0 ina time t0 � t, it is sometimes known as the propagator of the theory.The basi idea behind Feynman's path integral approah is easy to formulate. Ratherthan attaking the Shr�odinger equation governing the time evolution for general times t,one may �rst attempt to solve the muh simpler problem of desribing the time evolutionfor in�nitesimally small times �t. In order to formulate this idea quantitatively we �rst`divide' the time evolution operator into N � 1 disrete `time steps',e�iĤt=~ = he�iĤ�t=~iN ; (4.3)where �t = t=N . Albeit nothing more than a formal rewriting of E.q. (4.2), the repre-sentation (4.3) has the advantage that the exponents of eah of the fators e�iĤ�t=~ aresmall. (More preisely, if �t is muh smaller than the (reiproal of the) eigenvalues ofthe Hamiltonian in the regime of physial interest, the exponents are small in omparisonwith unity and an be treated perturbatively.) A �rst simpli�ation arising from this fatis that the exponentials an be fatorised into two piees eah of whih an be readilydiagonalised. To ahieve this fatorisation, we make use of the identityeÂ+B̂ = eÂeB̂e� 12 [Â;B̂℄ (4.4)valid in the ase where the ommutator [Â; B̂℄ ommutes with the operators Â and B̂.. Info. Eq. (4.4) is a partiular ase of a so-alled Baker-Campbell-Hausdor� (BCH)formula. BCH formulae play an important role in the theory of Lie-groups and thereby invarious areas of physis. Here we do not give a proof of Eq. (4.4) sine, for the purpose ofonstruting the path integral, it suÆes to hek (4.4) perturbatively, i.e. to assume thatÂ and B̂ are in some sense small and to show that the identity holds to leading order in anexpansion in these operators.||||||||||||||{



4.2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE PATH INTEGRAL 107Applying Eq. (4.4) to the Hamiltonian we obtaine�iĤ�t=~ = e�iT̂�t=~e�iV̂�t=~ +O(�t2);where the Hamiltonian Ĥ = T̂ + V̂ is the sum of a kineti energy T̂ = p̂2=2m, and somepotential energy operator V̂ .4 (The following analysis, restrited for simpliity to a one-dimensional Hamiltonian, is easily generalised to arbitrary spatial dimensional.) The keyadvantage of this fatorisation is that the eigenstates of eah of the fators e�iT̂�t=~ ande�iV̂�t=~ are known independently. To exploit this fat we onsider the time evolutionoperator fatorised as a produt,�qF ����he�iĤ�t=~iN ���� qI� (4.5)' DqF ���^e�iT̂�t=~e�iV̂�t=~^e�iT̂�t=~e�iV̂�t=~^ : : :^e�iT̂�t=~e�iV̂�t=~��� qIEand insert at eah of the positions indiated by a ^ the resolution of identityid: = Z dqn Z dpnjqnihqnjpnihpnj; (4.6)where jqni and jpni represent a omplete set of position and momentum eigenstates re-spetively, and n = 1; : : : ; N serves as an index keeping trak of the time steps at whihthe unit operator is inserted. The rational behind the partiular hoie (4.6) is lear. Theunit operator is arranged in suh a way that both T̂ and V̂ at on the orrespondingeigenstates. Inserting (4.6) into (4.5), and using thathqjpi = hpjqi� = 12�~eiqp=~;we obtain DqF ���e�iĤt=~��� qIE (4.7)= Z N�1Yn=1qN=qF ;q0=qIdqn NYn=1 dpn2�~e�i�t~ PN�1n=0 �V (qn)+T (pn+1)�pn+1 qn+1�qn�t �:Thus, the matrix element of the time evolution operator has been expressed as a 2N � 1dimensional integral over eigenvalues. Up to orretions of higher order in V�t=~ andT�t=~, the expression (4.7) is exat. At eah `time step' tn = n�t, n = 1; : : : ; N we areintegrating over a pair of oordinates xn � (qn; pn) parametrising the lassial phasespae. Taken together, the points fxng form a N -point disretization of a path in thisspae (see Fig. 4.1).4Although the Ansatz (4.2) already overs a wide lass of quantum mehanial problems, many ap-pliations of pratial importane (e.g. Hamiltonians involving spin or magneti �elds, et.) do not �tinto this framework. For a general exposition overing all its appliations we refer to the literature e.g.to Shulman's book [?℄.
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Figure 4.1: Left: visualisation of a set of phase spae points ontributing to the disretetime on�guration integral (4.7). Right: in the ontinuum limit, the set of points beomesa smooth urve.To make further progress, we need to develop some intuition for the behaviour of theintegral (4.7). We �rst notie that rapid utuations of the integration arguments xn asa funtion of the index n are strongly inhibited by the struture of the integrand. Whentaken together, ontributions for whih (qn+1�qn)pn+1 > O(~) (i.e. when the phase of theexponential exeeds 2�) tend to lead to a `random phase anellation'. In the language ofwave mehanis, the `inoherent' superposition of di�erent Feynman paths destrutivelyinterferes. The smooth variation of the paths whih ontribute signi�antly motivate theappliation of a ontinuum limit analogous to that employed in hapter 1.To be spei�, sending N ! 1 whilst keeping t = N�t �xed, the formerly disreteset tn = n�t; n = 1; : : : ; N beomes dense on the time interval [0; t℄, and the set of phasespae points fxng beomes a ontinuous urve x(t). In the same limit we have�t N�1Xn=0 �! Z t0 dt0;qn+1 � qn�t �! �t0q���t0=tn � _qjt0=tn ;V (qn) + T (pn+1) �! (T (pjt0=tn) + V (qjt0=tn)) � H(xjt0=tn);Z N�1Yn=1qN=qF ;q0=qIdqn NYn=1 dpn2�~ �! limN!1Z N�1Yn=1qN=qF ;q0=qIdqn NYn=1 dpn2�~ � Z q(t)=qFq(0)=qID(q; p):In third line, H denotes the lassial Hamiltonian. In the limit N ! 1, the fat thatkineti and potential energies are evaluated at neighbouring time slies, n and n + 1,beomes irrelevant.5 The fourth line de�nes the integration measure of the integral.5To see this formally, one may Taylor expand T (pn+1) = T (p(t0+�t))jt0=n�t around p(t0). For smoothp(t0) all but the zeroth order ontribution, T (p(t0)) sale with powers of �t, thereby beoming irrelevant.Note, however, that all these arguments are based on the assertion that the dominant ontributions tothe path integral are smooth in the sense qn+1 � qn � O(�t). A loser inspetion, however, shows thatin fat qn+1� qn � O(p�t) [?℄. In some ases, the most prominent one being the quantum mehanis of



4.2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE PATH INTEGRAL 109Integrals extending over in�nite dimensional integration measures like D(q; p) are gen-erally alled funtional integrals (reall our disussion of funtionals in hapter 1). Thequestion of how funtional integration an rigorously be de�ned is far from innoent andrepresents a subjet of urrent, and partly ontroversial mathematial researh. In thisleture ourse | as in most appliations in physis | we take a pragmati point of viewand deal with the in�nite dimensional integration naively unless mathematial problemsarise (whih atually won't be the ase!).Applying these onventions to Eq. (4.7) we obtain as a �nal resultDqF ���e�iĤt=~��� qIE = Z q(t)=qFq(0)=qID(q; p) exp � i~ Z t0 dt0 (p _q �H(p; q))� : (4.8)Eq. (4.8) represents the Hamiltonian formulation of the path integral: the integra-tion extends over all possible paths through the lassial phase spae of the system whihbegin and end at the same on�guration points qI and qF respetively (.f. Fig. 4.1). Theontribution of eah path is weighted with its Hamiltonian ation.. Info. Remembering the onnetion of the Hamiltonian to the Lagrangian through theLegendre transform, H(p; q) = p _q � L(p; q), the lassial ation of a trajetory t 7! q(t) isgiven by S = Z t0 dt L(q; _q) = Z t0 dt [p _q �H(p; q)℄ :||||||||||||||{Before we turn to the disussion of the path integral (4.8), we �rst reast the integralin an alternative form whih will be both onvenient in various appliations and physiallyinstrutive. The searh for an alternative formulation is motivated by the observation ofthe lose resemblane of (4.8) with the Hamiltonian formulation of lassial mehanis.Given that, lassially, Hamiltonian and Lagrangianmehanis an equally be employed todesribe dynamial evolution, it is natural to seek a Lagrangian analog of (4.8). Indeed, aLagrangian form of the path integral not only exists but an be straightforwardly obtainedfrom (4.8) by Gaussian integration.To make this point lear, let us rewrite the integral in a way that emphasises itsdependene on the momentum variable p:DqF ���e�iĤt=~��� qIE = Z q(t)=qFq(0)=qIDq e� i~ R t0 dt0V (q) Z Dp e� i~ R t0 dt0� p22m�p _q�: (4.9)The exponent of the integral is quadrati in the momentum variable or, equivalently, theintegral is Gaussian in p.a partile in a magneti �eld, the lowered power of �t spoils the naive form of the ontinuity argumentabove, and more are must be applied in taking the ontinuum limit. In ases where a `new' pathintegral desription of a quantum mehanial problem is developed, it is imperative to delay taking theontinuum limit until the utuation behaviour of the disrete integral aross individual time slies hasbeen thoroughly examined.



110 CHAPTER 4. FEYNMAN PATH INTEGRAL. Info. Apart from a few rare exeptions, all integrals enountered in this ourse will beGaussian. In most ases the dimension of the integrals will be large if not in�nite. Yet after abit of pratie it will beome lear that high dimensional representatives of Gaussian integralsare no more diÆult to handle than their one-dimensional ounterparts. In onsideration ofthe important role Gaussian integrals play in �eld theory, a ompendium summarising the mostimportant Gaussian integral formulae has been added as an Appendix to this setion.||||||||||||||{Carrying out the integration by means of Eq. (4.42), we obtainDqF ���e�iĤt=~��� qIE = Z q(t)=qFq(0)=qIDq exp � i~ Z t0 dt0L(q; _q)� : (4.10)where L(q; _q) = m _q2=2� V (q) represents the lassial Lagrangian, andDq ! eDq = limN!1� Nmit2�~�N=2 N�1Yn=1 dqnis the funtional measure of the remaining q-integration. Stritly speaking, the (�nite-dimensional) integral formula (4.42) is not diretly appliable to the in�nite dimensionalGaussian integral (4.9). This, however, does not represent a substantial problem as wean always re-disretise the integral (4.9), apply (4.42), and re-install the ontinuum limitafter integration.Z Dp e� i~ R t0 dt0� p22m�pq� = limN!1Z NYn=1 dpn2�~e�i tN~ PNn=1� p2n2m�pn�qn� == limN!1 NYn=1� Nmit2�~�1=2 ei t~N PNn=1 m2 (�qn)2 = limN!1 NYn=1� Nmit2�~�1=2 e i~ R t0 dt0m2 (�t0q)2 ;where �qn � (N=t)(qn+1 � qn).Eqs. (4.8) and (4.10) represent the entral results of this setion. A quantum mehan-ial transition amplitude has been expressed in terms of an in�nite dimensional integralextending over paths through phase spae (4.8) or oordinate spae (4.10). All pathsbegin (end) at the initial (�nal) oordinate of the matrix element. Eah path is weightedby its lassial ation. Notie in partiular that the quantum transition amplitude hasbeen ast in a form whih does not ontain quantum mehanial operators. Nonetheless,quantum mehanis is still fully present! The point is that the integration extends over allpaths and not just the subset of solutions of the lassial equations of motions. (The dis-tinguished role lassial paths play in the path integral will be disussed in setion 4.2.2.)The two forms of the path integral, (4.8) and (4.10), represent the formal implementationof the 'alternative piture' of quantum mehanis proposed heuristially in the beginningof the hapter.Before turning to spei� appliations of the path integral, let us stay with the generalstruture of the formalism and identify two fundamental onnetions of the path integralto lassial point mehanis and lassial and quantum Statistial Mehanis.



4.2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE PATH INTEGRAL 1114.2.1 Path Integral and Statistial MehanisThe path integral reveals a onnetion between quantum mehanis and lassial (andquantum) statistial mehanis whose importane to all areas of �eld theory and statistialphysis an hardly be exaggerated. To reveal this link, let us for a moment forget aboutquantum mehanis and onsider a perfetly lassial, one-dimensional ontinuum modeldesribing a `exible string', held under onstant tension, and on�ned to a `gutter-likepotential' (as shown in Fig. 4.2). Transverse utuations of the string are penalised bythe line tension in the string, and by the external potential.
ext
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xFigure 4.2: A string held under tension and on�ned to a potential well V [u℄. (Comparethis model to the phonon model disussed in hapter 1.)Assuming that the transverse displaement of the string u(x) is small, the potentialenergy stored in the string separates into two parts. The �rst arises form the line tensionstored in the string, and the seond omes from the external potential. Starting with theformer, a transverse utuation of a line segment of length dx by an amount du, leads toa potential energy of magnitude ÆVt = T [(dx2 + du2)1=2 � dx℄ ' Tdx(�xu)2=2, where Tdenotes the tension. Integrated over the length of the string, one obtainsVT [�xu℄ � Z ÆVT = 12 Z L0 dx T (�xu(x))2 : (4.11)The seond ontribution arising from the external potential is given byVext[u℄ � Z L0 dx V [u(x)℄: (4.12)Adding the two ontributions (4.11) and (4.12) we �nd that the total energy of the stringis given by V = VT + Vext = Z L0 dx �T2 (�xu)2 + V (u)� :(Exerise: Find an expression for the kineti energy ontribution assuming that the stringhas a mass per unit length of m.)



112 CHAPTER 4. FEYNMAN PATH INTEGRALAording to the general priniples of statistial mehanis the equilibrium propertiesof a system are enoded in the partition funtion Z = tr �e��V �, where `tr' denotes asummation over all possible on�gurations of the system and V is the total potentialenergy funtional. Applied to the present ase, tr ! R Du, where R Du stands for thefuntional integration over all on�gurations of the string u(x); x 2 [0; L℄. Thus, thepartition funtion of the string is given byZ = Z Du exp ��� Z L0 dx�T2 (�xu)2 + V (u)�� : (4.13). Exerise. How does this model ompare to the ontinuum model of lattie vibrationsdisussed in hapter 1?Comparing this result with Eq. (4.10) we dedue that the partition funtion of thelassial system oinides with the quantum mehanial amplitudeZ = Z dq Dq ���eiŜ[q℄=~��� qE���t=�iLevaluated for imaginary `time' � � L � it and 'temperature' ~. (Here we have assumedthat our string is subjet to periodi boundary onditions.)To see this expliitly, let us assume we had had reasons to onsider quantum propa-gation in imaginary time, i.e. e�itĤ=~ ! e��Ĥ=~, or t! �i� . (Assuming onvergene, i.e.positivity of the eigenvalues of Ĥ,) a onstrution sheme perfetly analogous to the oneoutlined in setion 4.1 would have led to a path integral formula of the struture (4.10).Formally, the only di�eree would be that (a) the Lagrangian would be integrated alongthe imaginary time axis t0 ! �i� 0 2 [0;�i� ℄ and (b) a hange of the sign of the kinetienergy term ((�t0q)2 ! �(�� 0q)2). After a suitable exhange of variables, � ! L; ~! T ,the oinidene of the resulting expression with the partition funtion (4.13) is lear.The onnetion between quantum mehanis and lassial statistial mehanis out-lined above generalises to higher dimensions: There are tight analogies between quantum�eld theories in d dimensions and lassial statistial mehanis in d + 1. (The equalityof the path integral above with the one-dimensional statistial model is the d = 0 versionof this onnetion.) In fat, this onnetion turned out to be of the major driving foresbehind the suess of path integral tehniques in modern �eld theory/statistial mehan-is. It o�ered, for the �rst time, a possibility to draw onnetions between systems whihbefore had seemed to be unrelated. E.g. the long range behaviour of the lassial two-dimensional Ising model, a paradigm of an exatly solvable system in lassial mehanis,turned out to be losely related to the quantum Ising hain, et.However, the onept of imaginary times not only provides a bridge between quantumand lassial statistial mehanis but also plays a role within a purely quantum me-hanial ontext. Consider the quantum partition funtion of a single partile quantummehanial system, Z = tr he��Ĥi = Z dq Dq ���e��Ĥ��� qE



4.2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE PATH INTEGRAL 113The partition funtion an be interpreted as the transition amplitude � hqje�iĤt=~jqievaluated at an imaginary time t = �i~�. Thus, real time dynamis and quantumstatistial mehanis an be treated on the same footing, provided that we allow for theappearane of imaginary times.Later we will see that the onept of imaginary or even generalized omplex timesplays an important role in all of �eld theory. There is even some nomenlature regardingimaginary times. The transformation t! �i� is denoted as a Wik rotation (alludingto the fat that a multipliation with the imaginary unit an be interpreted as a �=2-rotation in the omplex plane). Imaginary time representations of Lagrangian ationsare denoted as Eulidean ations6 whereas the standard (real time) forms are alledMinkowski ations.. Info. The origin of these denotations an be understood by onsidering the struture ofthe ation of, say, the phonon model (1.4). Forgetting for a moment about the magnitude ofthe oupling onstants, we see that the ation has the struture � x�g��x� , where � = 0; 1, thevetor x� = ��� and g = � �1 1 �is the two dimensional version of a Minkowski metri. (In three spatial dimensions, g wouldtake the form of the standard Minkowski metri of speial relativity.) Wik rotating time, the�1 in the metri hanges sign and g beomes a positive de�nite Eulidean metri. The natureof this transformation motivates the notation above.||||||||||||||{One one has grown austomed to the idea that interpretating time as an imaginaryquantity an be useful, yet more general onepts an be oneived. E.g. one mayontemplate quantum propagation along temporal ontours that are neither purely realor imaginary but generally omplex. Indeed, we will see below, that path integrals withurvelinear integration ontours in the omplex 'time plane' �nd many appliations instatistial and quantum �eld theory.4.2.2 Path Integral and Classial Mehanis: The SemilassialApproximationIn deriving the two path integrals (4.8) and (4.10) no approximations have been made.Yet the vast majority of quantum mehanial problems annot be solved in losed form,and it would be hoping for too muh to expet that within the path integral approah thissituation would be any di�erent. In fat no more than the path integrals of problems with
6

Eulid of Alexandria a. 325 BC-265 BC: the mostprominent mathematiian of antiquity best knownfor his treatise on mathematis \The Elements".The long lasting nature of \The Elements" mustmake Eulid the leading mathematis teaher ofall time. However little is known of Eulid's lifeexept that he taught at Alexandria in Egypt.



114 CHAPTER 4. FEYNMAN PATH INTEGRALa quadrati Hamiltonian| orresponding to the quantum mehanial harmoni osillatorand generalisations thereof | an be arried out in losed form. Yet what ounts morethan the (rare) availability of exat solutions is the exibility with whih approximationshemes an be developed. As for the path integral formulation, it is partiularly strong inases where semilassial limits of quantum theories are explored. By `semilassiallimit' we mean ~ ! 0, i.e. the ase where the theory is expeted to be largely governedby lassial strutures with quantum utuations superimposed.To see more formally how lassial strutures enter the path integral approah, let usexplore Eqs. (4.8) and (4.10) in the limit of small ~. In this ase the path integrals aredominated by path on�gurations with stationary ation. (Non-stationary ontributionsto the integral imply massive phase utuations whih largely average to zero.) Now,sine the exponents of the two path integrals (4.8) and (4.10) are just the lassial ationfuntionals in their Hamiltonian respetively Lagrangian form, the path on�gurationsextremising the path integrals are just the solutions of the lassial equations of motion,Hamiltonian : ÆS[�x℄ = 0 ) dt�x = fH(�x); �xg � ��p�x��qH � ��q�p��qH;Lagrangian : ÆS[�q℄ = 0 ) �dt� _�q � ��q�L(�q; _�q) = 0: (4.14)These equations are to be solved subjet to the boundary onditions �q(0) = qI and�q(t) = qF . (Note that these boundary onditions do not uniquely speify a solution, i.e.in general there are many solutions to the equations (4.14). Exerise: Invent examples!)Now the very fat that the stationary phase on�gurations are lassial does not implythat quantum mehanis has disappeared ompletely. As with saddle-point approxima-tions in general, it is not just the saddle-point itself that matters but also the utuationsaround it. At least it is neessary to integrate out Gaussian (quadrati) utuationsaround the point of stationary phase. In the ase of the path integral, utuations ofthe ation around the stationary phase on�gurations involve non-lassial (in that theydo not solve the lassial equations of motion) trajetories through phase or oordinatespae.Before exploring how this mehanism works in detail, let us onsider the stationaryphase analysis of a funtional integrals in general.. Info. Stationary Phase Approximation: Consider a general funtional integralZ Dxe�F [x℄; (4.15)where Dx = limN!1QNn=1 dxn represents a funtional measure resulting from taking the on-tinuum limit of some �nite dimensional integration spae, and the `ation' F [x℄ may be anarbitrary funtional (leading to onvergene of the integral). The funtion resulting from takingthe limit of in�nitely many disretisation points, fxng is denoted by x : t 7! x(t) (where t playsthe role of the formerly disrete index n.)Evaluating the integral above within a stationary phase approximation amounts to perform-ing the following steps:1. Find the `points' of stationary phase, i.e. on�gurations �x quali�ed by the ondition ofvanishing funtional derivative,ÆF [�x℄Æ�x � lim�!0 F [x(t) + �y(t)℄� F [x(t)℄� = 0:



4.2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE PATH INTEGRAL 115There may be one or many solutions. For larity, we �rst disuss the ase of just onestationary phase on�guration �x.2. Expand the funtional to seond order around �x (f. Eq. (1.17)),F [x℄ = F [�x+ y℄ = F [�x℄ + 12 Z dtZ dt0y(t0)A(t; t0)y(t) + : : : (4.16)where A(t; t0) = Æ2F [x℄Æx(t)Æx(t0) ����x=�xis the seond funtional derivative. Due to the stationarity of �x no �rst order ontributionappears.3. Chek that the operator Â � fA(t; t0)g is positive de�nite. If it is not, there is a problem|the integration over the Gaussian utuations y below diverges. For positive Â, however,the funtional integral over y an be performed and we obtainZ Dx e�F [x℄ ' e�F [�x℄ det Â2�!�1=2 ;(.f. the disussion in setion 4.5.4, and Eq. (4.48)).4. Finally, if there are many stationary phase on�gurations, �xi, the individual ontributionshave to be added: Z Dx e�F [x℄ 'Xi e�F [�xi℄ det Âi2�!�1=2 : (4.17)Eq. (4.17) represents the most general form of the stationary phase evaluation of a (real)funtional integral. ||||||||||||||{Applied to the Lagrangian form of the Feynman path integral, this program an beimplimented diretly. De�ning r(t) = q(t)� �q(t) as the deviation of a general path, q(t),from a nearby lassial path, �q(t) (see Fig. 4.3), and assuming for simpliity that onlyone lassial solution onneting qI with qF in time t exists, a stationary phase analysisobtainsDqF ���e�iĤt=~��� qIE ' eiS[�q℄=~ Zr(0)=r(t)=0Dr exp " i2~ Z t0 dt0 Z dt00r(t0) Æ2S[q℄Æq(t0)Æq(t00) ����q=�q r(t00)#(4.18)for the Gaussian approximation to the path integral (.f. Eq. (4.16)). For potential typeLagrangians, L(q; _q) = m2 _q2 � V (q);
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Figure 4.3: Quantum utuations around a lassial path in oordinate spae (here weassume a set of two-dimensional oordinates). Non-lassial paths q utuating arounda lassial solution �q typially extend a distane O(h1=2). All paths begin and end at qIand qF , respetively.the seond funtional derivative of the ation an be straightforwardly omputed by meansof the rules of funtional di�erentiation formulated in setion 1. Alternatively, one anobtain this result by simply expanding the ation as a Taylor series in the deviation r(t).The result is (exerise!)12 Z t0 dt Z dt0r(t) Æ2S[q℄Æq(t)Æq(t0) ����q=�q r(t0) = �12 Z dt r(t) �m�2t + V 00(�q(t))� r(t); (4.19)where V 00(�q(t)) is the ordinary (seond) derivative of the potential funtion evaluated at�q(t). Thus, the Gaussian integration over r yields the square root of the determinant ofm�2t + V 00(�q(t)) | interpreted as an operator ating in the spae of funtions r(t) withboundary onditions r(0) = r(t) = 0. (Note that, as we are dealing with a di�erentialoperator, the issue of boundary onditions is ruial.). Info. More generally, we obtainDqF ���e�iĤt=~��� qIE ' det� i2�~ �2S[�q℄�qI�qF �1=2 e i~S[�q℄ (4.20)as the �nal result for the semilassial evaluation of the transition amplitude. (In ases wherethere is more than one lassial solution, the individual ontributions have to be added.) Toderive this expression, one shows that the operator ontrolling the quadrati ation (4.19) ful�llssome di�erential relations whih an, again, be related bak to the lassial ation. While adetailed formulation of this alulation (see, e.g., [?℄, pp94) is beyond the sope of the presenttext, the heuristi interpretation of the result is straightforward (see Fig. 4.4):Aording to the rules of quantum mehanis P (qF ; qI ; t) = ���DqF ���e�iĤt=~��� qIE���2 is the prob-ability for a partile starting at oordinate qI to arrive at oordinate qF after time t. Thesemilassial analysis predits thatP (qF ; qI ; t) = ����det� 12�~ �2S[�q℄�qI�qF ����� :
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Figure 4.4: Trajetory in two-dimensional phase spae. For �xed initial oordinate qI ,the �nal oordinate qF (qI ; pI) beomes a funtion of the initial momentum. In quantummehanis, the Plank ell ~d (indiated by the retangle) limits the auray at whihthe initial oordinate an be set.To understand this predition, notie that for �xed inital oordinate qI the �nal oordinateqF (qI ; pI) beomes a funtion of the initial momentum pI . The lassial probability densityp(qI ; qF ) an then be related to the probabilty density ~p(qI ; pI) for a partile to leave at theinitial phase spae oordinate (qI ; pI) aording top(qI ; qF )dqIdqF = p(qI ; qF ) ����det��qF�pI ����� dqIdpI = ~p(qI ; pI)dqIdpI :Now, when we say that our partile atually left at the a phase spae oordinate (qI ; pI), ~pbeomes singular at (qI ; pI) while being zero everywhere else. In quantum mehanis, however,all we an say is that our partile was initially on�ned to a Plank ell entered around (qI ; pI):~p(qI ; pI) = 1=(2�~)d. We thus onlude thatp(qI ; qF ) = ����det� �pI�qF ����� ~�d:Finally, notiing that pI = ��qIS we arrive atp(qI ; qF ) = ����det�� 12�~ �2S�qI�qF ����� ~�d;whih is the result of the semilassial analysis.In deriving (4.20) we have restrited ourselves to the onsideration of quadrati utuationsaround the lassial paths | the essene of the semilassial approximation. Under what ondi-tions is this approximation justi�ed? Unfortunately there is no rigorous and generally appliableanswer to this question: For �nite ~, the quality of the approximation depends largely on thesensitivity of the ation to path variations. Whether or not the approximation is legitimate, isa question that has to be judged from ase to ase. However, the asymptoti stability of thesemilassial approximation in the limit ~ ! 0, an be dedued simply from power ounting.From the struture of (4.20) it is lear that the typial magnitude of utuations r sales liker � (~=Æ2qS)1=2, where Æ2qS is a symboli shorthand for the funtional variation of the ation.



118 CHAPTER 4. FEYNMAN PATH INTEGRAL(Variations larger than that lead to phase utuations > 2�, thereby being negligible.) NonGaussian ontributions to the ation would have the struture � ~�1rnÆnq S, n > 2. For a typ-ial r, this is of the order � Ænq S=(Æ2qS)n=2~n=2�1. Sine the S-dependent fators are lassial(~-independent) these ontributions sale to zero as ~! 0.||||||||||||||{This onludes the oneptual part of the hapter. Before turning to the disussion ofappliations, and for future referene, let us briey reapitulate the main steps taken inonstruting the path integral:4.2.3 Constrution ReipeConsider a general quantum transition amplitude h je�iĤt=~j 0i, where t may be real,purely imaginary or generally omplex. To onstrut a funtional integral representation:1. Partition the time interval into N � 1 steps,e�iĤt=~ = he�iĤ�t=~iN ; �t = t=N:2. Regroup the operator ontent appearing in the expansion of eah fator eiĤ�t=~aording to e�iĤ�t=~ = 1 +�tXmn mnÂmB̂n +O(�t2);where the eigenstates jai; jbi of Â; B̂ are known and the oeÆients mn's are -numbers. (In the quantum-mehanial appliation above Â = p̂, B̂ = q̂.)3. Insert resolutions of identity aording toe�iĤ�t=~ !Xa;b jaihaj 1 + �tXmn mnÂmB̂n +O(�t2)! jbihbj=Xa;b jaihaje�iH(a;b)�t=~jbihbj+O(�t2);where H(a; b) is the Hamiltonian evaluated at the eigenvalues of Â and B̂.4. Regroup terms in the exponent: due to the `mismath' of the eigenstates at neigh-bouring time slies n and n + 1, not only the Hamiltonians H(a; b), but also sumsover di�erenes of eigenvalues appear (.f. the last term in the ation (4.7)).5. Take the ontinuum limit.



4.3. APPLICATIONS OF THE FEYNMAN PATH INTEGRAL 1194.3 Appliations of the Feynman Path IntegralHaving introdued the general mahinery of path integration we now turn to the disussionof three spei� examples: a quantum low energy partile in a well, tunnelling in a doublewell environment, and the semilassial trae formulae in quantum haos. In the seondexample we will beome aquainted with instanton tehniques and the role of topology in�eld theory.The simplest example of a quantum mehanial problem is that of a free partile(Ĥ = p̂2=2m). Within the framework of the path integral this example, whih an bestraightforwardly dealt with by elementary means, is far from trivial. As suh, the deriva-tion of the free partile propagator is often treated as a �rst example in the literature.Here the derivation of the one-dimensional transition amplitude is left as an exerise (seeProblem set 4.6), the result of whih gives7Gfree(qF ; qI ; t) � DqF ���e�ip̂2t=2m~��� qIE�(t) = � m2�i~t�1=2 exp � i~m(qF � qI)22t ��(t)(4.21)where the Heaviside �-funtion expliitly indiates that we are onsidering positive timesonly.
Harmonic
Approx.

Potential

V(x)

xFigure 4.5: Solid: Potential well. Dashed: Quadrati �t approximating the potentialshape lose to the minimum.4.3.1 Quantum Partile in a WellLet us now proeed to a somewhat less trivial ase and onsider a quantum partile in aone-dimensional potential well (see Fig. 4.5). The disussion of this example will illustratehow the semilassial evaluation sheme disussed above works in pratie. For simpliitywe assume the potential to be symmetri, V (q) = V (�q) with V (0) = 0. The quantitywe wish to ompute is the probability amplitude to stay at the origin,G(0; 0; t) � DqF = 0 ���e�iĤt=~��� qI = 0E�(t);7Compare this result to the solution of a lassial di�usion equation.



120 CHAPTER 4. FEYNMAN PATH INTEGRALwhere Ĥ = p̂2=2m+V̂ . The path integral representation (4.10) of the transition amplitudeis given by G(0; 0; t) = Zq(t)=q(0)=0Dq exp � i~ Z t0 dt0L(q; _q)� ;where L = m _q2=2� V (q) represents the Lagrangian.We wish to evaluate the path integral within the semilassial approximation above.Aordingly, we must �rst �nd solutions to the lassial equations of motion. Minimisingthe ation with respet to variations of q(t), we obtain the Euler-Lagrange equations fromwhih we obtain the equation of motionm�q = �V 0(q);where V 0(q) � �qV (q). Aording to the Feynman path integral, this equation must besolved subjet to the boundary onditions q(t) = q(0) = 0. One solution is obvious:�q(t) = 0:Assuming that this is in fat the only solution,8 we obtain (.f. Eqs. (4.18) and (4.19))G(0; 0; t) ' Zr(0)=r(t)=0Dr exp �� i~ Z t0 dt0r(t0)m2 ��2t0 + !2� r(t0)� ;where, by de�nition, m!2 � V 00(0) is the seond derivative of the potential at the origin.9Note that, in this ase, the ontribution from the saddle-point solution S[�q℄ = 0. Followingthe disussion in setion 4.5.4, Gaussian funtional integration over r, then leads toG(0; 0; t) ' Jdet��m2 �2t � m!22 ��1=2 ;where the prefator J absorbs various onstant prefators.Operator determinants are usually most onveniently obtained by presenting them asa produt over eigenvalues. In the present ase, the eigenvalues �n are determined by theequation ��m2 �2t � m!22 � rn = �nrn;whih is to be solved subjet to the boundary ondition rn(t) = rn(0) = 0. A ompleteset of solutions to this equation is given by (remember the struture of the Shr�odingerequation of a partile in a one-dimensional box of width L = t!),rn(t0) = sin(n�t0=t); n = 1; 2; : : : ;8In general, this assumption is wrong. E.g. for smooth potentials, it is ertainly reasonable toapproximate V (q) for small q by a harmoni osillator potential, Vos:(q) = m!2q2=2. For times t thatare ommensurate with �=!, one has periodi solutions, �q(t) / sin(!t) that start out from the origin attime 0 and revisit it just at the right time t. In the next setion we will see why the restrition to justthe trivial solution was nonetheless legitimate (for arbitrary times t).9Those who are unomfortable with funtional di�erentiation an arrive at the same expression simplyby substituting q(t) = �q + r(t) into the ation and expanding.



4.3. APPLICATIONS OF THE FEYNMAN PATH INTEGRAL 121with eigenvalues �n = m((n�=t)2 � !2)=2. Thus,det��m2 �2t � m!22 ��1=2 = 1Yn=1�m2 �n�t �2 � m!22 ��1=2 :Now we still have the problem that we don't know the value of the in�nite produt(whih even looks divergent for times ommensurate with !). Moreover the value of theonstant J has yet to be properly determined. To solve these diÆulties, we exploit thefat that (a) we do know the transition amplitude (4.21) of the free partile, and (b) thelatter oinides with the G in the speial ase where the potential V � 0. In other words,had we omputed Gfree via the path integral, we would have obtained the same onstantJ and, more importantly, an in�nite produt like the one above, but with ! = 0. Thisimplies that the propagator an be expressed asG(0; 0; t) � G(0; 0; t)Gfree(0; 0; t)Gfree(0; 0; t) = 1Yn=1"1� � !tn��2#�1=2 � m2�i~t�1=2�(t):With the help of the mathematial identity1Yn=1[1� (x=n�)2℄�1 = x= sinx; (4.22)we �nally arrive at G(0; 0; t) 'r m!2�i~ sin(!t)�(t): (4.23)In fat G(0; 0; t) oinides exatly with the result we would have obtained within afull quantum mehanial alulation of the transition amplitude based on a paraboli(harmoni osillator) approximation to the potential (see Problem Set 4.6). As a rule,the semilassial approximation is exat for quadrati Hamiltonians. This is simply aonsequene of the fat that for quadrati quantum Hamiltonians, the path integral is itselfquadrati, i.e. higher order ontributions to a semilassial expansion do not exist. Thealulation above also illustrates how oordinate spae utuations around a ompletelystati solution may install the zero-point utuation physis harateristi for quantummehanial bound states.4.3.2 Double Well Potential: Tunnelling and InstantonsAs a seond and physially riher appliation of the path integral let us onsider themotion of a partile in a double well potential (see Fig. 4.6). Our aim will be to estimatethe quantum probability amplitude for a partile to either stay at the bottom of one ofthe loal minima or to go from one minimum to the other. In doing so, it is understoodthat the energy range aessible to the partile is well below the potential barrier height,i.e. quantum mehanial transfer between minima is by tunnelling. This is exatly whatmakes the problem more diÆult than the one above: At �rst sight it is far from learwhat kind of lassial stationary phase solutions may serve as a basis for a desription of
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Figure 4.6: Solid: Double well potential. Dashed: Inverted potentialquantum tunnelling; there appear to be no lassial paths onneting the two minima. Ofourse one may think of partiles `rolling' over the potential hill. Yet, these are singularand, by assumption, energetially not aessible.The key to resolving these diÆulties is an observation, already made above, that thetime argument appearing in the path integral should be onsidered as a general omplexquantity that an, aording to onveniene, be sent to basially any value in the omplexplane. In the present ase, a Wik rotation to imaginary times will reveal a stationarypoint of the ation. At the end of the alulation, the real time amplitudes we seek anbe straightforwardly obtained by analyti ontinuation.. Info. The mehanism of quantum double (or multiple) well tunneling plays a role ina number of problems of ondensed matter physis. A prominent example is in the physisof amorphous solids suh as glasses. A ariature of a glass is shown in Figure 4.7. Theabsene of long range order in the system implies that individual hemial bonds annot assumetheir optimal binding lengths. For understrethed bonds this leads to the formation of twoapproximately equal metastable minima around the ideal binding axis (see inset of Fig. 4.7).The energetially lowest exitations of the system are transitions of individual atoms betweennearly degenerate minima of this type, i.e. ips of atoms around the binding axis. A prominentphenomenologial model10 desribes the system by an ensemble of quantum double wells ofrandom enter height and width. This model e�ortlessly explains the existene of a vast systemof metastable minima in the landsape of low-energy on�gurations of glassy systems.||||||||||||||{To be spei�, let us attempt to ompute the transition amplitudesG(a;�a; �) � D�a ���exp h��~Ĥi��� aE = G(�a;�a; �) (4.24)10P.W. Anderson, B.I. Halperin, and C.M. Varma, Phil. Mag. 25, 1 (1971).
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Figure 4.7: Cartoon of a glass. Atoms are arranged in an aperiodi pattern voidof long-range order. The binding lengths between nearest neighbour atoms areover/understrehed whih leads to frustration and the formation of meta-stable minima.Presumably, the lowest exitations of the system are ips of individual atoms around theaxes between next-nearest binding partners (inset.)where �a are the two minima of the potential. Aording to setion 4.2.1, the Eulideanpath integral formulation of the transition amplitudes is given byG(a;�a; �) = Z q(0)=�aq(�)=aDq exp ��1~ Z �0 d� 0 �m2 _q2 + V (q)�� (4.25)where the funtion q now depends on imaginary time. From (4.25) we obtain the station-ary phase equations �m�q + V 0(q) = 0: (4.26)Thus, the result of the Wik rotation is to e�etively invert the potential, V ! �V (seeFig. 4.6, dashed). The ruial point is that within the inverted potential landsape thebarrier has beome a sink, i.e. within the new formulation, there are lassial solutionsonneting the two points, �a. More preisely, there are three di�erent types of lassialsolutions whih ful�l the ondition to be at oordinates �a at times 0 and/or � : (a) Thesolution wherein the partile rests permanently at a,11 (b) the orresponding solutionstaying at �a and, most importantly, () the solution in whih the partile leaves its initialposition at �a, aelerates through the minimum at 0 and eventually reahes the �nalposition �a at � . In omputing the transition amplitudes, all three types of paths haveto be taken into aount. As for (a) and (b), by omputing quantum utuations aroundthese solutions we reover the physis of the zero-point motion desribed in setion 4.3.1for eah well individually (Exerise: Convine yourself that this is true!). Now let us seewhat happens if the paths onneting the two oordinates are added to this piture.11Note that the potential inversion answers a question that ame up above, i.e. whether or not thelassial solution staying at the bottom of the single well was atually the only one to be onsidered.Like the double well ase, we ould have treated the single well within an imaginary time representation,whereupon the well would have beome a hill. Clearly there is just one lassial solution being at twodi�erent times at the top of the bump, viz. the solution that stays there forever. By formulating thesemilassial expansion around that path we would have obtained (4.23) with t ! �i� , whih, uponanalyti ontinuation, would have led bak to the real time result.



124 CHAPTER 4. FEYNMAN PATH INTEGRALThe Instanton GasThe lassial solution of the Eulidean equations of motion that onnet the two potentialmaxima is alled an instanton solution. A solution traversing the same path but inthe opposite diretion (`�a ! a' ; `a ! �a') is alled an anti-instanton. The name`instanton' was invented by 't Hooft12 with the idea that these objets are very similar intheir mathematial struture to `solitons', partile-like solutions of lassial �eld theories.However, unlike solitons, they are strutures in time (albeit Eulidean time); thus the`instant-'. As another etymographi remark, note that the syllable `-on' in `instanton'hints to an interpretation of these states as a kind of partile. The bakground is that,as a funtion of the time oordinate, instantons are almost everywhere onstant save ashort region of variation (see below). Alluding to the interpretation of time as somethingakin to a spatial dimension, these states an be interpreted as a well-loalised exitationor, aording to standard �eld theoretial pratie, a partile.13To proeed, we must �rst ompute the lassial ation assoiated with a single in-stanton solution. Multiplying (4.26) by _�q, integrating over time (i.e. performing the �rstintegral of the equation of motion), and using the fat that at �q = �a, �� �q = V = 0, we�nd m2 _�q2 = V (�q): (4.27)With this result, one obtains the instanton ationSinst: = Z �0 d� 0 �m2 _�q2 + V (�q)� = Z �0 d� 0m _�q2= Z d� 0 d�qd� 0 (m _�q) = Z a�a dq (2mV (q))1=2:Seondly, let us explore the struture of the instanton as a funtion of time. De�ningthe seond derivative of the potential at �a byV 00(�a) = m!2;Eq. (4.27) implies that for large times (where the partile is lose to the right maximum),_�q = �!(�q � a) whih integrates to�q(�) �!1�! a� e��!:Thus the temporal extension of the instanton is set by the osillator frequenies of the loalpotential minima (the maxima of the inverted potential) and, in ases where tunnellingtakes plae on time sales muh larger than that, an be regarded as short (see Fig. 4.8).
12 Gerardus 't Hooft 1946- : 1999Nobel Laureate in Physis foreluidating the quantum stru-ture of eletroweak interations inphysis.13In addition to the original literature, the importane that has been attahed to the instanton methodhas inspired a variety of exellent and pedagogial reviews of the �eld. Of these, the following are highlyreommended: A. M. Polyakov, \Quark Con�nement and Topology of Gauge Theories", Nul. Phys.B120, 429 (1977) | see also Ref. [?℄; S. Coleman, in \Aspets of Symmetry | Seleted Erie Letures",(CUP 1985) hapter 7
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1/ωFigure 4.8: Single instanton on�guration.The on�nement of the instanton on�guration to a narrow interval of time has im-portant impliations | there must exist approximate solutions of the stationary equationinvolving further anti-instanton/instanton pairs (physially, the partile repeatedly boun-ing to and fro). Aording to the general philosophy of the saddle-point sheme, the pathintegral is obtained by summing over all solutions of the saddle-point equations and heneover all instanton on�gurations. The summation over multi-instanton on�gurations |the so-alled `instanton gas' | is substantially simpli�ed by the fat that individualinstantons have short temporal support (events of overlapping on�gurations are rare)and that not too many instantons an be aommodated in a �nite time interval (theinstanton gas is dilute). The atual density is ditated by the ompetition between theon�gurational `entropy' (favouring high density), and the `energetis', the exponentialweight implied by the ation (favouring low density).In pratie, multi-instanton on�gurations imply the transition amplitudeG(a;�a; �) ' Xn even = oddKn Z �0 d�1 Z �10 d�2 � � �Z �n�10 d�nAn(�1; : : : ; �n); (4.28)where An denotes the amplitude assoiated with n instantons present, and we have takeninto aount the fat that in order to onnet a with �a, the number of instantons mustbe even/odd. The n instanton bounes ontributing to eah An an take plae at arbitrarytimes �i 2 [0; � ℄; i = 1; : : : ; n and all these possibilities have to be added (i.e. integrated).K is a (dimensionful) onstant absorbing the temporal dimension [time℄n introdued bythe time integrations,14 and An(�1; : : : ; �n) is the transition amplitude, evaluated withinthe semilassial approximation around a on�guration of n instanton bounes at times0 � �1 < �2 < : : : < �n � � (see Fig. 4.9).Aording to the general semilassial priniple, eah amplitude An = An;l: � An;qu:fatorises into two parts, a lassial ontribution An;l: aounting for the ation of theinstanton on�guration, and a quantum ontribution An;qu: resulting from quadrati u-tuations around the lassial path. Fousing initially on An;l:, we note that at intermedi-ate times, �i � � 0 � �i+1, where the partile rests on top of either of the maxima at �a,no ation aumulates (.f. the previous setion). However, eah instanton boune has a14We restrit ourselves to a alulation of the transition amplitude with `exponential auray', i.e.fators that do not depend exponentially on the transition time will be lumped into an overall prefatorwhih is not expliitly omputed.
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ττ 5 τ 4 τ 3 τ 2Figure 4.9: Dilute instanton gas on�guration.�nite ation Sinst: (see Eq. (4.28)) and these ontributions add up to give the full lassialation, An;l:(�1; : : : ; �n) = e�nSinst:=~; (4.29)whih is independent of the time oordinates �i. (The individual instantons `don't knowof eah other'; their ation is independent of their relative position.)As for the quantum fator An;qu:, there are, in priniple, two ontributions. Whilstthe partile rests on either of the hills (the straight segments in Fig. 4.9), quadratiutuations around the lassial (i.e. spatially onstant) on�guration play the samerole as the quantum utuations onsidered in the previous setion, the only di�erenebeing that we are working in a Wik rotated piture. There it was found that quantumutuations around a lassial on�guration that stays for a (real) time t at the bottomof the well result in a fator p1= sin(!t), (the remaining onstants being absorbed intothe prefator Kn). Rotating to imaginary times, t ! �i� , we �nd that the quantumutuation aumulated during the stationary time �i+1 � �i is given byp1= sin(�i!(�i+1 � �i)) � e�!(�i+1��i)=2;where we have used the fat that, for the dilute on�guration, the typial separation timesbetween bounes are muh larger than the inverse of the harateristi osillator sales ofeah of the minima. (It takes the partile muh longer to tunnel through a high barrierthan to osillate in either of the wells of the real potential.)Now, in priniple there are also utuations around the `bouning' segments of thepath. However, due to the fat that a boune takes a time of O(!�1) � �� , where ��represents the typial time between bounes, we neglet these ontributions (whih is tosay that we absorb them into the prefators K without expliit alulation. Within thisapproximation, setting �0 � 0, �n+1 � � , the overall quantum utuation orretion isgiven by An;qu:(�1; : : : ; �n) = nYi=0 e�!(�i+1��i)=2 = e�!�=2; (4.30)again independent of the partiular spaing on�guration f�ig. Combining (4.29) and(4.30), we �ndG(a;�a; �) ' Xn even = oddKne�nSinst:=~e�!�=2 �n=n!z }| {Z �0 d�1 Z �10 d�2 � � �Z �n�10 d�n



4.3. APPLICATIONS OF THE FEYNMAN PATH INTEGRAL 127= e�!�=2 Xn even = odd 1n! ��Ke�Sinst:=~�n :Performing the summation, we �nally obtainG(a; a; �) ' Ce�!�=2 osh ��Ke�Sinst:=~� ;G(a;�a; �) ' Ce�!�=2 sinh ��Ke�Sinst:=~� ; (4.31)where C is some fator that depends in a non-exponential way on the transition time.Before we turn to a disussion of the physial ontent of this result, let us self-onsistently hek whether our entral working hypothesis | the diluteness of the in-stanton gas | was atually orret. To this end, onsider the representation of G interms of the partial amplitudes, An:G(a;�a; �) � Xn even = odd 1n! ��Ke�Sinst:=~�n : (4.32)To determine the typial number of instantons �n ontributing to the sum, we use thegeneral formula �n = hni � Pn nXn=n!PnXn=n! = X:Appliation to (4.32) (X = �Ke�Sinst:=~), gives�n = �Ke�Sinst:=~; (4.33)where the even/odd distintion is irrelevant as long as �n� 1. Eq. (4.33) states that theaverage instanton density, �n=� = Ke�Sinst:=~ is both exponentially small in the instantonation Sinst:, and independent of � on�rming the validity of the diluteness assumption.Finally, let us disuss how the form of the transition amplitude (4.31) an be under-stood in physial terms. To this end, re-onsider the basi struture of the problem we aredealing with (see Fig. 4.10). While there is no oupling aross the barrier, the Hamiltonianhas two independent, osillator like sets of low lying eigenstates sitting in the two loalminima. Upon allowing for a weak inter-barrier oupling, the osillator ground states (likeall higher states) split into a doublet of a symmetri and an antisymmetri eigenstate, jSiand jAi with energies �A and �S, respetively. Fousing on the low energy setor formedby the ground state doublet, we an express the transition amplitudes (4.24) asG(a;�a; �) ' hajhjSie��S�=~hSj+ jAie��A�=~hAjij � ai:Assuming that, by symmetry,jhajSij2 = jh�ajSij2 = C2 ; hajAihAj � ai = �jhajAij2 = �C2 ;and setting �A=S = ~!=2���=2, where �� is the tunnel-splitting, we obtainG(a;�a; �) ' C2 �e�(~!���)�=2~ � e�(~!+��)�=2~� = Ce�!�=2� osh(���=~)sinh(���=~) :
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Figure 4.10: Quantum states in the double well: Dashed: Harmoni osillator states.Solid: Exat eigenstates.Comparing this expression with (4.31) the interpretation of the instanton alulationbeomes lear. It desribes the unperturbed energy spetra of the wells with aountfor tunnelling. Remarkably, the e�et of tunnelling was obtained from a purely lassi-al piture (formulated in imaginary time!). The instanton alulation also produed apredition for the tunnel splitting of the energies, viz.�� = ~K exp(�Sinst:=~);whih, up to the prefator, agrees with the result of a WKB-type analysis of the tunnelproess.Before leaving this setion, two general remarks on instantons are in order:. In hindsight, was the approximation sheme used above onsistent? In partiular,terms at seond order in ~ were negleted, while terms non-perturbative in ~ (theinstanton) were kept. Yet, the former typially give rise to a larger orretion to theenergy than the latter. However, the large perturbative shift a�ets the energies ofthe symmetri and antisymmetri state equally. The instanton ontribution givesthe leading orretion to the splitting of the levels. It is the latter whih is likely tobe of more physial signi�ane.. Seondly, it may | legitimately| appear as though the development of the mahin-ery above was a bit of an \overkill" for desribing a simple tunnelling proess. As amatter of fat, the basi result (4.31) ould have been obtained in a muh simplerway by elementary quantum mehanis (using, for example, the WKB method).Why then did we disuss instantons at length? One reason is that, even withina purely quantum mehanial framework, the instanton formulation of tunnellingis muh stronger than WKB. The latter represents, by and large, an unontrolledapproximation. In general it is hard to tell whether WKB results are aurate ornot. In ontrast, the instanton approximation to the path integral is ontrolled bya number of well de�ned expansion parameters. E.g. by going beyond the semilas-sial approximation and/or softening the diluteness assumption, the alulation ofthe transition amplitudes an, in priniple, be driven to arbitrary auray.
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mFigure 4.11: E�etive potential showing a metastable minimum taken from problem set 4.6together with the inverted potential and a sketh of a boune solution. To obtain thetunnelling rate it is neessary to sum over a dilute gas of boune trajetories.A seond, and for our purposes more important, motivation is that instanton teh-niques are of ruial importane within higher dimensional �eld theories (here weregard the path integral formulation of quantum mehanis as a 0 spae +1 time= 1-dimensional �eld theory). The reason is that instantons are intrinsially non-perturbative objets, whih is to say that instanton solutions to stationary phaseequations desribe a type of physis that annot be obtained by a perturbative ex-pansion around a non-instanton setor of the theory. (E.g. the bouning orbitsin the example above annot be inorporated into the analysis by doing a kindof perturbative expansion around a trivial orbit.) This non-perturbative nature ofinstantons an be understood by topologial reasoning:. One of the features of the instanton analysis above was that the number of instantonsinvolved was a stable quantity; `stable' in the sense that by inluding perturbativeutuations around the n instanton setor, say, one does not onnet with the n+1setor. Although no rigorous proof of this statement has been given, it shouldbe heuristially lear: a trajetory involving n bounes between the hills of theinverted potential annot be smoothly onneted with one of a di�erent number.Suppose for instane we would forably attempt to interpolate between two pathswith di�erent boune numbers: inevitably, some of the intermediate on�gurationswould be harged with ations that are far apart from any stationary phase likevalue. Thus, the di�erent instanton setors are separated by an energeti barrierthat annot be penetrated by smooth interpolation and, in this sense, they aretopologially distint.Unstable States and Bounes: False VauumBefore losing this setion let us return to the instanton alulation to explore the quantummehanial deay proess of a metastable state. Figure 4.11 shows a potential V (q) whihhas a metastable minimum at a oordinate qm. Suppose we wish to estimate the \survivalprobability" of a partile trapped in the metastable minimum of the one-dimensionalpotential.



130 CHAPTER 4. FEYNMAN PATH INTEGRALAording to the path integral sheme, the survival probability, de�ned by the prob-ability amplitude to remain at qm, i.e. the propagator G(qm; qm; t) an be evaluated bymaking use of the Eulidean time formulation of the Feynman path integral. As withthe double well, in the Eulidean time formalism, the dominant ontribution arises fromthe lassial path minimising the ation orresponding to the inverted potential (see �g-ure. 4.11). However, in ontrast to the double well potential, the lassial solution takesthe form of a `boune' (i.e. the partile spends only a short time away from zero). Putdi�erently, in this ase there is only one metastable minimum of the potential. Summingover all boune solutions (note that in this ase we have an exponential series | noeven/odd parity e�et), we obtain the survival probabilityG(qm; qm; �) = Ce�!�=2 exp ��Ke�Sinst=~�Applying an analyti ontinuation to real time, we �ndG(�m; �m; t) = Ce�i!t=2 exp ���2 t� ;where the deay rate is given by �=2 = jKje�Sinst=~. (Note that on physial grounds wean see that K must be imaginary.15)4.3.3 Trae Formulae and Quantum ChaosIntrodutory ourses of lassial mehanis usually onevey the impression that dynam-ial systems behave in a regular and, at least in priniple, mathematially preditableway. However, we all know from our own experiene that a major part of real life dy-namial proesses does not onform with this piture; Partly, or even fully haoti motion(i.e. motion that depends in a singular and essentially un-preditable way on its intialonditions) is the rule rather than an exeption. In view of the drasti di�erenes in theobservable behaviour of integrable and haoti systems, respetively, the obvious questionarises: In whih way does the quantum phenomenology of haoti systems di�er from theintegrable ase? This question de�nes the �eld of quantum haos.Understanding signatures of lassially haoti motion in quantum mehanis is anissue not only of oneptual, but also of great pratial relevane. An example of anappliation area where these aspets are vitally important is low-temperature eletronitransport in ondensed matter systems: The inevitable presene of impurities and im-perfetions in any marosopi solid renders the long time dynamis of eletroni hargearriers haoti. Relying on a lose interpretation of the Heisenberg priniple, �t � ~=�E,i.e. relation between long time dynamial behaviour and small sale strutures in energy,one would expet that signatures of haoti quantum dynamis are espeially importantin the low-energy, or low-temperature regimes one is usually interested in. This expeta-tion has been on�rmed for innumerable observables related to low temperature eletronitransport in solid state systems.15In fat, a more areful analysis shows that this estimate of the deay rate is too large by a fator of2 (see Ref. [?℄).



4.3. APPLICATIONS OF THE FEYNMAN PATH INTEGRAL 131Impurity disordered ondutors represent but one of a wide lass of dynamial sys-tems with long time haoti dynamis. In fat, reent experimental advanes have madepossible to realize a panoptium of e�tively non-disordered haoti dynamial systems inondensed matter devies, too. E.g. employing modern semiondutor devie tehnology,it has beome possible to manufature small two-dimensional onduting systems, of sizeO(< 1�m) and basially any geometri shape. In systems of that size, the number ofimperfetions an be redued to a negligible minimum, i.e. eletrons propagate alongstraight trajetories, as in a billiard. The smallness of the devies further implies that theratio between Fermi wavelength and system size is of O(10�1�10�3). I.e. while semilas-sial onepts will surely be appliable, the wave aspets of quantum propagation remainvisible. In reent years, the experimental and theoretial study of eletron transport insuh quantum billiards has beome a �eld of its own (for two appliations, see Fig. xx.)But how then an signatures of haoti dynamis in quantum systems be sought? Themost fundamental harateristi of a quantum system is its spetrum. Although not adiret observable, it determines the majority of properties aessible to measurement. Onthe other hand, it is lear that the manifestations of haos we are looking for must relatebak to the lassial dynamial properties of the system. The question then is, how ana link between lassial mehanis and quantum spetra be drawn? This problem is tailormade for analysis by path integral tehniques.Semilassial Approximation to the Density of StatesThe tight onnetion between the path integral and lassial mehanis should be evidentfrom the foregoing setions. However, to get going on the problem posed above, we stillneed to understand how the path integral an be employed to analyse the spetrum ofa quantum system. Spetral properties of quantum systems are desribed by the (singlepartile) density of states �(�) =Xa Æ(�� �a); (4.34)where f�ag is the set of energy levels. To ompute the sum, one ommonly employs atrik based on the Dira identity,limÆ&0 1x+ iÆ = �i�Æ(x) + P 1x; (4.35)where P(1=x) stands for the prinipal part of 1=x. Taking the imaginary part of (4.35),Eq. (4.34) an be represented as�(�) = � 1� ImXa 1�+ � �a = � 1� Im tr � 1�+ � Ĥ� ;where �+ stands for � + iÆ and a limit limÆ&0 is impliit. Using the identity 1=x+ =�i R t0 dteix+ and representing the trae tr (Â) = R dqhqjÂjqi as a real spae integral,�(�) = 1�~ Z 10 dtRe tr�ei~�1(�+�Ĥ)t� = 1� Re Z 10 dt ei~�1�+t Z dqhqje�i~�1Ĥtjqi (4.36)
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Figure 4.12: An arti�ially grown quantum 'horral'. A sanning tunnel mirosope(STM) is employed to move individual (!) iron atoms on a opper substrate. When theatoms are arranged to a near perfet irle, the eletron motion inside the orral beomeslassially integrable. In the present example, lassial integrability entails an regulars-wave quantum ground state wave funtion, whose density distribution is learly visiblein the STM reording.we have made the onnetion between the density of states and the quantum propagationamplitude expliit. (Exerise: Wy does the integral exist?)Without going into full mathematial detail (see, e.g., Ref. [?℄ for a pedagogialpresentation) we next outline how this integral is evaluated by path integral tehniques andsemilassial approximation. Although some of the more triky steps of the alulationare swept unter the arpet, the sketh will be aurate enough to make some beautifulonnetions between the spetral theory of haoti quantum systems and lassial haotidynamis manifest.Substituting the semilassial approximation (4.20) into (4.36), we obtain�(�) ' 1� Re Z 10 dt ei~�1�+t Z dqA[�q℄e i~S[�q℄;where we have de�ned A[�q℄ � det� i2�~ �2S[�q℄�q(0)�q(t)�1=2



4.3. APPLICATIONS OF THE FEYNMAN PATH INTEGRAL 133and �q is a losed lassial path that begins at q at time 0 and ends at the same oordinateat time t. Again relying on the semilassial ondition S[�q℄� ~, the integrals over q andt are now done in a stationary phase approximation. Beginning with the t integral, andnotiing that �tS[�q℄ = ���q is the (onserved) energy of the path �q, we obtain the saddlepoint ondition � != ��q and �(�) ' 1� Re Z dq A[�q�℄e i~S[�q�℄;where the symbol �q� indiates that only paths q ! q of energy � are taken into aountand the ontribution oming from the quadrati integration around the saddle point hasbeen absorbed into a re-de�nition of A[�q�℄. Turning to the q-integration, we use that�qiS[�q℄ = �pi; �qfS[�q℄ = pf ;where qi;f are the initial and �nal oordinate of a path �q, and pi;f the initial and �nalmomentum. Using these relations, the stationary phase ondition assumes the form0 != dqS[�q�℄ = ��qi + �qf �S[�q�℄jqi=qf=q = pf � pi;i.e. the stationarity of the integrand under the q-integration requires that initial and �nal momentum ofthe path �q� be idential. We thus �nd that the pathsontributing to the integrated transition amplitude arenot only periodi in oordinate spae but even in phasespae. Suh paths are alled periodi orbits. 'Peri-odi' beause the path omes bak to its initial phasespae oordinate after a ertain revolution time and,therefore, will be traversed repeatedly as time goes on(see the �gure, where a periodi orbit � with initial o-ordinates x = (p; q) is shown.)
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Aording to our analysis above, eah oordinate point q lying on a periodi orbit isa stationary phase point of the q-integral. The stationary phase approximation of theintegral an thus be formulated as�(�) ' 1� Re Z dq A[�q�℄e i~S[�q�℄ ' 1Xn=1X� Z� dq A�e i~nS�;where P� stands for a sum over all periodi orbits (of energy �) and S� is the ationorresponding to one traversal of the orbit (all at �xed energy �). The index n aountsfor the fat, that, due to its periodity, the orbit it an be traversed repeatedly, withtotal ation nS�. Further, R� dq is an integral over all oordinates lying on the orbit andwe have again absorbed a ontribution oming from the quadrati integration around thestationary phase points in the pre-exponential amplitude A�.



134 CHAPTER 4. FEYNMAN PATH INTEGRALFinally, notiing that R� dq / T�, where Tp is the period of one traversal of the orbit(at energy �), we arrive at the result
�(�) ' 1� Re 1Xn=1X� T�A�e i~nS�: (4.37)

This is (a simpli�ed16) representation of the famous Gutzwiller trae formula. Theresult is atually quite remarkable: The DoS, an observable of quantum signi�ane, hasbeen expressed entirely in terms of lassial quantities.
An AppliationSpetral analyses based on the trae formula (4.37) �nd many appliations in ondensedmatter and atomi physis, quantum optis and other disiplines. By way of example wehere mention a beautiful transport experiment measuring the spetra of haoti semion-dutor avities17.16Had we arefully kept trak of all determinants oming from the stationary phase integrals, theprefator A� would have read A� = 1~ ei�2 ��jdetMr� � 1j 12 ;where �� is the so-alled Maslov index (an integer valued fator assoiated to singular points on theorbit, i.e. lassial turning points) and M� the Monodromy matrix. To understand the meaning ofthis objet, notie that a phase spae point �x on a periodi orbit an be interpreted as a �xed point ofthe lassial time evolution operator U(T�): U(T�; �x) = �x, whih is just to say that the orbit is periodi.As with any other smooth mapping, U an be linearized in the viinity of its �xed points,U(T�; �x+ y) = �x+M�y;where the linear operator M� is the monodromy matrix. Evidently, M� determines the stability of theorbit under small distortions whih makes plausible that it appears as a ontrolling prefator of thestationary phase DoS.17T. M. Fromhold et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 72, 2608 (1994).



4.3. APPLICATIONS OF THE FEYNMAN PATH INTEGRAL 135With the advent of modern semiondutor devietehnology it has beome possible to manufature artif-ial eletroni potential wells of near mirosopi widthO(101nm) and basially any geometry. Suh deviesare onstruted by growing layers of di�erent semion-dutor ompounds (typially GaAs, GaAlAs or relatedmaterials) on top of eah other. This obtains a stakof two-dimensionally extended slabs of semi-ondutivematerial, a so-alled a two-dimensional heterostruture.When the entire struture is subjeted to an trans-verse voltage drop, the eletroni bands of the sub-layers get distorted and a potential landsape tilted intransverse diretion and two-dimensionally extended inthe diretion of the layer-planes results. (See the �g-ure.) By suitable hoie of thikness and onstitutionof the sub-layers, this setup an be used to manufa-ture two-dimensional quantum wells of the type shownshematially in Fig. 4.13.
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Figure 4.13: Shemati struture of a two-dimensional semiondutor quantum well.Due to the presene of a potential drop V aross the quantum well, eletrons willwant to ow from one side of the well (the 'emitter') to the other (the 'olletor'). Thequantum mehanis of this urrent ow onsists of a two-step proess: An eletron withenergy EF + eV tunnels from the emitter (in Fig. 4.13 indiated by the higher of the twoshaded areas) onto an eletroni level of the dot, and then esapes through the seondbarrier into the olletor. The important point now is that the tunneling rate reahes amaximum when the dot ontains a level � EF + eV resonant with the Fermi energy onthe emitter side. Put di�erently, the tunneling urrent I is diretly proportional to the



136 CHAPTER 4. FEYNMAN PATH INTEGRALeletroni DoS �(EF + eV ) inside the well. This implies that the DoS of a quantum wellan be monitored by measuring the (di�erential) ondutane g = dI=dV as a funtionof the bias voltage eV , or of the Fermi energy EF . (In semiondutor devies, the valueof the Fermi energy an by manipulated by adjustment of external eletrodes.)In the expermiental work by Fromhold et. al. the tunneling ondutane of a wellwith haoti dynamis was explored. How does one realize haos in a well with twoplanar on�ning barriers (a priori a perfetly integrable system)? In the experiment thiswas ahieved by subjeting the well to a tilted magneti �eld (see Fig. 4.13). Chosing aoordinate system suh that the �eld lies in the (x; z) plane, the single partile Hamiltoniandesribing the interior of the well an be written asĤ = 12m(p̂�A)2 + V (ẑ);where V (z) desribes the z-dependent potential pro�le inside the well andA = B(0; x os � � z sin �; 0)Tis the vetor potential of the magneti �eld B = B(sin �; 0; os �)T . Notiing that the mo-mentum omponent ky is a onstant of motion, one makes the ansatz,  (x) = eikyy (x; z),to bring the stationary Shr�odinger equation into the formĤ 0 (x; z) = E (x; z);with Hamiltonian Ĥe� = 12m(p̂2x + p̂2z) + V̂e�(x; z)and e�etive potentialV̂e� = 12m(ky �Bx̂ os � � Bẑ sin �)2 + V (ẑ):



4.3. APPLICATIONS OF THE FEYNMAN PATH INTEGRAL 137For a perpendiular magneti �eld, � = 0, the sys-tem is integrable (whih follows, e.g., from the fat thatVe� beomes separable, i.e. is the sum of an x- and az-dependent ontribution.) The same holds true in thease of a �eld parallel to the well, � = 90deg. For allintermediate values of �, the dynamis is haoti. Inthe �gure to the right, the measured di�erential on-dutane (more preisely, the derivative dg=dV ) is plot-ted as a funtion of the applied voltage V for variousangles �. (The spei� assignment of tilt angles to on-dutane pro�les is given by � = 0deg (a), � = 20 deg(b), � = 25 deg (), � = 40 deg (d), � = 80 deg (e),� = 90 deg (f).) For any given value of �, the pro�leof dg=dV is haraterized by an almost-periodi patternof resonanes. In some ases, e.g. (b), several peri-odiity patterns are observed for di�erent values of thebias voltage. Aording to our disussion above, theresonant behaviour of the ondutane follows from theexistene of disrete energy levels inside the well. Sinethe extension of the well is muh larger than the Fermiwave length of the ondution eletrons, the strutureof the eletroni spetrum inside the well is amenableto semilassial analysis. Indeed, it has been possibleto attribute individual resonant periodiity intervals ofdg=dV to isolated periodi orbits of the well. A few rep-resentatives of suh orbits are shown in the �gure. (No-tie that the orbits shown in the topmost and bottom�gure display the regularity harateristi for integrableylotron-type motion in a magneti �eld.) For a moresubstantial disussion of the assignment of the ondu-tane pro�le to individual orbits we refer to the book[?℄or to the originial referene.The experiment disussed above stands as an example for the appliation of semilas-sial onepts to quantum transport in small eletroni devies. (For a omprehensivedisussion of semilassis in ondensed matter physis, see Refs. [?℄ and [?℄.) Here, theattribute 'small' means that the quantum wave oherene of the harge arriers inside thesystem remains experimentally visible, i.e. is not destroyed by the buildup of large-salethermal deoherene as would be the ase in an extended marosopi systems. On theother hand, the devies are large enough to be amenable to semilassial onepts, i.e.unlike an isolated atom or a nuleus they are not fully 'mirosopi'. Systems of thistype, standing intermediate between the lassial physis of the marosopi world andthe mirosopi limit of quantum mehanis have been dubbed mesosopi systems.The ondutane measurement outlined above represents but one of hundreds of otherexperiments probing the mesosopi regime. However, before disussing this fasinatingsubjet in more detail (see hapter XX), we need to provide a number of additional



138 CHAPTER 4. FEYNMAN PATH INTEGRALtheoretial onepts, notably the method of funtional �eld integration. The introdutionof the �eld integral will be the subjet the next hapter.4.4 Summary and OutlookIn this hapter we have introdued the path integral formulation of quantum mehanis.An approah independent of, and, modulo ertain mathematial imponderabilities relatedto ontinuum funtional integration, equivalent to the standard route of anonial oper-ator quantization. While a few exatly solvable quantum problems (e.g. the evolution ofa free partile, the harmoni osillator, and, intriguinly, spin) are more eÆiently formu-lated by the standard approah, a spetrum of unique features make the path integral anindispensible tool of modern quantum mehanis: The path integral approah is highlyintuitive, strong at the solution of non-perturbative problems, and tailor-made to formu-lation of semilassial limits. Perhaps most importantly, we have seen that it provides aunifying link whereby quantum problems relate to lassial statistial mehanis. Indeed,we found that the path integral of a quantum point partile is in many respets equiva-lent to the partition funtion of a lassial one-dimensional ontinuum system. We hintedat a generalization of this priniple, i.e. an equivalene priniiple relating d-dimensionalquantum �eld theory to d+ 1-dimensional statistial mehanis. The importane of thisonnetion in modern theoretial physis an hardly be exaggerated. However, before ex-ploring this bridge, we �rst need to generalize the onept of path integration to quantumontinuum problems. This will be the subjet of the next hapter.



4.5. APPENDIX: GAUSSIAN INTEGRALS 1394.5 Appendix: Gaussian IntegralsIn the development of funtional methods in quantum and statistial �eld theory, theGaussian18 integral plays a pivotal role. In this Appendix important formulae on Gaussianintegration are reviewed. We begin by disussing one-dimensional integrals, both real andomplex. The basi ideas underlying the proofs of the one-dimensional formulae, willprovide the key to the derivation of more omplex, multi-dimensional and funtionalidentities whih will be used liberally throughout the remainder of the ourse.4.5.1 One-dimensional Gaussian integralsThe basi anestor of all Gaussian integrals is the identityZ 1�1 dxe�a2x2 =r2�a ; Re a > 0: (4.38)In the sequel we will need various generalisations of Eq. (4.38). The �rst one isZ 1�1 dxe�a2x2x2 =r2�a 1a;a result easily proven either by substituting a! a+ � in (4.38), and expanding both theleft and the right side of the equation to leading order in �, or by di�erentiation of (4.38).Often one enounters integrals where the exponent is not purely quadrati from the outsetbut rather ontains both quadrati and linear piees. The generalisation of (4.38) to thisase reads Z 1�1 dxe�a2 x2+bx =r2�a e b22a : (4.39)To prove this identity, one simply eliminates the linear term by means of the hange ofvariables x ! x + b=a | i.e. ompleting the square) | whih transforms the exponentto �a2x2 + bx! �a2x2 + b22a:The onstant fator sales out and we are left with Eq. (4.38). Note that (4.39) holds evenfor omplex b. The reason is that by shifting the integration ontour into the omplexplane no singularities are enountered, i.e. the integral remains invariant.The extension of (4.38) to the omplex ase readsZ d(�z; z)e��zwz = �w; Re w > 0;
18 Johann Carl Friedrih Gauss 1777-1855: worked in a widevariety of �elds in both mathematis and physis inud-ing number theory, analysis, di�erential geometry, geodesy,magnetism, astronomy and optis. Portrait taken from theGerman 10-Mark note.



140 CHAPTER 4. FEYNMAN PATH INTEGRALwhere �z represents the omplex onjugate of z. Here, R d(�z; z) � R1�1 dxdy stands for theindependent integration over the real and imaginary part of z = x + iy. The identity iseasy to prove: Owing to the fat that �zz = x2+ y2, the integral fatorizes into two piees,eah of whih is equivalent to Eq. (4.38) with a = w. Similarly, the omplex generalisationof Eq. (4.39) is given byZ d(�z; z)e��zwz+�uz+�zv = �we �uvw ; Re w > 0: (4.40)What is important here is that �u and v may be independent omplex numbers; they neednot be related to eah other by omplex onjugation. To prove (4.40) one substitutesz = x+ iy into the integrand. As a result one obtains two deoupled integrations (over xand y) eah of whih takes the form of (4.39) with a ertain omplex b. Performing theintegrals and olleting terms one arrives at (4.40).4.5.2 Gaussian integration in more than one dimensionAll the integrals above have higher dimensional ounterparts. Although the real andomplex versions of the N -dimensional integral formulae an be derived in a perfetlyanalogous manner, it is better to disuss them seperately in order not to onfuse thestruture of the notation.Real CaseThe multi-dimensional generalisation of the prototype integral (4.38) readsZ dve� 12vTAv = (2�)N=2detA�1=2; (4.41)where A is a positive de�nite real symmetri N -dimensional matrix and v is an N -omponent real vetor. The proof makes use of the fat that A (by virtue of beingsymmetri) an be diagonalised by orthogonal transformation, A = OTDO, where thematrixO is orthogonal, and all elements of the diagonal matrixD are positive. The matrixO an be absorbed into the integration vetor by means of the variable transformation,v 7! Ov whih has unit Jaobian, det(O) = 1. As a result, we are left with a Gaussianintegral with exponent �vTDv=2. Due to the diagonality of D, the integral fatorizesinto N independent Gaussian integrals eah of whih gives a fatorp2�=di, where di; i =1; : : : ; N is the ith entry of the matrix D. Notiing that QNi=1 di = detD = detA, weobtain (4.41).The multi-dimensional generalization of (4.39) readsZ dve� 12vTAv+jT �v = (2�)N=2detA�1=2e 12 jTA�1j (4.42)where j is an arbitrary N -omponent vetor. Eq. (4.42) is proven by analogy to (4.39),i.e. by shifting the integration vetor aording to v! v+A�1j, whih does not hangethe value of the integral but removes the linear term from the exponent,�12vTAv + jT � v! �12vTAv + 12jTA�1j:



4.5. APPENDIX: GAUSSIAN INTEGRALS 141The resulting integral is of type (4.41) and we arrive at (4.42). The integral (4.42) is notonly of importane in its own right but also serves as a `generator' of other useful integralidentities. Applying the di�erentiation operation �2jnjmjj=0 to the left and the right handside of Eq. (4.42), we obtain the identityZ dve� 12vTAvvnvm = (2�)N=2detA�1=2A�1nm:Interpreting the Gaussian as a probability distribution, this result an be more ompatlyformulated as hvnvmi = A�1nm; (4.43)where h: : :i � (2�)�N=2detA1=2 Z dve� 12vTAv(: : :): (4.44)The di�erentiation operation leading to (4.43) an be iterated: Di�erentiating four times,we get hvmvnvqvpi = A�1mnA�1qp + A�1mqA�1np + A�1mpA�1nq :One way of memorising the struture of this | important | integral is that the Gaussian`expetation' value hvmvnvpvqi is given by all `pairings' of type (4.43) that an be formedfrom the four omponents vm. This rule generalises to expetation values of arbitraryorder: 2n-fold di�erentiation of (4.42) yieldshvi1vi2 : : : vi2ni = Xall possiblepairings offi1;:::i2ng A�1ik1 ik2 : : : A�1ik2n�1 ik2n (4.45)This result is the mathematial identity underlying Wik's theorem (for real bosoni�elds).4.5.3 Complex CaseThe results above are straightforwardly extended to multidimensional omplex Gaussianintegrals. The omplex version of (4.41) is given byZ d(vy;v)e�vyAv = �NdetA�1; (4.46)where v is a omplex N -omponent vetor, d(vy;v) � QNi=1 dRe vidIm vi, and A is aomplex matrix with positive de�nite Hermitian part. (Remember that every matrixan be deomposed into a Hermitian and an anti-Hermitian omponent, A = 12(A +Ay) + 12(A � Ay).) For Hermitian A, the proof of (4.46) is analogous to (4.41), i.e. Ais unitarily diagonalisable, A = UyAU; the matries U an be transformed into v, theresulting integral fatorises, et. For non-HermitianA the proof is more elaborate and we



142 CHAPTER 4. FEYNMAN PATH INTEGRALrefer to the literature. The generalization of (4.46) to exponents with linear ontributionsreads Z d(vy;v)e�vyAv+wy�v+vy�w0 = �NdetA�1ewyA�1w0 (4.47)Note that w and w0 may be independent omplex vetors. The proof of this identityfollows that of (4.42), i.e. by shifting vy ! vy + wy, v ! v + w0. (For an explanationof why v and vy may be shifted independently of eah other, .f. the analytiity remarksmade in onnetion with (4.40).) As with Eq. (4.42), Eq. (4.47) may also serve as agenerator of related integral identities. Di�erentiating the integral twie aording to�2wn;w0mjw=w0=0 gives h�vnvmi = A�1mn;where h� � �i � ��NdetA Z d(vy;v)e�vyAv(� � �):The iteration to more than two derivatives givesh�vn�vmvpvqi = A�1pmA�1qn + A�1pnA�1qmand, eventually, h�vi1�vi2 : : : �vinvj1vj2 : : : vjni =XP A�1j1iP1 : : : A�1jniPnwhere PP represents for the sum over all permutations of N integers.4.5.4 Gaussian Funtional IntegrationWith this preparation, we are in a position to investigate the main pratie of quantumand statistial �eld theory | the method of Gaussian funtional integration. Turning toEq. (4.42), let us suppose that the omponents of the vetor v parameterise the weightof a �eld on the sites of a one-dimensional lattie. In the ontinuum limit, the set fvigtranslates to a funtion v(x), and the matrix Aij is replaed by an operator kernel orpropagator A(x; x0). In this limit, the natural generalisation of Eq. (4.42) isZ Dv(x) exp ��12 Z dx dx0v(x)A(x; x0)v(x0) + Z dx j(x)v(x)�/ (detA)�1=2 exp �12 Z dx dx0 j(x)A�1(x; x0)j(x0)� ; (4.48)where the inverse kernel A�1(x; x0) satis�es the equationZ dx0 A(x; x0)A�1(x0; x00) = Æ(x� x00), (4.49)



4.5. APPENDIX: GAUSSIAN INTEGRALS 143i.e. A�1(x; x0) an be interpreted as the Green funtion of the operator A(x; x0). Thenotation Dv(x) is used to denote the measure of the funtional integral. Although theonstant of proportionality, (2�)N left out of Eq. (4.48) is formally divergent in the ther-modynami limit N !1, it does not a�et averages that are obtained from derivativesof suh integrals. E.g., for Gaussian distributed funtions, Eq. (4.43) generalises tohv(x)v(x0)i = A�1(x; x0) :Aordingly, Eq. (4.45) beomeshv(x1)v(x2) : : : v(x2n)i =Xall possiblepairings offx1;:::x2ngA�1(xk1 ; xk2) : : :A�1(xk2n�1 ; xk2n): (4.50)The generalization of the other Gaussian averaging formulae disussed above should beobvious.To make sense of Eq. (4.48) one must interpret the meaning of the determinant,detA. When the variables entering the Gaussian integral were disrete, the latter simplyrepresented the determinant of the (real symmetri) matrix. In the present ase, onemust interpret A as an Hermitian operator having an in�nite set of eigenvalues. Thedeterminant represents the produt over this in�nite set.To make these ideas more tangeable, let us onsider a partiular example. In dealingwith quantum utuations in the Feynman path integral, we enountered the quadratiform S[r℄ = Z dt0 �m2 _r2 � m!22 r2� ;whih, integrating by parts, implies an operator kernelA(t; t0) = �m2 ��2t + !2� Æ(t� t0):Substituting into Eq. (4.49) and integrating we obtain �(m=2)(�2t + !2)A�1(t) = Æ(t).The eigenfuntions of the operator A(t; t0) are simply plane waves, with eigenvalues �(k) =m(k2 + !2)=2, where k denotes the orresponding wavevetor, and detA = Qk �(k). Adisussion of how to evaluate the determinant in this ase an be found in the text.



144 CHAPTER 4. FEYNMAN PATH INTEGRAL4.6 Problem Set4.6.1 Questions on the Feynman Path IntegralThe questions in this setion are aimed at developing a ueny with the path integraltehnique while at the same time exploring novel appliations of the method.Q1 Free Partile: Starting from �rst priniples (i.e. without using the Feynman pathintegral), derive the propagator Gfree(qF ; qI ; t) � hqF jeip̂2t=2m~jqIi�(t) for a free par-tile. Chek your result against Eq. (4.21) and ompare it to the Green funtionof the di�usion equation (D�2q � �� )G(q; �) = Æ(�)Æ(q). [Hint: try expanding thepropagator in eigenfuntions of the free partile Hamiltonian.℄Q2 Harmoni Osillator: (a) Starting with the Feynman path integral, show thatthe propagator for the one-dimensional quantum Harmoni osillator, Ĥ = p̂2=2m+m!2q2=2, takes the formhqF je�iĤ�t=~jqIi = � m!2�i~ sin!�t�1=2 exp � i2~m!��q2I + q2F � ot!�t� 2qIqFsin!�t�� :[Hint: To �nd the prefator as an in�nite produt of Gaussian integrals use theformula z= sin z = Q1n=1(1 � z2=�2n2)�1.℄ Explain why the propagator varies peri-odially in the time interval �t, and disuss the origin of the singularities at �t = n�=!,n = 1; 2; � � �. Taking the frequeny ! ! 0, show that the propagator for the freepartile is reovered.[Warning: While the remainder of this question should not be oneptually diÆultto understand, nor tehnially diÆult to formulate, it is algebraially demanding.℄y(b) Show that, if initially the state of the osillator is a Gaussian funtion entredat the origin,  (q; t = 0) = (2�a)�1=4 exp[�q2=4a℄, then it will remain a Gaussianat all subsequent times. Obtain the width a(t) of the Gaussian wavepaket as afuntion of time. [Hint: Note that the propagator is a Green funtion | therefore,by forming a onvolution of the propagator with  (q; t = 0), one an determine thefull time evolution of the wavepaket | i.e.  (q; t) = R dq0hqje�iĤt=~jq0i (q0; 0).℄y() Study the semilassial limit for the osillator. For this purpose, take the initialstate to be of the form (q; t = 0) = (2�a)�1=4 exp � i~mvq � 14aq2� ;whih orresponds to a wavepaket entered at an initial position q0 with a veloityv. Find the state at t > 0 and determine the mean position, mean veloity, andmean width of the wavepaket as a funtion of time.Q3 Density Matrix: Using the results of the previous question, obtain the densitymatrix �(q; q0) = hqje��Ĥjq0i
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Figure 4.14: Freely jointed rod model of a single polymer hain.for the osillator at �nite � = 1=T . Obtain and omment on the asymptotis:T � ~! and T � ~!. [Hint: In the high temperature ase, arry out the expansionin ~!=T to seond order.℄Q4 yClassial Statistial Mehanis and Polymer Physis: The �eld of polymerphysis and soft ondensed matter in general has bene�ted greatly from the applia-tion of �eld theoreti approahes. This trend perhaps began with the developmentof a theory of polymer dynamis within the framework of a statistial �eld theory.Borrowing formalism from the language of partile physis, Sir Sam Edwards19 in-trodued a path integral approah whih, with de Gennes and others established aomplete theory of polymer dynamis.At the rudest level, an ideal long-hain homopolymer (i.e. a polymer made upof idential monomers) an be modelled as a hain of rigid freely jointed rods (seeFig. 4.14). In equilibrium, the lassial probability distribution funtion for theend-to-end distane r of a single N monomer hain in three dimensions is given byPN (r) = NYn=1 Z d3�rn 14�a2 Æ (j�rnj � a) Æ(3) r� NXn=1�rn! ;where a represents the momoner length, and 4�a2 represents the normalisation.Suh a simple model neglets `exluded volume' e�ets from both `self-interation'of the hain, as well as interations with neighbouring polymers in the melt.19S. F. Edwards, Pro. Roy. So. Lond. 85, 613 (1965); 88, 265 (1966); 91, 513 (1967); 92, 9 (1967).Sir Samuel Frederik Edwards1928-, 1995 Boltzmann medalwinner for providing a orner-stone to the modern theory of dis-ordered systems. He was instru-mental in bringing quantum �eldtheory into statistial physis; hestimulated { and was at the fore-front of { a new understanding ofthe statis and dynamis of poly-meri systems, and he o-foundedthe subjet of spin glasses.

Pierre-Gilles de Gennes1932-, 1991 Nobel Laure-ate in Physis for disov-ering that methods de-veloped for studying or-der phenomena in sim-ple systems an be gen-eralized to more omplexforms of matter, in par-tiular to liquid rystalsand polymers.



146 CHAPTER 4. FEYNMAN PATH INTEGRALIn the limit of large N , the distribution funtion an be easily shown (after Fouriertransform, the integral an be performed exatly) to onverge to the universal ran-dom walk result P (0)N (r) = � 32�Na2�3=2 exp �� 3r22Na2� :Comparing this expression to the Eulidean time amplitude for a free quantumpartile, the distribution funtion an be identi�ed with the Feynman path integralP (0)N (r) = Z r(0)=0r(T )=r Dr exp ��1~ Z T0 d� m2 _r2� ;where T 7! Na, and m=~ 7! 3=a. (This statement an be proved by expliitomputation of the transmission amplitude | .f. Q 1.) Although the end-to-end distribution agrees with the true polymer distribution for jrj=a � pN , it isimportant to realise that the nature of the utuations in the two expressions isquite di�erent. In the polymer expression, the length of eah link �rn is �xed. Forthe free partile, eah omponent utuates around zero mean with a mean squaredisplaement h(�rn)2i = a~=M 7! a2=3. Yet, if the end-to-end distane is smallas ompared to the ompletely strethed on�guration, the distributions oinide.The aim of this question is to investigate the inuene of rigidity on the form of thedistribution funtion.(a) Using the asymptoti form of the distribution funtion, determine the depen-dene of the seond moment of the total length hr2i � R dr r2P (0)N (r) on the internallength of the hain Na. [Hint: remember that the integration runs over three di-mensions.℄ How does this result ompare with that for a Brownian random walk?(b) The freely jointed hain model ompletely negleted steri onstraints assoiatedwith a real polymer hain | a link would be prevented from retraing the pathof its neighbour. In a rude approximation, this e�et an be aommodated byinorporating a loal rigidity for the polymer hain. At lowest order, the rigidityan be expressed in terms of the disrete (for the hain) or ontinuous (for the pathintegral) urvature through the potentialVbend = Z T0 d� �2�r2where � represents the rigidity modulus (i.e. high values of the loal urvature �rare penalised).Inorporating the potential into the path integral, show that the seond moment ofthe end-to-end distane of the polymer hain an be expressed in the formh(r(T )� r(0))2i = 4~ Z 1�1 d!2� sin2(!T=2)m!2 + �!4 :[Hint: The average end-to-end distane an be expressed as a funtional integral overall �eld on�gurations r(�) weighted by the total e�etive free energy or \ation".



4.6. PROBLEM SET 147To evaluate the path integral you will �nd it onvenient to regard the hain asone segment of an in�nite hain thereby allowing the extension of the limits of theation to � 2 [�1;1℄. To evaluate the Gaussian funtional integral, you will �ndit helpful to refer to setion 4.5.4. Remember to inlude the normalisation of thelassial average.℄() Evaluating this expression, obtain the long and short T asymptotis. Physially,how an one aount for the di�erent asymptoti saling? Estimate the persistenelength (i.e. the length over whih the polymer remains rigid). [Hint: Evaluatingthe integral you may make use of the identity:Z 1�1 d!2� sin2(a!)!2(1 + !2=!20) = a2 �1� 12a!0 �1� e�2a!0�� : ℄yy(d) Exluded volume e�ets: Show that a non-loal ontat or self-interatingpolymer hain, withVontat = 12 Z T0 d�d� 0V0Æd (r(�)� r(� 0) ;an be mapped to a free partile moving in an Gaussian Æ-orrelated imaginaryrandom quenhed impurity distribution funtion. [Hint: Starting with the pathintegral of the free partile, integrate out the Gaussian impurity potential and showthat the non-loal ontat interation is indued.℄Phenomenologial models of the type introdued above in the form of the funtional�eld integral are known as Ginzburg-Landau Models . We will have more to sayabout suh models at the end of hapter 5.Q5 yCon�nement and Dissipation: The marosopi quantum tunnelling of a par-tile oupled to a set of external degrees of freedom gives rise to the phenomena ofdissipation. The mehanism by whih dissipation emerges has a natural interpreta-tion within the framework of the Feynman path integral. The aim of this questionis to derive and analyse the dissipative ation.A quantum partile of mass m is on�ned by a sinusoidal potentialU(q) = 2g sin2��qq0 � :(a) Employing the Eulidean (imaginary time) Feynman path integral,Z = Z Dq(�)e�Spart:[q(�)℄=~; Spart:[q(�)℄ = Z 1�1 d� hm2 _q2 + U(q)i ;on�rm by diret substitution that the maximal ontribution to the propagatoronneting two neighbouring degenerate minima (q(� = �1) = 0 and q(� =1) =q0) is given by the instanton trajetory�q(�) = 2q0� artan (exp [!0� ℄) ; S[�q℄ = 2�2mq20!0;
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q

xu(x)
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Figure 4.15: A partile on�ned by a periodi lattie potential and oupled to an in�nitestring.where !0 = (2�=q0)pg=m. [NB: Although the equation of motion assoiated withthe minimum of the Eulidean path integral is non-linear, the solution above isexat. It is known in the literature as a soliton on�guration.℄(b) If the quantum partile is oupled at one point to an in�nite \string" (seeFig. 4.15), the path integral is given byZ = Z Du(x; �) Z Dq(�) Æ (q(�)� u(�; x = 0)) e�Sstring [u(x;�)℄=~�Spart:[q(�)℄=~;where the lassial ation of the string is given by (.f. the ation funtional forphonons disussed in hapter 1.)Sstring[u(x; �)℄ = Z 1�1 d� Z 1�1 dx"�2 _u2 + �2 ��u�x�2# :Here Æ(q(�) � u(�; x = 0)) represents a funtional Æ-funtion whih enfores theondition q(�) = u(�; x = 0) for all times � . Operationally, it an be understoodfrom the disretised form Qn Æ(q(�n)� u(�n; x = 0)). The aim of the remainder ofthe problem is to investigate how the oupling of the partile to the external degreesof freedom (the string) inuenes the tunnelling probability.By representing the funtional Æ-funtion as the funtional integralÆ(q(�)� u(�; 0)) = Z Df(�) exp �i Z 1�1 d�f(�)(q(�)� u(�; 0))� ;and performing the Gaussian integral over the Fourier omponents of the degreesof the freedom of the string, show that the dynamis of the partile is governed bythe e�etive ation Se� [q℄ = Spart[q℄ + �2 Z d!2� j!jjeq(!)j2;where � = 2p��, and eq(!) denotes the Fourier transformeq(!) = Z 1�1 dt q(t)ei!t; q(t) = Z 1�1 d!2� eq(!)e�i!t:



4.6. PROBLEM SET 149[Hint: The alulation involves two separate funtional integrations, the �rst overeu(q; !), and the seond over f(!).℄() Treating the orretion to the partile ation as a perturbation, use your resultfrom (a) to show that the e�etive ation for an instanton-antinstanton pairq(�) = �q(� + ��=2)� �q(� � ��=2);where !0�� � 1, is given approximately bySe� [q℄ = 2Spart[�q℄� �q20� ln (!0�� ) :[Hint: Note that, in �nding the Fourier deomposition of �q(�), a rude estimate issuÆient.℄(d) Using this result, estimate the typial separation of the pair, (i.e. interpret theoverall ation as an e�etive probability distribution funtion for �� and evaluateh��i = R d�� ��e�Se� ). Comment on the impliations of your result on the nature ofthe tunnelling probability.Q6 Winding Numbers: De�ning the Hamiltonian of a quantum partile on�ned toa ring by (~ = 1) H = � 12I �2��2 ;(a) Show that the quantum partition funtion is given byZ = 1Xn=�1 exp ���n22I � (4.51)where � = 1=kT .(b) Cast as a Feynman Path integral, show that the quantum partition funtiontakes the formZ = Z 2�0 d� 1Xm=�1 Z �(�)=�(0)+2�m�(0)=� D�(�) exp ��I2 Z �0 d� _�2� :() Minimising the Eulidean ation with respet to �, show that the path integralis minimised by the lassial trajetories��(�) = � + 2�m�=�:Parametrising a general path as �(�) = ��(�) + �(�), where �(�) is a path with nonet winding, show thatZ = 2�Z0 1Xm=�1 exp ��I2 (2�m)2� � ; (4.52)



150 CHAPTER 4. FEYNMAN PATH INTEGRALwhere Z0 represents the quantum partition funtion for a free partile with openboundary onditions. Making use of the free partile propagator, show that Z0 =pI=2��.(d) Finally, making use of Poisson's summation formula,1Xn=�1h(n) = 1Xm=�1 Z 1�1 d�h(�)e2�im�;show that Eq. (4.52) oinides with Eq. (4.51).



4.6. PROBLEM SET 1514.6.2 AnswersA1 Expanding the propagator in terms of the plain wave basis, we obtainhqF je�ip̂2t=2m~jqIi = Z 1�1 dphqF jpie�ip2t=2m~hpjqIi= Z 1�1 dp2�~eip(qF�qI)=~e��p2=2m~= � m2�i~t� eim(qF�qI)2=2~t;where � � �it.Equivalently, the free partile propagator is de�ned by�i~�t � p̂22m�G(q; t) = Æ(q)Æ(t):Setting p̂ = �i~�, this result an be brought to the form of a standard di�usionpropagator (D�2 � �� )G(q; �) = Æ(q)Æ(�), by setting D = ~2=2m, and applying theanalyti ontinuation � = it=~.Fousing on the di�usion propagator, and applying a Fourier transform to the dif-fusion equation (q $ k, and �  !), we obtainG(k; !) = 1i! �Dk2 :Fourier transforming bak to real spae and time, we obtainG(q; �) = 1(4�D�)1=2 exp �� q24D� � = � m2�i~t�1=2 exp � imq22~t � :A2 (a) The propagator is given byDqF je�iĤ�t=~jqIE = Zq(0)=qI ;q(�t)=qF Dq(t)eiS[q(t)℄=~; S = Z �t0 dtm2 � _q2 � !2q2� :Setting q(t) = ql(t) + Æq(t) where ql(t) satis�es the lassial equations of motionm�q = �m!2ql, and applying the boundary onditions we obtain the general solutionql = A sin(!t) +B os(!t); B = qI ; A = qFsin(!�t) � qI ot(!�t):Being Gaussian in the �eld q, the ation separates asS[q(t)℄ = S[ql(t)℄ + S[Æq(t)℄;



152 CHAPTER 4. FEYNMAN PATH INTEGRALwhere S[ql℄ = m2 Z �t0 dt � _q2l � !2q2l�= m!22 �(A2 �B2)sin(2!�t)2! + 2AB os(2!�t)� 12! �= m!2 �(q2I + q2F ) ot(!�t)� 2qIqFsin(!�t)� :After treating the utuations (as desribed in the leture notes) we obtain theresult DqF je�iĤ�t=~jqIE = J(�t)eiS[ql℄=~; J(�t) = � m!2�i~ sin(!�t)�1=2 ;periodi in �t with frequeny !, and singular at �t = n�=!. In fatDqF je�iĤ�t=~jqIE 7! � Æ(qF � qI) �t = 2�n=!,Æ(qF + qI) �t = �(2n+ 1)=!.Physially, the reason for the singularity is lear: the harmoni osillator is peuliarin having a spetrum with energies uniformly spaed in units of ~!. This meansthat when ~! � t=~ = 2� � integer there is a oherent superposition of the statesand the initial state is reovered.(b) Given the initial ondition  (q; t = 0), the time evolution of the wavepaket anbe determined from the propagator as (q; t) = Z 1�1 dq0 Dqje�iĤt=~jq0E (q0; 0)= J(t) Z 1�1 dq0 1(2�a)1=4 e�q02=4ae i~ m!2 �[q2+q02℄ ot(!t)� 2qq0sin(!t)�where J(t) represents the time-dependent ontribution arising from the utuationsaround the lassial trajetory. Being Gaussian in q0, the integral an be performedexpliitly. Setting� = 12a � i~m! ot(!t); � = i~m! qsin(!t) ;and performing the Gaussian integral over q0, we obtain (q; t) = J(t) 1(2�a)1=4r2�� e�2=2� exp � i2~m!q2 ot(!t)�Using the identity �22� = � q24a(t) (1 + i� ot(!t))



4.6. PROBLEM SET 153where a(t) = a �os2(!t) + ��2 sin2(!t)� ; � = 2am!=~;we obtain  (q; t) = 1(2�a(t))1=4 exp �� q24a(t)� ei'(q;t)where '(q; t) represents a pure phase.20 As required, under the ation of the prop-agator, the normalisation of the wavepaket is preserved. Note that, if a = ~=2m!(i.e. � = 1), a(t) = a for all times | i.e. it is a pure eigenstate.
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(a) (b)Figure 4.16: (a) Variation of a \stationary" Gaussian wavepaket in the harmoni osil-lator taken from the solution, and (b) variation of the moving wavepaket.() Still of a Gaussian form, the integration an again be performed expliitly forthe new initial ondition. In this ase, we obtain an expression of the form abovebut with � = i~ m!sin(!t) �q � v! sin(!t)� :Reading o� the oeÆients, we �nd that the position and veloity of the wavepakethave the form q0(t) = v! sin(!t); v(t) = v os(!t):oiniding with that of the lassial dynamis. Note that, as above, the width a(t)of the wavepaket osillates at frequeny !.20For ompleteness, we note that'(q; t) = �12 tan�1� 1� ot(!t)�� �q24a ot(!t)� aa(t) � 1� :



154 CHAPTER 4. FEYNMAN PATH INTEGRALA3 The density matrix an be dedued from the general solution to problem 1:�(q; q0) = 
qje��H jq0� = 
qje�(i=~)H(~�=i)jq0�= � m!2�~ sinh(�~!)�1=2 exp ��m!2~ �(q2 + q02) oth(�~!)� 2qq0sinh(�~!)�� :(i) In the low temperature limit T � ~! (�~!� 1), oth(�~!)! 1, sinh(�~!)!e�~!=2, and �(q; q0) ! � m!�~e�~!�1=2 exp h�m!2~ (q2 + q02)i= hqjn = 0i e��E0 hn = 0jq0i :(ii) In the high temperature limit T � ~!, oth(�~!)! 1=�~!��~!=3, 1= sinh(�~!)!1=�~! � �~!=6, and�(q; q0) ! � m2��~2�1=2 e�m(q�q0)2=2�~2 exp ��~�m!26~ (q2 + q02 + qq0)�� Æ(q � q0) exp ���m!2q22 � ;the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution!A4 The aim of this problem is two-fold: the �rst is to further expose the orrespondenebetween the quantum mehanial propagator and lassial statistial mehanis.The seond goal is to develop the notion of orrelation funtions from the pathintegral in the framework of a lassial problem.(a) Evaluating the seond moment of the Gaussian distribution funtion, we �ndhr2i = 3~Tm 7! Ta:(b) To sum over all �eld on�gurations of r, we an extend the range of integrationin the ation to � 2 [�1;1℄ and sum over arbitrary on�gurations r(�). Settingr(�) = Z 1�1 d!2� ei!�r(!);we obtain
(r(T )� r(0))2� = Z 1�1 d!2� Z 1�1 d!02� �ei!T � 1� �ei!0T � 1� hr(!) � r(!0)ir(!)where, de�ning the normalisation (or partition funtion) Z,h� � �ir(!) = 1Z Z Dr � � � exp ��1~ Z 1�1 d!2� 12(m!2 + �!4)jr(!)j2� :



4.6. PROBLEM SET 155Diagonal in the �elds r(!), the integral over the Gaussian omplex �elds is easilyperformed and yieldshri(!)rj(!0)i = Æij2�Æ(! � !0) 1~(m!2 + �!4)from whih we obtain the expression sought in the question.() Applying the integral identity, we obtain the �nal result
(r(T )� r(0))2� = 3T~m �1� 1Tr �m �1� e�Tpm=��� ;from whih we obtain the asymptotis
(r(T )� r(0))2� = � 3T=~m Tpm=�� 1,3T 2=2~pm� Tpm=�� 1.The physial interpretation of this result is lear: On hain length sales T �p�=mthe hain rigidity has no e�et, and the on�gurations oinide with the randomwalk. In the opposite limit, the rigidity of the hain dominates and the walk isdiretly, rrms � Ta. The length sale ap�=m therefore has the interpretation of apersistene length.A5 This problem onerns the interation of a disrete quantum partile with a u-tuating string. Our aim is to �nd the inuene of the external utuations onthe tunneling probability of the partile. Suh problems fall under the ategory ofmarosopi quantum tunneling.(a) Expressed as a Eulidean time path integral, the transition probability is givenby Z = Z Dq(�)e�S[q(�)℄=~; S[q℄ = Z 10 d� hm2 _q2 + U(q)i ;where the on�ning potential takes the formU(q) = 2g sin2��qq0 � :The orresponding lassial equation of motion is given by the Sine-Gordon Equa-tion m�q � 2�gq0 sin�2�qq0 � = 0:Applying the trial solution �q(�) = 2q0� tan�1 (e!0� ) ;



156 CHAPTER 4. FEYNMAN PATH INTEGRALwe �nd the equation is satis�ed if !0 = (2�=q0)pg=m.From this result we obtain the \lassial" ationS[�q℄ = Z 10 d� hm2 _�q2 + U(�q)i = Z 10 d�m _�q2 = m Z q00 dq _�q= 2mq20�2 !0:(b) In Fourier spae, the ation of the lassial string takes the formSstring = Z 1�1 d!2� Z 1�1 dk2� 12(�!2 + �k2)ju(!; k)j2:Representing the funtional Æ-funtion as the integralZ Df exp �i Z 1�1 d!2� f(!)�q(�!)� Z 1�1 dk2�u(�!;�k)�� ;and performing the integral over the degrees of freedom of the string, we obtainZ Due�Sstring=~�i R d�f(�)u(�;0) = onst:� exp �� Z 1�1 d!2� Z 1�1 dk2� 12 ~(�!2 + �k2) jf(!)j2� :Applying the integral Z 1�1 dk2� 1�!2 + �k2 = 1j!j� ;where � = p��, and performing the Gaussian funtional integral over the Lagrangemultiplier f(!), we obtain the e�etive ationSe� = Spart: + �2 Z 1�1 d!2� j!jjq(!)j2:() Approximating the instanton/anti-instanton pair q(�) = �q(� + ��)� �q(� � ��) bya \top-hat" funtion we �ndq(!) = Z ��=2���=2 d�q0ei!� = q0�� sin(!��=2)(!��=2) :Treating the dissipative term as a perturbation, we obtain the ationSe� � Spart = �2 Z !00 d!2� j!j(q0�� )2 sin2(!��=2)(!��=2)2 ;where !0 serves as a high frequeny ut-o�. Taking !�� � 1 we obtain the approxi-mate integral 2� �4 Z !01=�� d!2� q20 4! = q20� � ln(!0��):



4.6. PROBLEM SET 157Employing this result as a probability distribution, we �ndh��i = Z d�� �� exp �� q20�~� ln(!0��)� � onst:� Z 1 d�� �� 1�q20�=�~:The divergene of the integral shows that for� > 2�~q20instanton/anti-instanton pairs are on�ned and partile tunnelling is prohibited.A6 (a) Solving the Shr�odinger equation, the wavefuntions obeying periodi boundaryonditions take the form  m = eim�, m integer, and the eigenvalues are given byEm = m2=2I. De�ning the quantum partition funtion as Z = tr e��H we obtainthe formula in the text.(b) Interpreted as a Feynman path integral, the quantum partition funtion takesthe form of a propagator withZ = Z 2�0 d� h�je��Ĥ j�i = Z 2�0 d� Z�(�)=�(0)=�D�(�) exp �� Z �0 d�L� ;where the L = I _�2=2 denotes the Lagrangian. The trae implies that paths �(�)must start and �nish at the same point. However, to aommodate the invariane ofthe �eld on�guration � under translation by 2� we must must impose the boundaryonditions shown in the question.() Varying the ation with respet to � we obtain the lassial equation I �� = 0.Solving this equation subjet to the boundary onditions, we obtain the solutiongiven in the question. Evaluating the Eulidean ation, one �ndsZ �0 (���)2d� = Z �0 �2�m� + ����2 d� = � �2�m� �2 + Z �0 (���)2d�:Thus, we obtain the partition funtionZ = Z0 1Xm=�1 exp ��I2 (2�m)2� � ;where Z0 = Z D�(�) exp ��I2 Z �0 (���)2d�� =s I2�� :denotes the free partile partition funtion. The latter an be obtained from diretevaluation of the free partile propagator (.f. Problem 1).(d) Applyly the Poisson summation formula withh(x) = exp ��� x22I � ;



158 CHAPTER 4. FEYNMAN PATH INTEGRALwe �nd 1Xn=�1 exp ��� x22I � = 1Xn=�1Z 1�1 d� exp ��� �22I + 2�im��= s2�I� 1Xm=�1 exp ��I2 (2�m)2� � :||||||||||||||{



Chapter 5Funtional Field TheoryIn this short, relatively dry and absolutely essential hapter the onept of path integra-tion is generalized to integration over quantum �elds. I.e. we will develop an approahto quantum �eld theory that takes an integration over all on�gurations of a given �eld,weighted by an appropriate ation, as its starting point. Methodologially, the formalismintrodued in this hapter represents the bakbone of the remainder of the book. This beingso, oneptual aspets stand in the foreground and the disussion of appliations is reduedto a minimum.In this hapter, the onept of path integration will be extended from quantum me-hanis to quantum �eld theory. Our starting point will be from a situation similar tothe one outlined at the beginning of the previous hapter. Just as there are two di�erentapproahes to quantum mehanis, quantum �eld theory an also be formulated in twodi�erent ways: The formalism of anonially quantised �eld operators, and funtionalintegration. As for the former, although muh of the tehnology needed to eÆientlyimplement this approah | essentially Feynman diagrams | originated in high energyphysis, it was with the development of ondensed matter physis through the 50's, 60'sand 70's that this approah was driven to unpreedented sophistiation. The reason isthat, almost as a rule, the ondensed matter problems investigated at that time neessi-tated perturbative summations to in�nite order in the non-trivial ontent of the theory(typially interations). This requirement led to the development of advaned tehniquesto sum up (subsets of) the perturbation series in many body interation operators toin�nite order.In the 70's, however, essentially non-perturbative problems began to attrat more andmore attention | a still prevailing trend | and it turned out that the formalism of anoni-ally quantised operators was not tailored to this type of physis. However, the alternativeapproah to many-body problems, funtional integration, is ideally suited! The situationis similar to the one desribed in the last hapter where we saw that the Feynman pathintegral provided an entire spetrum of novel routes to approahing quantum mehanialproblems (ontrolled semi-lassial limits, analogies to lassial mehanis, statistial me-hanis, onepts of topology and geometry, et.). Similarly, the introdution of funtional159



160 CHAPTER 5. FUNCTIONAL FIELD THEORY�eld integration into many-body physis spawned plenty of new theoretial developments,many of whih were manifestly non-perturbative. Moreover, the advantages of the pathintegral approah in many-body physis is even more pronouned than in single partilequantum mehanis. Higher dimensionality introdues �elds of a more omplex internalstruture allowing for non-trivial topology while, at the same time, the onnetions tolassial statistial mehanis play a muh more important role than in single partilequantum mehanis.
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Figure 5.1: The onept of �eld integration. Upper panels: path integral of quantummehanis. Integration over all time dependent on�gurations of a point degree of free-dom leads to integrals over urves. Lower panels: �eld integral. Integration over timedependent on�gurations of d-dimensional ontinuum mappings (�elds) leads to integralsover generalized d+ 1 surfaesAll these onepts will begin to play a role in subsequent hapters when appliationsof the �eld integral are disussed. However, the �rst issue we need address is how thenew formalism atually looks like. Before embarking on the quantitative onstrution {the subjet of the following setions { let us antiipate a little and disuss what kindof strutures we shall have to expet. In quantum mehanis, we were starting froma single point degree of freedom, haraterized by some oordinate q (or some otherquantum numbers for that matter). Path integration then meant integration over alltime dependent on�gurations q(t), i.e. a set of urves t 7! q(t) (see Fig. 5.1 upperpanel.) In ontrast, the degrees of freedom of �eld theory are ontinuous objets �(x) bythemselves, where x parameterizes some d-dimensional base manifold and � takes valuesin some target manifold (Fig. 5.1, lower panel.) The natural generalization of a 'path'integral then implies integration over a single opy of these objets at eah instane oftime. I.e. we shall have to integrate over generalized surfaes, mappings from (d + 1)-dimensional spae-time into the �eld manifold, (x; t) 7! �(x; t). While this notion maysound worrysome, it is important to realize that, oneptually, nothing muh hanges in



5.1. CONSTRUCTION OF THE MANY-BODY PATH INTEGRAL 161omparison with the path integral. Only that instead of a 1-dimensional manifold { aurve { our objet of integration will be a (d+ 1)-dimensional manifold.We next proeed to formulate these ideas in quantitative terms.. Exerise. If neessary, reapitulate the general onstrution sheme of path inte-grals (setion ??) and the onnetion between quantum �elds and seond quantized operators(page 53.)5.1 Constrution of the Many-Body Path IntegralThe onstrution of a path integral for �eld operators follows the general sheme outlinedat the end of setion ??. I.e. the basi idea will be to segment the time evolutionof a quantum (many body) Hamiltonian into in�nitesimal time slies and to absorb asmuh as is possible of the quantum dynamial phase aumulated during the short timepropagation into a set of suitably hosen eigenstates. However, how would these operatorslook like? In the ontext of single partile quantum mehanis, the answer was lear, i.e.the basi struture of the Hamiltonian suggested to hose a representation in terms ofoordinate and momentum eigenstates. Now, given that many partile Hamiltonians areonveniently expressed in terms of reation/annihilation operators, an obvious idea wouldbe to searh for eigenstates of these operators. Suh states indeed exist and are alledoherent states.5.1.1 Coherent States (Bosons)Our goal is therefore to �nd eigenstates of the Fok spae operators ay and a. Althoughthe general form of these states will turn out to be the same for bosons and fermions,there are major di�erenes regarding their algebrai struture. The point is that theantiommutation relations of fermions require that the eigenvalues of an annihilationoperator themselves antiommute, i.e. they annot be ordinary numbers. Postponing theintrodution of the unfamiliar onept of antiommuting `numbers' to the next setion,we �rst onentrate on the bosoni ase where problems of this kind do not arise.So what form do the eigenstates j�i of the bosoni Fok spae operators a, and aytake? Being a state of the Fok spae, an eigenstate j�i an be expanded asj�i = Xn1;n2;���Cn1;n2;���jn1; n2 � � �i; jn1; n2 � � �i = (ay1)n1pn1 (ay2)n2pn2 � � � j0iwhere ayi reates a boson in state i, Cn1;n2;��� represents a set of expansion oeÆients,and j0i represents the vauum. Here, for reasons of larity, it is onvenient to adopt thisonvention for the vauum as opposed to the notation j
i used previously. Furthermore,the many-body state jn1; n2 � � �i is indexed by a set of oupation numbers: n1 in statej1i, n2 in state j2i, and so on. Importantly, the state j�i an, in priniple (and will inpratie) ontain a superposition of basis states whih have di�erent numbers of partiles.



162 CHAPTER 5. FUNCTIONAL FIELD THEORYNow, if the minimum number of partiles in state j�i is n0, the minimum of ayi j�i mustbe n0 + 1. Clearly the reation operators ayi annot possess eigenstates.However, with annihilation operators this problem need not not arise. Indeed, theannihilation operators do possess eigenstates known as bosoni oherent statesj�i � exp hXi �iayiij0i (5.1)where the elements of � = f�ig represent a set of omplex numbers. The states j�i areeigenstates in the sense that, for all i8i : aij�i = �ij�i (5.2)i.e. they simultaneously diagonalise all annihilation operators. Noting that ai and ayj, withj 6= i, ommute, Eq. (5.2) an be veri�ed by showing that a exp(�ay)j0i = � exp(�ay)j0i.Using the result [a; (ay)n℄ = n(ay)n�1 (f. Eq. 3.34) a Taylor expansion showsa exp(�ay)j0i = [a; exp(�ay)℄j0i = 1Xn=0 �nn! [a; (ay)n℄j0i= 1Xn=1 n�nn! (ay)n�1j0i = � 1Xn=1 �n(n� 1)!(ay)n�1j0i = � exp(�ay)j0i:Before utilise the oherent states for onstruting a path integral, we need to disuss afew more of their properties:. By taking the Hermitian onjugate of Eq. (5.2), we �nd that the `bra' assoiatedwith the `ket' j�i is a left eigenstate of the set of reation operators, i.e.8i : h�jayi = h�j��i (5.3)where ��i is the omplex onjugate of �i, and h�j = h0j exp[Pi ��iai℄.. It is a straightforward matter | e.g. by a Taylor expansion of Eq. (5.1) { to showthat the ation of a reation operator on a oherent state is given by8i : ayi j�i = ��ij�i (5.4)Note that Eqs. (5.4) and (5.2) are onsistent with the ommutation relations[ai; ayj℄ = Æij: [ai; ayj℄j�i = (aiayj � ayjai)j�i= (��j�i � �i��j )j�i = j�i:



5.1. CONSTRUCTION OF THE MANY-BODY PATH INTEGRAL 163. The overlap between two oherent states is given byh�j�i = exp hXi ��i�ii (5.5)The proof of this identity proeeds as follows:h�j�i = h0jePi ��iai j�i = ePi ��i�ih0j�i = ePi ��i�i;where the third equality is due to (5.1).. Evaluating (5.5) for j�i = j�i gives the norm of a oherent state,h�j�i = ePi ��i�i (5.6). Most importantly, the oherent states form a omplete | in fat an overomplete| set of states in Fok spae:Z Yi d��id�i� e�Pi ��i�ij�ih�j = 1F (5.7)where d��id�i = dRe�idIm�i, and 1F represents the unit operator or identity in theFok spae.. Info. The last result is most onveniently proven by means of Shur's lemma. Inessene, Shur's lemma { whih is proven in almost any textbook on group representation theory{ states the following: Suppose we are given a linear irreduible representation of a group algebrafÂg. (In our ase, the algebra will be given by the set of all operators fai; ayig. These operatorsat linearly in Fok spae { a linear 'representation'. The representation is 'irreduible', i.e.all states an be reahed by ation of operators onto a single referene state (the vauum).)Shur's lemma then states that an operator X̂ that ommutes with all generators of the algebra,8Â : [Â; X̂ ℄ = 0, is proportional to the unit operator.The proof that the operator on the left hand side of (5.7) ommutes with the annihilationoperators ai proeeds as follows:ai Z d[ ��; �℄e�Pi ��i�i j�ih�j = Z d[ ��; �℄e�Pi ��i�i�ij�ih�j= �Z d[ ��; �℄����ie�Pi ��i�i� j�ih�j by parts= Z d[ ��; �℄e�Pi ��i�i j�i ����ih�j�= Z d[ ��; �℄e�Pi ��i�i j�ih�jai; (5.8)where, for brevity, we have set d[ ��; �℄ �Qi d��id�i=�. Taking the adjoint of Eq. (5.8), we see thatthe left hand side of (5.7) also ommutes with the reation operators, i.e. it must be proportional



164 CHAPTER 5. FUNCTIONAL FIELD THEORYto the unit operator. To �x the proportionality onstant, we simply take the overlap with thevauum: Z d[ ��; �℄e�Pi ��i�ih0j�ih�j0i = Z d[ ��; �℄e�Pi ��i�i = 1; (5.9)where the last equality follows from Eq. (4.40). Eqs. (5.8) and (5.9) prove (5.7). Note thatthe oherent states are overomplete in the sense that they are not mutually orthogonal (seeEq. (5.5)). The exponential weight e�Pi ��i�i appearing in the resolution of the identity om-pensates for the overounting ahieved by integrating over the whole set of oherent states.||||||||||||||{With these de�nitions we have all we need to onstrut the many-body path integralfor the bosoni system. However, before we do so, we will �rst introdue the fermioniversion of the oherent state. This will allow us to onstrut the path integrals for bosonsand fermions simultaneously, thereby emphasising the similarity of their struture.5.1.2 Coherent States (Fermions)Surprisingly, muh of the formalism above generalises to the fermioni ase: Creationoperators annot have eigenstates and, due to their mutual antiommutativity, it wouldseem that the set of annihilation operators an not be diagonalised simultaneously. Tosee the latter, suppose we had found a fermioni version of a oherent state suh that, forall i, aij�i = �ij�i (5.10)where �i is the eigenvalue. Although the struture of this equation appears to be equivalentto its bosoni ounterpart (5.2) it has one frustrating feature: Antiommutativity of thefermioni operators, [ai; aj℄+ = 0, where i 6= j, implies that the eigenvalues �i also haveto antiommute, �i�j = ��j�i: (5.11)Clearly, these objets annot be ordinary numbers. In order to de�ne a fermioni versionof oherent states, we somehow have to generalize the onept of `numbers' so as to allowfor behaviour like (5.11). \In mathematis you don't understand things. You just get usedto them!" | Johann von Neumann, (1903-1957) . For larity, and to remove any mysteryfrom the de�nitions (5.10) and (5.11), let us outline a onstrutive proedure wherebyobjets f�ig with the desired properties an be de�ned in a mathematially lean way.There is a mathematial struture ideally suited to generalize the onept of ordinarynumber(�elds), namely algebras. We reapitulate the that an algebra A is a vetor spaeendowed with a multipliation rule A � A ! A. So, let us onstrut an algebra A bystarting out from a set of elements, or generators, �i 2 A; i = 1; : : :N , and imposing therulesi) The elements �i an be added and multiplied with omplex numbers, i.e.0 + i�i + j�j;2 A 0; i; j 2 C; (5.12)i.e. A will be a vetorspae over the omplex numbers.



5.1. CONSTRUCTION OF THE MANY-BODY PATH INTEGRAL 165ii) The produt, A�A ! A;(�i; �j) 7! �i�jis assoiative and antiommutative, i.e. obeys the anti-ommutation relation (5.11).Beause of the assoiativity of this operation, there is no ambiguity when it omes toforming produts of higher order, i.e. (�i�j)�k = �i(�j�k) � �i�j�k. The de�nitionentails that produts of odd order in in the number of generators anti-ommute,while (even,even) and (even,odd) ombinations ommute (exerise).By virtue of (i) and (ii), the set A of all linear ombinations0 + 1Xn=1 NXi1;���in=1 i1;:::;in�i1 : : : �in ;0; i1;:::;in 2 C spans a �nite dimensional assoiative algebra A,1, known as the Grass-mann algebra2 (sometimes also exterior algebra).. Info. Grassmann algebras �nd a number of realizations in mathematis, the most basibeing exterior multipliation in linear algabra: Given an N -dimensional vetor spae V , let V �be the dual spae, i.e. the spae of all linear mappings, or 'forms' � : V ! C ; v 7! �(v), wherev 2 V . (Like V , V � is a vetor spae of dimension N .) Next, de�ne exterior multipliationthrough, (�;�0)! � ^ �0, where � ^ �0 is the mapping� ^ �0 : V � V ! C(v; v0) 7! �(v)�0(v0)� �(v0)�0(v):This operation is manifestly anti-ommutative: � ^ �0 = �� ^ �0. Identifying the N linearlybasis forms �i $ �i with generators and ^ with the produt, we see that the spae of exteriorforms of a vetor spae forms a Grassmann algebra.||||||||||||||{Apart from their anomalous ommutation properties, the generators f�ig, and theirprodut generalization f�i�j; �i�j�k; : : :g resemble ordinary, albeit anti-ommutative num-bers. (In pratie, the algebrai struture underlying their de�nition an safely be ignored.All we will need to work with these objets is the basi rule (5.11) and the property (5.12).)We repeat that A not only ontains antiommuting but also ommuting elements, i.e. lin-ear ombinations of an even number of �i's are overall ommutative. (This mimis thebehaviour of the Fok spae algebra: produts of an even number of annihilation opera-tors aiaj : : : ommute with all other linear ombinations of ai's. In spite of this similarity,1whose dimension an be shown to be 2N (exerise!)
2 Hermann G�unter Grassmann1809-1877, redited for inventingwhat is now alled ExteriorAlgebra.



166 CHAPTER 5. FUNCTIONAL FIELD THEORYthe �i's must not be onfused with the Fok spae operators. There is nothing the �i'sat upon.)To make pratial use of the new onept, we need to go beyond the level of purearithmetis. Spei�ally, we need to introdue funtions of anti-ommuting numbers, andelements of alulus. Remarkably, most of the onepts of alulus not only naturallygeneralize to anti-ommuting number �elds: Contrary to what one might expet, theanti-ommutative generalization of di�erentiation, integration, et. turns out to be muhsimpler than in ordinary alulus.. Funtions of Grassmann numbers are de�ned via their Taylor expansion:�1; : : : ; �k 2 A : f(�1; : : : ; �k) = 1Xn=0 kXi1;���in=1 1n! �nf��i1 � � ���in ����=0�in � � � �i1 (5.13)where f is an (analyti) funtion. Note that the antiommutation properties of thealgebra implies that the series terminates after a �nite number of terms. E.g. inthe simple ase where � is �rst order in the generators of the algebra, N = 1, andf(�) = f(0) + f 0(0)�(due to the fat that �2 = 0).. Di�erentiation with respet to Grassmann numbers is de�ned by��i�j = Æij (5.14)Note that in order to be onsistent with the ommutation relations, the di�erentialoperator ��i must itself be anti-ommutative. E.g.��i�j�i i6=j= ��j:. The integral over Grassmann variables is de�ned byZ d�i = 0; Z d�i�i = 1 (5.15)Note that the de�nitions (5.13), (5.14) and (5.15) imply that Grassmann di�eren-tiation and integration are idential:Z d�f(�) = Z d�(f(0) + f 0(0)�) = f 0(0) = ��f(�):Let us now proeed and apply the Grassmann algebra to the onstrution of fermionoherent states. To this end we need to enlarge the algebra even further, so as to allow



5.1. CONSTRUCTION OF THE MANY-BODY PATH INTEGRAL 167for a multipliation of Grassmann numbers and Fermion operators. In order to be onsis-tent with the antiommutation relations, we need to require that Fermion operators andGrassmann generators antiommute, [�i; aj℄+ = 0: (5.16)It then beomes a straightforward matter to demonstrate that the fermioni oherentstates are given by j�i = exp h�Xi �iayiij0i (5.17)i.e. by a struture perfetly analogous to the bosoni states (5.1). To prove that the states(5.17) indeed ful�l the de�ning relation (5.10) we note thatai exp(��iayi )j0i (5:13)= ai(1� �iayi)j0i (5:16)= �iaiayi j0i= �ij0i = �i(1� �iayi)j0i = �i exp(��iayi )j0i:This, in ombination with the fat that ai and �jayj (i 6= j) ommute proves (5.10).Note that the proof has atually been simpler than in the bosoni ase; the fermioniTaylor series terminated after the �rst ontribution. This observation is representative ofa general rule: Grassmann alulus is simpler than standard alulus, all series are �nite,integrals always onverge, et.It is a straightforward matter | and also a good exerise | to demonstrate that theproperties (5.3), (5.4), (5.5), (5.6) and, most importantly (5.7) arry over to the fermioniase. One merely has to identify ai with a fermioni operator and replae the omplexvariables �i by �i 2 A. Apart from a few sign hanges and the A-valued arguments,the fermioni oherent states di�er only in two respets from their bosoni ounterpart:�rstly, the Grassmann variables ��i appearing in the adjoint of a fermion oherent state,h�j = h0j exp"�Xi ai��i# = h0j exp"Xi ��iai# ;are not related to the �i's of the state j�i via some kind of omplex onjugation. Rather �iand ��i are stritly independent variables.3 Seondly, the Grassmann version of a Gaussianintegral (exerise: prove it!) Z d��d�e���� = 1:3In the literature, omplex onjugation of Grassmann variables is sometimes de�ned. This onept,although appealing from an aestheti point of view | symmetry between bosons and fermions | isproblemati. The diÆulties beome apparent, when supersymmetri theories are onsidered, i.e. theorieswhere operator algebras ontaining both bosons and fermions are onsidered (so-alled super-algebras).It is not possible to introdue a omplex onjugation that leads to ompatibility with the ommutationrelations of a super-algebra. It thus seems to be better to abandon the onept of Grassmann omplexonjugation altogether. Note that although in the bosoni ase, omplex onjugation is inevitable (inorder to de�ne onvergent Gaussian integrals, say), no suh need arises in the fermioni ase



168 CHAPTER 5. FUNCTIONAL FIELD THEORY
De�nition j i = exp h� �Xi  iayiij0i;Bosons : (� = �1)  i 2 CFermions : (� = +1)  i 2 AAtion of ai aij i =  ij ih jai = � � ih jAtion of ayi ayi j i = ��� i j ih jayi = h j � iOverlap h 0j i = ePi � 0i iCompleteness Z Yi d � id i�(1��)=2 e�Pi � i ij ih j = 1FTable 5.1: Basi Properties of Coherent Statesdoes not ontain the �'s harateristi of standard Gaussian integrals. (For a more om-prehensive disussion of Gaussian Grassmann integrals see Appendix 5.4.) Thus, themeasure term of the fermioni analogue of (5.7) does not ontain the �-denominator.For the sake of future referene, the most important properties of Fok-spae oherentstates are summarised in table 5.1.5.2 Field Integral for the Quantum Partition Fun-tionHaving introdued oherent states, we will see that the onstrution of path integralsfor many-body systems no longer presents substantial diÆulties. However, what doesthe phrase 'path-integral for many body systems' atually mean? In the next hapterwe will see that muh of the information on quantum many partile systems is storedin expetation values of produts of reation/anihilation operators, i.e. expressions ofthe struture haya : : :i. By an analogy to be explained then, objets of this type aregenerally alled Green funtions. More important for our present disussion, at any�nite temperature, the averaging h: : :i entering the de�nition of Green funtions is over



5.2. FIELD INTEGRAL FOR THE QUANTUM PARTITION FUNCTION 169the quantum Gibbs distribution �̂ � Z�1e��(Ĥ��N̂); where, as usual,Z = tr e��(Ĥ��N̂) =Xn hnje��(Ĥ��N̂)jni; (5.18)is the quantum partition funtion, � � 1=kBT , � denotes the hemial potential, and thesum extends over a omplete set of Fok spae states jn = fngi. (For the time being weneither speify the statistis of the system { bosoni or fermioni { nor the struture ofthe Hamiltonian.)Ultimately, we will want to onstrut and evaluate path integral representations ofmany body Green funtions. Later we will see that all these representations, an bederived by a few straightforward manipulations form a prototypial path integral, namelythat for Z. Further, the (path integral of the) partition funtion is of importane in itsown right: it ontains muh of the information needed to haraterise the thermodynamiproperties of a many-body quantum system.4 We thus begin our journey into many body�eld theory with a onstrution of the path integral for Z.To prepare the representation of (5.18) in terms of oherent states, we insert theresolution of unity Z = Z d[ � ;  ℄e�Pi � i iXn hnj ih je��(Ĥ��N̂)jni: (5.19)We next wish to get rid of the { now redundant { Fok spae summation over jni (anotherresolution of unity). To bring the summation into the formPn jnihnj = 1F , we ommutethe fator hnj i to the right hand side. However, in performing this seemingly innouousoperation, we must be areful not to miss a sign hange who's presene will have aimportant onsequenes for the struture of the fermioni path integral: Whilst for bosons,hnj ih jni = h jnihnj i, the fermioni oherent states hange sign upon permutation,hnj ih jni = h� jnihnj i (i.e. h� j = exp[�Pi � iai℄). The presene of the sign is adiret onsequene of the anti-ommutation relations between Grassmann variables andFok spae operators (exerise). Note that, as both Ĥ and N̂ ontain operators in evennumbers, the sign is insensitive to the presene of the Boltzmann fator in (5.19). Makinguse of the sign fator � de�ned in setion 3, the result of the interhange an be formulatedas Z = Z d[ � ;  ℄e�Pi � i iXn h�� je��(Ĥ��N̂)jnihnj i4In fat, the statement above is not entirely orret. Stritly speaking thermodynami propertiesinvolve the thermodynami potential 
 = �kBT lnZrather than the partition funtion itself. At �rst sight it seems that the di�erene between the two isarti�ial | one might �rst alulate Z and then take the logarithm. However, typially, one is unableto determine Z in losed form, but rather one has to perform a perturbative expansion, i.e. the result ofa alulation of Z will take the form of a series in some small parameter �. Now a problem arises whenthe logarithm of the series is taken. In partiular, the Taylor series expansion of Z to a given order in� does not automatially determine the expansion of 
 to the same order. Fortunately, the situation isnot all that bad. It turns out that the logarithm essentially rearranges the ombinatorial struture of theperturbation series in an order known as a umulant expansion.



170 CHAPTER 5. FUNCTIONAL FIELD THEORY= Z d[ � ;  ℄e�Pi � i ih�� je��(Ĥ��N̂)j i; (5.20)where the equality is based on Pn jnihnj = 1F . Eq. (5.20) an now be diretly subjetedto the general onstrution sheme of the path integral.To be onrete, let us assume that the Hamiltonian is limited to a maximum of two-body interations (.f. Eqs. (3.8) and (3.13)),Ĥ(ay; a) =Xij hijayiaj +Xijkl Vijklayiayjakal: (5.21)Note that all annihilation operators stand to the right of the reation operators. Fokspae operators of this struture are said to be normal ordered.5 The reason for em-phasising normal ordering is that suh an operator an be readily diagonalised by meansof oherent states: Dividing the `time interval' � into N segments and inserting oherentstate resolutions of unity (steps 1, 2 and 3 of the general sheme), Eq. (5.20) takes theform Z = Z � 0=�� � N 0=�� N NYn=0 d[ � n;  n℄e�ÆPN�1n=0 [Æ�1( � n� � n+1)� n+H( � n+1; n)��N( � n+1 ; n)℄; (5.22)where Æ = �=N andh jĤ(ay; a)j 0ih j 0i =Xij hij � i 0j +Xijkl Vijkl � i � j 0k 0l � H( � ;  0);(similarly N( � ;  0)), and in writing Eq. (5.22) we have used the shorthand  n = f ni get.Finally, sending N ! 1 and taking limits analogous to those leading from (4.7) to(4.8) we obtain the ontinuum version of the path integral,6Z = Z D( � ;  )e�S[ � ; ℄; S = Z �0 d� � � �� +H( � ;  )� �N( � ;  )� ; (5.23)where D( � ;  ) = limN!1 NYn=1 d[ � n;  n℄5More generally, an operator is de�ned to be `normal ordered' with respet to a given vauum statej0i, if and only if it annihilates j0i. Note that the vauum need not neessarily be de�ned as a zeropartile state. If the vauum ontains partiles, normal ordering need not lead to a representation whereall annihilators stand to the right. If, for whatever reason, one is given a Hamiltonian whose struturedi�ers from (5.21), one an always a�et a normal ordered form at the expense of introduing ommutatorterms. E.g. normal ordering the quarti term leads to the appearane of a quadrati ontribution whihan be absorbed into h�� .6Whereas the bosoni ontinuum limit is indeed perfetly equivalent to the one taken in onstrutingthe quantum mehanial path integral (limÆ!0 Æ�1( � n+1 � � n) = �� j�=nÆ gives an ordinary derivativeet.), a novelty arises in the fermioni ase. The notion of replaing di�erenes by derivatives is purelysymboli for Grassmann variables. There is no sense in whih � n+1� � n is small. The symbol �� � ratherdenotes the formal (and well de�ned expression) limÆ!0 Æ�1( � n+1 � � n).



5.2. FIELD INTEGRAL FOR THE QUANTUM PARTITION FUNCTION 171and the �elds satisfy the boundary ondition� (0) = �� � (�);  (0) = �� (�): (5.24)Notie that the struture of the ation niely �ts into the general sheme disused in theprevious hapter. By analogy, one would expet that the exponent of the many body pathintegral arries the signi�ane of an Hamiltonian ation, S � R (p _q � H), where (q; p)symbolially stands for a set of generalized oordinates and momenta. In the present ase,the natural pair of anonially onjugate operators is (a; ay). One would then interpretthe eigenvalues ( ; � ) as 'oordinates' (very muh like (q; p) are the eigenvalues of theoperators (q̂; p̂).) Adopting this interpretation, we see that the exponent of the pathintegral indeed has the anonial form of an Hamiltonian ation and, therefore, is easy tomemorize.In a more expliit way of writing, the ation assoiated to the general pair-interationHamiltonian (5.21) is given byS = Z �0 d� "Xij � i(�) [(�� � �)Æij + hij℄ j(�) +Xijkl Vijkl � i(�) � j(�) k(�) l(�)# : (5.25)Eqs (5.23) and (5.25) de�ne the funtional integral in the time representation(in the sense that the �elds are funtions of a time variable). In pratie we shall mostly�nd it useful to represent the ation in an alternative, Fourier onjugate representation.To this end, note that, due to the boundary onditions (5.24), the funtions  (�) an beinterpreted as funtions on the entire time axis whih are periodi/antiperiodi on theinterval [0; �℄. As suh they an be represented in terms of a Fourier series, (�) = 1p�X!n  ne�i!n� ;  n = 1p� Z �0 d� (�)ei!n� ;where !n = � 2n�T; bosons;(2n+ 1)�T; fermions ; n 2 Z (5.26)are known as Matsubara frequenies. Substituting this representation into (5.23) and(5.25), we obtain Z = Z D( � ;  )e�S[ � ; ℄; (5.27)where D( � ;  ) = Qn d[ � n;  n℄ de�nes the measure (for eah Matsubara index n we havean integration over a oherent state basis fj nig), and the ation takes the formS[ � ;  ℄ =Xij Xn � in [(�i!n � �) Æij + hij℄ jn ++1�Xijkl Xn1n2n3n4 Vijkl � in1 � jn2 kn3 ln4Æn1+n2;n3+n4 : (5.28)



172 CHAPTER 5. FUNCTIONAL FIELD THEORYHere we have used the identity (1=�) R �0 d�e�i(!n1+!n2�!n3�!n4 )� = Æ!n1+!n2 ;!n3+!n4 . Eqs.(5.27) and (5.28) de�ne the frequeny representation of the �eld integral.7. Info. In performing alulations in the Matsubara representation one sometimes run intoonvergene problems (whih will manifest themselves in the form of ill-onvergent Matsubarafrequeny summations). In suh ases it will be important to remember that Eq. (5.28) does notatually represent the preise form of the ation. What is missing is a onvergene generatingfator whose presene follows from the way in whih the integral was onstruted, and whihwill save us in ases of non-onvergent sums (exept, of ourse, ases where divergenes have aphysial origin). More preisely, sine the �elds � are evaluated in�nitesimally later than theoperators  (.f. Eq. (5.22)), the h and �-dependent ontributions to the ation aquire a fatorexp[�i!nÆ℄, Æ in�nitesimal. Similarly, the V ontribution piks up a fator exp[�i(!n1 +!n2)Æ℄.In ases where the onvergene is not ritial, we will omit these ontributions. However, onein a while it is neessary to remember their presene.||||||||||||||{5.2.1 Partition Funtion of Non-Interating GasAs a �rst exerise, let us onsider the partition funtion of the non-interating gas, Z0.(Later, this objet will prove to be a `referene' in the development of weakly interatingtheories.) In some sense, the �eld integral formulation of the non-interating partitionfuntion has a status similar to that of the path integral for the quantum harmoniosiallator: The diret quantum mehanial solution of the problem is straightforward(exerise: reapitulate how it is done) and appliation of the full artillery of the �eldintegral seems to be a bit ludirous. From a pedagogial point of view, however, thefree partition funtion is a good problem; it provides us with the welome opportunityto introdue a number of pratial onepts of �eld integration within a omparativelysimple setting.Consider, then the partition funtion (5.23) for H( � ;  ) = H0( � ;  ) =Pij � iH0ij j.Diagonalising H0 by a unitary transformation U , H0 = UDU y and transforming integra-tion variables U y � �, the ation assumes the form,S =Xa X!n ��an(�i!n + �a)�an;where �a � �a� � and �a are the single partile eigenvalues. Remembering that the �elds�a(�) are independent integration variables (exerise: why does the transformation  ! �7As for the signs of the Matsubara indies appearing in (5.28), note that the Fourier representationof � is de�ned as � (�) = 1p�Xn � ne+i!n� ; � n = 1p� Z �0 d� � (�)e�i!n� :In the bosoni ase, this sign onvention is motivated by � being the omplex onjugate of  . For reasonsof notational symmetry, this onvention is adopted in the fermioni ase, too.



5.2. FIELD INTEGRAL FOR THE QUANTUM PARTITION FUNCTION 173has Jaobian unity?), we �nd that the partition funtion deouples, Z =Qa Za, whereZa = Z D(��a; �a)e�Pn ��an(�i!n+�a)�an =Yn (�i!n + �a)�; (5.29)and the last equality follows from the fat that the integrals over �an are one-dimensionalomplex or Grassmann Gaussian integrals. At this stage, we have left all aspets of �eldintegration behind us and redued the problem to one of omputing an in�nite produtover fators i!n � �a. Sine produts are usually more diÆult to get under ontrol thensums, we take the logarithm of Z to obtain the free energyF = �T lnZ = �T lnYa;n (�i!n + �a)� = �T�Xan ln(�i!n + �a): (5.30). Info. Before proeeding with this expression, let us take a seond look at the intermediateidentity (5.29). Our aluation showedZ =Yan (�i!n + �a)�to be the produt over all eigenvalues of the operator �i!̂ + Ĥ � �N̂ de�ning the ation of thenon-interating system. (Here, !̂ = f!nÆnn0g.) But that is nothing just the determinant:Z = det h�i!̂ + Ĥ � �N̂i� : (5.31)We derived that result by �rst onverting to an eigenvalue integration and then doing theone-dimensional integrals over 'eigenomponents' �an. While tehnially straightforward, that{ expliitly representation-dependent { proedure is not well suited to generalization to moreomplex problems. (Keep in mind that later on we will want to embed the free ation of thenon-interating problem into the more general framework of an interating theory.)Indeed, it is not at all neessary to refer to an eigenbasis: In the bosoni ase, Eq. (4.46)tells us that Gaussian integration over a bilinear � ��X̂� generates the inverse determinant ofX̂ . But what about the Grassmann ase? The answer is that all Gaussian integration formulaesummarized in setion 4.5 have Grassmann-analogs. The only di�erene is that in the Grassmannase determinants appear in the numerator rather than in the denominator (as exempli�ed by(5.31).) (As a matter of fat, (5.29) is already proof of that relation.) The Grassmann side ofGaussian integration is reviewed in full in Appendix 5.4.||||||||||||||{We now have to fae up to a tehnial problem: How do we ompute sums of thePn ln(i!n � x)? In fat, it takes little antiipation to foresee that sums of the typeXn1;n2;:::X(!n1; !n2; : : :);whereX symbolially stands for some funtion, will be a reurrent struture in the analysisof funtional integrals. But how then, an sums of this type be omputed? A good ansatz



174 CHAPTER 5. FUNCTIONAL FIELD THEORYwould be to argue that for suÆiently low temperatures (temperatures smaller than anyother harateristi energy sale in the problem), the sum an be traded for an integral:TPn ! 12� R d!. However, this approximation is too rude to apture muh of theharateristi temperature dependene one is usually interested in. Yet there exists analternative, and muh more aurate way of omputing sums over Matsubara frequenies:. Info. Consider a single Matsubara frequeny summation,S �Xn h(!n); (5.32)where h is some funtion and !n may be either bosoni or fermioni (f. Eq. (5.26).) Thebasi idea behind the standard sheme of evaluating sums of this type is to introdue a omplexauxiliary funtion g(z) that has simple poles at z = i!n. The sum S then emerges as the sumof residues obtained by integrating the produt gh along a suitably hosen path in the omplexplane.Typial hoies of g inludeg(z) = 8><>: �exp(�z) � 1 ; bosons�exp(�z) + 1 ; fermions ; and g(z) = 8>>><>>>: �2 oth(�z=2); bosons�2 tanh(�z=2); fermions; (5.33)where in muh of this setion we will employ the funtions of the �rst olumn. (Notie thesimilarity between these funtions and the familiar Fermi and Bose distribution funtions.) Inpratie, the hoie of the ounting funtion is mostly a matter of taste, safe for some aseswhere one of the two options is ditated by onvergene riteria.
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Figure 5.2: Left: integration ontour employed in alulating the sum (5.32). Right:Deformed integration ontourIntegration over the path shown in the left part of Fig. 5.2 then produes12�i I dzg(z)h(�iz) =Xn Res (g(z)h(�iz)jz=i!n = ��Xn h(!n) = ��S;



5.2. FIELD INTEGRAL FOR THE QUANTUM PARTITION FUNCTION 175where in the third identity we have used that the 'ounting funtions' g are hosen so as to haveresidue �� and it is assumed that the integration ontour loses at z ! �i1. (The di�erenebetween using the �rst and the seond olumn of (5.33) lies in the value of the residue. In thelatter ase it equals unity rather than �.) Now, the integral along a ontour in the immediateviinity of the poles of g is usually not doable. However, as long as we are areful not to rossany singularities of g or the funtion h(�iz) (the latter symbolially indiated by isolated rossesin the �gure8), we are free to distort the integration path, ideally to a ontour along whih theintegral an be done. Finding a suitable ontour is not always straightforward. If the produthg deays suÆiently fast at jzj ! 1 (i.e. faster than z�1), one will ususally try to 'inate'the original ontour to an in�nitely large irle (Fig. 5.2, right.)9 The integral along the outerperimeter of the ontour then vanishes and one is left with the integral around the singularitiesof the funtion h. In the simple ase where h(�iz) posesses a number of isolated singularitiesat fzkg (i.e. the situation indiated in the �gure) we thus obtains10S = � 12�i I h(�iz)g(z) = �Xk Resh(�iz)g(z)jz=zk ;i.e. the task of omputing the in�nite sum S has been redued to that of evaluating a numberof residues (always possible!)To illustrate the proedure on a simple example, let us onsider the funtionh(!n) = �Ti!ne�i!nÆ � � ;where Æ is positive in�nitesimal. This hoie of h is not atually not as arti�ial as it may seem:. Exerise. The expetation value of the number of partiles in the grand anonialensemble is de�ned through N � ��F�� ;where F is the free energy. In the non-interating ase, the latter is given by Eq. (5.30), and,remembering that �a = �a � �, one obtainsN � �TXan 1i!n � �a :Why did we write '�' instead of '='? The reason is that the right hand side, obtained by naivedi�erentiation of (5.30), is ill-onvergent. (The sum P1n=�1 1n+x , x arbitrary, does not exist!)At this point we have to remember the remark made in the on p. 172. I.e., had we arefullytreated the disretization of the �eld integral, both the logarithm of the free energy and ��F8Remeber that a funtion that is analyti in the entire omplex plane is either onstant or zero.9Notie that the ondition jfgj jzj!1< z�1 is not as restritive as it may seem. The reason is that thefuntion f will mostly be related to physial observables that approah some limit, or vanish, for largeexitation energies. This implies vanishing in at least portions of the omplex plane. The onvergeneproperties of g depend on the onrete hoie of the ounting funtion. (Exerise: explore the onvergeneproperties of the funtions shown in Eq. (??).)10If you are onfused about signs, note that the ontour enirles the singularities of h in lokwisediretion.



176 CHAPTER 5. FUNCTIONAL FIELD THEORYwould pik up in�nitesimal phases exp(�i!nÆ). Exerise: keep trak of the disretization of the�eld integral from its de�nition to (5.30) to show that the aurate expression for N reads asN = �TXan 1i!ne�i!nÆ � �a =Xa Xn h(!n)j�=�a ;where h is the funtion introdued above. (Note that the neessity to keep trak of the life-buoye�iÆ!n does not arise too often. Most Matsubra sums of physial interest relate to funtions fthat deay faster than z�1.)To evaluate the sum S =Pn h(!n), we �rst observe that the produt h(�iz)g(z) has benignonvergene properties. Further, the funtion h(�iz) has a simple pole that, in the limit Æ ! 0,lies on the real axis at z = �. This leads toXn h(!n) = �� Res g(z)h(�iz)jz=� = � 1e�� + � :We have thus arrived at the important identity��TXn 1i!n � �a = � fb(�a); bosons;ff(�a); fermions (5.34)where the �rst equality has to be understood in a quali�ed sense andf fb (�) = 1�1 + exp(�� �) (5.35)is the Fermi/Bose distribution funtion. As a orrloary we note that the expetation value forthe number of partiles in a non-interating quantum gas assumes the familiar formN =Xa ff=b(�a):Before turning bak to our disussion of the partition funtion, let us note that life is notallways as simple as with the example above. E.g. more often than not, the funtion f not onlyontains isolated singularities but also uts or worse singularities. Under suh irumstanes, agood hoie of the integration ontour an be far from straightforward!||||||||||||||{We turn bak to our problem of omputing the sum (5.30). Considering for a momenta �xed eigenvalue �a � a, we need to evaluate the sumS �Xn h(i!n);where h(!n) � ��T ln(�i!n+ �) = ��T ln(i!n� �)+C and C is an inessential onstant.As disussed before, we represent the sum asS = �2�i I g(z)h(�iz);



5.2. FIELD INTEGRAL FOR THE QUANTUM PARTITION FUNCTION 177where g(z) = �(e�z+ �)�1 is (� times) the distribution funtion and the ontour enirlesthe poles of g as in Fig. 5.2, left. Now, there is an essential di�erene to our previouslydisussed example, viz. the funtion h(�iz) = ��T ln(z��)+C has a branh ut along thereal axis, z 2 (�1; �). To avoid ontat with this singularity, we distort the integrationontour as shown in Fig. 5.3. Notiing that the (suitably regularized, f. our previousdisussion of the partile number N) integral along the perimeter vanishes, we onludethat S = T2�i Z 1�1 d�g(�) �ln(�+ � �)� ln(�� � �)� ;where �� = �� i�, � > 0 is in�nitesimal and we have used that g(��) ' g(�) is ontinuousaross the ut. (Also, without hanging the value of the integral (why?), we have enlargedthe integration interval from (�1; �℄ to (�1;1).) To evaluate the integral, we observethat g(�) = ��� ln �1 + �e����and integrate by parts:S = �T2�i Z d� ln �1 + �e����� 1�+ � � � 1�� � �� (4:35)= ��T ln �1 + �e���� :
 i ω   n 

 ξ 

Figure 5.3: Integration ontour employed in alulating the free energy.Insertion of this result into (5.30) �nally obtains the familiar expressionF = ��TXa ln �1 + �e��(�a��)� (5.36)for the free energy of the non-interating Fermi/Bose gas. While this result ould havebeen obtained muh more straightforwardly by the methods of quantum statistial me-hanis, we will shortly see how powerful a tool the methods disussed in this setion arewhen it omes to the analysis of less elementary problems!



178 CHAPTER 5. FUNCTIONAL FIELD THEORY5.3 Summary and OutlookThis onludes our preliminary introdution to the �eld integral. We have learned how torepresent the partition funtion of a quantum many body system in terms of a generalizedpath integral. We also saw that, irrespetive of the struture of the Hamiltonian, theevaluation of the �eld integral leads to summations over a disrete set of frequenies. Amethod has been introdued whereby suh sums an be done.The �eld integral representation of the partition funtion will be the basi platform onwhih the rest of the book is based. However, the ritial reader will objet that beyondthe onstrution of this formal representation, the present hapter did not add muh to ourunderstanding of onrete physial problems, i.e. there has been virtually no disussionof appliations of the formalism. The reason is, of ourse, that none of the 'non-trivial'�eld integrals one might be interested in an be done in losed form. (This reetingthe fat that safe for a few exoti exeptions, interating many body problems do nothave losed solutions.) I.e. before emplyoing the �eld integral to solve serious problemswe need to develop a spetrum of approximation strategies, perturbation theory, linearresponse theory, mean �eld methods, instanton tehniques and the like. The onstrutionand appliation of suh methods will be the subjet of the following hapters.



5.4. APPENDIX: GRASSMANN GAUSSIAN INTEGRATION 1795.4 Appendix: Grassmann Gaussian IntegrationThe prototype of all Grassmann Gaussian integration formulae isZ d��d�e���a� = a; (5.37)where a 2 C takes arbitrary values. Eq. (5.37) is derived by a �rst order Taylor expansionof the exponential and appliation of Eq. (5.15). The multi-dimensional generalization of(5.37) is given by Z d(��;�)e� ��TA� = detA; (5.38)where �� and � are N -omponent vetors of Grassmann variables, the measure d(��;�) �QNi=1 d��id�i and A may be an arbitrary omplex matrix. For matries that are unitarilydiagonalisable, A = UyDU, with U unitary, and D diagonal, Eq. (5.38) is proven in thesame way as its omplex ounterpart (4.46): One hanges variables �! Uy�, ��! UT ��.Sine detU = 1, the transform leaves the measure invariant (see below) and leaves uswith N deoupled integrals of the type (5.37). The resulting produt of N eigenvaluesis just the determinant of A. (That route was taken in the text.) For general (non-diagonalisable) A, the identity is proven by straightforward expansion of the exponent.The expansion terminates at N 'th order and by ommuting through integration variablesit an be shown that the resulting N 'th order polynomial of matrix elements of A is thedeterminant. (Exerise: arry out this proedure for N = 2).1111As with ordinary integrals, Grassmann integrals an also be subjeted to variable transforms.Suppose we are given an integral Z d(��;�)f(��;�)and wish to hange variables aording to�� =M��; � =M0�; (5.39)where, for simpliity,M andM0 are omplex matries (i.e. we here restrit ourselves to linear transforms).One an show that ��1 : : : ��N = detM ��1 : : : ��N ;�1 : : : �N = detM 0�1 : : : �N : (5.40)(There are di�erent ways to prove this identity. The most straightforward one is by expliitly writingout (5.39) in omponents and ommuting all Grassmann variables to the right. A more elegant way isto argue that the oeÆient relating the right and the left hand sides of (5.40) must be an Nth orderpolynomial of matrix elements of M. In order to be onsistent with the anti-ommutation behaviourof Grasmann variables, the polynomial must obey ommutation relations whih uniquely haraterise adeterminant. Exerise: Chek the relation for N = 2). On the other hand, the integral of the newvariables must obey the de�ning relation,Z d����1 : : : ��N = Z d��1 : : : �N = (�)N+1;



180 CHAPTER 5. FUNCTIONAL FIELD THEORYThe Grassmann version of (4.47) readsZ d(��;�)e� ��TA�+��T ��+ ��T �� = detAe��A�1� (5.41)To prove that relation, notie that R d�f(�) = R d�f(� + �), i.e. in Grassmann integralsone an shift variables as in the ordinary ase. The proof of the Gaussian relation abovethus proeeds in omplete analogy to the omplex ase. As with (4.47), Eq. (5.41) analso be employed to generate further integration formulae. De�ningh� � �i � detA�1 Z d(��;�)e� ��TA�(� � �)and expanding both the left and the right hand side of (5.41) to leading order in the`monomial' ��j�i, we obtain h�j��ii = A�1ji :The N -fold iteration of this proedure �nally givesh�j1�j2 : : : �jn ��i1 ��i2 : : : ��ini =XP sgn PA�1j1iP1 : : : A�1jniPnwhere the signum of the permutation aounts for the sign hanges aompanying theinterhange of Grassmann variables.

where d�� = QNi=1 d��i and the sign on the right hand side is due to the fat that R d�1d�2�1�2 =� R d�1�1 R d�2�2 = �1. Eqs. (5.40) and (5.39) enfore the identityd�� = detMd��; d� = detM0d�;whih ombines to giveZ d(��;�)f(��;�) = det(MM0) Z d(��; �0)f(��(��); �(�)):



5.5. PROBLEM SET 1815.5 Problem SetQ1 Explore normalization, overlap, ompleteness properties of Grassmann oherentsates. Spin oherent states ...Q2 Real time �eld integral.Q3 Field integral vs. path integral: Consider the simplest bosoni many bodyHamiltonian: Ĥ = �aya + 12� ~!: (5.42)where ay reates 'strutureless' partiles (states de�ned in a one-dimensional Hilbertspae.) In setion 2.1.1 we had seen that Ĥ an be interpreted as the Hamiltonianof a single osiallator degree of freedom. Show that, indeed, the �eldintegral forthe partition funtion tr (exp(��Ĥ)) an be mapped onto the (imaginary time)pathintegral of an harmoni osillator by a suitable variable transformation. Hint:Let yourself be guided by the fat that the onjugate operator pair (a; ay) is related tothe momentum and oordinate operator (p̂; q̂) through a anonial transformation.Q4 Compute the oherent state path integral of the Hamiltonian (5.42). (However,there is no need to be preise about the global normalization of the integral.) Thenapply the formula (4.22) to evaluate the resulting in�nite produt over Matsubarafrequenies. Fix the normalization of the result by demanding that in the zerotemperature limit, � ! 1, the osillator must be in its ground state. Finally,ompute the partition funtion by elementary means and hek your result.Additional exerise: repeat the same steps for the 'fermioni osillator', Ĥ = (y+1=2)~!, where [; y℄+ = 1 are fermion operators. (You need the auxiliary formulaQn�1� � x�(2n+1)�2� = os �x2�.Q5 Field representation of the one-dimensional free fermion. Comparison with free bosetheory.Q6 Some frequeny summations.Q7 partition funtion from oherent state representation.Q8 partition funtion from disrete determinant representation.Q9 persistent urrent problem5.5.1 AnswersA1 Solution, oherent states ...



182 CHAPTER 5. FUNCTIONAL FIELD THEORYA2 In the oherent state representation, the quantum partition funtion of the osillatorHamiltonian is expressed in terms of the path integralZ = Z D[ ��; �℄ exp �� Z �0 d� ������+ ~! ����� ; (5.43)where �(�) denotes a omplex salar �eld, the onstant fator e��~!=2 has beenabsorbed into the measure of the funtional integral D[ ��; �℄, and we have set thehemial potential � = 0. The onnetion between the oherent state and Feynmanintegral is established by the hange of �eld variables,�(�) = �m!2~ �1=2 �q(�) + ip(�)m! �where p(�) and q(�) represent real �elds. Substituting, and rearranging some termsby integrating by parts, the onnetion is established,Z = Z D(p; q) exp �� Z �0 d� � p22m + 12m!2q2 � i~p _q�� :A3 Dealing �rst with the bosoni osillator, and making use of the Gaussian funtionalintegral for omplex �elds (see Eq. (5.43)), we obtainZB = Z D[ ��; �℄ exp �� Z �0 d� �� (�� + ~!)�� � det(�� + ~!)�1 �Y!n [i!n + ~!℄�1� 1Yn=1"(~!)2 + �2n�� �2#�1 � 1Yn=1"1 + �~!�2�n�2#�1 � 1sinh(~!�=2):Now, in the limit of small temperatures, the partition funtion is dominated by theground state, lim�!1ZB = e��~!=2, whih �xes the onstant of proportionality,ZB = 12 sinh(~�!=2):Similarly one an perform the Gaussian integration in the fermioni ase. In thisase, the produt over the eigenvalues stands in the numerator, andZF � Y!n [i!n + ~!℄ � 1Yn=1"(~!)2 + �(2n + 1)�� �2#� 1Yn=1"1 + � ~!�(2n+ 1)��2# � osh(~!�=2):Fixing the normalization as before in the bosoni ase, we �ndZF = 2e��~! osh(~�!=2):



5.5. PROBLEM SET 183Altogether, these results are easily on�rmed by diret omputation, vizZB = e��~!=2 1Xn=0 e�n�~! = e��~!=21� e��~! = 12 sinh(�~!=2)ZF = e��~!=2 1Xn=0 e�n�~! = e��~!=2(1 + e��~!) = 2e��~! osh(~�!=2):
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Chapter 6Perturbation TheoryAnalytial mahinery to approximately solve many body problems is introdued. Employ-ing the so-alled �4-theory as an example, we learn how to desribe systems that are nottoo far from a known referene state by perturbative methods. Diagrammati methods areintrodued as a tool to eÆiently implement perturbation theory at large orders. The newonepts are then applied to an analysis of various properties of the weakly interatingeletron gas.In previous hapters we have stated time and again that the majority of many partileproblems annot be solved in losed form. So we have to begin to think about approx-imate strategies. One promising ansatz is that when approahing the low temperaturephysis of a many partile system we often have some idea, however vague, of its preferredstates and/or its low energy exitations. One may then set out to explore the system byusing these prospeted ground state on�gurations as a working platform. E.g. one mightexpand the Hamiltonian in the viinity of the referene state and hek that, indeed, theresidual 'perturbations' ating in the low energy setor of the Hilbert spae are weak andan be dealt with by some kind of approximate expansion. Consider, e.g., the Heisenbergmagnet. An exat solution of this system is out of question. However, we know (or,more onservatively, 'expet') that at zero temperature the spins will be frozen out toon�gurations aligned along some (domainwise) onstant magnetization axes. Residualutuations around these on�gurations, desribed by the Holstein-Primako� boson exi-tations, or spinwaves, disussed before an be desribed in terms of a ontrolled expansionsheme. Similar programs work for ountless other physial systems.These onsiderations ditate muh of our further strategy. We will need to onstrutmethods to identify and desribe the lowest energy on�gurations of many partile sys-tems { often alled 'mean �elds' { and learn how to do perturbation theory around them.In essene, the �rst part of that program amounts to solving a variational problem, a rel-atively straightforward task. However, the formulation of perturbation strategies requiressome preparation and, equally important, a good deal of ritial aution (this beausemany systems notoriously defy perturbative assaults, a fat easily misjudged!) We thusturn the logial sequene of the two steps upside down and devote this hapter to an185



186 CHAPTER 6. PERTURBATION THEORYintrodution to many body perturbation theory. This will inlude a number of applia-tions, i.e. problems where the mean �eld is trivial an perturbation theory alone suÆes toprodue meaningful results. Perturbation theory superimposed on non-trivial mean-�eldswill then be the subjet of the next hapter.6.1 Perturbation Theory I: General Strutures andLow-Order ExpansionsAs with any other perturbative approah, many body perturbation theory amounts to anexpansion of observables in powers of some parameter, typially, the oupling strengthof an interation operator. However, before disussing how this program is implementedin pratie, it is imperative to develop some understanding of the mathematial statusof suh 'series expansions'. (To motivate the point: it may, and often does happen thatthe in�nite order expansion in the 'small parameter' of the problem does not exist in amathematial sense!) This an be ahieved by onsidering6.1.1 An Instrutive IntegralConsider the integral I(g) = Z dxp2�e� 12x2�gx4: (6.1)It an be regarded as a minisule ariature of a partile subjet to some harmoni po-tential (x2) plus 'interation' (x4). For small g � 1, it is natural to treat the interationperturbatively, i.e. to expand I(g) �Xn gnIn; (6.2)where gnIn = (�g)nn! Z dxp2�e� 12x2x4n = (�g)n (4n� 1)!!n! n�1� �gne �n :and the last proportionality is based on the Stirling formula n! n�1� nne�n.This estimate should alert us. It states that, stritly speaking, a series expansionin the 'small parameter' g does not exist. No matter how small g, at � (1=g)th in theperturbative expansion, the series begins to diverge. In fat, it is easy to predit thisbreakdown on qualitative grounds: For g > 0 (g < 0), the integral (6.1) is onvergent(divergent). This implies that the series expansion of the funtion I(g) around g = 0must have zero radius of onvergene. However, there is also a more 'physial' way ofunderstanding the phenomenon. Consider a one-dimensional version of (4.45), where the'Gaussian average' is given by (4.44):Z dxp2�e� 12x2x4n =Xall possiblepairings of 4n objets1 = (4n� 1)!!:The fator (4n � 1)!! measures the ombinatorial freedom to pair up 4n objets. Thissuggests to interpret the breakdown of the perturbative expansion as the result of a



6.1. PERTURBATION THEORY I: GENERAL STRUCTURES AND LOW-ORDER EXPANSIONS187ompetition between the smallness of the expansion parameter g and the ombinatorialproliferation of equivalent ontributions, or 'pairings', ontributing to the Gaussian inte-gral. Physially, the ombinatorial fator an be interpreted as the number of di�erent'partial amplitudes' ontributing to the net result at any given order of perturbation the-ory. Eventually, the exponential growth of this �gure overpowers the smallness of theexpansion parameter whih is when perturbation theory breaks down. (Oddly the exis-tene of this, rather general mehanism is usually not mentioned in textbook treatmentsof quantum perturbation theory!)Does the ill-onvergene of the series imply that perturbative approahes to problemsof the struture (6.1) are doomed to fail? Fortunately, this is not so. While the in�niteseries P1n=0 gnIn is divergent, a partial resummation Pnmaxn=0 gnIn an yield exellent ap-proximations to the exat result I(g). To see this, let us use that je�gx4 �Pnmaxn=0 (gx4)nn! j �(�gx4)nmax+1(nmax+1)! to estimate the error�����I(g)� nmaxXn=0 gnIn����� � gnmax+1Inmax+1 nmax�1� �gnmaxe �nmaxVariation wrt nmax shows that the error reahes its minimumwhen nmax � g where it saleslike e�1=g. Notie the exponential dependene of the error on the oupling g. E.g. for asmall oupling g � 0:01, 100th order perturbation theory would lead to an approximationof astronomi absolute preision e�100. In ontrast, for g � 0:3, perturbation theorybeomes bad already after 3rd order!Summarizing, the moral to be taken home from the analysis of the integral (6.1) (andwhih generalizes to theories of more omplex struture) is that perturbative expansionsshould not be onfused with rigorous Taylor expansions. They rather represent asymp-toti expansions, in the sense that for weaker and weaker oupling a partial resummationof the perturbation series leads to an ever more preise approximation to the exat result.For weak enough oupling the distintion between Taylor expansion and asymptoti ex-pansion beomes aademi (at least for physiists). However, for intermediate or strongoupling theories, the asymptoti harater of perturbation theory must be kept in mind.6.1.2 �4-TheoryWhile the integral disussed in the previous setion told us something about the generalstatus of perturbation theory, we need to proeed to the level of funtional integrals tolearn more about the pratial implementation of perturbative methods. The simplestinterating �eld theory displaying all relevant strutures is de�ned throughZ � Z D�e�S[�℄; S[�℄ � Z ddx�12���� + r2�2 + g�4� ; (6.3)where � is a salar bosoni �eld. Owing to the struture of its interation term, thismodel is often referred to as �4-theory. The �4-model not only provides a prototypialenvironment in whih features of interating �eld theories an be explored, it also appearsin numerous appliations. E.g. lose to its ritial point, the d-dimensional Ising model



188 CHAPTER 6. PERTURBATION THEORYis desribed by the �4-ation (see the info-blok below.) More generally, it an be shownthat the long range behaviour of lassial statistial systems with a single order parameter(e.g. the density of a uid, uni-axial magnetisation et.) is desribed by the �4-ation1.Within the ontext of statistial mehanis, S[�℄ is known as the Ginzburg-Landaufree energy funtional (less frequently also as the Landau-Wilson model.). Info. The d-dimensional Ising model desribes the lassial magnetism of a lattie ofmagneti moments Si 2 f1;�1g that an take only two values �1. It is de�ned through theHamiltonian H =Xij SiCijSj �Xi HiSi; (6.4)where Cij = C(ji� jj) is a orrelation matrix desribing the mutual interation of the spins, Han external magneti �eld and the sums run over the sites of a d-dimensional lattie (assumedhyperubial for simpliity.)The Ising model is the simplest model desribing lassial magnetism. In low dimensionsd = 1; 2, it an be solved exatly, i.e. the partition funtion and all observables depending on itan be omputed rigorously (see our disussion in hapter XX.) However, for generi dimensionsno losed solutions exist and one has to resort to approximation strategies. Below we willshow that the long range physis of the system is desribed by �4-theory. Notie that (safefor the exeptional ase d = 1 disussed in hapter XX) the system is expeted to display amagneti phase transition. As a orrolary this implies that the �4-model must exhibit muhmore interesting behaviour than its innoent apperene suggests!Consider the partition funtionZ =XfSig ePij SiKijSj+Pi hiSi ; (6.5)where K � ��C and h � �h. The feature that prevents us from rigorously omputing the on-�gurational sum is, of ourse, the orrelation between the spins. We an remove that orrelationat, however, a prie: Let us onsider the 'fat unity',1 = N Z D e� 14 Pij  i(K�1)ij j ;where D � Qi d i, K�1 is the inverse of the orrelation matrix and N = pdet(4�K�1) afator normalizing the integral to unity. A shift of the integration variables,  i !  i � 2(KS)i,brings the integral into the form (Here (KS)i is the ith omponent of the vetor obtained bymultiplying the matrix K to the vetor S = fSig.)1 = N Z D e� 14 Pij  i(K�1)ij j+Pi Si i�Pij SiKijSj :We now multiply this representation of unity to the partition funtion and obtainZ = N Z D XfSig e� 14 Pij  i(C�1)ij j+Pi Si( i+hi) (6.6)1Heuristially, this is explained by the fat that S[�℄ is the simplest interating (i.e. non-Gaussian)model ation invariant under inversion �$ ��. (The ation of an uniaxial magnet should depend on thevalue of the loal magnetization, but not on its sign.) A purely Gaussian theory might desribe wave-likeutuations of the magnetization, but not the 'ritial' phenomenon of a magneti transition. One thusneeds, at least, a �4-interation term. Later on we will see that more omplex monomials of �, suh as�6 or (��)4, are inessential in the long range limit.



6.1. PERTURBATION THEORY I: GENERAL STRUCTURES AND LOW-ORDER EXPANSIONS189We have, thus, removed the orrelation between the spin variables at the expense of the introdu-tion of a new ontinuous �eld f ig. Why do this? Beause a multi-dimensional integral R D isusually easier to deal with than a multi-dimensional sumPfSig over disrete objets. The trans-formation leading from (6.5) to (6.6) is our �rst example of a so-alledHubbard-Stratonovihtransformation. One �eld is deoupled on the expense of the introdution of another. Notiethat in spite of the somewhat high-minding denotation, the transformation is tantamount to asimple shift of a Gaussian integration variable, a feature shared by all Hubbard-Stratonovihtransformations!The summation PfSig =QiPSi an now be trivially done:Z = N Z D e� 14 Pij  i(K�1)ij jYi (2 osh( i + hi) == N Z D e� 14 Pij  i(K�1)ij j+Pi ln osh( i+hi)= N Z D e� 14 Pij( i�hi)(K�1)ij( j�hj)+Pi ln osh( i);where we have absorbed the inessential fator Qi 2 in the normalization N . We �nally hangeintegration variables from  i to �i � 12(K�1 )i and arrive at the intermediate resultZ = N Z D� e�Pij �iKij�j+Pi �ihi+Pi ln osh(2(K�)i):This representation of the problem still does not look very inviting. To bring it into aform amenable to further analytial evaluation, we need to make the simplifying assumptionthat we are working at low temperatures suh that the exponential weight Kij = �C(ji � jj)inhibits strong uutations of the �eld �. More preisely, we assume that j�ij � 1 and that thespatial pro�le of the �eld is smooth. To make use of these onditions, we swith to a Fourierrepresentation, �i = 1pN Xk e�ik�ri�(k);Kij = 1N Xk e�ik�(ri�rj)K(k)and expand ln osh(x) = 12x2 � 112x4 + : : :. Noting that (K�)(k) = K(k)�(k) = K(0)�(k) +12k2K 00(0)�(k) +O(k4), we onlude that the low temperature expansion of the ation has thegeneral strutureS[�℄ =Xk [�k(1 + 2k � k)��k + 3�kh�k℄+ 4N Xk1;:::;k4 �k1�k2�k3�k4Æk1+k2+k3+k4+O(k4; h2; �6). Exerise. Show that the oeÆients i are given by1 = K(0)(1 � 2K(0));2 = 12K 00(0)(1 � 4K(0));3 = 1;4 = 4K(0)3 :



190 CHAPTER 6. PERTURBATION THEORYSwithing bak to a real spae representation and taking a ontinuum limit, the S[�℄ assumesthe form of a prototypial �4-ationS[�℄ = Z ddr �1����+ 2��+ 3�h+N4�4� :A resaling of variables �! 1p12� �nally brings the ation into the form (6.3) with oeÆientsr = 2=1 and g = 4=(21).2We have thus sueeded in desribing the low temperature phase of the Ising model in termsof a �4-model. While the struture of the ation ould have been guessed on symmetry grounds,the 'mirosopi' derivation has the advantage that it yields expliit expressions for the ouplingonstants. There is atually one interesting aspet about the dependene of these onstants onthe parameters of the mirosopi model. Consider the onstant 2 ontrolling the k-independentontribution to the Gaussian ation: 2 / K 00(0)(1 � 4K(0)) / (1 � 4�C(0)). Sine C(0) mustbe positive to ensure the overall stability of the model (why?) the onstant 2 will hange signat a ertain 'rital temperature' ��. For temperatures lower than ��, the Gaussian ation isunstable (i.e. utuations with low wavevetor beome unbound) and the anharmoni term�4 alone ontrols the stability of the model. Clearly, the behaviour of the system will hangedrastially at this point. Indeed, the ritial temperature 2(��) = 0 marks the position of themagneti phase transition, a point to be disussed in more detail below.||||||||||||||{Let us begin our primer of perturbation theory by introduing some nomenlature3.To save writing, we de�ne the notationh: : :i � R D� e�S[�℄(: : :)R D� e�S[�℄ ; (6.7)for the funtional integral, weighted by the ation S, of a any expression (: : :). Due to thestrutural similarity to the thermal averages of statistial mehanis, h: : :i is sometimesalled a funtional average or funtional expetation value. Similarly, we de�neh: : :i0 � R D� e�S0[�℄(: : :)R D� e�S0[�℄ (6.8)for the funtional average over the Gaussian ation S0 � Sjg=0. The average over aprodut of �eld variables,Cn(x1;x2; : : : ;xn) � h�(x1)�(x2) : : : �(xn)i (6.9)is alled an (n-point) orrelation funtion, sometimes also just n-point funtion forbrevity4.2The only di�erene is that the magneti �4-ation ontains a term linear in � and h. The reason isthat in the presene of a �nite magneti �eld the ation is no longer invariant under inversion �! ��.3Neeless to say, that the jargon introdued below is not restrited to the �4-example!4Notie that, depending on the ontext and/or sienti� ommunity, the phrase 'n-point funtion'sometimes refers C2n instead of Cn.



6.1. PERTURBATION THEORY I: GENERAL STRUCTURES AND LOW-ORDER EXPANSIONS191The 1-point funtion C1(x) = h�(x)i simply measures the expetation value of the�eld amplitude. For the partiular ase of the �4-problem above the phase transition and,more generally, the majority of �eld theories with an ation even in the �eld amplitudes,C1 = 0 and the �rst non-vanishing orrelation funtion is the 2-point funtionG(x1 � x2) � C2(x1;x2): (6.10)(Why does C2 depend only on the di�erene of its arguments?) The 2-point funtion issometimes also alled the propagator of the theory, the Green funtion, or, espeiallyin the more formal literature, the resolvent operator. The existene of di�erent namessuggests that we have met with an important objet. Indeed, we will shortly see that theGreen funtion not only represents a entral building blok of the theory but also arriesprofound physial signi�ane.. Info. To develop some understanding of the meaning of this objet, let us reall thatthe average of a linear �eld amplitude, h�(0)i, vanishes. (See the �gure, where a artoon of afew 'typial' �eld on�gurations is skethed as a funtion of oordinate.) However, the averageof the squared amplitude (�(0))2 is ertainly non-vanishing, simply beause we are integratingover a positive objet. Now, what happens if we split our single observation point into two,h(�(0))2i0 ! h�(0)�(x)i0 = G(x). For asymptotially large x it is likely that the two amplitudesdo not know of eah other, i.e. G(x) jxj!1�! 0. However, this vanishing will not happen instantly.The reason is that the �eld amplitudes are orrelated over a ertain range in spae. E.g. if�(0) > 0, the �eld amplitude will, on average, stay positive in an entire neighbourhood of 0 justbeause rapid utuations of the �eld are energetially ostly (the gradient term in the ation!).The spatial orrelation pro�le of the �eld is desribed by the funtion G(x).
 0  x 

 φ 

Figure 6.1: Cartoon of a few 'typial' �eld amplitudes. Positive and negative amplitudes enterwith equal weight, hene the vanishing of h�(0)i. However, the orrelation funtion G is non-vanishing.How does the orrelation behaviour of the �eld relate to the basi parameters of the ation.A quik answer an be given by dimensional analysis. The ation of the theory must bedimensionless (beause it appears as the argument of an exponential.) Denoting the dimensionof any quantity X by [X℄, and using that �R ddr� = Ld, [�℄ = L�1, inspetion of (6.3) obtainsthe set of relations, Ld�2 [�℄2 = 1;



192 CHAPTER 6. PERTURBATION THEORYLd [r℄ [�℄2 = 1;Ld [g℄ [�℄4 = 1;from where follow [�℄ = L(d�2)=2, [r℄ = L�2, [g℄ = Ld�4. In general, both system parameters,g and r arry a non-zero length-dimension. However, temporarily onentrating on the non-interating setor, g = 0, the only parameter of the theory, r, has dimensionality L�2. Arguingin reverse, we onlude that any intrinsi length sale produed by the theory, (e.g. the rangeover whih the �elds are orrelated), must sale as � r�1=2.A more quantitative desription an be obtained by onsidering the free propagator of thetheory, G0(x) � h�(0)�(x)i0; (6.11)Sine the momentum representation of the Gaussian ation is simply given byS0[�℄ = 12Xp �p(p2 + r)��p;it is onvenient to �rst ompute G0 in momentum spae:G0(p) � Z ddx eip�xG0(x) =Xp0 h�p�p0i0:Using the Gaussian ontration rule (4.43) the free funtional average evaluates to h�p�p0i0 =Æp+p0(p2 + r)�1, i.e.5 G0(p) = h�p��pi0 = 1p2 + r : (6.12)To obtain G(x), we need to ompute the inverse transformG0(x) = 1LdXp e�ip�xG0(p) � Z ddk(2�)d e�ip�xp2 + r ; (6.13)where we have assumed that the system is large, i.e. the sum over momenta an be exhangedfor an integral.For simpliity, let us ompute the integral for a one-dimensional system. (For the two- andthree-dimensional ase see the problem set.) Writing p2 + r = (k + ir1=2)(k � ir1=2), we seethat the (omplex extension of the) k integral has simple poles at �ir1=2. For x smaller (larger)than zero, the integrand is analyti in the upper (lower) omplex k-plane and losure of theintegration ontour to a semiirle of in�nite radius obtainsG0(x) = Z dk2� e�ip�x(k + ir1=2)(k � ir1=2) = e�r1=2jxj2r1=2 : (6.14)This result teahes us something interesting. Typially, orrelations deay exponentially, at arate set by the orrelation length � � r�1=2. However, as r approahes 0, the system beomeslong range orrelated. The origin of this phenomenon an be understood by inspeting thestruture of the Gaussian ontribution to the ation (6.3). For r ! 0 (and still negleting the�4-ontribution) nothing prevents the onstant �eld mode �(x) = �0 = onst: from beoming5The resultG0(p) = (p2+r)�1 lari�es whyG is referred to as a 'Green funtion'. Indeed, G0(p) is (themomentum representation of the) Green funtion of the di�erential equation (��2r+r)G(r; r0) = Æ(r�r0).



6.1. PERTURBATION THEORY I: GENERAL STRUCTURES AND LOW-ORDER EXPANSIONS193in�nitely large, i.e. the utuating ontribution to the �eld beomes relatively less importantthan the onstant o�set. The inreasing 'sti�ness' of the �eld in turn manifests itself in a growthof spatial orrelations (f. Fig. 6.1.) Notie that this �ts in niely with our previous statementthat r = 0 marks the position of a phase transition. Indeed, the buildup of in�nitely long rangespatial orrelations is known to a be a hallmark of seond order phase transitions.||||||||||||||{6.1.3 Perturbation Theory at Low OrdersHaving disussed the general struture of the theory and of its free propagator, let us turnour attention to the role of the interation ontribution to the ation,Sint[�℄ � g Z ddx �4:Within the jargon of �eldtheory, an integrated monomial of a �eld variable (like �4)is ommonly alled an (interation) operator or a vertex (operator). Keeping thewords of aution made in setion 6.1.1 in mind, we wish to explore perturbatively how theinteration vertex a�ets the funtional expetation value of any given �eld observable,i.e. we wish to analyse expansions of the typehX[�℄i � :::Xn=0 (�g)nn! �X[�℄�Z ddx �4�n�0:::Xn=0 �(g)nn! ��Z ddx �4�n�0 � nmaxXn=0 X(n); (6.15)where X may be any observable and X(n) denotes the ontribution of nth order to theexpansion in g. The summation limits in numerator and denominator are symboli be-ause, as explained above, we will need to terminate the total perturbative expansion ata ertain �nite order nmax.. Exerise. Reapitulate setion 4.5.4 on ontinuum Gaussian integration.To keep the disussion onrete, let us fous on the perturbative expansion of thepropagator. (A physial appliation relating to this expansion will be disussed in setionXX below.) The zeroth order ontribution G(0) = G0 has been disussed before, so the�rst non-trivial term we have to explore is G(1):G(1)(x;x0) = �g���(x) Z ddy �(y)4�(x0)�0 � ��(x)�(x0)�0�Z ddy�(y)4�0� :(6.16)Sine the funtional average is now over a Gaussian ation, this expression an be eval-uated by Wik's theorem, Eq. (4.50). E.g. the funtional average of the �rst of the twoterms leads to (integral signs and onstants stripped o� for larity)
�(x)�(y)4�(x0)�0 =



194 CHAPTER 6. PERTURBATION THEORY= 3h�(x)�(x0)i0 [h�(y)�(y)i0℄2 + 12h�(x)�(y)i0 h�(y)�(y)i0 h�(y)�(x0)i0 == 3G0(x� x0)G0(0)2 + 12G0(x� y)G0(0)G0(y � x0); (6.17)where we have used that the operator inverse of the Gaussian ation is, by de�nition, thefree Green funtion (f. Eq. (6.11).) Also notie that the total number of terms appearingon the right hand side equals 15 = (5� 1)!! whih is just the number of distint pairingsof 6 objets. (Cf. with Eq. (4.50) and with our disussion of setion 6.1.1.) Similarly, theseond ontribution to G(1) leads toh�(x)�(x0)i0h�(y)4i0 = 3h�(x)�(x0)i0[h�(y)2i0℄ = 3G0(x� x0)G0(0)2:Before analysing these strutures in any more detail, let us make some general observa-tions. The �rst order expansion of G ontains a number of fators G(0), the free Greenfuntion evaluated at oiniding points. This bears disturbing onsequenes. To see this,onsider G(0) evaluated in momentum spae:G(0) = Z ddp(2�)d 1p2 + r : (6.18)For dimensions d > 1, dhe integral is divergent at large momenta or short wavelengths; wehave met with an ultraviolett (UV) divergene. Physially, the divergene implies thatalready at �rst order our expansion runs into a diÆulty whih is obviously related to theshort distane struture of the system. How an this problem be overome? One way outis to remember that �eld theories like the �4-model represent e�etive low temperature, orlong wavelength, approximations to more mirosopi models. The range of appliabilityof the ation must be limited to wavelengths > a, or momenta k < a�1, where a issome mirosopi uto� parameter. It seems that one that uto� has been built in, theonvergene problem is solved. However, there is something unsatisfatory to this option:All our perturbative orretions, and therefore the �nal result of the analysis, exhibitstrong sensitivity on the mirosopi uto� parameter. But this is not what we expetof a sensible low energy theory (f. the disussion of hapter ??)! The UV problemsignals that something more interesting is going on than a naive uto� regularizationould remove. We will disuss this point extensively in hapter XX.However, even if we temporarily lose our eyes on the UV-phenomenon, there is an-other problem. For dimensions d � 2, and in the limit r ! 0, G(0) diverges also atsmall momenta, an infrared (IR) divergene. Being related to strutures at largewavelengths, this type of singularity should attrat our attention even more than the UV-divergene mentioned above. Indeed, it is intimately related to the buildup of longrangedorrelations in the limit r! 0 (f. the struture of the integral (6.13).) We will ome bakto the disussion of the IR-singularities, and their onnetion to the UV-phenomenon inhapter XX.The onsiderations above show that the perturbative analysis of funtional integralswill ome with all sorts of divergenes. On top of that, there is another, less fundamental,but also important point: Looking at Eq. (6.17), we have to onede that the expressiondoes not look partiularly inviting. To make the point we wish to sore more plasti, letus onsider the ore ontribution to the expansion at seond order in g:



6.1. PERTURBATION THEORY I: GENERAL STRUCTURES AND LOW-ORDER EXPANSIONS195. Exerise. Show that the 10-th order ontration leads to the 945 terms
�(x)�(y)4�(y0)4�(x0)�0 == 9G0(x� x0)G0(0)4 + 72G0(x� x0)G0(y � y0)2G0(0)2 + 24G0(x� x0)G0(y � y0)4 ++�36G0(x� y)G0(x0 � y)G0(0)3 + 144G0(x� y)G0(x0 � y)G0(y � y0)2G0(0) ++144G0(x� y)G0(x0 � y0)G0(0)2G0(y � y0) + 96G0(x� y)G0(x0 � y0)G0(y0 � y)3 ++(y$ y0)�Note: Our further disussion will not rely on this result. It only serves illustrative purposes.Clearly, Eq. (6.19) is highly in-transparent. There are seven groups of di�erent terms,but it is not obvious how to attribute any meaning to these ontributions. Further, wouldwe onsider the full seond order Green funtion G(2), i.e. aount for the expansion ofboth numerator and denominator in (6.2), we would �nd that some ontributions anelout (exerise ffor energeti readersg: show it!). Clearly, the situation will not improve atthird and higher order in g!We thus see that to eÆiently apply perturbative on-epts beyond lowest orders a more eÆient formulationof the expansion is needed. The key to the onstru-tion of a better language lies in the observation thatour previous notation is full of redundany. I.e. beforethe full ontration of a perturbative ontribution, werepresent our �elds by �(x). A more ompat way ofkeeping trak of the presene of that �eld is shown inthe upper portion of the �gure: Draw a point (with anoptional 'x' labeling its position) and attah a little legto it. The leg indiates that the �elds are soiable ob-jets, i.e. they need to �nd a partner to pair with. Afterthe ontration, a pair h�(x)�(y)i ! G0(x � y) be-omes a free Green funtion. Graphially, this informa-tion an be represented by pairwise onneting the legsof the �eld symbols to lines, where eah line is identi�edwith a Green funtion onneting the two terminatingpoints. The full ontration of a free orrelation fun-tion h�(x1)�(x2) : : : �(x2n)i0 is represented by the set ofall distint diagrams formed by pairwise onnetion ofthe �eld verties.
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Fig. 6.2 shows the graphial representation of the ontration of Eq. (6.17). (Theross appearing on the lhs represents four �eld operators sitting at the same point y.Aording to our rule formulated above, eah of the two diagrams on the rhs representsthe produt of three Green funtions, taken between the spei�ed oordinates. Further,eah ontribution is weighted by a ombinatorial fator, i.e. the number of identialdiagrams of that struture. Consider, e.g., the seond ontribution on the rhs. It isformed by onneting the 'external' �eld vertex at x to any of the legs of the internal
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 3  + 12Figure 6.2: Graphial representation of a �rst order in g ontration ontributing expan-sion of the Green funtion.vertex at y: 4 possibilities. Next, the vertex at x0 is onneted with one of the remainingthree unsaturated verties at y: 3 possibilities. The last ontration y $ y is �xed, i.e.we obtain altogether 3 � 4 = 12 equivalent diagrams. ('Equivalent' that eah of theserepresents the same on�guration of Green funtions.). Exerise. Verify that the graphial representation of the seond order ontration (6.19)is as shown in Fig. 6.36. Assoiate diagrams to individual ontributions appearing in (6.19) andtry to reprodue the ombinatorial fators.
 9  + 72

 + 24  + 72 + 288 

+ 288 +  192Figure 6.3: Graphial representation of the seond order orretion to the Green funtion.The graphi representation of the ontrations shown in Figs. 6.2 and 6.3, providesus with suÆient bakground to list some general aspets of the diagrammati approah:. First a trivial, point: Diagrammati methods help to eÆiently represent the per-turabative expansion. However, we are still left with the problem (see the disussionabove) of omputing the analytial expressions orresponding to individual diagrams.To go bak from an nth order graph to its analytial representation one (i) attahesoordinates to all �eld verties, (ii) identifes lines between points with Green fun-tions, (iii) multiplies the graph with the overall onstant gnn! , and (iv) integrates overall oordinates of the internal oordinates. When one enounters expressions likeG(n) = 'sum of graphs', the operations (i)-(iv) are impliit.6In the �gure, the oordinates arried by the �eld verties have been dropped for notational simpliity.To restore the full information arried by any of these 'naked' graphs one attahes oordinates x and x0to the external �eld verties and integration-oordinates yi to eah of the i nodes that do not onnetto an external �eld vertex. Sine no information is lost, diagrams are often represented without expliitreferene to oordinates.



6.1. PERTURBATION THEORY I: GENERAL STRUCTURES AND LOW-ORDER EXPANSIONS197. As should be lear from the lear from the formulation of our basi rules, there is no�xed rule as to how to represent a diagram. I.e. as long as no lines are ut any kindof reshaping, twisiting, rotatiting, et. of the diagram leaves its ontent invariant.(At large orders of perturbation theory, it often takes a seond look to identify twodi�erently drawn diagrams as equivalent.). From the assembly of diagrams ontributing to any given order, a number of internalstrutures immanent to the series expansion beome apparent. E.g. looking at thediagrams shown in Fig. 6.2, we notie that some are simply onneted, some are not.Among the set of onneted diagrams (no's. 5,6,7) there are some whose 'oreportion', i.e. the ontent of the diagram after the legs onneting to the externalverties has been removed, an be ut into two piees just by utting one more line(no. 7). Others (no's. 5,6) show a higher degree of internal entanglement. Onean also attah a loop order to a diagram, i.e. the number of inequivalent loopsformed by segments of Green funtions (for Fig. 6.3: 4,3,3,3,2,2,2, in that order.)One (orretly) expets that these strutures, whih are diÆult to disern from theequivalent analytial representation, will reet themseleves in the mathematis ofthe perturbative expansion. We will ome bak to disussing this point below.. Then there is the issue of ombinatoris. The diagrammati representation easesto determine the ombinatorial fators appearing in the expansion. However, theproblem of getting the ombinatoris right remains non-trivial. (If you are not im-pressed with the fators entering the seond order expansion, onsider the 93.555terms ontributing at third order!) In some sub-disiplines of theoretial physis,the art of identifying the full set of ombinatorial oeÆients at large orders of per-turbation theory has been developed to great sophistiation. Indeed, one an set upre�ned sets of diagrammati onstrution rules whih to onsiderable extend autom-atize the ombinatoris. Pedagogial disussions of these rules an be found, e.g. inthe textbooks [?, ?℄. However, as we will see shortly, the need to expliitly arryout a large order expansion, with aount for all diagrammati sub-proesses, rarelyarises in modern ondensed matter physis; mostly one is interested in sublassesof diagrams, for whih the ombinatoris is less problemati. For this reason, thepresent text does not ontain a state of the art exposition of all diagrammati toolsand interested readers are referred to the literature.. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the diagrammati representation of a givenontribution to the perturbative expansion often suggests a physial interpreta-tion of the orresponding physial proess. (After all, any term ontributing to theexpansion of a physial observable must orrespond to some 'real' physial proess.)Unfortunately, the �4-theory is not well suited to illustrate this aspet, i.e. void ofany dynamial ontent, it is a little bit too simple. However, the possibility to 'read'individual diagrams will beom evident in the next setion when we disuss an anappliation to the interating eletron gas.Above we have introdued the diagrammati approah on the example of �eld expetationvalues h�(x)(�(y)4)n�(x0)i0. However, to obtain the Green funtion to any given order in



198 CHAPTER 6. PERTURBATION THEORYperturbation theory, we need to add to these expressions ontributions emanating fromthe expansion of the denominator of the funtional average (f. Eqs. (6.15) and (6.16).)While, at �rst sight, the need to keep trak of even more terms seems to ompliatematters, we will see that the opposite is true! The ombined expansion of numerator anddenominator leads to a miraulous 'anellation mehanism' whih greatly simpli�es theanalysis.
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  = 12Figure 6.4: Graphial representation of the �rst order orretion to the Green funtion:Vauum graphs anel out.Let us exemplify the funtioning of that mehanism on G(1). The three diagramsorresponding to the ontrations of Eq. (6.16) are shown in Fig. 6.4, where integralsigns and oordinates are dropped to simplify. On the l.h.s. of the equation braketsh: : :i0 indiate that the seond ontribution omes from the expansion of the denominator.The point to be notied is that the graph produed by the ontration of that termanels against a ontribution oming from the numerator. One further observes that theanelled graph is of speial type: It ontains an interation vertex that does not onnetto any of the external verties. Diagrams with that property are ommonly denotedvauum graphs7.. Exerise. Construt the diagram representation of G(2) and verify that the expansionof the nominator eliminates all vauum graphs of the numerator. I.e. verify that G(2) is givenby the sum of onneted diagrams shown in Fig. 6.5.
+ 288  288 +  192 G(2) = Figure 6.5: Graphial representation of the seond order ontribution to the Green funtion.The anellation of vauum graphs pertains to higher order orrelation funtions andto all orders of the expansion:7The denotation 'vauum graph' has historial reasons. Diagrammati methods where invented inthe 50's, in the ontext of partile theory. Instead of thermal averages h: : :i0, one onsidered matrixelements h
j : : : j
i taken in the ground state of 'vauum' of the �eld theory. That motivated to dubmatrix elements h
j(Sint[�℄)nj
i not ontaining an external �eld vertex 'vauum graphs'.



6.1. PERTURBATION THEORY I: GENERAL STRUCTURES AND LOW-ORDER EXPANSIONS199The ontribution to a orrelation funtion C(2n)(x1; : : : ;x2n) at lth or-der of perturbation theory is given by the sum of all graphs, exludingvauum graphs.E.g. the �rst order expansion of the 4-pointfuntion C(4)(x1; : : :x4) is shown in the �gure,where oordinates xi $ i are abbreviated by in-dies and '+ pert.' stands for 6 permutations ob-tained by interhanging arguments. In the litera-ture, the statement of vauum graph anellationis sometimes referred to as the linked lustertheorem. Notie that by the linked luster fea-ture, two ies are lasped by one stroke: First weare relieved of the burden of a double expansionof numerator and denominator, seond only non-vauum ontributions to the expansion of the for-mer need to be kept. +  
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. Info. The proof of the linked luster theorem is not diÆult. Consider a ontributionof nth order to the expansion of the numerator of (6.15): (�g)nn! 
X[�℄(R �4)n�0. The ontrationof that expression will lead to a sum of vauum graphs of pth order and non-vauum graphs of(n� p)th order, where p runs from 0 to n. The pth order ontribution is given by1n! �np�*X[�℄ �Z �4�n�p+0;n:v: ��Z �4�p�0 ;where the subsript h: : :i0;n:v: indiates that the ontration exludes vauum graphs and theombinatorial oeÆient ounts the number of possibilities to pik p verties �4 of a total of nverties to form a vauum graph. Summing over p, we �nd that the expansion of the numerator,split into vauum and non-vauum ontributions, reads as,1Xn=0 nXp=0 (�g)n(n� p)!p! *X[�℄ �Z �4�n�p+0;n:v: ��Z �4�p�0 :By a straightforward rearrangement of the summations, this an be rewritten as1Xn=0 (�g)nn! �X[�℄ �Z �4�n�0;n:v: 1Xp=0 (�g)pp! ��Z �4�p�0 :The p-summation exatly equals the expansion of the denominator, so we are left with the sumover all non-vauum ontrations 2.||||||||||||||{Before onluding this setion, let us disuss one last tehnial point. The transla-tional invariane of the �4-ation suggests to represent the theory in momentum spae.Indeed, themomentum spae representation of the propagator (6.12) is muh simplerthan the real spae form, and the subsequent analytial evaluation of diagrams will beformulated in momentum spae anyway (f. the prototypial expression (6.18).)



200 CHAPTER 6. PERTURBATION THEORYThe diagrammati formulation of the theory in momentumspae is straightforward. All we need to do to is slightly adjustthe graphial ode. Inspetion of Eqs. (6.12) shows that theelementary ontration should now be formulated as indiatedin the �gure. Only �elds with opposite momentum an beontrated; the line arries this momentum as a label. Notiethat the momentum representation of the �eld vertex (�(x))4is not given by (�p)4. Fourier transformation of the vertexrather leads to the three-fold onvolution
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 p Z ddx�(x)4 ! 1Ld Xp1;:::;p4 �p1�p2�p3�p4Æp1+p2+p3+p4 :The graphial representation of the �rst order orretion to the Green funtion (i.e. themomentum spae analog of Fig. 6.4) is shown in Fig. 6.6. It is useful to think about theverties of the momentum-spae diagrammati language in the spirit of 'Kirhho� laws':The addition of all momenta owing into a vertex equals zero. Consequently (think aboutit!) the total sum of all momenta 'owing' into a diagram from external �eld verties mustequal zero, too: h�p1�p2 : : : �pn(: : :)i0 ! ÆPni=1 pi(: : :). This fat expresses the onservationof the total momentum harateristi for theories with global momentum onservation.
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 p  p Figure 6.6: Momentum spae representation of a �rst order ontribution to the Greenfuntion. Internal momenta pi are integrated over.. Exerise. Represent the diagrams of the seond order ontration 6.3 in momentumspae. Convine yourself that that the 'Kirhho� law' suÆes to �x the result. Observe thatthe number of summation over internal momenta equals the number of loops.This onludes the �rst part of our introdution to the formal elements of perturbationtheory. Critial readers will objet that while we undertook some e�orts to eÆientlyrepresent the perturbative expansion we have not in the least answered the question ofhow interations will atually modify the results of the free theory. Indeed, we are not yetin a position to quantitatively address this problem, the reason being that we �rst needto better understand origin and remedy of the UV/IR-divergenes observed above.However, temporarily ignoring the presene of this roadblok, let us try to outline whatkind of information an be extrated from perturbative analyses, in priniple. One impor-tant point to be noted is that in ondensed matter physis8 low order perturbation theory8There are subdisiplines of physis, where the situation is di�erent. E.g. onsider the high preisionsattering experiments of atomi and sub-atomi phyiss. In these areas, the power of a theory to quan-titatively predit the dependene of sattering rates on the strength of the projetile/target interation(the 'perturbation') is a measure of its quality. Suh tests involve large order expansions in the physialoupling parameters.



6.2. GROUND STATE ENERGY OF THE INTERACTING ELECTRON GAS 201is usually not enough to obtain quantitative results. The fat that the 'perturbation' ou-ples to a marosopi number of degrees of freedom9 usually neessitates summation ofin�nite (sub)series of a perturbative expansion or even the appliation of non-perturbativemethods. This, however, does not in the least mean that the tools developed above areuseless: Given a system subjet to unfamiliar interations, low order perturbation theorywill usually be applied as a �rst sonde to qualitatively explore the situation. E.g. a ma-lign divergene of the expansion in the interation operator may signal the presene of aninstability towards the formation of a di�erent phase. Or, it may turn out that ertainontributions to the expansion are 'physially more relevant' than others. Tehnially,suh ontributions usually rrespond to diagrams of a regular graphial struture. If so,a summation over all 'relevant proesses' may be in reah. In either ase, low order ex-pansions provide vital hints as to the appropriate strategy of further analysis. In the nextsubsetions we will disuss two examples whih may help to make these remarks moretransparent.
6.2 Ground State Energy of the Interating EletronGas
In setion 3.2.1 we began to onsider the physis of highly mobile eletron ompounds.We argued that the system an be desribed in terms of the free partile Hamiltonian(3.16) plus the interation operator (3.2.1). While we have reviewed the physis of the non-interating system, nothing had been said about role of eletron-eletron interations. Yetby now we have developed enough analytial mahinery to address this problem. Belowwe will apply onepts of perturbation theory to estimate the ontribution of eletroniorrelations to the ground state energy of a Fermi system. However, before plunging intothe tehnialities of that analysis, it is worthwhile to disuss some qualitative aspets ofthe problem.

9In ontrast, low order expansions in external perturbation (e.g. experimentally applied eletri ormagneti �elds et.) usually work �ne, see hapter XX.



202 CHAPTER 6. PERTURBATION THEORY6.2.1 Qualitative AspetsA prinipal question we will need to address is underwhih physial onditions interation are 'weak' (in om-parison to the kineti energy), i.e. when does a pertur-bative approah to the interating eletron system makesense at all. To estimate the relative magnitude of thetwo ontributions to the energy, let us assume that eaheletron oupies an average volume r30. Aording to theunertainty relation, the minimum kineti energy per par-tile will be of O(~2=mr20). On the other hand, assumingthat eah partile interats predominantly with its near-est neighbours, the Coulomb energy is of O(e2=r0). Theratio of the two energy sales de�nes the dimensionlessdensity parametere2r0mr20~2 = r0a0 � rs;

 r
s

where a0 = ~2=e2m denotes the Bohr radius10. Physially, rs is the radius of the spher-ial volume ontaining one eletron on average; the denser the eletron gas, the smallerrs. We have thus identi�ed the eletron density as the relevant parameter ontrolling therelative strength of eletron-eletron interations.
 1  35 

’gas’ ’liquid’ ’crystal’

 r
sFigure 6.7: Cartoon of on�gurations of the eletron system for di�erent densities. At largedensities, the system is in a gaesous, weakly orrelated phase. For densities rs > 36 one expets arystalline on�guration. At intermediate densities, the system is governed by strong eletroniorrelations, a 'liquid'.Below, we will be onerned with the regime of high density rs � 1 or weak Coulombinteration. In the opposite limit, rs � 1, properties beome inreasingly dominated byeletroni orrelations. Ultimately, for suÆiently large rs (or low density) it is believedthat the eletron gas undergoes a (�rst order) phase transition to a ondensed or `solid'10Notie that our estimate of the relative magnitude of energy sales mimis Bohr's famous qualitativedisussion of the average size of hydrogen atoms.



6.2. GROUND STATE ENERGY OF THE INTERACTING ELECTRON GAS 203phase known as a Wigner rystal11. Although Wigner rystals have never unambigu-ously been observed, several experiments performed on low density eletron gases12 areonsistent with a Wigner rystal ground state. Monte-Carlo simulation suggests thatWigner rystallisation may our for densities rs > 37. (Note that this senario relies ru-ially on being at low temperatures, and the long-range nature of the Coulomb interation.In partiular, if the Coulomb interation is sreened V (r) � e�r=�, rs � (r0=a0)e�r0=� andthe inuene of Coulomb interation at low densities beomes diminished.)Metal rs Metal rsLi 3.2 Be 1.9Na 3.9 Al 2.1K 4.9 Sn 2.2Cu 2.7 Pb 2.3Table 6.1: Density parameters of a number of metals.For rs � O(1), the potential and kineti energies are omparable. This regime ofintermediate oupling is notoriously diÆult to desribe quantitatively. Yet most metalslie in a regime of intermediate oupling 2 < rs < 6. Fortunately, there is overwhelmingevidene to suggest that a weak oupling desription holds even well outside the regimeover whih mirosopi theory an be justi�ed. The phenomenology of the intermediateoupling regime is the realm of Landau's13 Fermi Liquid Theory14..The fundamental priniple underlying the Fermi liquid theory is one of \adiabationtinuity" [?℄: In the absene of an eletroni phase transition (suh as Wigner rys-tallisation), a non-interating ground state evolves smoothly or adiabatially into theinterating ground state as the strength of interation is inreased15. An elementary
11 Eugene P. Wigner 1902-1995; 1963 No-bel Laureate in Physis for his ontribu-tions to the theory of the atomi nuleusand the elementary partiles, partiularlythrough the disovery and appliation offundamental symmetry priniples.12E. M. Goldys et al., Phys. Rev. B 46, 7957 (1992); R. G. Clark et al., Physia B201, 301 (1994).
13 Lev D. Landau 1908-1968,1962 Nobel Laureate inPhysis for his pioneer-ing theories for ondensedmatter, espeially liquidhelium.14L. D. Landau, Sov. Phys. JETP 3, 920 (1956); ibid. 5, 101 (1957).
15
As a simple non-interating example, onsider the adiabati evo-lution of the bound states of a quantum partile as the on�n-ing potential is hanged from a box to a harmoni potential well.While the wavefuntions and energies evolve, the topologial har-ateristis of the wavefuntions, i.e. the number of the nodes, andtherefore the assignment of the orresponding quantum numbersremains unhanged.



204 CHAPTER 6. PERTURBATION THEORYexitation of the non-interating system represents an \approximate exitation" of theinterating system (i.e. the `lifetime' of an elementary exitation is long). Exitations arequasi-partiles (and quasi-holes) above a sharply de�ned Fermi surfae.The starting point of Fermi liquid theory are a few phenonomenologial assumptions,all rooted in the adiabaity priniple. E.g. it is postulated that the density of quasi-partiles an be desribed in terms of a momentum dependent density distribution n(p)whih, in the limit of zero interation, evolves into the familiar Fermi distribution. Out-going from this one, and a few more postulates a broad spetrum of observables an beanalysed without further 'mirosopi' alulation. Its remarkable suess (as well as thefew notorious failures) have made Landau Fermi liquid theory the subjet an importantarea of modern ondensed matter physis but one whih we are not goint to explore anyfurther. (Interested readers are referred to one of several exellent reviews, e.g. xxx.) In-stead, motivated in part by the phenomenologial suess of 'adiabati ontinuity', we willontinue with developing a mirosopi theory of the weakly interating three-dimensionaleletron gas, rs � 1.6.2.2 Perturbative ApproahStarting point of the perturbative analysis is the funtional representation of the freeenergy F = �T lnZ, (f. Eq. (5.28))Z = Z D( � ;  )e�S[ � ; ℄ (6.19)S[ ; � ℄ =Xp � p� ��i!n � �+ p22m� p� + T2L3 Xpp0q � p+q� p�V (q) � p0�q�0 p0�0 :Here we have introdued the four momentum p � (p; !n) omprising frequeny andvetorial momentum16.Similarly to the Green funtion disussed in the previous setion, the free energy anbe expanded in terms of an interation parameter. To �x a referene sale against whihto ompare the orrelation energies, let us begin by omputing the free energy (5.36) ofthe non-interating eletron gas:F (0) = �TXp� ln�1 + e��(p2=(2m)��)� T!0�! Xp2=(2m)<�;� p22m ' 35N�; (6.20)where � � p2F=(2m), N = (p2=�2)m3=2L3�1=2 is the number of partiles and the lastestimate is obtained by replaing the sum over momenta by an integral. Aording toEq. (6.20), the average kineti energy per partile equals (3/5)th of the Fermi energy. Torelate this sale to our previously introdued density parameter rs, we hose to measureall energies in units of the Rydberg energy (alias the ionization energy of hydrogen),ERy = me4=2 = 13:6eV:16Notie that 'four momentum' p and the modulus of the 'three momentum' p = jpj are denoted bythe same symbol (standard notation!). Howver, usually this should not ause onfusion.



6.2. GROUND STATE ENERGY OF THE INTERACTING ELECTRON GAS 205One then veri�es that F (0)ERy � Nr�2s : (6.21)We next turn to the disussion of interations. Formal expansion of F to �rst orderin the interation strength � V obtainsF (1) = T 22L3 *Xpp0q � p+q� p�V (q) � p0�q�0 p0�0+0 ; (6.22)where h: : :i0 is the funtional average w.r.t. the non-interating ation.
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 q Figure 6.8: First order ontribution to the free energy of the interating eletron Gas.Wavy line: Coulomb interation, solid line: free eletroni Green funtion.The two17 diagrams ontributing to this expression are shown in Fig. 6.8. To aountfor the spei�s of the eletron gas, we are using a diagrammati ode slightly di�erentfrom that of the previous setion:. The Coulomb interation is represented by a wavy line labeled by the momentumargument q.. A ontration h � p� p�i0 is indiated by a solid arrow representing the free Greenfuntion of the eletron gas,Gp � 1i!n + �� p22m ; (6.23)i.e. the inverse of the free ation. Labeling the ontration by an arrow (insteadof an unidiretional line as in �4-theory) is motivated by two points. First, themnemoni purpose of indiating that a ontration h � � �i0 desribes the reationof an eletron with quantum numbers � followed by the annihilation of an eletronat �, a direted proess. Seond, there are situations (e.g. when a magneti �eld ispresent) where h n�(r) � n�(r0)i0 6= h n�(r0) � n�(r)i0.. The sum of all four-momenta emanating from an interation vertex formed by awavy line and two eletron �eld lines equals zero (think about it!) { the 'Kirhho�law'.17Remember that in a theory with omplex or Grassmann �elds, only ontrations � h �  i0 exist. I.e.there is a total of n! distint ontributions to a ontration h �  : : :  i0 of 2n �eld operators.



206 CHAPTER 6. PERTURBATION THEORY. Finally, we have to be areful about sign fators arising when Grassmann variablesare interhanged. However, the anti-ommutativity of the �elds merely leads to anoverall fator (�)Nl , where Nl is the number of loops of a diagram. (To verify thatlaim, one noties that a loop is formed by 'ringwise ontration' h � 1 2 � 3 : : :  Ni0,(2 ! 3)(4 ! 5) : : : ((N � 2) ! (N � 1))(N ! 1). The last ontration introduesthe minus sign.)Turning to the disussion of the spei� diagrams shown in Fig. 6.8, we notie that the�rst one, generally known as a Hartree ontribution vanishes. Tehnially, this is aonsequene of the fat that the interation line onneting the two loops arries zero mo-mentum. However, as disussed in setion 3.2.1, V (q = 0) = 0. Physially, the vanishingof the Hartree ontribution is a onsequene of harge neutrality. Indeed, the two Greenfuntion loops PpG(p) measure the loal partile density of the eletron gas (f. withour disussion on page 175 p.) Global harge neutrality requires that that the eletronidensity anels against the density of the ioni bakground. However, notie that thisanellation mehanism relies on our assumption of overall spatial homogeneity. Only ina spatially uniform system, the density of the eletron gas loally ompensates against thepositive ounter-density. In realisti metals, the inevitable presene of impurities breakstranslational invariane and there is no reason for the Hartree ontribution to vanish.Indeed, the analysis of Hartree type ontributions to the orrelation energy in disorderedeletroni media is a subjet of ongoing researh.While the Hartree term desribes the lassial interation of harge densities throughthe Coulomb potential, the seond diagram in Fig. 6.8, known as a Fok ontributionis quantum. Translating bak from the diagrammati level to Green funtions, we obtainF F;(1) = �T 2L3 Xp;p0 GpGp0V (p� p0) = �T 2L3 Xp;n Gp;nXq;m Gp+q;mV (q) = (6.24)= � 1L3 Xp;p0 ff(�p)ff(�0p) e2jp� p0j2 T!0= � 1L3 X�p;�p0<� e2jp� p0j2 = �e2L3p4F(2�)4 :Here, the sign fator in the �rst equality is due the odd number of Fermion loops, the thirdequality is based on (??), and the evaluation of the last sum an be found, e.g., in thetextbook??. (Up to numerial fators, the result follows from dimensional onsiderations.We are integrating the inverse square of the distane in momentum spae ([momentum℄�2)over two Fermi spheres ([momentum℄6). Sine the integral is onvergent at low momenta,it must sale as the fourth power of the upper uto� � p4F .) Division through the Rydbergenergy leads to F (1)ERy = onst: � Nrs ; (6.25)where the onstant is of order unity.This result onforms with our previous heuristi estimates of the density dependeneof orrelation energies. However, a loser analysis shows that other preditions followingfrom (6.24) are less sensible. To understand what goes wrong, let us rewrite the sum of



6.2. GROUND STATE ENERGY OF THE INTERACTING ELECTRON GAS 207F (0) and F (1) as F (0) + F (1) = Xjpj<pF 0� jpj22m � 1L3 X�p0<� e2jp� p0j21A :This way of writing suggests that the interation of an eletron with momentum p withall partner eletrons of momentum p0 leads to a redution of the single partile energy byan amount 2e2L�3P�p0<� jp� p0j�2.18Evaluation of the sum (exerise) leads toF (0) + F (1) = Xjpj<pF � jpj22m � e2pF2� G(jpj=pF )� ;where the funtionG(x) = 2 + 1� x2x ln ����1 + x1� x ���� :is shown in the �gure. 0.5 1 1.5
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The most important harateristi of the saling funtion G is a logarithmially di-verging derivative at x = 1 (hek it!) To appreiate the onsequenes of this feature, letus onsider the single partile densitiy of states (DoS)�(�) =Xp� Æ(�� �p);where �p = p22m � e2pF2� G(p=pF );is the �rst oder Fok single partile energy. Approximating the sum by an integral, weobtain �(�) = L3�2 Z 10 p2dp Æ(�� �p) = L3p(�)2�2 �d�pdp ��1 ;where p� is de�ned through �p� = �. The singularity of the derivative of G(p=pF ) at p = pFimplies that the density of states is predited to vanish as � approahes the Fermi energy,learly a non-sensial result19.The origin of this pathologial divergene an be traed bak to the longrangedjrj�1 ! jqj�2 deay of the Coulomb potential (f. Eq. (6.22)). Yet we know that insystems with mobile harge arriers eletrostati fores are sreened, i.e. deay exponen-tially. Mirosopially, sreening is due to the polarization of a medium in response to18Why redution?: Charge neutrality implies that the lassial orrelation energy vanishes. However,being fermioni partiles, eletrons tend to avoid eah other even more than lassial partiles would do.I.e. quantum statistis leads to a lowering of the orrelation energy below the lassial value 0.19The majority of transport observables in metals is proportional to the DoS at the Fermi energy, i.e.�(�) = 0 would entail vanishing of almost all transport oeÆients.



208 CHAPTER 6. PERTURBATION THEORYan applied eletri �eld. This by itself is an interation e�et, albeit one of 'higher order'in the Coulomb interation. I.e. if we ever want to observe signatures of the sreeningmehanism, we need to advane to higher orders in the expansion in V .Let us then onsider the seond order ontributionF (2) = �� T 22L3�2* Xpp0q � p+q� p�V (q) � p0�q�0 p0�0!2+0; ;where the subsript indiates that only onneted diagrams ontribute.. Exerise. Show that two-fold expansion of F = �T ln �R D( � ; ) exp(�S[ � ; ℄� in theinteration operator Sint leads to F (2) = T �h(Sint)2i0 � [hSinti0℄2�. Convine yourself that theseond term anels disonneted diagrams. Apply arguments similar to those involved in theproof of the linked luster theorem to verify that the anellation of disonneted graphs per-tains to all orders in the expansion of F . I.e. the free energy an be obtained by expandingthe partition funtion Z (not its logarithm) and keeping only onneted diagrams; droppingdisonneted ontributions is equivalent to taking the logarithm.Conneted ontration of the eight �eld operators leads tofour distint types of diagrams (exerise) of whih two are ofHartree type (i.e. ontain a zero momentum interation linev(q = 0).) The non-vanishing diagrams F (2);1 and F (2);2 areshown in the �gure. Translating these diagrams to momentumsummations over Green funtions, we obtain (exerise)F (2);1 = �2T 3L6 Xp1;p2;qGp1Gp1+qGp2Gp2+qV (q)2; (6.26)F (2);2 = �T 3L6 Xp;q1;q2GpGp�q1Gp�q1�q2Gp�q2V (q1)V (q2):
 F(2),1 

 F(2),2 

While at �rst sight these expressions do not look very illuminating, loser inspetionreveals some strutures: Reeting the fat that eletroni transport in solids is arried byexitations at the Fermi energy, the eletron Green funtion (6.23) assumes large values formomenta p ' pF . This implies that only on�gurations where all momentum argumentsarried by the Green funtion are lose to the Fermi surfae signi�antly ontribute tothe sums (6.26). Considering the �rst sum, we see that for small jqj and jpij ' pF , thisondition is met, i.e. there are two unbound summations over momentum shells aroundthe Fermi surfae. However, with the seond sum, the situation is less favourable. For�xed jp1j ' pF �ne-tuning of both q1 and q2 is neessary to bring all momenta lose to pF ,i.e. e�etively one momentum summation is frozen out. There is no need to enter detailedalulations to predit that due to the relatively larger 'phase volume' F (2);1=F (2);2 � 1,where the ratio will be proportional to the area of the Fermi surfae whih, in turn, isproportional to the density of the eltron gas: For large densities, the seond Fok diagraman be negleted in omparison with the �rst.Of ourse, there must be a 'more physial' way of understanding this observation. TheGreen funtion lines in the diagrams F (2);i desribe the propagation of quasi-partiles and



6.2. GROUND STATE ENERGY OF THE INTERACTING ELECTRON GAS 209-holes20 on the bakground of the interating medium. Now, the diagram F (2) ontainsa simply onneted propagator line: A single partile-hole exitation undergoes a seondorder interation proess with itself (see Fig. 6.9 left.) In ontrast, the �rst diagram F (2);1involves two independent eletron hole exitations, as shown in Fig. 6.9, right. Sine ina dense eletron gas a seond order interation proess will more likely involve di�erentrather than just a single partile, this type of interation proesses is more important.Also notie that the proess shown in Fig. 6.9 right an be interpreted as a 'polarization'of the medium due to the exitation of eletron-hole pairs.
Figure 6.9: Cartoon of seond order Fok ontributions to the free energy of the eletrongas. Left: Interation proess involving a single eletron-hole pair. An eletron is virtuallyexited above the Fermi energy, reombines with a hole state left behind by a seondeletron whih then jumps into the hole reated by the initial exitation. Right: Virtualexitation of independent eletron-hole pairs.The above piture readily generalizes to interation pro-esses of higher order. In the high density limit, dominantontributions to the free energy should ontain one free inte-gration over the Fermi momentum per interation proess. Amoment's thought shows that only diagrams of 'ring graph'struture (see the �gure) meet this ondition. Expanding thefree energy funtional to nth order in the interation operatorand retaining only diagrams of that struture, we obtainF (n)RPA = � T2nXq  2TL3 V (q)Xp GpGp+q!n : (6.27)(To understand the multipliative fator 1=n, notie thatF (n) results from the onneted ontration of an opera-tor � (n!)�1h(Sint[ � ;  ℄)ni0;. There are (n � 1)! di�erentways of arranging the interation operators Sint to a ringshaped struture, i.e. the diagram arries a global fator(n� 1)!=n! = 1=n.)20In priniple, the system onsists of physial eletrons immersed onto a globally positve bakground.However (f. the disussion of setion 3.2.1), keeping in mind that at low temperatures dynamialproesses take plae in the immediate viintiy of the Fermi surfae, a more problem oriented way ofthinking about states is in terms of quasi-partiles and quasi-holes, i.e. eletroni states immediatelyabove and below the Fermi surfae.



210 CHAPTER 6. PERTURBATION THEORYIn (6.27) the subsript 'RPA' stands for random phase approximation21. However,more important than the denotation is the fat that we have (a) managed to identifya partiularly relevant sublass of diagrams ontributing to the plethora of interationproesses, that (b) there is a physial parameter ontrolling the dominane of these di-agrams and () that we are apparently able to sum up the entire series of nth orderRPA-interation ontributions. Indeed, summation over n leads to the simple resultFRPA = T2 Xq ln (1� V (q)�q) ; (6.28)where we have introdued the polarization operator22,�q � 2TL3 Xp GpGp+q: (6.30)Eq. (6.28) represents our �rst example of an in�nite order expansion. However, beforeturning to the disussion of further aspets of in�nite order perturbation theory, let usstay for a moment with the RPA free energy. Spei�ally, we should like to investigatewhether the RPA repairs the pathology in the Fermi surfae density of states observedabove.The last unknown we need to ompute before turning to the disussion of the RPAfree energy is the polarization operator. In a more expliit way of writing,�q;!m = 2L3 Xp TX!n 1i!n � �p 1i!n+m � �p+q :The frequeny sum has been omputed in the problem set of the previous hapter:�q;!m = 2L3 Xp fF (�p+q)� fF (�p)i!m + �p+q � �p : (6.31)The evaluation of the momentum sum is straightforward if a bit tedious. As a result of aalulation outlined in the following info box we obtain�q;!m = ��0 �1� i!mvF q ln� i!m + vF qi!m � vF q�� ; (6.32)21The attribute 'random phase' seems to allude to the fat that the quantum mehanial phase arriedby the partile-holes exitations stirred up by interations goes lost after eah elementary polarizationproess. Contrary to more generi ontributions to F where quantum phases may survive more omplexinteration proesses. Also notie that more than one approximation sheme in stasistial physis hasbeen dubbed 'random phase'.22The de�nition (6.30) applies to the spei� ase of a three-dimensional translationally invariant sys-tem. More generally, the polarization operator is de�ned as the frequeny/momentum Fourier transformof the onneted average h � (x; �) (x; �) � (x0; � 0) (x0; � 0)i: (6.29)Notie that, in general, the behaviour of the polarization operator will be a�eted by eletroni intera-tions (negleted in the RPA.)



6.2. GROUND STATE ENERGY OF THE INTERACTING ELECTRON GAS 211where �0 �Xp;� Æ(�� �p) = 2 Z d3p(2�)3 Æ(�p � �) = mpF�2 (6.33)is the DoS per volume of non-interating eletrons at the Fermi surfae.. Info. For an isotropi three-dimensional system at zero temperature, the polarizationoperator (6.31) beomes a funtion of jqj and !n, known as the Lindhard funtion. Theevaluation of the momentum sum is greatly simpli�ed by noting that, due to the di�ereneof the Fermi funtions, only momenta with jpj ' pF signi�antly ontribute. Assuming thatjqj � pF , we may thus linearize �p+q � �p = 1mp � q+O(q2);where the term of O(q2) is negligibly small. Similarly,fF (�p+q)� fF (�p) ' ��pfF (�p) 1mp � q ' �Æ(�p � �) 1mp � q;where in the zero temperature limit the last equality beomes exat. Converting the momentumsum into an integral, we thus obtain�q;!m = 2Z d3p(2�)3 Æ(�p � �) 1mp � qi!m + 1mp � q :Writing 1(2�)3 R d3p = 1(2�)3 R p2dp R d
, where R d
 is the integral over the three-dimensionalunit sphere, and p = pn, with jnj = 1, the integral an be evaluated to�q;!m = � 2(2�)3 Z p2dpZ d
 Æ(�p � �) vFn � qi!m + vFn � q == � 2(2�)3 Z p2dpZ d
 Æ(�p � �)| {z }�0 1R d
1 Z d
 vFn � qi!m + vFn � q == ��02 Z 1�1 dx vFxqi!m + vFxq = ��0 �1� i!mvF q ln� i!m + vF qi!m � vF q�� :||||||||||||||{To obtain the free energy, we need to substitute the Lindhard funtion into (6.28) andsum over q = fq; !mg. Yet due to the ompliated dependene of the funtion �q;!m on itsarguments, this �nal part of the alulation is far from trivial. An asymptoti expressionfor the high density expansion of the RPA approximation to F was was �rst obtained ina famous study of Gell-Mann and Bruekner2324. The free energy per partile, measured23M. Gell-Mann and K. Bruekner, Phys. Rev. 106, 364 (1957).
24 Murray Gell-Mann: Born 1929.1969 Nobel Laureate in Physisfor his ontributions and disov-eries onerning the lassi�ationof elementary partiles and theirinterations.



212 CHAPTER 6. PERTURBATION THEORYin atomi units, they found FRPAERyN = �0:142 + 0:0622 ln(rs): (6.34)For a derivation of this result we refer the interested reader to the literature. (In the late50th, motivated largely by appliations to the physis of heavy nulei, the perturbativealulation of ground state energies had beome an industry. A omprehensive disussionof the subjet, and details of the asymptoti rs-expansion of FRPA an be found, e.g.,in [?℄.) When added to the kineti energy (6.21) and the �rst order orrelation energy(6.25), the struture of the density expansion of the free energy beomes lear: The sumover all RPA diagrams yields the oeÆient of O(1) of the expansion in rs.25.More important for our present disussion is the oneptual meaning of the RPA,notably the onnetion to sreening. To understand this point, let us temporarily onsiderthe expetation value of the partile number N = ��F , rather than the free energy itself.Spei�ally, we with to ompare the �rst order orretion to the non-interating resultN (1) = ���F (1) with the RPA, NRPA = ���FRPA. Noting that��Gp = �(Gp)2;we readily �nd (f. Eq. (6.24))N (1) = �2T 2L3 Xp;q (Gp)2Gp+qV (q):After a seond di�erentiation, �(1) = ��N (1), this expression would lead to the pathologialDoS, a onsequene of the un-sreened interation line. The diagrammati visualitationof N (1) is shown in Fig. 6.10 a).Now, onsider the �-derivative of FRPA, Eq. (6.28):NRPA = ���FRPA = T2 Xq V (q)���(q)1� V (q)�q == �T 2L3 Xq V (q)1� V (q)�q "Xp Gp+q(Gp)2 + (q $ �q)# == �2T 2L3 Xq V (q)1� V (q)�q Xp Gp+q(Gp)2 == �2T 2L3 Xq Ve�(q)Xp Gp+q(Gp)2; (6.35)where we have de�ned the 'e�etive' interationVe�(q) � 1V (q)�1 � �q � V (q)�(q) (6.36)25Here we follow a onvention (used mostly in the older literature) where the RPA starts from theseond order ring diagram F (2);1. However, heneforth we will refer to the 'RPA' as the sum over all ringdiagrams, inluding the �rst one FF;(1).



6.2. GROUND STATE ENERGY OF THE INTERACTING ELECTRON GAS 213with the generalized dieletri funtion�(q) � 1� V (q)�q: (6.37)
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Figure 6.10: Diagrammati visualization of expetation value of the partile number. a)First order Fok orretion. b) RPA approximation where the de�nition of the RPAinteration line is shown in the bottom part of the �gure.Struturally, NRPA resembles the �rst order expression N (1), only that the 'bare'Coulomb interation has been replaed by the e�etive interation Ve� . From its de�ni-tion, is lear that Ve� represents a geometri series over polarization bubbles, augmentedby bare interation lines. This is vizualized in Fig. 6.10 b), where the fat line is de�nedin the bottom part of the �gure. In fat, we do not need to stare at the analytial ex-pression (6.35) to understand the origin of this expression: The �-di�erentiation atingon FRPA may pik any of the n rings ontributing to F (n)RPA in (6.27). The 'di�erentiatedring' beomes the bubble in Fig. 6.10, while all other rings onspire to form the (n� 1)thorder ontribution to the e�etive interation line.At this stage, the onnetion between RPA and the olletive eletromagneti responseof the harged system beomes disernible. We remember that the eletri �eld E ina medium is related to the vauum �eld D through D(q; !) = �(q; !)E(q; !), wherethe dieletri funtion �(q; !) = 1 + 4��(q; !) is determined by the eletromagnetisuseptibility, i.e. a funtion that measures the tendeny of the medium to 'respond' oradjust to an external eletromagneti perturbation. Identifying E (D) with the gradientof the 'dressed' potential Ve� (the 'bare' potential V ), we onlude that on the level of themirosopi theory, 4��(q; !) = V (q)�(q; !), i.e. the suseptibility is proportional to thepolarization operator �q. These onnetions motivate the introdution of the dieletrifuntion as in Eq. (6.37) above.The full omplexity of the polarization of the dense homogeneous eletron gas is en-oded by the Lindhard funtion (6.32). However, there are some interesting limitingases, where the situation simpli�es: Inspetion of (6.32) shows that the Lindhard fun-tion depends on the dimensionless ratio between two harateristi length sales: the



214 CHAPTER 6. PERTURBATION THEORY'wavelength' q�1, and the distane vF=! an exitation propagating with Fermi veloitytraverses during the time !�1. For small frequenies, vF=! � q�1, the eletron gas hasenough time to optimally adjust to the spatial variation � q�1 of the potential, i.e. tosreen out eletro-neutrality violating potential utuations. In this stati limit, we mayexpand �q;!m !�qvF= ��0 +O(!=vF q):The eletron gas interats through the e�etive potential,Ve�(q) !�qvF= 1V (q)�1 + �0 = 4�e2q2 + e24��0 :The onstant � � � 4��0e2�1=2 (6.38)is known as the Thomas-Fermi sreening length. Indeed, it is straightforward to verifythat the inverse Fourier transformVe�(r) = e2 e�jrj=�jrj ; (6.39)i.e. the potential is exponentially supressed, or sreened, on length sales jrj > �.. Exerise. To verify Eq. (6.39), introdue polar oordinates q(q; �; �) in q-spae and�rst do the elementary integrations over � and �. It is then straightforward to do the remainingq-integration over the radial oordinate in analogy to the ontour integral (6.14).We also note that Thomas-Fermi sreening repairs our problem with the density ofstates. The pathology disussed on p 206 found its origin in the 1=q2-singularity of theunsreened potential. This IR singularity is now ut o� at momenta q � ��1 implyingbenign behaviour of the DoS. Using that the density parameter rs sales with the Fermienergy as (exerise) rs � ��1=2, and di�erentiating � = �2�F , it is indeed straightforwardto verify that the RPA-expansion of F no longer leads to singular behaviour of � at theFermi energy.It is also intereting to onsider the limit vF=! � q�1 of essentially dynami polar-ization. Expansion of �q;!m to �rst order in vF q=!� 1 leads to�q;!m !�qvF= ��03 �vF q!m �2 +O((vF q=!)4);and Ve�(q; !m) = 4�e2q2 11 + 4��0e2v2F3!2 :Using that (exerise) the partile density n � N=L3 = k3F=(6�2), this an be rewritten asVe�(q; !m) = 4�e2q2 11 + !2p!2m ;



6.2. GROUND STATE ENERGY OF THE INTERACTING ELECTRON GAS 215where the plasma frequeny is de�ned as!p � �4�ne2m �1=2 :The form of the numerator of this expression atually hints at a olletive instability ofthe eletron gas at frequenies � !p. Referring for a more rigorous disussion to thenext hapter, we an understand the origin of the instability by an heuristi argument.What we need to remember is that the urrent formalism is developed for imaginary times� . Eventually we will be interested in real-time dynamis, i.e. we need to analytiallyontinue bak to t � i� . In the language of frequenies, this amounts to a ontinuationproess i!m ! ! from Matsubara frequenies to real frequenies. Sloppily substituting areal frequeny into the potential, we obtainVe�(q; !m ! i!) = 4�e2q2 11� !2p!2 ;i.e. the system seems to respond singularly to exitations with frequeny ! � !p. Theause of this instability is the well known plasmon mode of the eletron gas.. Info. The physis of the plasmon mode an beheuristially understood as follows. Imagine the eletrongas uniformly displaed by a distane x against the pos-tively harged bakgroud. This will lead to the formationof oppositely harged surfae harge layers at both ends ofthe system. The surfae harge densities �� = �exn leadto an eletri �eld E = 4�enx direted opposite to the dis-plaement vetor. Mobile harge arriers inside the systemare thus subjet to a fore �4�e2nx. The solution of theequation of motion md2tx = �4�e2nx osillates at a fre-queny !p = (4�e2n=m)1=2, the plasma frequeny. Sinethe motion of the harge arriers is in turn responsible forthe buildup of the harged surfae layers, we onlude thatthe system performs a olletive osillatory motion, knownas the plasmon exitation.||||||||||||||{ x

 E 

At this point we onlude our preliminary disussion of the eletron gas. We have seenthat large order perturabation theory an be applied to suessfully explain various fea-tures of the interating system: energeti lowering due to quantum orrelation, sreening,and even olletive instabilities.The interating eletron gas is but an example of many other appliation theatres ofdiagrammati perturbation theory. After the full potential of the approah had beomeevident { in the late 50ties and early 60ies { diagrammati tehniques of great sophisti-ation where developed, and applied to a plethora of many body problems. Indeed, morethan two deades passed before large order perturbation theory eventaully eased to be



216 CHAPTER 6. PERTURBATION THEORYthe undisputedly most important tool of theoretial ondensed matter physis. Reetingthe great pratial relevane of the approah, there is a huge body of textbook literatureonentrating on perturbatie methods (see e.g. Refs.[?, ?, ?, ?℄). Although it wouldmake little sense to again expose the �eld in its full development, a few generally impor-tant onepts of diagrammati perturbation theory are summarized in the next setionfor referene purposes. (The setion an be skipped at �rst reading.)
6.3 Perturbation theory II: In�nite Order ExpansionsTurning bak to the prototypial �4-model, it is the purpose of the present setion tointrodue a number of general onepts of in�nite order perturbative summations. Asshould be lear from the disussion above, a meaningful summation over an in�nite setof diagrams neessitates the existene of a lass of perturbative orretions that is 'moreimportant' than others. In pratie, what we need is small parameter that disriminatesbetween diagrams of di�erent struture. In our example above, this parameter was thedensity rs of the eletron gas. However, in other settings, the ontrol parameter N maybe de�ned quite di�erently: large values of a spin, S, the number of olours, N, in QCD,the number of spatial dimensions, d, the number of modes of an optial wave guide, et.Unfortunately, in real life environments, these parameters are typially far from large,S = 1=2, d = N = 3, et. So, we have to resort to a poor mans strategy where wedevelop a ontrolled and self onsistent theory in the limit of asymptotially large of theontrol parameter and hope that some fragments of truth survive the limit down to moremundane values of N . Perhaps unexpetedly, this strategy often works astonishingly welldown to values N = O(1).So let us, then, begin by introduing a large ontrol parameter into a �4 type theory.This an be done by promoting � from a salar to an N -omponent vetor �eld � = f�ag,a = 1; : : : ; N . The self-interation of the �eld is modeled as g R dx�a�a�b�b, i.e. anexpression that is 'rotationally' invariant in �-spae. The ation of our modi�ed theoryis thus given by S[�℄ � Z ddx�12��T�� + r2�T�+ gN (�T�)2� ; (6.40)where the fator 1=N in front of the interation onstant has been introdued for lateronveniene.



6.3. PERTURBATION THEORY II: INFINITE ORDER EXPANSIONS 217As before we shall onentrate on the Green funtionGab(x� y) = h�a(x)�b(y)ias a 'test observable'. Denoting the Green funtion by a bold line, thefree Green funtion G0 � h�a(x)�b(y)i0 / Æab by a thin line, and theinteration operator by a wavy line (Sine the four �elds verties enter-ing the interation are no longer indisriminate, the interation 'point'representation of setion 6.1.3 is no longer suitable.) the struture ofthe �rst and seond order expansion of the Green funtion is shown inthe upper portion of Fig. 6.11. For simpliity, the ombinatorial fatorsweighting individual diagrams have been omitted.
 a 

 a 

 b 

 b 

6.3.1 Self Energy OperatorEven without resorting to the large N struture of the theory, it is possible to bringsome order in the spaghetti of diagrams ontributing to the expansion. Indeed, thereare two distint sublasses of diagrams: diagrams that an be ut into two halfes justby utting a single internal Green funtion line (no's 4; 6; 8; : : :) and those that annot(no's 1; 2; 3; 5; 7; 9; 10; 11; : : :). This observation motivates to lump all subportions of theexansion that annot be simply ut { they are alled one-partile irreduible diagrams{ into a strutural subunit. In Fig. 6.11 this entitiy, whih is ommonly alled the selfenergy operator sometimes also the e�etive mass operator, is denoted by a hathedirle. The �rst and seond order expansion of the self energy is shown in the bottompart of the �gure.With that de�nition, the Green funtion beomes a 'hain' of self energy operators,separated by free Green funtion lines, as shown in the seond equality of the �gure. Aonvenient representation of that expansion is shown in the third equality. An insertionof the full Green funtion after the �rst self energy orretion reursively generates thefull series.Let us translate these statements into the language of formulae. Denoting the set of allself energy diagrams by �̂ = f�ab(x�y)g26, the expansion of the Green funtion assumesthe form Ĝ = Ĝ0 + Ĝ0�̂Ĝ0 + Ĝ0�̂Ĝ0�̂Ĝ0 + : : : == Ĝ0 + Ĝ0�̂Ĝ: (6.41)Here, the operator produts involve summation over oordinates and internal indies,i.e (ÂB̂)ab(x � y) = R ddzAa(x � z)Bb(z � y). Reursion relations of this type areommonly referred to as Dyson equations. The Dyson equation states that the problemof alulating Ĝ is essentially tantamount to that of analysing the self energy. To makethis point more expliit, let us reformulate the Dyson equation in momentum spae:Ĝ(p) = Ĝ0(p) + Ĝ0(p)�̂(p)Ĝ(p), [1� Ĝ0(p)�̂(p)℄Ĝ(p) = Ĝ0(p):26The onservation of global momentum of the theory implies (think about it!) that, like the Greenfuntion, the self energy depends only on the di�erene of its oordinate arguments.
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 +  + Figure 6.11: Expansion of the Green funtion of �4-theory. Bottom: Expansion of theself energy operatorwhere we have used the onvolution theorem, or, more physially, the fat that allsattering proesses lumped into the self energy separately onserve momentum. (Ma-trix)multipliation of this identity from the right with [1� Ĝ0(p)�̂(p)℄�1 leads toĜ(p) = [1� Ĝ0(p)�̂(p)℄�1Ĝ0(p) = h(Ĝ0(p))�1 � �̂(p)i�1 :Finally, using that Ĝ0(p)�1 = f(p2 + r)Æabg, we arrive at the formal solutionGab(p) = �hp2 + r2 � �̂(p)i�1�ab : (6.42)This equation teahes us two things. First, the full information on the Green funtion isindeed stored in the self energy, seond the self energy somehow 'adds' to the argumentsp2 and r entering the quadrati ation, a point to be disussed in more detail below.



6.3. PERTURBATION THEORY II: INFINITE ORDER EXPANSIONS 219But how then do we ompute the self energy operator? In fat, the onstrution reipefollows from what has been said above. By de�nition, the n-th order ontributions to theself energy operator is generated by onneted and one-partile irreduible ontration ofn interation operators (weighted with the appropriate ombinatorial fator 1=n!.) Two�eld verties stay un-ontrated as onnetors to the free Green funtion lines ontatingthe self energy. E.g., the �rst order ontribution is given by (exerise)�(1)ab(p) = Æab 2gLd  1N Xp0 G0(p0) +Xp0 G0(p� p0)! ;where the �rst (seond) ontribution orrespond to the �rst (seond) diagram in the selfenergy expansion of Fig. 6.11.. Exerise. Reprensent the seond order ontribution �(2) in terms of Green funtions.One the self energy has been omputed to any desired order, the result is substitutedinto (6.42) and one obtains the Green funtion.. Info. The ritial reader will note that there are some problems with the line of argumentsabove. First, we have taitly ignored the issue of ombinatoris. (How do we know that one wehave plugged the expansion of the self energy into the Dyson equation we get the same resulta brute fore diret expansion of the Green funtion would have obtained?) To understandthat the two-step program '�rst ompute self energy, then substitute into Dyson series' indeedprodues orret results, let us onsider the nth order ontribution to the expansion of the Greenfuntion with it's overall ombinatorial fator 1=n!. Now imagine that we want to distributethose diagrams that ontain, say, one free internal Green funtion over two self energy operatorsaording to G0�G0�G0. Assuming that the �rst self energy operator is of order m < n and theseond one of order n�m, we notie that there are � nm� possibilities to distribute the interationverties over the two self energies. That means that we obtain an overall ombinatorial fator1n! � nm� = 1m!(n�m)! . But 1=m! and 1=(n�m)! are preisely the ombinatorial fators that appearin the de�nition of an m and and (n�m)th order self energy operator, respetively. Arguing inreverse, we onlude that the presription above indeed produes the orret ombinatoris.A seond objetion onerns the onsisteny of the expansion. I.e. nth order expansionof the self energy is, of ourse, by no means equivalent to nth order expansion of the Greenfuntion, nor to any spei� order of the expansion. Indeed, when working with the onept ofa self energy, struturing the expansion aording its order in the interation operator does notmake muh sense. We should rather fous on the summation of spei� in�nite order diagramlasses as exempli�ed in the previous setion and disussed in more general terms below.||||||||||||||{6.3.2 Large N ExpansionSo far we have not yet made referene to the N -omponent struture of the theory.However, let us now assume that N is very large, i.e. that we may be ontent with anexpansion of the Green funtion to leading order in 1=N . This ondition an be made



220 CHAPTER 6. PERTURBATION THEORYexpliit by sending N !1 and delaringlimN!1Gaa(p)to our observable of interest.The limit of large N entails a drasti simpli�ation of the diagrammati expansion.Eah interation vertex omes with an overall 1=N whih must be ompensated by asummation over �eld-omponents to produe a ontribution that survives the limit N !1. This ondition removes numerous diagrams ontributing to the diagrams ontributingto the series. I.e. in the Green funtion expansion of Fig. 6.11 only the �rst, third andeigth diagram survive the limit. In all other ontributions, interation and Green funtionlines are interwoven in a way that does not leave room for one �eld-index summation perinteration vertex.
 . . . =  +  +  = 

 = Figure 6.12: Non-rossing approximation of the self energy. Notie that in the last diagramthe propagator line represents the full Green funtion.Inspetion of the series shows that only diagrams of the struture shown in Fig. 6.12survive the limit of large N : interation lines that do not terminate in Green funtionbubbles and do not ross. The approximation { in the limit of in�nite N it beomes exat{ that retains only these ontributions is ommonly alled the non-rossing approxi-mation (NCA). More poetially, the diagrams ontributing to the redued expansion aresometimes alled 'rainbow diagrams'. Importantly, the NCA self energy an be omputedin losed form. All one has to realize is that the summation over all rainbow diagramsamounts to substitution of the full NCA Green funtion under a single interation line(think about it!). Using that in the NCA the self energy is proportional to unitiy in the�eld-index spae, we an express this fat through the formula�̂(p) NCA= gL�dXp G(p) = gL�dXp �p2 + r2 � �(p)��1 : (6.43)In the literature, this equation goes under the name self onsistent Born approxima-tion. It is a 'Born approximation', beause, formally, it looks like a �rst order perturbativeorretion (the overall fator g1)27. The approximation is 'self onsistent', beause theself energy reursively appears on the rhs of the equation again, i.e. the equation is infat not of �rst but of in�nite order.. Info. Although the objetive of the present setion is general strutures, let us brieyreview the solution of a how a Born equation. To keep things simple, let us assume that27In the hapter XX we will see how the self energy operator relates to Born sattering theory.



6.3. PERTURBATION THEORY II: INFINITE ORDER EXPANSIONS 221we are dealing with the low energy approximation to some mirosopi model, i.e. that themomentum summations must be ut o� at some upper limit �. We further make the (selfonsistently to be heked) assumption that the solution for the self energy operator will omeout momentum independent �(p) = �. This leads to� � �g Z � ddp(2�)d 1p2 + r2 � �The evaluation of the integral depends on the dimensionality and on the analytial struture ofthe energy denominator. E.g. assuming that d = 2 and that the parameter r2 will be muhsmaller than the self energy indued by sattering { an assumption to be heked self onsistentlylater on {, we obtain � � � g4� Z �20 d(p2) 1p2 � � ' � g4� ln����� :A solution �(g;�) an now be sought by approximate analytial methods, or graphially. (Oneplots the both sides of the equation as a funtion of � and seeks for a rossing point.)However, for our present disussion, more important than the detailed dependene of � onthe input parameters g and � is the prinipal meaning of the self energy: Apparently, � addsto the parameter r2 of the naked Green funtion. (Notie that the solution of the equationdetermining � will be negative.) Remembering that r � ��1, one onludes that the interationoperator lowers the spatial orrelation of the system. That is indeed what one should expetintuitively: Sattering due to interations ats as a soure of 'disorder' inside the system.||||||||||||||{At this stage, it is worthwhile to step bak and to see what we have got. We havemanaged to ompute the Green funtion to in�nite order in an expansion in the set of'relevant' diagrams. How does that together with what has been said in setion 6.1.1about the 'asymptoti' nature of perturbative series? The reason is that the exponentialproliferation of the number of diagrams, i.e. the mehanism that led to the eventualbreakdown of the perturbative expansion, is bloked by the limitN !1. Only sublassesof diagrams, with far fewer members, ontribute and the series remains summable.The large N priniple is atually not limited to the expansion of the Green funtion.To illustrate the point, let us briey onsider the expansion of the four point orrelationfuntion C(4)(q) = 1N Xab 1L2dXp;p0h�a(p)�a(p+ q)�b(p0)�b(p0 + q)i:In the next hapter we will see that objets of that arhiteture represent the most impor-tant information arriers of the theory. Unlike the previously disussed Green funtion,they diretly relate to observable quantities. In the many-body literature, the four pointfuntion is dentoed as a two partile propagator, indiating that it desribes the jointpropagation of two states. Referring for a more substantial disussion of the meaning ofthis objet to the next hapter we here onentrate on the formal aspets of its perturba-tive expansion.The struture of the expansion of the four point funtion is shown in Fig. 6.13 where,for simpliity, momentum/omponent-indies are indiated only one. The simplest dia-gram ontributing to the expansion onsists of just two Green funtions. It enapsulates
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Figure 6.13: Expansion of the four point funtion. Notie that the arrows represent thefull Green funtion, i.e. all diagrams 'renormalizing' the two-partile subunits of thediagram are automatially inluded.all disonneted ontrations, � h�a(p)�b(p0)ih�a(p+q)�b(p0+q)i � ÆabÆpp0 ontributingto C(4). All other ontrations simulatenously involve all four �eld operators, i.e. theyontain interation lines between the Green funtions. The sum of all these ontributionsis represented by the diagram ontaining the hathed surfae. A few low order ontribu-tions to the expansion are expliitly shown in the �rst and seond line. Notie that allarrows appearing in these diagrams are fat ones. This means that diagrams 'dressing'the two-partile sub-units of the expansion are automatially inluded. E.g. the seondontribution ontaining just a single interation line between the two-partile propagatorsin fat represents an entire series of diagrams obtained by substituting the expansion ofFig. 6.11 for the full Green funtion. (In an analytial alulation, one will aount forthese ontributions simply by substitution of the self-energy renormalized Green funtionfor eah arrow.). Exerise. Write down the analytial expressions ontributing to the low order diagramsshown in the �rst and seond line of the �gure.All diagrams involving interations between the two Green funtions have in ommonthat they ontain four external 'legs', i.e. the Green funtion onnetors to the external�eld operators. If you imagine these legs removed, you end up with a 'ore ontribution'often alled the vertex. (The denotation is motivated by the fat that the �rst ontribu-tion to the vertex is, indeed, the ontrated interation vertex of the ation, see diagramno. 2.) In the �gure, the vertex is denoted by a tightly hathed area. Our problem with



6.3. PERTURBATION THEORY II: INFINITE ORDER EXPANSIONS 223the two-partile propagator is to analyse this objet.Similarly to the situtation with the Green funtion, the expansion of the vertex angiven some struture. To this end, notie that some of the diagrams ontributing to thevertex (e.g. the seond diagram in the seond line with external legs removed) an be utinto two just by utting two internal Green funtion lines. Vertex diagrams of this type arealled two-partile reduible, in analogy to the 'one-partile reduible' ontributionsto the expansion of the Green funtion. As with the expansion of the Green funtion, welump all irreduible ontributions to vertex (e.g. the last diagram in the �rst line, or the�rst diagram in the seond line, external legs removed) into a strutural subunit alledthe irreduible vertex. In the �gure, that unit is denoted by a lightly hathed area.The �rst few diagrams ontributing to the irreduible vertex are shown in the fourth lineof the �gure. Apparently, the irreduible vertex plays a role similar to the self energy ofthe Green funtion. Expressed in terms of the irreduible vertex, the expansion assumesthe regular form shown in the third line.To represent these graphial relations in analytial form, we denote the full vertex bythe symbol �̂ = f�aa0;bb0(p;p0;q)g and the irreduible vertex by �̂0 = f�aa0;bb00 (p;p0;q)g.Here, the indies a; a0; b; b0 keep trak of the index labels arried by the four Green funtionsentering the vertex. (Although we have de�ned our orrelation funtion suh that a =a0; b = b0 a generalisation to a four-fold index label is neessary to formulate the reursion(6.44).) The three momentum arguments represent the momenta of the Green funtionsonneting to the vertex operators, as indiated expliitly in the the �rst line of the �gure.(Remember that the theory has overall momentum onservation, i.e. three momentumarguments suÆe to unambiguosly �x the momentum dependene of � and C(4).) Theontent of the third line of the �gure an then be expressed in terms of a losed reursionrelation: �aa0;bb0(p;p0;q) = �aa0;bb00 (q;p0;p) +X0 1LdXp00 �aa0 ;00 (q;p00;p)G(p00)G(p00 + q)�0;bb0(p00;p0;q); (6.44)Equations of this type are (often) alled Bethe-Salpter equations. Comparison with(6.41) shows that this equation appears to be oneptually similar to the Dyson equationfor the one-partile Green funtion28. Indeed, the priniple behind most reursion relationsof perturbation theory is a struture likeX̂ = X̂0 + X̂0 � Ẑ � X̂; (6.45)where X̂ is our objet of interest (e.g. �̂), X̂0 its 'free' version, Ẑ a subunit that is, insome sense, 'irreduible' (�̂ or �̂0GG) and � some generalized matrix onvolution.Owing to the importane of the two-partile propagator the solution of Bethe-Salpetertype equations is a enter issue in many areas of many body physis. In most ases only28We an make the analogy perfet, by de�ning a 'one-partile vertex' �̂(1) = Ĝ(0)�1[Ĝ� Ĝ(0)℄Ĝ(0)�1.Inspetion of the seond equality of Fig. 6.11 shows that the expansion of �(1) starts and ends with a selfenergy operator, i.e. the �rst free Green funtion line G0 is removed, and so are the two external G0'sonneting to the self energy operator. In manifest analogy to (6.44), the analytial formula for �(1) then
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Figure 6.14: Large N expansion of the two partile orrelation funtion into a 'ladderstruture'.approximate solutions an be obtained. With our present example, 'approximate' meansthat we send N to large values and seek for a solution to leading order in N�1. In thatlimit, the only surviving ontribution to the irreduible vertex is the �rst one, i.e. a plaininteration line. As with the self energy operator disussed in the previous setion, alldiagrams with 'entangled' interation lines are frustrated in the sense that we do not haveas many index summations as interation onstants � g=N . Suh ontributions vanishin the limit of large N . We thus onlude that the Bethe Salpeter equation assumes thesimple form�a;b(p;p0;q) = � gNLd � gN X 1LdXp00 G(p)G(p+ q)�;b(p00;p0;q);where �ab � �aa0 ;bb0Æaa0Æbb029. This equation an be simpli�ed even further by making theansatz �ab(p;p0;q) = �(q), where � is independent of disrete indies and input momentap and p0. (When solving a perturbative reursion relation, it is always a good idea totry an ansatz of maximal simpliity, i.e. an ansatz that is no more omplex than theonstituting elements of the equation.) Then,�(q) = gNLd + gP (q)�(q)) �(q) = gNLd 11� gP (q); (6.46)where we have introdued the abbreviation P (q) = 1Ld PpG(p)G(p + q). In priniple,one may now proeed by substituting the large N expansion of the Green funtion (6.42)and omputing the funtion P (q) by integration over p. This would produe a losedexression for � and, by virtue of (please hek!)C(4)(q) = P (q) � 1Ld +N�(q)P (q)� ;reads as �̂(1) = �+�G0�̂(1):29We here use that the large-N approximation of the irreduible vertex fores the two input indiesa; a0 to be equal (the same of the output indies.) A word of aution: striktly speaking, our largeN -approximation of the irreduible vertex expliitly uses that the input/output indies entering our def-inition of the vertex are equal. I.e. would we ompute a orrelation funtion where the two input/outputindies are di�erent (but that will seldomly our in realisti appliations.) the large N approximaitonof the four point funtions would no longer assume the simple form of a regular ladder.



6.4. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 225our orrelation funtion. Sine the emphasis in this setion is on oneptual aspets ofperturbation theory, we will not push the analysis to it's very end. (For an analysis of theBethe-Salpeter equation in a ontext more interesting than �4-theory, see the problemset.) Yet there is one aspet about the expression for �(q) worth notiing: Imagine P (q)expanded in a Taylor series in q and onsider the zeroth order ontribution, P (0). Fromthe de�nition of the Green funtion (6.42) we haveP (0) = 1LdXp G(p)2 = �� 1Ld Xp G(p) (6:43)= g�1��� = g�1: (6.47)Substitution into the formula for � shows that for small momenta the expansion of thenumerator of the vertex starts with a power of q. (By symmetry, the �rst non-vanishingontribution will be of O(q2). That means that both the vertex and the four pointorrelatio funtion are long ranged objets. I.e. unlike the Green funtion, they do notdeay exponentially, but power law like. The long-rangedness of the four point funtionhas observable onsequenes, as will be disussed in the next hapter.Summarizing, our disussion of the two- and four-point funtion, and of the RPAtheory of the interating eletron gas has shown that if a large parameter is present, (a)relevant sublasses of perturbative ontributions an be identi�ed and (b) summed toin�nite order. As a matter of fat, there are not too many of these summable diagramlasses. Ring-diagrams, rainbow-diagrams and ladder-diagrams nearly exhaust the set of'friendly' orretions, amenable to analytial summation. Notie that, so far, we havelargely restrited ourselfes to the disussion of abstrat summation shemes, i.e. we stillneed to learn more about how intermediate results like (6.42) or (6.46) an be translatedinto onrete physial information. These aspets will be disussed { on appliationsmore rewarding that plain �4 theory { a little bit later. However, at this point we leavethe disussion of formal perturbation theory. While a state of the art exposition of thesubjet would require muh more spae { for pedagogial and ondensed matter orientedtexts on perturbative methods, see [?, ?℄ { the material introdued in this setion suÆesfor nearly all purposes of the present text. (Readers motivated to pratie diagrammatisummation tehniques on a number of interesting problems are invited to look at theproblem set.)Turning bak to our prototypial problem of the interating eletron gas, we next aimto extend the purely diagrammati methods disussed above to a more powerful hybridapproah omprising of perturbative onepts in ombination with funtional methods.6.4 Summary and OutlookThis onludes our prelminary introdution into the onepts of perturbation theory. Wehave seen that general perturbative expansions mostly have the status of 'asymptoti'rather than onvergent series. We learned how to eÆiently enode perturbative series bygraphial methods and how to asses the 'importane' of individual ontributions. Furtherwe saw how the presene of a large parameter an be utilized to �rmly establish in�niteorder expansions. A number of reursive tehniques were introdued to sum up diagramsequenes of in�nite order.



226 CHAPTER 6. PERTURBATION THEORYHowever, a seond look at the disussion of the previous setions shows that our entertool, the funtional integral atually played not muh of a role. All it did was provide theombinatorial framework of the perturbative expansion of orrelation funtions. However,for that we hardly need the full feathered mahinery of funtional integration. Indeed, thefundamentals of the perturbative approah were laid in the 50th, way before people evenbegan to think about the onventional path integral. (For a pure operator onstrutionof the perturbative expansion, see the problem set.)More importantly, the so far analysis has a serious methodologial weakage: All sub-lasses of relevant diagrams shared the ommon feature that they ontained ertain 'sub-units', more strutured than the elementary propagator or the interation line. E.g. theRPA diagrams were orgainized in terms of polarization bubbles, the NCA diagrams hadtheir rainbows, and the ladder diagrams their rungs. Within the diagrammati approah,in eah diagram these units are reonstruted 'from srath', i.e. in terms of elementarypropagators and interation lines. However, taking the general philosphy on informationredution delared in the beginning of the text seriously, we should strive to make the 'im-portant' strutural elements of an expansion to our elementary degrees of freedom. Thisprogram is hardly realizable within purely diagrammati theory. However, the funtionalintegral is ideally suited to introduing degrees of freedom hierarhially, i.e. trading mi-rosopi objets for entities of higher omplexity. The ombination of funtional integraltehniques with perturbation theory to a fairly powerful theoretial mahniery will be thesubjet of the next hapter.



6.5. PROBLEM SET 2276.5 Problem SetQ1 Equivalene QM pert. theory., funtional pert. theory.Q2 Diagrammatis of the disordered eletron gas.Q3 Coulomb blokadeQ4 Attrative eletron-eletron interation through phonons.Q5 Cooper vertex for �nite magneti �eld.Q6 Wik theorem without funtional integrals.Q7 Eletron Green funtion with magneti �eld (persistent urrents).
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Chapter 7Mean Field TheoryField integral oriented approahes to address interating problems are introdued. Welearn how elements of the perturbative approah developed in the previous hapter anbe formulated more eÆiently. Methods for deteting and exploring non-trivial referenestates { 'mean �elds' - are introdued. A fusion of perturbative and mean �eld methodswill provide us with analytial mahinery powerful enough to address a spetrum of in-teresting appliations: superuidiy, superondutivity and a number of manifestation ofinterations in normal metals.As mentioned in the beginning of the last hapter, the perturbative mahinery devel-oped in the previous setions is but a part of a larger framework. In fat, the diagrammatiexpansion itself already ontained hints indiating that a straightforward expansion of atheory in the interation operator might not always be an optimal strategy: All previousexamples that ontained a large parameter N { and usually it is only problems of thistype that are amenable to analytial analysis { had in ommon that the diagrammatianalysis bore out strutures of 'higher omplexity'. (E.g. series of polarization operatorsrather than series of the elementary Green funtions, et.) This phenomenon suggeststhat large N problems should qualify for a more eÆient, or physial formulation.While these remarks appear to be largely methodologial, the rational behind searh-ing for an improved theoretial formulation is in fat muh deeper. Our previous exampleshad in ommon that the perturbative expansion was benign. However, we already sawsome glimpses indiating that more drasti things may happen. E.g. for frequeniesapproahing the plasma frequeny, the polarization operator of the weakly interatingeletron gas developed an instability. The appearane of suh instabilities usually indi-ates that one is formulating a theory around the 'wrong' referene state (in that ase, theuniformly �lled Fermi sphere of the non-interating eletron gas.) Thus, what we shouldlike to develop is a theoretial framework that is apable of (a) deteting the 'right' refer-ene states, or 'mean �elds' of a problem, (b) enables us to eÆiently apply perturbativemethods around these states and all that () in a language using the 'physial' ratherthan the plain mirosopi degrees of freedom as fundamental units.The subjet of the next setions will be the onstrution of a funtional integral based229



230 CHAPTER 7. MEAN FIELD THEORYapproah that meets these riteria. Unlike in previous hapters the disussion will bedeidedly appliation-oriented. After the formulation of the general strategy of �eld inte-gral based mean �eld methods, the next setion will address a problem we have treatedbefore, viz. the weakly interating eletron gas. The exempli�ation of the new oneptson a known problem will enable us to better understand the tight onnetion betweenthe mean-�eld approah and straightforward perturbation theory. In the next setionswe will then turn to the disussion of problems whih lie deidedly outside the range ofdiret perturbative summation, viz. superuidity and superondutivity.7.1 Mean Field TheoryRoughly speaking, the funtional approah to problems with a large parameter proeedsaording to the following program:1. Identify what you believe are relevant strutural units. (That part of the programan eÆiently be arried out by the straightforward methods disussed above.)2. Introdue a new �eld-degree of freedom � that represents the new hierarhy ofdegrees of freedom.3. Trade the integration over 'mirosopi �elds' for an integration over �, a step oftene�eted by the so-alled Hubbard-Stratonovih transformation.4. Subjet the ation S[�℄ to a stationary phase analysis. (The justi�ation for applyingstationary phase methods is provided by the existene of a large parameter N � 1.)Often, at this stage instabilities in the theory show up { an indiator of a physiallyinteresting problem!5. Expand the funtional integral around the solution of the stationary phase equa-tions, the so-alled 'mean �eld' and ompute physial observables.In the next subsetion, we illustrates how that program works on an example studieddiagrammatially before, the plasma theory of the eletron gas.7.1.1 Funtional Approah to the Weakly Interating EletronGasLet us go bak to the funtional of the interating eletron gas (6.19). What preventsus from omputing the  -integral along the lines of the free-fermion integrals disussedin the previous setion is the interation term with its quarti  dependene. However,it is atually a straightforward matter to redue, or 'deouple' that operator down to aquadrati expression. To do so, we multiply the funtional integral by the 'fat unity'1 = N Z D�e� 18�TL3 Pq �qq2��q ;



7.1. MEAN FIELD THEORY 231where � is a bosoni �eld variable and N is de�ned so as to normalize the integral tounity. Notie that the summation is over a four-momentum q = (q; !m) omprising avetorial momentum and a Bosoni Matsubara frequeny. We next shift �q as�q ! �q + 4ieTV (q)�q;where �q �Pp � p+q� p�. This produes the expression1 = N Z D�e� 18�TL3 Pq �qq2��q+ ieL3 Pq �q��q+ TL3 Pq �q 2�e2q2 ��q == N Z D�e� 18�TL3 Pq �qq2��q+ ieL3 Pq;p � p+q��q p�+ TL3 Pq �q 2�e2q2 ��qThe rational behind performing this seemingly unmotivated exerise an be seen in thelast ontribution to the exponent. Notiing that 2�e2=q2 = V (q)=2, we realize that thisterm exatly equals the quarti interation ontribution to the fermioni path integral,albeit with opposite sign. Multipliation of our unity with Z thus leads toZ = Z D� Z D( � ;  )e�S[�; � ; ℄; (7.1)S[�; � ;  ℄ = 18�TL3 Xq �qq2��q +Xpp0 � p ���i!n � �+ p22m� Æpp0 + ieL3�(p0 � p)� p0 ;i.e. an expression that is free of quarti interations. Before proeeding, let us brieyrewrite the ation in real spae. With �q = T R �0 d� R d3reiqr+i!��(r; �),S[�; � ;  ℄ = Z d3r Z �0 d� � 18����� + � ��� � �� �2m + ie�� � :This notation reveals a physial interpretation of the �eld �. Apparently, � ouples to theation of the fermions like a spae/time dependent imaginiary voltage. The �rst term ofthe ation, too onforms with that interpretation; it is proportional to the integral over���� = E2, where E is the eletri �eld orrespoding to the voltage �, i.e. the Lagrangianenergy density assoiated to the eletri omponent of an eletromagneti �eld. Beforeproeeding with the disussion with the less intuitively aessible but tehnially moreonvenient momentum spae representation of the ation, let us take a step bak anddisuss the general philosophy of the manipulations that led from the original partitionfuntion to the two-�eld representation (6.19).. Info. The hain of manipulation exempli�ed above, i.e. the 'deoupling' of a quartiinteration through an auxiliary �eld is alled the Hubbard-Stratonovih transformation.While that denotation may sound impressive, the essene of the Hubbard-Stratonovih trans-formation is a straightforward manipulation of a Gaussian integral. To make this point moretransparent, let us reformulate the Hubbard-Stratonovih transformation in a notation thatis not burdened by the presene of model-spei� onstants. Consider, then, an interationoperator of the arhiteture Sint = V��Æ � � � �  Æ;



232 CHAPTER 7. MEAN FIELD THEORYwhere � and  may be either bosoni or fermioni �eld variables, the indies �; �; : : : refer toan unspei�ed set of quantum numbers, Matsubra frequenies, et., and V��Æ is an interationmatrix element. Now, introdue omposite operators, �̂�� � � � � to rewrite the interation asSint = V��Æ�̂�� �̂Æ:We an ompatify the notation even further by introduing a omposite indies m � (��),n � (Æ), whereupon Sint = �̂mVmn�̂naquires the struture of a generalized bilinear form. To redue the ation to a form quadratiin the  's, multiply the exponentiated ation by unity:e��̂mVmn�̂n = N Z D� e� 14�mV �1mn�ne��̂mVmn�̂n ;where � is bosoni and N ensures unit-normalization of the �-integral. Notie that V �1mn standsfor the inverse of the matrix Vmn (i.e. not for the inverse (Vmn)�1 of individual matrix elements.)One next shifts the variable �m aording to�m ! �m + 2i(V �̂)m;where the notation (V �̂) is shorthand for Vmn�̂n. As a result,e��̂mVmn�̂n = N Z D� e� 14�mV �1mn�n�i�m�̂n ;i.e. the term quadrati in �̂ gets anelled out1. This ompletes the Hubbard-Stratonovihtransformation. We have traded the interation operator for (a) the integration over an auxiliary�eld, oupled (b) to a  -bilinear (the operator �m�̂m.)A few suppementary omments:. In essene, the Hubbard-Stratonovih transformation is tantamount to formula (4.42),read in reverse. An exponentiated square is removed in exhange for a linear oupling.(In (4.42) we showed how temrs linear in the integration variable an be removed.). To make the skeleton outlined above a well de�ned presription, one has to be morespei� about the meaning of the Gaussian integration over the kernel �mV �1mn�n. I.e.the integration variables an be real (in whih ase the matrix V better be positive), oromplex. (In the latter ase, V must have suitable Hermitiity properties.). There is some freedom as to the hoie of the integration variable. E.g. the fator of 1=4in front of the Gaussan weight �mV �1mn�n was introdued for mere onveniene (viz. togenerate a oupling �m�̂m free of numerial fators.) If one does not like to invert thematrix kernel Vmn, one an sale as �m ! (V �)m, whereupon the key formula reads ase��̂mVmn�̂n = N Z D� e� 14�mVmn�n�i�mVmn�̂n ;1Here we have assumed that the matrix V is symmetri. If it is not, we an apply the relation�̂mVmn�̂n � �TV � = 12 ��̂T (V + V T )�̂� to symmetrize the interation.
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 δ Figure 7.1: On the di�erent options to Hubbard-Stratonovih deouple an interation operator.Left: deoupling in the 'density' hannel. Middle: deoupling in the 'pairing' or 'Cooper'hannel. Right: Deoupling in the 'exhange' hannel.The Hubbard-Stratonovih transformation as suh is exat. However, to make it a meaningfuloperation, it must be motivated by some physial onsiderations. In our disussion above wesplit the interation by hosing �̂�� as a omposite operator. However, there learly is some arbi-trariness whith this hoie. E.g. why not pair the fermion-bilinears aording to ( � � Æ)( �  Æ),or otherwise? The three inequivalent hoies of pairing up operators are shown in Fig. 7.1where, as ususal, the wavy line with attahed �eld verties represents the interation, and thedashed ovals indiate how the �eld operators are paired.The version of the transformation disussed above orresponds to the left diagram of the�gure. That type of pairing is sometimes referred to as deoupling in the diret hannel.The denotation beomes more transparent if we onsider the example of the eletron-eletroninteration, Sint = 12 Z d� Z ddrddr0 � �(r; �) �(r; �)V (r� r0) � �0(r0; �) �0(r0; �);i.e. � = � = (r; �; �),  = Æ = (r0; �; �0), V��Æ = V (r � r0). The 'diret' deoupling proeedsvia the most obvious hoie, i.e. the density operator �̂(r; �) = � �(r; �) �(r; �). One speeksabout deoupling in a 'hannel' beause, as will be expliated below, the propagator of thedeoupling �eld an be interpreted in terms of two Green funtion lines tied together by multipleinterations, a omposite objet reminisent of a 'hannel'.However, more important than the terminology is the fat that there are other hoies for�. Deoupling in the exhange hannel is generated by the hoie �� � � � Æ. 'Exhange'beause, in the ontext of the oulomb interation, the reversed pairing of �eld operators isreminisent of the exhange ontration generating Fok-type ontributions. Finally, one maydeouple in the Cooper hannel, �̂ = � � �  , �� = �y�. Here, the pairing �eld is onjugate totwo reation operators. Below we will see that this type of deoupling is tailor made to problemsof superondutivity.The remarks above may may onvey the impression of a ertain arbitrariness inherent tothe Hubbard-Stratonovih philosophy. Indeed, the 'right' hoie of the deoupling �eld anonly be motivated by physial reasoning, not by plain mathematis. This is to say that thetransformation as suh is exat, no matter what hannel we hose. However, later on we willwant to proeed to derive an e�etive low energy theory based on the deoupling �eld. Inases where one has aidentally deoupled in an 'unphysial' hannel, it will be diÆult, if notimpossible to destill a meaningful low energy theory for the �eld � onjugate to �; although theintital model still ontains the full mirosopi information (by virtue of the exatness of thetransformation) it is not amenable to furhter approximate manipulations.



234 CHAPTER 7. MEAN FIELD THEORYIn fat, one is frequently onfronted with situations where more than one Hubbard-Stratonovih�eld is needed to apture the full physis of the problem. To appreiate this point, onsider theCoulomb interation in momentum spae.Sint = 12 Xp1;:::;p4 � �(p1) �(p2)V (p1 � p2) � �0(p3) �0(p4)Æp1�p2+p3�p4 : (7.2)In priniple, we an deouple this interation by any of the three options disussed above.However, 'interesting' physis is usually generated by proesses where one of the three unboundmomenta entering the interation vertex is small. Only these interation proesses have a haneto aumulate to an overall olletive exitation of low energy (f. our previous disussion of theRPA, the interating eletron gas, and many of the examples to follow.) It may be instrutive toimagine the situation geometrially: In the three dimensional artesian spae of free momentumoordinates (p1; p2; p3) entering the vertex, there are three thin layers, where one of the momentais small, (q; p2; p3), (p1; q; p3), (p1; p2; q), jqj � jpij. (Why not make all momenta small? Beausethat would be in onit with the ondition that the Green funtions onneting to the vertexbe lose to the Fermi surfae.) One will thus often hose to break down the full momentumsummation to a restrited summation over the small-momentum sublayers:Sint ' 12 Xp;p0;q � � �(p) �(p+ q)V (q) � �0(p0) �0(p0 � q)�� �(p) �0(p+ q)V (p0 � p) � �0(p0 + q) �(p0)�� �(p) � �0(�p+ q)V (p0 � p) �(p0) �0(�p0 + q)�Now, eah of these three ontributions has its own predestinated hoie of a slow deoupling�eld. The �rst term should be deoupled in the diret hannel �̂d(q) � Pp � �(p) �(p + q),the seond in the exhange hannel (�̂x)��0 �Pp � �(p) �0(p+ q), and the third in the Cooperhannel (�̂)��0(p) � Pp � �(p) � �0(�p + q). One thus winds up with an e�etive theory thatontains three independent slow Hubbard-Stratonovih �elds. (Notie that the deoupling �eldsin the exhange and in the Cooper hannel arry a spin-struture.)Notie that in our disussion above of the high-density eletron gas we deoupled in thediret hannel. That hoie is made beause we already know in advane (viz. from our previousdisussion) that relevant ontributions to the free energy of the system are generated by RPA-type ontration of operators �̂d(q) �Pp � �(p) �(p+ q), where q is small. If we hadn't known,a more areful three-fold Hubbard-Stratonovih deoupling, followed (see below) by a arefulanalysis of the deoupled ation would have identi�ed the density hannel as relevant.After this digression on the priniples of the transformation, we turn bak to the disussionof the eletron gas. ||||||||||||||{The Hubbard-Stratonovih transformation leaves us with a situation where the fermionation has beome quadrati { on the prie of the introdution of a seond �eld. At anyrate, we have ome reahed a position where the fermion integration in (7.1) an be done:Z = Z D� e� 18�TL3 Pq �qq2��q det ��i!̂ � �+ p̂22m + ieL3 �̂� ; (7.3)where the Gaussian identity (5.38) has been used. As usual, the arets appearing underthe argument of the determinant indiate that symbols have to be interpreted as operators(ating in the spae of Matsubara and Hilbert spae omponents.)



7.1. MEAN FIELD THEORY 235The standard proedure to deal with the determinants generated at intermediate stagesof the manipulation of a �eld integral is to re-exponentiate them. This is done by virtueof the formula ln det Â = tr ln Â; (7.4)valid for arbitrary (non-singular) operators Â. Eq. (7.4) is readily proven by swithingto an eigenbasis: ln det Â =Xa ln(�a) = tr ln Â;where �a are Â's eigenvalues and we have used that the eigenvalues of ln Â are ln �a. Thus,Z = Z D� e�S[�℄;S[�℄ = 18�TL3 Xq �qq2��q � tr ln ��i!̂ � �+ p̂22m + ieL3 �̂� ; (7.5)This is as far as exat manipulations arry us. We have managed to trade the integrationover the interating Grassmann �eld for an integration over an auxiliary �eld �. A �eld,that is, of whih we believe that it enapsulates the relevant degrees of freedom of themodel. This ompletes steps 1., 2., and 3. of the general synopsis outlined above.The next step is to subjet the ation to a stationary phase analysis, i.e. we seek forsolutions to the set of saddle point equations,8q = (q 6= 0; !) : ÆS[�℄Æ�q != 0:The funtion �(x; t) $ �q obtained by Fourier transformation of the solutions to theseequations is ommonly alled the mean �eld. The denotation an be understood byinspetion of the argument of the 'tr ln' above. The struture �� p̂2=2m+ ie=L3�, where� is a �xed on�guration (to be determined by solving the saddle point equations) lookslike the Hamilton operator of partiles subjet to some kind of bakground, or 'mean'�eld. The notation on the left hand side of the saddle point equations indiates thatour original interation V (q) and, therefore, the deoupling �eld � do not possess a zeromomentum mode (harge neutrality.)The onrete evaluation of the funtional derivative ÆS=Æ� leads us to the question asto how one di�erentiates the trae of the logarithm of the operatorĜ�1[�℄ = �i!̂ � �+ p̂22m + ieL3 �̂with respet to its argument? (The denotation Ĝ�1 is motivated by the strutural similar-ity to an inverse Green funtion.) Owing to the presene of the trae, the di�erentiationan be arried out as if G where a funtion:ÆÆ�q tr ln (Ĝ�1[�℄) = tr � ÆÆ�q ln (Ĝ�1[�℄)� = tr �Ĝ[�℄ ÆÆ�q Ĝ�1[�℄� ;



236 CHAPTER 7. MEAN FIELD THEORYwhere in the �rst equality we have used that the taking the trae and di�erentiationare ommutative operations. The seond equality essentially relies on the presene ofthe trae, i.e. in general the non-ommutativity of Ĝ�1 and Æ�Ĝ�1 implies Æ�f(Ĝ�1) 6=f 0(Ĝ�1)Æ�Ĝ�1.)We next expliate this operation on the operator appearing in the ation. (For tutorialreasons, and paying the prie that the notation is somewhat messy, all index dependenesare spelled out expliitly���qS[�℄ = 14�TL3V (q)��q � tr �Ĝ[�℄ ÆÆ�q Ĝ�1[�℄� == 14�TL3V (q)��q � 2Xq1q2 �Ĝ[�℄�q1q2 � ÆÆ�q Ĝ�1[�℄�q2q1 == 14�TL3V (q)��q � 2ieL3 Xq1q2(Ĝ[�℄)q1q2Æq1�q2;q == 14�TL3V (q)��q � 2ieL3 Xq1 (Ĝ[�℄)q1;q1�q != 0: (7.6)Here, the fator of two appearing in front of the double summation in the seond lineounts the eletron spin. In the essential third equality we have used that Ĝ�1 is linearin its argument � and that ( ÆÆ�q �̂)q1q2 = Æq1�q2;q. That last relation follows from the rulesof funtional di�erentatiation. In fat (owing to the disreteness of the momentum) weare not even di�erentiating funtionals: �̂ is a matrix in momentum spae. It's matrixelements are are given by omponents �q: (�̂)q1;q2 = �q1�q2. Di�erentiation of that matrixwrt �q then produes another matrix with matrix elements 1 for q1 � q2 = q and zerootherwise. (Admittedly, it takes some time to get used to di�erentiation formulae of thattype.)Equations of that type are not solved from srath but by making a physially mo-tivated ansatz, i.e. guessing a solution. Naturally, the �rst try will be a homogeneoussolution, �(x; t) � �� = onst:, i.e. one relies on the piture that a spatially and temporalyvarying �eld on�guration is energetially more ostly than a onstant one, and, therefore,annot determine a stable extremum.. Info. But be aware, there exist translationally invariant problems with inhomogeneousmean �elds or, more triky, a homogeneous solution exists but is energetially inferior to astrutured one. There may be sets of degenerate solutions, et. Often, when new theoriesdesribing unknown territory have been developed, the searh for the 'right' mean �eld turnedout to be a matter of long, and sometimes ontroversial researh.||||||||||||||{In the present ontext, spatial and temporal homogeneeity translates to �q;! = 0 ifeither ! or q are non-zero. That, indeed, solves the mean �eld equation: Assuming thatall utuating omponents of � are swithed o�, the Green funtion operator beomesdiagonal in momentum spae, (Ĝ[�℄)q1;q2 / Æq1;q2. We thus see that for non-vanishing qboth terms in the equation vanish. But then, the zero-momentum omponent �q=0 does



7.1. MEAN FIELD THEORY 237not exist anyway (again, harge neutrality), whene �̂ = 0 is the sought for solution ofour mean �eld problem. That settles step 4. of the general program.We next proeed to expand the funtional in utuations around � = 0. Sine themean �eld vanishes, it does not make sense to introdue new notation, i.e. we will denotethe utuations again by the symbol �. As regards the �rst term in the ation (7.5),it is already quadrati and there is nothing to do. The logarithmi ontribution an beexpanded as if we were dealing with a funtion (again, a onsequene of the trae), i.e.tr ln ��i!̂ � �+ p̂22m + ieL3 �̂� = tr ln(Ĝ�10 ) ++ ieL3 tr ln(Ĝ0�̂) + 12 � eL3�2 tr ln(Ĝ0�̂Ĝ0�̂) + : : : ;where Ĝ�10 � �i!̂ � �+ p̂22mis the momentum and frequeny diagonal operator whose matrix elements give the freeGreen funtion of the eletron gas. Now, let us disuss the terms appearing on theright hand side in turn. Being �-independent, the �rst term gives just an overall onstantmultiplying the funtional integral, viz. a onstant that must desribe the non-interatingontent of the theory. Indeed,etr ln(Ĝ�10 ) = e�tr ln(Ĝ0) = det(Ĝ0)�1 � Z0is just the partition funtion of the non-interating eletron gas. The seond term of theexpansion, linear in �̂ vanishes on aount of our mean �eld analysis. (We are expandingaround an extremum! exerise: Write out the momentum representation of the �rstorder ontiribution to re-on�rm its vanishing.) The third term is the interesting one.Remembering that �̂ ouples to the theory like a voltage, this term desribes how voltageuutations are a�eted by the presene of the eletron gas. That must have somethingto do with sreening!To understand this onnetion let us make the momentum dependene of the seond-order term expliit (exerise):12 � eL3�2 tr (Ĝ0�̂Ĝ0�̂) = � eL3�2Xp Xq G0;p�qG0;p�q��q == e22TL3 Xq �q�q��q;where in the last line we meet again with the polarization operator (6.30). Combinationwith the �rst term in the ation �nally leads toSe� [�℄ = 12TL3 Xq �q �q24� � e2�q���q +O(�4); (7.7)where we noted that odd powers of � vanish by the symmetry of the problem (exerise.)



238 CHAPTER 7. MEAN FIELD THEORYEq. (7.7) is a very suggestive result. Ignoring the oupling to the eletron gas, � rep-resents a �eld with bare 'propagator' � q�2, i.e. the long range orrelation mediated bythe eletri �eld in vauum. Coupling the �eld to a medium leads to the appearene of a'self energy' � �q. As we saw above, that self energy onverts the long ranged power laworrelation into something exponential { sreening. The form of the sreened propaga-tor exatly oiniides with the e�etive RPA interation (6.36) derived diagrammatiallyabove. In passing we note that the strutures emerging in the funtional integral analysissupport a uni�ed way of 'reading' the theory; There appear 'propagators', 'self-energies',et. irrespetive of the onrete ontext, i.e. irrespetive of whether we are dealing witha fermioni �eld ( ) or a bosoni one (�).From here it is a one-line alulation to reprodue the result for the RPA free energyof the eletron gas disussed above. Gaussian integration over the �eld � (step 5. of theprogram) leads to ZRPA = Z0Yq �1� 4�e2q2 �q��1=2 ;where we have noted that the �-integration was unit-normalized, i.e. for � = 0, theintegral ollapses to unity. Taking the logarithm, we obtainFRPA = �T (ln(Z)� ln(Z0)) = T2 Xq ln�1� 4�e2q2 �q� ;in agreement (6.28).At this point, it may be worthwhile to halt and to ompare our two approahes to theproblem, diagrammatis and �eld integration. We �rst note that the funtional integralformulation indeed leads to the 'redued' desription we wanted to obtain: The minimaldegree of freedom (�) diretly ouples to the physially relevant entities of the theory (�q).The downside is that to formulate the approah, we had to go through some preparatorywork, notably work that required antiipatory physial insight into the problem (i.e.the orret hoie of the Hubbard-Stratonovih transformation.) However, that turnedout to be a well invested e�ort. After the identi�ation of � as the 'good' �eld, thefurther onstrution of the theory proeeded along the lines of a largely 'automatizedprogram' (seeking saddle points, expanding et.). E.g. there was no need to battlewith ombinatorial problems. Further, in funtional integral approahes the risk to missrelevant ontributions, or diagrams, to the expansion of a theory is far less pronounedthan in diret diagrammati expansions. But undoubtedly the most important advantageof the funtional integral route is its extensibilty. E.g. an expansion of the theory tohigher orders in � would have generated an interating theory of voltage uutations.Correlations on the level of that theory orrespond to diagrams beyond the RPA level,i.e. diagrams whose diret and error-free summation would require muh higher developedskills. However, the onstrution developing a theory of these 'interating plasmon modes'is beyond the sope of the present text.The mean �eld optimizing the problem above was partiularly simple, � = 0. Moreintereseting situations arise if one is met with non-vanishing mean �eld on�gurations,i.e. the perturbation theory has to be organized around a state di�erent from the trivial



7.2. BOSE-EINSTEIN CONDENSATION AND SUPERFLUIDITY 239vauum state of the theory. In the next setion we disuss superuidity as an example thatniely illustrates the rihness of the phenomena that may arise under suh irumstanes.7.2 Bose-Einstein Condensation and SuperuidityWe onsider a bosoni theory de�ned throughZ = Z D( � ;  ) e�S[ � ; ℄; (7.8)S[ � ;  ℄ = Z �0 d� Z ddr � � (r; �)��� + Ĥ0 � �� (r; �) + 12g( � (r; �) (r; �))2� ;where  is a omplex �eld subjet to the standard boundary ondition  ( : ; �) =  ( : ; 0).The funtional integral Z desribes the physis of a system of bosoni partiles in d-dimensions subjet to a ontat interation of strength g. For the moment the spei�struture of the one-body operator Ĥ0 need not be spei�ed.The most remarkable phenomena displayed by systems of the type (7.8) are Bose-Einstein ondensation and superuidity. However, ontrary to a widespread prejudie,these two e�ets do not mutually depend on eah other: superuidity an arise withoutondensation and vie versa. We begin our disussion with the more elementary of thetwo,7.2.1 Bose-Einstein CondensationAs most readers will remember from elementary ourses on statistial mehanis, Bose-Einstein ondensation is alled the e�et that a marosopi fration of the numberof partiles of the system populate a single state. To see how this phenomenon is bornout of the funtional integral formalism, let us temporarily swith o� the interation andassume that the one-partile Hamiltonian has been diagonalized:Z0 � Z���g=0 = Z D( � ;  ) exp "� Z �0 d�Xa � a(�) (�� + �a � �) a(�)# == Z D( � ;  ) exp "�Xan � an (�i!n + �a � �) an# ;where in the last line we have swithed to a frequeny representation. Without loss ofgenerality, we may assume that the eigenvalues �a � 0 are positive with a ground state�0 = 0 2. (I.e. unlike in the previoulsy disussed fermion problems, we should not arrythe piture of low energy exitations superimposed on high energy mirosopi degrees offreedom in mind; Here, everything will take plae in the viinity of the ground state ofthe mirosopi single partile Hamiltonian.) Also notie that, by stability, the hemialpotential determining the number of partiles in the system must be negative. Otherwise2The hemial potential � an always be adjusted so as to meet this ondition.



240 CHAPTER 7. MEAN FIELD THEORYthe Gaussain weight orresponding to the low lying states �a < �� would hange signresulting in an ill-de�ned theory.From our disussion of setion 5.2.1 we remember that the number of partiles in thesystem, N(�) = TXna 1i!n � �a + � =Xa fb(�a);where fb(�) = 1e�(���) � 1is the Bose distribution. For a given number of partiles, this equation determines thetemperature dependene of the hemial potential, �(T ). How does the hemial potentialsale with the temperature? Mainly for illustrative purposes, a plot of the Bose distri-bution funtion is shown in the �gure. As the temperature is redued, the distributionfuntion ontrolling the population of individual states dereases. Sine the number ofpartiles must be kept onstant, this saling must be ounterated by inreasing the thehemial potential.

Figure 7.2: Shemati plot of the ground state Bose distribution funtion fb(0) as afuntion of temperature and hemial potential (both measured in arbitrary units.) Theplot mainly serves illustrative purposeses. In fat, fb(0) depends only on the ratio �=Tand a one-dimensional graph would suÆe to store the information shown as a surfaegraph above.



7.2. BOSE-EINSTEIN CONDENSATION AND SUPERFLUIDITY 241Below a ertain ritial temperature T, even the maximumvalue of the hemial potential, � = 0, will not suÆe to keepthe distribution funtion f(�a6=0) large enough to aomodateall partiles in the states of non-vanishing energy, i.e.Xa>0 f(�a)����=0 T<T� N1 < N:I.e. below that ritial temperature the hemial potentialstays onstant at 0 (see the �gure). However a marosopinumber of partiles N�N1 gathers in the ground state: Bose-ondensation
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. Info. Sine its predition in the early twenties by Bose and Einstein the phenomenon ofBose ondensation has been a standard textbook subjet. However, it took seven deades beforethe ondensation of Bosoni partiles was for the �rst time diretly3 observed in experiment.The reason for this delay is that the ritial temperature for the ondensation of partiles thatare omfortably aessible to experiment { that is, atoms { is absurdly low.
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CFigure 7.3: Cartoon of atoms aught in a magneti trap. Below a ritial temperature, T theatoms ondense into a lump oupying a single zero energy state.However, in 1995 the group of E. Cornell and C. Wieman at Colorado University managedto ool down a system of rubidium atoms down to temperatures of 20 billionths (!) of a Kelvin4.To reah these temperatures, a gas of rubidium atoms was aught in a magneti trap, i.e. aon�guration of magneti �eld gradients that ouple to the magneti moments of the atoms soas to keep the system spatially loalized. (See the theorists artoon in Fig. 7.3.)The gas of atoms was then brought to a temperature of O(10�5)K { still way too hot toondense { by laser ooling. (The one-line explanation of that ooling mehanism is that atomsonfronted with a suitably adjusted ray of monohromati light may transmit more of theirkineti energy to the photons than they get bak; they ool down.) To lower the temperaturestill further, the priniple of 'evaporative ooling' was applied: By lowering the potential wellof the trap, a fration of the atoms, namely those with large kineti energy, was allowed toesape. The remaining portion of atoms had low kineti energy, i.e. low temperature. What3By 'diret' we mean a ontrolled preparation of a state of ondensed massive bosoni partiles. Thereare numerous 'indiret' manifestations of ondensed states, e.g. the anomalous properties of the Heliumliquids at low temperatures or of Cooper-pair ondensates in superondutors.4M. H. Anderson, J.R. Ensher, M.R. Matthews, C.E. Wieman, and E. A. Cornell, Siene 269, 198(1995).
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Figure 7.4: Spetrosopi images of a gas of atoms at 400nK (left), 200nK (middle), and 50nK(right). The peak in the density distribution signals the onset of ondensation.sounds like a simple reipe atually represents a most deliate experimental proedure. (E.g.if the trap potential is lowered to strongly, all atoms deide to go away and there is nothingleft to ondense. If the trapping is too strikt, the atoms remain too hot, et.) However, after amore than a deade of intensive experimental preparation, the required temperatures had beenreahed.Spetrosopi images of the Bose ondensatation proess are shown in Fig. 7.4 for threedi�erent values of the temperature. Lowering the temperature is aompanied by the formationof a peak in the density distribution, an unambiguous indiation of the transition to a ondensedstate. The preparation of a Bose ondensed state of matter was awarded the 2001 Nobel prizein physis. Sine 1995 the researh on atomi ondensates has made tremendous progress. Bynow, it is possible to prepare omplex states of Bose ondensed matter suh as atomi vorties,ondensates in di�erent dimensionalities, or even an arti�ial rystalline state of matter (seeFig. ??). However, a detailed disussion of these interesting developments would be beyond thesope of the present text. ||||||||||||||{We next ask how the phenomenon of Bose ondensation an be implemented into ourfuntional integral representation. Evidently, the harateristis of the ondensate will bedesribed by the zero �eld omponent  0(�). The problem with this zero mode is thatbelow the ondensation transition its ation apears to be unbound: Both the hemialpotential and the eigenvalue are zero. That means that the ation of the zero-Matsubara
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Figure 7.5: The reation of an arti�ial mono-atomi rystal from a bose ondensate. A systemof bosons in a ondensed state { the latter signalled by the prononouned oherent intensitypeaks in the left portion of the �gure { is exposed to a 'grid' formed by two rossing �eldsof intense laser radiation. For strong enough �eld amplitudes, the eletromagneti radiationinterferes to a periodi lattie of deep potential minima. These minima beome oupied byone atom eah. The result is an arti�ial mono-atomi rystal, haraterized by the absene ofoherent superposition of atomi wave funtion amplitudes, i.e. an equilibrated density pro�le(middle). If the laser intesity is lowered, the atoms re-arrange to the harateristi densitydistribution of the ondensate (right).omponent  0;0 vanishes. We will deal with this diÆulty in a pragmati way. That is, wewill not treat  0(�) as an integration variable but rather as a time independent Lagrangemultiplier to be used to �x the number of partiles below the transition. I.e. we introduean redued ation asS0j�=�0 = � � 0�� 0 + Xa6=0;n � an (i!n + �a � �) an;where the subsript � = �0 indiates that the ation desribes the system at in�nitesimalnegative �. (In order to be able to use � as a di�erentiation variable, we do not yet set� = 0.) To understand the rational behind this simpli�ation note thatN = ���F0 = ��T lnZ0 = � 0 0 + T Xa6=0;n 1i!n � �a = � 0 0 +N1 (7.9)determines the number of partiles. Aording to this expression, � 0 0 = N0 sets thenumber of partiles in the ondensate. Now, what enables us to regard  0 as a timeindependent �eld? Remebering the onstrution of the path integral, we note that intro-dution of time dependent �elds, or 'time sliing' was neessitated by the fat that theoperators appearing in the Hamiltonian of a quantum theory do not, in general, ommute.(Otherwise we ould have deoupledtr �e��(Ĥ��N̂)(ay;a)� ' Z d( � ;  )e��(Ĥ��N̂)( � ; )in terms of a single oherent state resolution, i.e. a 'stati' on�guration.) Reading thisobseravation in reverse, we onlude that the dynami ontent of the �eld integral repre-



244 CHAPTER 7. MEAN FIELD THEORYsents the quantum harater of a theory. (Alluding to this fat, the temporal utuationsof �eld variables are often referred to as quantum utuations.) Conversely,A stati approximation in a �eld integral  (�) =  0 = onst: amounts toreplaing a quantum degree of freedom by its lassial approximation.(In order to distinguish them from quantum utuations, utuations in the 'lassial'stati setor of the theory are alled thermal utuations.) To justify the approximationof a0 $  0 by a lassial objet, notie that upon ondensation,N0 = hay0a0iwill assume 'marosopially large' values. On the other hand the ommutator [a0; ay0℄ = 1;ontinues to be of O(1). It thus seems to be legitimate to neglet all ommutators of thezero operator a0 in omparison with its expetation value { a lassial approximation5.Unfortunately, however, the atual state of a�airs with the lassial treatment of theondensate state is more omplex than the simple argument above suggests. (For a gooddisussion, see [?℄.) However the net result of a more thorough analysis6 still is thattreating  0 as lassial is a legitimate approximation.Now, we are still left with the problem that the  0-integration appears to be un-de�ned. The way out is to remember that the partition funtion should extend over thosestates only that ontain an (average) number of N partiles. That is, Eq. (7.9) has tobe interpreted as an relation that �xes the modulus � 0 0 so as to adjust the appropriatevalue of N . (For a lean disussion of the hoie of the thermodynami variables in thepresent ontext, see again Ref.[?℄.)7.2.2 The Interating Bose GasNow, let us relax the ondition of zero interation and study the system for small but�nite g. To keep the disussion onrete, we speialize to the ase of a lean ballistisingle partile system, Ĥ0 = p̂22m:(Notie that the ground state wave funtion of this system a spatially onstant zeromomentum wave funtion.) By adiabati ontinuity we expet that muh of the pituredeveloped above will survive generalization to a �nite interation. In partiular the groundstate, whih in the ase under onsideration orresponds to a temporal and spatially on-stant mode  0, will ontinue to be marosopially oupied. Under these irumstanes,surely the dominant ontribution to the ation will ome from the lassial  0 setor:S[ � 0;  0℄ = � ��� � 0 0 + g2Ld ( � 0 0)2� : (7.10)5Notie the similarity of that reasoning to the arguments employed in onnetion with the semilassialtreatment of spin systems in the limit of large S (setion 3.2.3.)6In priniple, the temporally utuating ontributions to the zero mode,  0;n6=0 an be treated asordinary integration variables. However, the integration over these modes does not essentially a�et theproperties of the model.



7.2. BOSE-EINSTEIN CONDENSATION AND SUPERFLUIDITY 245(Notie the similarity of that ation to the integrand of the toy problem disussed in se-tion 6.1.1.) Importantly, the stability of the ation is now guaranteed by the interationvertex, no matter how small g > 0 (see the shemati plot of the ation in Fig. 7.6.)Aordingly, we will no longer treat  0 as a �xed parameter but rather as an ordinaryintergration variable. Integration over all �eld omponents will produe a partition fun-tion Z(�) that depends parameterially on the hemial potential. As usual in statistialphysis, the latter an then be employed to �x the partile number. (Notie that vis-a-visthermodynami aspets the interating system appears to behave more 'naturally' then itsideal, non-interating approximation. This reets a general feature of bosoni systems;interations 'regularize' a number of peuliar features of the ideal gas.)

Figure 7.6: The ation S[ � 0;  0℄ as a funtion of real and imaginary part of the ondensate�eld. The most important features of the ation are (a) the existene of a degenerateminimum determined by the set of solutions of the equation �j 0jS = 0 and (b) the largeamplitude asymptotis � �gj 0j4 stabilizing the  0-integration.Coming bak to the  0-integration, we observe that for low enough temperature, theproblem is an ideal andidate for a saddle point analysis. Variation of the ation w.r.t. 0 generates the equation  0 ���+ gLd � 0 0� = 0:This equation is solved by any on�guration  0;mf with modulus j 0;mfj = p�Ld=g � .In spite of its innoent appearane, this observation reveals a lot of 'deep' information onthe system:. For � < 0, i.e. above the ondensation threashold of the non-interating system, theequation has only the trivial solution  = 0. Whih means that no stable ondensateamplitude exists.. Below ondensation, the squared modulus j 0;mf j / Ld, reeting the marosopipopulation of the ground state.



246 CHAPTER 7. MEAN FIELD THEORY. The equation ouples only to themodulus of  0. I.e. the present situation is di�erentfrom our previously enountered examples in that the solution to the stationaryphase equation is ontinuously degenerate; dah on�guration  0;mf =  exp(i�); � 2[0; 2�℄ is a solution.For our present disussion, the last of the three aspets mentioned above is the mostimportant. It raises the question whih of the on�gurations  0;mf =  exp(i�) is the'right' one?Without loss of generality, we may hose  0;mf = , i.e. a real solution, as a refereneon�guration for our theory. That hoie amounts to piking a partiular minimum lyingin the 'mexian hat' struture of Fig. 7.6. However, it is lear that an expansion of theation around that minimum will be singular: utuations  0;mf !  0;mf+Æ that do notleave the azimuthally symmetri well of degenerate minima do not hange that ation and,therefore, have vanishing expansion oeÆients. This entails that in the present situationwe will not get away with a simple sheme 'saddle point plus quadrati utuations.'(There is nothing that onstrains the deviations Æ to be small.) The integral overutuations around mean �eld on�gurations has to be done in a more areful way.. Info. What we are enountering here is a mehanism alled spontaneous symmetrybreaking. The phenomenon is very general, and, whenever it arises, the onsequenes tend tobe grave. To understand the general priniple, onsider an ation S[ ℄ with a global ontinuoussymmetry under some transformation g. By whih we mean that the ation remains invariant,S[ ℄ = S[g ℄ under a transformation of all �elds simultaneously, 8i 2 M :  i ! g i, where Mis the base manifold. The transformation is 'ontinuous' in the sense that the g's ought to takevalues in some manifold, typially a group G.

Figure 7.7: Zero mode ation of the weakly interating bose gas for � > 0 (left) and � < 0(right).Some examples: The ation of a Heisenberg ferromagnet is invariant under rotation of allspins simultaneously by the same amount, Si ! gSi. In this ase, g 2 G = O(3), the threedimensional rotation group. The ation of the displaement �elds � desribing elasti defor-mations of a solid (phonons) is invariant under simultaneous translation of all displaements�i ! �i+ a, i.e. the symmetry manifold is the the d-dimensional translation group G ' Rd . Inthe example above, we had a U(1) symmetry under phase multipliation  0 ! ei� 0. This phase



7.2. BOSE-EINSTEIN CONDENSATION AND SUPERFLUIDITY 247freedom expresses the global gauge symmetry of quantum mehanis under transformationby a phase, a point we will disuss in more detail below.Now, given a theory with globally G invariant ation, two senarios are oneivable. Eitherthe ground states share the invariane properties of the ation or they do not. The two alter-natives are illustrated in Fig. 7.7 for the example of the bose system. For � > 0, the ationS[ � 0;  0℄ has a single ground state at  0;mf = 0. This state is trivially symmetri under theation of G = U(1). However, for negative �, i.e. in the situation disussed above, there is adegenerate manifold of ground states, de�ned through j 0;mf j = . These ground states trans-form into eah other under the ation of the gauge group, however, none of them individually isinvariant.With the other examples mentioned above, the situation is similar. Only that for symmetrygroups more omplex than the one-dimensional manifold U(1), the ground states will, in general,be invariant under transformation by the elements of a ertain subgroup f1g � H � G. (Thatinludes the two extremes H = f1g and H = G.) E.g. below the transition temperature, theground state of the Heisenberg magnet will be given by (domainwise) aligned on�gurations ofspins. Assuming that the spins point in z-diretion, the ground state is invariant under theabelian subgroup H � O(3) ontaining all rotations around the z-axis. However, invarianeunder the full rotation group is manifestly broken. Solids represent states where the translationsymmetry is fully broken, i.e. all atoms olletively oupy a �xed pattern of spatial positionsin spae, H = f1g, et.In spite of the un-deniable existene of solids, magnets, and Bose ondensates of de�nitephase, the notion of a ground state that does not share the full symmetry of the theory mayappear paradoxial, or at least 'un-natural'. E.g. even if any partiular ground state of thepotential of Fig. 7.7, right 'breaks' the rotational symmetry, shouldn't all these states enter thepartition sum with equal statistial weight, suh that the net outome of the theory is againfully symmetri?To understand why symmetry breaking is a 'natural' and observable phenomenon, it isinstrutive to perform a little gedanken experiment: Imagine the partition funtion of a lassial7ferromagnet, Z = tr �e��(F�H�Pi Si)� ;where F is the rotationally invariant part of the energy funtional and H represents a weakexternal �eld. (Alternatively, we an think of H as an internal �eld, aused by an ever soslight strutural imperfetion of the system.) In the limit of vanishing �eld strength, the theorybeomes manifestly symmetri. Symbolially,limN!1 limH!0Z �! rot: sym:;where the limit N ! 1 serves as a mnemoni indiating that we onsider systems of maro-sopi size. However, keeping in mind that the model ought to desribe a real life magnet, theorder of limits taken above appears questionable. Sine the external perturbation ouples toa marosopi number of spins, a more natural desription of an 'almost' symmetri situationwould be limH!0 limN!1Z �! ?The whole point now is that the two orders of limits lead to di�erent results. In the latter ase,for any H, the N !1 system is desribed by an expliitly symmetry broken ation. No matter7The same argument an be formulated for the quantum magnet.



248 CHAPTER 7. MEAN FIELD THEORYhow small the magneti �eld, the energeti ost to rotate N !1 spins against the �eld is toohigh, i.e. ground state jSi below the transition temperature will be uniquely aligned, Si k H.When we then send H ! 0 in an after step that partiular state will remain the observablereferene state of the system. Although, formally, a spontaneous thermal utuation rotatingall spins by the same amount jSi ! jgSi would not ost energy, that uutation an be exludedby entropi reasoning8. (Similarly to the fat that one rarely observes water kettles rashinginto the kihen wall as a onsequene of a onerted thermal utuation of the water moleules.)However, the appearane of non-trivial ground states is just one e�et of spontaneous sym-metry breakdown. Equally important, residual utuations around the ground state lead to theformation of so-alled soft modes (sometimes also massless modes, i.e. �eld on�gurations�q whose ation S[�℄ vanishes in the limit of long wavelengths q ! 0. Spei�ally, the soft modesforming on top of a symmetry broken ground state are alledGoldstone modes. As a rule, thepresene of soft modes in a ontinuum theory has important phenomenologial onsequenes.To understand this point, notie that the general struture of a soft mode ation is given byS[�℄ =Xq;i �q �i1jqij+ i2q2i ���q +O(�4; q3); (7.11)where i1;2 are oeÆients. As exempli�ed in setion 6.1.2, the absene of a onstant ontributionto the ation (i.e. a ontribution that does not vanish in the limit q ! 0) signals the existeneof long-ranged power-law orrelations in the system. As we will see shortly, the vanishing ofthe ation in the long wave lengths limit q ! 0 further implies that soft modes dominantlyontribute to pratially all observable system properties.. Exerise. Explore the struture of the propagator F (q) � h�q��qi of S[�℄ to onvineyourself that the arguments then formulated for the spei� ase of the �4 theory are of generalvalidity. To this end, notie that for small q,F (q) � jqj�n;where n is the index of the �rst non-vanishing oeÆient 1; 2; : : :. I.e. the propagator isdominated by the smallest q-power appearing in the aition. The power law behaviour of theorrelation funtion implies a homogeneity relation F (q=�) = �iF (q). Show that this salingrelation entails that the Fourier transform F (r � jrj) = h�(r)�(0)i obeys the 'saling law'F (�r) = ��d+nF (r):This in turn implies that the real spae orrelation funtion also deays like a power lawF (r) � r�d+n;i.e. in a 'long ranged' manner. Explore the breakdown of the argument for an ation with a�nite massterm. Convine yourself that in that ase, the deay would be exponential, i.e. 'shortranged'.But what, then, are origin and nature of the soft Goldstone modes aused by the spontaneousbreakdown of a symmetry? To understand this point let us onsider the ation the ation of asymmetry group element g on a (symmetry broken) ground state  0 (f. Fig. 7.8 middle.) By8In hapter XX, we will show that that (overly) simple piture breaks down in dimensions d � 2.
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0Figure 7.8: The prinple beyond Goldstone mode formation. Up: a ground state. Middle:A globally transformed state (also a ground state). Bottom: A loally transformed statewhose ation depends on the utuation rate.de�nition, S[g 0℄ = S[ 0℄ = extr: still assumes its extremal value. Assuming that g is lose tothe group identity, we write g = exp (Pa �aTa), where the fTag are generators living in the Liealgebra of the group and �a are some expansion oeÆients9. Expressing utuations around 0 in terms of the 'oordinates' �a, we onlude that the ation S[�℄ = 0. However, if wepromote the global transformation to a transformation with a weakly utuating spatial pro�le,g ! g(x),  0 ! g(x) 0 (f. Fig. 7.8 bottom) a prie will have to be paid. That is, for a spatiallyutuating oordinate pro�le f�a(x)g, S[�℄ 6= 0, where the energy ost depends inversely on theutuation rate � of the �eld �. The expansion of S in terms of gradients of � is thus bound tolead to a soft mode ation of the type (7.11).In view of their physial importane, an important question to ask is how many independentof these soft modes exist. The answer an be straightforwardly given on the basis of the geometripiture developed above: Suppose our symmetry group G has dimension r, i.e. its Lie algebrais spanned by r linearly independent generators Ta; a = 1; : : : ; r. If the subgroup H � G hasdimension s < r, s of these generators an be hosen so as to leave the ground state invariant.On the other hand, the remaining p � r � s generators inevitably reate Goldstone modes.In the language of group theory, these generators span the oset spae G=H. E.g. for theferromagnet, H = O(2) is the one-dimensional subgroup of rotations around the quantizationaxis (e.g. the z-axis). Sine the rotation group has dimension 3, there must be two independentGoldstone modes. These an be generated by the ation of the rotation, or angular momentumgenerators Jx;y ating on the z-aligned ground state. The oset spae O(3)=O(2) an be shownto be isomorphi to the two-sphere, i.e. the sphere traed out by the spins as they utuatearound the ground state.One may ask why we bothered to formulate these things in the abstrat language of Liegroups and generators, et. The reason is that the onnetion between the oordinates parame-terizing the Goldstone modes �i; i = 1; : : : ; p, residual 'massive modes' �j; j = 1; : : : ; n� p, andthe original oordinates  i; i = 1; : : : ; n of the problem, respetively, is usually nonlinear andsometimes not even very transparent. With problems more omplex then the three prototypialexamples mentioned above, it is usually well invested time to �rst develop a good understandingof the geometry of the problem before spei� oordinate systems are introdued.After these general onsiderations it is time to get bak to the Bose system and to explore9Here we have used that, for any reasonable model, G will be a Lie-group, i.e. a group with thestruture of a di�erentiable manifold.



250 CHAPTER 7. MEAN FIELD THEORYthe physial onsequenes of Goldstone mode formation on a onrete example!||||||||||||||{7.2.3 Superuidity10Turning bak to the ation of the Bose lean bose gas below ondensation (� > 0),S[ � ;  ℄ = Z �0 d� Z ddr � � (r; �)��� � �22m � �� (r; �) + g2( � (r; �) (r; �))2� ;we hose to expand the theory around the partiular ground state � 0;mf =  0;mf =(�Ld=g)1=2 = . (Of ourse, any other state lying in the mexian hat minimum of theation would do just as good.) Notie that the quantum ground state orresponding tothe on�guration  0;mf is unonventional in the sense that it annot have a de�nite parti-le number. The reason is that aording to the orrespondene  $ a between oherentstates and operators, respetively, a non-vanishing funtional expetation value of  0 isequivalent to a non-vanishing quantum expetation value ha0i. Assuming that at low tem-peratures, the thermal average h: : :i will projet onto the ground state j
i, we onludethat h
ja0j
i 6= 0, i.e. j
i annot be a state with a de�nite number of partiles11.The symmetry group U(1) ats on this state by multipliation,  0;mf ! ei� 0;mf and� 0;mf ! e�i� � 0;mf . Knowing that the ation of a weakly modulated �elf �(r; �) will bemassless, we introdue oordinates (r; �) = [�0 + Æ�(r; �)℄1=2ei�(r;�);� (r; �) = [�0 + Æ�(r; �)℄1=2e�i�(r;�);where �0 � 2 = � 0;mf 0;mf is the ondensate den-sity. Evidently, the variable Æ� parameterizes devi-ations of the �eld  (r; �) o� the extremum. Theseexursions are energetially ostly, i.e. Æ� will turnout to be a massive mode. Also notie that thetransformation of oordinates ( � ;  ) ! (Æ�; �),viewed as a hange of integration variables, hasJaobian unity.
 S = extr. 

 Im ψ 

 δρ 
 φ 

 Re ψ 

. Info. As we are dealing with a (funtional) integral, there is a lot of freedom as to thehoie of integration parameters. (I.e. unlike in the operator formulation, there is no a priorionstraint for a transform to be 'anonial'.) However, physially meaningful hanges of rep-resentation will usually be anonial transformations, in the sense that the orresponding10The theory of the weakly interating superuid to be disussed below was originally devised byBogoliubov, then in the language of seond quantisation (see N. N. Bogoliubov, Izv. Akad. Nauk SSSR,Ser. Fiz. 11, 77 (1947).)11However, as usual with grand anonial desriptions, in the thermodynami limit, the relative uner-tainty in the number of partiles, (hN̂i2 � hN̂2i)=hN̂i2 will beome vanishingly small.



7.2. BOSE-EINSTEIN CONDENSATION AND SUPERFLUIDITY 251transformations of operators would onserve the ommutation relations. Indeed, the transfor-mation above meets this ondition, as an be seen by inspetion of the operator transforma(x) � �̂(x)1=2 ei�̂(x);ay(x) � e�i�̂(x) �̂(x)1=2;where the rhs de�nes the operator pair (�̂; �̂). To verify the anotiity of this transformation,let us presume anonial relations[�̂(x); �̂(x0)℄ = iÆ(x� x0);[�̂(x); �̂(x0)℄ = [�̂(x); �̂(x0)℄ = 0;and hek the onsisteny of that assumption. Sine for x 6= x0 all operators trivially ommute,we may drop the position index and verify that[a; ay℄ = h�̂1=2 ei�̂; e�i�̂ �̂1=2i = �̂� e�i�̂�̂ei�̂ == �̂� e�i[�̂; : ℄�̂ = �̂� �̂+ i[�̂; �̂℄� 12 [�̂; [�̂; �̂℄℄ + : : : = 1;as required. (In the last line we have used the general operator identity eÂB̂e�Â = e[Â; : ℄B̂.)||||||||||||||{We next substitute the density-phase relation into the ation and expand to seondorder around the referene mean �eld. Ignoring gradients ating on the density �eld (inomparison with the 'potential' ost of these utuations), we obtainS[Æ�; �℄ � Z �0 d� Z ddr �i����+ �02m(��)2 � ��g�202 � : (7.12)The �rst term of the ation has the typial struture 'momentum � �� (oordinate)' in-diative of a anonially onjugate pair of degrees of freedom. The seond term measuresthe energy ost of spatially varying phase uutations. However, notie that utuationswith �(r; �) = onst: do not ost energy { � is a Goldstone mode. Finally, the thirdand fourth term desribes the energy ost of massive utuations leaving the potentialminimum.Eq. (7.12) represents the Hamiltonian version of the ation of the system, i.e. anation omprising oordinates � and momenta Æ�. Gaussian integration over the �eld Æ�leads us to the Lagrangian ation (exerise):S[�℄ � 12 Z �0 d� Z ddr �1g (���)2 + �0m (��)2� : (7.13)Comparison with (1.4) identi�es this ation as old aquaintane, i.e. the d-dimensionalosillator ation. Transribing from our results of hapter 2 (see, e.g. Eq. (2.5)), we �ndthat the energy !k arried by elementary exitations of the system!k = jkj �0mg (7.14)



252 CHAPTER 7. MEAN FIELD THEORYsales linearly with momentum.Let us now disuss the phenomenologial impliations of these results. The ations(7.12) and (7.13) desribe the phenomenon of superuidity. To make the onnetionbetween the fundamental degree of freedom of a superuid system, the superurrent,and the phase �eld expliit, let us onsider the quantum mehanial urrent operatorĵ(x; �) = i2m ��xay(x; �)a(x; �)� ay(x; �)�xa(x; �)� fun: int�!�! i2m ��x � (x; �) (x; �)� � (x; �)�x (x; �)� � �0m�x�(x; �); (7.15)where the the arrow indiates the funtional integral orrespondene of the operator de-sription and we have negleted all ontributions oming from spatial utuations of thedensity pro�le. (Indeed, these { massive { utuations desribe the 'normal' ontributionto the urrent ow.). Info. Superuidity is one of the most bizzare and fasinating phenomena displayed byondensed matter systems. Experimentally, the most straightforward aess to superuid statesof matter is provided by the Helium liquids. Representative for many other e�ets displayed bysuperuid states of Helium, we mention the apability of He-�lms to ow up the walls of a vessel(if the reward is that on the outer side of the ontainer a low lying bassin an be reahed) or toe�ortlessly propagate through porous media no normal uid might possibly penetrate. Readersinterested in learning more on the phenomenology of superuid states of matter { a subjet notfor the present text to over { are referred to, e.g. Ref. XX.||||||||||||||{So, the gradient of the phase variable is a measure of the urrent ow in the system.The behaviour of that degree of freedom an be understood by inspetion of the stationaryphase equations { alias, the Hamilton or Lagrange equations of motion { of Eq. (7.12) or(7.13). Going for the Hamiltonian option, we obtain (exerise)i��� = �gÆ�+ �;i�� Æ� = �0m�2� = � � j:The seond of these equations represents (the imaginary time version) of a ontinuityequation. A urrent ow with non-vanishing divergene is aompanied by dynamialdistortions in the density pro�le. The �rst equation tells us that the system adjusts tospatial utuations of the density by a dynamial phase utuation. The most remarkablefeature of these equations is that they possess steady state solutions with non-vanishingurrent ow. Setting ��� = ��Æ� = 0, we obtain the onditions Æ� = 0 and � � j = 0,i.e. below ondensation, a on�guration with uniform density pro�le an support a steadystate divergeneless (super)urrent. Notie that a 'mass term' in the � ation would spoilthis property, i.e. within our present approah, the phenomenon of superurrent ow isintimately linked to the Goldstone mode harater of the � �eld.. Exerise. Add a �tiious mass term to the �-ation and explore its onsequenes. Howdo the features disussed above present themselves in the Lagrange piture?



7.2. BOSE-EINSTEIN CONDENSATION AND SUPERFLUIDITY 253It is very instrutive to interpret the phenomenology of superurrent ow from a dif-ferent, more mirosopi perspetive. What prevents steady state urrent ow in normalenvironments is the mehanism of energy dissipation. I.e. partiles onstituting theurrent ow satter o� imperfetions inside the system thereby onverting part of theirenergy into the reation of of elemenatary exitations. (Marosopially, the onversionof kineti energy into the reation of exitations manifests itself as heat prodution.) Ap-parently, this mehanism is inativated in superuid states of matter, i.e. the urrentow is dissipationless.How an the dissipative loss of energy be avoided. Trivially, no energy will be trans-mitted if there are no elementary exitations to reate. Whih, in reality means that theexitations of the system are energetially high-lying suh that the kineti energy storedin the urrent-arrying partiles does not suÆe to reate them. But this is not the situ-tation we enouter in the superuid! As we saw above, there is no energy gap separatingthe exitations of the system from the ground state. The dispersion !(k) rather vanisheslinearly as k! 0. However, there is an ingenuous little argument due to Landau showingthat a linear exitation spetrum indeed suÆes to stabilize dissipationless transport:. Info. Consider the ow of some uid through a pipe (f. Fig. 7.9 top left) . Forde�niteness, we assume that the ow ours at uniform veloity V. Assuming that the mass (ofa ertain portion of the uid) equalsM , the urrent arries a total kineti energy E1 =MV2=2.Now, suppose we view the situation from the point of view of the uid, i.e. we perform a Galileitransformation into its own rest frame (top right.) From the point of view of the uid, the wallsof the pipe appear as moving with veloity �V. Now, suppose that fritional fores between uidan wall have left to the reation of an elementary exitation of momentum p and energy �(p).I.e. the uid is no longer at rest but arries kineti energy. After a Galilei transformation bakto the laboratory frame we �nd that the energy of the uid after the reation of the exitationis given by (exerise) E2 = MV22 + p �V + �(p):Now, sine the all energy needed to manufature the exitation must have been provided by theliquid itself, energy onservation requires that E1 = E2, or �p �V = �(p): Sine p �V > �jpjjVj,this ondition an only be met if jpjjVj > �(p): (7.16)System with a 'normal' gapless dispersion, �(p) � p2 are ategorially ompatible with thisenergy-balane relation, i.e. no matter how small jVj, quasi-partiles of low momentum analways be exited. However, both, gapped dispersions �(p) p!0�! onst:, and linear dispersions areinompatible with (7.16) if V beomes smaller than a ertain ritial veloity V�. Spei�allyfor a linear dispersion �(p) = vjpj, the ritial veloity is given by V� = v. For urrents slowerthan that, the ow is dissipationless.||||||||||||||{Let us onlude our preliminary disussion of the Bose gas by a very important remark.Eqs. (7.12) and (7.13) suggest that we have managed to desribe the long range behaviourof the ondensed system in terms of a free Gaussian theory. That, however, is not quiteso, a fat onealed by the notation used above. Indeed, we must not forget that �is a phase �eld, de�ned only modulo 2�. (In Eqs. (7.12) and (7.13) this ondition is
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Figure 7.9: Up left: Flow of a uid through a rough pipe. Up right: The same viewed from therest frame of the uid. Botom left: Dissipative reation of a (quasi-partile) exitation. Bottomright: The same viewed from the laboratory frame.impliitly understood. At this point, it is perhaps worth to re-iterate that when dealingwith Goldstone modes it is important to keep the underlying geometry in mind and nottoo tightly fous on a spei� oordinate representation.) The fat that � is de�ned onlyup to integer multiples of 2� manifests itself in the formation of the most interestingexitations of the superuid: vorties, i.e. phase on�gurations �(x; �) that hange bya multiple of 2� as one moves around a ertain referene oordinate, the vortex enter.Existing in parallel to the phonon-like exitations disussed above, these exitations leadto a wealth of observable phenomena, to be disussed in more detail in hapter XX.However, for the moment let us turn to the disussion of another prominent superuid,the ondensate of Cooper pairs, more generally known as the superondutor:7.3 SuperondutivityThe eletrial resistivity of many metals and alloys drops suddenly to zero when thespeimen is ooled to a suÆiently low temperature. This phenomenon, whih goes bythe name superondutivity, was �rst observed by Kammerlingh Onnes in Leiden in1911, three years after he �rst lique�ed Helium.12 Equally striking, a superondutorooled below its transition temperature in a magneti �eld expels all magneti ux from
12

Kammerlingh Onnes 1853-1926(left, photographed with van derWaals): 1913 Nobel Laureatein Physis for his investigationson the properties of matter atlow temperatures whih led, in-ter alia to the prodution of liq-uid helium.



7.3. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 255its interior. This phenomenon of perfet diamagnetism is known as the Meissner e�etand is harateristi of superondutivity.
Figure 7.10: The levitation of a magnet above a (high temperature) superondutor dueto the expulsion of magneti ux.Meissner e�et and dissipationless transport are but two of a plethora of phenomenaaompanying superondutivity. In fat, it is not even appropriate to speak about 'su-perondutivity' as a single term: Sine the disvovery of the high-temperature upratesuperondutors in 1986 it has beome evident that the physial mehanisms responsiblefor high-temperature and onventional superondutivity, respetively, must be strikinglydi�erent.Along with the introdution of more advaned theoretial mahinery, a variety of su-perondutor phenomena will be disussed in the remainder of this text. The present,introdutory setion is devoted to the formulation of the theoretial foundations of BCSsuperondutivity, all ast into the language of the �eld integral. Although the presenta-tion should be reasonably self ontained, the fous learly is on the theoretial aspets ofsuperondutivity, i.e. depending on temper and taste, some readers may �nd it usefulto motivate the enounter with the formalism developed below by �rst (re)familiarizingthemselves with the basi phenomenology of the BCS superondutor. (Representativefor several pedagogial introdutions, we mention the textbook[?℄.)7.3.1 Basi Conepts of BCS TheoryThis setion is devoted to the introdution of basi elements of the theory of Bardeen-Cooper-Shrie�er- or BCS-superondutivity. We will not yet employ the �eld integral butrather try to develop some basi physial insight into the nature of the problem. Super-ondutivity is a omplex phenomenon with many di�erent aspets to it. Our approahwill thus resemble that of the 'blind man's enounter with the elephant'13 : Approahingthe problem from varying perspetives, the next setions will highlight di�erent aspetsof superondutor physis. For readers meeting with these phenomena for the �rst time,the onnetion between the di�erent fragments will perhaps remain somewhat opaque.However, eventually, when we employ the formalism of the �eld integral, all piees willlik into plae and a more omprehensive pitue of the superondutor will emerge.13A famous parabola of Indiam mythology ompares the searh for ultimate truth to the enounterof a blind man and an elephant. In the beginning, randomly touhing tail, ears, trunk, et. the manwill delare that he has met with an utterly inoherent phenomenon. However, persistent approah fromvarying perspetives will eventually show to him that this is not so.



256 CHAPTER 7. MEAN FIELD THEORYThe superonduting state is an ordered state of the ondution eletrons of the metal,aused by the presene of a residual attrative interation at the Fermi surfae. The natureand origin of the ordering was explained by Bardeen, Cooper and Shrie�er14. At lowtemperatures, an attrative pairwise interation an indue an instability of the eletrongas towards the formation of bound pairs of time-reversed states k " and �k # in theviinity of the Fermi surfae.. Info. Where does an attrative interation between equally harged partiles omefrom? In onventional (BCS) superondutors, attrative orrelations between eletrons aredue to the exhange of lattie vibrations, or phonons: The motion of an eletron through ametal auses a dynami loal distortion of the ioni rystal (f. Fig. 7.11.) Importantly,that proess is governed by two totally di�erent time sales: For an eletron it takes a time� E�1F to traverse the immediate viinity of a lattie ion and to distort it out of its equilibriumposition into a on�guration that both partiles �nd energetially bene�ial. However, onethe ion has been distorted it needs a time of O(!�1D � E�1F ) to relax bak into its equilibriumposition. Here, !D is the Debye frequeny, i.e. the harateristi sale for phononi exitations.That means that long after eltron no. 1 is gone, a seond eletron may bene�t from thedistorted ion potential. The net e�et of this retardation mehanism in an attrative interationbetween the two eletrons. Sine the maximum energy sale of ioni exitations is given bythe Debye frequeny, the range of the interation is limited to energies � !D around the Fermisurfae. (For a quantitative formulation, see the problem set.) As regards the high temperaturesuperondutors, the mehanism of pair formation is largely unknown.||||||||||||||{Being made up of two fermions, the eletron-eletron bound states, known as Cooperpairs behave as bosons. At low temperatures, these bosoni degrees of freedom form aondensate whih is responsible for the remarkable properties of superondutors suh asperfet diamagnetism.To understand the tendeny to pair formation, onsider the diagram shown in Fig.7.12. The region of attrative orrelation is indiated as a shaded ring of width � 2!D.Now, ondsider a two-eletron state jk ";�k #i formed by two partiles of (near) oppositemomentum. Momentum onserving sattering of the onstituting partile may lead to theformation of a new sate j(k + p) ";�(k + p) #i � jk0 ";�k0 #i of the same, opposite-momentum struture. Importantly, the momentum transfer p may trae out a large setof values of O(kd�1F !D=vF ) without violating the ondition that the �nal states be loseto the Fermi momentum. (E.g. if the initial state hadn't been formed by opposite mo-14J. Bardeen, L. N. Cooper and J. R. Shrie�er, Phys. Rev. 106, 162 (1957); 108, 1175 (1957).John Bardeen 1908-1991 (left), Leon N.Cooper 1930- (entre), and J. RobertShrie�er 1931- (right): 1972 Nobel Lau-reate in Physis for their jointly developedtheory of superondutivity. (Bardeenwas also reipient of the 1956 Nobel Lau-reate in Physis for his researh on semi-ondutors and disovery of the transistore�et.)
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Figure 7.11: Cartoon on the origin of the attrative eletron-phonon interation. Top left: Anion in a solid. Top right: A passing-by eletron needs a time of O(E�1F ) to traverse the viinityof the ion. As a result of the eletron-ion interation, the latter gets exited into a state the twointeration partners �nd favourable. Middle left: Long (O(!D)) after the eletron has left, theion still resides in its non-equilibrium on�guration. Middle right: A seond ondution eletronmay bene�t from this state, thereby being e�etively attrated by the spae-time trajetory ofthe original eletron. Bottom left and right: Only after the ion has been left alone for a time> !�1D it relaxes into its equilibrium state.mentum partiles, the phase spae for sattering proesses would be greatly diminished.)Remembering our previous disussion of the RPA approximation, we reognize a familiarmehanism: An a priori weak interation may grade up its relevane by onspiring witha large phase spae volume.To explore this mehansism in quantitative terms, we we will adopt a simpli�ed modelde�ned by the HamiltonianĤ =Xk� �kn̂k� � gLdXkk0 yk+q"y�k#�k0+q#k0"; (7.17)where g is a positive onstant. The Hamiltonian Ĥ should be interpreted as an e�etivemodel Hamiltonian desribing the physis of a thin layer of width O(!D) entered around



258 CHAPTER 7. MEAN FIELD THEORYthe Fermi surfae (i.e. the region where a net attrative interation prevails.) Althougha more realisti model of attration would involve a ompliated momentum dependentinteration suh as the one obtained from the onsideration of the eletron-phonon in-teration, the simple onstant pairing interation aptures the essential physis. Moreimportantly, to simplify our disussion, we will take the eletrons to be otherwise non-interating. In fat, the presene of a repulsive Coulomb interation of the eletrons playsa ruial role in the ontrolling properties of the superondutor, a point to whih we willreturn later. After the trio who �rst explored its phenomenology, the model Hamiltonian(7.17) is ommonly referred to as the BCS-Hamiltonian.
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Figure 7.12: Shemati diagram showing the Fermi surfae of the eletron gas. Theattrative interation mediated by the exhange of phonons allows eletrons within theDebye frequeny !D of the Fermi surfae to pair.What the preliminary disussion above does not tell us is what is so speial about anattrative interation. Nor, what the phenomenologial onsequenes of the Fermi surfaepair sattering are. In the following we will address these latter questions from a numberof di�erent angles. The result will be a heuristi piture of the superondutor that willguide us in onstruting the more rigorous �eld integral approah below. Mainly forillustrative purposes, we begin our disussion with a brief perturbative analysis of Cooperpair sattering. Proeeding in lose analogy to the previous disussion of the RPA, wewill disover the dramati onsequenes of an attrative interation on the ground stateof the system. (However, this part of the disussion will be an optional (if instrutive)element of the development of the theory. Readers who did not yet go through setion6.3 may skip this part of the disussion and proeed diretly to setion 7.3.3 where themean �eld piture of the superondutor is developed.)



7.3. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 2597.3.2 Cooper InstabilityTo explore the fate of a Cooper pair under multiple sattering, we onsider the four pointorrelation funtionC(q; �) = 1L2d Xk;k0 
 � k+q"(�) � �k#(�)  k0+q#(0) �k0"(0)� :This orrelation funtion desribes the amplitude of Cooper pair propagation jk + q ";�k #i ! jk0 + q ";�k0 #i in imaginary15 time � and averaged over all initial and �nalpartile momenta16. As usual with problems whose solution an only depend on timedi�erenes, it is onvenient to swith to a frequeny representation. WithC(q) � C(q; !m) = T Z �0 d� e�i!m�C(q; �);where !m is bosoni, it is straightforward to verify thatC(q) = T 2L2d Xk;k0 
 � k+q" � �k#  k0+q# �k0"� :To alulate the orrelation funtion we employ the perturbative methods introduedin setion 6.3. As with our previous analysis of the RPA, the density of the eletron gaswill play the role of a large parameter, i.e. what we need to do is expand the orrelationfuntion in pair interation verties g and keep only those terms to the expansion thatome with one free momentum summation per interation. Summation over these ontri-butions leads to the ladder diagram series shown in Fig. 7.13 where the momentum labelsof the Green funtions are not expliated for larity. Aording to the de�nition of theorrelation funtion, the two Green funtion entering the ladder arry momentum p + qand �p, respetively. Momentum onservation then implies, that the Green funtionsde�ning eah onsequtive rung of the ladder, too, arry near opposite momenta p0+ q and�p0, where p0 is a summation variable.. Exerise. Convine yourself that the ladder diagrams shown in the �gure are the onlydiagrams that ontain one free momentum summation per interation vertex.As in our previous disussion in setion 6.3.2, the enter part of the orrelation funtionis desribed by a vertex �. The diagrammati de�nition of that objet is shown in thebottom line of the �gure. Translating to formulae we obtain the Cooper version of aBethe-Salpeter equation �q = g + gTLd Xp Gp+qG�p�q;15As with our previously disussed appliations of the path integral, information about the real timedynamis of the pair an be extrated from analytial ontinuation � ! it.16Notie that the 'enter of mass' momentum q of a pair 1Ld Pk jk+ q ";�k #i an be interpreted asa variable Fourier onjugate to the position of the pair's enter (exerise: show this by inverse Fouriertransform). An equivalent interpretation of the orrelation funtion C thus is that it desribes thewandering of Cooper pair enters under the inuene of sattering.
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 p+q,

 −p, Figure 7.13: Two partile propagator in the presene of an (attrative) interation. Thetwo Green funtion lines de�ning eah rung of the ladder arry momentum p+ q and �p,respetively, where p is a free summation variable. The vertex of the propagator is de�nedthrough the seond line. It obeys the Bethe-Salpeter equation de�nied in the third line.where we have antiipated that a solution independent of the intermediate momenta anbe found. Solving this equation for �q, we arrive at an equation struturally similar to(6.46): �q = g1� gTLd PpGp+qG�p : (7.18)We next need to ompute the sum over the running index p = (p; !n). The frequenypart of the summation has been done as example no. xx on page xx of the problem setof the previous hapter:TLdXp Gp+qG�p = 1LdXp TXn Gp+q;!n+!mG�p;�!n == 1Ld Xp 1� ff(�p+q)� ff(��p)i!m + �p+q + ��p == 1Ld Xp �12 � ff(�p)�� 1i!m + �p+q + ��p + (q$ �q)� ;where in the left line we have used the symmetry of the energy arguments, �p = ��p. Doingthe summation for �nite q is left as an instrutive exerise in Fermi-surfae integration (seethe problem set.) However, for the sake of our present argument, it will be suÆient toperform the sum for zero external momentum q = (0; 0) (i.e. we probe the fate of spatiallyhomogeneous and stati pair on�gurations.) Using the identityPp F (�p) = R d��(�)F (�)to replae the momentum sum by an energy integral and remembering that the pairing



7.3. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 261interation is limited to a thin shell around the Fermi surfae we then obtainTLdXp GpG�p = Z !D�!D d� �(�)1� 2ff(�)2� ' � Z !DT d�� = � ln�!DT � ; (7.19)where � � �(0) is the Fermi surfae density of states and we have used that at energies� � T , the 1=� singularity of the integrand is ut o� by the Fermi distribution funtion.Susbstitution of this result bak into the expression for the vertex leads to�0;0 ' g1� g� ln �!DT � :From this result, we an read o� essential elements of the transition to the superondutingstate:. We �rst note that the interation onstant appears in ombination with the densityof states. I.e. even an interation of weak strength an lead to sizeable e�ets if onlythe density of states is large enough. From our previous qualitative disussion itshould be lear that the saling fator � simply measures the number of �nal statesaessible to the sattering mehanism depited in Fig. 7.12.. The net strength of the Cooper pair orrelation grows upon inreasing the ener-geti range !D of the attrative fore or, equivalently, lowering the temperature.Obviously, something drasti happens as g� ln �2!DT � = 1 orT = T � 2!D exp�� 1g�� :At this ritial temperature, the vertex develops a singularity. Sine the vertexand the orrelation funtion are related by multipliation by a number of (non-singular) Green funtions, the same is true for the orrelation funtion itself.. As we will see momentarily, T marks the transition temperature to the superon-duting state. At and below T a perturbative approah based on the Fermi sea ofthe non-interating system as a referene state breaks down. The Cooper instabil-ity rather signals that we will have to look for an alternative ground state or 'mean�eld' viz. one that aounts for the strong binding of Cooper pairs.In the next setion, we will explore the nature of this state from a somewhat alteredperspetive.7.3.3 Mean-Field Theory of SuperondutivityThe disussion of the previous setion suggests that at the transition temperature thesystem devlopes an instability towards pair binding, or 'ondensation' . In the next se-tion we will build on that observation to onstrut a quantitative approah, based on aHubbard-Stratonovih deoupling in the Cooper hannel. However, for the moment, letus stay on a less rigorous level and assume that the ground state j
i of the theory is



262 CHAPTER 7. MEAN FIELD THEORYharaterized by the presene of a marosopi number of Cooper pairs. More spei�-ally, let us presume that the operatorPk �k#k" aquires a non-vanishing ground stateexpetation value,� = gLdXk h
sj�k#k"j
si; �� = gLdXk h
sjyk"y�k#j
si; (7.20)where we have inluded the oupling onstant of the theory for later onveniene. Theassumption that � assumes a �nite value (vanishes) below (above) the transition temper-ature T is tantamount to delaring � to the order parameter of the superondutortransition. However, at the present stage, this statement has the status of a mere pre-sumption; we will have to explore its validity below.At any rate, the non-vanishing expetation value of � looks strange. It learly im-plies that the fermion many body state j
i annot have a de�nite number of partiles.However, a better way to think about the problem is to remember the bosoni natureof the two-fermion pair state j k";  �k#i. From this perspetive, yk"y�k# appears as thereator of a bosoni exitation. Non-vanishing of its expetation value implies a onden-sation phenomenon akin to the ondensates disussed in setion 7.2. Indeed, muh of theremainder of this setion will be devoted to the (semi-phenomenologial) onstrution ofa 'bosoni' mean �eld piture of the superondutor.To develop that desription, we substitutegXk �k#k" = �+ gXk �k#k" ��!| {z }smallinto the Hamiltonian and keep only terms whih up to quadrati order in the eletronoperators. Adding the hemial potential, the `mean-�eld' Hamiltonian takes the formĤ � �N̂ 'Xk hyk��kk� � ����k#k" +�yk"y�k#� i+ Ldj�j2gknown (in the Russian literature) as the Bogoliubov or Gorkov Hamiltonian (after itsinventors, while the denotationBogoliubov-de Gennes Hamiltonian more widespreadin the anglosaxonian literature highlights the popularization of the mean �eld desriptionby de Gennes.)Indeed, the Gorkov Hamiltonian does not onserve the partile number. Instead,pairs of partiles are born and annihilated out of the vauum. To bring the mean-�eldHamiltonian to a diagonal form, we proeed in analogy to our previous analysis of setion3.2.2 (where an Hamiltonian of similar struture � aya + aa + ayay appeared.) That is,we reast the Fermion operators in a two omponent Nambu spinor representation	yk = ( yk" �k# ) ; 	k = � k"y�k#�



7.3. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 263omprising "-reators and #-annihilators into a single objet. It is then a straightforwardmatter to show that the Hamiltonian assumes the bilinear formĤ � �N̂ =Xk 	yk� �k ����� ��k�	k + C;where the onstant ontribution C =Pk �k + Ldj�j2g . Now, being bilinear in the Nambuoperators, the mean-�eld Hamiltonian an be brought to a diagonal form by employingthe unitary transformation17�k � � �k"�y�k#� = � os �k sin �ksin �k � os �k �� k"y�k#� � Uk	k(under whih the antiommutation relations of the new eletron operators �k� are main-tained | exerise). Note that the operators �yk" involve superpositions of yk" and �k#,i.e. the quasi-partile states reated by these operators ontain linear ombinations ofpartile and hole states; they ertainly do not onserve the number of partiles. Choosing� to be real18 and setting tan(2�k) = ��=�k, i.e. os(2�k) = �k=�k, sin(2�k) = ��=�k,where �k = (�2 + �2k)1=2: (7.21)the transformed Hamiltonian takes the form (exerise)Ĥ � �N̂ = Xk �k ��yk"�k" � ��k#�y�k#�+ C= Xk� �k�yk��k� +Xk (�k � �k) + j�j2Ldg ; (7.22)This result shows that the elementary exitations, the so-alled Bogoliubov quasi-partiles, reated by �yk�, have a minimum energy � known as the energy gap.To determine the ground state wavefuntion one simply has to identify the state whihis annihilated by all the quasi-partile annihilation operators �k�. This ondition is metuniquely by the statej
si �Yk �k"��k#j
i �Yk �os �k � sin �kyk"y�k#� j
i;where j
i represents the vauum state of the fermion operator algebra f; yg, andsin �k =s12 �1� �k�k�1=2:17It is instrutive to ompare with our previous analysis of setion 3.2.2 where the bosoni nature ofthe problem enfored diagonalization by a non-ompat pseudounitary transformation.18If � is not real, � = j�jei�, it an always be made so by the global gauge transformation a !ei�=2a; ya ! e�i�ya. Notie the similarity to the gauge freedom that led to Goldstone mode formationin the previous setion! Indeed, we will see momentarily that the gauge struture of the superondutorproblem has equally farreahing onsequenes.
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Figure 7.14: Quasi-partile energy spetrum �k as a funtion of k. Notie that a gapdevelops at the Fermi energy separating the �lled quasi-partile energy states from theempty.To understand that j
si is the ground state of the problem, notie that the lowest energystate of the osillator Hamiltonian (7.22) is the vauum of the algebra f�; �yg, i.e. thestate anihilated by all �k;"=#. Clearly, all statesQk �k;"��k;#jfi onstruted by appliationof the full set of anihilators onto a referene state jfi ful�ll this ondition if they are non-vanishing. It is straightforward to verify that for jfi = j
i, this ondition is met. Sinethe vauum state of any algabra of anonially onjugate operators is unique, the statej
si must, up to normalization, be the vauum state. From the seond representationgiven above, it is straightforward to verify that the normalization is unity.We �nally need to self onsistently solve equations (7.20) for the input parameter �:� = gLdXk h
sj�k#k"j
si = gLdXk sin �k os �k = (7.23)= g2LdXk �(�2 + �2k)1=2 ' g�2 Z !D�!D �(�)d�(�2 + �2)1=2 = g��0 sinh�1(!D=�) (7.24)where 1Ld Pk ! R d� �(�), �0 � �(�) denotes the density of states (per volume) at theFermi surfae and we have assumed that the pairing interation g uniformly extends anenergy sale !D. For pairing mehanisms whih derive from the exhange of phonons,this energy sale is set by the orresponding Debye frequeny. Solving this equation for



7.3. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 265�, we obtain the important relation� = !Dsinh(1=g�(�)) ' 2!D exp �� 1g�(�)�: (7.25)Notie that this is the seond time we enounter the ombination of energy sales on theright hand side of the equation. Previously we had identi�ed T = 2!D exp(�(g�)�1) as thetransition temperature at whih the Cooper instability takes plae. Our urrent disussionindiates that T equals the quasi-partile energy gap �. In fat, that identi�ationmight have been antiipated from our disussion above. At temperatures T < �, thermalutuations are not apable of exiting quasi-partile states above the ground state. Onethus expets that T = � separates a low temperature phase, haraterized by the featuresof the anomalous pairing ground state, from a 'Fermi-liquid type' high-terperature phasewhere free quasi-partile exitations prevail.The ground state j
si and its quasi-partile exitations formally diagonalize the BCS-Hamiltonian. Before proeeding with the further development of the theory, let us pauseto disuss a number of important properties of these objets.Ground state: In the limit �! 0, sin2 �k ! �(�� �k), and the ground state ollapsesto the �lled Fermi sea with hemial potential �. As � beomes non-zero, states in theviinity of the Fermi surfae rearrange themselves into a ondensate of paired states.Remarkably, the olletively rearranged ground state involves single partile states withenergy �k > � in exess of the Fermi energy. (That follows simply from the energydependene of the weight funtion sin �k entering the de�nition of the ground state, seeFig. 7.15.) However, the total energy of the ground state is lower than the energyE0 � 2Pjkj<pF �k of the g = 0 Fermi sphere. To see this, one omputes the expetationvalue Ej
si � D
s ���Ĥ � �N̂ ���
sE =Xk (�k � �k) + �2Ldg :It is then straightforward to verify that for the mean �eld value of � given above, Ej
si <E0, no matter how large g.. Exerise. To show that Ej
si < E0 it is onvenient to represent the ground state energyof the Fermi see as E0 = lim�!0Ej
si. Use this representation (and the solution of the mean�eld equation) to verify that the superondutor ground state energy lies below that of theunorrelated Fermi see.It is also instrutive to ask for the minimum value Ej
si may assume upon variation of �for �xed g. Show that the solution of the variational equation ��Ej
si = 0 leads bak to themean �eld equation for � disussed above.Exitations: Exitations above the ground state are desribed by the quasi-partileoperators �yk. Aording to Eq. (7.22), these states are gapped, i.e. it takes a minimumenergy � to exite a quasi-partile state above the BCS ground state; the formerly (g =0) ontinuous quasi-partile spetrum has aquired a gap. However, aording to theadiabati priniple of quasi-partile formation, the states of the g = 0 system annot
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. Exerise. Integrate the result above to show that R E� d� �(�) E���! 2E�0, i.e. that noquasi-partile states have gone 'lost' upon swihing on superondutivity. That the number ofstates in the interval [0; E℄ is twie as large as the number of positive energy states �0E of thenon-interating system an be explained as follows: In the absene of superondutivity, stateswith � < 0 have negative energy, i.e. the reation of a hole below the Fermi energy gains energy.However, upon swithing on superondutivity, the reation of a hole with �� < � < 0 ostsenergy, namely the energy to break up a pair. The transferral of the g = 0 negative energystates to the positive energy ontinuum leads to a doubling of the E > 0 DoS.



7.3. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 267The phenomenologial analysis above explains important aspets of the physis of theBCS superondutor: the instability towards ondensation, and the presene of a gapfor quasi-partile exitations above the ground state. Indeed, it would be tempting totake the latter phenomenon as an explanation for the absene of eletri resistivity belowthe transition temperature. I.e. if now low-lying quasi-partile exitations are available,shouldn't external urrent be able to ow through the system without dissipate loss ofenergy? Yet that piture neglets the most important exitation of the system, i.e. theolletive phase mode. Above we had met the ad ho agreement that the phase of theorder parameter be set to zero. However, as with the superuid, the phase represents aGoldstone mode and we must expet its presene to have important onsequenes. Indeed,it will turn out that the phase mode of the superondutor { in ontradistintion to itsounterpart in the 'neutral' superuid { holds responsible for muh of the eletromagnetiphenomena displayed by the superondutor.From a modern point of view, a omprehensive piture of the superondutor, enom-passing the onsequenes of Goldstone mode formation, and the BCS strutures disussedabove, is most eÆiently developed within the �eld integral approah:7.3.4 Superondutivity from the Field IntegralTo investigate the BCS transition within the framework of the oherent state path integral,we start out from a oordinate representation of the BCS-Hamiltonian (7.17),ĤBCS = Z ddr y�(r) � 12m(�i� � eA)2 + ie�� �(r)� g Z dry"y##":Antiipating the emergene of non-trivial eletromagneti phenomena, we have oupledthe single partile Hamiltonian to a vetor potential A = A(r; �) and a salar poten-tial i� = i�(r; �)19. Origin and physial onsequenes of these �elds will be disussedsomewhat later.Expressed in the form of the oherent state path integral, the orresponding quantumpartition funtion takes the formZ = Z D( � ;  )e�S[ � ; ℄;S[ � ;  ℄ = Z �0 d� Z ddr � � � ��� + ie� + 12m(�i� � eA)2 � �� � � g � " � # # "� ;(7.26)where  (r; �) are Grassmann �elds.. Info. In the �eld theoretial literature, the substitution�� ! �� + ie�; (7.27)�i� ! �i� � eA (7.28)19Notie that the Euilidean harater of the imaginary time theory suggests to ouple the time-likesalar omponent of the potential through an additional 'i', i.e. our present � is given by (�i)� theonventional salar potential.



268 CHAPTER 7. MEAN FIELD THEORYis sometimes alled aminimal oupling of an eletromagneti �eld. It is 'minimal' in the sensethat only orbital and potential oupling of the �eld are taken into aount. (E.g. the �eld-spininteration is negleted.) At the same time, the potential/vetor-potential oupling is omleteenough to endow the theory with a loal gauge invariane under U(1) transformations ! ei� ; (7.29)� ! e�i� � ; (7.30)� ! �+ e�1�� �; (7.31)A ! A+ e�1��; (7.32)where � = �(x; �) is an arbitrary spae-time dependent phase on�guration.The minimal oupling introdues the general quantum-eletrodynamial gauge priniiple intothe theory. This should be ompared with the the disussion of the neutral superuid whereonly invariane under global U(1) transformations was required.||||||||||||||{As usual the quarti interation of the �elds prevents the partition funtion from beingevaluated expliitly. Moreover, antiipating the existene of a transition of the eletrongas to a ondensed phase in whih eletrons in the viinity of the Fermi surfae are paired,we an expet that a perturbative expansion in the oupling onstant g will be inadequate.Motivated by the mean-�eld theory disussed above, we will instead introdue a bosoni�eld � to deouple the interation whih will have the physial signi�ane of the orderparameter.The deoupling is arranged using a Hubbard-Stratonovih transformation in the Cooperhannel (f. the disussion on page 231)eg R d� R dr � " � # # " = Z D(��;�) exp�� Z d� Z dr �1g j�j2 � ��� # " +� � " � #��� ;where �(r; �) represents a dynamially utuating omplex �eld. Reeting the behaviourof the bilinear  # ", it obeys periodi temporal boundary onditions, �(0) = �(�), i.e.� is a bosoni �eld variable. Would we take � to be homogeneous in spae and time,the quantum Hamiltonian orresponding to the ation would oinide with that of themean-�eld Hamiltonian onsidered in the previous setion. Following that analysis (butnot making the a priori assumption �(r; �) = onst:) we turn to the Nambu spinorrepresentation �	 = ( � "  # ) ; 	 = � "� # �omprising partile and hole degree of freedom in a single objet. Expressed in terms ofthe Nambu spinor, the partition funtion takes the formZ = Z D( � ;  ) Z D(��;�) exp�� Z d� Z dr �1g j�j2 � �	Ĝ�1	��where Ĝ�1 = � [Ĝ(p)0 ℄�1 ��� [Ĝ(h)0 ℄�1� ;



7.3. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 269[Ĝ(p)0 ℄�1 = ��� � ie�� 12m(�i� � eA)2 + �;[Ĝ(h)0 ℄�1 = ��� + ie� + 12m(+i� � eA)2 � � (7.33)is known as the Gorkov Green funtion and G(p;h) represent the non-interating Greenfuntion of the partile and hole respetively.. Info. Computing the 	-representation of the ation for a general single partile Hamil-tonian Ĥ, we �nd that [Ĝ(p)0 ℄�1 = ��� � Ĥ + �;[Ĝ(h)0 ℄�1 = ��� + ĤT � �:(With �T = ��, the expression above is identi�ed as a speial ase of the more general form.)This representation is atually very suggestive. It tells us that the Green funtion of a holeis obtained from that of the eletron by a sign hange Ĥ ! �Ĥ (the energy of a hole is thenegative of the orresponding partile energy) followed by transposition �Ĥ ! �ĤT , i.e. aquantum time reversal operation (a hole an be imagined as a partile propagating bakwardsin time.)Using that p̂T = �p̂ and r̂T = r̂, the pair of Green funtions an equivalently be representedthrough [Ĝ(p)0 ℄�1 = ��� � Ĥ(r̂; p̂) + �;[Ĝ(h)0 ℄�1 = ��� + Ĥ(r̂;�p̂)� �: (7.34)||||||||||||||{The Gaussian integration over the Grassmann �elds an now be performed straightfor-wardly, and yields the formal expression (f. the analogous formula (7.5) for the normaleletron system)Z = Z D(��;�) exp ��1g Z d� Z dr j�j2 + lndet Ĝ�1� : (7.35)By introduing a Hubbard-Stratonovih deoupling of the loal interation, we have su-eeded in expressing the quantum partition funtion as a path integral over an auxiliarybosoni �eld �. Further progress is possible only within some approximation.Mean Field EquationTo identify a good 'platform' around whih the 'tr ln' an be expanded perturbatively, webegin by seeking mean �eld on�gurations of �. A variation of the ation wrt � generatesthe mean �eld equation (for the di�erentiation of the 'tr ln' with respet to � f. theanalogous alulation in Eq. (7.6))1g ��(x; �) + tr �Ĝ(x; �;x; �)Eph12 � = 0;



270 CHAPTER 7. MEAN FIELD THEORYwhere Ephij is a 2 � 2-matrix in Nambu spae that ontains 0 everywhere safe for a 1 atposition (i; j). Assuming that on�gurations extremizing the ation will be spatially andtemporally onstant, i.e �(x; �) � �0 = onst:, and temporarily ignoring the dependeneof the Green funtion on the �eld (�;A), the equation simpli�es to1g ��0 = tr "���� + �22m + � �0��0 ��� � �22m � ���1 (x; �;x; �)� 10 �# == TLdXp;n � i!n � �p �0��0 i!n + �p�21 = TLd Xp;n ��0!2n + �2p + j�0j2 ;where in the seond line we have swithed to a frequeny/momentum representation and,as usual, �p = p2=(2m)� �. Slightly rearranging the equation, we arrive at1g = TLdXp;n 1!2n + �2p ;where �p = (�2p + �2)1=2 > 0 as in Eq. (7.21) above. The summation over Matsubarafrequenies on the rhs of this equation an straightforwardly be performed by means ofthe summation tehniques disussed on pp ?? (also f. the problem set of hapter 5):1g = 1Ld Xp 1� 2ff(�p)2�p == Z !D�!D d� 1Ld Xp Æ(� � �p)| {z }�0 1� 2ff(�(�))2�(�)where in the seond line we have taken into aount that the range of the attrativeinteration is limited by !D. Noting that the integrand is even in � and using that1� 2ff(x) = tanh(�x=2), we arrive at the elebrated BCS gap equation1g�0 = Z !D0 d� tanh(��(�)=2)�(�) : (7.36)For small temperatures, T � �, the tanh-funtion an be approximated as tanh(��(�)=2) =1 and we arrive bak to the T = 0 gap equation (7.23) disussed above. However, presentlywe wish to be a bit more ambitious and explore the fate of the gap as the temperatureis inreased. Intuitively, one would expet that for large tempertures, thermal utua-tions will eventually wash out the gap above the ground state. On the other hand, weknow empirially, that the onset of superondutivity has the status of a seond orderphase transition. Sine the gap parameter � has the status of the order parameter ofthat transition { an identi�ation to be substantiated shortly { we must expet that thevanishing of �(T ) ours in a singular manner (in analogy to, e.g., the magnetization ofa ferromagnet at the Curie temperature.)



7.3. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 271Indeed, it turns out that (for details, see the info-blok below) the order parametervanishes abruptly at the ritial temperature of the BCS transitionT = onst:� !D exp�� 1g�0� ; (7.37)where 'onst.' is a numerial onstant of O(1).Notie that this result is onsistent with our per-turbative analysis above. While we are presentlyapproahing the problem from its low tempera-ture phase, there we had perturbatively expandedaround the non-interating Fermi sphere, i.e. thephase of the high temtperature regime, not af-feted by superondutor orrelations. We hadfound that at a sale that oinided up to numer-ial fators with T above, that phase beame un-stable towards ondensation.  T  T
  c 

 ~(T −T)    c 
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 ∆(T) 

 ∆(0) 

For temperatures slightly smaller than T,� = onst:�pT(T � T ); (7.38)i.e. the vanishing ours with a diverging derivative, as is typial seond order phasetransitions. The interpolated temperature pro�le of the order parameter is shown in the�gure. Notie that (again, up to numerial fators) the ritial temperature T oiniideswith the zero temperature value of the gap �(0). The square-root type pro�le of thegap funtion has been aurately on�rmed by experiment (see. Fig. XX). In fat, thatoinidene may be ounted as an important soure of evidene in favour of the mirosopivalidity of BCS theory.. Info. In spite of its innoent appearane, the �nite temperature analysis of thegap equation is not straightforward. Referring for a quantitative disussion to Ref. [?℄, wehere restrit ourselves to exploring the gap pro�le in the viinity of the transition temperature.To determine the value of T, we proeed somewhat indiretly, i.e. we assume that a minimaltemperture T determined through �(T) = 0 exists and use that riterion to deterimine aondition for T. For � = 0, �(�) = j�j and (7.36) assumes the form1g�0 = Z !D=2T0 dxtanh(x)x ;where we have introdued x � �=2T as a dimensionless integration variable. Now, assumingthe hierarhy of energy sales !D � T � �, the dominant ontribution to the integral omesfrom the region x� 1, where tanh(x) ' 1. This leads to the estimate1g�0 ' Z !D=2T1 dxx = ln(!D=2T):Solving for T, we arrive at (7.37).
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Figure 7.16: The points are ultrasoni attenuation data on the ratio �(T )=�(0) (takenfrom R. W. Morse and H. V. Bohm, Phys. Rev. 108, 1094 (1957.)). The solid line is thepredition of BCS theory.Now, let us derive the approximate pro�le of the gap for temperatures T slightly smallerthan T. Starting out from 1g�0 = Z !D=2T0 dxtanh[(x2 + �2℄1=2)(x2 + �2)1=2 ;where � � �=2T � 1, we add and subtrat R dx tanh(x)=x:1g�0 = Z !D=2T0 dx"tanh[(x2 + �2)1=2℄(x2 + �2)1=2 � tanh(x)x #+ Z !D=2T0 dx tanh(x)x ;Arguing as above, the seond integral estimates toZ !D=2T0 dx tanh(x)x � ln(!D=2T ) � ln(!D=2T) + ÆTT = 1g�0 + ÆTT ;where we have introdued ÆT � T � T � T and expanded to linear order in ÆT . Thus,�ÆTT � Z !D=2T0 dx" tanh[(x2 + �2)1=2℄(x2 + �2)1=2 � tanh(x)x # ;Now, the remaining integral an be split into a 'low energy region' 0 � x � 1, and a 'high energyregion' 1 < x < !D=2T . Using that for x < 1, tanh(x) ' x� x3=3, we �nd that the �rst region



7.3. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 273gives a ontribution � �2. With tanh(x) x>1� 1, the seond region, too, ontributes a term O(�2)whih, however, is approximately independent of the large energy uto� !D=2T . Summarizing,ÆTT � onst: � �2 = onst: � �2T 2 :Solving for �, we arrive at Eq. (7.38).||||||||||||||{Having explored the large sale pro�le of the gap funtion, we next turn our attentionto the viintiy of the superondutor phase transition, i.e. to temperature regions, ÆT =T � T � T .7.3.5 Ginzburg Landau TheoryIn the viinity of the phase transition, the gap parameter � is small (in omparision tothe temperature.) That brings us in a position to perturbatively expand the ation in(7.35) perturbatively in �. We will see that that expansion reveals a lot of informationabout the superondutor phase transition. Further, we will make the onnetion to theneutral superuid (as well as important di�erenes) expliit.To keep the struture of the expansion as transparent as possible, we still ignore theoupling to the external �eld. Our task thus redues to omputing the expansion oftr ln(Ĝ�1) in powers of � whereĜ�1 = ���� + �22m + � ��� ��� � �22m � �� :To failitate that expansion, we formally de�ne Ĝ�10 � Ĝ�1����=0 as well as�̂ � � ��� �to write tr ln (Ĝ) = tr ln (Ĝ�10 + �̂) == tr ln �Ĝ�10 (1 + Ĝ0�̂)� = tr ln �Ĝ�10 �+ tr ln�1 + Ĝ0�̂� == onst:� 12 1Xn=0 1n tr �(Ĝ0�̂)2n� :In the third equality we have used the relation tr ln(ÂB̂) = tr ln(Â)+tr ln(B̂)20. The thirdline ontains the Taylor expansion of the lograrithm where we have used that (why?)odd ontributions in �̂ vanish. We also notied that tr ln �Ĝ�10 �, not ontaining anyutuating �eld variables, gives an inessential onstant ontribution to the ation.20Noitie that for non-ommutative matries, in general ln(ÂB̂) 6= ln Â+ ln B̂.



274 CHAPTER 7. MEAN FIELD THEORYTo give this formal expansion some meaning, let us onsider the seond order term inmore detail. Substituting the expliit form of Ĝ�10 it is straightforward to verify that�12 tr �(Ĝ0�̂)2� = � tr �Ĝ0;11�Ĝ0;22 ��� == �Xq TLd Xp Ĝ0;11;pĜ0;22;p�q�(q) ��(q) ==Xq TLd Xp;!nGpG�p+q�(q) ��(q);where in the last line we have used the representation of the omposite Green funtionĜ0 in terms of the partile Green funtion G(p)p = Gp and the hole Green funtion G(h)p =�G(p)(�p) = �G�p (f. Eq. (7.34).) Combining this with the �rst term in the ation of(7.35), we arrive at the quadrati ation of the order parameter �eld,S(2)[�; ��℄ =Xq  1g � TLdXp GpG�p+q!�(q) ��(q):This is the seond time we meet with the harateristi ombination ��1q = 1g� TLd PpGpG�p+q:In our perturbative analysis of the Cooper hannel (f. Eq. (7.18)) we had identi�ed thesame expression as the (inverse) of the vertex �q. To understand that onnetion, weshould let the dust of our urrent tehnial operations settle and remember the generalphilosophy of the Hubbard-Stratonovih sheme. The �eld � was introdued to deouplean attrative interation in the Cooper hannel. In analogy to the �eld � we used aboveto desribe the RPA-approximation to the diret hannel, the ation of the �eld � � � " � #an be interpreted as the 'propagator' of the omposite objet � " � #. I.e. a quadrati on-tration � h ���i desribes propagation in the Cooper hannel � h � " � # # "i, as desribedby a four point orrelation funtion. That onnetion is made expliit by omparison ofthe quadrati ation with the diret alulation of the Cooper four point funtion above.However, unlike in setion 7.3.2 where all we ould do was to diagnose an instabilityas ��1q=0 ! 0 we are now in a position to omprehensively explore the onsequenes of thatphenonmenon. Indeed, ��1q=0 ! 0 orresponds to a sign hange of the quadrati ationof the onstant order parameter mode �(q = 0). In the lose viinity of that point, theonstant ontribution to the ation must sale as � (T � T) suh that we may onludethat the ation assumes the formS(2)[�; ��℄ = 12 Z dx Z �0 d� ���r(T ) +O(��; ���);where r(T ) � T �T and O(��; ���) stands for temoral and spatial gradients whose rolewill be disussed shortly.. Exerise. Use Eq. (7.19) and the expansionff(�; T )� ff(�; T) ' �T jT=Tff(�; T )(T � T) = ���ff(�; T)(T � T) �T



7.3. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 275to show that r(T ) = �T � TT :For temperatures below the transition, the quadrati ation beomes unstable and { allin perfet analogy to our previous disussion of the superuid ondensate ation { we haveto seek resue with the fourth order ation S(4). At orders n > 2 of the expansion, spatialor temporal gradients an safely be negleted. (Due to the smallness of �� T , they willertainly be smaller than the gradient ontributions to S(2).) However, for � = onst:, itis straightforward to verify thatS(2n) = � 12n tr �(G0�̂)2n� == �(�)n2n Xp (GpG�p)n ( ���)n = �( ���)n2n Xp;!l � 1!2l + �2p�n '' ��( ���)n2n X!l Z !D�!D d�� 1!2l + �2�n == �onst:� �( ���)nX!l 1!2n�1l == �onst:� �T � ���T 2 �2n ;where 'onst.' stands for numerial onstants. In the seond equality we have expressedthe Gorkov Green funtion through the onstituting partile and hole Green funtion,respetively, and in the essential fourth equality we notied that for !D � T , the in-tegral over the energy variable is dominated by the infrared divergene at small �, i.e.R !D0 d�(!2l + �2)n ' R1!l d���2n. This estimate tells us that the ontributions of higherorder to the expansion are (i) positive and (ii) small in the parameter j�j=T � 1. Thisbeing so, it is suÆient to keep the fourth order term (and that one we indeed need toounterbalane the unstable seond order term.) We thus arrive atS[�; ��℄ = Z dx Z �0 d� �r(T )2 ��� + g(���)2 +O(��; ���; j�j6)� (7.39)as an estimate for the e�etive ation of the order parameter �eld. Here, g � �T�3 showsonly weak temperature dependene in the viintiy of the transition. In Fig. 7.17, theation of a onstant on�guration � = onst is shown as a funtion of Re� and Im� fora value r(T > T) > 0 and for a value r(T < T) < 0. Notie the analogy to the ation ofthe ondensate amplitude shown in Fig. 7.6.. Info. It is straightforward, to inlude �nite spatial gradients into the derivation of thequadrati ation S(2) (for details see, e.g. Ref. [?℄.) The resulting ation for stati but spatiallyutuating on�gurations �(r) reads as
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Figure 7.17: Ation of a onstant order parameter on�guration � as a funtion of Re�and Im�. The upper (lower) surfae orresponds to a temperature T > (<)TSGL[�; ��℄ = � Z dx hr2���+ 2��� �� + g(���)2i ; (7.40)where the onstant  � �0(vF =T )2. This result is known as the (lassial) Ginzburg-Landauation of the superondutor. It is alled 'lassial' beause (f. our remarks on page 244)temporal, or quantum utuations of � are ignored. Notie that the form of the ation mighthave been antiipated on symmetry grounds alone. Indeed, (7.40) was proposed by Ginzburgand Landau as an e�etive ation of superondutivtiy, way before the advent of the mirosopitheory21 { again a demonstration of the ingenuity of the phenomenologial Landau shool.A generalization to �nite temporal ututations leads to the time dependent Ginzburg-Landau theory, to be disussed below.||||||||||||||{Eq. (7.39) makes the onnetion between the superondutor and the previouslydisussed superuid expliit (f. the ondensate ation (7.10). Above the transitiontemperature, r > 0, and the unique mean �eld on�guration extremising the ation (7.39)is given by � = 0. However, below the ritial temperature, r < 0 and a on�gurationwith non-vanishing Cooper pair amplitude �0 is energetially favourable:ÆS[�; ��℄Æ� �����=�0 = 0) ��0 �r + 2gj�0j2� = 0) j�0j =r �r�2g �pT(T � T );21V. L. Ginzburg and L. D. Landau, On the theory of superondutivity, Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 20,1064 (1950).



7.3. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 277in agreement with our previous estimate (7.38). Now, as with the superuid, the mean�eld equation determines only the modulus of the order parameter while the phase re-mains unspei�ed. That observation suggests that we wind up with a piture essentiallyequivalent to that developed above for the superuid: Below the transition, the symmetryof the ation will be broken by the formation of a ground state with �xed global phase,e.g. �0 2 R. That entails the formation of a phase-like Goldstone mode �, where on-�gurations � = e2i��0 explore deviations o� the referene groundstate22. Carrying onwith drawing parallels to the superuid, it would be tempting to onjeture that thesephase utuations have a linear dispersion, i.e. that the system supports dissipationlesssuperurrents of harged partiles: superondutivity.However, at this point, we have over-strehed the analogies to our previous disussion.What the argument above ignores is that the symmetry broken by the ground state of thesuperuid was a global phase U(1). However, as explained on page267, the mirosopi a-tion of the superondutor possesses a more strutured loal gauge U(1) symmetry. As wewill disuss momentarily, that di�erene entails drasti phenomenologial onsequenes.7.3.6 Ation of the Goldstone Mode23The onsequenes of the loal gauge symmetry an only be explored in onjuntion withthe eletromagneti �eld (�;A). We thus go bak to our anhestor ation (7.35) where,however, G is now meant to represent the full Gorkov Green funtion (7.33). For themoment, there is no need to speify the origin of the eletromagneti �eld, i.e. the�eld might represent an external probe applied by an experimentalist, or the bakgroundeletromagneti �eld ontrolled by the vauum ation SE:M: = 14 R dxd�F��F�� , whereF�� = ��A� � ��A� is the eletromagneti �eld tensor24. However, in all what we aredoing we will assume that the �eld is weak enough so as not to destroy the phenomenonof superondutivity, i.e. the mean modulus of the order parameter is still given by thevalue �0, as desribed by the analysis of the previous setion.So, how then might an ation desribing the interplay of the phase degree of freedomand the eletromagneti �eld look like? Below we will derive that ation by an expliitderivation, starting from the prototype (7.35). However, for the moment, let us stay on aless rigorous level and try to determine the struture of the ation by symmetry reasoning.In doing so, we will be guided by a number of priniples:. The phase � is a Goldstone mode, i.e. the ation annot ontain terms that do notvanish in the limit � ! onst:.. We assume both gradients ating on the phase � (but not neessarily the phaseitself) and the eletromagneti potentials to be small. That, is, we will be ontentwith determining the struture of the ation to lowest order in these quantities.22The motivation for transforming by 2� is that under a gauge transformation � ! ei� � , the omposite�eld � � � � should pik up two phase fators. However, the introdution of that muliplitiy fator is ofourse just a matter of onvention; it an always be removed by resaling of the �eld �.23To keep the notation simple, a unit harge onvention e = 1 will be used throughout this setion.24Notie that we are working within the framework of imaginary time, or Euilidean �eld theory, i.e.the de�nition of the �eld strength tensor does not involve a Minkovski metri (f. the disussion on p??.)



278 CHAPTER 7. MEAN FIELD THEORY. By symmetry, the ation must not ontain terms with an odd number of derivatives.Nor for that matter mixed gradients of the type �����. Reeting a property of themirosopi model, the ation must be rotational invariant.. The ation must be invariant under the loal gauge transformation (7.29).The �rst three riteria of that list would be satis�ed by the trial ationS[�℄ = Z d� Z ddx [1������ + 2����℄ ;where 1 and 2 are onstants. However, that ation is learly not invariant under a gaugeshifting of the phase �(x; �) ! �(x; �) + '(x; �). It an, however, be endowed with thatquality by minimal substitution of the eletromagneti potential:S[�; A℄ = Z d� Z ddx [1(��� � �)(��� � �) + 2(�� �A)(�� �A)℄ : (7.41)Up to the order of two gradients, that ation uniquely desribes the energy ost assoiatedto phase utuations. In ombination with the ation SE:M: ontrolling the utuationbehaviour of the �eld (�;A), it should provide us with a reasonably general desription ofthe low energy eletromagneti properties of the superondutor. Notie, however, thatthe present line of arguments does not �x the oupling onstants 1;2. In partiular, weannot exlude that 1 or 2 vanish (as would be the ase, e.g., for a non-superondutingsystem, f. the problem set.) To determine the values of 1;2 we need to either derive theation mirosopially or to ome up with more phenomenologial input (see the two infobloks below). Either way one obtains 2 = ns2m1 = �; (7.42)where we have de�ned ns as the density of the Cooper pair ondensate. (For a preisede�nition, see below.). Info. Beginning with 2, let us briey disuss the phenomenologial derivation ofthe oupling onstants. The starting point is the observation that the funtional derivative� ÆSÆA(x; �)� = hj(x; �)igives the expetation value of the urrent density operator. That relation follows on quite generalgrounds from the fat that a vetor potential ouples to the ation of a system of harged partilesi = 1; : : : ; N through (f. textbooks on lassial mehanis)SA � Z d�Xi _xi �A(xi) = Z d� Z ddxXi Æ(x� xi) _xi �A(x; �):However, j = ÆSÆA(x;�) = Pi Æ(x � xi(�)) _xi(�) is just the de�nition of the total partile urrentdensity. Indeed, it is straightforward to verify that on the mirosopi level (f. e.g. Eq. (7.26))� ÆSÆA� = 12m 
 � �(�i� �A) � + [(i� �A) � � ℄ �� � hji;



7.3. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 279where j is the quantum urrent density operator. Staying for a moment on the mirosopi sideof the theory, let us assume that a ertain fration of the formerly unorrelated eletroni statespartiipates in the ondensate. I.e. we write j = jn + js, where jn, the urrent arried by thenormal states of the system, will not be of further onern to us while js is the 'superurrent'arried by the ondensate. Let us further assume that those states  s partiipating in theondensate, arry a 'olletive' phase � with a non-vanishing average value, i.e.  s = ei� ~ s,where the states  s do not arry an strutured phase information (i.e. the residual phasearried by the loal amplitude ~ s tends to average to zero.) Then, onentrating on the phaseinformation arried by the ondensate states and negleting density utuations,� ÆSÆA� ' ĥjsi ' �nsm h�� �Aiwhere ns � � s� s is the density of the ondensate.Now, let us evaluate the fundamental relation 
 ÆSÆA� = hji on our trial ation with its unde-termined oupling onstants: hji != *ÆS[ ~A℄ÆA + = �22h�� �AiComparison with our phenomenologial estimate for the expetation value of the (super)urrentoperator above leads to the identi�ation 2 = ns2m:Turning to the oupling onstant 1, let us assume an eletroni system has been subjeted toa weak external potential modulation �(x; �). Assuming that the modulation utuates slowlyenough to let the system adiabatially adjust to it (i.e. that it ats like a loal modulation ofthe hemial potential) the partile density of the system would hange asÆn(x; �) = Æn(�+ �(x; �)) � �n���(x; �) � ��(x; �);where we have approximately25 identi�ed ��n with the single partile density of states �. Thepotential energy orresponding to the harge modulation is given by R ddx�(x; �)Æn(x; �) =��n R ddx�2(x; �). Comparing that expression with our trial ation { whih ontains the time-integrated potential { we onlude that 1 = ��n = �:||||||||||||||{. Info. For readers feeling ill at ease with the notoriously many 'assumes' of our pre-vious disussion, we now derive the phase ation by expliit mirosopi derivation. Theonstrution detailed below represents a typial, and our so-far most advaned, 'ase study'of onstrutions of low energy quantum �eld theories in ondensed matter physis. Although25For systems with strong interpartile orrelations, the thermodynami density of states ��n =1L2 ��N may deviate signi�antly from the single partile density of states � = 1Ld Pa Æ(�a � �).



280 CHAPTER 7. MEAN FIELD THEORYformulated for the spei� example of the BCS superondutor, many of its strutural sub-unitsappear in other appliations in basially the same form. That 'universality' is our prime moti-vation for presenting the { admittedly lengthy { onstrution of the low-energy phase ation ofthe superondutor in some detail.Our starting point is the Gorkov Green funtion appearing under the 'tr ln' of the mirosopiation (7.35)Ĝ�1 = ���� � i�� 12m (�i� �A)2 + � �0e2i��0e�2i� ��� + i�+ 12m(�i� �A)2 � �� ;oupled to the full eletromagneti potential. To simplify the problem, we have set the modulusof the order parameter to �0, i.e. onentrating on the Goldstone mode, we neglet massiveuutations � = �0 + Æ� around the extremum of the free energy.We next use the gauge freedom inherent to the theory to remove the phase dependene ofthe order paramter �eld. To do so, we introdue the unitary matrixÛ � � e�i� ei� �and transform the Green funtion asĜ�1 ! Û Ĝ�1Û y = ���� � i~�� 12m (�i� � ~A)2 + � �0�0 ��� + i~�+ 12m (�i� � ~A)2 � �� ;where the transformed eletromagneti potential is given by (exerise)~� = �+ ���;~A = A� ��:(Reading the transformation in reverse we onlude that { an important physial fat that shouldbe remembered { the superondutor order parameter �eld is a gauge non-invariant quantity.Under gauge trasformations it transforms as � ! e2i��, as suggested by the de�nition of� � � � as a pairing �eld. This fat entails, e.g., that the order parameter itself annot bean experimentally aessible observable26.) Due to unitary invariane of the trae, tr ln(Ĝ�1) =tr ln(Û Ĝ�1Û y), the gauge transformed and the original Green funtion, respetively, equivalentlyrepresent the theory.(Safe for the neglet of massive utuations Æ�,) our so far treatment of the theory hasbeen exat. However, to make further progress, we need to resort to approximations: Assumingthat both the eletromagneti potential and spatio-temporal utuations of the phase mode aresmall, we will expand the ation in powers of ( ~�; ~A). In the literature, expansions of this typeare known as gradient expansions. I.e. we are performing an expansion were not the phasedegree of freedom � itself (due to its Goldstone harater, � an slide freely over the entireinterval [0; 2�℄) but rather its gradients ���, �� are assumed to be small.To failitate that expansion, it will be useful to represent the 2 � 2-matrix struture of theGreen funtion through a Pauli matrix expansion:Ĝ�1 = ��0�� � �3�i~�+ 12m (�i� � ~A�3)2 � ��+ �1�0 == ��0�� � �3�� 12m�2 � ��+ �1�0| {z }Ĝ�10 � i�3 ~�+ i2m�0[�; ~A℄+| {z }X̂1 ��3 12m ~A2| {z }X̂2 ;26This follows from the fundamental dotrine of eletrodynamis that gauge transformations must notause observable e�ets.



7.3. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 281where we have de�ned �0 � 1. Expressed in terms of these quantities, the expansion of theation to �rst and seond order in the �eld ~A assumes the formS[ ~A℄ = �tr ln�Ĝ�10 � X̂1 � X̂2� = onst:� tr ln�1� Ĝ0[X̂1 + X̂2℄� == onst:+ tr�Ĝ0X̂1�| {z }S(1)[ ~A℄ + tr�Ĝ0X̂2 + 12 Ĝ0X̂1G0X̂1�| {z }S(2)[ ~A℄ + : : : ; (7.43)where we used that X̂1;2 are of �st and seond order in the �eld, respetively. (Strutures ofthis type appear frequently in the onstrution of low energy quantum �eld theories of manybody systems. I.e. after the introdution of some auxiliary �eld � through a suitably devisedHubbard-Stratonovih transformation, the mirosopi bose/fermi degrees of freedom of thetheory an be integrated out and one arrives at an ation � tr ln(Ĝ�10 + X̂ [�℄), where Ĝ is thenon-interating Green funtion of the problem and X̂ [�℄ an operator depending on the new �eld.An expansion of the logarithm to �rst and seond order in X̂ then leads to strutures similar tothose given above.)In a more expliit way of writing, the �rst order ation S(1) reads as (exerise)S(1)[ ~A℄ = TLdXp tr hĜ0;pX̂1(p; p)i == TLdXp tr �Ĝ0;p�i�3 ~�0 + im�0p � ~A0�� ;where the subsripts 0 refer to the zero-momentum omponent of the �elds ~� and ~A. Sine theGreen funtion Ĝ0 is even in the momentum, the seond ontribution / p vanishes by symmetry.Further (�� �)0 = 0 � �0 = 0, i.e. ~�0 = �0, i.e.S(1)[ ~A℄ = iTLdXp (Ĝ0;p;11 � Ĝ0;p;22)�0;where the indies refer to partile-hole spae. To understand the meaning of that expression,notie that Ĝ0;p;11 = h � ";p ";pi0 gives the expetation value of the eletroni spin-up densityoperator on the bakground of a �xed order parameter bakground. Similarly, �Ĝ0;p;22 =�h #;p � #;pi0 = +h � #;p #;pi0 gives the spin-down density. Summation of these sum of theseexpressions over frequenies and momenta produes the full eletroni density: TLd Pp(Ĝ0;p;11 �Ĝ0;p;22) = NLd , or S(1)[ ~A℄ = iN�0 = iNLd Z �0 d� Z ddx�(x; �):Thus, the �rst ontribution to our ation simply desribes the eletrostati oupling of the salarpotential to the total harge of the eletron system. However, as with the Coulomb potentialdisussed above, the 'orret' interpretation of that expression is S(1) = 0. That is, the totaleletrostati interation of the potential with the eletron system must be { harge neutrality{ ompensated by an equally strong interation with the positive ounter harge of the ions(whih is usually not indiated expliitly for notational onveniene.)We thus turn to the disussion of the seond order ation S(2). The term ontaining X̂2, isbuilt like the ontribution S(1) disussed before. Thus, replaing X̂1 by X̂2,tr(Ĝ0X̂2) = n2m Z �0 Z ddxA(x; �)2; (7.44)



282 CHAPTER 7. MEAN FIELD THEORYwhere we have introdued n � N=Ld as the total partile density. This ontribution is known asthe diamagneti term. This is beause it derives from the familiar diamagneti ontribution12mA2 to the eletroni Hamiltonian. If it were for the diamagneti term alone, an external �eldwould lead to an inrease of the energy. However, to obtain the omplete piture, we need toinlude the magneti �eld dependene of the operator X̂1.Substituting X̂1 into our expression of interest, 12 tr�Ĝ0X̂1Ĝ0X̂1�, and using that rossterms� ~�p � ~A vanish by the oddness of the momentum integration variable, we obtain12tr�Ĝ0X̂1Ĝ0X̂1� = T2Ld Xp;q tr ��Ĝ0;p �3 ~�q Ĝ0;p �3 ~��q + 1m2 Ĝ0;p �0p � ~Aq Ĝ0;p �0p � ~A�q� ;(7.45)where, noting that we are already working at seond order of the expansion, the residual de-pendene of the Green funtions Ĝ0 on the small momentum variable q has been negleted27.Alluding to its origin, viz. the paramagneti operator� 12m [p; ~A℄+ of the eletroni Hamiltonian,the magneti ontribution to this expression is alled a paramagneti term. Paramagnetiontributions to the ation desribe a lowering of the energy in response to external magneti�elds, i.e. the diagmagneti and the paramagneti term, respetively stand in ompetition.To proeed, it is onvenient to hange from an expliit matrix representation of the GorkovGreen funtion to an expansion in terms of Pauli matries28:Ĝ0;p = [i�0!n � �3�p + �1�0℄�1 == 1!2n + �2p +�20 [�i�0!n � �3�p + �1�0℄ : (7.46)We next plug this representation into (7.45) and make use of relations like (i; j = 1; 2; 3;�; � =1; 2; 3; 4) �2i = 1; i 6= j : [�i; �j ℄+ = 0;�i�j = 2i�ijk�k; tr (��) = 2Æ�0;as well as (exerise) Xp (p � v) (p � v0)F (p2) = v � v0d Xp p2F (p2)for any rotationally invariant funtion F (p2) to obtain12tr�Ĝ0X̂1Ĝ0X̂1� = TLdXp;q 1(!2n + �2p)2 �� ~�q ~��q(�!2n + �2p � 2�20)� p2 ~Aq � ~A�q3m2 (�!2n + �2p)! ;27i.e. we have set Ppq(Ĝp ~�q Ĝp+q ~��q) �Ppq(Ĝp ~�q Ĝp ~��q).28A formula useful to remember is[v0�0 + v � �℄�1 = 1v20 � v2 [v0�0 � v � �℄ ;where v = (v0;v) is a four omponent vetor of oeÆients.



7.3. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 283where, as before, �2p = �2p +�20. We now substitute the sum of this result and the diamagnetiontribution (7.44) into the expansion (7.43), partially transform bak to real spaePq fqf�q =R dxd�f(x; �)2, and arrive atS[ ~A℄ = Z ddxZ d�� TLdXp �!2n + �2p � 2�20(!2n + �2p)2| {z }1 ~�(x; �) ~�(x; �) ++� n2m � 1dm2 TLd Xp p2(�!2n + �2p)(!2n + �2p)2| {z }2 � ~A(x; �) ~A(x; �)�:This intermediate result provides an indenti�ation of our previously undetermined ouplingonstants 1;2. The last step of the derivation, i.e. the sum over the 'fast' momentum p is nowa relatively straightforward exerise. Beginning with the frequeny summations, we note thatthe denominator has two isolated poles of seond order at !n = �i�p. Applying the standardsummation rules it is then straightforward to verify that (exerise)TXn �!2n + �2p � 2�20(!2n + �2p)2 = � 12�p  ff(��p)���p�2 + f 0f(��p) �2p�p!+ (�p $ ��p) � ��22�3p :TXn �!2n + �2p(!2n + �2p)2 = ��[ff(�p)(1 � ff(�p)℄:Thus, the oupling onstant of the potential ontribution,1 = � 1LdXp �2�3p = ��2 Z d� �2(�2 +�2)3=2 = ��;in agreement with our previous estimate. With the magneti ontribution, the situation ismore interesting. Converting the momentum sum to an energy integral as usual, we obtain2 = n2m � ��dm Z d�(��)[ff(�)(1 � ff(�)℄;where we noted that the integrand is strongly peaked at the Fermi surfae, i.e. that p2 � 2m�an be pulled out of the integral.This expression illustrates the ompetition of the diagmagneti and the paramagneti ontri-bution in the magneti response of the system. At for small temperatures, T � �, the positivityof �p = (�2 + �2p)1=2 � � implies f(�p) � 0, i.e. approximate vanishing of the integral. Underthese onditions, 2 T��� n2mis weighted by the total density of the eletron gas, and the response of the system is governedby the diagmagneti term alone. Indeed, diamagneti response is known to be a hallmark of su-perondutivity; the superondutor doesn't like magneti �elds, a phenomenon that ulminatesin the Meissner e�et to be disussed shortly.In ontrast, for large temperatures, T � �, the integral extends over energy domains muhlarger than � and we an approximateZ d�(��)[ff(�)(1�ff(�)℄ � Z 10 d�(��)[ff(�)(1�ff(�)℄ = �Z 10 d���ff(�) = ff(0)�ff(1) = 1;



284 CHAPTER 7. MEAN FIELD THEORYto obtain29 2 T��� n2m � ��dm = 0:The near30 anellation of dia- and paramagneti ontributions is typiial for the response ofnormal onduting systems to external magneti �elds.

Figure 7.18: Plot of the funtion �ff(p�2 +�2) h1� ff(p�2 +�2)i as a funtion of thedimensionless sales T=� and �=�. For T=� ! 0, the funtion vanishes (! perfetdiamagneti respsonse). For T� � 1, the funtion traes out a peak of width / T andtotal weight R f(1 � f) = 1 (! anellation of dia- and paramagneti response). Atintermediate temperatures, R f(1�f) < 1, resulting in a partial survival of diamagnetism.At intermediate temperatures, the integral over the Fermi funtions leads to a partial an-29The last equality is straightforwardly veri�ed by omparison of the two de�nitions�n � = 2Ld Xp � Æ(�� �p)�(�� �p) = 2(2�)d Z ddp� Æ(�� �)�(�� �) :30Going beyond seond lowest order perturbation theory in A, a areful analysis of the oupling of a(small) magneti �eld to the orbital degrees of freedom of the Fermi gas shows that the anellation ofdia- and paramagneti ontributions is not perfet. The total response of the system is desribed by aweak diamagneti ontribution, �d, a phenomenon known as Landau diamagnetism. The diamagnetiorbital response is over-ompensated by Pauli paramagnetism, i.e. the three times larger paramagnetiresponse of the Zeeman-oupled eletron spin, �p = �3�d. For large magneti �elds, the situation hangestotally, and more pronouned e�ets suh as Shubnikov de-Haas osillations or even the quantumHall e�et are observed.



7.3. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 285ellation of the diamagneti response. It is ommon to express that fat through the notation,2 = ns2m;where the parameter ns � n� 2��d Z d�(��)[ff(�)(1 � ff(�)℄is known as the superuid density. Historially, the onept of a 'superuid density' wasintrodued at pre-BCS times, when a phenomenologial model known as the two uid modelrepresented the state of the art of understanding superondutivity. (Remember that the exper-imental disovery of superondutivity preeeded its mirosopi understanding by more thanfour deades!) The basi piture underlying that approah was that below the transition, a fra-tion of the eletron system ondenses into a dissipationless superuid of density ns, while therest of the eletrons remains in the state of a 'normal' Fermi liquid of density nn = n�ns. Thatsimple model provided a phenonmenologial explanation of a large number of superondutorphenomena, prior to the development of the �rst priniple mirrosopi understanding in termsof BCS theory.However, notwithstanding its suess and its appealing simpliity, the two-uid notion ofa omplete ondensation ns(T ! 0) ! n at low temperatures annot be maintained. Indeed,we have seen that BCS superondutivity is a Fermi surfae phenomenon, i.e. the bulk ofthe eletrons is oblivious to the existene of an attration mehanism at energies � � !D and,therefore, will not enter a ondensed state. Instead, our mirosopi analysis produes a pituremore subtle than the mere superposition of two uids: As we saw above, the diamagneti(paramagneti) ontribution to the response is provided by all quasi-partiles (quasi-partilesat the Fermi surfae). In a normal metal, or, equivalently, a superondutor at T � �, quasi-partile exitations at the Fermi surfae onspire to anel the diamagneti ontribution of allother quasi-partiles. However, at T � � the existene of a Fermi surfae quasi-partile gapbloks that ompensation mehanism and a net diamagneti signal remains. The farreahingphenomenologial onsequenes of the sustained diamagneti ontribution will be disussed inthe next setion.However, before leaving this setion let us disuss one last tehnial point. Above we have {without muh of a justi�ation { expanded the phase ation up to leading order in the gradients�� � and ��. What is the logis behind the gradient expansion, i.e. why are we permittedto trunate the expansion at leading order? This question arises whenever low energy e�etivetheories are derived from a mirosopi parent theory by expanding in slow utuations, and itis worthwhile to address it in a general setting.So, let us suppose we had performed some kind of Hubbard-Stratonovih transformation todesribe a system of interest in terms of an ation S[�℄. We further assume that the ation isinvariant under a shift of the �eld by a onstant, �(x)! �(x)+�0, i.e. that the ation dependsonly on gradients ��. (To keep the notation simple, we do not expliitly distinguish betweenspatial and temporal gradients.) An expansion of the ation in the �eld gradients then leads toa series of the formal momentum-spae strutureS � NXq �(l0q)2�q��q + (l0q)4�q��q + : : :� ;where N represents the large parameter of the theory31, l0 is some mirosopi referene sale of[length℄ needed to make the ation dimensionless, and the ellipses stand for terms of higher order31In theories ontaining a large parameter N , that parameter mostly appears as a onstant multiplying



286 CHAPTER 7. MEAN FIELD THEORYin q and/or �q. Now, using that only �eld on�gurations with S � 1 signi�antly ontribute tothe �eld integral, we obtain the estimate�q � 1pN 1l0qfrom the leading order term of the ation. This means that terms of higher order in the �eldvariable, N(l0q�q)n>2 � N1�n=2 are small in inverse powers of the large parameter of the theoryand an be negleted. Similarly, terms like N(l0q)n>2�q��q � (l0q)n�2. As long as we areinterested in large sale utuations on sales q�1 � l0, these terms, too, an be negleted.Notie, that our justi�ation to neglet terms of higher order relies on two independentparameters, large N and the smallness of the saling fator ql0. If N = 1 but still ql0 < 0,terms involving two gradients but large powers of the �eld � q2�n>2q are no longer negligible.Conversely, if N � 1 but one is interested in sales ql0 ' 1, terms of seond order in the �eldweighted by a large number of gradients � qn>2�2q must be taken into a aount. An inorrettreatment of this point has been the soure of numerous errors in the published literature!||||||||||||||{7.3.7 Meissner E�et and Anderson-Higgs MehanismIf you ask a person on the street to give a one-line de�nition of superondutivity, theanswer will probably be that superondutors are metalli speimen showing no eletrialresistane. However, to a physiist, that de�nition should have something unsatisfatoryto it. It highlights only one of many remarkable features of superondutors and doesnot have any prediitive power. A better { if for most people inomprehensible { attemptof a de�nition would be to say that superondutivity arises when the quantum phasesof a marosopially large number of harged partiles get loked to a olletive degreeof freedom. Indeed, that is exatly, what the ation (7.41) tells us. Flutuations of thephase of the ondensate are penalized by a ost that sales with the (superuid) densityof the eletron gas. This is to be ontrasted to the situation in a normal metal wherethe ation { the anellation of the diamagneti and the paramagneti ontribution! {usually does not ontain the gradients of phase-like degrees of freedom.Indeed, the marosopi phase solidity of the BCS ground state wave funtion suÆesto explain a large number of non-trivial phenomena related to superondutivity. To seethis, let us onsider a simpli�ed version of the ation (7.41). Viz., let us assume that (i)the temperature is high enough to exlude quantum utuations of the phase, ��� = 0,and that there is no eletri �elds ating on our superondutor � = 0; ��A(�) = 0.. Info. Why do we relate the presene of quantum utuations to temperature? Let usre-iterate (f. the remarks made on page 244) that a temporarily onstant �eld variable ats like alassial degree of freedom. To understand why large temeperatures inhibit temporal utuationsall, or at least several operators of the ation. E.g. in the fermioni problems disussed above, whereN was proporitional to the density of states at the Fermi surfae, the ation ontained a trae over allmomentum states. The summation over these states then led to an overall fator N multiplying theation.



7.3. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 287superimposed on the lassial setor, let us take the phase ation of the superonutor as anexample and write, S[�℄ = � Z �0 d� Z ddx (�� �)2 + Sl[�℄;where the �rst term determines the temporal utuation behaviour of the phase �eld, while Slis the 'lassial' ontribution to the ation, i.e. the ontribution independent of time derivatives.Swithing to a frequeny representation,S[�℄ = �Xm;q !2m�m;q��m;�q + Sl[�℄;wherefrom we infer that quantum utuations, i.e. modes �m6=0, beome inessential at largetemperatures. More spei�ally, modes with non-vanishing Matsubara frequeny an be ne-gleted when the quantum utuation energy (density) �!2m / T 2 exeeds the harateristienergy sales appearing in Sl[�℄.
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Figure 7.19: Qualitative piture behind the quadrati � T 2 energy inrease of quantum utua-tions. As the temperature T is inreased, the imaginary time interval [0; � = T�1℄ gets squeezed.The same happens to the temporal pro�les of (quantum) utuating modes �(�). Consequently,gradients �� � / T inrease linearly with temperature, and the energy density � (���)2 / T 2grows quadratially.To heuristially understand the temperature saling of the utuation energy, rememberthat the bose �eld �(�) obeys periodi boundary onditions �(0) = �(�). Inspetion of Fig. 7.19then shows that inreasing the temperature, i.e. squeezing of the imaginary time interval [0; �℄,leads to a linear inrease of the gradients �� � / T . Aordinly, the squared gradient appearingin the ation inreases quadratially with T . This mehanism on�rms the intuitive expetationthat quantum utuations { i.e. fundamentally a low energy phenomenon { should be dampedout at inreasing temperature.||||||||||||||{Under these onditions, the ation simpli�es toS[A; �℄ = � Z ddr � ns2m(�� �A) � (�� �A) + 12(� ^A) � (� ^A)� ;where we have expliitly inluded the ation14 Z d� Z ddxF��F�� �=0;A stati= �2 (� ^A) � (� ^A) = �2 Z ddrB �B



288 CHAPTER 7. MEAN FIELD THEORYdue to utuations of the magneti �eld and the notation(v ^w)i � (v �w)i = �ijkvjwkis used. As pointed out above, the ation is invariant under the gauge transformationA ! A + ��, � ! � + �. One thus expets that integration over all realizations of � {a doable task beause the ation is quadrati { will produe a purely A-dependent, andgauge invariant ation S[A℄. The integration over � is most transparently formulated inmomentum spae where the ation assumes the formS[A; �℄ = �Xq � ns2m(iq�q �Aq) � (�iq��q �A�q) + 12(q ^Aq) � (q ^A�q)� == �Xq � ns2m [�qq2��q � 2i�qq �A�q +Aq �A�q℄ + 12(q ^Aq) � (q ^Aq)�The integration over the �eld omponents �q is now straightforward and leads to ane�etive ation for A: e�S[A℄ � R ��e�S[A;�℄, whereS[A℄ = �Xq � ns2m �Aq �A�q � (q �Aq)(q �A�q)q2 �+ 12(q ^Aq) � (q ^Aq)� :To bring this result into a more suggestive form, let us split the vetor potential into alongitudinal and a transverse omponent:Aq = Aq � q(q �Aq)q2| {z }A?q + q(q �Aq)q2| {z }Akq : (7.47)To motivate this deomposition, notie that. the transverse omponent alone determines physial quantities, i.e. the magneti�eld. (This follows from Bq = iq ^Aq and q ^ q = 0.). The transverse omponent is gauge invariant. Under a gauge, Aq ! Aq+iq�q. But(q�q)? = 0. In the language of longitudinal/transverse omponents, the Coulombgauge orresponds to a on�guration where Ak = 0.. the denotation 'longitudinal omponent' emphasizes that Fkq is the projetion ofa vetor �eld Fq onto the argument vetor q. Correspondingly, the 'transverseomponent' is the orthogonal omplement of the longitudinal omponent.Applying some elementary rules of vetor algebra, it is straightforward to verify that thee�etive ation an be represented in the simple formS[A℄ = �2Xq �nsm + q2�A?q �A?�q: (7.48)



7.3. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 289At this stage, it is worthwhile to stop and see what we have got: (i) Starting from aomposite ation ontaining the Goldstone mode � and the gauge �eld A, we have arrivedat an ation for the gauge �eld alone. In a way, the Goldstone mode has been absorbedinto the (gauge degrees of freedom) of A. However, (ii) the oupling to the Goldstonemode has not left the gauge �eld una�eted. Indeed, S[A℄ has piked up a mass termproportional to the superuid density, i.e. unlike the vauum, the ation of long range �eldutuations Aq!0 no longer vanishes. That modi�ation has serious phenomenologialonsequenes to be disussed momentarily. (iii) The ation is manifestly gauge invariant,as it must.. Info. The analysis above shows that the spontaneous breaking of a global U(1) symmetryand of a loal gauge U(1) symmetry, respetively, lead to very di�erent results. In the formerase (! neutral superuids), the soft ation S[�℄ of a phase-like Goldstone mode � desribesvarious long range phenomena, suh as superurrent formation, et. In the latter ase (!superondutors or, more generally, harged superuids) the system is desribed by a ompositeation S[A; �℄. The ubiquotus gauge symmetry an then be employed to absorb the Goldstonemode into the gauge �eld S[A; �℄ R D�! S[A℄. The most important e�et of the oupling A $ �is that after the integration over the latter the former piks up a mass term. One sometimessays: 'The photon (vetor potential) �eld has eaten up the Goldstone mode to beome fat.'That prinipal mehanism was understood in 1964 by Higgs, wherefore it is alled the Higgsmehanism, or rediting Andersons pioneering disussion of gauge symmetry breaking in theontext of superondutivity, the Anderson-Higgs mehanism.Mass generation due to spontaneous gauge symmetry breaking is a very general phenomenon,i.e. not limited to the relatively simple ontext of the olletive phase of the superondutor.The Higgs mehanism found its so far most important appliation in 1967 when Weinberg andSalam embedded it into their uni�ed theory of eletromagneti and weak interations in partilephysis. Although this is not a ourse about elementary partiles, the role of the Higgs priniplein the theory of eletroweak interations is of so fundametal importane to our understandingof the mirosopi world that it is irresistible to briey disuss its impliations32.The standard model of high energy physis desribes the mirosopi world in termsof a few generations of leptoni (eletrons, e, eletron neutrino, �e, muon, �, et.) and hadroni(the quarks, u; d; s; ; t; b) elementary partiles whih interat through the quanta of ertaingauge �elds. In its original formulation, the model had one severe problem, viz. it did not knowhow to attribute mass to these partiles. However, this stands in stark ontrast to any kind ofexperimental observation. In partiular, the quanta of the gauge �elds of the weak and stronginteration are known to be extremely heavy, with rest masses of O(102GeV=2). In view of themuh lighter masses of typial omposite hadrons { the proton weighs 938MeV=2 { the massof the gauge quanta an ertainly not be explained in terms of some �tiious �ne struturemehanisms superimposed on the ore of the standard model, i.e. a prinipal modi�ation wasneeded. It is now widely believed that the 'true' priniple behind mass generation lies in a(Anderson)-Higgs-mehanism, i.e. the spontaneous breakdown of a gauge symmetry.To sketh the prinipal idea of Weinberg and Salam, let us onentrate on a leptoni subsetorof the theory, e.g. onsider the two omponent objet	 � � �ee � ;32For a pedagogial and muh less super�ial disussion, we refer to the textbook[?℄.



290 CHAPTER 7. MEAN FIELD THEORYomprising an eletron neutrino and a (left handed33) eletron. Involving a harged partile,the Lagrangian ontrolling the dynamis of 	 will surely posses a loal U(1) gauge symmetry.However, on top of that, Weinberg and Salam proposed a muh more farreahing symmetrystruture. Without going into any detail we just mention that, building on priniples proposedearlier (1954) by Yang and Mills, transformations	(x)! U(x)	(x); U(x) 2 SU(2); x 2 R4 ;loally mixing the two omponents �e and e of the 'isospinor' 	 were introdued as a symmetryof the model. I.e. in analogy to the loal U(1) gauge symmetry of quantum mehanis, itwas postulated that the ation S[	℄ possess a loal gauge symmetry under the group of SU(2)transformations. In ombination with the standard U(1), the theory had thus been endowedwith a omposite U(1) � SU(2)-gauge struture. Physially, delaring a symmetry between theeletron { interating through eletromagneti fores { and the neutrino { weak interations{ was tantamount to a fusion of these types of interation, i.e. the propsal of a theory ofeletro-weak interations.How an a theory de�ned through an ationS[	℄ = Z ddrL(	; ��	);ontaining the isospinor 	 and its derivatives be made invariant under non-abelian SU(2) gaugetransformations? Referring for a more systemati disussion to hapter XX, let us brieysketh the prinipal idea of non-abelian gauge theory: We �rst notie that a fermion bi-linear � �	��	 is generally not gauge invariant. Under a mapping 	 ! U	 it transforms to	(�� + U�1��U)	. E.g. for U = ei� 2 U(1) a 'standard' gauge transformation, the extra termU�1��U = i��� 2 iR would be the ordinary 'derivative of a funtion', familiar from the gaugestruture of quantum mehanis. More generally, for a non-abelian gauge transformation by anelement U 2 G of a general group (e.g. G = SU(2)), the gauge term U�1��U 2 g is an elementof the Lie algebra g of the group34, i.e. the ation piks up a matrix-valued extra ontribution.To make the theory invariant, we have to introdue a gauge �eld. I.e. we generalize from�� to a ovariant derivative �� +W�, where W� 2 g. E.g. for G = U(1), W� � A� 2 R is theordinary gauge �eld of quantum mehanis. For G = SU(2), W� =P3a=1 �a(s)�a 2 su(2), et.Under a gauge transformation, the �eld W� transforms asW� ! UW�U�1 � iU�1��U;I.e. in a way that makes the ovariant bilinear, �	(�� + W�)	 invariant. For G = U(1),A� ! UA�U�1 � U��U�1 = A� � i��� redues to its familiar form. However, in the non-abelian ase, the full struture on the rhs is needed to obtain invariane. The full ation of the33When viewed as a relativisti partile, the eletron �eld has omponents of left and right hirality,but we shall not need to disuss that aspet any further.34Pragmatially (for an abstrat de�nition of Lie algebras we refer to textbooks of group theory), theLie algebra of a group G whose elements G 3 g = exp(Ta�a) an be represented by exponentiation ofgenerators fTag, the Lie algebra g 3 Ta�a is the vetor spae spanned by the generators. E.g. theone-dimensional Lie algebra of U(1) 3 exp(i�) is given by u(1) = R. (Indeed, we saw that the gaugesu(2) term piked up by U(1) abelian gauging is real.) The Lie algebra su(2) of the group SU(2) 3exp su(2)�iP3a=1 �a(x)�a� (f�ig are the Pauli matries) ontains all linear ombinationsP3a=1 �a�a ofPauli matries. It is in fat straightforwared to onvine oneself that for U(x) = exp�P3a=1 �a(x)�a�,the derivative U�1��U 2 su(2).



7.3. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 291gauge theory then reads asS[	;W ℄ = Z ddrL(	; (�� � iW�)	) + S[W ℄;where the Lagrangian density ontains the minimally oupled gauge �eld and the ation S[W ℄desribes the utuation behaviour of W�35.Within a fully quantum mehanial setting, both the 'matter �eld' 	 and the gauge �eldW�are quantized. The �eld quanta of the non-abelian gauge �eld are denoted as vetor bosons,where the attribute 'vetor' (somewhat misleadingly) refers to the higher dimensional geometryof the �eld and 'boson' emphasizes the generally bosoni statisti of a quantum gauge �eld.We now have everything together to turn bak to the partiular ontext of the eletro-weakinteration. Within the framework of the gauge theory, interations between the partiles e and�e are mediated by the gauge �eldW� (very muh like in a U(1) theory, interations between theeletrons ould be desribed in terms of a utuating U(1) vetor potential, f. setion 7.1.1.)Experimental analysis of typial weak interation proesses, suh as the elasti ollision,e+ �e ! e+ �eindiates that the weak interation fores are extraordinarily short ranged, with a deay pro�le� exp(�90GeVr). However, aording to the pure gauge theory, the propagator of W� shouldbe long ranged � r�1. This is the most severe manifestation of the mass problem of the eletro-weak theory. In order to be onsistent with experiment a mehanism is needed that makes thegauge �eld (very) massive.Here is were the Higgs mehanism enters the stage. To solve the mass problem, Weinbergand Salam postulated the existene of a salar (more preisely, a two omponent 'iso-slar')bosoni partile, the Higgs boson �. The ation of the Higgs partile { again a postulate { isof generalized �4-type, i.e.S[�;W�℄ = Z ddr �12(�� �W�)�y(�� �W�)�� m22 �y�+ g2(�y�)2� ;where the minimal oupling to the gauge �eld provides the theory with loal gauge invariane.The ation of the Higgs has been deliberately designed so as to generate spontaneous symmetrybreaking, i.e. the solution of the mean �eld equations is given by j�j = �m2g � 12 , with unde-termined phase. In perfet analogy to our disussion of the superondutor problem above, anintegration over the phase degree of freedom (i.e. the Goldstone mode) then generates a massterm for the gauge �elds. In summary, Weinberg and Salam proposed to explain the short-rangedness of the weak interation through the presene of an extra partile, i.e. a partile thatdoes not belong to the standard hadroni or leptoni generations of the standard model.Sine then, the hunt for the Higgs partile has been one of the big issues of partile physis.In 1983 vetor bosons of the predited mass have for the �rst time been observed in experiment(UA1 ollaboration, Physis Letters 122 B, 103 (1983)), i.e. the existene of a massive gaugestruture is out of question. However, the detetion of the Higgs { for many partile physistsonly a matter of time { turned out to be a more diÆult task. In 2000 the �-experiment installedat the LEP (Large Eletron Positron ollider) at CERN reported a 'shadowy' Higgs signal inthe e�e+ sattering ross setion at the predited energy interval. However, at that time, the35Typially, S[W ℄ will be given by generalization of the �eld strength tenssor R ddr F��F�� of theabelian theory, i.e. the urvature tensor on G.
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Figure 7.20: Computer generated vizualiztion of a sattering proess reorded in the �-experiment at CERN. Hidden somewhere in the 'jet' of partiles generated as a result of theollision of the sattering partiles should, hopefully, be the Higgs.designated live time of LEP had already expired and one month after the detetion of the �rstsuspiious signals the mahine was indeed shut down. Unfortunately, after the losedown ofLEP only few aelarator projets o�er the perspetive to partiipate in the hunt for the Higgs.Presently, with the 'Superonduting SuperCollider' (SSC) disapproved by Amerian ongress,only the Stanford Linear Aellarator reahes the relevant energy sales. The situation mayhange when the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN ommenes its work in 2007.In the meantime the olletive data reorded at LEP over the past years has been subjetedto ritial review. Irritatingly, it turned out that the data reported in 2000 did not pass the testof a areful re-examination, i.e. presently (2001) there is no diret evidene for a Higgs partile.In view of the fat that the Higgs not only generates the mass of the vetor bosons but of allpartiles known to the standard model, muh indeed hinges on the question of its existene.(Some people even all the Higgs the 'god partile'.) If it did not exist, our understanding ofthe mirosopi world would be turned upside down.||||||||||||||{To onlude our disussion of BCS superondutivty, let us explore the phenomeno-logial onsequenes of mass aumulation due to the Higgs mehanism. To this end, wevary the ation (7.48) wrt A (keeping in mind the transversality ondition q �A?q = 0, weheneforth drop the supersript '?'), to obtain (nsm + q2)Aq = 0, or�nsm � �2�A(r) = 0: (7.49)



7.3. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 293Remembering that B = � ^A;multipliation of this equation by �^ produes the �rst London equation�nsm � �2�B(r) = 0: (7.50)For ns 6= 0, this equation does not have a non-vanishing onstant solution, i.e. we onludethat A bulk superondutor annot aomodate a magneti �eld.This phenomenon is known as theMeissner e�et. To understand what happens at theinterfae between the vauum threaded by a onstant magneti �eld B0 and a superon-dutor, we solve the London equation to B(x) � B0 exp(�x=�), where� =r2mnsis known as the penetration depth and x is the diretion perpendiular to the interfae.The physial mehanism behind the Meissner phenomenon is as follows: Above we sawthat the magneti response of a superondutor is fully diamagneti. That is, in responseto an external �eld, diamagneti sreening urrents will be generated. The magneti�eld generated by these urrents ounterats the un-wanted external �eld. To see thisexpliitly, we obtain the urrent density indued by the �eld by di�erentiating the �rstterm of the ation36 wrt A:j(r) = ÆÆA(r) Z ddr ns2mA �A = nsmA(r); (7.51)i.e. the urrent density is diretly proporitional to A. This is the seond Londonequation. Sine the vetor potential and the magneti �eld, respetively, show the samedeay pro�le (Eqs. (7.49) and (7.50)), the urrent density, too, deays exponentially insidethe superondutor. However, along with doing so, it annihilates the external �eld.. Info. To heuristially understand the inompability of magneti �elds and super-ondutive pairing on a still more mirosopi level, onsider the real spae representation ofa Cooper pair state, hr; rjk ";�k #i � e�ikre+ik�r = onst::The anellation of the phases results from the fat that two eletrons propagating with oppositemomentum pik up opposite quantum phases. Thus, the pair state is a slowly utuating, andtherefore stable objet. However, in the presene of a magneti �eld, the phase fators have to36Generally, the eletrial urrent density indued by a �eld is obtained (f. the remarks made on page278) by di�erentiating the �eld/matter part of the ation S[A℄ wrt the vetor potential. I.e. the purely�eld dependent part of the ation does not ontribute to the urrent density.



294 CHAPTER 7. MEAN FIELD THEORYbe generalized to (exerise: employ the WKB approximation to onvine yourself of the validityof that statement.) hr; rjk ";�k #i � e�i R (k�eA)�dre�i R (�k�eA)�dr � e2ieA�r;where we assumed that the vetor potential varies only slowly aross our observation region ofO(jrj). I.e. the Cooper pair amplitude beomes an 'inoherent' phase dependent objet. On themirosopi level, the lak of stability of the �eld dependent Cooper amplitude holds responsiblefor the aversion of the superondutor against magneti �elds.||||||||||||||{
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 λ Figure 7.21: On the Meisser e�et. Inside a superondutor (the shaded area), magneti�elds deay exponentially. Mirosopially, an external �eld existing outside a superon-dutor vauum interfae indues diamagneti surfae urrents inside the superondutor.These urrents generate a ounter-�eld diminishing the external �eld.. Info. It is interesting to explore how a strong magneti �eld eventually does make itsway into the superondutor. To understand the ompetition between superondutiveordering and magneti �eld energy, we need to go bak to the Ginzburg-Landau ation(7.40), i.e. to a desription that involves both phase and amplitude of the order parameter (thelatter deteting the presene or absene of a stable ondensate.)However, at the time when we derived that ation, no attention had been paid to theeletromagneti properties of the system. Fortunately, after our general disussion of gaugeinvariane above, the minimal oupling of the system to the eletromagneti �eld is routine work.We simply have to remember that under a gauge transformation, � ! �e2i�, i.e. ��� �� !(� + 2i��)�(� � 2i��) ��. The gauge invariant extension of (7.40) thus reads asSGL[�; ��℄ = � Z dx hr2���+ 2(� � 2iA)�(� + 2iA) �� + g(� ��)2i ;where, as usual, A gauges as A ! A + ��. To monitor the fate of the order parameter asjAj / jBj inreases, onsider the mean �eld equation (exerise)�r + (� � 2iA)2 + 4gj�j2�� = 0:We assume that we are at temperatures below the zero-�eld superondutor transition, i.e.r < 0. Superondutive ordering exists, when the equation has a non-vanishing solution �.



7.3. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 295Now, the third ontribution on the lhs is positive, so a solution an exist only if the �rst twoterms add to a net negative ontribution. That in turn is requires that the eigenvalues of theminimally oupled operator EV (� � 2iA)2 !< jrj :Formally, (� � 2iA)2 is the kineti energy operator of a partile of mass 1=2 in a uniformmagneti �eld. It's eigenvalues are the Landau levels,!�n+ 12� ; n = 0; 1; : : :familiar from elementary quantum mehanis. Here, ! is the ylotron frequeny, ! = Bm = 2B.Thus, a �nite pairing amplitude an only be obtained if jrj= is larger than the energy of thelowest Landau level, or B < B1 � jrj2 :For magneti �elds larger than that, the energy needed to expell the �eld is larger than themaximum gain of ondensation energy S[�℄ and superondutivity breaks down. For so-alledsuperondutors of type I, the energy balane ondition is met for �elds B > B1. However,there are superondutor materials { superondutors of type II { where the energy riterionopts for �eld penetration already for �elds B2 < B < B1 lower than the ritial �eld B1spei�ed by the mean �eld riterion above. For these systems, the superondutor and the �eld'meet a ompromise'. That is, vortex tubes of quantized ux penetrate the superondutoralready for �eld strength smaller than B1 but larger than the ritial �eld strength B2, seeFig. 7.22 for a piture of a 'vortex lattie' penetrating a type II superondutor. Inside the oresof these vorties, the superondutor order parameter is suppressed, but outside it still exists.However, a detailed disussion of vortex formation and its oneptual relation to the topology ofthe order parameter �eld will be postponed until hapter XX.||||||||||||||{To onlude this hapter late us disuss the most prominent superondutor phe-nomenon, absene of eletri resistivity. Assume we had hosen a gauge, where anexternal eletri �eld E is represented through E = �i��A (i.e. the stati omponent ofthe potential vanishes.) In this ase, a time di�erentiation of the seond London equation(7.51) obtains �i�� j = �insm��A = nsmE:Continuing bak to real times we onlude�tj = nsmE;i.e. in the presene of an eletri �eld the urrent inreases linearly at a rate inverselyproporitional to the arrier mass and proportional to the arrier density. The unboundinrease of urrent is indiative of ballisti { i.e. dissipationless { motion of the ondensatepartiles inside the superondutor. Now, an unboundedly inreasing urrent is learlyunphysial, i.e. what the relation above really tells us is that a superondutor annotmaintain non-vanishing �eld gradients.
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Figure 7.22: Bitter pattern of an Abrikosov vortex lattie. Eah of the bright dots ontainsmagneti ux � = nh where 1=h (or e=h in units where the eletron harge is kept trak of) is themagneti ux quantum. Notie the approximately regular, hexagonal struture of the lattie.. Exerise. Assuming that eah partile is subjet to Newton's equation of motionm�x = E, obtain the urrent-�eld relation above. How would the relation between �eld andurrent hange, if the equation of motion ontained a frition term (modelling dissipation)m�x = �m� _x+E.
7.4 Summary and OutlookThis onludes our preliminary disussion of funtional mean �eld methods. We havelearned how the integration over mirosopi quantum �elds an be traded for an integra-tion over problem adjusted degrees of freedom. When then observed that the funtionaldependene of the ation on the new oordinates is usually highly non-linear { the no-torious 'trae logarithms' { and has to be dealt with by some kind of stationary phaseanalysis. While a �rst priniple solution of the mean �eld equations is often not possible,all appliations disussed in this hapters had in ommon that solutions ould be found by'eduated guessing'. Importantly, we realized that these solutions did not always displaythe full symmetry of the ation.. Info. However, it is important to realize that a number of problem lasses withomplex mean �eld struture have not been mentioned in this hapter. E.g. for ertainlattie systems with disrete translational symmetry the optimal mean �eld solution showsstaggering, i.e. hanges sign under translation by one lattie spaing (see the problem set forexamples.) Deeptively, these on�gurations usually exist in parallel to a solution that displaysthe full symmetry of the problem, but is of higher energy (and therefore unphyisal.) I.e. the



7.4. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 297'true solution' is amouaged by the existene of an inferior but 'more symmetri' solutions37.

Figure 7.23: Triangular Ising lattie with antiferromagneti exhange oupling. The system isfrustrated in the sense that no on�guration with alternating spin orientation exists.Then, there are systems where the existene of meaningful stationary phase on�gurationsis exluded by strutural elements, suh as frustration. As an example, onsider the Isingantiferromagnet on a triangular lattie (f. Fig. 7.23.) The system is frustrated in the sensethat, by virtue of the antiferromagneti oupling, it would like to oupy nearest neighboursites by oppositely aligned spins. However, the topology of the lattie exludes the existeneof suh optimal on�gurations. As a onsequene, the triangular Ising antiferromagnet abidesin a 'disordered' state, i.e. a ontinuum of irregular and equally unattrative states enters thepartition funtion with approximately equal weight. At any rate, no learly de�ned stationaryphase on�guration exists.Other systems, notably glasses (f. the remarks on p 122), do posses an entire ontinuumof mean �eld on�gurations. I.e. there is a marosopi number of (metastable) extremalon�gurations that are very lose in energy spae but may be very far from eah other inon�guration spae. (E.g. two suh on�gurations may di�er by an restruturing of the atomion�guration of a glass at remote plaes.) The dynamis of suh systems is governed by theproess of ageing, i.e. transitions between di�erent metastable extremal on�gurations onultralarge timesales (observe the glass of your windows panes owing down in the ourse oftime!). It goes without saying that the 'mean �eld on�gurations' of glassy systems are irregularand not amenable to straightforward analyti alulation.Finally, even systems possessing a spatially homogeneous mean �eld on�guration may hostother solutions of physial signi�ane. Indeed, we have enountered a senario of this typealready in hapter 4 above. Exploring quantum double well tunneling, we observed that theimaginary time Euler-Lagrange equations of a partile in a doubly degenerate harmoni well($ the 'mean �eld equations') had a metastable onstant solution ($ the onstant mean �eld).However, in addition to that, we had found instantons, i.e. temporally strutured solutions ofthe mean �eld equations. Super�ially, it looked like that, due to their non-vanishing ation,instantons are irrelevant. However, for suÆiently long times the energeti inferiority of thesingle instanton was over-ompensated by statistial aspets, i.e. the fat that a ontinuum ofinstantons entered the partition funtion with approximately equal weight. In the language ofstatistial mehanis: the large entropy assoiated to instanton on�gurations out-weighed the37When dealing with problems whose lattie struture arries physial signi�ane, it is therefore a goodidea to try a number of di�erent ans�atze, i.e. trial solutions that transform di�erently under translationby a unit ell.



298 CHAPTER 7. MEAN FIELD THEORY�nite energy (or more preisely ation) gap to be paid for a single instanton. Later, in hapterXX, we will see that entropy/energy ompetitions of this type are realized in many other otherontexts of quantum and statistial �eld theory. E.g. the phase ations of the BCS superon-dutor or the superuid possess (approximate) extremal on�gurations wherein the phase windsaround an integer multiple of 2� as a �xed referene point in spae is enirled (vorties). Whilethe energy of an individual vortex solution may be high, the entropy orresponding to the hoieits enter eventually, for suÆiently large temperatures, dominates and leads to a proliferationof vorties in the system ($ the analogue of the instanton gas). For a more quali�ed disussionof topologially non-trivial mean �eld on�gurations we refer to hapter XX.||||||||||||||{We then expempli�ed on a number of di�erent appliations how low energy e�etiveations desribing utuations on top of a referene mean �eld an be derived and eval-uated. In ases where the mean �eld broke a ontinuous symmetry these ations werepartially soft, i.e. ontained Goldstone modes. We saw that the presene of a Goldstonemode has a dominant e�et on the observable physial properties of a system.As exempli�ed above, the theoretial mahinery developed thus far enables us totakle already highly non-trivial problems. However, to make the funtional integral aunviversally appliable tool, two important gaps have yet to be �lled in. First, we haveso far mostly been ontent with disussing general strutures of ondensed matter theory(i.e. muh of the disussion has been limited to general manipulations on the level of thee�etive ation.) However, in appliations one is typially interested in omparison withexperimentally aessible data. I.e. we still need to provide links relating the �eld integralformalism to observables of experimental signi�ane. Seond, our so far disussion ofthe utuation behaviour of �eld theories has been quite limited. That is, we typiallyexpanded an ation to seond order in what we believed was the 'physially relevant'degree of freedom and omputed the orresponding determinants. However, we also sawthat some problems ontain anharmotiities of profound signi�ane. E.g. the quartiterm in �4-theory led to UV singularities whose nature remained largely obsure. Wemust, therefore, (i) develop riteria indiating under whih irumstanes a model ansafely be limited to seond order and (ii) in ases where it annot, learn how to deal withits anharmoni ontent.Beginning with the �rst one, these two topis, whih are not quite as unrelated as onemight believe, will be disussed in hapters XX and XX.



7.5. PROBLEM SET 2997.5 Problem SetQ1 Coulomb blokade.Q2 Canellation diamagneti/paramagneti term for non-superondutors.Q3 Stoner instability.Q4 Antiferromagneti instability.Q5 Peierls instabilityQ6 Change Lagrangian - Hamiltonian ation in PI as a Hubbard-Stratonovih trafo.
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Chapter 8
Correlation Funtions
The hapter begins with a brief survey of onepts and tehniques of experminental on-densed matter physis. We will argue that at an intermediate level experimental infor-mation is mostly enoded in objets known as 'orrelation funtions'. We will disussin detail how orrelation funtions relate to experiment on the one hand and to the �eldintegral formalism developed in previous hapters on the other hand. Spei�ally, we willexplore how real time dynamial information an be obtained from an imaginary timeformalism and derive a number of generally valid (and therefore extraordinarily useful)relations fuli�lled by experimentally relevant orrelation funtions.

In the last few hapters we have developed a number of key strutural elements oftheoretial ondensed matter physis. Perhaps most importantly, we learned how to mapthe prototypial mirosopi representations of many body problems onto e�etive lowenergy models, ideally models amenable to analytial evaluation. However, eventually wewill want to go one step further and test the preditive power of these e�etive theories,i.e. ompare to 'real' data obtained from experiment.But what is atually meant by the phrase 'experiment'? Modern ondensed matterphysis knows of a plethora of sophistiated and highly di�erentiated tehniques of exper-imental analysis: eletri and thermal transport measurements, neutron, eletron, Ramanand x-ray sattering, alorimetri measurements, indution experiments, and many more(for a short glossary of prominent experimental tehniques, see setion 8.1.2 below.) Whilea omprehensive disussion of modern experimental ondensed matter physis would beway beyond the sope of the present text, it is ertainly well invested time to attemptan identi�ation of some strutures ommon to most experimental work in many bodyphysis. Indeed, we will need a disussion of this type to meaningfully onstrut linksbetween the theoretial body developed above and experiment.301



302 CHAPTER 8. CORRELATION FUNCTIONS8.1 A Crash Course in Modern Experimental Con-densed Matter Physis8.1.1 Basi ConeptsBroadly speaking, experimental ondensed matter physis an be subdivided into three1large ategories of analytial tehniques:. experiments probing thermodynami oeÆients,. transport experiments,. spetrosopy.A summary of motivation, basi experimental setup, appliation areas, and onrete re-alization of these families will be given in the next setion below. (Readers who aretotally unfamiliar with the basi notions of experimental many body physis may �nd itillustrative to browse through this setion before further reading.) The few oasionalreferenes to experimental data given in previous hapters were all to thermodynamiexperiments. The reason for this restrition was that the link between theory and ther-modynami information is most straightforward. I.e. what one has to do is di�erentiatethe partition funtion (alias the �eld integral) wrt a few globally de�ned oeÆients (thetemperature, a homogeneous magneti �eld, et.) This simpliity has both advantageousbut also limiting aspets to it: On the one hand, thermodynami data is highly universal2and, therefore, represents an important harateristi of a system. On the other hand, itneither ontains information on spatial strutures, nor on dynamial features. This meansthat the thermodynamis of a system often does not ontain the full information neededto understand its basi physis, notably its exitations.With the other two ategories of experiments the situation is di�erent. Transportand spetrosopi measurements an be used to probe both stati and dynamial featuresof a system; further, fully angle/frequeny resolved spetrosopi data ontains detailedinformation on the spatio-temporal struture of the dominant exitations of a system, or,in other words, on their dispersion relation. It is for these reasons, that the fous in thepresent hapter will be on the last two of the experimental lasses mentioned above.In spite of the dazzling diversity of present day analytial and apparative tehniques,there are a few ommon strutures ommon to all experimental probes of ondensedmatter systems:. First, the interation of a solid with its environment is almost exlusively by ele-tromagneti fores. I.e. the basi setup of pratially every experiment is that aondensed matter system is subjeted to an external eletromagneti perturbation(a voltage drop, an inux of spin magneti moments arried by a beam of neutrons,1There are a few lasses of experiments whih do not �t omfortably into this three-fold sheme. Thisapplies, e.g., to sanning tunneling mirosopy, a tehnique to be disussed in more detail below.2Remember that a few thermodynami variables, i.e. numbers, suÆe to unambigously haraterizethe state of a homogeneous system in equilibrium.



8.1. A CRASH COURSE INMODERN EXPERIMENTAL CONDENSEDMATTER PHYSICS303the loal eletri �eld forming at the tip of a sanning tunneling mirosope, et.)Formally, we an represent that perturbation by a (time dependent) ontributionĤF = Z ddrFi(r; t)X̂i(r) (8.1)to the Hamiltonian of the system. Here, the oeÆients Fi, sometimes referred toas generalized 'fores', represent a perturbation that ouples to the system throughsome operators X̂. E.g., Fi(r; t) = �(r; t) ould be a spae and time dependenteletri voltage oupling to density of the eletroni harge arriers in the systemX̂i = �̂, et.. The use of the term 'perturbation' is appropriate, beause the fores fFig will ingeneral be muh weaker then the internal orrelations of the system.. The fores weakly perturbe the system out of its Fi = 0 referene state. The mea-surable e�et of this intrusion will be that ertain operators X̂ 0i whose expetationvalues vanished in the unperturbed state begin to build up a non-vanishing expe-tation value X 0i(r; t) = hX̂ 0i(r; t)i. (E.g. in response to an external voltage Fi = � aurrent ould begin to ow, X̂ 0i = ĵi, et.) The ultimate goal of any theory will beto understand/predit the funtional dependene of the measured values of X 0i onthe fores Fj.. In general, there is nothing we an say about that onnetion other than thatX 0i[Fj℄ will be some funtional of the fores. However, for suÆiently weak foresthe situation is simpler. In this ase, we should expet that the funtional relationbetween fores Fj and the expetation values X 0i is approximately linear, i.e. of theform X 0i(r; t) = Z ddr0 Z dt0 �ij(r; r0; t; t0)Fj(r0; t0) +O(F 2):While the quantities fFjg and fX 0ig are externally adjustable/observable { eitheras experimental input/output, or as parameters in our theory { the integral kernel� represents a purely intrinsi property of the system. It desribes how the system'responds' to the appliation of an external probe fFig (wherefore it is ommonlyreferred to as a response funtion.) This response is in turn governed by itsdominant exitations, i.e. our prime objets of interest.These onsiderations show that the response funtions of a system play a prinipal rolein the dialog between experiment and theory. Experimentally, they will be measured byrelating the input fFjg to the response fX 0ig. Theory will attempt to predit the responsebehaviour, ideally in a way that onforms with experimental observation.8.1.2 A List of Experimental MethodsTo keep our disussion of the relation (experiment $ theory) less abstrat, we list a fewprominent experimental tehniques of ondensed matter physis. Needless to saythat the summary below annot replae a real introdution to experimental solid state



304 CHAPTER 8. CORRELATION FUNCTIONSphysis. For an up to date exposition of this �eld we refer, e.g., to the (spetrosopyoriented) textbook[?℄. Short and pedagogially written (if a bit outdated) introdutionsto a number of expermimental approahes an also be found in the textbook [?℄. Alsonotie that this setion mainly serves illustarative purposes, i.e. it is not indispensible forthe understanding of the rest of the hapter. (Although readers bare of any bakgroundin experimental many body physis may welome a bit of motivation before plunging intothe formalism of orrelation funtions to be developed below.)Thermodynami ExperimentsI.e. experiments that probe thermodynami oeÆients of a system. A prominent andimportant example is the spei� heat, v = �U=�T , i.e. the rate of hange of ineternalenergy under hanges of temperature. In magneti systems, themagneti suseptibility� = �M=�H an be determined by measuring the magnetization building up in responseto a (quasi)stati magneti �eld. The (isothermal) ompressibility, � = �V �1�V=�pmeasures volume hanges in response to external pressure, et.The results produed by thermodynami experiments are highly universal. (Remem-ber that a few thermodynami state variables suÆe to unambiguosly haraterize thestate of a given system.) E.g., for given values of hemial potential, magneti �eld,pressure, et. a alorimetri exeriment will produe a one-dimensional funtion v(T ).The low temperature pro�le of that funtion generally ontains important hints as to thenature of the low energy exitations of a system3. However, the universality of thermo-dynami data also represents a limitation: Thermodynami oeÆients neither ontaininformation on the spatial struture of a system nor on its dynamis.Transport experimentsA sample is subjeted to a gradient of a generalized 'voltage' U (see Fig. 8.1). The voltageU need not be eletrial. Alternatively one an apply a temperature gradient U = �Tor even attah the sample to two 'reservoirs' of di�erent magnetization U = �M. Onethen reords the urrent ow indued by U . That urrent an be the eletrial urrent Iarried by the harge of mobile partiles, or a 'spin urrent' Is arried by their magnetimoments. Also notie, that the urrent need not neessarily be parallel to the voltagegradient. E.g. in the presene of a perpendiular magneti �eld, a voltage gradient willgive rise to a transverse Hall urrent I?.The ratio of a urrent and a generalized voltage de�nes a ondutane,g = IU :A number of prominent ondutane oeÆients is summarized in table 8.1 below.Condutane measurements represent the most ommon way to determine the trans-port behaviour of a metal or, in the thermal ondution properties of insulators. A3E.g., the spei� heat of the Fermi liquid v;Fermi liquid � T is linear in temperature, that of phononsv;phonon � T 3 ubi, while the spei� heat of a system without low-lying exitations vanishes exponen-tially (why?)
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, ∆T Figure 8.1: Basi setup of a transport experiment. The urrent ow in response to anapplied voltage (or temperature) gradient is measured.urrent voltage ondutanelongitudinal eletri I V (longitudinal) ondutane, gtransverse eletri I? V Hall ondutane, gHlongitudinal spin Is V or �M (longitudinal) spin ondutane, gstransverse spin Is;? V or �M spin Hall ondutane, gs;Hlongitudinal eletri I �T (longitudinal) thermal ondutane, �transverse eletri I? �T thermal Hall ondutane, �HTable 8.1: A number of frequently analysed ondutanes.disatvantage is that ondutane measurements are invasive, i.e. the system has to beattahed to ontats. There are situations where the loal injetion proess of hargearriers at the ontat (rather than the bulk transport behaviour one is interested in) de-termines the value of the ondutane. (For a disussion of this point see the problem set.)Spetrosopi ExperimentsThe general setup of a spetrosopi experiment is shown in Fig. 8.3. A beam of partilesp { either massive partiles (eletrons, neutrons, muons, atoms, et.) or the quanta ofeletromagneti radiation { is generated in a soure and then shot onto a sample. Theessential kinemati information about the soure beam is stored in a dispersion relation(k; !(k))4. The partiles of the soure beam then interat with onstituents X of thesample to generate a seondary beam of sattered partiles p0. Symbolially,p + X �! p0 + X 0l l l lk; !(k) K;
(K) k0; !(k0) K0;
(K0);where X 0 symbolially represents the �nal state of the proess inside the sample. Notiethat the partiles p0 leaving the sample need not be idential with those impingent ontothe sample. (E.g. in photoemission spetrosopy, x-ray quanta kik eletrons out o� the4For some soures, e.g. laser light, the preparation of a near-monohromati soure beam is (by now)standard. For others, e.g. neutrons, it requires enormous experimental skills (and a lot of money.)



306 CHAPTER 8. CORRELATION FUNCTIONSore levels of solid state atoms, i.e. p are light quanta, p0 eletrons.) Further, the dominantsattering proess may be elasti { e.g. x-rays sattering o� the stati lattie struture{ or inelasti { e.g. neutrons sattering o� phononi exitations. In either ase, theaessible information about the sattering proess is stored in the frequeny momentumdistribution P (k0; !(k0)) of the sattered partiles, as monitored by a detetor.
 k,ω 

 k’ ,ω
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Figure 8.2: Basi setup of a spetrosopi experiment. A beam of eletromagneti radia-tion (or massive partiles) of frequeny/momentum (k; !(k)) is shot onto a target sample.The sample responds by emitting radition aording to some distribution P (!0;k0) whihis reorded by a detetor. Notie that the emitted radiation an but need not ontainthe same type of partiles as the soure radiations. E.g. light quanta may lead to theemission of eletrons (photo-emission spetrosopy.)From this data one would like to relate bak to the properties (i.e. the dispersion(K;
(K))) of the states inside the solid, and here is where the detetive work of spe-trosopy begins. What we know is that the dispersion of the sattered partiles andof the sample onstitutents (k; !) and (K;
), respetively, are related through an en-ergy/momentum onservation law, i.e.k+K = k0 +K0;!(k) + 
(K) = !(k0) + 
(K0):Aording to this relation, a 'resonant' peak in the reorded distribution P (k0; !(k0))signals the existene of an internal struture (an exitation, a lattie struture, et.) ofmomentum �K � K0 � K = k � k0 and frequeny �
 � 
0 � 
 = ! � !0. However,what sounds like a straightforward reipe in priniple, may be quite intriate in pratie:Solid state omponents interat almost exlusively through eletromagneti fores. Whenharged partiles are used as sattering probes, these interations may atually turn outto be too strong. E.g., a beam of eletrons may interat strongly with the surfae states ofa solid (rather than probing its bulk), or the sattering amplitude may be the result of aompliated proess of large order in the interation parameters, and therefore diÆult tointerpret. The obvious alternative { sattering of neutral partiles{ is met with problems



8.1. A CRASH COURSE INMODERN EXPERIMENTAL CONDENSEDMATTER PHYSICS307of other type (see below.) Notwithstanding these diÆulties, spetrosopy is one of themost important soures of experimental information in ondensed matter physis. Anumber of prominent 'sub-disiplines' of solid state spetrosopy are summarized below:
 a)  b) 

 c)  d) Figure 8.3: Di�erent types of x-ray/eletron spetrosopy: a) x-ray absorption. The lossof x-ray radiation due to the ionization of ore levels is monitored. b) x-ray ouresene.The reombination of valene eletrons with previously x-ray-emptied ore levels leadsto the emission of radiation, whih also lies in the x-ray range. The spetral analysis ofthis radiation ontains information on the level-struture of the system. ) photoemissionspetrosopy (PES). The frequeny-dependene of the eletrons kiked out by x-ray orelevel ionization is monitored. d) Auger spetrosopy. The energy emitted by a valeneeletron reombining with a ore level is transmitted to a seond valene eletron whihleaves the solid as a high energy Auger eletron.. Raman spetrosopy: the inelasti sattering of visible light. Used to explorethe dispersion of optial phonons (also magnons, plasmon modes or other eletroniexitations.) Requires experimental skill beause the 'Raman peak' is has to beseparated from the muh larger 'Raleigh peak' orresponding to the elasti satteringof light quanta.. Infrared spetrosopy: sattering of light in the infrared range. Appliation areasinlude the analysis of vibrational modes in polyristalline solids and the study ofband-gaps in semiondutors.. X-ray rystallography: elasti sattering of x-rays o� the lattie struture of asolid. (Notie that the typial wave length of x-rays � 10�10m is of about the



308 CHAPTER 8. CORRELATION FUNCTIONSsize of typial inter-atomi spaings in solids.) From the angle resolved intensitypro�le (the so-alled von Laue pattern), the struture of a rystalline substane anaurately be re-onstruted. One of the 'lassis' of solid state spetrosopy; in usesine 1913.. X-ray/eletron spetrosopy: A number of spetrosopi tehniques is based onthe fat that the ionization energies of atomi ore levels are omparable in magni-tude to typial x-ray energies. In x-ray absorption spetrosopy the absorptionof x-rays by a solid is measured as a funtion of the light frequeny (f. Fig. 8.3a)). The absorption ross setion rises in a quasi-disontinuous mannner wheneverthe energy of the x-rays beomes large enough to ionize an atomi ore level of thesolid state atoms. Due to interatomi orrelations, these energies di�er from theionization energies of gazeous atoms, i.e. information about solid state binding en-ergies is obtained. In x-ray ouresene spetrosopy the radiation emitted byvalene eletrons reombining with ore holes reated by inident x-ray radiation ismeasured (Fig. 8.3 b)). This type of spetrosopy is frequently used to hemiallyanalyse a sample, or to detet the presene of impurity atoms. I.e. di�erent elementshave di�erent ore/valene exitation energies. Peaks in the ouresene spetrumat frequenies harateristi for individual atoms therefore identify the presene ofthese atoms in the target sample. In photoemission spetrosopy (PES) oreeletrons5 knoked out by x-ray radiation are deteted (Fig. 8.3 ).) The fully fre-queny/angle resolved measurement of the photo eletron urrent, known as angleresolved photo emission spetrosopy (ARPES), is one of the most importantspetrosopi tehniques in the experimental analysis of band strutures. Augerspetrosopy is based on an interation proess of higher order (Fig. 8.3 d)): Aore hole is reated either by irradiation by x-rays (or high energy eletrons). In aseondary proess, part of the energy emitted by a reombining valene eletron istransferred to another valene eletron whih leaves the atom and is deteted.. Neutron sattering: Thermal neutrons are sattered elastially or inelastially bya solid state target. Being a neutral partile, the neutron interats only weakly withsolid state onstitutents (viz. magnetially, through its spin) and hene penentratesdeeply into the sample. Due to its partiular energy dispersion the neutron is tai-lor made to the analysis of low lying olletive exitations (phonons, magnons, et.E.g., the data shown in Fig. 3.13 was obtained by neutron spetrosopy.) Just as x-ray sattering, elasti neutron sattering an be employed to obtain ristallographiinformation. (E.g., the �rst experimental observation of the helial struture ofDNA was by neutron sattering.) Unfortunately, the prodution of thermal neu-trons requires a nulear reator, i.e. neutron sattering is an extremely expensive6exterimental tehnique.. Magneti resonane: A sample ontaining partiles of non-vanishing moment isplaed into a stati (in pratie, a slowly varying) magneti �eld, strong enoughto ause omplete magneti polarization. The sample is then exerted to an AC5To aess valene eletrons, soft x-ray radiation or hard UV radiation an be employed.6On the sale of the average ost of ondensed matter experiments.



8.1. A CRASH COURSE INMODERN EXPERIMENTAL CONDENSEDMATTER PHYSICS309magneti �eld perpendiular to the polarizing �eld. If the AC �eld frequeny isin resonane with the Zeeman energy magneti transitions are resonantly indued.The observable e�et is a strongly enhaned radiation loss of the AC �eld.In nulear magneti resonane (NMR) the nulear spins of the sample arepolarized. solid state physis, NMR is applied to obtain information about themagneti properties of the eletroni states of the solid: Due to the hyper�ne inter-ation of the eletron spin and the nulear spin, the e�etive magneti �eld seen bythe nuleus partially depends on the sourrounding eletron loud. E.g., in metals,the Pauli paramagneti response of the eletrons auses a harateristi shifting ofthe spetral lines (as ompared to the NMR spetra of nulei in unorrelated envi-ronmnents) known as the Knight shift. Analysis of this shift obtains informationon the magneti properties of the ondution band.Resonane spetrosopy of transitions between spin polarized eletron states, ele-tron spin resonane (ESR), is frequently used in hemial analysis and moleularphysis.. For the disussion of other spetrosopi tehniques, e.g.,M�o�bauer spetrosopy,positron-eletron annihilation spetrosopy (PES), muon sattering, ele-tron energy loss spetrosopy (EELS), et. we refer to the literature.. Info. Representative for many other triumphs of spetrosopi experimental analysis inmodern ondensed matter physis, we briey mention the disovery of d-wave superon-duting order in the uprates.The rystallographi struture of high-temperaturesuperondutors (HTSC) omprises two basi fun-tional elements: (i) layered quasi-two dimensionalCuO2-lattie planes and (ii) inter-planar regions,mostly ontaining metalli spaer atoms in a ertainonentration ratio (e.g. La1�xSrx). The essentialrole of these spaer regions is to provide the CuO2planes with a suitable amount of mobile harge arri-ers. At a favourable harge arrier onentration, andfor suÆiently low temperatures, the planes enter asuperonduting state with highly unusual properties.The most striking of these is that, unlike in an ordi-nary BCS-superondutor, the order parameter is notonstant but displays the momentum dependene ofan l = 2, or d angular momentum eigenfuntion.
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More preisely, �(p) = �0(os(p1)� os(p2));where p1;2 2 [��; �℄ are the two omponents of the lattie momentum. The strong anisotropyof the order parameter holds responsible for most of the striking phenomenologial di�erenesbetween ordinary and high-temperature superondutors, respetively. To appreiate its impor-tane, notie that along the two 'nodal lines' jp1j = jp2j the order parameter atually vanishes.



310 CHAPTER 8. CORRELATION FUNCTIONSWhih means that at the four intersetion points of these lines with the Fermi surfae jpj = pFno quasi-partile gap exists (f. Fig. ??.) (Exerise: Using that the normal part of the Hamilto-nian H0(p) = t(os(p1)+os(p2)) displays the dispersion of an ordinary lattie hopping operator(f. p ??), employ the methods of setion ?? to ompute the quasi-partile energy spetrum.)I.e. unlike a BCS superondutor, the d-wave superondutor does aomodate energetiallylow-lying quasi-partile exitations. This feature implies strongly di�erent phenomenologialbehaviour both with regard to transport and thermodynamis.
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1Figure 8.4: Plot of the quasi-partile dispersion relation of a d-wave superondutor. Notiethe vanishing of the quasi-partile energy at four nodal points 1; �1; 2; �2.Irritatingly, there is so far no theoretial explanation of the basi mehanism of upratesuperondutivity, let alone the d-wave symmetry of the order parameter; this strutural featurehas been dislosed experimentally, viz. by high resolution ARPES spetrosopy. Fig. 8.5shows ARPES data taken on the ompound Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+Æ. The experiment unambigouslyon�rms the existene of quasi-partiles at the intersetion of the Fermi surfae with the nodallines jp1j = jp2j.. ||||||||||||||{Other Experimental TehniquesThere are a few experimental probes of ondensed matter physis whih do not �t om-fortably into the threefold sheme 'transport / thermodynamis / spetrosopy' disussedabove. This applies, e.g., to Sanning Tunneling Mirosopy (STM), a tehniquewhose development by Binding and Rohrer in the eithies (Nobel prize, 1986) has led to arevolutionized the area of nano-tehnology.The basi priniple of STM is easily explained (see Fig. 8.6): A small tip, kept atpositive eltrostati potential, is brought in proximity to a surfae. When the tip/surfaeseparation beomes omparable to atomi sales, eletrons begin to tunnel from the sub-strate onto the tip. The resulting tunnel-urrent is fed into a piezoeletri rystal whihin turn levels the height of the tip. Through this mehanism, the surfae/tip separationan be kept onstant, with an auray of frations of typial atomi sales. A horizontal
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Figure 8.5: ARPES data taken on the high-temperature superondutor Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+Æ.Clokwise from upper left: region of the Brillouin zone sampled in the experiment, ross setionat onstant ! = 0, ross setion at onstant momentum. The olour ode orresponds tomeasured intensities. Notie the intensity aumulation at the Fermi surfae.sweep of the tip then generates an aurate image of the surfae pro�le. E.g., Fig. 8.7shows an STM reording of a three dimensional opper surfae. The STM priniple an bereversed to arti�ially move atoms on the bakground of an extended mono-layer surfae.E.g., the devie shown in Fig. 4.12 was manufatured in this way.8.2 Linear Response TheoryIn the previous setion we have argued that ondensed matter experiments typially probethe (linear) response of a system to the appliation of weak eletromagneti perturbationsfFjg. The quantitative formulation of that statement read asXi(r; t) = Z ddr0 Z dt0 �ij(r; r0; t; t0)Fj(r0; t0) +O(F 2); (8.2)where the funtions fXig were the expetationvalues of ertain operators X̂ 0i (urrents, satter-ing intensities, et.) building up in response to theperturbations fFjg, and � had been a 'responsefuntion' desribing the funtional onnetion be-tween Fj's and Ri's.  F 
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Figure 8.6: The priniple of the STM mirosope. A thin tip is moved is brought in loseseparation to a solid state surfae. For suÆiently small separations eletrons tunnel fromthe surfae onto the tip, i.e. a tunneling urrent ows. That urrent is fed bak into apiezoeletri rystal whih levels the height of the tip. A horizontal san (at �xed urrent)thus generates a three-dimensional image of the surfae pro�le.In the following we shall try to give the formal expression (8.2) a onrete meaning.Whih means that we will relate the response funtion � to mirosopi elements of thetheory familiar from previous hapters. However, before entering this disussion, let uslist a few properties of � that follow from ommon sense reasoning:. The generalized fores Fj(t0) annot ause an e�et (Ri(t)) prior to their ation, i.e.�ij(r; r0; t; t0) = 0; t < t0:This reets the priniple of ausality. We say that the response is retarded.. If the system Hamiltonian does not expliitly depend on time (whih will usuallybe the ase), the response depends only on the di�erene of the time oordinates,�ij(r; r0; t; t0) = �ij(r; r0; t� t0). In this ase it is onvenient to Fourier transform thetemporal onvolution (8.2), i.e. to express the response relation in frequeny spae:Ri(r; !) = Z ddr0 �ij(r; r0;!)Fj(r0; !) +O(F 2): (8.3)The important statement made by Eq. (8.3) is that in the linear response regime,a (near) monohromati perturbation ating at a ertain frequeny ! will ause aresponse of the same frequeny. E.g., an AC voltage with frequey ! will drive anAC urrent of the same frequeny, et. We an read this statement in reverse to saythat if the system responds at frequenies 6= ! we have triggered a strong, non-linearresponse. Indeed, it is straightforward to verify (exerise) that an expansion of thegeneral funtional R[F ℄ to nth order in F generates a response with frequeny n!7.Aording to Eq. (8.3) a peak in the response Ri(!) at a ertain frequeny !indiates a loal maximum of the response funtion, i.e. the presene of an intrinsiexitation with harateristi frequeny !.7While these 'side bands' are usually negligible, they may beome sizeable in, e.g., laser-spetrosopiexperiments. The �eld intensities reahed by laser beams an easily so large as to generate frequeny-doubled, or tripled response signals. However, these phenomena, whih belong to the realm of non-linearoptis are beyond the sope of the present text.
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Figure 8.7: STM Image of a opper surfae. The onentri ripples sourrounding the setof isolated imperfetions are s-wave densitiy modulations of the atomi quantum wavefuntions!. For systems that are translationally invariant, the response funtion depends onlyon di�erenes between spatial oordinates, �ij(r; r0; t�t0) = �ij(r�r0; t�t0). SpatialFourier transformation then leads toRi(q; !) = �ij(q;!)Fj(q; !) +O(F 2): (8.4)(In analogy to what was said above about the frequeny response,) we onludethat a peak of the funtion Ri(q; !) signals the presene of an exitation withfrequeny ! and momentum q. We thus see that, at least in priniple, linear responsemeasurements are apable of exploring the full dispersion relation of the exitationsof a system.This is as muh as we an say without going into more detail. In the following we willemploy the �eld integral formalism to relate the response funtion to onrete mirosopisystem properties.. Exerise. Consider a perturbation that ouples foremostly to the atomi lattie entersof a solid (e.g., x-ray or neutron radiation.) Assume that the response funtion reets thisproperty in the sense that �(r; r0) is non-vanishing only if both r and r0 (approximately) oinidewith a lattie point. Show that in this ase the response of the system, G, is suh that8Q 2 reiproal lattie : R(q; !) = R(q+Q; !):I.e. the angle resolved sattering pattern displays the full periodiity struture of the reiproallattie and, therefore, of the original lattie as well. This is, in a nutshell, the main priniplebehind spetrosopi rystallography.



314 CHAPTER 8. CORRELATION FUNCTIONS8.2.1 Mirosopi Response TheoryWe now set out to relate the response funtion to the mirosopi elements of the theory.Above we had said that in quantum theory the response signalX 0(t) should be interpretedas the expetation value of some (single partile) operator8X̂ 0 = yaX 0aa0a0 ;where a may be bosoni or fermioni operators. Within the formalism of the �eld integralthe expetation value at imaginary times is thus given byX 0(�) = D � a(�)X̂ 0aa0 a0(�)E ; (8.5)where, as usual, h: : :i = Z�1 R d( � ;  ) exp(�S[F; � ;  ℄)(: : :) is the funtional average overthe ation desribing our system. The latter is given byS[F; � ;  ℄ = S0[ � ;  ℄ + ÆS[F; � ;  ℄;where S0 is the ation of the unperturbed system andÆS[F; � ;  ℄ = Z d�ĤF = Z d�F (�) � a(�)X̂aa0 a0(�)the perturbation introdued by the ation of the generalized fore (f. Eq. (8.1).)In pratie, it is often onvenient (for a better motivation, see the next setion) torepresent X 0(�) as a derivative of the funtional free energy. To this end, let us formallyouple our operator X̂ 0 to a seond 'generalized fore' and de�neÆS 0[F 0; � ;  ℄ � Z d�F 0(�)X̂ 0(�) = Z d�F 0(�) � a(�)X 0aa0 a(�)as a new element of our ation. WithS[F; F 0; � ;  ℄ = S0[ � ;  ℄ + ÆS[F; � ;  ℄ + ÆS 0[F 0; � ;  ℄;we then have X(�) = ÆÆF 0(�) ����F 0=0 lnZ[F; F 0℄;where the notation Z[F; F 0℄ = Z D( � ;  )e�S[F;F 0; � ; ℄indiates that the partition funtion Z funtionally depends on the two generalized fores.Now, if it were not for the presene of the driving fore F , the expetation value Rwould vanish. On the other hand, we also assume that F is weak, in the sense that8For notational larity, the indies i and r labelling a multi-omponent set of loal response quantitiesXi(r) will be dropped in this setion. The same with Fj(r0). Further, to avoid onfusion with theexpetation value X 0 both the operator X̂ 0 itself and its matrix elements X̂aa0 will be designated by aaret throughout this setion.



8.2. LINEAR RESPONSE THEORY 315a linear approximation in F satisfatorily desribes the measured value of X 0. Notingthat the formal �rst order expansion of a general funtional G[F ℄ is given by G[F ℄ 'G[0℄ + R d� 0 � ÆÆG(� 0) ���F=0G[F ℄�F (� 0), we an writeX 0(�) ' Z d� 0� Æ2ÆF 0(�)F (� 0)����F=F 0=0 lnZ[F; F 0℄�F (� 0):Comparison with (8.2) then leads to the tentative identi�ation�(�; � 0) = Æ2ÆF 0(�)F (� 0) ����F=F 0=0 lnZ[F; F 0℄of the response kernel. Carrying out the derivatives, we �nd�(�; � 0) = Æ2ÆF 0(�)F (� 0) ����F=F 0=0 lnZ[F; F 0℄ == Z�1 Æ2ÆF 0(�)F (� 0) ����F=F 0=0Z[F; F 0℄���Z�1 ÆÆF 0(�) ����F 0=0Z[0; F 0℄��Z�1 ÆÆF (� 0)����F=0Z[F; 0℄�Now, by onstrution the terms in parentheses are the funtional expetation valueshX̂ 0(�)i and hX̂(� 0)i taken over the unperturbed ation. We had assumed that theseaverages vanish, so that our preliminary, and still very formal result for the responsefuntion is given by �(�; � 0) = Z�1 Æ2ÆF 0(�)F (� 0) ����F=F 0=0Z[F; F 0℄: (8.6)Doing the two derivatives, we obtain a more onrete representation�(�; � 0) = DX̂(� 0)X̂ 0(�)E = 
 � a(� 0)Xaa0 a0(� 0) � b(�)X 0bb0 b0(�)� (8.7)of the response funtion in terms of a four point orrelation funtion.. Exerise. Diretly expand (8.5) to �rst order in the generalized fore F to obtain thisexpression. As mentioned above, the usefulness of the derivative onstrution outlined abovewill beome lear shortly.. Info. Eq. (8.7) indiates a onnetion between two seemingly very di�erent physialmehanisms. To dislose this relation, let us onsider the ase where the observed and thedriving operator, respetively, are equal X̂ = X̂ 0. (In a moment we will see that the importantappliation to the eletromagneti response of a system falls into this ategory.) Using thevanishing of the equilibrium expetation values, hX̂(�)i = 0, we an then rewrite (8.7) as�(�; � 0) = D�X̂(� 0)� hX̂(� 0)i� �X̂(�)� hX̂(�)i�E : (8.8)



316 CHAPTER 8. CORRELATION FUNCTIONSThis relation is alled the utuation-dissipation theorem. Indeed, the right hand side of therelation learly desribes the quantum-thermal utuation behaviour of the (physial observablerepresented through) the operator X̂. In ontrast, the left hand side is of dissipative nature.E.g. for the ase X̂ = j (see below), � desribes the ondution behaviour of the system, i.e.the way in whih the kineti energy of a harge arrier beam is dissipated among the intrinsiexitations of the system. ||||||||||||||{We might now proeed to evaluate this funtion bymeans of the mahinery introdued in the previous hap-ters and that is, indeed, how the response funtion willbe omputed in pratie. However, before doing so, wemust fae up to one more oneptual problem. Whatwe are after is the real time response X(t) to a realtime dynamial perturbation F (t). However, our fun-tional integral formalism produes, naturally, an imagi-nary time response �(�; � 0). In fat, real/imaginary timemismathes of this kind arose frequently in the problemswe studied earlier in this text; we are generally inter-ested in real time dynamial proesses while the for-malism produes imaginary time answers. In previoushapters we sneeked around that disrepany by remem-bering that the imaginary time setup ould be obtainedby analytial ontinuation t! i� of the integration on-tour of a real time funtional integral. Reverting this'Wik rotation' we argued that a real time answer X(t)an be extrated from an imaginary time result X(�) bysubstitution � ! it.
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 t In the majority of ases, this proedure indeed leads to orret results. However,sometimes one has to be more areful and that applies, in partiular, to our present linearresponse alulus. Indeed, the simple substitution F (�) ! F (t) = F (� ! it) is a rudeshortut of what mathematially should be a deent analytial ontinuation. Problemswith this presription arise when the answer F (�) generated by the funtional integralontains singularities in the omplex � -plane9. If a �tiious ontour interpolating betweenthe limiting points � and it inevitably rosses these singularities, the simple subsitutionpresription is met with a problem (see the artoon above.)The upshot of these onsiderations is that before proeeding with the onstrution ofthe linear response formalism, we need to develop a better understanding of the9What is meant by this statement is that the quantity F (�) produed by evaluating the funtionalintegral an formally be interpreted as a funtion on the imaginary axis of a omplex time. Analytialontinuation then leads to a generalization F (z), where z may take values in a two-dimensional subman-ifold of the omplex plane. What we imply when we substitute F (�) ! F (� ! it) is that the analytiitydomain inludes the real axis, and that analytial ontinuation amounts to a simple re-substitution ofthe argument. Both assumptions may happen to be violated.



8.3. ANALYTIC STRUCTURE OF CORRELATION FUNCTIONS 3178.3 Analyti Struture of Correlation FuntionsIt is the purpose of this setion to larify { at last { the onnetion between imaginaryand real time orrelation funtions. Throughout muh of the setion setion we will bebak to the traditional operator representation, i.e. expressions with arets, X̂, repre-sent anonially quantized operators and h: : :i = Z�1 tr (exp(��(Ĥ � �N̂))(: : :)) is thequantum thermal expetation value.Restriting ourselves to orrelation funtions of operators taken at two di�erent times10,the general de�nition of the imaginary time orrelation funtion reads asC�X1X2(�1 � �2) � �DT�X̂1(�1)X̂2(�2)E � �� hX̂1(�1)X̂2(�2)i; �1 � �2;��X̂hX̂2(�2)X̂1(�1)i; �2 > �1; (8.9)where X̂1(; y) are arbitrary operators represented in terms of either boson or fermion op-erators f; yg. The time dependene of these operators is de�ned through the imaginarytime Heisenberg representation,X̂(�) � e�(Ĥ��N̂)X̂e��(Ĥ��N̂); (8.10)i.e. the imaginary time analog of the real time Heisenberg representation familiar fromquantum mehanis11. The role of the time ordering operator T� , whose ation isde�ned through the seond equality12, is to hronologially order the two operators X̂1(�1)and X̂2(�2).Notie that for X̂i = y�Xi���, the seond quantised representation of one body oper-ators Xi, the de�nition above desribes the response funtions disussed in the previoussetion. For X̂1 = �; X̂2 = y�, (8.9) oinides with the one-body imaginary time orre-lation funtions ('Green funtions') disussed earlier in this text. I.e. (8.9) and its realtime desendants to be disussed momentarily over most of the orrelation funtions ofrelevane in many body physis.. Info. Although we shall postpone the disussion of the onnetion to the �eld integralformalism for a while, it is instrutive to ompare the de�nition (8.9) to the �eld integral orrela-tion funtion (8.7) de�ned above. Indeed, if the quantities X̂i(�i) in (8.9) were to be interpretedas the funtional representation of seond quantized operators, X̂(ay; a)! X̂( � ; ), the two or-relation funtions would oinide. The reason is that the time ordering operation ating on thefuntional representation of an operator pair is redundant, T� X̂1( � (�1);  (�1))X̂2( � (�2);  (�2)) =X̂1( � (�1);  (�1))X̂2( � (�2);  (�2)) (why?). In other words, the orrelation funtion (8.9) reduesto (8.7), when the operators are represented within the �eld integral formalism. (The reason10Aording to our disussion above, orrelation funtions of this type suÆe to explore the linearresponse of a system. Although the situation with non-linear response signals is more ompliated, muhof what we are going to say below has general validity.11Within imaginary time theory it is ustomary to absorb the hemial potential into the dynamialevolution of an operator.12The sign fator �X̂ = �1 depends on the statistis of X̂i. (I.e. �X̂ = �1 if X̂i are bosoni. (X̂i isbosoni if f; yg are Bose operators or if it is of even order in a fermion algebra.) or �X̂ = 1 if they arefermioni.)



318 CHAPTER 8. CORRELATION FUNCTIONSwhy T� is not redundant for anonially quantized operators is that these have a non-vanishingommutator/antiommutator at equal times.)||||||||||||||{In a mannner that is diÆult to motivate in advane, we next introdue not one butthree di�erent response funtions of a real time argument.Substituting in (8.9) real time arguments for imaginary times, � ! it, we obtain thereal time response funtionCTX1X2(t1 � t2) = �iDTtX̂1(t1)X̂2(t2)E ; (8.11)where the fator of i has been introdued for later onveniene, Tt hronologially ordersreal times, and X̂(t) � eit(Ĥ��N̂)X̂e�it(Ĥ��N̂);are real time Heisenberg operators. While this expression appears to be the 'natural' gen-eralization of (8.9), it is not our prime objet of interest. Muh more physial signi�anearries the retarded response funtionC+X1X2(t1 � t2) = �i�(t1 � t2)D[X̂1(t1); X̂2(t2)℄�X̂E ; (8.12)i.e. an objet that exists only for times t1 > t2 (hene the attribute 'retarded'). Theomplementary time domain, t1 < t2 is desribed by the advaned response funtionC�X1X2(t1 � t2) = +i�(t2 � t1)D[X̂1(t1); X̂2(t2)℄�X̂E : (8.13). Info. What is the physial meaning of the real time retarded response funtion?To understand this point we need to reformulate the linear response arguments given above in thelanguage of the anonial operator formalism. What we would like to ompute is the expetationvalue X 0(t) = DX̂ 0F (t)E ; (8.14)building up in response to the presene of a weak perturbation F (t)X̂ in the system Hamil-tonian Ĥ = Ĥ0 + F (t)X̂ . In (8.14), the supersript 'F ' indiates that the time evolution ofX̂ 0 follows the full Hamiltonian (inluding the perturbation F (t)X̂ .) In ontrast, the angularbrakets represent a thermal average h: : :i = Z�1 tr (exp(��Ĥ0)(: : :)) that does not inlude theperturbation13. The philosophy behind that onvention is that somewhere in the distant past,t! �1, the system has been prepared in a thermal equilibrium distribution of the unperturbedHamiltonian Ĥ0. As time evolved a perturbation / F (t) was gradually swithed on until it be-gan to a�et the expetation value of the dynamially evolved operator X̂ 0. (One need not beirritated by the somewhat arti�ial de�nition of that swithing on proedure; all it tells usis that X̂ ats on a system in thermal equilibrium, an assumption that is unproblemati if theperturbation is suÆiently weak.) To ompute the expetation value, it is onvenient to swith13To simplify the notation, the hemial potential has been absorbed into the de�nition of Ĥ .



8.3. ANALYTIC STRUCTURE OF CORRELATION FUNCTIONS 319to a representation, wherein the evolutionary hanges due to the ation of the perturbation areseparated: X 0(t) = DÛF�1(t)X̂ 0(t)ÛF (t)E (8.15)where ÛF (t) = Û�10 (t)Û(t), the evolution of X̂ 0 follows the standard Heiseberg dynamis X̂ 0(t) =Û0(t)X̂ 0Û�10 (t), and Û(Û0) generates the time evolution of the full (unperturbed) Hamiltonian.Using the de�ning equations of these evolution operators, it is straightforward to verify that ÛFobeys the di�erential equation, dtÛF (t) = �iF (t)X̂(t)ÛF (t);i.e. the time evolution of ÛF is ontrolled by the (Heisenberg representation) of the perturbationX̂ . Aording to onventional time dependent quantum mehanial perturbation theory, thesolution of this di�erential equation (with boundary ondition ÛF (t! �1)! 1) is given byÛF (t) = Tt exp��iZ t�1 dt0F (t0)X̂(t0)� ' 1� iZ t�1 dt0F (t0)X̂(t0) + : : : :Substituting this result into (8.15) we obtainX 0(t) = �iZ dt0�(t� t0)F (t0)D[X̂ 0(t); X̂(t0)℄E = Z dt0C+X0X(t� t0)F (t0);i.e. the retarded response funtion turns out to generate the linear response of X̂1 to the pres-ene of the perturbation. In other words, the funtion C+ is our prime objet of interest, whileall other orrelation funtions de�ned above play the (potentialy important) role of supernu-meraries. ||||||||||||||{We next set out to explore the onnetion between the di�erent orrelation funtionsde�nied above. In doing so, the prinipal question that should be at the bak of ourminds is 'how do we obtain the retarded real time funtion C+ provided we know theimaginary time orrelation funtion C�?' The key to the answer to this question lies in ahighly formal representation of the orrelation funtions Ct;�;+;�, known as the Lehmannrepresentation. This representation is obtained by representing the orrelation funtionsin terms of an exat eigenbasis fj	�ig of the system: representing the trae enteringthe thermal expetation values as tr(: : :) = P�h	�j : : : j	�i, and inserting a resolutionof unity 1 = j	�ih	�j between the two operators appearing in the de�nition of theorrelation funtion it is straightforward to show that, e.g.,CT (t) = �iZ�1X1��X2��eit��� ��(t)e���� � �X�(�t)e����� : (8.16)Here, E� is the eigenvalue orresponding to a state 	� and we have introdued theshorthand notations �� � E� � �N�;��� � �� � ��;X�� � h	�jX̂j	�i:



320 CHAPTER 8. CORRELATION FUNCTIONSWe next Fourier transform CT to14CT (!) = Z 1�1 dt CT (t)ei!t��jtj = (8.17)= Z�1X1��X2�� � e����! + ��� + i� + �X̂ e����! + ��� � i�� ;where the onvergene generating fator � { whih will play an important role throughout!{ has been introdued to make the Fourier representation well de�ned15.Eq. (8.17) is the Lehmann representation of the real time orrelation funtion. Whatis the use of this representation? Clearly, Eq. (8.17) will be of little help for any pratialpurposes; the equation makes expliit referene to the exat eigenfuntions/states of thesystem but if we had aess to these objets, we had solved the full problem anyway.The prinipal purpose of spetral resolutions suh as (8.17) rather is to dislose exatonnetions between di�erent types of orrelation funtions, and the analytial strutureof these objets in general. To do so, we �rst need to ompute the Lehmann representationof the other orrelation funtions. Proeeding as with the real time funtion above, it isstraightforward to show that8<: CTC+C� 9=; (!) = Z�1X1��X2�� 26666664 e����! + ���8<: ++� 9=; i� + �X̂ e����! + ���8<: �+� 9=; i�
37777775 :(8.18)From this result, a number of important features of the orrelation funtions an readilybe read o�. Antiipating the analytial strutures alluded to above, we should think ofCT;+;�(z) as funtions of a omplex variable z. (The representations above display therestrition CT;+;�(z = !) to the real axis.) This, extended interpretation allows us tolook at CT;+;� as omplex funtions with singularities in the immediate viinity of thereal axis. More spei�ally,. The retarded orrelation funtion C+ has singularities for z = ���� � i� slightlybelow the real axis. It is, however, analyti in the entire upper omplex half planeIm (z) � 0. Conversely,. the advaned orrelation funtion G� has singularities above the real axis. It isanalyti in the lower half plane Im (z) � 0. Notie that C+ and C� are onnetedthrough omplex onjugation,C+(!) = �C�(!)�� : (8.19)14Whereever no onfusion may arise, we omit the operator subsript CXX0 arried by the orrelationfuntions.15Indeed, we an attah physial signi�ane to this fator. The swithing-on proedure outlined abovean be implemented by attahing a small damping term exp(�jtj�) to an otherwise purely osillatoryfore . If we absorb this fator into the de�nition of all Fourier integrals, R dt (F (t)e�tj�j)ei!t(: : :) !R dt F (t) (e�tj�jei!t) (: : :), we arrive at the Fourier regularization mentioned above.



8.3. ANALYTIC STRUCTURE OF CORRELATION FUNCTIONS 321. The time ordered orrelation funtion has singularities on either side of the real axis(whih makes it harder to analyse.). The spaing of the singularities in the viinity of the real axis ontains important in-formation about the fundamental exitations of the system (f. Fig. 8.8). E.g. on-sider the ase where X̂1 = ya and X̂2 = b are one-partile reation and annihilationoperators (no matter whether bosoni or fermioni.) In this ase, N��N� � �N = 1(independent of the state indies �; �) and E��E� is of the order of the single parti-le energies of the system. (For a non-interating system, E��E� stritly oiniideswith the single partile energies, why?) I.e. the singularities of CT;+;� map outthe single partile spetrum of the system. This an be understood intuitvely byremembering the meaning of the one partile orrelation funtion as the amplitudefor reation of a state jai followed by the anihilation of a state jbi at some later time.It is lear that the time Fourier transform of the amplitude jai t! jbi beomes 'large'when the phase � !t of the Fourier argument is in resonane with an eigenphase� (E� �E�)t supported by the system. (If you don't �nd this statement plausible,explore the simple example of, e.g., a plane wave Hamiltonian.) Similarly, for a twopartile orrelation funtion, X̂1 � yab, the energies E��E� desribe the spetrum(the 'energy ost') of two partile exitations, et.Also notie that the single partile spetrum an be ontinuous (in whih ase thefuntions CT;+;� have uts parallel to the real axis), or disrete (isolated poles.). One one of the orrelation funtions is known, all others follow straightforwardlyfrom a simple ditionary: using the familiar Dira identity,lim�&0 1x + i� = �i�Æ(x) + P 1x; (8.20)where P is the prinipal part, it is a straightforward matter to show that (exerise!)Re CT (!) = Re C+(!) = Re C�(!) (8.21)and Im CT (!) = � Im C�(!)� oth ��2 (! � ��N)� ; bosonstanh ��2 (! � ��N)� ; fermions: ; (8.22)i.e. the information stored in the three di�erent funtions is essentially equivalent.After our so-far disussion of the real time orrelation funtions, the analysis of theimaginary time funtion C� is straightforward. The imaginary time analog of (8.16) readsas C� (�) = �Z�1X1��X2��e���� ��(�)e���� + �X̂�(��)e����� : (8.23)Inspetion of this representation for positive and negative times, respetively, shows thatC� shares its periodiity properties with the operators X̂1;2:C� (�) = �X̂C� (� + �); � < 0: (8.24)
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Figure 8.8: Diagram illustrating the singularities of advaned and retarded orrelationfuntions in the omplex plane.Consequently, C� an be expanded in a Matsubara Fourier representation, just like aonventional operator, C� (i!n) = Z �0 C� (�)ei!n� ;where, depending on the nature of the operators X̂1;2, !n may be a bosoni or a fermioniMatsubara frequeny. Applying this transformation to the Lehmann representation (8.23),we obtain C� (i!n) = Z�1X1��X2��i!n + ��� �e���� + �Xe����� : (8.25)Our �nal task is to relate the four orrelation funtions de�ned through (8.18) and (8.25)to eah other. To this end, we de�ne the 'master funtion'C(z) = Z�1X1��X2��z + ��� �e���� + �Xe����� : (8.26)depending on a omplex argument z. When evaluated for z = !+; !�; i!n, respetively,the funtion C(z) oinides with C+; C�; C� . Further, C(z) is analyti everywhere exeptfor the real axis. This knowledge suÆes to onstrut the sought for relation betweendi�erent orrelation funtions: Suppose we had sueeded in omputing C� (i!n) = C(z =i!n) for all positive Matsubara frequenies16 . Further, assume we had managed to �nd ananalyti extension of C(z = i!n) ! C(z) into the entire upper omplex plane Im z > 0.The evaluation of that extension on the in�nitesimally shifted real axis z = ! + i0 thenoinides with the retarded Green funtion C+(!). In other words,16Keep in mind that in pratial omputations of this type we will not proeed through the Lehmannrepresentation.



8.3. ANALYTIC STRUCTURE OF CORRELATION FUNCTIONS 323To �nd C+(!) we need to (i) ompute C� (i!n) for all positive Matsubarafrequenies (e.g. by means of the thermal �eld integral) and then (ii) ontinue theresult down to the real axis, i!n ! ! + i0.The advaned Green funtion C� is obtained analogously, by analyti extension fromthe thermal orrelation funtion C� (!n < 0) to frequenies with a negative o�set, !� i0.These statements follow from a theorem of omplexfuntion theory stating that two analyti funtions F1(z)and F2(z) oinide i� F1(zn) = F2(zn) on a sequene fzigwith a limit point in the domain of analytiity. (In ourase i!n ! i1 is the limit point.) From inspetion of(8.26) we already know that F1(i!n) � C+(! ! i!n)oinides with F2(i!n) = C� (i!n). Thus any analytiextension of C� must oinide with C+ everywhere inthe upper omplex plane, inluding the in�nitesimallyshifted real axis.
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. Exerise. Writing z = !� i� transform the spetral representation (8.26) bak to timespae: C(t) = 12� Z d! e�i!tC(! � i�):Convine yourself that for Im(z) positive (negative), the temporal orrelation funtion C(t) on-tains a �-funtion �(t) (�(�t)). (Hint: Cauhies theorem.) Importantly, the presene of thisonstraint does not hinge on � being in�nitesimal. It even survives generalization to a frequenydependent funtion �(!) > 0. (For the physial relevane of this statment, see below.) Allwhat matters is that for � > 0 the funtion C(! � i�) is analyti in the upper (lower) omplexhalf plane. This observation implies a very important onnetion between analytiity andausality: Temporal orrelation funtions whose frequeny representation is analyti in theupper (lower) omplex half plane are ausal (antiausal). (A time dependent funtion is alled'(anti)ausal' if it vanishes for (postive) negative times.)How is ontinutation proess required to �nd the retarded orrelation funtion arriedout in pratie? Basially, the answer follows from what was said above: If we know theorrelation funtion C� (!n) for all positiive Matsubara frequenies, and if that funtionremains analyti upon substitution C� (!n ! �iz) of a general element of the full omplexhalf plane, the answer is simple. We merely have to substitute !n ! �i! + 0 into ourresult to obtain the retarded orrelation funtion. Sometimes, however, we simply donot know C� (i!n) for all positive frequenies. (E.g., beause we were working within ane�etive low energy theory whose regime of validity is restrited to frequenies !n < !�smaller than some uto� frequeny.) In this ase, we are in serious trouble. Everythingthen hinges on �nding a 'meaningful' model funtion whih an be extended to in�nityand whose evaluation for small frequenies !n < !� oinides with our result; there areno generally appliable reipes how to deal with suh situations.. Info. As a speial ase of great pratial importane, let us briey explore the non-



324 CHAPTER 8. CORRELATION FUNCTIONSinterating single partile Green funtion, i.e. the single-partile orrelation funtionX̂1 = a, X̂2 = ya for a non-interating system. (We assume that fjaig is an eigenbasis of theone-partile Hamiltonian.) Expetedly, these orrelation funtions assume a partiularly simpleform.In the non-interating ase, the eigenstates j�i = ja1; a2; : : :i are Slater determinants ofsingle partile eigensates jaii. Their energy is E� = �a1 + �a2+ : : :, were �a are the single partileenergies. Using that E� = E�+�a (why?) one then veri�es that the orrelation funtion aquiresthe simple form C(z)��� X̂1=aX̂2=ya � Ga(z) = 1z � �a ;i.e. the partition funtion entering the de�nition of the general orrelation funtion anelsagainst the thermally weighted summation over j�i (please hek!) Notie that the thermalversion of this Green funtion, Ga(i!n) = (i!n � �a)�1 appeared previously as the fundamentalbuilding blok of perturbation theory. This is, of ourse, no oinidene: within the formalismof the �eld integral, the Green funtion appeared as the funtional expetation value h � a;n a;ni0taken with respet to the Gaussian non-interating ation. But this objet is just the funtionalrepresentation of the operator orrelation funtion onsidered above.Building on this representation, it is ustomary to introdue a Green funtion operatorthrough Ĝ(z) � 1z + �� Ĥ :By design, the eigenvalues of this operator { whih are still funtions of z { are given by theorrelation funtion Ga(z) above. Numerous physial observables an ompatly represented interms of the operator Green funtion. E.g., using (8.20) it is straightforward to verify that thesingle partile DoS obtains as �(�) = � 1� Im tr Ĝ+(�); (8.27)by taking the trae of the retarded Green funtion (operator.)||||||||||||||{To illustrate the proedure of analyti ontinuation, let us onsider a few elementaryexamples (for a more elaborate problem, see setion XX):1. For the single partile Green funtion (X̂1 = a; X̂2 = ya)Ga(!n) = 1i!n � �aof an elementary exitation with energy �a, the ontinuation amounts to a meresubstitution, G+a (!) = 1! + i0� �a2. We saw that quasi-partile interations lead to the appearane of a { generallyomplex { self energy �(z):Ga(!n)! 1i!n � �a � �(i!n) ;



8.3. ANALYTIC STRUCTURE OF CORRELATION FUNCTIONS 325where we have simpli�ed the notation by suppressing the potential dependene ofthe self energy on the Hilbert spae index a. Extension down to the real axis leadsto G+a (!) = 1!+ � �a � �(!+) ; (8.28)where !+ � ! + i0 and �(!+) is the analyti ontinuation of the funtion �(z)to the real axis. Although the spei� struture of the self energy depends on theproblem under onsideration, a few statement an be made in general. Spei�ally,deomposing the self energy into real and imaginary part,Re�(!+) = +Re�(!�)Im�(!+) = �Im�(!�) > 0: (8.29)In words: the self energy funtion has a ut on the real axis. Upon rossing theut, its imaginary part hanges sign. This important feature of the self energy anbe understood from di�erent perspetives. Formally, it follows from Eq. (8.19)relating retarded and advaned Green funtion through omplex onjugation. Moreintuitively, the sign dependene of the imaginary part an be understood as follows:suppose we start from a non-interating imaginary time formalism and graduallyswith on interations. The (Landau) priniple of adiabati ontinuity implies thatnowhere in this proess must the Green funtion { alias the propagator of the theory{ beome singular. This implies, in partiular, that the ombination i!n + Im�i!nmust not beome zero, lest the dangerous real axis of the energy denominator betouhed. The safeguard preventing the vanishing of the imaginary part of the energydenominator is that Im� and !n have the same sign. Of ourse, this feature an beheked order by order in perturbation theory.Deomposing the self energy aording to � = �0 + i�00 into real and imaginarypart, (8.28) implies the interpretation of Im� = �00 as (one half of the) e�etivelifetime of a partile. To see this, let us transform G+(!) bak to time spae:G+(t) = 12� Z d! e�i!tG+(!) � eit(�a+�0)�t�00�(t);where we have made the (over)simplifying assumption that the dependene of theself energy operator on ! is negligible: �(!) � �. (exerise: hek the seondequality above.) Interpreting G+(t) as the amplitude for propagation in the statejai during a time interval t, and jG+j2 as the assoiated probability, we observe thatthe probability to stay in state jai deays exponentially,jG+j2 / e�2t�00 ;i.e. 2�00 � 1� an be identi�ed as the inverse of the 'lifetime' � of state jai. Theappearene of a �nite life time expresses the fat that in the presene of interations,single partile states no longer represent stable objets but rather tend to deay intothe ontinuum of orrelated many body states. This piture will be substantiatedin setion 8.3.1 below.



326 CHAPTER 8. CORRELATION FUNCTIONS3. Let us apply Eq. (8.27) to ompute the BCS quasi-partile DoS of a superondutor.In setion 7.3.3 we saw that the thermal Gorkov Green funtion of a superondutorwith spatially onstant real order parameter is given byĜ(i!n) = hi!n � (Ĥ � �)�3 ���1i�1 :swithing to an eigen-representation and using Eq. (??) to invert the Pauli matrixstruture we obtain� 1� tr Ĝ(i!n) = � 1�Xa tr ��i!n + �a�3 +��1!2n + �2a +�2 � = 2i!n� Xa 1!2n + �2a +�2Next, performing our standard hange from a summation over eigenenergies to anintegral, we arrive at� 1� tr Ĝ(i!n) ' 2i!n� �0 Z d� 1!2n + �2 +�2 = 2i!n�0p!2n +�2 :This is the quantity we need to ontinue to real frequenies. To this end we adoptthe standard onvention whereby the ut of the p-funtion is on the negative realaxis, that is, p�r + i0 = �p�r � i0 = ipjrjfor r negative real. Then,� 1� tr Ĝ(i!n ! �+) = 2�+�0p��+2 +�2 ' 2��0p��2 � i0 sgn (�) + �2 ;where we antiipate that the in�nitesimal o�set of � in the numerator is irrelevant(trae its fate!) and use that for � approahing the real axis only the sign of theimaginary o�set matters: (� + i0)2 ' �2 + 2i0� ' �2 + 2i0 sgn �. Finally, taking theimaginary part of that expression, we arrive at the standard BCS form�(�) = Im 2��0p��2 � i0 sgn (�) + �2 = ( 0 j�j < �2j�j�0p�2��2 j�j > � ;omputed in Eq. (??) in a slightly di�erent manner.8.3.1 Sum Rules and Other Exat IdentitiesIn the next setion we will apply the analytial strutures disussed above to onstruta powerful theory of real time linear response. However, before doing so, let us stayfor a moment with the formal Lehmann representation to dislose a number of exatidentities, or 'sum rules' obeyed by the orrelation funtions introdued in the previoussetion. Admittedly, this addition to our disussion above does not diretly relate to theformalism of linear response, and readers wishing to proeed in a more streamline mannerare invited to skip this setion at �rst reading.



8.3. ANALYTIC STRUCTURE OF CORRELATION FUNCTIONS 327In fat, the formulae we are going to ollet are not spei� to any partiular on-text and that is preisely their merit: Identities based on the analytial struture of theLehmann representation are exat and enjoy general appliability. They an be used to(a) obtain full knowledge of a orrelation funtion from fragmented information { e.g. wesaw in Eqs. (8.21) and (8.22) how all three real time orrelation funtions an be obtainedone only one of them is known {, and, equally important, (b) to gauge the validity ofapproximate alulations. The violation of an exat identity within an approximate anal-ysis is usually an herold of serious trouble, i.e. suh deviations mostly lead to physiallymeaningless results.The Spetral (Density) FuntionWe begin by onsidering an objet that arries profound physially signi�ane in its ownright, espeially in the area of strongly orrelated fermion physis, viz. (�2 times) theimaginary part of the retarded orrelation funtion,A(!) � �2 ImC+(!): (8.30)Eq. (8.30) de�nes the so-alled spetral funtion or spetral density funtion. UsingEq. (8.20) and the Lehmann representation (8.18) it is straightforward to verify that ithas the spetral deompositionA(!) = 2�Z�1X1��X2�� �e���� + �X̂e����� Æ(! + ���): (8.31). Info. To understand the physial meaning of the spetral funtion let us onsiderthe ase where X̂1;2 are single partile reation/anihilation operators, X̂1 = a, X̂2 = ya. (Weassume that the non-interating part of the system Hamiltonian, Ĥ0 + V̂ is diagonalized by abasis fjaig.) For a non-interating problem, V̂ = 0, it is then straightforward to show thatAa(!) = 2�Æ(! � �a);i.e. the spetral funtion is singularly peaked at the single partile energy (measured from thehemial potential) of the state jai. Here, the subsript 'a' indiates that we are dealing with aspetral funtion de�ned for a pair of one-body operators a; ya.Heuristially, the singular struture of Aa(!) an be understood by observing that in thenon-interating ase the state j�i + jai obtained by adding a single partile jai to the Slaterdeterminant j�i is, again, an eigenstate of the system. In partiular, it is orthogonal to all statesbut itself whene the eigenstate summation over j�i ontains only a single non-vanishing term.We say that the 'spetral weight' arried by the (unit-normalized) state j�i+ jai is onentratedon a single eigenstate of the system.What happens to this piture if interations are swithed on? In this ase, the additionj�i + jai of a single partile state to a many body eigenstate will, in general, no longer be aneigenstate of the system. In partiular, there is no reason to believe that this state is orthogonalto all but one N + 1 partile states j�i. We have to expet that the spetral weight arried bythe (still unit-normalized) state j�i + jai gets distributed over many, potentially, a ontinuumof states j�i.
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 A  V Figure 8.9: Diagram illustrating the meaning of the spetral funtion. For zero interation,V = 0, the spetral weight is singularly onentrated on the single partile energies of thesystem. As interations are swithed on, the spetral weight is distributed amond a ontinuumof states onentrated around a shifted enter point. The width of the distribution inreaseswith growing interation strength. Blak solid urve: (shemati) shape of the spetral funtionif the self energy arries pronouned !-dependene.It is instrutve to explore the onsequenes of this phenomenon in the representation (8.28)where the e�et of interations has been lumped into a self energy operator �. Taking theimaginary part of this expression we �ndAa(!) = 2� �00(!)(! � �a � �0(!))2 + (�00(!))2 ;where �0 and �00 denote real and imaginary part of the self energy, respetively, and we havenegleted the in�nitesimal imaginary o�set of !+ in omparison with the �nite imaginary on-tribution i�00. The result above suggests that the net e�et of interations is. an e�etive shift of the single partile energy �a ! �a + �(!) by the real part of the selfenergy operator: interations lead to a distortion of the single partile energy spetrum, ane�et that follows, e.g., from straightforward perturbative reasoning. More importantly,. The Æ-funtion obtained in the non-interating ase gets smeared to a Lorentzian (see Fig.8.9). In a way, the spetral weight arried by the many body states j�i+ jai is distributedover a ontinuum of neighbouring states wherefore the spetral funtion loses its singularharater. The width of the smearing interval is proportional to the imaginary part of theself energy and, therefore, to inverese of the lifetime � disussed in the previous setion.Notie that the smeared spetral funtion still obeys the normalization ondition unity, R d!2�Aa(!) =1, as in the non-interating ase17. This suggests an interpretation of A as a probability measuredesribing in whih way the spetral weight arried by the state yaj�i is spread out over the on-tinuum of many body states j�i. To put that interpretation onto a �rm basis, not bound to theself energy representation above, we onsider the spetral deomposition (8.31). The positivityof all terms ontributing to the rhs of the equation implies Aa(!) > 0, a ondition neessarily17Stritly speaking, we an only integrate A if the variane of �(!) over the intervall [�a+�0��00; �a+�0 ��00℄ in whih the Lorentzian is peaked is negligible. But see below.



8.3. ANALYTIC STRUCTURE OF CORRELATION FUNCTIONS 329obeyed by any probability measure. To verify the general validity of the unit-normalizationondition we integrate Eq. (8.31) over !:Z d!2�Aa(!) = Z�1a��ya�� he���� + �e����i == Z�10�h�jayaj�iX� e���� + �h�jyaaj�iX� e����1A == Z�1X� e����h�j aya + �X̂yaa| {z }[a; ya℄� = 1 j�i = Z�1X� e����| {z }1 = 1:Positivity and unit-normalization of Aa(!) indeed suggest that this funtion measures the dis-tribution of spetral weight over the many-body ontinuum.To further substantiate that interpretation, onsider the integral of the spetral funtionweighted by the Fermi- or Bose-distribution funtion:Z d!2� ff=b(!)Aa(!) = Z�1��y�� he���� + �e����i Z d! Æ(! + ���) 1e�! + � == Z�1��y�� he���� + �e����i 1e���� + � == Z�1��y��e���� he���� + �i 1e���� + � == Z�1X� e���� h�jyaaj�i = hn̂ai;whih tells us that if we weigh the spetral density funtion of a single partile state jai with thethermal distribution funtion and integrate over all frequenies, we obtain the total oupationof that state. The relation Z d!2� ff=b(!)Aa(!) = hn̂ai (8.32)indeed states that Aa is a distribution funtion desribing in whih way the spetral weight ofthe state yaj�i spreads over the ontinuum of exat eigenstates.||||||||||||||{A number of exat identities involving orrelation funtions are formulated in terms ofthe spetral funtion. We begin by showing that the spetral funtion arries the sameinformation as the orrelation funtion itself. (In view of the fat that A obtains byremoving the real part of C, this result might ome as a surprise.) Indeed,C(z) = Z 1�1 d! A(!)z � !: (8.33)To verify this identiy, we start out from A(!) = � 12�i(C+(!)� C�(!)). Next, note thatthe �rst (seond) term ontributing to the rhs of the de�nition is (a) analyti in the upper(lower) half of the omplex !-plane and (b) deays as � !�1 for j!j ! 1. For Im z > 0,the theorem of residues then implies that the C�-term does not ontribute to the integral.



330 CHAPTER 8. CORRELATION FUNCTIONS(Without enlosing singularities, the integration ontour an be losed in the lower halfplane.) As for the C+-ontribution, we integrate over an in�nite semi-irle  losing inthe upper half plane to obtainZ 1�1 d! A(!)z � ! Im z>0= � 12�i Z d!C+(!)z � ! = C(z); (8.34)where the seond identity relies on the analytiity of C+ in the upper half plane. Thease Im z < 0 is treated analogously.We thus �nd that knowledge of the imaginary part suÆes to reonstrut the fullorrelation funtion. (Notie however, that the identity (8.33) is heavily 'non-loal'. I.e.we need to know the spetral funtion for it all !, inluding ! ! �1, to re-obtain theorrelation funtion at a given value of z.)Considering the seond equality in (8.34) and setting z = !+, we obtainC+(!) = � 12�i Z d! C+(!0)! � !0 + i0 :Representing the denominator under the integral in terms of the Dira identity (8.20) andolleting terms the identity assumes the formC+(!) = 1�i Z d! C+(!0)P 1!0 � ! :It is ustomary to onsider real and imaginary part of this relation separately whene onearrives at the elebrated Kramers-Kronig-relations or dispersion relationsReC+(!) = 1� Z d!0 ImC+(!0)P 1!0 � ! ;ImC+(!) = � 1� Z d!0 ReC+(!0)P 1!0 � !; (8.35)
. Info. To get an idea of the physial signi�ane of the Kramers-Kronig relationlet us antiipate a little and note that the sattering amplitude of partiles sent onto a mediumat energy ! is proportional to the retarded Green funtion C+(!). Taking the sattering ofeletromagneti radiation o� a solid state sample as an example, the Kramers-Kronig relationthen tells us that the real part of the sattering amplitude { the index of refration { is propor-tional to the imaginary part { the index of absorption { integrated over all energies. I.e. theKramers-Kronig relation establishes a onnetion between the to seemingly unrelated physialmehanisms of absorption and refration. Other areas of appliation of dispersion relations in-lude high energy physis, optis (both lassial and quantum) and many more.||||||||||||||{In the next setion we disuss a onrete example of appliations of the Kramers-Kronig relations in many body physis.



8.3. ANALYTIC STRUCTURE OF CORRELATION FUNCTIONS 331A Case Study: The Dieletri FuntionEq. (8.35) represents a 'master identity' from whih numerous other exat relationsan be obtained. As an example for the derivation and usefulness of these identities,let us onsider the frequeny and momentum dependent dieletri funtion �(q; !),i.e. the objet desribing the polarization properties of a medium in the presene ofan eletromagneti �eld. In setion 6.2 we have explored the dieletri funtion withinthe framework of the RPA approximation. However, as we are about to disuss exatreations we should now be a bit more ambitious than that, i.e. we should base our on amore generally valid representation of the dieletri funtion.Indeed, it is a straightforward exerise (see the problem set) in linear response theoryto show that �(q; !) = �1� V0(q)Ld Z d�ei!m� hn̂(q; �)n̂(�q; 0)i���i!m!!+��1 ; (8.36)where V0(q) = 4�e2=q2 is the bare Coulomb potential, hn̂n̂i denotes the onneted ther-mal average of two density operators n̂(q; �) = yq(�)q(�), and the symbol !m ! !+symbolially indiates the analytial ontinuation to real frequenies. Heuristially, Eq.(8.36) an be understood by noting that 1=� = Ve�=V0 measures the ratio between thee�etive potential felt by a test harge in a medium and the vauum potential. The dif-ferene between these two quantities is due to the polarizability of the medium whih, inturn, is a measure of its inlination to build up harge distortions Æhn̂i in response to theation of the potential operator � R V0n̂. In linear response theory18 theory, Æhn̂i is givenby the kernel R hn̂n̂iV0, i.e. the seond term in (8.36).We thus observe that the (inverse of the) dieletri funtion is determined by theretarded orrelation funtion C+(q; !) with X̂1 = X̂2 = n̂(q). (For obvious reasons,this funtion is alled the retarded density-density response funtion. It appears asan important building blok in many areas of many body physis.) We next show howanalytiity arguments and the two limit relations (??) and (??) an be employed to derivea number of strong test riteria for the dieletri funtion.Building on the relation �(q; !)�1 = 1� V0(q)Ld C+(q; !); (8.37)we next show how analytiity arguments and ertain limit relations an be employed toderive strong strong test riteria for the dieletri funtions. We �rst apply the Kramers-Kronig relation to ��1 � 1 / C+ to obtainRe �(q; !)�1 � 1 = 1� Z 1�1 d!0 Im �(q; !0)�1P 1!0 � !:Using that Im �(q; !0)�1 = �Im �(�q;�!0)�1 = �Im �(q;�!0)�1, where the �rst identityholds for the Fourier transform of arbitrary funtions and the seond follows from real18The linear response approximation is quite appropriate here beause the standard de�nition of thedieletri funtion � = limV0!0 V0=Ve� implies an in�nitesimally weak external perturbation.



332 CHAPTER 8. CORRELATION FUNCTIONSspae symmetry, the integral an be ompati�ed toRe �(q; !)�1 = 1 + 2� Z 10 d!0 Im �(q; !0)�1P !0!02 � !2 : (8.38)We next onsider this relation for the speial ase ! = 0 and jqj ! 0. Probing this limitis motivated by the fat that the behaviour of the stati dieletri funtion �(q; ! = 0)is in�nitely more simple to analyse than that of the generi funtion �(q; !). The reasonis, of ourse, that a stati external �eld does not prompt any dynamial response of thesystem. Indeed, one an show on general grounds (see the info blok below and Eq. (??)above) that in the stati limit,��1(q; 0) = (1 + �jqj�2)�1 jqj!0�! 0: (8.39)Substitution of this result into (8.38) then leads to resultlimq!0Z 10 d! Im �(q; !)�1! = ��2 (8.40)Eq. (8.40) is a typial example of a sum rule. For the derivation of a few more sumrules to be obeyed by the dieletri funtion, see Ref. [?℄.. Info. To understand the behaviour of the dieletri funtion in the stati limit,imagine a system of harged partiles subjet to a potential V0(r). Sine V0 is stati, it doesnot drive the system out of equilibrium. In partiular, all fermioni quasi-partile states19are �lled up to a uniform hemial potential �. This, however, neessitates a re-distributionof harge. The reason is that the potential shifts the energies �a of quasi-parile states jaiaording to �a ! �a � Ve� , where Ve� is the e�etive potential seen by the partiles. Forlow temperatures, states will be �lled up to an energy � � Ve� (see Fig. 8.10). We an makethis argument quantitative by introduing a distribution funtion fe�(�) � ff(� � Ve�) loallyontrolling the oupation of quasi-partile states. In a linear approximation, the indued hargedensity sreening the external potential is then given by�ind(r) = � 1LdXa (fe�(�a)� ff(�a)) = �� Z 1�1 d�(fe�(�)� ff(�))= �� Z 1�1 d�(ff(�� Ve�(r)) � ff(�)) � � Z 1�1 d���ff(�)Ve� (r) = ��Ve�(r):To ompute the di�erene between the external and the e�etive potential, respetively, weassume that the former had been generated through some harge density �: ��2V0 = 4��0, orV0(q) = 4�q�2�0(q). In ontrast, the full potential Ve� will be generated by a harge distribution�e� omprising the external harge and the sreening harge,Ve�(q) = 4�q�2(�0(q) + �ind(q)) = V0(q)� 4��q�2Ve�(q):19We assume that we are dealing with a Fermi liquid, i.e. that we an think of the onstituents of thesystem as fermioni quasi-partiles, in the spirit of the Landau's theory.
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Figure 8.10: On the idea of Thomas-Fermi sreening. A long range modulated stati potentialshifts the quasi-partile energies aording to �a ! �a + Ve�(r). (In order for this relation tomake sense, the typial spatial extent of a quasi-partile must, of ourse, be smaller than themodulation range of V (r).) Quasi-partile states are oupied up to energies �max(r) (indiatedby a solid line) where �max(r) + Ve�(r) = � and � is the global hemial potential ontrollingthe total partile number in equilibrium.We thus �nd that �(q; 0) = V0(q)Ve�(q) = 1 + 4��jqj�2;as stated above. Indeed, we had obtained this result, generally known as Thomas-Fermisreening, long before within the more mirosopi framework of the RPA. In ontrast, themerit of the present argument is that it not based on any spei� approximation sheme20.||||||||||||||{While Eq. (8.40) was for the spei� example of the dieletri funtion, the generalonstrution reipe �nds muh more general appliability: one (a) represents a quantityof physial interest (here, the dieletri funtion) in terms of a retarded response fun-tion whih then, (b), is plugged into a Kramers-Kronig type relation. This produes afrequeny non-loal onnetion between the response funtion at a given frequeny to anintegral ('sum') over all other frequenies. The latter, (), is evaluated for a referene fre-queny for whih our referene quantity is generally known (here, ! ! 0.) This produesan integral relation whih should hold under very general onditions. As mentioned inthe beginning of the setion, sum rules play an important role as test riteria for physialapproximation shemes. The appliation of suh relations is exempli�ed in the problemset on a onrete model dieletri funtion of the weakly disordered eletron gas.Experimental Aess to the Spetral Density funtionAbove we have seen that the spetral density funtion ontains highly resolved mirosopiinformation on a many body system. But how do we aess this information other thanby theoretial model alulation? Interestingly, it turns out that the spetral funtionis not only entral to theoretial analysis but also diretly related to a key experimentalobservable, the inelasti sattering ross setion.20although the argument is a bit phenomenologial and does rely on the Fermi liquid dotrine.



334 CHAPTER 8. CORRELATION FUNCTIONSTo understand this onnetion, onsider again the prototypial setup of a satteringexperiment shown in Fig. 8.3. The frequeny and angle resolved sattering ross setionis a measure of the rate of transitions (�;k)! (�0;k0) from the inoming state (�;k) intoan outgoing state (�0;k0). To give the problem a quantum mehanial formulation, we �rstnote that that the full Hilbert spae H of the system is the diret produt of the Fokspae, F , of the target system and the single partile spae, H1 of the inoming partilespeies, H = F 
H1:We assume that the interation between the inoming partile and the onstituent par-tiles of the system is governed by an interation Hamiltonian whose onventional (�rstquanitzed) real spae representation reads,Ĥint =Xi V (r̂i � r̂):Here, r̂i are the positions of the system's partiles and r̂ is the position of the inomingpartile. For simpliity we assume that the interation is pointlike, V (r̂� r̂0) = CÆ(r̂� r̂0),where C is some onstant. (The generalization to more general interation potentials(exerise!) is straightforward.) The seond quantized representation of the interationoperator then reads, Ĥint = C Z dr Æ(r̂� r)y(r)(r); (8.41)where r̂ keeps its signi�ane as a single partile operator ating in the spae H1. Analternative, and for all what follows more onvenient representation is given byĤint = C(2�)3 Z drdq eiq(r̂�r)y(r)(r) = C Z dq eiqr̂�̂q;where we have made use of a plane wave representation of the Æ-distribution, Æ(r) =(2�)�3 R dq exp(iqr) and �̂q � 1(2�)3 Z dr e�iqry(r)(r)desribes density modulations in the target system of harateristi momentum q. Assum-ing for simpliity, that the sample is kept at zero temperature (is in its ground state), asattering proess of �rst order in the interation Hamiltonian desribed by the transitionamplitude Aq = h�;k� qjĤintj0;ki;where 0 represents the ground state of the system and j�i may be any exat eigenstateof the target system21. Substitution of the representation of the interation Hamiltonianabove brings the transition amplitude into the formAq = h�;k� qjĤintj0;ki / h�j�̂qj0i: (8.42)21Using the nomenlature of Fig. 8.3 we might identify j0i with a ground state of zero olletivemomentum K = 0 and j�i = jK0 = qi with a state that has absorbed the momentum of the satteredpartile. The present disussion is more general in that it does not assume that the target eigenstatesarry de�nite momentum.



8.3. ANALYTIC STRUCTURE OF CORRELATION FUNCTIONS 335A �rst onlusion to be drawn from (8.42) is that the sattering amplitude probes densitymodulations in the bulk system. Aording to Fermi's golden rule (please reapitulate)the transition rate assoiated to the sattering amplitude Aq is given byPq = 2�X� jh�j�̂(q)j0ij2Æ(! � ��0); (8.43)where ��0 = E� � E0 > 0 is the exitation energy of j�i above the ground state and theÆ-distribution enfores the onservation of energy. The summation over � reets the fatthat only the beam of sattered partile is observed while the �nal state of the targetremains unspei�ed.It is instrutive to reformulate Eq. (8.43) in a number of di�erent ways. Representingthe Æ-distribution as a temporal integral Æ(!) = 12� R dt exp(�i!t), we obtainPq = Z dtX� jh�j�̂qj0ij2e�it(!���) == Z dte�i!tX� h0jei(Ĥ��N̂)t�̂�qe�i(Ĥ��N̂)tj�ih�j�̂qj0i == Z dte�i!th0jei(Ĥ��̂N)t�̂�qe�i(Ĥ��N̂)t�̂qj0i == Z dte�i!th0j�̂�q(t)�̂q(0)j0i:This formulation learly illustrates the onnetion between the observable sattering rateand mirosopi system harateristis, i.e. the rate P!;q is a measure for the dynamialpropagation of density modulations of wavelength q at time sales � !�1.To establish the onnetion to the previously developed apparatus of response fun-tions, we introdue the abbreviation �̂q;�� = h�j�̂qj�i and reformulate (8.43) asPq = �2 ImX� �q;�0��q;0� 1!+ + �0� == �2 limT!0 ImZ�1X�� �q;����q;�� e����!+ + ���= �2 limT!0 ImZ�1X�� �q;����q;�� e���� � e����!+ + ��� = (8.44)= �2 limT!0 ImC+q;q(!) = A(q; !); (8.45)where A(q; !) is the spetral density funtion evaluated for the density operators X̂1 =�q, X̂2 = ��p. In the seond line we used that for T ! 0, the Boltzmann weightexp(����) projets onto the ground state. Similarly, for ! > 0, the the added ontribu-tion exp(����) does not give a non-vanishing ontribution (why?).We thus observe that information about sattering ross setions, too, is arried byretarded real time response funtions. Spei�ally,



336 CHAPTER 8. CORRELATION FUNCTIONSThe inelasti sattering ross setion for momentumtransfer q and energy exhange ! is a diret probe ofthe spetral density funtion A(q; !).Although the derivation above did not exatly follow the linear response sheme, it hadthe same weak oupling perturbative avour. (The golden rule is a �rst order perturbativeapporoximation!) While we derived our formula for the partiular ase of a short rangedensity oupling, it is lear that more general beam-target oupling mehanism wouldlead to an expression of the same arhiteture, i.e. a suitably de�ned retarded responsefuntion.8.4 Eletromagneti Linear ResponseIn the last two setions we have put everything together needed to ompute the responseof physial systems to moderately weak perturbations. We learned how to linearize theresponse signal in the strength of its ause and to extrat real time dynamial informationfrom imaginary time data. In this setion we illustrate the funtioning of this formalism onits undoubtedly most important appliation, the response to the general eletromagneti�eld.The general setup of the problem is easily formulated: suppose a system of hargedpartiles has been subjeted to an eletromagneti signal represented through a salarpotential �(x; t) and/or a vetor potential A(x; t). To simplify the notation, we representthe perturbation through a (d + 1)-dimensional22 potential A(x) = (�(x);A(x)), wherex � (t;x) is a (1+d)-dimensional spae-time argument vetor. The system will respond tothis perturbation by a redistribution of harges, �(x) � h�̂(x)i, and/or the onet of urrentow j(x) � hĵ(x)i. Comprising harge and vetorial urrent into a (d + 1)-dimensionalgeneralized urrent vetor j = (�; j), our task is to identify the linear funtionalj = K[A℄ +O(A2)relating the urrent to its driving potential. In a somewhat more expliit way of writing,j�(x) = Zt0<t dd+1x0K��(x; x0)A�(x0); (8.46)where the ondition t0 < t indiates that the response is retarded { a urrent annot beindued prior to the ation of the potential. The positioning of the indies on the rhs ofthe equation indiates the use of a Minkowski metri, i.e.v�w� � �v0w0 + 3Xi=1 viwi:22To not unneessarily exlude important appliations of the formalism to e�etively two- or one-dimensional problems, the dimensionality of spae is left open.



8.4. ELECTROMAGNETIC LINEAR RESPONSE 337This onvention is motivated by the Minkowskian spae-time struture of eletrodynam-is23. To ompute the elements of the response tensor, we proeed aording to the generalreipe onstruted in the preeeding setions: we �rst employ the general formalism toderive the imaginary time response K(x;x0;!n), and then ontinue to real frequeniesi!n ! ! + i0.However, before formulating this program in detail, let us derive two fundamentalonstraints to be ful�lled by the kernel K. First, a gauge potential A� = ��f (f is afuntion) annot drive a physial urrent. Substituting this ondition into Eq. (8.46) we�nd 0 != Zt0<t dd+1x0K��(x; x0)��f(x0) = � Zt0<t dd+1x0 ��x0K��(x; x0)f(x0):Sine f is arbitrary we onlude 0 = K��  �� where the arrow indiates that the derivativeats from the right. Seond, urrent onservation demands ��j� = 0, or, transsribed toEq. (8.46), 0 != Zt0<t dx0d+1 ��xK��(x; x0)A�(x0):Due to arbitrariness of A� this ondition an only be generally valid if !�� K�� = 0.Summarizing,Gauge invariane and partile number onservation demand that!�� K�� = K��  ��= 0: (8.47)We next turn to the derivation of the linear response kernel. Our starting point is anobservation made already in hapter 1 (and several times thereafter), viz. the fat that(f. Eq. (??)) the oupling of matter to the lassial eletromagneti is desribed by abilinear ontribution S = Z d4x ĵ�A� (8.48)to the imaginary time ation. In this expression we are bak to an Euklidean metriv�w� � v0w0 + 3Xi=1 viwi;on aount of the de�nition, j0 � i�, A0 � i� of imaginary time urrent and vetorpotential, respetively. The additional i appearing in this onvention mirrors the i of thetemporal omponent of the imaginary time vetor (t;x)! (i�;x). Notie, however, thatwe are merely hanging onventions, i.e. both imaginary and real time ation ontainthe invariant ontribution ���+ j �A. To keep the notation simple, we will not indiate23In a more mundane way of speaking: this onvention absorbs the minus signs that would otherwiseappear in formulae expressing gauge invariane and/or urrent onservation of the theory.



338 CHAPTER 8. CORRELATION FUNCTIONSthe di�erene between imaginary time and real time vetors expliitly; the appropriateonvention is determined by the ontext in whih we are operating.This appealingly simple struture (8.48) is all we need to write down a general expres-sion for the linear response kernel: omparison with setion 8.2.1 shows that F = F 0 = A�,i.e. the generalized fore, F , and the auxiliary 'fore' F 0 used to generate the expetationvalue of ĵ by di�erentiation are both given by A�. Eq. (8.7) then tells us thatK��(x; x0) = Z�1 Æ2ÆA�(x)A�(x0)Z[A℄����A=0 ; (8.49)whih is one of the most important relations of mirosopi response theory. Notiethat due to the interhangeability of the two derivatives, K��(x; x0) = K��(x0; x). Thissymmetry in turn implies that { an observation repeatedly made before { gauge invariane,K��  ��= 0, and partile number onservation, !�� K�� = 0, represent di�erent sides of thesame oin.Eq. (8.49) is a very general, but also very formal result. To give it some meaning, itis instrutive to evaluate the two derivatives for a few spei� funtionals Z[A℄:Eletromagneti Response of the Mirosopi TheoryAs a partiularly important example, we onsider the mirosopi ation of a Fermi orBose system in the presene of an eletromagneti �eld. Ignoring the oupling of the �eldto the spin degrees of freedomS[ � ;  ;A℄ = Z �0 d� Z ddr � � ��� + �� 12m(i� +A)2 � �+ V0� � + Sint[ � ;  ℄;where V0 denotes a (�eld independent) potential. With A0 = i�, Ai = (A)i andĵ0 = i�̂ = i � � �;ĵi = (̂j)i = 12m � �(i $�i +Ai) �; (8.50)where f $�i g � f�ig � (�if)g, we bring the ation into the anonial formS[ � ;  ;A℄ = Z d�ddr jA�A� + S0[ � ;  ℄;where S0 is �eld independent and the notation jA hints to the important fat that theurrent itself depends on the vetor potential. Appliation of Eq. (8.49) then obtainsK��(x; x0) = Z�1 Æ2ÆA�(x)A�(x0) ����A=0 Z D( � ;  )e�S[ � ; ;A℄ == Z�1 ÆA�(x0) ����A=0 Z D( � ;  )�ĵA� + A��AĵA� � (x) e�S[ � ; ;A℄ == DÆ(x� x0)Æ�� 2�AĵA� (x) + �ĵA� + A��AĵA� � (x)�ĵA� + A��AĵA� � (x0)E���A=0 ;



8.4. ELECTROMAGNETIC LINEAR RESPONSE 339where the angular brakets stand for funtional averaging. Setting A = 0, we obtainK��(x; x0) = 12mÆ(x� x0)Æ��(1� Æ�0) h�̂(x)i+ hĵp�(x)ĵp�(x0)i: (8.51)The �rst term ontributing to the response kernel is known as the diamagneti term.Indeed, following its trae bak through the derivation we �nd that this term originatesfrom the diamagneti ontribution � A2 to the Hamiltonian. Conversely,ĵp � ĵ���A=0is alled the paramagneti ontribution to the urrent operator. The funtional expeta-tion value � hĵpĵpi de�nes the so-alled paramagneti term.Notwithstanding its not very appealing struture, Eq. (8.51) represents a strong re-sult whih enompasses virtually all aspets of eletromagneti linear response24. E.g. thediagonal vetorial omponents Kii; i = 1; 2; 3 of the response tensor desribe the longi-tudinal ondutivity of the system (see the next setion.) In ases where a magneti�eld is present, the o�-diagonal omponents Ki6=j measure the Hall-ondutivity. Thetemporal omponents K00 desribe the density response of the system, a feature thatis of importane for, e.g., the analysis of sattering data (see the problem set), et.Eletromagneti Response of E�etive TheoriesIn ases where we are operating on a level beyond the mirosopi desription, i.e. withinthe framework of an e�etive low energy theory, the struture of the response tensormay di�er from (8.51). To identify the 'e�etive' response tensor, we need to arry outa anonial two-step program: (i) identify the oupling of the eletromagneti potentialto the relevant degrees of freedom. (In ases where one hasn't kept trak of the �elddependene from the very beginning, it usually suÆes to minimally ouple the �eld, i.e.to introdue the omponents A� so as to make the ation gauge invariant.) (ii) Do thetwo-fold derivative (8.49).We illustrate the proedure on a familiar example, viz. the ation of the olletivephase � of the BCS superondutor. In setion ?? we had seen thatS[�℄ = Z d�ddx h�(���)2 + ns2m(��)2i :Under a gauge transformation indued by some funiton f(x), ��� ! ��� + ��f , i.e. thegauge invariant extension of the ation reads as (f. Eq. (7.41))S[�; A℄ = Z d� Z ddx h�(��� � �)(��� � �) + ns2m(�� �A)(�� �A)i :Di�erentiating this result with respet to the omponents Ai we obtainKii0(x; x0) = �nsm h1� nsm h�i�(x)�j�(x0)ii (8.52)24Exept for spin-related phenomena.



340 CHAPTER 8. CORRELATION FUNCTIONSfor the vetorial omponents of the response tensor. It is left as an (instrutive) exeriseto show that the �nal evaluation of this expression leads to the Meissner e�et and adiverging longitudinal ondutivity, as obtained in a di�erent manner in setion 7.3.7 (seethe problem set.)8.4.1 Longitudinal Condutivity of the Disordered Eletron GasEq's (8.51) and (8.52) exemplify the struture of the response tensor after the masterformula (8.49) has been applied. What remains to obtain a onrete result for the on-dutivity, say, is to evaluate the two- (h�̂i) or four- (hĵĵi) point orrelation funtionsappearing in these expressions. Of ourse, the details of this last step of the programsensitively depends on the mirosopi struture of the theory under onsideration, i.e.no universally appliable omputational reipe an be formulated. Notwithstanding thesedi�erenes in details, a number of large sale strutural elelements are reurrent in themathematial analysis of the urrent-urrent orrelation funtions of mirosopi responsetheory.To illustrate these ommon strutures we onsider an example whih is of onsiderableimportane in its own right, viz. the longitudinal AC ondutivity of the eletrongas.The AC ondutivity is de�ned throughj(!) = �(!)E(!); (8.53)i.e. as the oeÆient relating the urrent density to a homogeneous external �eld osil-lating with frequeny !. In the absene of symmetry breaking perturbations suh as astrong magneti �eld or system-intrinsi anisotropies, the urrent ow will be in-line withthe �eld gradient. This justi�es the salar, rather than a more omplex tensorial ansatzfor the ondutivity in Eq. (8.53) (For a more omplex situation, see the problem set.). Info. Before entering the details of the linear response alulation, it instrutive toreapitulate how the ondutivity an be obtained from ommon sense reasoning. Tothis end, let us look at the world from the persetive of an individual ondution eletron. Inthe presene of an eletri �eld, the eletron will be subjet to two di�erent fores: the fore ofthe �eld, eE, and a dissipative frition fore �m� _r inhibiting its free aelaration. The time rateof this damping proess is essentially set by the sattering rate o� stati impurities, m=� . To a�rst approximation, the dynamis of the eletron is thus desribed by the equation of motionm�r = eE(t)� m� _r;or, in Fourier representation, �im!v(!) = eE(!)� m� v(!):Solving for v we �nd that the urrent density j = nv (n is the partile density) is given byj(!) = �(!)E(!) with �(!) = nem 11� � i! : (8.54)



8.4. ELECTROMAGNETIC LINEAR RESPONSE 341In the limit ! � ��1, �(!) ' inem!�1, i.e. the eletroni urrent is determined by the ballistimotion of the eletrons in the eletri fore �eld. Conversely, in the DC limit ! ! 0, � = ne�m ,the �eld drives a steady urrent density whose value is limited by the amount of momentumrelaxation. ||||||||||||||{Below we will ompute the ondutivity under the simplifying assumption that Coulombor other types of many body interations are negligible25. In ontrast, the disussion ofthe info blok above shows that any meaningful analysis of the ondutivity must aountfor the presene of stati disorder; without disorder, the �eld would make the eletronsfreely aelerate, i.e. there would be no suh thing like steady urrent ow in metals.Thus, what we should have in mind when we think about the ondutivity is, h�i, i.e.the ondutivity averaged over all realizations of a mirosopi disorder potential26. Toobtain the ondutane, we ompute the urrent ow in the system in response to a vetorpotential A where �tA = E generates the eletri �eld. Antiipating that after averag-ing over impurities the system will be e�etively translationally invariant, the analysisis most eonomially arried out in momentum spae, i.e. we ompute the expetationvalue j(q! 0; !) in response to a potential A(q! 0; !), where the limit q! 0 indiatesthat we are interested in a spatially homogeneous external �eld. Fourier transforming Eq.(8.51) in the di�erene x � x0 of oordinates (f. the remarks made in onnetion withEq. (8.4)), one veri�es that the appropriate response kernel is given byK(q) = 1mhh�̂ii+ 1Ld hhĵpi;q ĵpi;�qii; (8.55)where the vetorial index i is arbitrary and the double brakets indiate the two-foldaverage over the quantum thermal distribution and the disorder potential, respetively.Also notie that the onnetion !mA(q) = E(q) implies�(!) = limq!0 1!mK(q)����i!m!!+i0 : (8.56)To proess this expression, we substitute the Fourier transform of Eq. (8.50) (exerise)�̂ =Xp � �;p �;pĵpi;q = 12mXp (2p+ q)i � �;p �;p+q25Nonetheless, the alulation will still be fairly tehnial. If you �nd the Drude ondutivity of theeletron gas too elementary an observable to justify these e�orts, please keep in mind that our primemotivation is methodologial; tehnial operations very similar to those detailed here appear in pratiallyevery quantum response analysis.26A good question to ask is whether the ondutivity of any partiular realization of a disordered metalwill di�er from the averaged ondutivity, i.e. whether the ondutivity is a 'self-averaging' quantitiy.This leads one to the intereting problem of ondutane utuations whih is, however, beyond thesope of the present text (see the problem set, though.)



342 CHAPTER 8. CORRELATION FUNCTIONSinto (8.55) and apply Wik's theorem (f. setion ??) to ompute the thermal expetationvalue. This leads toK(q) = TmXn;p hGn;p;pi+ 2TLd(2m)2 Xn;p;p0(2p+ q)i(2p0 + q)ihGn+m;p+q;p0+qGn;p;p0i; (8.57)where the fator of 2 aounts for the spin sum-mation (for simpliity we assume that the Hamil-tonian in spin-independent), Gn;p;p0 � h � n;p n;p0iis the thermal eletron Green funtion for a par-tiular realization of the disordered bakground,and the remaining braket stands for the disorderaverage. (Notie that before disorder averaging,the system laks translational invariane, i.e. thesingle partile Green funtion is not diagonal inmomentum spae.) A diagrammati representa-tion of the paramagneti response kernel in termsof Green funtions is shown in the upper part ofthe �gure, where the wavy lines stand for the ur-rent operator and the dashed lines symboliallyrepresent the sattering o� the stati impurity po-tential.
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 p To make further progress with this expression, we shall adopt an approximation thatritial readers may �nd fairly questionable: we will replae the average of the two-Greenfuntion orrelator by an impurity average of the individual Green funtions, hGGi !hGihGi27. This is illustrated in the bottom part of the �gure, where the thik linesrepresent Green funtions averaged over the mirosopi potential. In the problem set ofhapter 6 it has been shown that these averaged Green funtions are given byhGn;p;p0i = Æp;p0Gp � Æp;p0i!n � �p + i2� sgn!n ;where � de�nes the mean impurity sattering time. (Remember what has been said aboveabout the meaning of the imaginary part of the Green funtion denominator as an e�etivelifetime. In the present ontext, � measures the time after whih a partile with initialmomentum p gets sattered into states of di�erent momentum.) Substituting this resultinto (8.57), we obtainK(q) = TmXp Gp + 2TLd(2m)2 Xp (2p+ q)i(2p+ q)iGp+qGp; (8.58)i.e. the problem to that of omputing a frequeny/momentum sum over the running indexp. Looking at the struture of (8.57), one might be tempted to perform the frequeny27Readers who have made their way through the disorder related questions of the problem sets ofprevious hapters are invited to ritially assess the validity of this approximation (see the problem setof this hapter.) The result of this analysis is that for hard impurity sattering potentials, i.e. impurtitypotentials hpjV jp0i = onst: that satter isotropially over the entire momentum shell the approximationabove beomes justi�able in the limit q! 0.



8.4. ELECTROMAGNETIC LINEAR RESPONSE 343summation by one of our standard summation formulae. However, a moments thoughtshows that this strategy won't work. The reason is that in the present ase, the extensionof the Green funtion to the omplex planeGp = Gp(z) = 1z � �p + i2� sgn Im zhas a ut along the real axis. Whih means that the produt Gp+q(z+ i!m)Gp(z) has utsat Re(z) = 0 and Re(z + i!m) = 0 (see Fig. 8.11.) To get around this diÆulty, we needto integrate over a ontour that (a) enompasses all Matsubara frequenies an (b) avoidsthe ut lines. While there is no simply ontour that does the job, a joint integration overthe three ontours 1;2;3 shown in Fig. 8.11 faithfully represents the Matsubara sum:Xm GpGp+q = �2�i I1[2[3 dzff(z)Gp(z)Gp+q(z + i!m):
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Figure 8.11: Analytial struture of the frequeny summation in Eq. (8.57). The wavylines indiate the uts of the Green funtions. Integration over the ontours 1;2;3 givesthe frequeny sum.The three integrals ontributing to the sum lead to very di�erent results: as shownin the problem set, the two integrals over the ontours 1 and 3 anel against thediamagneti ontribution to the response tensor, i.e. the �rst term in Eq. (8.58).. Info. To heuristially understand that the ontribution from the ontours 1 and 3 isunphysial, notie that, e.g.,�2�i I1 dzff(z)Gp(z)Gp+q(z + i!m) =



344 CHAPTER 8. CORRELATION FUNCTIONS= �2�i Z 1�1 d�ff(�)Gp(�+ i0)Gp+q(�+ i!m) i!m!!+i0�!= �2�i Z 1�1 d�ff(e)Gp(�+ i0)Gp+q(�+ ! + i0):I.e. the integral extends over a produt of two retarded single partile Green funtions. Now,remember that in the end of the day, we want to ompute the ondutane, i.e. a quantitythat bears reminisene to a transition probability (viz. the probability for eletrons propagatingunder the inuene of an applied eletri �eld.) In quantum mehanis, probabilities � � GG�appear as produts of amplitudes, G. Indeed, we had seen before, that the retarded Greenfuntion an be interpreted as a transition amplitude of quantum mehanial partiles. We alsosaw, that its omplex onjugate, G�, is an advaned Green funtion. I.e. our admittedly veryhandwaving argument indiates that the quantum dynamis of ondution should be desribedin terms of produts of advaned and retarded Green funtions. However, a produt of tworetarded (or two advaned) Green funtions laks an obvious physial interpretation. Indeed,these ontributions anel against the diamagneti term.||||||||||||||{We thus fous on the integral over 2:�2�i I2 dzff(z)Gp(z)Gp+q(z + i!m) == �2�i Z 1�1 d�ff(�) [Gp(�� i0)Gp+q(�+ i!m)�Gp(�� i!m)Gp+q(� + i0)℄ i!m!!+i0�!i!m!!+i0�! �2�i Z 1�1 d� ff(�) �Gp(��)Gp+q(�+ + !)�Gp(�� � !)Gp+q(�+)� == �2�i Z 1�1 d� [ff(�)� ff(�+ !)℄Gp(��)Gp+q(�+ + !);where in the �rst equality we have used the symmetry ff(�+i!m) = ff(�) of the distributionfuntion under translation by bosoni frequenies. Substituting this result into (8.58) and(8.56) we arrive at the intermediate result�(!) = 12� Z 1�1 d� ff(�)� ff(�+ !)! 2Ldm2 Xp p2iG�p (�)G+p (� + !); (8.59)where G�p (�) = (�� � � i2� )�1.



8.4. ELECTROMAGNETIC LINEAR RESPONSE 345The analytial struture of this result atually dis-loses a number of important elements of the eletroniondution proess: an AC �eld of frequeny ! reateseletron hole pairs of exitation energy !. The phasevolume aessible to these proesses is measured by the�-integral, weighted by the di�erene of two Fermi fun-tions, i.e. Fermi statistis demands that the energy ofthe to-be-exited eletron lies within a shell [� � !; �℄at the Fermi surfae (see the �gure.) The dynamis ofthe exited eletron is desribed by a retarded Greenfuntion of energy � + !. ω

Conversely, the dynamis of the hole is desribed by the advaned Green funtion.Heuristially, this an be understood by noting that the advaned Green funtion desribesthe (�tiious) propagation of an eletron bakwards in time. However, an eletron prop-agating in hrnologially reversed diretion an be interpreted as an hole moving forwardin time. (Think about it!) Thus, the advaned eletroni Green funtion e�etively repre-sents a desriptor of hole dynamis. That the produt of two Green funtions is weightedby two operators pi=m reets the fat that urrent transport essentially depends on theveloity of the eletrons.To do the sum over p we note that for a radially symmetri funtion F (�p),Z ddpp2iF (�p) = 1d Z ddp p2F (�p) = 2md Z d� (� + �)�(�)F (�):Identifying the funtion F with the produt of our two Green funtions, we obtain2LdXp p2iGp(��)Gp(�+ + !) = m Z 1�� d� (� + �)�(�)G+(�)G�(� + !) '' m�� Z 1�1 d� G+(�)G�(� + !) = 2�m��1� � i! ;where in the third equality we have used that the Green funtions are strongly peaked onsales ��1 � � around � = 0 implying that to a very good approximation the �-integrationan be extended to the entire real axis and the energy variation of the density of states�(�) on the e�etive interval of integration is negligible. The last integral an be done byelementary means or, more elegantly, by losing the �-integration ontour in the upper orlower half plane and using the analyti struture of the Green funtions. Substituting theresult into our formula for �(!) and using that R d�(ff(�) � ff(� + !))!�1 ' 1 we arriveat the �nal result (8.56).At this point it is rewarding to pause for a moment to look bak at a number of largesale strutures of the analysis:. on the mirosopi level, the two point funtion hĵĵi of urrent operators is repre-sented in terms of a four point funtion � h �  �  i of �eld operators. A moment'sthought shows that four point orrelation funtions generially appear as mi-rosopi desriptors of the response funtions of quantum single partile operators



346 CHAPTER 8. CORRELATION FUNCTIONS(simply beause in seond quantization, a single partile operator maps onto a bi-linear of �eld operators), and, therefore, the vast majority of response funtions intotal.. This observation implies a hierarhy of orrelation funtions: E.g. in ournon-interating example, the retarded response orrelation funtions was desribedin terms of a produt of an advaned and a retarded mirosopi single partileorrelation funtion28. This almost trivial observation is of some importane beauesit entails. A separation of energy sales. The argument (!;q) of the response funtion isa measure of the frequeny/momentum sale of the external perturbation. Theseparameters are to be distinguished from the argument (�;p) of the single partilepropagators mirosopially desribing the response proess. In many ases, thetwo sets of sales are parametrially di�erent. E.g. in the problem disussed above,(!;q) is set by the resolution of an external eletroni apparatus and, therefore,muh slower than the frequeny/momentum sale (!;p) of eletroni harge ar-riers at the Fermi surfae. Under these irumstanes, the ratios !=� and jqj=jpj,respetively, de�ne small expansion parameters whih an be used in the approxi-mate evaluation of the response kernel. (In other ases, e.g. spetrosopi analysisof mirosopi single partile exitations, it is essential that (!;q) and (�;p) are ofthe same order.)8.5 Summary and OutlookThis ompletes our preliminary survey of theory and appliation of orrelation funtionsin many body physis. We have seen that orrelation funtions, notably real time retardedresponse funtions, represent a prinipal interfae between experiment and theory. Theonnetion between these objets and experimental data { the latter represented throughexpetation values of ertain operators { was established by a formalism known as linearresponse: assuming an experimentally imposed perturbation of a many body system to beweak, its repsonse ould be analysed within a ontrolled expansion sheme whose leadingorder term identi�ed as a retarded orrelation funtion.A number of general properties of the response funtion { e.g. ausality { ouldbe identi�ed from ommon sense reasoning. However, to develop a full understandingof this objet, notably the onnetion between the imaginary time response funtion(the quantity produed by evaluation of the �eld integral) and its retarded real timeounterpart (the quantity we are interested in) we had to go beyond that level. Indeed,we saw that the relation between various types of orrelation funtions ould be dislosedby means of an amazingly strong spetral representation that was simple, exat, and28For interating problems, the response funtions non longer neatly splits into a produt of twosingle partile Green funtions. Instead, the four �eld operators desribing the response funtions anbe onneted by an arbitrarily ompliated network of interation verties. However, ulitimately thepropagators onneting this network are again the single partile Green funtions of the problem.



8.5. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 347not dependent on any partiular physial ontext (while not being partiularly useful forpratial omputational purposes.)The strutural elements developed in the �rst parts of the hapter were �nally bundeledinto a powerful theory of eletromagneti linear response. We illustrated the appliationof this mahinery on the example of the longitudinal ondutivity of the eletron gasand tried to point out a number of omputational elements ommon to most onretemirosopi linear response alulations.In the next hapter we will be bak to the intrinsi development of the theory. Wewill get aquainted with the renormalization group, a powerful analytial tool designedto analyse orrelation funtions (and other objets of physial interest) within the vastspae left open between straightforward perturbation theory on the one end and the fewavailable exat evaluation shemes on the other end.



348 CHAPTER 8. CORRELATION FUNCTIONS8.6 Problem SetQ1 Orthogonality atastrophyQ2 de�nition of the dieletri funtionQ3 density-density response funtion of the disordered eletron gas.Q4 tunnel HamiltonianQ5 dieletri funtion from linear response formalismQ6 model dieletri funtionQ7 sattering linear responseQ8 eletromagneti response tensor of omplex salar �eld theory, sigma model.Q9 ondutivity, Meissner e�et from response tensorQ10 Hall ondutivity in lassial approximationQ11 anellation diamagneti RR/AA



Chapter 9The Renormalization GroupA �rst introdution into the framework of the so-alled 'renormalization group' (RG).Starting out from the disussion of two introdutory examples, we will get to know the RGas a onept { as opposed to a rigourously de�ned method { whereby non-linear theoriesan be analysed beyond the level of plain perturbation theory. We then proeed to disussidea and funtioning of RG methods in more general terms. Conepts suh as saling,dimensional analysis, the onnetion to the general theory of ritial phenomena, and anumber of onrete implementations of the RG program will be introdued and exempli�edon a number of appliations.In hapter 6 we introdued the �4-model as an arh-prototype of interating ontinuumtheories. We saw that the non-linearities inherent to the model had to be taken seriouslyand introdued means to treat them perturbatively: Wik-ontrations and their dia-grammati implementation. However, a ritial review of that disussion shows that weatually left the state of a a�airs in a rather miserable shape. First, we ould not evenbuild on any �rm justi�ation of the �4-ation as suh. I.e. the �4 ontinuum desriptionwas obtained by a gradient expansion of, in that partiular appliation, a d-dimensionalIsing model. But what what was the justi�ation of terminating that expansion at seondorder in the number of gradients or, for that matter,exluding terms of order O(�(n>4)).In fat, questions of this type an be asked regarding any of the many ontinuum approx-imations we have performed throughout the �rst hapters of this ourse. Seond, after wehad identi�ed a number of terms ontributing to the perturbative expansion of the model(i.e. reprensented them in terms of momentum integrals over the non-interating Greenfuntion) we realized that these were badly misbehaved. Those terms we onstrutedexpliitly (f., e.g., Eq. (6.18) and the equation before) ontained divergenes at largemomenta. We also saw that in the transition region between the ferro- and the param-agneti phase, respetively, these integrals were prone to build up infrared divergenes.But what is worst, we had to onede that we had no lue as to how to overome theseproblems! Needless to say that diÆulties similar to those exempli�ed on the �4-modelwill show up in many other ontexts as well.To better understand origin and remedy of the problems above, we ertainly need to349



350 CHAPTER 9. THE RENORMALIZATION GROUPdevelop some new ideas. To this end, let us re-iterate that the entral driving fore ofall our e�orts is the devlopment of a better understanding of long range system hara-teristis. On the other hand, models suh as �4 exhibit utuations on all lengthsales,inluding the shortest, and it was preisely these short-wavelength utuations that heldresponsible for most of our diÆulties. But in priniple, we already know how deal withsituations of this kind. What we should aim for is integrating over all short-range utu-ations thereby generating an e�etive ation for the long range degrees of freedom. Weexempli�ed this program on numerous examples before where some slow �eld was oupledto rapidly utuating mirosopi �elds whih were subsequently integrated out.The only problem with our urrent appliation is that �4-theory doesnot know of any lear ut separation into 'fast' and 'slow' degrees offreedom. Rather, all utuations ranging from the shortest sales (ofthe order of some mirosopi uto� a limiting the appliability of thetheory) to the longest sales (of the order of, say, the system size L)are treated on the same footing. However, to nonetheless implement thesheme of integrating-over-fast-modes-to-generate-an-e�etive-ation-of-the-slow-modes we may arti�ially delare a ertain length sale a(1) �b > a, as the sale separating 'short wavelength utuations' on sales[a; a(1)℄ from 'long wavelength utuations' on sales [a(1); L�1℄. Havingdone so, we may proeed to integrate out the short range utuationsthereby hanging the ation of the long ranged degrees of freedom. Sinethe short range ation is by no means simpler than the ation of thelong range degrees of freedom (both in fat equal to the �4-ation) thisstep will involve approximations. Indeed, the integration proedure maylead to a number of oneivable senarios. E.g., it may orrupt thealgebrai struture of the long-wavelength ation, leaving us with a theoryfundamentally di�erent from the one we began with. Alternatively, itmay turn out that the e�etive ation of the slow degrees of freedom isstruturally similar to the original one, in whih ase the entire e�et ofintegrating over the fast utuations amounts to a hanged set of ouplingonstants. a 
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In that latter ase, we are in good shape. We have arrived at a theory idential theold one exept for (a) a di�erent, or renormalized set of oupling onstants and (b) aninreased short distane uto� a ! a(1) = ba. The obvious further ourse of ation willthen be to iterate the proedure. We will delare a new uto� a(2) = ba(1) = b2a, integrateout utuations on sales [a(2); a(1)℄, et. Along with reursively integrating out more andmore layers of utuations, the oupling onstants of the theory hange, or 'ow', untilthe uto� a(n) � L�1 has beome omparable to the length sales we are interested in. (Ina way to be substantiated below,) the renormalized set of oupling onstants then enodesmuh of the information on the long range behaviour of the model we are interested in.The line of thoughts above summarizes the essential idea of the renormalization groupprogram. Of ourse, the approah would be utterly useless had we to perform eahreursion step a(n�1) ! a(n) expliitly. However, a moments thought shows that this is



351not so. Indeed, the whole idea relies on the reursive reprodution of the model in eahstep. That is, eah step ontains the full information on the further evolution of the ationand, therefore, the model as suh.Admittedly, at �rst reading the idea of a ow of oupling onstants on aount of areursive integration proedure must sound abstrat. Therefore, before developing thegeneral framework of the renormalization sheme any further, we shall illustrate its fun-tioning on two onrete examples.. Info. The advent of renormalization group ideas in the late sixties and earlyseventies marks the transition between two di�erent epohes. While researh had previouslyfoussed on the development and appliation of ever more sophistiated perturbative tehniques,the seventies arguably stood under the spell of the renormalization program.In the seond half of the sixties ideas to reursively generate ows of oupling onstantsame up { apparently in independent developments { both in ondensed matter and in partilephysis. However, it took the insight of K. Wilson (see K. Wilson, Rev. Mod. Phys. 47, 773(1975), still one of the best introdutions to the approah!) to realize the full potential of thatapproah and to develop it to a widely appliable tool. It is probably fair to say that Wilsonsoriginal formulation of the approah, and its later extension by others led to revolutionaryprogress ondensed matter physis, partile physis and general statistial mehanis. Perhapsnot less importantly, the RG onept turned out to be one of the major driving fores behindthe partial uni�ation of these �elds.In fat, the (highly unfortunate) denotation 'renormalization group' disloses muh ofthe historial origin of the approah. A widespread dotrine of late sixties' partile physis hadbeen that on a fundamental level our world ould be understood in terms of symmetries andtheir implementation through groups { the eightfold way. In an attempt to absorb the newlydeveloped RG approah into this general framework of thinking, it got dubbed renormalizationgroup. Of ourse, a linkage between group strutures and renormalization methods would nothave been drawn had it been utterly unjusti�ed. Indeed, one may argue that the sequene of RGtransformations outlined above de�nes the struture of a semigroup1. However, the onnetionbetween RG transformation and group algebrai strutures is not only highly formal but alsoounterprodutive. (It suggests a oneptual bond that simply isnt't there.) Besides, the groupinterpretation of the RG transformation is ompletely useless with regard to pratial aspets.||||||||||||||{
1To this end, one should interpret an individual RG transformation as an abstrat mapping betweentwo ations: S R! S0, where S is the original ation, S0 the ation with inreased short distane uto�, andR the mapping between them. We next notie that these transformations an be iterated, or 'multiplied',RÆR0. A moment's thought shows that the omposition law obeys the de�ning onditions of a semigroup:there is a unit-transformation (nothing is integrated out) and the iteration is assoiative. (We are dealingwith a semigroup beause the RG transformation is irreversible, it does not have an inverse.)



352 CHAPTER 9. THE RENORMALIZATION GROUP9.1 Example I: The One-Dimensional Ising ModelTo illustrate the implementation of the RG program on a simple example (in fat thesimplest example) we onsider the 1d Ising model (f. pp 188) de�ned throughĤ = �JXij SiSj �HXi Si;where the index i runs through a 1d sequene of sites, Si = �1 is the (uni-axial) mag-netization of site i and H an external �eld. Throughout this setion we will stik to thedisrete spin representation of the model, i.e. unlike in setion 6.1.2 we do not map itonto a ontinuum model. However, this does not hamper our the disussion of the RGprogram: Simply regard ��Ĥ[S℄ as a 'funtional' of the disrete '�eld' fSig, and all stepsoutlined above an be arried out without substantial modi�ation.9.1.1 Exat SolutionThe 1d Ising model is exatly solvable, i.e. all its marosopially observable propertiesan be omputed in losed form. (This is, indeed, a welome feature as it will provide uswith a referene with whih the results obtained by the RG program an be ompared.)Both, the exat solution of the model and its RG formulation rely on a partiular repre-sentation known as a transfer matrix representation. To understand the idea of thisrepresentation, notie that the Boltzmann weight of the problem fatorizes aording toe��Ĥ = e�PNi=1(�KSiSi+1�hSi) = NYi=1 T (Si; Si+1);where we have introdued the dimensionless parameters K � �J < 0 and h = �J , andthe weight T is de�ned throughT (S; S 0) = exp�KSS 0 + h2(S + S 0)� :We further assume that our system has N sites and obeys periodi boundary onditionsSN+1 = S1. De�ning a two-omponent matrix T throughT11 = T (1; 1); T12 = T (1;�1); T21 = T (�1; 1); T22 = T (�1;�1);we then observe that the partition funtion of the system is given byZ =XfSig e��Ĥ =XfSig NYi=1 T (Si; Si+1) =Xfnig NYi=1 Tnini+1 = tr �TN� :We have thus managed to represent the partition funtion of the problem as a trae overthe Nth power of the two dimensional 'transfer' matrix T 2. By this representation, we2The denotation 'transfer matrix' originates in an interpretation of the Ising model as a �tiiousdynamial proess in whih a state Si is 'transferred' to a state Si+1, where the transition amplitude isgiven by S(ii; ii+1).



9.1. EXAMPLE I: THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL ISING MODEL 353have almost solved the problem. Indeed, we an writeZ = tr �TN� = �N+ + �N� ;where �� are the two eigenvalues of the matrixT = � eK+h e�Ke�K eK�h � :It is a straightforward exerise to verify that these eigenvalues are given by�� = eK �osh(h)�qsinh2(h) + e4K� :Notie that �+ > ��. This implies that in the thermodynami limit N !1 the ontri-bution of the latter may be negleted so that Z N!1�! �N+ . Taking the logarithm of thisexpression and re-inserting the original system parameters we �nd that in the thermody-nami limit the free energy is given byF = �N �J + T ln �osh(�H) +qsinh2(�H) + e�4�J�� : (9.1)From here, we an straightforwardly ompute the magnetization M of the system bydi�erentiation wrt the magneti �eld. The result is that the magnetization per spin, m,is given by m � MN = sinh(�H)qsinh2(�H) + e�4�J : (9.2)For illustration, two magnetizationurves are shown in the �gure, wherethe pro�le with the steep gradient or-responds to the lower temperature. No-tie that the system does not magnetizein the absene of an external �eld, i.e.unlike its higher-dimensional ousins,the 1d model does not display sponata-neous symmetry breaking. -1 -0.5 0.5 1
H
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. Info. It is atually not diÆult to understand the reasons for the absene of sponta-neous symmetry breaking in the 1d Ising model: suppose the system had a ritial temper-ature T below whih all spins order either to Si = 1 or Si = �1 (Fig. ?? top.) Now, imagine asegment of M onsequtive spins, say, tentatively deided to ip. For doing so, they would haveto pay a prie of O(2J), viz. the energy assoiiated to the unfavourable spin alignment at thetwo ends of the anomalous region. However, on the other hand, there are N di�erent hoies forputting the setor of M ipped spins, i.e. the energy loss is ounterated by an entropi fator



354 CHAPTER 9. THE RENORMALIZATION GROUP
Figure 9.1: On the absene of spontaneous symmetry breaking in the 1d Ising model. Nomatter how low the temperature, the energy ost assoiated to the freation of a segmentof ipped spins is outweighed by the entropy gain.T ln(N). Thus, no matter how small T , for large enough systems, the free energy balane foripping spin regions is positive, implying that the system will be in a disordered phase.To wih extend do these arguments arry over to Ising systems of higer dimensionality?Consider, e.g., a two-dimensional variant of the model. Here the formation of a large onnetedregion of M mismathed spins osts an energy prie of at least U �MJ1=2. To see this, notiethat the energy is proportional to the one-dimensional boundary between the two di�erent spinsetors. For a lose to irulare geometry of the anomalous region, the boundary assumes itsminimum length �M1=2, leading to the above estimate for U .

Figure 9.2: On the phenomenon of spontaneous symmetry breaking in Ising models ofhigher dimensionality. Entropi fators no longer have the apaity to overpower theextensive grow of energy assoiated to the formation of mismathed regions.However, we still have by and large lnN di�erent hoies of putting the rebellious region.(Allowing for geometries other than irular, the energy/entropy balane beomes more ompli-ated. However, we do not expet it to hange qualitatively.) Thus, for 2d, F � JM1=2�T lnN .No matter how small T , it therefore is energetially impossible to ip a thermodynami M �Nx>0 setor of spins. We onlude that the (d > 2)-dimensional Ising model does exhibit aphase transition into an ordered low temperature phase.This observation illustrates thatThe phenomenon of spontaneous symmetry breaking ours only in systems ofsuÆiently large dimensionality. The threshold dimension below whih entropimehanism exlude spontaneous symmetry breaking is alled the lower ritialdimension.



9.1. EXAMPLE I: THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL ISING MODEL 355Our argument above indiates that the lower ritial dimension of the Ising model, or moregenerally, The lower ritial dimension of systems with disrete brokensymmetries is d = 1.Having said so, an obvious question to ask is what is the lower ritial dimension for systemswith ontinuous symmetries (e.g., the U(1) symmetry of the superuid, the O(3)-symmetryof the Heisenberg ferromagnet, et.). To answer this question, we may proeed in analogy tothe Ising ase. I.e. we assume that a ritial temperature exists below whih the system isordered. Using, for onreteness, the language of magneti phenomena, we might say that thesystem is magnetized into a uniform state S(r) = Sed, where ed is the unit vetor in d-diretion.Expanding the ation S[S℄ around that on�guration, one obtains, to lowest order,S[S℄ = �Z ddr ����;where �(r) is a generalized polar angle measuring utuations around the ordered state and a oupling onstant. We next ask for the thermal (or, if appropriate, quantum-thermal)expetation value hSd(r)ii of the d-omponent of the spin variable anywhere in the system.Assuming that we are lose to the ordered state, an expansion in � obtainsSd(r) = S os(�) = S�1� 12�2 + : : :� :We now proeed to hek whether the lose-to-ordered assumption was atually legitimate. Forthis, we have to verify that in hSd(r)i = S � S2 h�(r)�(r)i+ : : :the utuation term is muh smaller than the leading order onstant ontribution. Doing theWik ontration with respet to the quadrati ation, and swithing to momentum spae, weobtain hSd(r)i � S � ST2 Xq 1q2 � S � ST2 � L2��d Z ddqq2 :The ruial observation now is that in dimensions d � 2, the integral is atually divergent. Inthe marginal ase d = 2, Z a�1L�1 d2qq2 = � ln(L=a);where we used that the momentum integral should be limited by a short (long) wavelength uto�of the order of the inverse lattie spaing (the system size). In the thermodynami limit, theintegral grows without bounds implying that the assumption of an ordered state was ill-foundedno matter how small temperature. The system is in an disordered state and, noting that nowheredid we rely on spei�s of the spin system, we onludeThe lower ritial dimension of systems with broken ontinuoussymmetries is d = 2 (Mermin-Wagner theorem.)



356 CHAPTER 9. THE RENORMALIZATION GROUPObvioulsy, the divergene of the utuation integral is due to the fat that for large wave-length and in low dimensions, the integration volume (alias the entropy) of utuations � qdsales slower to zero than the energy ost � q2. I.e. as in the Ising ase, the Mermin-Wagnertheorem an be understood as the statement of a ompetition of energy and entropy.For ompleteness, we mention that the proof of the theorem (of whih we gave a fairlyabridged version here) in a subtle way relies on the fat that the symmetry in question isompat. For the (rare) lass of sysmtems with non-ompat, e.g. hyperboli, symmetries, thestatement does not hold. ||||||||||||||{9.1.2 Elements of Saling TheoryEq. (9.2) represents the full solution of the problem. We have expliitly obtained themagnetization as funtion of the magneti �eld and the mirosopi oupling onstantof the model. Other thermodynami harateristis, suh as the magneti suseptibility� = ��2HF , an be generated by further di�erentiation wrt to H and/or T . However,in the vast majority of physially interesting problems we will not be in posession of alosed analytial solution. Whih means that before omparing the exat solution with theoutome of the RG program we should reformulate the former in an univeraslly appliablelanguage. I.e. a ode that an be used to haraterize the behaviour of a model irrespetiveof the partiular method by whih this behaviour has been analysed.This objetive leads us right away bak to the notion of orrelation funtions. Allmodels we might possibly be interested in display non-trivial utuation behaviour onlarge length sales. Indeed, in the viinity of ritial points marking the position of phasetransitions, we expet the onset of ritial utuations, i.e. the buildup of utuations onall length sales. (For a preise formulation of the phase transition related terminologyused here, see below.) One of the entral working hypotheses of the theory of these 'ritialphenomena' is that in the viinity of a transition point there is only one length sale ofphysial relevane, viz. the orrelation length �. Within the ontext of the Ising model(f. our previous disussion on p ??) the latter is de�ned as the deay onstant of theorrelation funtionC(r1 � r2) � hS(r1)S(r2)i � hS(r1)ihS(r2)i � exp(�jr1 � r2j=�);where we have swithed to a ontinuum notation Si ! S(r), to emphasize the large-distane harater of the present line of thought. To relate this quantity to the thermo-dynami system harateristis we already have in our hands, we note that the magnetisuseptibility is given by� = ��2HF ���H=0 = �2HT lnZ���H=0 = � Z drdr0 (hS(r)S(r0)i � hS(r)ihS(r0)i) =(9.3)= �L Z dr C(r): (9.4)In words, the suseptibility obtains as the integral over the orrelation funtion measuringthe utuation behaviour of the spins.



9.1. EXAMPLE I: THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL ISING MODEL 357. Info. In fat, this is yet another manifestation of the utuation dissipation theo-rem disussed in the previous hapter. A dissipative quantity (presently, the suseptibility) isdetermined by the utuation behaviour of the system.||||||||||||||{Comparison with the de�nition of the orrelation funtion above obtains� � �;i.e. the suseptibility is diretly proportional to the length sale determining the deayof orrelations in the system. So far, we have not yet made use of the spei� resultsobtained for the Ising models above. However, to atually work out the orrelation lengthfor our present example, all we have to do is di�erentiate (9.2) again wrt H, to obtain� � � � �H ���H=0m � e2K ; (9.5)i.e. the orrelation length exponentially inreases in the limit T ! 0 on a sale set bythe mirosopi 'sti�ness onstant' J . This result should not be too surprising. Unlike ind > 1, the 1d Ising magnet does not display a �nite temperature phase transition betweena ferro- and a paramagneti phase, respetively. It takes a limit T ! 0 to 'order' thesystem an make in long range orrelated.In the viinity of a ritial point, the orrelation length is believed to be the onlyrelevant length sale in the problem. Spei�ally, all observables X of dimensionality[length℄DX should obey the saling formX � �DXgX ;where gX is a dimensionless funtion. Let us explore this onept on our present example.The 'redued free energy', f(T ) � FTL; (9.6)has dimension L�1. Noting that N � L, a straightforward low temperature expansion of(9.1) indeed obtainsf(T )� f(0) = ��1��1� 12�2h2� � ��1g(�h); (9.7)where we have subtrated the in�nite but inessential onstant f(0) and assumed that1 � ��1 � h. (The saling form above atually suggests that the magneti �eld hasdimension L�1, a predition to be substantiated below.)We have thus found that the orrelation length of the 1d Ising system diverges a-ording to (9.5) upon approahing zero temperature and that the free energy obeys thesaling law (9.7). Of ourse, this is only a fration of the full information stored in theexat solution. However, the redued set of data has the striking advantage that it is ofgeneral relevane. Indeed, we saw above that the orrelation length is diretly related tomeasurable system properties suh as the magneti suseptibility. Similarly, the output ofexperiments on systems with long range orrelations is ommonly enoded in the languageof saling relations. In other words, we have extrated that part of the information ofthe exat solution that arries universal relevane and an be ompared to the output ofother approahes.



358 CHAPTER 9. THE RENORMALIZATION GROUP9.1.3 RenormalizationWe next explore what the renormalization group approah has to say about the problem.Aording to the general sheme outlined in the beginning of the hapter, we should aimto devise an algorithm to reursively trae out parts of the slow sale utuations of themodel, on aount of a modi�ation of the ation of the remaining degrees of freedom.An obvious strategy whereby this renormalization step may be e�eted is to subdivideour spin hains into regular lusters of b neighbouring spins (see Fig. 9.3). We maythen proeed to sum over the 2b sub-on�gurations of eah luster, thereby generating ane�etive funtional desribing the inter-luster energy balane. While it is lear that thisenergy funtional exists, a far less obvious question to ask is whether it will again have theform of an e�etive Ising spin system. Remarkably, the answer is positive so that we ansay that the Ising model is 'renormalizable'. The strutural reprodution of the modelimplies that we an think of eah luster as some kind of meta-Ising spin, or blok spin.More importantly, it guarantees that the renormalization step quali�es for iteration: ina seond RG step, b blok spins are grouped to a new luster (now omprising b2 of themirosopi spins) whih are then traed out, et. We next disuss how this algorithmworks in onrete terms.

Figure 9.3: RG or blokspin transformation of the Ising model illustrated for lusters of sizeb = 2. An r-fold iteration of the proedure redues the degrees of freedom by a fator 2r.Within the transfer matrix approah to the problem, a luster of b spins is representedthrough n transfer matries T . Taking the partial trae over its degrees of freedomamounts to passing from these n matries to the produt T 0 = T b. (By onstrutionof the approah, the internal index summation involved in taking the produt amountsto traing out the degrees of freedom of the luster.) The transition from the originalpartition funtion Z to the new partition funtion Z 0 is de�ned throughZN(K; h) = tr (TN) = tr ((T b)N=b) = tr (T 0)N=b = ZN=b(K 0; h0); (9.8)where the notation makes the parametri dependene of the partition funtion on the sizeof the system, N , and on the oupling onstants K; h expliit. Notie that the line abovemakes the highly non-obvious predition that the redued trae, tr (T 0)N=b an again be



9.1. EXAMPLE I: THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL ISING MODEL 359expressed as an Ising partition funtion, or, equivalently, that the e�etive transfer matrixT 0 has the same algebrai struture as the elementary matries T .To verify this statement, we explore the struture of the produt matries T 0 for thesimplest ase of b = 2 blok spins. Introduing the abbreviationsu � e�K; v � e�h;we have T = � eK+h e�Ke�K eK�h � = �u�1v�1 uu u�1v � ;while the produt takes the formT 0 � T 2 = �u2 + u�2v�2 v + v�1v + v�1 u2 + u�2v2 � != C �u0�1v0�1 u0u0 u0�1v0 � :In the last equality we demand that the new transfer matrix be of the same struture asthe original one. However, noting that this requirement will introdue three onditions(for the three independent entries of the symmetri matries T and T 0,) we are willing toaept the appearane an overall multipliative onstant C3. Having introdued this newparameter, we have enough freedom to solve the three equationsCu0 = v + v�1; Cu0�1v0�1 = u2 + u�2v�2; Cu0�1v0 = u2 + u�2v2to the not so appealingly looking resultu0 = pv + v�1(u4 + u�4 + v2 + v�2)1=4 ; v0 = pu4 + v2pu4 + v�2 ; (9.9)and C = pv + v�1(u4+u�4+v2+v�2)1=4. As a orrolary we remark that the possibility torerepresent the new transfer matrix in the same algebrai struture as the old one impliesthat the transformed model again desribes an Ising spin system (viz. the spin systemwhose transfer matrix would be given by T 0.) However, the ation of the new, blok-spinsystem,. sits at a diferent temperature, magneti �eld and exhange onstant (as desribedby the new values of the oupling onstants (u0; v0), and. desribes utuations on length sales that are twie as large as in the originalsystem. In partiular, the short distane uto� has been doubled.To make further progress, we fous on the two relevant parameters u0 and v0 and observethat the result of the blok spin transformation an be represented as a disrete map�u0v0 � = � f1(u; v)f2(u; v) � ;where the funtions f1;2 are de�ned through (9.9). In Fig. 9.4 sequenes of points gen-erated by iterative appliation of the map f are shown for di�erent values of 'initialonditions' (u0; v0).3Taking the produt of the new transfer matries, we see that this onstant appears appears in thepartition funtion as Z 0 � CN=b. I.e. the free energy piks up an overall additive onstant F 0 � �NTb lnCwhih will be of no further signi�ane.
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Figure 9.4: The ow of oupling onstants of the 1d Ising model generated by itera-tion of the RG transformation. The three lines shown are for starting values (u; v) =(0:01; 0:9999) (diamonds), (0:01; 0:999) (stars), and (0:01; 0:99) (boxes). Right: magni�-ation of the zero temperature �xed point region.The morphology of these RG trajetories essentially determines our further ourseof ation. Evidently, the map f possesses two disjoint sets of �xed points, i.e. points(u�; v�) that stay invariant under appliation of the map f :�u�v� � = � f1(u�; v�)f2(u�; v�) � ;Inspetion of (9.9) shows that this is the ase for (a) the point (u�; v�) = (0; 1), and (b)the line (u�; v�) = (1; v).Fixed point sets represent the the most important strutural harateristi of an RGanalysis. They organize the spae of 'owing' oupling onstants into setors of qualita-tively di�erent behaviour. To illustrate this phenomenon on our urrent example, notiethat at a �xed point all harateristis of the model, inluding its orrelation length �remain invariant. On the other hand, we notied above that an RG step is tantamountto doubling the fundamental length sale of the system. These two features only go to-gether if either � = 0 or � = 1. (Please think about this statement.) Indeed, the lineof �xed points identi�ed above has u = exp(��J) = 1 meaning that � = 0. This isthe limit of in�ntely large temperatures at whih we expet the model to be in a stateof maximal thermal disorder, � = 0. Besides the high-temperature �xed line, there is azero-temperatue �xed point (u; v) = (exp(��J); exp(��h)) = (0; 1) implying T ! 0 andh = 0. Upon approahing zero temperature, the system is expeted to order and to buildup long range orrelations, � !1.Notie, however, an important di�erene between the high- and the low-temperature�xed point set. While the former is an attrative �xed point in the sense that theRG trajetories approah it asymptotially, the latter is a repulsive �xed point. I.e.no matter at what low temperature we start, the RG ow will drive us into a regime ofe�etively higher temperature or lower ordering. (Of ourse, the physial temperaturedoes not hange under renormalization. All we are saying is that the blok-spin modelappears like an Ising model at a higher temperature than the original system.)To explore the low temperature phase of the system quantitatively, we may linearizethe RG map in the viinity of the T = 0 �xed point. That is, omprising the �xed



9.1. EXAMPLE I: THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL ISING MODEL 361point data into a two omponent vetor, x� � (u�; v�)T = (1; 0)T and assuming that �xparameterizes a a small deviation from the �xed point, we writex� +�x0 = f(x� +�x) � f(x�) + �xf ��x +O(�x2):Now, on aount of the �xed point property f(x�) = x�, we obtain the linearized map�x0 = �xf ��x +O(�x2):To explore the linearized mapping in more detail, it is onvenient to introdue yet anotherpair of variables, viz. r � u4; s � v2;where upon the RG transformation beomes rational,r0 = 2 + s+ s�1r + r�1 + s+ s�1 ; s0 = r + sr + s�1 :Di�erentiating this map at (r; s) = (1; 0), it is straightforward to show that��r0�s0 � = � 4 2 � ��r�s � :We �nally note that this result was obtained for the partiular ase of a blok spintransformation with b = 2, i.e. we an formally write��r0�s0 � = � b2 b � ��r�s � : (9.10)Of ourse, this re-formulation would be non-sensial if it would not generalize to b 6= 2.However, this is the ase, as an be seen by noting that a transformation with b = 4, say,is equivalent to a two-fold appliation of a b = 2 transformation. (Indeed, (22)2 = 42 and22 = 4.)To make use of Eq. (9.10), we again onsider the redued free energy (9.6): f(�r;�s) ��N�1 lnZN(K(�r); h(�s)) � �N�1 lnZN(�r;�s) and reformulate Eq. (9.8) aordingto f(�r;�s) = � 1N lnZN(�r;�s) = � 1N 0b lnZN 0(�r0;�s0) = 1b f(b2�r; b�s):This equation desribes the 'saling' of the free energy density under blok spin transfor-mations (all in the linearizable low temperature regime.) or, equivalently, hanges of thefundamental length sale at whih we onsider our model. E.g., for b = 8 the rhs of theequation desribes how the model would look like from a 'fuzzy' point of view where alldegrees of freedom on sales < b have been omprised into a single strutural unit.Importantly, b is a free parameter without intrinsi signi�ane; it an be set to anydesired value. E.g. we may �nd it onvenient to look at our model at sales whereb2�r = 1. With this hoie we obtainf(�r;�s) = �r1=2f(1;�s=�r1=2) � �r1=2g(�s=�r1=2);



362 CHAPTER 9. THE RENORMALIZATION GROUPwhere the dimensionless one-parameter funtion g is de�ned through the seond equality.We �nally relate bak to the physial system parameters haraterizing our model:�r = r � 0 = r = u4 = e�4K ;�s = s� 1 = v2 � 1 = e�2h � 1 ' �2h;whih brings us to f = e�2Kg(e2Kh): (9.11)This is the saling form predited by the RG analysis. Notie that a non-trivial statementis made. The a priori dependene of the free energy on two independent system parametersK; h has been redued to a one parameter funtion, times an overall prefator. Indeed,we expet on general grounds that (see the disussion of the previous setion) the reduedfree energy should sale with the inverse of the orrelation length � whih in turn divergesupon approahing the zero temperature �xed point. Comparison with (9.11), and notingthat there are no reasons for the resaled free energy g(x) = f(1; x) to diverge by itself,we onlude that the divergene of � is driven by the prefator, i.e.� � e2K ;in agreement with the result of the exat analysis. With this identi�ation we obtainf = ��1g(�h);i.e. the magneti �eld appears in onjuntion with the orrelation length and we havereprodued the exat asymptoti (9.7).Notie that there is no reason to be too irritated about the exessive appearane ofvague proportionalities '�'. As �xed points are approahed, physial systems tend to buildup all sorts of singular sales. The most fundamental of these is the orrelation length, butthe divergene of � usually entails singular behvaiour of other physial quantities. Thesesingularities haraterize muh of the observable behaviour of a system both theoretiallyand, in fat, experimentally. In the immediate viinity of a �xed or transition point allbut the strongest driving fores of singular saling are of seondary importane. Thatis why we ould, e.g., onlude from (9.11) that � � exp(2K) � exp(2�J). We knowon general grounds that f � ��1. On the other hand, (9.11) implies that the leading(i.e. exponential) driving fore behind the divergene of that saling fator must sitin exp(2�J). This leads to the idneti�ation � � exp(2�J), where all other fators ofproportionality are of seondary importane.In setion XX below we will disuss these saling arguments from a more generalperspetive. However, before doing so, let us exemplify an RG analysis on a seond asestudy.9.2 Example II: Disordered Quantum WiresIn setion 3.2.2 we disussed the physis of interating fermions in one dimension. Wesaw that unlike in a Fermi liquid, the fundamental exitations of the system are harge



9.2. EXAMPLE II: DISORDERED QUANTUM WIRES 363(and spin) density waves { olletive exitations desribing the wave like propagation ofspin and harge degrees of freedom, respetively. Going beyond the level of an idealizedtranslationally invariant environment, the question we wish to address below is to whatextend the propagation of these modes will be hampered by the presene of imperfetions,or impurities in the wire.This problem is of onsiderable pratial relevane. All andidates for real life realiza-tions of one-dimensional ondutive systems { semiondutor quantum wires, ondutingpolymers, arbon nanotubes, quantum Hall edges, et. { will in general ontain imper-fetions. Further, and unlike in systems of higher dimensionality, a spin/harge degreeof freedom propagating down a one-dimensional hannel will inevitably hit any impu-rity bloking its way. We thus expet that impurtity sattering has a relatively strongerimpat on the transport behaviour of the system than in higher dimensions.However, there is a seond, more subtle, reason as to why we should expet disorderto have a drasti e�et on the ondution behaviour of 1d quantum wires: Imagine awave pakage of harateristi momentum kF impingent from the left onto an impurity atposition x = 0. The total wave amplitude to the left of the impurity,  (x) � exp(ikFx)+r exp(�ikFx) will be a linear superposition of the inoming amplitude � exp(ikFx) andthe reeted outgoing amplitude � r exp(�ikFx), where r is the reetion oeÆient.Thus, the eletroni density pro�le,�(x) = j (x)j2 � 1 + jrj2 + 2Re �re�2ikF x� ;ontains a 2kF osillatory ontribution known as a Friedel osillation. What is more,a loser analysis (see the problem set) shows that in one dimension, the amplitude ofthese osillations deays rather slowly4, namely as � x�2. The key point now is thatin the presene of eletron-eletron interations other partiles approahing the impuritywill notie the harged density pattern of the Friedel osillation as a soure of sattering.The additional sattering potential then reates a seondary Friedel osillation, et. Wethus expet that even a weak imperfetion in a Luttinger liquid ats as a 'atalyst' forthe reursive buildup of a strong potential.
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Figure 9.5: Cartoon on the buildup of 2kF -periodi Friedel osillations in the viinity ofan impurity.Below we will quantitatively on�rm this onjeture by RG methods. However, before4Of ourse, the argument above, relying on an oversimpli�ed plane wave modeling of the inomingeletron state is too rude to predit the spatial pro�le of the Friedel pattern.



364 CHAPTER 9. THE RENORMALIZATION GROUPdoing so, we must �rst identify a model desribing the sattering of harge density wave5o� impurities. Starting from the boson representations of the interating quantum wiredeveloped in setion (3.2.2), this is a non-trivial (and interesting) exerise in operatoralgebra. However, readers wishing to proeed in a more streamlined manner, i.e. notbe distrated from the further development of the RG program, are invited to diretlyproeed to the next setion where the e�etive low energy model derived in setion 9.2.1will be subjeted to an RG analysis.9.2.1 Tomonaga-Luttinger Model with an Impurity. Exerise. Re-familiarize yourself with the the phyiss of the 1d eletron gas (setion 3.2.2).To prepare the extension to the presene of disorder let us reapitulate that the dy-namis of the unperturbed system ould be desribed in terms of two density operators�̂sq measuring the presene of left- or right-moving (s = L;R) density modulations ofharateristi wavelength � q�1. More spei�ally, we employed a set of bosoni opera-tors fbq; byqg, related to operators f�̂sqg by a trivial sale transformation, as basi degreesof freedom in whih to represent the model.In ontrast, a loal impurity sitting in the wire at position x = 0, say, might bedesribed through Ĥimp � V0ay(0)a(0); (9.12)where V0 measures the impurity strength and a(0); ay(0) are fermion operators. Sinethere is little reason to sari�e the powerful representation of the bulk theory outlinedabove, the �rst problem we need to address is how to represent the fermioni operatoralgebra in terms of olletive mode operators.Boson Representation of Fermion Operators (Heuristi)We begin by de�ning yet another operator pair through�x�s(x) � �2��s�̂s(x); (9.13)where �s = (+=�) for s = L=R as before. The newly de�ned operators �̂s are related tothe harge densitiy operators �̂s through integration, i.e. apparently, they have somethingto do with the total amount of left/right moving harge in the system. (For the utility ofsuh objets, see below.) However as it stands, the di�erential equation (9.13) de�nes the�̂s's only up to a 'onstant', i.e. the addition of an x-independent operator to a solutionof the di�erental equation �̂s(x) is again a solution. To uniquely speify a set of solutions,we demand ful�llment of the ommutation relation relations[�̂s(x); �̂s0(x0)℄ = �i�Æss0�s sgn (x� x0); (9.14)known as the Ka-Moody ommutator algebra.5To keep the analysis simple, we neglet the dynamis of the spins throughout.



9.2. EXAMPLE II: DISORDERED QUANTUM WIRES 365. Exerise. Use (3.35) to verify that the di�erential equation (9.13) is onsistent withthese relations. Show that the expliit solution ful�lling the Ka-Moody ommutator algebra isgiven by �̂s = ��s Z 1�1 dx0 �̂s(x0) sgn(x0 � x) = �2��s Z x�1 dx0 �̂s(x0)� N̂s2 ! ; (9.15)where N̂s = R1�1 �̂s is the total amount of s-moving harge.We next employ the operators �̂ to identify a generalized Bose representation of thefermion �eld. As is symptomati for our present analysis, we we shall not try to onstrutthis representation expliitly, but rather rely on ommutatation relations. Using the samenotation as in setion 3.2.2 we begin by deomposing the operator a(x) into a left- and aright-moving ontribution:a(x) = 1L1=2 Xp eipxap � 1L1=2 ~Xq �eikFxeiqxaRq + e�ikFxeiqxaLq� �� eikFxaL(x) + e�ikFxaR(x):It is then straightforward to verify the ommutation relations[as(x); �̂s0(x0)℄ = as(x)Æss0Æ(x� x0);whih entail [as(x); �̂s0(x0)℄ = �Æss0�s� sgn(x0 � x)as(x):We now laim that these relations are onsistent with the boson representationa(x) = ��1=2 �eikF xei�̂R(x) + e�ikF xei�̂L(x)� ; (9.16)or as(x) = ��1=2ei�̂s(x). Here � is an in�nitesimal saling fator with [�℄ = length. Whilethe presene of a prefator of this dimensionality is required by [as(x)℄ = length, itsparametri value will not be of muh onern in the following6.To verify the boson representation above, it is onvenient to use the general relation,[F (Â); B̂℄ = F 0(Â)[Â; B̂℄;valid for general operators Â; B̂ and funtions F , provided the ommutator [Â; B̂℄ is a-number. Sine the ommutator of two �̂'s taken at di�erent points in spae is a number,we an employ this relation to obtain[as(x); �̂s0(x0)℄ = ��1=2[ei�̂s(x); �̂s0(x0)℄ = ��1=2ei�̂s(x)[i�̂s(x); �̂s0(x0)℄ == ei�̂s(x)�Æss0�s sgn (x� x0) = ��Æss0�s sgn (x0 � x)as(x);6In fat, one an show that � is in�nitesimal, viz. it plays the role of the e�etive disretization spaingof the 'Riemann sums' underlying our integral de�nitions: Remembering that all integrals appearing inthe present ontext arise as ontinuum approximations to disrete sums, we set R dx � �Pi, where figde�nes a disretization of the integration support into segments of length �. To verify this statement,one needs to explore the singularity of the anti-ommutator [as(x); as(x0)℄+ = Æ(x � x0). This in turnneessitates a areful regularization of the short distane singularities arising when x! x0. For a detaileddisussion of this point we refer to ...



366 CHAPTER 9. THE RENORMALIZATION GROUPin agreement with the ommutator relation identi�ed above.. Exerise. Verify the auxiliary identity above by Taylor expansion of F (Â). Employ theBaker-Campbell-Hausdor� formula eÂeB̂ = eÂ+B̂+ 12 [Â;B̂℄(valid if [Â; B̂℄ is a -number) to verify that the boson representation of the fermion operatorsis anti-ommutative, [as(x); as0(x0)℄+ = [ays(x); as0(x0)℄+ = 0 for x 6= x0.Referring for a more rigorous onstrution to the problem set, we identify (9.16) as atentative representation of the fermion operator in terms of the olletive mode �elds �̂.Readers wishing to understand the struture of this representation in intuitive terms arealso advised to onsult the problem set.. Info. For the sake of ompleteness, let us go through a simple argument showing that(9.16) annot be a ompletely faithful representation of the fermion operator. The reason is thatthe olletive �elds �̂s obtain through integration of harge density operatos �̂s � aysas, i.e. ofoperators that onserve the partile numbers. Consequently, the rhs of (9.16), too, onserves thenumber of partiles, in blatant ontradition to the lhs. To remedy this defet, one multipliesthe prototypial representation by a unitary operator F̂s, ei�̂s(x) ! F̂sei�̂s(x), known as a Kleinfator. Roughly speaking, the role of the Klein fators is to orretify the previously inorretoverall partile number balane. Notie, however, that the introdution of Klein fators doesnot lead to a 'signi�ant' ompliation of the theory, the reason being the there is just onesuh operator per partile speies s = L=R. (The F̂ 's do not depend on position.) Further, inmost ases, only partile number onserving bilinears, ays(x)as(x) �nally survive the funtionalaverage, in whih ase the Klein fators drop out.More generally, the bosoni representation of fermion operators involves a number of sub-tleties, most of whih we are taidly sweeping under the arpet. For a pedagogial and arefullywritten disussion of the subjet, we refer to the paper J. von Delft and H. Shoeller, Ann. Phys.4, 225 (1998). (Or to the problem set, where the e�etive low energy model we are interestedin will be derived in adequate rigour.)||||||||||||||{We now have everything together to represent the perturbation Himp in terms of the�elds �̂. Substitution of (9.16) into (9.12) leads toĤimp = V0� he�i�̂R(0) + e�i�̂L(0)i hei�̂R(0) + ei�̂L(0)i :Naively, it would seem that the purely right/left-moving ontributions to this produtdrop out, e�i�̂s(0)ei�̂s(0) ?= 1. However, owing the the non-trivial ommutation relationsof �̂s with itself, some are must be exerised in evaluating these produts. Rather thanevaluating the two fators at oiniding points, we apply a point splitting proedure,i.e we interpret the produt aording toe�i�̂s(x)ei�̂s(x) � e�i�̂s(x+�)ei�̂s(x��) = e�i(�̂s(x+�)��̂s(x��))+ 12 [�̂s(x+�);�̂s(x��)℄ =� (�i)�se�2i���̂s(x); (9.17)



9.2. EXAMPLE II: DISORDERED QUANTUM WIRES 367where � is the in�nitesimal o�set introdued above and the �rst equality is based on theBaker-Campbell-Hausdor� formula. Substitution of this result into the boson representa-tion of Ĥimp leads to Ĥimp = 1��̂(0) + 2 os(�(0));where the oupling onstants 1 = 2V0, 2 = 2V0��1 and we have de�ned 'enter of massoordinates' through �̂ = 12(�̂L + �̂R);�̂ = 12(�̂L � �̂R):Notie that the transformation (�̂L; �̂R)! (�̂; �̂) is 'anonial' in the sense that the new�elds, too, obey a Ka-Moody type ommutator relation[�̂(x); �̂(x0)℄ = i�2 sgn (x� x0): (9.18)To omplete the derivation of the model we need to express the bulk part of the Hamil-tonian in terms of the �elds (�̂; �̂). In setion 3.2.2 we had seen that the Hamiltonian ofthe quantum wire ould be represented asĤ = �vFL Xq (�̂Lq; �̂Rq)� 1 + g42� g22�g22� 1 + g42� �� �̂L�q�̂R�q � == �vF Z dx (�̂L(x); �̂R(x))� 1 + g42� g22�g22� 1 + g42� �� �̂L(x)�̂R(x)�in terms of density modes. Now, remembering that �̂s = � 12��x�̂s as well as� �̂L�̂R � = � 1 �11 1 �� �̂̂�� ;one veri�es that Ĥ = v2� Z dx(g(��̂)2 + g�1(��̂)2);with the two oupling onstantsv � vF ��1 + g42��2 � � g22��2�2g � 241 + g22� � g42�1 + g22� + g42� 351=2 : (9.19)Colleting terms, we obtainĤ = v2� Z dx hg(��̂)2 + g�1(��̂)2i+ 1��̂(0) + 2 os(2�̂(0)) (9.20)



368 CHAPTER 9. THE RENORMALIZATION GROUPfor the Hamiltonian of the Luttinger liquid with an impurity at x = 0.The struture of the perturbation at x = 0 an be simpli�ed somewhat by notingthat the �rst term, ��̂(0), was obtained by bosonization of the sum of two loal densityoperators � ayL(0)aL(0)+ayR(0)aR(0). But an these operators ause any nontrivial phys-ial e�ets? Partiles propagating in the L-strand, say, are obliged to propagate to theleft and that with �xed veloity vF . Thus, a loal perturbation � ayL(0)aL(0) blokingtheir way annot e�etively hange the dynamis. (For that, it would take an operator� (ayL(0)aR(0)+ h::) oupling the left and the right moving setor, respetively.) All theperturbation an do is multiply the outgoing eletron �eld to the left of the impurity byan inessential sattering phase. Indeed, it is a straightforward exerise (do it!) to verifythat an operator V (ayL(0)aL(0) + ayR(0)aR(0)) an be removed from the fermion Hamil-tonian by a gauge transformation as(x)! ei�sv�1F V0�(x)as(x). Noting that the �eld � hasmuh in ommon with a phase, we observe that the shift �̂(x)! �̂(x) + �1vg �(x) removesthe operator 1��̂(0) from the bosonized Hamiltonian above7. We will thus ignore thisoperator and take Ĥ = v2� Z dx hg(��̂)2 + g�1(��̂)2i+  os(2�̂(0)) (9.21)as our e�etive Hamiltonian where we have re-labeled the sattering strength aordingto 2 ! .Transition to the Field Integral PitureOwing to the transendental dependene on �̂(0), the model above is no longer amenableto exat solution. Nor, for reasons to beome lear momentarily, is there a sensibleperturbative solution to the problem. However, in the next setion we will show howthe role of the impurity an be explored by RG methods. To prepare this analysis, weshould pass on from a Hamiltonian operator desription of the problem to one in termsof a �eld integral8. Irritatingly, however, it is not at all lear at all how that funtionalintegral might be obtained! Our previous onstrutions of �eld integrals for many bodysystems essentially relied on the availability of oherent state partitions of unity adjustedto properly normal ordered Hamiltonians. However, from our present disussion it is notevident how to normal order the Hamiltonian above9, let alone how to �nd a suitableFok spae resolutions of unity.In the problem set we will deal with this diÆulty by onstruting a (�; �)-formulationof the �eld integral 'from srath', i.e. starting from the mirosopi fermion ation.However, for the moment, let us proeed pragmatially and simply postulate that a �eld7Notie, however, that this transformation hanges the boundary onditions of �̂. In ases where theboundaries are of importane, e.g., for systems with the topology of a ring, the gauge transformationabove is no longer innouous, reeting the fat that for these systems a loal density perturbation ausesa shift in the spetrum (exerise.)8Whih is not to say that Hamilton operators ategorially disqualify as starting points for RG anal-yses.9For that, we should �rst represent the �elds (�̂; �̂) in terms of a boson algebra (along the lines ofsetion 3.2.2 and than normal order the latter. (For details, see the aforementioned literature.)



9.2. EXAMPLE II: DISORDERED QUANTUM WIRES 369integral exsitst of the standard form R exp(�ation) exists. But what is the ation ofurrent system? Aording to general priniples, the imaginary time ation of a systemwith onjugate oordinates and momenta (q; p) is given byS[q; p℄ = Z d�(p��q +H(p; q)):Further, Eq. (9.18) tells us that the operators �̂ and �̂ � � i���̂ are anonially onjugate,[�̂(x); �̂(x0)℄ = Æ(x� x0). We thus delareS[�;�℄ � Z d2x ����� + v� 12�g (�x�)2 � �g2 �2�+  os(2�)Æ(x)�to be the Hamiltonian ation of the problem, where R d2x � R dx R d� is the integrationover two-dimensional Eulidean spae time. Now, the dependene of S on the momentum� is quadrati whih suggests to integrate over this �eld. Doing so, we arrive at theLagrangian representation of the partition funtion,Z = Z D� exp(�S[�℄);S[�℄ = Z d2x" 12�g �v(�x�)2 + 1v (���)2� +  os(2�)Æ(x)# : (9.22)What prevents us from solving the problem rigorously is the transendental depen-dene of the ation on �(x = 0; �). For all other values of x, the ation is quadrati whihsuggests to integrate over all �eld amplitudes �(x 6= 0; �) prior to addressing the x = 0ation.Integration Over the Modes �(x 6= 0; �)De�ning �(0; �) � ~�(�), the partition partition funtion an be written asZ = Z D~� exp(�S[~�℄);where exp(�S[~�℄) = Z D� Y� Æ(~� � �(0; �))! exp(�S[�℄)is the ation integrated over all �eld amplitudes save for �(0; �) and Q� Æ(~� � �(0; �)) isa produt of Æ-funtions (one for eah time slie) imposing the onstraints �(0; �) = ~�(�).We next represent eah of these delta funtions as Æ(~���(0; �)) = 12� R dk(�) exp(ik(t)~���(0; �)) to obtainexp(�S[~�℄) = N Z D�Dk exp ��S[�℄ + i Z d�k(�)(~�(�)� �(0; �))� == N Z D�Dk �� exp �� Z d2x� 12�g �v(�x�)2 + v�1(���)2�+ ( os(2~�) + ik(~� � �))Æ(x)�� :



370 CHAPTER 9. THE RENORMALIZATION GROUPThe advantage gained by this representation is that we an set os(2�(0; �))! os(2~�(�))whereupon the �-dependene of the ation beomes purely quadrati. To proeed, weswith to momentum spae,exp(�S[~�℄) = N Z D�Dk �� exp "�TLXq;!n � 12�g �vq2 + v�1!2n� j�q;nj2 + ikn�q;�n�� ikn~��n + Simp[~�℄# ;where Simp[~�; k℄ impurity setor of the ation, and integrate over �:exp(�S[~�℄) = N Z Dk exp"��gT2L Xq;!n kn(vq2 + v�1!2n)�1k�n � ikn~��n + Simp[~�℄# == N Z Dk exp"��Tg4 X!n knj!nj�1k�n � ikn~��n + Simp[~�℄# == exp "� 1�TgXn ~�nj!nj~��n + Simp[~�℄# :Substitution of the expliit form of the impurity ation leads to the �nal form of the now(0 + 1)-dimensional partition funtionZ = Z D~� exp(�S[~�℄);S[~�℄ = 1�TgXn ~�nj!nj~��n +  Z d� os(2~�(�)) (9.23)The entire e�et of the bulk of the eletron gas at x 6= 0 went into the �rst term. Owingto its non-analyti dependene on the frequeny argument, the time representation of thisoperator is unpleasant and better be avoided.. Exerise. Show that the Fourier transform of j!nj is given byj!nj F:T:�! �Tsin2(�T�) :Use this result to show that the time representation of the last operator in the e�etive ationis given by the non-loal expression�T 2g Z d�d� 0 ~�(�)~�(� 0)sin2(�T (� � � 0)) :. Info. However, the physial interpretation of this operator is straightforward enough.In the absene of the impurity, the system is desribed by a set of harmoni osillators. We



9.2. EXAMPLE II: DISORDERED QUANTUM WIRES 371an thus think of the degree of freedom �(0; �) as the oordinate of a 'bead' embedded intoan in�nitely extended harmoni hain. From the point of view of this bead, the nighbouringdegrees of freedom hamper its free kinetmati motion, i.e. to move, the bead has to drag anentire 'string' of osillators behind. In other words, a loal exitation of the x = 0 osillator willlead to dissipation of kineti energy into the ontinuum of neighbouring osillators. Clearly,the rate of dissipation will inrease with both, the sti�ness of the osillator hain (g�1) and thefrequeny of the exitation (!n), as desribed by the last operator in (9.23).
 x  0 Figure 9.6: On the dissipative interpretation of the j!nj-operator. Explanation, see text.||||||||||||||{9.2.2 Renormalization Group AnalysisWe now proeed to explore the physial behaviour of the system desribed by the e�etiveation (9.23). To do so, we might deide on a physial observable of interest whihwould then be alulated by taking appropriate funtional averages with respet to thee�etive ation S[~�℄. However, presently, we shall proeed in a somewhat more indiretmanner: what we are foremostly interested in is the inuene of the impurity operator, asdesribed by the seond ontribution to the e�etive ation, on the long range behaviourof the model. Above we had speulated that a onspiray of Friedel osillations andinterations will lead to an e�etive enhanement of the sattering strength. If so, areursive integration over short wavelength degrees of freedom should produe an e�etiveor renormalized ation for the longer ranged utuations with an enhaned impuritystrength. A suspeted mehanism of this type is tailor made for renormalization groupanalysis.Following the general philosophy outlined in the beginning of the hapter, we beginby arbitraily subdividing the set of all �elds f�g into short and long wavelength degreesof freedom, respetively. E.g., assuming that the maximum frequeny up to whih thee�etive bosoni theory of the problem applies is given by �, we might say that utuationson sales �=b < j!nj < � are 'fast' (b > 1) while those with j!nj < �=b are 'slow'.. Info. Notie that this way to subdivide the integration degrees of freedom di�ers fromwhat we did before. In the previous example, we arried out an RG transformation by integratingout �eld utuations on short sales in it real spae, i.e. we performed some kind of real spaerenormalization. Here, we hose to integrate over a high-lying setor in frequeny spae.Alluding to the status of frequeny as the (d + 1)th omponent of a generalized momentum,



372 CHAPTER 9. THE RENORMALIZATION GROUPthis way to implement the RG transformation is alled momentum shell renormalization.While the previously disussed real spae renormalization may be better aessible in intuitiveterms, it is usually less onvenient to arry out analytially10. It goes without saying that the netoutome of any RG strategy must not depend on the spei� hoie of the integration proedure.||||||||||||||{Our �rst objetive now is to explore how the e�etive ation of the slow degrees offreedom looks like after the fast utuations have been integrated out. To prepare thisintegration, we exliitly deompose a general �eld amplitude �(�) aording to�(�) � �s(�) + �f (�);�s(�) �Xn;s ei!n��n � Zs d! ei!��(!);�f (�) �Xn;f ei!n��n � Zf d! ei!��(!); (9.24)into a slow ontribution �s(�) and its fast omplementary �f (�) part. Here we haveintrodued the abbreviation Pn;s � Pj!nj<�=b and Pn;f � P�b�j!nj<�. In the seondpart of the de�nition, antiipating that we shall be working at very low temperaturesT � �, we represented the disrete frequeny summations by integrals Rs d! � Rj!j<�=b d!and Rf d! � R�b�j!j<�. (It is a good exerise to onvine oneself of the legitimay of thissimpli�ation at every step of the onstrution below.)Substituting this deomposition into the ontinuum representationS[�℄ = 2g Zj!j<� d! �(!)j!j�(�!) +  Z d� os(2�(�)) (9.25)of the e�etive ation (9.23), we obtainS[�s; �f ℄ = Ss[�s℄ + Sf [�f ℄ + Simp[�s; �f ℄;Ss[�s℄ = 2g Zs d! �(!)j!j�(�!)Sf [�f ℄ = 2g Zf d! �(!)j!j�(�!)Simp[�s; �f ℄ =  Z d� os(2�s(�) + 2�f (�));i.e. an ation that is just as omplex as the original one. To proeed with this expression,we will resort to an approximation that is diÆult to justify in advane. De�ninge�Se� [�s℄ � e�Ss[�s℄ Z D�f e�Sf [�s℄�Simp[�s;�f ℄;as well as h: : :if � R D�f e�Sf [�f ℄(: : :) and assuming that the oupling onstant  is small,we approximatee�Se� [�s℄ = e�Ss[�s℄ 
e�Simp[�s;�f ℄�f =10As regards numerial renormalization proedures, the situation an be di�erent.



9.2. EXAMPLE II: DISORDERED QUANTUM WIRES 373= e�Ss[�s℄ h1� Simp[�s; �f ℄ + : : :if � e�Ss[�s℄e�hSimp[�s;�f ℄if : (9.26)That is, assuming that the oupling onstant  is in some sense small, we expand in { whih appears to be similar to our previous perturbative approahes { only to re-exponentiate it in the next step { a manipulation very di�erent from plain perturbationtheory. Evidently, the validity of this step is bound to small values of the ouplingonstant. However, before attempting a more quali�ed justi�ation, let us tentativelyaept the approximation above and explore its onsequenes.We �rst ompute the averagehSimp[�s; �f ℄if =  Z D�f e�Sf [�f ℄ Z d� os(2�f (�) + 2�s(�))= 2 Z d� e2i�s(�) Z D�f e� 2g Rf d! �(!)j!j�(�!)e2i Rf d! ei!� �(!) + :: == 2 Z d� e2i�s(�)e� g2 Rf d! j!j�1 + :: ==  Z d� os(2�s)e�g R ��=b d!! ==  Z d� os(2�s)e�g ln(b) = b�g Z d� os(2�s):We thus arrive at the remarkable onlusion that the e�etive ation for the slow �eldSe� [�s℄ = 2g Zs d! �(!)j!j�(�!) + b�g Z d� os(2�s)is struturally idential to the ation we started out from; in other words, we have seenthat the ation is renormalizable. Nonetheless, the Se� di�ers in two important pointsfrom the initial ation S above: �rst, the integration over the fast �elds led to a hangeof the oupling onstant of the perturbation, seond, the new ation takes values on �eldon�gurations that utuate on sales j!nj < �=b, only.The next step of the RG program should be to ompare thestatus of the model before and after the integration over thefast �elds. However, two model ations taking values on dif-ferent sets of �eld on�gurations annot be sensibly ompared.What we should rather do is resale the fundamental unit oftime/frequeny suh that after resaling (�; !)! (� 0; !0), thetransformed �eld �s(!)! �0(!0), too, utuates on all salesj!0j < �. (Please think about this point!) We thus introduea resaled frequeny variable aording to!0 � b!:
ωsω ω

 Λ 

 Λ/b 

This hange of variables entails a number of seondary transformations. In order to keepthe dimensionless ombination !� relating time to frequeny invariant, we set� 0 � b�1�:



374 CHAPTER 9. THE RENORMALIZATION GROUPAs for the transformation of the �eld variable �, there is some freedom (beause � is anintegration variable whih an be transformed arbitrarily.) However, the Fourier repre-sentation Eq. (9.24) implies that after the transformation of �(�), say, has been �xed, thetransformation of �(!) follows from our previous resaling of frequeny/time. In order tokeep the algebrai struture of the os-operator invariant, we hose to de�ne �0(� 0) � �s(�).Eq. (9.24) then enfores �0(!0) = b�1�(!):Substitution of the new variables !0; � 0; �0(� 0); �0(!0) into the e�etive ation then obtainsSe� [�s℄ = S 0[�0℄ � 2g Zj!0j<� d!0 �0(!0)j!0j�(�!0) + b1�g Z d� 0 os(2�0(� 0));Notie that the �rst ontribution to the ation remained invariant, save for the fat thatthe integration now extends over the full interval j!0j < �, as before the RG step.. Info. Notie that, without any alulation, the transformation of the ation under theresaling of variables ould have been antiipatied from dimensional analysis: the de�nition!0 = b! implies that all ontributions to the ation of dimension [frequeny℄d hange by a fatorb�d. Sine �(�) is a dimensionless phase, we have [�(�)℄ = 1 while [�(!)℄ = [frequeny℄�1. Thus,the �rst term of the ation has dimension 1 and remains invariant. The seond operator arriesthe dimension [d� ℄ = [frequeny℄�1 and, therefore, hanges by a fator b.||||||||||||||{We are now in a position to ompare the e�etive ations S[�℄ and S 0[�0℄ before and afterthe integration over the fast modes, respetively. Obviously, the prinipal e�et of theintegration over fast modes is that the oupling onstant of the impurity operator hangedaording to ! (b) � b1�g: (9.27)(Do not forget, however, a point that is impliit in the notation: the new ation desribesutuations on slower frequeny sales or larger temporal sales. That this di�ereneis not manifest in the notation is due to the fat that we hose to measure the 'new'frequeny ontinuum in resaled variables !0 = b!.)This �nding ontains a preliminary answer to the question formulated above. Toreapitulate, we asked how the presene of the impurity manifests itself in large saletransport properties of the system. What we have found is that an integration over shortutuations of the olletive �eld � alters the e�etive strength of the impurity. Thishange is a manifestation of the mehanism skethed qualitatively above, viz. the mutualinuene of the Friedel sattering pattern and interations in the eletron gas. Indeed,we observe that in the non-interating ase, i.e. for g = 1, (f. Eq. (9.19)), the ouplingonstant does not hange. For repulsive (attrative) interations g < 1 (g > 1) theoupling inreases (dereases) in aord with the qualitiative piture formulated above.However, our so far result merely indiates how the oupling onstant hanges afterone RG step, and this is learly not the information we should be ontent with. Notably,Eq. (9.27) depends in a nonuniversal manner on how we hose to diset the frequenyspetrum (the parameter b). However, ideally, we would like to know the value of the



9.2. EXAMPLE II: DISORDERED QUANTUM WIRES 375oupling onstant after all degrees of freedom down to a ertain infrared uto� sale!min have been integrated out. (E.g., the role of !min might be taken by temperature,the osillation frequeny of an external perturbation, et.) The general route towardsobtaining this information is to iterate the RG step, i.e. setting  � (0) and 0 � (1), weexplore the sequene of oupling onstants (0) ! (1) ! (2) ! : : :. For all what follows,it will be onvenient to think of this sequene as some kind of dynamial system. In eahdisrete 'time step', the variable  hanges aording to  ! 0 = b1�1=g = eln b(1�1=g).Assuming that b = 1 + � is very lose to unity (whih means that in eah step onlyan asymptotially thin layer in frequeny spae is 'shaven o�'), we an enapsulate thisinformation in the di�erential equation0 � � � dd� � dd ln b = (1� g):In RG theory, the evolution equation desribing the ow of the oupling onstant underan in�nitesimal hange of the ontrol parameter,dd ln b � �() = (1� 1=g) (9.28)is known as a Gell-Mann-Low equation. For historial reasons, the right hand side ofthe equation is alled the �-funtion.Eq. (9.28) makes the interpretation of the RG generated hange of the ouplingonstant as a dynamial system manifest. Thinking of the parameter t � ln b as some'time oordinate', we an integrate the evolution equation to obtain11(t) = (0)e(1�g)t;where (t = 0) = (b = 1) has the status of the bare oupling onstant of the theory.(Remember that for b = 1, �e� = �=b = �, whih is the level of the unrenormalizedtheory.)However, at whih time tmax should we stop the renormalization ow? Or, what isthe 'real' value of the oupling onstant? The answer to these questions is somewhatappliation-spei�. E.g., imagine we had oupled the system to an external perturbationof harateristi frequeny !m. In that ase, we might want to integrate out all degreesof freedom with frequeny !n>m to then explore the e�etive low energy theory at sales� !m. I.e., we would set �e� = !m, or t = ln(�=!m). The e�etive theory would thenlook struturally idential to the mirosopi one with, however, a renormalized ouplingonstant  = (0)(�=!m)1�g / !g�1m . (Notie that both the bare onstant (0) and theuto� � depend in a non-universal manner on mirosopi elements of the model. Theuse of the proportionality sign indiates that we are not, in general, interested in these11Critial readers will notie that this result oinides with the hange of the oupling onstant obtainedafter the �rst RG step. This oinidene, however, is a onsequene of the simple struture of the �-funtion in the present example. In more ompliated ases, the hange of the oupling onstant after anin�nitesimal RG step will struturally di�erent from the result obtained after following the RG ow allthe way down to the IR uto�. The onept of a �-funtion and its integration are therefore indispensableelements of the theory.



376 CHAPTER 9. THE RENORMALIZATION GROUPdetails but rather fous on the dependene of the oupling onstant on the low energy sale!m.) Alternatively, we might want to integrate out all degrees of freedom down to thelowest frequeny allowed by Matsubara frequeny quantization, �e� = 2�T . In this ase / T g�1. For a system of �nite extent L, we might argue that the spetrum of the modes�(k) is quantized with !min = �v=L. In this ase, the e�etive value of the oupling at thelowest frequenies would be  / L1�g. Summarizing, the RG ow should be terminatedat a low energy sale determined by the spei� problem under onsideration.
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Figure 9.7: Flow of the oupling strength  of an impurity embedded into a quantum wireas a funtion of the interation strength. The region of intermediate impurity strengthis terra inognita as it is neither amenable to weak nor to strong oupling expansionshemes. The line (g = 1; ) is a '�xed line' where, due to the absene of interations, theoupling strength does not hange.Our so far results on the behaviour of the oupling onstant are summarized in thebottom part of Fig. 9.7. We found that for interation parameters g > 1 (g < 1), theoupling strength dereases (inreases). The noninterating ase g = 1 de�nes a �xed linewhere the oupling strength does not hange. However, at this stage, at last, we mustremember that the analysis was based on a spurious expansion of the ation to �rst orderin the impurity operator. This implies that in the repulsive ase, even if the inital value ofthe oupling onstant was small, it will soon ow into a region where the perturbative RGanalysis loses its meaning (indiated by a wavy line in the �gure.) How do we know whathappens after the oupling onstant has disappeared into the forbidden zone? Remarkably,it turns out that for the model (Luttinger liquid + impurity) not only the regime of weakimpurity strength but also the omplementary ase of asymptotially large perturbations(the upper part of the �gure) is amenable to analytial analysis. As a result of a strongoupling perturbative expansion (see the problem set) one �nds that the oupling onstantows to (away from) in�nite oupling for repulsive (attrative) interations. It is thustempting to onjeture a globaly inreasing/dereasing ow ontinuously interpolatingbetween the two asymptoti regimes. (Appliation of the mahinery of onformal �eld



9.2. EXAMPLE II: DISORDERED QUANTUM WIRES 377theory to the problem has indeed shown this onjeture to be true.). Info. However, notwithstanding the limitation to small values of the oupling, we stillhave to disuss the onsisteny of the fast �eld integration, i.e. to show that the re-exponentiation of the impurity operator after the averaging over fast utuations (see Eq.(9.26)) underlying the previous analysis is legitimate; learly, this step is not equivalent toa straightforward perturbative expansion. What we are e�etively saying in Eq. (9.26) is thathexp(�Simp)i � exp(�hSimpi), i.e. that the funtional average of the exponeniated ation ane�etively be replaed for the exponential of the averaged ation. To explore the legitimay ofthis laim, let us explore the relevane of a typial orretion to this approximation. E.g. anexpansion of the exponent to seond order in the impurity operator would lead to expressionsof the type �2 Z d�d� 0 os(2�s(�) + 2�f (�)) os(2�s(� 0) + 2�f (� 0))� ;where we use a onneted average hÂB̂i � hÂB̂i � hÂihB̂i beause the square of the aver-aged ation � �h R os(2�)i�2 is already inluded in our previous sheme. At �rst sight, thisexpression looks worrysome. When averaged over the fast �eld �f we are bound to generatea omposite operator that depends in a non-loal manner on two time arguments � and � 0.Re-exponentiation of these objets would lead to an ation muh more ompliated than theoriginal one.However, before losing hope, let us have a loser look on the fast �eld average of the expressionabove. Representing the os-funtions as sum of exponentials, we are led to onsider expressionsof the type
exp [�2i(�s(�) + �f (�))℄ exp ��2i(�s(� 0) + �f (� 0))�� // �exp �2iZf d! ��ei!� � ei!� 0� �(!)�����exp ��2iZf d! ei!��(!)���2 == exp ��g Zf d! j!j�1 �1� os(!(� � � 0))����exp ��g2 Zf d! j!j�1��2 == b�2g  exp"�g Z ��=b d!! os(!(� � � 0))#� 1! � 0:Here, the �-signs in the �rst line indiate the four di�erent possible ourrenes of signs, in thethird equality we used our previous results on the integrals over the high lying frequeny shell,and in the ruial fourth equality notied we used that typially, (� � � 0) > b=�; 1=�, suh thatthe osillatory term integrates to something lose to zero. an be negleted in omparison withthe onstant.The estimate above is limited to time arguments j� � � 0j�=b > 1 outside a narrow stripj� � � 0j � b=�. To show that the ontribution of omposite operators from these domains,too, is negligible, we employ an argument that is symptomati for RG analyses: onsider theonneted average*2 Zj��� 0j<b=� d�d� 0 os(2�s(�) + 2�f (�)) os(2�s(� 0) + 2�f (� 0))+ // bZ d� 
os2(2�s(�)) + 2�f (�))� =



378 CHAPTER 9. THE RENORMALIZATION GROUP/ b�4g+1 Z d� os2(2�s(�)) + onst:where the notation highlights that the integration area is proportional to b and we used that forthose narrow time windows, the �eld integration will be oblivious to the di�erene between �(�)and �(� 0). The third line is obtained by averaging the integrand along the lines of our previousalulations.After the resaling of time/and frequeny to restore the old uto�, the operator gets multi-plied by another fator of b, i.e. the overall saling fator is given by b2(1�2g). This fator tells usthat the omposite operator generated by higher order umulative expansion of the ation is oflesser operator relevane than the ontributions we are keeping. For values of the interationg � 1 not too distant from unity, the relative value of the oupling onstants of the anomalousoperator / b2(1�2g) and of the standard os(2�) ontribution, / b1�g respetively, will sale to0 as b is inreased. A lassi�ation of operators aording to their relative relevane under theRG transformation indeed forms the general basis for the limitation of low energy ations tofew ontributions. Viz. those ontributions that promise to be of strongest saling relevane aslarger and larger �eld utuations are probed. We will disuss this point more systematiallyin the next setion. ||||||||||||||{Before leaving this setion, let us make a few general observations on the renormaliza-tion proedure. We �rst notie that it would have been futile to attak the problem bythe 'plain' perturbation theory developed in hapter 6. The reason is that the propagatorof the (0 + 1)-dimensional e�etive theory, j!j�1, leads to logarithmi divergenes whenintegrated over unbound frequeny intervals. I.e. the present theory is again plagued bythe UV/IR divergenes observed above in di�erent other ontexts. In setion 6.1 we hadargued that, in priniple, a way to overome these problems was to introdue an UV- and,if needed, an IR-uto� into the theory. However, we soon dismissed this option beause itseemed evident that it would lead to spurious non-universal uto� dependenes of physialresults.How do these observations relate to what we are doing presently. Obviosuly, thepresent12 version of the RG proeedure, too, relies on the introdution of a uto� regu-larizing the logarithmi UV divergenes mentioned above; apparently, the RG proedureshares a lot of ommon strutures with the perturbative approah. But somehow, wemanaged to extrat the information we were interested in { the dependene of the impu-rity strength on long range system parameters { in a uto� invariant manner13. The keyto obtaining this information was to introdue not one, but an entire hierarhy of uto�sand to integrate over eah of these domains reursively.12Below we will get aquainted with UV regurlarization proeedures whih are not based on the intro-dution of a uto�.13One may objet that the solutions of the �-funtions given above atually do ontain the bare ut-o� through an initial ondition; they also depend on the bare oupling strength, and, possibly, other'non-universal' system parameters. However, that need not worry us: in most appliations (both experi-mentally and theoretially) one is not so muh interested in the 'absolute value' of physial observables(as these usually depend on unknown material parameters anyway) but rather in the way these observ-abley hange as a relevant ontrol parameter is varied. The important feature found above is that therate at whih the e�etive impurity strength varies with temperature, say, is largely universal and uto�independent.



9.3. RENORMALIZATION GROUP: GENERAL THEORY 379Now, a subtle and important point is that this proedure does not imply that theuto� or, more generally, short sale utuations of the model have silently made theirway out of the theory. After all, the UV divergenes mentioned before are manifestationsof a large 'phase volume' of �eld utuations whih are likely to somehow a�et thesystem's behaviour. To understand the 'impliit' way through whih these utuationsenter our results, let us get bak to a remark made on p 374. There, we had said thatupon saling time/frequeny, eah operator hanges aording to its physial dimension.I.e. an operator arrying the dimension (time)d would pik up a saling fator bd. Thesaling dimension of an operator predited by its 'physial' dimension is alled the naivesaling dimension, the anonial saling dimension, or, for obsure reasons, theengineering dimension.The denotations indiate, however, that these dimensions are not the last word on theatual saling behaviour of an operator. Indeed, the net result of the RG analysis wasthat our operator of interest, R d� os(�), an objet of engeneering dimension 1 hangesaording to b1�g. The orretion to the naive saling dimension (presently, g) is alled theanomalous dimension of an operator. It's origin lies in the (uto�-dependent) phasevolume of utuations o-determining the hange of an operator during eah RG step.Put di�erently, we an say that the uto� �, by itself a quantity of dimension (time)�1ats like a 'grey eminene' impliitly a�eting the saling behaviour of an operator. Theanomalous saling dimensions of the theory e�etively determine its long range observablebehaviour and, therefore, represent quantities of prime interest.9.3 Renormalization Group: General TheoryHaving disussed two extended examples, we are in a position to attempt a reasonablygeneral outline of the RG strategy. Suppose then, we are given a �eld theory de�nedthrough the ation S[�℄ � NXa=1 gaOa[�℄;where � is some (in general multi-omponent) �eld, ga are oupling onstants and Oa[�℄ertain operators. For onreteness, we may hink of these operators asOa = Z ddx(��)n�m;i.e. as spae-time loal operators involving powers of �eld and of its derivatives, althoughmore general strutures are oneivable14 By 'renormalization of the theory', we refer toa sheme to derive a set of equations, so-alled Gell-Mann-Low equations, desribingthe hange of the oupling onstants fgag as uutations of the theory are suessivelyintegrated out.14E.g. in our previous example of the Luttinger liquid an operator R d!�(!)�(�!)j!j appeared. Whenrepresented in time spae, this operator is highly non-loal.



380 CHAPTER 9. THE RENORMALIZATION GROUP9.3.1 Gell-Mann-Low EquationsThere are a number of methodologial di�erent proedures whereby the aforementionedset of ow equations an be obtained from the mirosopi theory. We here formulatethis step in a language adjusted to appliations in statistial �eld theory (as opposed topartile physis, say.) While there is onsiderable freedom in the atual implementationof the RG proedure, all methods have in ommon that they proeeed in a sequene ofthree more or less anonial steps:I: Subdivision of the Field ManifoldIn a �rst step, we deompose the integration manifold f�g into a setor to be integratedout, f�fg, and a omplementary set, f�sg. E.g., we may. proeed aording to a generalized blok spin sheme and integrate over all de-grees of freedom loated within a ertain strutural unit in the base manifold fxg.(This sheme is adjusted to lattie problems where fxg = fxig is a disrete setof points. However, as pointed out above, even then it is diÆult to implementanalytially. Alternatively, and more frequently,. one deides to integrate over a ertain setor in momentum spae. When thissetor is de�ned to be a shell �=b � jpj < �, one speeks of a momentum shellintegration. Naturally, within this sheme the theory will be expliitly uto�dependent at intermediate stages. Alternatively,. one may deide to integrate over all high-lying degrees of freedom ��1 � jpj. Inthis ase, we will, of ourse, enounter divergent integrals. An elegant way tohandle these divergenes is to apply dimensional regularization. Referring foran introdution to this method to setion XX below, we here merely mention thatthe idea is to formally generalize from integer dimensions d to generlized frationaldimensions d � �. One motivation for doing so (for another, see below) is that,miraulously, the formal extension of the harateristi integrals appearing duringthe RG step to non-integer dimensions are �nite. As long as one stays lear of thedangerous values d = integer one an then safely monitor the dependene of theintegrals on the IR uto� ��1.. For a disussion of alternative shemes, suh as the introdution of short distanereal spae uto�s underlying the so-alled operator produt expansion we referto the literature (see, e.g., the (exellent!) textbook [?℄.)II: RG StepThe seond, and entral part of the program is to atually integrate over short rangeutuations. As exempli�ed above, this step usually involves approximations. In mostases, one will proeed by a so-alled loop expansion, i.e. one organizes the integrationover the fast �eld �f aording to the number of independent momentum integrals { loops{ that our after the appropriate ontrations (for the de�nition of loops, see 6.1. Of



9.3. RENORMALIZATION GROUP: GENERAL THEORY 381ourse, this strategy makes sense only if we an guarantee that the ontribution of loopsof higher orders is in some sense small, a preondition that is, alas, often diÆult tomeet. At any rate, to quali�edly explore the funtioning loop numbers as an expansionparameter, we �rst need to understand the key role played by spae-dimensionality in thepresent ontext. We will get bak to this point in setion 9.4.)As a result of the integration one obtains an ationS 0[�s℄ �Xa g0aO0a[�s℄;with altered oupling onstants, depending on the slow setor of the �eld. Notie thatthe integration over fast �eld utuations may atually lead to the generation of 'new'operators, i.e. operators that have not been present in the bare ation. In suh ases onehas to investigate whether the newly generated operators are 'relevant' (see below) in theirsaling behaviour. If so, the appropriate way to proeeed is to inlude these operators intothe ation from the very beginning (with an a priori undetermined oupling onstant.)One then veri�es whether the augmented ation represents a omplete system, i.e. onethat does not lead to the generation of operators beyond those that are already present.If neessary, one has to repeat this step until a losed system is obtained.III: ResalingOne next resales frequeny/momentum so that the resaled �eld amplitude �0 utuateson the same sales as the originial �eld �, i.e. one setsq ! bq;! ! bz!:Here, the frequeny renormalization exponent z may be unity or equal to two, or forthat matter to a non-integer value, depending on the e�etive dispersion relating frequenyand momentum. We �nally notie that the �eld � itself is an integration variable whihmay be resaled arbitrarily. Using this freedom, we selet a term in the ation whih bebelieve governs the behaviour of the 'free' theory { in a theory with elasti oupling thismight, e.g, be the leading order gradient operator � R ddr���� { and require that it bestritly invariant under the RG step. To this end we designate a dimension Ld� to the�eld, hosen so as to ompensate the fator bx arising after the renormalization of theoperator. The resaling �! bd��;is known as �eld renormalization. It renders the 'leading' operator in the ation saleinvariant.As a result of all these manipulations, we obtain a renormalized ationS[�℄ =Xa g0aOa[�℄whih is entirely desribed by the set of hanged oupling onstants, i.e. the e�et of theRG step is fully enapsulated in the mappingg0 = ~R(g)



382 CHAPTER 9. THE RENORMALIZATION GROUPrelating the old value of the vetor of oupling onstants g = fgag to the renormlized oneg0 = fg0ag. By letting the ontrol parameter, l � ln b, of the RG step assume in�nitesimalvalues, one an make the di�erene beween bare and renormalized oupling onstants,respetively, arbitrarily small. It is then natural to express the di�erene g0�g = ~R(g)�gin the form of a generalized �-funtion or Gell-Mann-Low equationdgdl = R(g); (9.29)where the rhs is de�ned through R(g) = liml!0 l�1( ~R(g)� g).. Info. As mentioned in the beginning of the setion, the formulation of the RG step aboveis atually not the only one possible. For instane, in high energy physis, other renormaliza-tion shemes appear to be more natural. In this area of physis, there is atually no reason tobelieve in the existene of a well de�ned 'bare' ation with �nite oupling onstants. (Contraryto the situation in ondensed matter physis, the bare ation of quantum eletrodynamis, say,is prinipally inaessible.) What we are legitimate to require, though, is that after an integra-tion over UV divergent utuations, the 'renormalized' oupling onstants of the theory (whihin turn determine observables suh as the physial eletron mass.) are �nite. One may thenjust the same postulate that the bare oupling onstants of the theory are atually in�nite. Thevalue of these in�nities is �ne tuned so to ombine with the utuation indued 'in�nities' to�nite renormalized oupling onstants. Alternatively, one may deliberately add extra operators,so-alled ounter terms, to the ation whih are designed so as to anel divergenes due toutuations. However, the net result of all these RG shemes (whih, as one an show, are byand large equivalent) is a mapping desribing the ow of the oupling onstants upon variationof a ontroll parameter. ||||||||||||||{9.3.2 Analysis of the Gell-Mann-Low EquationsThe Gell-Mann-Low equation (9.29) represents the prinipal result of an RG analysis.Thinking of the ontrol parameter l as some kind of 'time variable', we identify thisequation as the desriptor of a generalized dynamial system, viz. the system desribingthe evolution of the e�etive oupling onstants of a model upon haning length or timesales. As with any other dynamial system, the prime strutural harateristi of the setof equations (9.29) is the system of its �xed points, i.e. the submanifold fg�g of pointsin oupling onstant spae whih are stationary under the ow:R(g�) = 0:One the oupling onstants are �ne tuned to a �xed point, the system no longer hangesunder subsequent RG transformations. In partiular it remains invariant under the hangeof spae/time sale assoiated to the transformation. Alluding to the fat that they lookthe same no matter how large a magnifying glass is used, systems with this property arereferred to as self similar. (E.g. fratals suh as the Julia set shown in Fig 9.8 are
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Figure 9.8: The fratal Julia set. The set is self similar in the sense that any of itssub-regions aontains the full information of the original set.paradigmati examples of self similar systems; the magni�ation of any sub-region of thefratal looks idential to the full system.) -Now, to eah system we an attribute at least one intrinsi length sale, viz. the length� determining the exponential deay of �eld orrelations. However, the existene of a �nite,and pre-determined intrinsi length sale learly does not go together with invarianeunder sale transformations. We thus onlude that at a �xed point, either � = 0 (not sointeresting), or � = 1. However, a diverging orrelation length � ! 1 is a hallmark ofa seond order phase transition. We thus tentatively identify �xed points of the RG owas andidates for transition points of the physial system. (For a more omprehensivereview of phase transitions and the ritial phenomena aompanying them, see setionXX below.)This being so, it is natural to pay speial attention to the behaviour of the ow inthe immediate viinity of the �xed point manifolds. If the set of oupling onstants, g, issuÆiently lose to a �xed point, g�, it will be suÆient to onsider the linearized mappingR(g) = R((g� g�) + g�) � W (g� g�);where the matrix W is de�ned throughWab = �Ra�gb ����g=g�To explore the properties of ow, we assume that we had managed to diagonalize thematrix W . Denoting the eigenvalues by ��; � = 1; : : : ; N , and the left-eigenvetors15 by15Sine there is no reason for W being symmetri, the left- and right-eigenvetors may be di�erent.
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Figure 9.9: Qualitative visualization of the RG ow in the viinity of a �xed point withtwo irrelevant (�1;�3) and one relevant (�2) saling �elds. The manifold S de�nedthrough the vanishing of the relevant �eld, �2 = 0, is alled a ritial surfae. On thissubmanifold, the RG ow is direted towards the �xed point f . Deviations o� ritialitymake the system approah one of the stable �xed points f1 or f2.��, we then have �T�W = ���T� :The advantage of proeeding via the unonventional set of left-eigenvetors is that it allowsus to onveniently express the ow of the physial oupling onstants under renormaliza-tion. To this end, let v� be the �th omponent of the vetor g � g� when represented inthe basis f��g: v� = �T� (g� g�):These omponents display a partiularly simple behaviour under renormalization:dlv� = �T� dl(g � g�) = �T�W (g� g�) = ���T� (g � g�) = ��v�:Under renormalization, the oeÆients v� hange by a mere saling fator ��, whereforethey are alled saling �elds (whih is somewhat unfortunate nomenlature. The oef-�ients v� atually aren't �elds but simply a set of l-dependent oeÆients. Namely the



9.3. RENORMALIZATION GROUP: GENERAL THEORY 385oeÆients of the vetor of oupling onstants when expressed in the basis of eigenvetors��.) These equations are trivially integrated tov�(l) � exp(l��): (9.30)This result suggests to disriminate between at least three di�erent types of saling �elds:. For �� > 0 the ow is direted away from the ritial point. The assoiated saling�eld is said to be relevant (in the sense that it forefully drives the system awayfrom the ritial region.) In Fig. 9.9, v2 is a relevant saling �eld.. In the omplementary ase, �� < 0, the ow is attrated by the �xed point. Saling�elds with this property (v1; v3) are said to be irrelevant.. Finally, saling �elds whih are invariant under the ow, �� = 0, are alledmarginal16.The distintion of relevant/irrelevant/marginal saling �elds in turn implies a lassi�ationof di�erent types of �xed points:. For one thing, there are stable �xed points, i.e. �xed points whose saling �eldsare all irrelevant or, at worst, marginal. These points de�ne what we might all'stable phases of matter': when you release a system somewhere in the parameterspae sourrounding any of these attrators, it will sale towards the �xed point andeventually sit there. Or, expressed in more physial terms, looking at the problemat larger and larger sales will make it more and more resemble the in�nitely or-related self-similar �xed point on�guration. (Remember, e.g., the example of thehigh temperature �xed (line) of the 1d-Ising model met previously.) By onstrutionthe �xed point is inert against moderate variations in the mirosopi morphologyof the system, i.e. it genuinely represents what one might all a 'state of matter'.Often, but not always, stable �xed points orrespond to the phase of asymptotiallylow (� !1, the system is in an ordered state) or high (� ! 0, the system is maxmi-ally disordered) temperature. (Arguably, heating or ooling a system inde�nitely,introdues a ertain element of stability, towards formation of either an ordered oran entropi on�guration.). Complementary to stable �xed points, there are unstable �xed points. All saling�elds are relevant. (Cf. the T = 0 �xed point of the 1d Ising model.) These �xedpoints represent the onept of a Platoni ideal: you an never get there and even ifyou managed to approah it losely, the harsh onditions of reality will make you toow away from it. Although unstable �xed points do not orrespond to realizableform of matter they are of importane in as muh as they 'orient' the global RGow of the system.16A marginal saling �eld orresponds to a diretion in oupling onstant spae with vanishing partialderivative, ���R��g�=0 = 0. In this ase, to obtain a re�ned piture, one sometimes onsiders the seondorder derivative, �2��R��g�=0 � 2x. In the viinity of the �xed point, the saling �eld then behaves asdlv� = xv2�. For x > 0 (x < 0) the �eld has the status of a marginially relevant (irrelevant) saling�eld. It relevant (irrelevant) on aount of the non-vanishing diretion of the ow. However, it is also'marginal' beause the speed of the ow dereases upon approahing the ritial regime.



386 CHAPTER 9. THE RENORMALIZATION GROUP. Finally, there is the generi lass of �xed points with both relevant and irrelevantsaling �elds. These point are of partiular interest in as muh as they an beassoiated to phase transitions. To understand this point, we �rst note that ther, 0 < r < N eigenvetors �� assoiated to irrelevant saling �elds span the tangentspae of an N � r dimensional manifold known as the ritial surfae (or ritialline if r = 1. For an illustration for the ase r = 2, see Fig. 9.9.) This ritialmanifold forms the bassin of attration of the �xed point. I.e whenever a set ofphysial oupling onstants g is �ne tuned so that g 2 S, the expansion in terms ofsaling �elds only ontains irrelevant ontributions and the system will feel attratedto the �xed point as if it were a stable one.However, an ever so slight deviation away from the ritial surfae introdues arelevant omponent driving the system exponentially away from the �xed point. Asketh of the resulting ow is shown in Fig. 9.9 for the ase of just one relevantsaling �eld. E.g. for the ase of the ferromagneti phase transition { to be dis-ussed in more detail in the next setion { deviations from the ritial temperatureT are relevant. If we onsider a system only slightly above or below T, it mayinitially (on intermediate length sales) appear to be ritial. However upon fur-ther inreasing the sale, the relevant deviation will beome virulent and drive thesystem away from ritiality, either towards the stable high temperature �xed pointof the paramagneti phase (T > T) or towards the ferromagneti low temperaturephase (T < T).This piture atually suggests that systems with generi �xed points typially pos-sess omplementary stable �xed points, i.e. �xed points towards whih the owdirets after it has left the ritial region. We also notie that a saling diretionthat is relevant at one �xed point (e.g. �2 at the ritial �xed point) may beirrelevant at others (�2 at the high and low temperature �xed point.). Info. The disussion above suggests that the onept of renormalization is intimatelylinked to the theory of phase transitions and ritial phenomena. Indeed, the majorityof textbooks on the subjet { of whih there are by now quite a few[?, ?℄ { mostly arry titlesas 'Phase transitions and the renormalization group', or the like. Whih orretly indiatesthat these two onepts are related like siamese twins. Now, in view of the fundus of availableexellent literature (and of the fat that we are approahing the �eld from a more operational,perspetive) we shall not attempt yet another 'introdution to ritial phenomena' here. Rather,we will summarize in a onise, but hopefully self ontained manner those few fats of the theoryof ritiality that are absolutely neessary to put the onept of renormalization into a largerphysial ontext:The most fundamental17 desriptor of a transition between is its order parameter, M ,i.e. a quantity whose value unambiguosly identi�es in whih phase we are in. Classial exam-ples inlude the magnetization for the ferromagneti-paramagneti transition, the density forthe liquid-vapour transition, the order parameter amplitude for the BCS transition, et. (How-ever, to keep the nomenlature de�nite, we shall mostly use the language of the ferromagnetitransition in the following.)17But notie, that there are transitions whose order parameter is atually unknown. A famous exampleis the quantum Hall transition, to be disussed in more detail in hapter XX
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Figure 9.10: Phase diagram of the ferromagneti transition. Tuning a magneti �eld at �xedtemperature T < T below the magnetization temperature, T, through zero auses the magneti-zation to jump: [0; T℄ is a line of �rst order transitions. This line terminates in the unique seondorder transition point of the system, (T = T;H = 0): lowering temperature at H = 0 fromlarge values down to T auses a non-analyiti but ontinuous onset of a �nite magnetization.Now, let us reapitulate18 that transitions between di�erent phases of matter fall into twolarge ategories: �rst order phase transitions, de�ned by the fat that the order parameterexhibits a disontinuous jump aross the transition line, and the omplementary lass of seondorder transitions, where the order parameter hanges in a non-analyti but ontinuous manner.(The two ases are exempli�ed in Fig. 9.10 for the ase of a ferromagneti substane.)The physis of seond order transitions is generally more interesting that that of �rst ordertransitions. To substantiate this laim, we note that, as a thermodynami state variable, theorder parameter is oupled to a onjugate �eld, H: M = ��HF , where F is the free energy.At a seond order transition, M hanges non-analytially whih means that the seond orderderivative, a thermodynami suseptibility, � = ��2HF develops a singularity. We nowreapitulate that { the uutation dissipation theorem { the suseptibility is intimately linkedto the �eld uutation behaviour of the system. More preisely, � is proporitional to the integralover the orrelation funtion C determining the utuation behaviour of the �elds (f. Eq. (9.3).)A divergene of the suseptibility implies the buildup of in�nitely long ranged �eld utuations{ interesting physis.The divergene of the suseptibility goes along with non-analyti and/or singular behaviourof all sorts of other physial quantities. In fat, an even stronger statement an be made. Wehave seen that right at the transition/�xed point the system is self similar. This implies thatthe behaviour of its various harateristis must be desribed by power laws. Referring for amore substantial disussion to setion 9.3.3 below, we here merely support this statement bya heuristi argument. Consider a funtion f(t), where f is representative for an observable ofinterest and t for a ontrol parameter (a saling �eld) determining the distane to the transition18Readers abosulutely unfamiliar with the thermodynamis of phase transitions may wish to onsultthe orresponding setion of a textbook on statistial mehanis.



388 CHAPTER 9. THE RENORMALIZATION GROUPpoint. In the immediate viinity of the transition point, f is expeted to sale, i.e. under ahange of the length sale x! x=b, t! tbDt , the funtion f must, at most, hange by a fatorreeting its own saling dimension. f(t) = bDf f(tbDt). (A more serious, strutural hange ofthe funtion would be at onit with asymptoti self similarity.) Mathematially, speaking,this equation amounts to homogeneity of the funtion f , equivalently expressed by f � t�Df=Dt .The set of di�erent exponents haraterizing the relevant powerlaws ouring in the viinityof the transition are known as ritial exponents. For at least four di�erent reasons, the setof ritial exponents reprensents the most important strutural �ngerprint of a transition:1. They arry universal signi�ane, i.e. we do not have to invent a set of ritial exponentsfor eah transition anew. (E.g. the divergene of the orrelation length, � � jtj�� isharaterized by a ritial exponent ommonly, and irrespetive of the partiular transitionunder onsideration denoted by �.)2. The set of ritial exponents arries the same information as the set of exponents of thesaling �elds, i.e. knowledge of the ritial exponents is equivalent ot the knowledge ofthe linear dynamial system haraterizing the ow in the transition region. (In fat,the set of ritial exponents overdetermines the saling �eld exponents, i.e. it ontainsredundany. E.g., of the six ritial exponents haraterizing the magneti transitiononly two are independent. The others are inter-related by so-alled19 saling laws to bedisussed below.3. Critial exponents are fully universal; they are numbers.4. Perhaps most importantly, the ritial exponents represent quantities that an be mea-sured. In fat, their universality and strutural importane makes them quantities ofprime experimental interest.In the following we briey go through the list of the most relevant exponents, �; �; ; Æ; �; �; �; z20 .Although we shall again use the language of the magneti transition it is lear that, and how,the de�nition of most exponents readily generalizes to other systems.� : In the viinity of the ritial temperature, the spei� heatC = �T 2�2TFsales as C � jtj�, where t measures the distane to the ritial point. Note that by virtueof this de�nition a non-trivial statement is made: although the phases above and belowthe transition are essentially di�erent, the saling exponents ontrolling the behaviour ofC are idential. The same applies to all other exponents listed below.� : Approahing the transition temperature from below, themagnetisation vanishes asM ���HF jH&0 � (�t)�. : The magneti suseptibility behaves as � � �hM jh&0 � jtj .19Unfortunately, the language used in the �eld of ritial phenomena makes over-exessive use of thepre�x 'saling-'.20Historially, and in omplete lak of imagination, the exponents have been designated by a bunh ofsix early letters of the greek alphabet. The exeptional designation of the last exponent, z, indiates thatit is of newer date.



9.3. RENORMALIZATION GROUP: GENERAL THEORY 389Æ : At the ritial temperature, t = 0, the �eld dependene of the magnetisation is givenby M � jhj1=Æ .� : Upon approahing the transition point, the orrelation length diverges as � � jtj�� ,� : whih implies that the orrelation funtionC(r) � r�(d�2+�) exp(�r=�)rosses over to power law saling. To understand the de�nition of the power law, notiethat C � h��i arries twie the dimension of the �eld �. The engeneering dimensionof the latter follows from the requirement that the gradient operator � R ddr���� bedimensionless: [�℄ = L(2�d)=2, aording to whih C(r) has anonial dimension L2�d.The exponent �, ommonly alled the anonmalous dimension of the orrelation funtionmeasures the mismath between the observed and the anononial dimension, respetively.z : A quantum theory an be looked at as some kind of lassial theory in d+ 1 dimensions.The theory is 'quantum ritial' if the e�etive lassial theory ontains a ritial point.In the viinty of that point large utuations are observed in both the d spatial diretionsand the temporal 'diretion'. However, the di�erent physial origin of these dimensionsmanifests itself in the saling being anisotropi. Denoting the orrelation length in tempo-ral diretion by � , we de�ne � � �z, where deviations z 6= 1 in the dynamial exponentmeasure the degree of anisotropy.Now, a moments thought shows that of the six lassial exponents only a few an be reallyindependent: above we had said that, modulo irrelevant perturbations, the ow in the viinityof a transition point is ontrolled by the relevant saling �elds. Referring for a more quantitativedisussion to setion XX below, we antiipate that for the magneti transition, the magneti�eld will ertainly represent a relevant perturbation (a fat readily expressed by he positivity ofthe exponent Æ.) Also, deviations from the ritial temperature, t 6= 0, are relevant21. However,that's it; in the asymptoti viinity of the transition, the ow is ontrolled by a 2-dimensionaldynamial system. Whih suggests that four onstraining equations should redue the set ofsix lassial exponents to only two independent exponents. Historially, these equations, theaforementioned saling laws, were disovered one-by-one (at a time when the underlying on-netions to the system of 'saling �elds' had not yet been known.) For the sake of referene,these onstraint equations (along with the name of the people who disovered them) are listedbelow. In setion 9.3.3 below we will then exemplify how the saling laws an be transparentlyderived from the intrinsi struture of the theory.Fisher �(2� �) = Rushbrooke � + 2� +  = 2Widom �(1� Æ) = Josephson 2� � = �dThe pratial importane of this table lies in the fat that we need to ompute/measure onlytwo exponents { no matter whih { to ompletely nail down the saling struture of the theory.||||||||||||||{21If you �nd it diÆult to think of temperature as a 'oupling onstant', remember that in our derivationof the �4-model as the relevant theory of the magneti transition the oupling onstant of the 'massoperator' r R ddr �2 turned out to be proportional to t = jT � Tj=T.



390 CHAPTER 9. THE RENORMALIZATION GROUPIn the next setion we will see that the dynamial system of the saling �elds enap-sulates pratially all information on the 'ritial' utuation phenomena aompanyinga phase transition. However, for the moment we shall restrit ourselves to the disussionof one more aspet of oneptual importane, viz. universality. The point is that thereare atually not so many fundamentally di�erent universality lasses of di�erent rit-ial systems. (I.e. di�erent dynamial systems of saling �elds.) Roughly speaking, andleaving more esotheri lasses of phase transitions appart, O(101) fundamentally di�erenttypes of ows reurantly appear in pratial appliatations. This has to be ompared tothe O(10?) di�erent physial systems that display seond order phase transitions. The im-portant statement made here is that the plethora of all these transitions an be groupedinto a very limited set of di�erent universality lasses. Remarkably, the origin of thisuniversality an readily be understood from the onept of ritial surfaes:
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universal predictionsFigure 9.11: On the universality of phase transition behaviour. To eah mirosopisystem (upper part) we have to assign a universality lass (right). However, sine thereis only a very limited set of di�erent universality lasses, while the number of systemsis quasi-ini�nite, di�erent systems must exhibit idential transition behaviour. Furtherdisussion, see text.Imagine then, an experimentalist exploring a system that is known to exhibit a phasetransition. As she must be keen to observe ritial behaviour, available ontrol parametersXi (temperature, pressure, magneti �eld, et.) will be varied until the system begins toexhibit large utuations. On a theoretial level, the variation of the ontrol parametersdetermines the initial values of the oupling onstants of the model (as they funtionallydepend on the Xi's through their onnetion to the mirosopi system Hamiltonian.)



9.3. RENORMALIZATION GROUP: GENERAL THEORY 391In Fig. 9.9 the urve in oupling onstant spae de�ned in this way is indiated by .For system parameters orresponding to point above or below the ritial manifold, thesystem asymptotially (i.e. when looked at at suÆiently large sales) falls either intothe high or the low temperature regime (as indiated by the urves branhing out from in Fig. 9.9.) However, eventually the parameter trajetory will meet the ritial surfae.For this partiular value of the oupling onstants, the system is ritial. As we look atit on larger and larger length sales, it will be attrated by the �xed point sitting on S,i.e. it will display the universal behaviour harateristi for this partiular point. This isthe origin of universality: variation of the system parameters in a di�erent manner (or forthat matter onsidering a seond system with di�erent material onstants) will generate adi�erent trajetory g�(fXig) = 0. However as long as the this trajetory intersets withS, it is guaranteed that ritial behaviour of the same universal properties (viz. ontrolledby the unique �xed point) will be observed.In fat a more farreahing statement an be made. Given that there is an in�nity ofsystems exhibiting transition behaviour (symbolially indiated by the row of boxes in theupper part of Fig. 9.11) while there is only a very limited set of universality lasses (the setof boxes on the left), many systems of very di�erent mirosopi morphology must sharethe same universal behaviour. More formally, di�erent mirosopi systems must maponto the same ritial low energy theory. To illustrate the amazing onsequenes on justone example: it turns out (see the problem set) that the saling behaviour disussed earlierin onnetion with the disordered Luttinger liquid, is also observed for a superondutorJosephson juntion, i.e. a system of very di�erent mirosopi origin. Further oinidenesof this type will be enountered below.9.3.3 Saling TheoryAbove we have seen that the dynamial system of saling �elds enodes a wealth ofinformation on the large sale struture and on the phases of a physial system. However,we have not yet established a onnetion between the onept of renormalization andonrete, i.e. exprimentally aessible data. This will be the subjet of the presentsetion.Imagine then, we had represented some observable of experimental interest, X, interms of the language of the funtional integral. Aording to the disussion of theprevious hapter this means that we have managed to expressX =Xp C(pi; g�);as the sum over an n-point orrelation funtion C(pi; g�) = h(: : :)�� : : : �i�, where the(highly symboli) notation indiates that C may depend on both the momentum saleat whih it is evaluated (e.g. through the expliit momentum dependene of urrentoperators, et.) and on the oupling onstants. The ellipses (: : :) stand for optionalalgebrai elements entering the de�nition of the orrelation funtion.We next build on our assumption of renormalizability of the theory, i.e. we use thatwe an evaluate C before or after an RG step, the result must be the same. On the otherhand, the RG transformation will, of ourse, not leave the individual onstituents entering



392 CHAPTER 9. THE RENORMALIZATION GROUPthe de�nition of C invariant; it will hange oupling onsants, g�, the momenta pi, andthe �eld amplitudes � aording to the presriptions formulated in the previous setion.Expressed in a single formula,C(pi; g�) = bnd�C(pib; g�b��); (9.31)where we have simpli�ed the notation by assuming that the oupling onstants themselvessale. (Otherwise, the matrix elements of a linear transformation mediating between theoupling onstants and the saling �elds would appear.) For notational onveniene wealso assume that the �xed point value of the oupling onstants, g� = 0. The fator Lnd�aounts for the expliit resaling of the n �elds entering the de�nition of C.Notie that Eq. (9.31) atually represents a very remarkable statement: although thethree di�erent elements (�; pi; g�) ontributing to the orrelation funtion hange underthe transformation in a seemingly unrelated manner, the net result of the onertedresaling is nil. Indeed, Eq. (9.31) serves as a starting point for the derivation of variousrelations of immediate pratial relevane.Saling FuntionsWe get bak to a priniple already used in onnetion with the 1d-Ising model. Foronreteness, imagine that we are working under onditions where there is just a singlerelevant saling �eld g1, while all g�>1 are irrelevant (or marginal for that matter). Wean then write C(pi; g1; g�) = bnd�C(pib; g1b�1 ; g�b��) == g�nd�=�11 C(pig�1=�11 ; 1; g�g���=�11 ) g1�1�g1�1� g�nd�=�11 C(pig�1=�11 ; 1; 0) � g�nd�=�11 F (pig�1=�11 ):Here, we have used the freedom of arbitrarily hosing the parameter b to set g1b�1 = 1.In the third equality we assumed that we are suÆiently lose to the transition that thedependene of C on irrelevant saling �elds is inessential. The funtion F de�ned throughC(pi; g1) = g�nd�=�11 F (pig�1=�11 ) (9.32)is an example of a saling funtion. Alternatively (e.g., if C represents a thermodynamiobservable or a global transport oeÆient) we might be interested in the orrelationfuntion C(g1; g�) � C(pi = 0; g1; g�) at zero external momentum pi = 0. In this ase,a typial question to ask would be for the dependene of C on the most relevant, andthe seond most relevant ontrol parameter g2 (where we leave unspei�ed whether g2 isrelevant, marginal or irrelavant.) Following the same logis as above, we obtainC(g1; g2) = g�nd�=�11 ~F (g2g��2=�11 );with some di�erent saling funtion ~F .. Info. As an example partiularly relevant to the omparison between analytial theoryand numeris we mention the onept of �nite size saling. While analytial theories are most



9.3. RENORMALIZATION GROUP: GENERAL THEORY 393onveniently formulated in the thermodynami limit, numerial simulations are arried out forsystems of still very limited size. (Typial system sizes are O(100 � 1000) for non-interatingmodels and O(10) for interating models.) The need to ompare between theory and numerialsimulations motivates to expliitly keep trak of the system size under renormalization. Indeed,the system size L has dimension [length℄1 and, therefore, gets resaled as L ! L=b. SettingL=b = 1, we obtain a saling funtionG(g�; L) = Lnd�Ffs(g�L��);with expliit system size dependene.||||||||||||||{While the onstrution of any partiular saling funtion may be ontext-dependentthe priniple behind the derivation is general: one the saling behaviour of a orrelationfuntion is known, the arbitrariness of the saling parameter b an be used to redue thenumber of independent variables by one. The redued orrelation funtion is alled asaling funtion.As with the response funtions disussed in the previous hapter, saling funtions,too, represent a prime interfae between theory and experiment. Experimentally,the measurement of an observable X in dependene on a number of relevant systemparameters, t and h, say, results in a multi-parameter funtion X(t; h). In fat, a betterway to think about this objet is as a set of one-dimensional funtions Xh(t) dependingon a parameter h. (This is beause in experiment one typially varies only a singleontrol parameter, e.g. temperature at �xed magneti �eld.) Saling implies that allthese funtions ollaps onto a generi one-dimensional22 pro�le, if only the data is plottedas a funtion of the relevant saling parameter thx.This mehanism an be made useful in several di�erent ways. E.g., if there is not yeta theory of the transition phenomenon in question, the experimentalists may empiriallyidentify the relevant saling paramters and pose the explanation of the observed salingexponent x { by onstrution a fully universal number { as a problem to the theorists23Conversely, theorists may suggest a saling exponent whih an be put to test by hekingwhether the experminental data ollapses on this exponent. Sumarising, one of the greatvirtues of the onept of saling is that it ondenses the information exhange betweenexperiment and therory (and analytial theory and numeris for that matter) into a smallset of universal numbers.. Info. For the sake of ompleteness we mention that, espeially in the �eld theoretialommunity, the information enapsulated in the sale dependent orrelation funtions is oftenrepresented in a di�erent manner. Starting out fromC(pi; g�) = enld�C(piel; g�(l));22For an n-dimensional data set, the ollaps is to an (n� 1) dimensional funtional set.23In parentheses we note that the empirial ollapse of experimental data onto saling funtions requiresa lot of skill. E.g. if the data set onsists of a number of funtional 'pathes' of only limited overlap, it isquite 'easy' to onstrut a saling funtion of, in fat, almost any desired power law dependene. Data ofthis type tends to ontain a lot of statistial unertainty whih an easily lead to erroneous onlusions.



394 CHAPTER 9. THE RENORMALIZATION GROUPwhere we have set b = exp(l), we an use the l-independene of the lhs to write0 = ddl enld�C(piel; g�(l)):(Notie that here we do not require to be in the asymptoti saling regime, i.e. for the sakeof the present onstrution, the l-dependene of the oupling onstants need not be expliitlyexponential.) We next arry out the l-di�erentiation to obtain�n�de;� + �2�+ �l + ��(g�)�g��C(piel; g�(l)) = 0: (9.33)Here, de;� is the engeneering dimension of the �eld � and �=2 = d��de;� its anomalous dimension.(Cf. the de�nition of � in the infobox on p 386.) Further, the partial derivative �l ats on theexpliit sale dependene of the momentum arguments (or any other expliitly sale dependentargument for that matter.) Finally, ��(g�) is the �-funtion de�ned above.Eq. (9.33) is known as a renormalization group equation. Both the RG equation andthe saling form we used to derive it equivalently express the saling behaviour of the orrelationfuntion. ||||||||||||||{Saling Funtions and Critial ExponentsAnother important aspet of saling theory is that it an be used to dislose relationsbetween the seemingly independent24 ritial exponents of the theory. For the sake ofonreteness, let us onsider the ase of the ferromagneti transition, i.e. a transitionwe had previously haraterised in terms of six ritial exponents �; : : : ; � (f. p 388.)However, the ow in the viinity of the magneti �xed point is ontrolled by only tworelevant saling �elds, the (redued) temperature, t and the redued magneti �eld h �H=T . Negleting irrelevant perturbations, we thus onlude that under a renormalizationgroup transformation, the redued free energy f = F=TLd will behave as25f(t; h) = b�df(tb�t; hb�h):We next �x tb�t = 1 to redue the number of independent variables to one:f(t; h) = td=�t ~f(h=t�h=�t): (9.34)Containing the full thermodynami information, Eq. (9.34) is all we need to ompute theritial exponents. Indeed, omparing with the de�nitions summarized on pp 388 it is24After all, the ritial exponents desribe the behaviour of quite di�erent physial observables in thetransition region.25Here we used that the redued free energy does not arry an anomalous dimension. By de�nition,the free energy F = �T lnZ does not hange under renormalization (whih after all merely amounts torepresenting the number Z through funtional integrals of di�erent spae/time resolution.) Thus, thesaling of the redued free energy is entirely arried by the prefator L�d.



9.4. EXAMPLE III: RG ANALYSIS OF THE FERROMAGNETIC TRANSITION 395straightforward to show that� = 2� d�t ; � = d� �h�t ;  = 2�h � d�t ;Æ = �hd� �h ; � = 1dt ; � = 2 + d� 2�h; (9.35)from where follow the ross-relations summarized in the table on p 389 by diret ompar-ison. These relations illustrate our previous assertion that oneptually the dimensionsof the relevant saling �elds have a status more fundamental than the ritial exponents.. Exerise. Verify these statements. To obtain the �fth relation, notie that under ahange of sale, � ! b�. On the other hand, t � ��1=� . The sixth relation is obtained from Eq.(9.5). Just substitute the de�nition of the spatial pro�le of the orrelation funtion in terms ofthe ritial exponent � into the integral to obtain a relation between the ritial exponents and � (In fat, Fisher's saling law.)
9.4 Example III: RG Analysis of the FerromagnetiTransitionIn the previous setion, we have got aquainted with some fundamental elements of thestruture of RG analyses, and their onnetion to the theory of seond order phase tran-sition. The disussion was kept on a fairly general level and, therefore, may have been attimes somewhat abstrat. To illustrate the onepts introdued above on a onrete prob-lem, and to introdue some more elements of RG theory, we now turn to the disussionof our third example, the ferromagneti transition.In setion 6.1.2 we had introdued �4-theory as an e�etive low energy model ofthat phase transition. However, we did not yet apply the model to explore its universalproperties. Rather we left { see the disussion of the beginning of this hapter { theanalysis of the model in a state of despair. However, by now we have all the mahineryneeded to atually do something useful with the model to our availability. Indeed, we shallsee that RG methods, and only RG methods, an be applied to suessfully understandmuh of the intriguing behaviour displayed by the (d > 2)-dimensional Ising model in theviinity of its phase transition. We now hose to set tb�t = 1 to redue the number ofindependent variables to one: f(t; h) = td=�t ~f(h=t�h=�t):



396 CHAPTER 9. THE RENORMALIZATION GROUP9.4.1 Preliminary Dimensional AnalysisThe �rst question we wish to address has somewhat tehnial status: What was ourjusti�ation to represent the Ising model in terms of the ation26S[�℄ = Z ddr �r2�2 + 12���� + �4!�4 � h�� (9.36)in the �rst plae, i.e. why was it possible to neglet both higher powers of the �eld �and/or gradients that surely are present in the exat reformulation of the Ising problemin terms of �-variables?To understand the neglet of these terms we proeed by dimensional analysis. An-tiipating that (see below) the 'real' dimensions arried by the operators in the ationwill be not too far from their engeneering dimension, we begin by exploring the latter.We proeed along the lines of the general sheme outlined in the previous hapter anddesignate dimension unity to the leading gradient term R ��2 in the ation. This entails[�℄ = L(2�d)=2 from where it is straightforward to attribute engeneering dimensions to allother operators: �Z �2� = L2; �Z �4� = L�d+4;�Z �n� = Ld+(2�d)n=2; �Z (�m�)2� = L2(1�m): (9.37)These relations tell us a lot about the prospeted signi�ane of all struturally allowedoperators:. the engineering dimension of the non-gradient operator � �2 is positive in all di-mensions indiating general relevane.. The � �4 operator is relevant (irrelevant) in dimensions d < 4 (d > 4). Thissuggests that for d > 4 an harmoni approximation (� = 0) of the model should bereasonable. It also gives us a preliminary lue as to how we might want to approahthe �4-model on a tehnial level: while for dimensions d = 2; 3 'muh' smallerthan d = 4 the interation operator � �4 is strongly relevant, dimension d = 4 isborderline. This suggests to analyse the model at d = 4, or maybe 'lose'27 to d = 4where the �4 operator is not yet that virulent, and then try to extrapolate at whathappens at the 'physial dimensions' d = 2; 3.. Operators � �n>4 beome relevant only in dimensions d < (1=n � 1=2)�1 < 4.However, even below these threshold dimensions, operators of high powers in the�eld variable are muh less relevant than the dominant un-harmoni operator �26Generalising our disussion from setion 6.1.2, we here add the oupling to a stati magneti �eldto the ation. (Exerise: reapitulate the onstrution of 6.1.2 to onvine yourself that, to lowest orderin an expansion in terms of �, oupling the system to a magneti �eld leads to the fourth term of Eq.(9.36). In ase you are too unpatient to do this: justify the struture of the term on physial grounds.)27As we shall see momentarily, the analysis of the problem is readily generalized to non-integer dimen-sions.



9.4. EXAMPLE III: RG ANALYSIS OF THE FERROMAGNETIC TRANSITION 397R �4. This is the a posteriori justi�ation of our neglet of operators � �n>4 in thederivation of the model.. Similarly, operators with more than two gradients are generally irrelevant and anbe negleted in all dimensions.. In ontrast, the operator � R � oupling to the magneti �eld arries dimension1 + d=2 and is therefore always strongly relevant.Dimensional analysis provides us with some valuable hints (see, however, the info boxbelow) as to the importane of various operators appearing in the theory. It also indiatesthat in the present ontext dimension d = 4 might play a speial role. Guided by thisinformation, we next proeed to analyse the model in a sequene of steps of inreasingsophistiation.9.4.2 Mean-Field TheoryGiven an ation like (9.36), the �rst thing we might try is a mean �eld analysis. Thatis, assuming that our oupling onstants r; � are suÆiently large we assume that thefuntional integration over � is entered around solutions of the equation ÆS[�℄Æ �� = 0, orr ��+ �12 ��3 � h = 0; (9.38)where we used that mean �eld on�gurations of low energy will be spatially onstant.Just by looking at a plot of the potential part of the �eld-free (h = 0) Lagrangian,� r2�2+ �4!�4 it is lear that, depending on the sign of r, the mean �eld equation possessestwo fundamentally di�erent types of solutions. For r > 0, the ation has a global minimumat � = 0, implying that �� = 0 is the unique mean �eld. Notiing that the amplitude of �represents a measure of the magnetization of the system (whih is lear from the way the�4-ation was derived from the Ising model on pp 188)), we identify r > 0 as a phase ofzero net magnetism, the paramagneti phase.In ontrast, for r < 0, the ation has two degenerate minima at non-zero values,�� = ��0 � �(12jrj=�)1=2. The system then has to make a hoie as to whether it wants tosit in the ground state on�guration �� = �0 or �� = ��0. This is the state of spontaneoussymmetry breaking indiative of the low temperature ferromagneti phase. (Notiethat upon swithing on a small magneti �eld, the degeneray between the two groundstates gets lifted and the system will populate a state of predetermined magnetization,�� = ��0, depending on the sign of h.)The preliminary analysis above indiates that r has the status of a fundamental pa-rameter tuning the system through the ferromagneti transition point. Indeed, our miro-sopi analysis in setion 6.1.2 had indiated that r � T�T was a funtion of temperaturethat hanged sign at some ritial temperature T, the mean-�eld ritial temperature ofthe transition. However, even if we didn't know the mirosopis, it would be lear thatr(T ) is (i) some funtion of temperature whih (ii) must have a zero at some temperatureT = T (Otherwise there would be no transition to begin with.) At any rate, in the viin-ity of T = T, r � T � T represents our prime measure of the distane to the transition



398 CHAPTER 9. THE RENORMALIZATION GROUPpoint. (This observation is, in fat, in perfet agreement with our earlier observation thatthe operator R �2 oupled to r is relevant, see the disussion in setion 9.3.2.)What an mean �eld theory say about the prime desriptors of the transition, theritial exponents. Identifying the amplitude of � (alias the magnetization) with theorder parameter of the transition, and referring bak to our list of exponents on p 388,the low temperature pro�le j��j = (12jrj=�)1=2 � jtj1=2implies � = 1=2. (Here we have introdued t � (T � T)=T as the redued temperatureof the transition. The exponent  is obtained by di�erentiating (9.38) with respet to h.With � � �h�, it is then we then straightforward to verify that approahing the transitionpoint from both sides, high and low temperatures,� � jtj�1;or  = 1. The ation evaluated on the mean �eld on�guration reads asS[ ��℄ = Ld�r2 ��2 + �4! ��4� � � ��1t2 t < 00 t > 0 (9.39)With the mean �eld free energy F = TS[ ��℄ we �nd that the spei� heat C = �T 2�2TF ��2t S behaves like a step funtion at the transition point: � = 0.Right at the ritial temperature, r = 0, the mean �eld magnetisation depends on has �� � h1=3 implying that Æ = 3. Finally, the orrelation length exponents �, � annotreally be omputed from plain mean �eld theory as they are tied to the spatial pro�le ofutuating �eld on�gurations.
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φ Figure 9.12: Ation of the �4-theory evaluated on a onstant �eld on�guration above(left) and below (right) the transition point.For the sake of later omparison, the mean �eld ritial exponents are summarized intable 9.1. At �rst sight the di�erenes between the experimentally observed exponents(�rst olumn) and the mean �eld exponents (seond olumn) don't look dramati { ap-parently the primitive mean �eld approah pursued here does not do too bad. Whih,in view of the fat that the buildup of pronouned utuations is one of the hallmarks



9.4. EXAMPLE III: RG ANALYSIS OF THE FERROMAGNETIC TRANSITION 399of transition physis, should be a bit of a surprise. On the other hand we must keep inmind that the exponents desribe singular power laws in the transition region. In view ofthat, the di�erene between 1:3 and 1 does look quite signi�ant. At any rate, we shouldtry to re�ne our theoretial understanding of the transition and explore whether betteragreement with the experimental data an be ahieved.rit.exp. experiment mean �eld Gaussian �1 �5� 0-0.14 0 1/2 1/3 .109� 0.32-0.39 1/2 1/4 1/3 .327 1.3-1.4 1 1 7/6 1.238Æ 4-5 3 5 4 4.786� 0.6-0.7 - 1/2 1 .631� 0.05 - 0 0 .037Table 9.1: Critial exponents of the ferromagneti transition obtained through di�erentmethods. Experimental exponents represent umulative data from various ferromagnetisubstanes.
9.4.3 Gaussian ModelThe least we should do to improve on the mean �eld analysis is to integrate out quadratiutuations around the onstant on�guration ��. Approahing the transition point fromabove, we set �� = 0 and approximate the ation through its quadrati expansion28S[�℄ � Z ddr �r2�2 + 12����� h�� (9.40)With this ation, the further ourse of ation seems to be lear. We should do the Gaussianintegral and then evaluate the dependene of the free energy on the external parametersH and r. However, in antiipation of our analysis of the full problem below, we herepursue a slighly di�erent, renormalization group oriented approah. I.e. pretending thatwe didn't know how to do the Gaussian integral, we will subjet the quadrati ation toa momentum shell RG analysis.Proeeding along the lines of the anonial sheme, we split our �eld � = �s + �finto a fast and a slow part, thereby ausing the standard fragmentation of the ationS[�s; �f ℄ = Ss[�s℄ + Sf [�f ℄ + S[�s; �f ℄. However, the ruial simpli�ation harateristifor a Gaussian model is that the ation S oupling fast and slow omponents, respetively,atually vanishes (why?), implying that the integration over fast �eld merely leads to aninessential onstant. The e�et of the RG step on the ation is then entirely ontained inthe resaling of the slow ation. Aording to our previous disussion, the saling fators28The appearane of a linear term indiates that we are not expanding around the 'true' mean �eld, i.e.exat solution of (9.38), but rather around the solution �� = 0, of the �eld free system. However, in viewof the fat that h has the status of an external perturbation, this hoie of the referene on�guration isquite natural.



400 CHAPTER 9. THE RENORMALIZATION GROUPthus appearing are determined by the engineering dimensions of the operators appearingin the ation, i.e. (f. Eq. (9.37)),r! b2r; h! bd=2+1h:Using that r � t we an then readily write down the two relevant saling dimensions ofthe problem, �t = 2 and �h = d=2 + 1. Comparison with Eq. (9.35) �nally leads to thelist of exponents, � = 2� d2 ; � = d4 � 12 ;  = 1;Æ = d+ 2d� 2 ; � = 12 ; � = 0:Notie that the exponents now expliitly depend on the dimensionality of the system, anatural onsequene of the fat that they desribe the e�et of spatial uutuations. Theseond olumn of table 9.1 ontains the values of the exponents for a three dimensionalsystem. We annot really say that the results are any better than those obtained by mean�eld analysis. Some exponents (e.g. Æ) agree better with the experimental data, others(e.g. �) deidedly worse.As a orrolary to this setion, we note that the Gaussian model possesses only one�xed point, viz. r = h = 0 whih in the ontext of �4-theory is alled the Gaussin �xedpoint.9.4.4 Renormalization Group AnalysisIn our so far analysis of the model, we have not really touhed upon its prinipal soureof omplexity, the e�et of the 'interation operator' � �4 on the utuation behaviour ofthe �eld. It is likely that the neglet of this aspet holds responsible for the omparativelypoor prediitve power of both the straightforward mean �eld analysis and of the Gaussianmodel. Indeed, the dimensional analysis of setion 9.4.1 indiated that the �4 additionto the ation beomes relevant below four dimensions. A more physial argument to thesame e�et is given in the info box below.Although the solution of the general problem posed by the ation (9.36) still appears tobe hopelessly diÆult, there is one aspet we an turn to our advantage. While physialsystems exist in integer dimensions d = 1; : : : ; 4; : : :, there is atually no reason whywe shouldn't be allowed to evaluate our theoretial model desription, i.e. the funtionalintegral with ation (9.36), in frational dimensions. In the present ontext, this seeminglyaademi freedom turns out to be of onrete pratial relevane. The point is that wefound the non-linear �4-operator to be marginal at d = 4 and relevant below. One maythus expet that in dimensions d = 4 � �, � � 1 the operator is relevant but not thatrelevant. I.e. the hope is that for suÆiently small deviations o� the threshold dimensionfour, the theory knows of an expansion parameter, somehow related to �, whih will enableus to get the e�et of the interation operator under ontrol. Of ourse, in the end of theday we will have to 'analytially ontiune' to dimensions of interest, � = 1 or even � = 2,but for the moment we shall thrust aside that formidable perspetive and see what wean learn from a d = 4� � representation of the theory.



9.4. EXAMPLE III: RG ANALYSIS OF THE FERROMAGNETIC TRANSITION 401. Info. Our previous analysis relied on the presumption that the �eld integration is tightlybound to the viinity of the extrema of the ation. But let's now ask under what onditions, thisassumption is atually justi�ed. What we should do is develop some opinion as to the relativeimportane of the mean �eld ontent of the theory and of the utuations around the mean�eld, respetively. There are several ways of doing so, and the one we will pursue here is basedon an analysis of the magneti suseptibility of the system. (At this point, we should like towarn the reader that the arguments formulated below, while tehnially straightforward, areoneptually involved. I.e it is ertainly well invested time to ritially ontemplate the logisof the onstrution in eah of its steps.)We reall that the suseptibility is de�ned by� = ��2HF � Z ddrh�(r)�(0)i � G(k = 0);where we used that h�(r)�(r0)i = G(r � r0) is the Green funtion of the model. Given thisidenti�ation, we note that a formal riterion of the transition { divergent suseptibility! { is asingularity of the zero momentum Green funtion.On the level of the Gaussian theory (see Eq. (9.40)) G(k) = (r + k2)�1, i.e. � � r�1. Inforesight of troubling observations to ome, we re-iterate that the mean �eld transition tem-perature is identi�ed by the ondition r � t = 0. Now, lets move on to explore orretions tothe mean �eld suseptibility on the level of a perturbative one-loop alulation. To this end weremember that (if neessary, reapitulate the disussion of 6) that due to the presene of the �4operator the Green funtion aquires a self energy whih, at the one-loop level is given by� = ��2Xk0 1r + k02 :As a onsequene, the suseptibility now estimates to��1 � (G(k = 0))�1 = r � � = r + �2Xk0 1r + k02 :A �rst observation to be made is that non-Gaussian utuations (physially: interations be-tween harmoni utuations around the mean �eld amplitude) lower the transition amplitude,i.e. setting r � T � T it now takes a smaller temperature T to reah the transition point; quitein aord with intuitive expetation, utuations tend to 'disorder' the system.Irritatingly, we also observe that the uto� � is needed to prevent the 'orretion'��2Xk0 1r + k02 � �Z � ddk0 1r + k02from diverging in dimensions d � 2. To quali�edly deal with this singularity, we have to realizethat the e�et of utuations is atually twofold: the transition temperature gets shifted andthe temperature dependene of the inverse suseptibility is apparently no longer plain linear (byvirtue of the r-dependene of the integrand.) The two e�ets an be disentangled by writing��1 = ~r + �2 � L2��d Z � ddk0� 1r + k02 � 1k02� =� ~r � �~r2 � L2��d Z � ddk0 1(~r + k02)k02 ; (9.41)



402 CHAPTER 9. THE RENORMALIZATION GROUPwhere ~r � r + �2 � L2��d Z � ddk0k02represents the shifted transition temperature while the integral desribing the deviation from thelinear temperature dependene of the suseptibility is now UV-onvergent in dimensions d < 4.Notie that in the seond line of (9.41) we have replaed the parameter r in the integrandby the modi�ed parameter ~r. To the auray of a one-loop alulation, this manipulation ispermissible.Naively, it looks as if our so-far manipulations have led us right away into a atastrophy:the uutation-renormalized transition temperature appears to diverge as we send the uto� toin�nity, learly a non-sensial predition! However, a seond thought shows us that this worry isbased on prejudied thinking. The point is that we had atually no justi�ation to identify thephysial transition temperature through the parameter r of the ation in the �rst plae. Thisidenti�ation was based on mean �eld theory alone, i.e. an approah to the problem altogethernegleting the key e�et of utuations. However, the bare parameter r appearing in the ationarries as little 'universal' meaning as the uto� � or any other mirosopi system parameterfor that matter!One we have aepted this view on the problem, we should identify the transition tempera-ture through the singularity of marosopially observable system properties (e.g. divergene ofthe suseptibility ; (one-loop level) vanishing of modi�ed parameter ~r) while the mirosopiparameters arry now signi�ane by themselves.. Exerise. This interpretation of the problem atually losely parallels the philosophyof renormalization in high energy physis. There, the bare parameters of the ation are fun-damentally undetermined, while the inverse of the Green funtion at zero external momentumrepresents a physial observable, e.g. the mass of the eletron. Sine the loop orretions ofto this latter quantity appear to be in�nite (and the theory does not enjoy the luxury of thepresene of a physially motivated uto�), one postulates that the bare parameters of the ationhave been in�nite by themselves. These singularities are deliberately adjusted so as to anelthe divergene of the utuation orretions and to produe �nite 'physial' quantities.Consult a textbook on renormalization in high energy physis (e.g. [?℄) to get aquaintedwith the funtioning of this strategy, and with the enormous suess it had in the ontext ofQED and other sub-branhes of partile physis.We next turn to the seond e�et of the utuation orretion, viz. the deviation fromthe linear temperature dependene, as desribed by the integral ontribution to (9.41). Ondimensional grounds, the integral depends on the parameter ~r as � �Ld~r(d�2)=2. The (mean �eld+ quadrati utuations) approah to the problem breaks down when this ontribution beomesmore important than the leading order ontribution to the suseptibility, i.e. for dimensionsd � 4. This observation is the essene of the so-alledGinzburg riterion. The riterion statesthat mean �eld theory beomes inappliable below the so-alled upper ritial dimensiond = 4. While we have derived this statement for the partiular ase of the �4 model, itis lear that similar estimates an be done for every non-linear �eld theory. I.e. Like thelower ritial dimension, the upper ritial dimension, too, represents an important thresholdseparating between mean �eld dominated d > d and uutation dominated d < d behaviour.Also notie that the analysis above onforms with our previous observation that the non-linear�4-operator is relevant in dimensions d < 4. (Convine yourself that the two lines of arguments



9.4. EXAMPLE III: RG ANALYSIS OF THE FERROMAGNETIC TRANSITION 403reet the same priniple, viz. the dependene of utuations on the aessible phase volume,as determined by the dimensionality of the system.)||||||||||||||{Before proeeding to the details of the RG program, let us try to predit a numberof general elements of the �4 phase diagram on dimensional grounds. We saw that indimensions d > 4 the �4-operator is irrelevant and the Gaussian model essentially ditatesthe behaviour of the system. Spei�ally, for d > 4 the Gaussian �xed point r = � = h = 0is the only �xed point of the system. Below four dimensions, the �4-operator beomesrelevant and the emergene of a riher �xed point struture may be expeted. However,for � = 4�d suÆiently small, we also expet that whatever new �xed points appear, theyshould be lose to the Gaussian point. Whih means that we an ondut our searh fornew �xed points within a double expansion in �, and the small deviation of the ouplingonstants u; �; h around the Gaussian �xed point. (In fat, we will momentarily identifya third expansion parameter, viz. the number of momentum loops appearing in fast �eldintegration.)Step I:We next proeed to formulate the RG step in detail. To keep things simple, the RGtransformation will be arried out to lowest order in a triple expansion in �, the ouplingonstants, and the number of momentum loops. The rational behind the loop expansionan be best understood if we assume that the entire ation29 was multiplied by a largeparameter (whih, in the ase of a quantum theory might be ~�1.) The expansion in thenumber of loops is then equivalent to an expansion in the inverse of that parameter (fora quantum theory, an expansion away from the lassial limit.). Exerise. Verify this statement. To this end, notie that a diagram of nth order inperturbation theory in the �4 vertex ontains a prefatorial power an of our large parameter.On the other hand, eah of the I internal lines, or propagators, ontained by the diagramsontributes a fator a�1, so that the overall power is an�I . Next relate the number of internallines to the number L of loops. To this end, notie that eah line orresponds to a momentumsummation. However, the number of independent summations is onstraint by the n Æ-funtionsarried by the verties. Use this information to show that the overall power of the graph isa�L+1, i.e. an expansion in L is equivalent to an expansion in the inverse of a.Having said this, we deompose our ation in the standard manner, S[�s; �f ℄ =Sf [�f ℄ + Ss[�s℄ + S[�s; �f ℄, whereSf [�f ℄ = Z ddr �r2�2f + 12��f��f� ;Ss[�s℄ = Z ddr �r2�2s + 12��s��s + �4!�4s � h�s� ;S[�s; �f ℄ = �4 Z ddr �2s�2f + : : : :29before we resaled the �elds so as to make the leading order oeÆient equal 1=2.



404 CHAPTER 9. THE RENORMALIZATION GROUPSeveral approximations related to the loop order of the expansion are imposed alreadyat this level. We negleted terms of O(�4f) beause their ontration leads to two loopdiagrams. The same for (think about it) terms of O(�s�3f). Terms like of O(�3s�f) do notarise beause the addition of a fast momentum and three slow momenta an hardly addto zero total momentum.Step II:To simplify the notation, we resale momentum aording to q ! q=� implying thatoordinates are measured in units of the inverse uto� r ! r�. With the ouplingonstants resaled aording to their engineering dimensions,r! r�2;�! ��4�d;the ation remains unhanged, only that the fast and slow momenta are now integratedover the dimensionless intervals jqsj 2 [0; b�1℄ and jqf j 2 [b�1; 1℄, respetively.We next onstrut an e�etive ation by integration over the fast �eld:exp(�Se� [�s℄) = exp(�Ss[�s℄) hexp(�S[�s; �f ℄)i :In doing the fast ation average, h: : :i, we shall (a) retain only ontributions of one-loop order while (b) negleting terms whih lead to the appearane of �n>4s ontributionsin the ation. (E.g., the ontration h�R �2s�2f�3i would lead to suh a term.) To thisapproximation (this step de�nitely asks for thorough ontemplation!)exp(�Se� [�s℄) = exp(�Ss[�s℄) exp��hS[�s; �f ℄i+ 12 
S[�s; �f ℄2�� ;where, as usual, the subsript '' indiates a onneted av-erage. The two diagrams orrespoding to the ontrationshS[�s; �f ℄i and hS[�s; �f ℄2i are shown in the top and bot-tom part of the �gure, respetively, where the sturdy linesegments indiate the passive �s amplitudes. Aording tothe standard rules of perturbation theory, the �rst of the twodiagrams evaluates to
 a) 

 b) hS[�s; �f ℄i = �4 Zf(dq0) 1r + q02 Zs(dq)�s(q)�s(�q);where we have introdued the shorthand notation (dq) � ddq(2�)d . We next onsider thesummation over fast momenta appearing in this expression. Using that we are in loseviinity to the transition, r � b�1, and antiipating that we are interested in no morethan the expansion of the �-funtion for small values of the oupling, we expand theintegrand to �rst order in r, Zf(dq) 1q2 + r = I1 � rI2;



9.4. EXAMPLE III: RG ANALYSIS OF THE FERROMAGNETIC TRANSITION 405where we have introdued the shorthand notation,I� � Zf(dq) 1q2� :These integrals are straightforwardly omputed by swithing to polar oordinates,I� = 
d Z 1b�1 qd�2��1dq = 
dd� 2�(1� b2��d):where 
d = (2�d=2=�(d=2))=(2�)d is the volume of the d-dimensional unit-sphere (mea-sured in units of 2�). We thus �nd that after the integration over fast modes, and thestandard resaling operation, q ! bq;�! b(d�2)=2�;the quadrati part of the ation reads asS(2)[�℄ = b2 �r + �
d2(d� 2)(1� b2�d)� r�
d2(d� 4)(1� b4�d)�Z ddr �2: (9.42)Turning to the diagram b) shown above, we notie that, owing to the presene of fourexternal legs, its ontribution will be proportional to �4s. Further, momentum onser-vation implies that the momenta arried by the internal lines of the diagram will de-pend on both, the fast 'internal' momentum and the external momenta arried by the�elds �s. However, we an simplify our life by negleting the latter dependene fromthe outset. The reason is that integration over the internal momentum followed byTaylor expansion in the slow momenta would generate expressions of the arhiteture,F (q1;q2;q3)�(q1)�(q2)�(q3)�(�q1 � q2 � q3), where q1;2;3 are slow momenta and F issome polynomial. Aount for the small momenta would thus generate derivatives atingon an operator of fourth order in �, a ombination that we saw above is strongly irrelevant.Negleting the external momenta, diagram b) evaluates to12hS[�s; �f ℄2i ' �28 Z ddr �4s Zf (dq) 1q2 + r = �2I28 Z ddr �4s +O(�2r):Evaluating the integral and resaling we �nd that the quarti ontribution to the renor-malized ation reads asS(4)[�℄ = b4�d� �4! � �2
d8 1� b4�dd� 4 �Z ddr �4:Finally, there are no one-loop diagrams a�eting the linear part of the ation, i.e.S(1)[�℄ = hbd=2+1 Z ddr �resales aording to its engeneering dimension.



406 CHAPTER 9. THE RENORMALIZATION GROUPCombining everything, we �nd that to one loop order, the oupling onstants hangeas r! b2�r + �
d(d� 2)(1� b2�d)� r�
d(d� 4)(1� b4�d)��! b4�d ��� 3�2
d 1� b4�dd� 4 �h! hbd=2+1:We next set d = 4 � � and evaluate the rhs of these expressions to lowest order in anexpansion in powers of �. With 
4�� � 
4 = 116�2 , we thus obtainr ! b2 �r + �
42 (1� b�2)� r�
4 ln b)��! (1 + � ln b) ��� 3�2
4 ln b�h! hb3:whih, setting b = exp l, leads to the Gell-Mann-Low equationsdrdl = 2r + 
4�� 
4�rd�dl = ��� 3
4�2dhdl = 6� �2 h: (9.43)
These equations learly illustrate the meaning of the �-expansion. Aording to the se-ond equation, a perturbation away from the Gaussian �xed point will initially grow ata rate set by the engeneering dimension �. While on the level of the lassial, zero looptheory, � would grow inde�nitely, the one-loop ontribution � �2 stops the ow at a value� � �.Equating the rhs of (9.43) to zero (and temporarilyignoring the magneti �eld), we indeed �nd that besidesthe Gaussian �xed point (r�1; ��1) = (0; 0) a nontrivialseond �xed point (r�2; ��2) = (�16�; 13
4 �) has appeared.Notie that, in aord with the shemati onsiderationsmade in the beginning of the setion, the seond �xedpoint is of O(�) and oagulates with the Gaussian �xedpoint as � is sent to zero. Plotting the �-funtion for theoupling onstant � we further �nd that for � > 0, � isrelevant around the Gaussian �xed point but irrelevantat the non-trivial �xed point.
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To understand the full ow diagram of the system, we linearize the �-funtion aroundboth the Gaussian and the non-trivial �xed point. Denoting the linearized mappings by



9.4. EXAMPLE III: RG ANALYSIS OF THE FERROMAGNETIC TRANSITION 407W1;2, we �nd W1 = � 2 
40 � � ; W2 = � 2� 13� 
40 ��� :Fig. 9.13 shows the ow in the viinity of the two �xed points, as desribed by the matriesW1;2 as well as the extrapolation to a global ow hart. Notie that the ritial surfaeof the system { the straight line interpolating between the two �xed points { is tiltedwith respet to the r � temperature axis of the phase diagram. Whih implies that it isnot the physial temperature alone that deides whether the system will eventually windup in the paramagneti (r � 0) or ferromagneti (r � 0) setor of the phase diagram.We rather have to relate temperature (� r) to the strength of the non-linearity (� �)to deide on whih side of the ritial surfae we are. E.g. for � strong enough, even asystem with r initially negative may eventually ow towards the disordered phase. Thistype of behaviour annot be predited from the mean �eld analysis of the model (whihwould generally predit a ferromagneti state for r < 0), it rather represents a non-triviale�et of utuations. Finally notie that while we an formally extend the ow into thelower portion of the diagram, � < 0, this region is atually unphysial. The reason is thatfor � < 0, the ation is fundamentally unstable and does not desribe a physial system.
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Figure 9.13: Phase diagram of the �4-model as obtained from the �-expansion.What are the rititial exponents of the one-loop approximation? Of the two eigen-values of W2, 2 � �=3 and ��, only the former is relevant. As with the Gaussian �xedpoint, it is tied to the saling of the oupling onstant r � t, i.e. we have �t = 2 � �=3and, as before, �h = (d + 2)=2 = (6 � �)=2. An expansion of the exponents summarizedin Eq. (9.35) to �rst order in � then yields the list� = �3 ; � = 12 � �6 ;  = 1 + �6 ;Æ = 3 + �; � = 12 + �2 ; � = 0;



408 CHAPTER 9. THE RENORMALIZATION GROUPIf we are now rekless enough to extend the radius of the expansion to � = 1, i.e. d = 3,we obtain the third olumn of table 9.1. Apparently the agreement with the experimentalresults has improved! And that in spite of the fat that we have driven the � expansionfar beyond its range of appliability. (For � = 1, terms of O(�2) an our ourse no longerbe negleted!)How an we understand that the �-expansion does so remarkably well? Trusting inthe priniple that good theories tend to work well beyond their regime of appliability,we might simply speulate that nature seems to be sympatheti to the onept of renor-malization and the loop expansion. Of ourse, a more quali�ed approah to the questionis to explore what happens at higher order in the �-expansion. Needless to say that theprie to be paid for this ambition is that at orders O(�n>1), things get quite laborious.Nonetheless, the suess of ev, and therefore favourable results are obtaineden the �rstorder expansion prompted people to drive the �-expansion up to �fth order! The resultsof this analysis are summarized in the last olumn of table 9.1. In view of the fat thatwe are still extending a series beyond its radius of onvergene30 the level of agreementwith the experimental data is absolutely striking. In fat, the exponents obtained by the�-expansion even agree (to an auray better than one perent!) with the numeriallyobserved exponents of the two-dimensional model, i.e. for a situation where the 'small'parameter � has to be set to two.However, it is important to realize that the �-expansion is not just a omoputationaltool for the alulation of exponents. On a more oneptual level, its merit is that itenables us to explore the phase diagram of non-linear theories in a more or less ontrolledmanner. In fat, the �-expansion is not only useful in the study of �eld theories loseto the upper ritial dimension (i.e. lose to the mean �eld threshold) but an equallywell applied to the analysis of systems in the viinity of the lower ritial dimension (thedimension marking the onset of global thermal disorder, see the problem set.)With these remarks we onlude our preliminary disussion of the �-expansion andits appliation to the ferromagneti transition. We next turn to the RG analysis of analtogether di�erent type of phase transitions, viz. topologial transitions whose existene islimited to ertain integer dimensions (and therefore not aessible in terms of �-expansionshemes.)9.5 Example IV: Berezinsky-Kosterlitz-Thouless Tran-sitionMost of the theories disussed in previous hapters were de�ned on essentially struture-less, target spaes { the real line, the omplex plane, or, more generally, vetor spaes ofarbitrary dimensionality. Although we already met with a number of models with moreomplex target manifolds (e.g., the superondutor, or the Luttinger ation with �eldsde�ned on the unit irle) the geometri struture of the target spae never played thatmuh of a role.30Indeed, it is believed that we are dealing with a series that is only asymptotially onvergent. I.e.beyond a ertain order of the expansion, the agreement with the 'true' exponents will presumably beomeworse.



9.5. EXAMPLE IV: BEREZINSKY-KOSTERLITZ-THOULESS TRANSITION 409In fat, however, the large sale geometry, or topology of its �eld manifold may havestriking inuene on the long range behaviour of a system and it is one of the objetivesof the present setion to illustrate that phenomenon on a partiular example. (A moreomprehensive aount of the role of geometry and topology in quantum �eld theory willbe given in the next hapter.)Consider, then, a two-dimensional square lattie with a phase like variable exp(i�i) 2S1 de�ned on eah of its sites i. Demanding that the ation of the system be periodi inall �si and minimal on homogeneous �eld on�gurations, the most elementary ation wean formulate reads as S[�℄ = �JXhiji os(�i � �j); (9.44)where Phiji is the usual sum over nearest neighbours. Eq. (9.44) is known as the ationof the two-dimensional xy-model. To motivate this denotation, think of �i as anangle parameterizing the diretion of a uni-modular vetor (a lassial 'spin') in the two-dimensional xy-plane. Indeed, the model (9.44) an be looked at as a two-dimensionaldesendent of the lassial Heisenberg model, i.e. as a model where the Heisenberg spinis on�ned to a two dimensional plane (this ondition is, in fat, realized for a number ofmagneti materials.). Info. Besides its natural ourane in magnetism, the xy-model �nds a plenty of otherappliations in ondensed matter physis. By way of example, we mention the physis of gran-ulated metals and Josephson juntion arrays.Imagine a system of small metalli (or superonduting) islandswhih are onneted by poorly onduting tunneling barriers. (Ar-rays of this struture are believed to mimi the mesosopi mor-phology of struturally disordered metals. However, they an alsobe manufatured arti�ally, with islands as small as several nm.)On a mirosopi level, the state of the system is essentially de-termined by the number Ni of eletroni harges populating eahisland i. However, unless the inter-grain tunneling ondutane,gT , is ultra-small (meaning gT < e2=h, the fundamental quantumunit of ondutane), temporal utuations of the harge degreesof freedom are vast.It is then more favourable to haraterize the state of the system in terms of the variableanonially onjugate to the harge variable, i.e. the phase �i. (Remember that [�i; Nj ℄ = Æijform a anonially onjugate pair.) The model ation S[�℄ then of ourse depends on themirosopi struture of the system. However, for the ase of a superondutor array in thelassial limit (�(�) = onst: ), and negleting harging e�ets, the ation ollapses to the xy-ation shown above. (Reapitulate the struture of the single-juntion Josephson ation toonvine yourself that this is true.)||||||||||||||{



410 CHAPTER 9. THE RENORMALIZATION GROUPQ1 density-density orrelation funtion of the 1d-eletron gas.Q2 mirosopi derivatsity orrelation funtion of the 1d-eletron gas.Q3 mirosopi ion of the Luttinger ation. eQ4 intuitive interpretation of the bosoni fermion representation.Q5 Luttinger RG for strong baksattering.Q6 RG analysis of O(n)-model


